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ABSTRACT 

The Arizona Appraisal System is a totally integrated methodology 

that uses a series of interactive computer programs to translate subjec

tive geologic opinion into a probabilistic estimate of mineral endowment. 

By "totally integrated methodology" is meant a unified, conceptuallY com

plete approach. 

This methodology comprises two main sections, each executed on a 

different computer system. The first section, the Geologic Decision Model, 

has been computerized as an interactive PLATO program. Using the PLATO 

system, the geologist describes probabilistically the perceived states of 

geologic processes and conditions. The decision model analyzes this 

information and computes a probability distt'ibution for mineral occur

rence. The second section, the Endowment Simulation Model (program 

MASTER), is run on the DEC 10 and Cyber 175 computers. Program MASTER 

takes the product of the Geologic Decision Model, combines it with other 

data, and produces a probabilistic estimate of mineral endowment for the 

region being evaluated. 

Development and testing of the Arizona Appraisal System were car

ried out simultaneously over a period of about three years. During this 

period, four geologists from government and industry were called upon 

four or five times over a period of about a year for a study of the ura

nium (U30a) endowment in the San Juan Basin of northwestern New Mexico. 

The results produced by the system consist, for each geologist, 

of a probability distribution for tons of U30a endowment for (1) each 

xxiv 
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partition of each stratigraphic unit, (2) each stratigraphic unit as a 

whole, (3) "formations" or "merged units" (groups of stratigraphic units), 

and (4) the San Juan Basin as a whole (all stratigraphie units). The 

system also calculates the average distribution across all geologists for 

the varioUs merged units and for the basin as a whole. The result for 

the basin as a whole (in thousands of tons) is: mean 3,855, variance 4,108 

x 109, and 95th percentile 6,541. 

The author believes that his major contribution has been to design 

and implement a working resource estimation methodology that is flexible 

with respect to commodity and geographic location. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The total supplies of mineral resources have been a concern of 

society for as long as man has been dependent upon continued discovery 

and exploitation of the earth's wealth. The 1973 OPEC oil embargo focused 

public attention on the huge quantities of minerals required to sustain 

civilization, as well as on the consequences of mineral deficiencjes. 

These facts, plus the need to formulate sound natural resource policies 

and development programs, have created an increased demand for appraisals 

of yet undiscovered mineral resources. 

The appraisal of a mineral resource may have any of several pur-

poses (Harris, 1977a): 

To assess mineral adequacy, that is, the ability of a region to 
meet ~xpected consumption requirements to some designated time 
in the future. This would be done as part of a long-range 
planning program. 

To stimulate exploration for and production of mineral resources 
in a region. 

To evaluate the economic impact of proposed mineral policy. 

To evaluate the economic impact of government-sponsored 
regional development programs. 

It is toward the first of these purposes that this study has. 

been directed. The end result i~ the Arizona Appraisal System, a totally 

integrated methodology that uses a series of interactive computer 
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programs to translate subjective geologic opinion into a probabilistic 

estimate of mineral endowment. By "totally intGgrated methodology" is 

meant a unified, conceptually complete approach. This methodology 
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comprises two main sections, each executed on a different computer 

system. The first section is the Geologic Decision Model. This model has 

been computerized as an interactive PLATO program. Using the PLATO 

system, the geologist describes probabilistically the perceived states of 

geologic processes and conditions. The decision model analyzes this 

information and computes a probability distribution for a measure of 

mineral occurrences. The second section is the Endowment Simulation 

Model (program MASTER), which is run on the DEC 10 and Cyber 175 

computers. Program MASTER takes the product of the Geologic Decision 

Model, combines it with other data, and produces a probabilistic estimate 

of mineral endowment for the region being evaluated. 

This system was developed for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 

and tested for a specific application: estimation of uranium (U308) endow

ment of the San Juan Basin of New Mexico (Figure 1-1). The project was 

enUtled "A Probabilistic Endowment Appraisal System Based upon the For

malization of Geologic Decisions," and was carried out by the author under 

the supervision of DeVerle P. Harris, the principal investigator. It was 

completed over a four-year period beginning in February 1977 and ending in 

May 1981. Because of time limitations and the magnitude of the ,task, it 

was impossible to produce a single comprehensive volume detailing the 

logic, methods, and results of the effort at that time (see Appendix 1). 

This dissertation attempts to provide these details. 
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Definitions of Resource Terms 

To assess mineral adequacy, we need to clearly define what is to 

be estimated. The terms are defined and their interrelationship illus

trated in Figure 1-2. 

Goals of the Arizona Appraisal System 

4 

This dissertation seeks to resolve several issues surrounding 

resource estimation methodology. These issues are: estimation of endow

ment versus resources, use of a subjective method, formalization of a 

decision structure, quantification of uncertainty, provision for informa

tion retrieval, and employment of multiple experts. Consideration of 

these issues gives rise to six goals, described below. 

Estimation of Endowment versus Resources 

Few resource appraisals have produced acceptable estimates, nor 

have appraisers developed scientifically defendable methodologies. One 

reason is that the values provided are generally for mineral resources, 

which, as shown in Figure 1-2, are defined within an economic and tech

nologic structure. Often, neither the implied physical inventory nor the 

economic framework is specifically stated. As a result, it is difficult 

for an analyst to determine what the resource level might be at $X per 

pound when the estimate he has been given is relevant only for current 

economics at a price of, say, $X/2 per pound. With geology, risk, cost, 

exploration, and product price all implicitly included in the estimate, it 

is nearly impossible to examine how the quantity of available resource 

will be affected when one of these variables changes. Thus: 



MINERAL RESOURCE BASE 

MINERAL ENDOWMENT 

ANTICIPATED 
FUTURE 
PRODUCTIVE 
CAPABILITY 

RESOURCE BASE: The total 
amount of a particular mineral in 
the earth's crust in a given 
region. 

ENDOWMENT: The quantity of 
mineral in an accumulation 
(deposit) that meets specified 
physical characteristics such as 
quality, size, and depth. Con
ceptually, endowment is not de
pendent upon being found or upon 
the existence of the technology 
to develop it. 

RESOURCES: That part of 
mineral endowment that, if it 
were discovered, could be 
produced under stated economic 
conditions and with technology 
that is currently feasible or that 
will be feasible in the near 
future. 

RESERVES: That part of mineral 
resources that constitutes all 
known occurrences producible at 
a specified economic level in 
unconstrained markets. 

Fig. 1-2. Interrelationship of Resource Terms. 

(Adapted from Schanz, 1975, p. 86.) 
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Goal 1 is to estimate endowment instead of resources. That is, 
the geologist estimates what is there, not what is economic, as 
a purely geologic exercise. If the commodity is adequately de
scribed in terms of its physical characteristics (tonnage, grade, 
depth, etc.), then resource analysts can subject it to analyses 
for various economic scenarios. 

This idea has a strong logical appeal, but it is difficult to implement. 

The present study assume's that mineral endowment can be estimated by 

6 

describing the geology of the region being evaluated. Note that "endow-

ment" as used in this study means initial endowment, that is, endowment 

that existed prior to any production. Since the geology of a region does 

not change as uranium is discovered and produced, the fact that some of 

the endowment of a region is known or has been removed is irrelevant to 

the definition. By contrast, a study that is referred to later (the DOE 

study described in Chapter 2 and compared with the author's in Chapter 5) 

defines endowment as the undiscovered portion of endowment, that is, ini-

tial endowment minus known reserves and any production that has occurred. 

Use of a Subjective Method 

Most geologic estimates of endowment are subjective rather than 

directly quantitative; this is because data are insufficient or have been 

collected or recorded in a form unusable for quantitative operations. One 

criticism of subjective evaluations is that they usually do not provide a 

statement of the algorithm and the data used to arrive at the estimate. 

Therefore, their credibility is challenged. Thus: 

Goal 2 is to design a methodology that incorporates the flexi
bility of a subjective approach, yet allows examination of the 
reasoning processes employed. 
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Formalization of a Decision Structure 

It is extremely difficult for a geologist to make an estimate of 

endowment, based on his knowledge about the region, without being influ-

enced by his intuitive feelings, the opinions of others, and previous esti-

mates made by him or others. The only hope that he will even come close 

to providing estimates based solely upon his knowledge is to remove the 

opportunity for instinctive responses and replace it with a formalized 

decision structure. Thus: 

Goal 3 is to present the geologist with a formalized decision 
structure that forces him to analyze the ore-forming processes 
as well as the region being appraised. Such a structure (a) is 
difficult to manipulate, (b) diminishes or at least does not con
tribute to psychological biases, and (c) provides an endowment 
estimate based solely upon geoscience. 

Quantification of Uncertainty 

Resource estimates commonly consist of a single number, for ex-

ample, "4,000,000 tons of U30a." This conveys no· information about the 

uncertainty of the estimate, which may be quite large if the undiscovered 

component of resources is large. The degree of uncertainty is important, 

however: It provides a measure of risk and emphasizes the fact that con-

tingencies should be considered. 

Uncertainty can be expressed either as a range of endowments or 

as a probability distribution for endowment. Because the time allotted 

for endowment appraisals usually is limited, the attempt to define a 

probability distribution usually consists of having the geologist give 

probability statements for a range of possible endowments, or obtaining 

fractile estimates from him and subsequently fitting a mathematical 

function to the data. Thus: 



Goal 4 is to quantify the uncertainty in the participant's mind 
as to (a) the geology of a region and (b) the relationship 
between that set of geologic conditions and the magnitude 0f the 
uranium endowment. 

Provision for Information Retrieval 

studies on the subjective estimation of a complex and uncertain 

event have shown that an appraiser bases his judgments primarily upon 

information that is immediately before him (Spetzler and Stain von 

Holstein, 1972, p. 12; Kahneman and Tversky, 1973, p. 242; Tversky and 

Kahneman, 1974, p. 150). Information that is not immediately at hand--

even though it may be important--usually is not retrieved and integrated 

into the judgment. Thus: 
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Goal 5 is to provide each participant with a uniform, easily 
usable geologic information base, and to allow review of the 
other geologists' inputs. 

Employment of Multiple Experts 

Because there is commonly considerable variation in opinion among 

experts, there is justifiable concern about basing an estimate upon the 

opinion of a single expert. Some researchers have used a panel of experts 

and Delphi methods to arrive at a consensus opinion. However, with con-

ventional Delphi methods, the participating individuals tend to concur with 

group opinion rather than state their own. Thus: 

Goal 6 is to permit participation by multiple experts, yet not 
accommodate the tendency to concur with group opinion, and to 
provide for the anonymous exchange of geologic information but 
not of endowment estimates. 
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Considerations in the Design of a Geologic Decision Model 

Assuming that a geologist, using geoscience, can indeed estimate 

endowment (Goal 1), what kind of geologic decision model should be used? 

Should it be based on geologic processes, or on geologic characteristics? 

By geologic processes, we mean a series of functions or events that have 

contributed to the formation of uranium endowment. Examples are weather

ing, mineralization, and secondary enrichment. By geologic characteristics, 

we mean distinguishing features or attributes that set one rock unit apart 

from others. Examples are color, grain size, and degree of weathering. 

Geologic Processes 

One argument for basing the model on processes is that the very 

presence of mineral endowment depends on geologic (genetic) processes. 

Another argument is that a framework of processes may provide a simpler 

and more concise way of organizing facts than a classification of the 

facts themselves. Furthermore, no matter how objectively and clearly 

facts are organized, decision-making often requires interpretation--par

ticularly when one is evaluating regions where geologic data are sparse. 

The greater the disparity between availability of data on the explored 

region and on the evaluation region, or the more limited the geologist's 

experience, the greater the need for interpretation and inference. 

Processes offer a conceptual means of interpretation. Bailly (1978), an 

authority on the practice and economics of exploration, claims that, as 

surface deposits and their associated indicators have been discovered and 

as man increasingly has had to search for hidden deposits, he has had to 

turn to process models as his primary exploration tool. 
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It must be borne in mind, however, that any judgment as to the 

relative merits of a process-oriented model must deal with two issues. 

First is the level of detail of the model. It seems safe to propose that 

the controversy over a genetic basis increases with the complexity and 

degree of definition of the model. Second is the objective of the model. 

All else being equal, one would expect to find broader acceptance of a 

decision model designed for the appraisal of regional endowment than of 

one that comments at length on the high-level processes that differenti

ate mineralogical, structural, and geometric features of deposits as well 

as major genetic relationships. 

Geologic Characteristics 

One argument against a process approach and for a model based on 

characteristics can be represented by an analogy: "You don't have to 

understand how an internal combustion engine works to drive a car." That 

is, it isn't necessary to understand genesis to identify mineral endowment; 

one needs only to be able to identify associated favorable circumstances. 

Some exploration practices seem to support this view. For instance, Ridge 

(1978), an expert on ore deposits of the world, points out that to find 

volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits one needs primarily to explore 

regions that have a thick volcanic pile. Ridge believes concepts of gen

esis can be ignored. To other geologists, however, it is not clear that 

the decision to explore regions with thick volcanic piles is devoid of 

genetic considerations, elementary though they may be. A companion argu

ment is that often several theories are advanced to explain the same set 

of facts; thus, one should ignore the theories and use only the facts. 
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These arguments merit consideration, for they are a commentary 

on, among other things, the deficiencies in our science and our data. 

There are difficulties in basing a model on geologic characteris

tics, however. First, the characteristics that contribute to successful 

exploration within a producing province may not be sufficient for the es

timation of endowment. For example, within a given region it may be pos

sible to base exploration decisions on a few recognition criteria. Yet 

unless these features are supported by a broad base of knowledge, they 

may be only spurious associations that will be unreliable when used on 

neighboring regions--regions that are the same generally but that differ 

in some particulars. In addition, a major conceptual adjustment is 

required if one is to generalize from using recognition criteria in explor

ing for a deposit in a well explored region, to determining the total 

number and size of deposits that will be found in a basically unexplored 

region. 

Second, there are weaknesses in the argument that, owing to con

flicting genetic theories, one should ignore processes and use only the 

facts. Can the geologic characteristics be adequately stated and inter

preted without the use of geologic theory? Furthermore, even though a 

geologist may be aware of competing theories of genesis, isn't he likely 

to be partial to one of them and to use it in evaluating geologic data? 

And if so, shouldn't his decision model contain the processes of his sci

ence to the degree that he employs them? 

Finally, there is the problem of the geologist's ability to define 

how the geologic criteria are related to endowment. Geologists someti.mes 

tend to think in a one-sided way: In a study by Harris and Brock (1973), 
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geologists showed little hesitation when asked to state the probabilities 

for specific geologic conditions in a region containing a porphyry copper 

deposit. However, when they were asked the corresponding probabilities 

given that no porphyry deposit was present, they showed great hesitation. 

Some commented, "I never thought about it that way." Is this estimation 

prejudice greater or lesser for a characteristics-based model than one 

based on processes? Nq one knows. 

Decision Model for the Arizona Appraisal System 

In designing the Arizona Appraisal System, it was decided to use a 

process-oriented geologic decision model. Common sense dictated that, to 

estimate uranium endowment, which is a regiOl'lal phenomenon, one would 

have to describe the processes that formed the endowment. The geologists 

participating in this study concurred with this reasoning. Interestingly, 

however, the models they constructed were actually mixtures of processes 

and characteristics. 

The preceding discussion brings out three major points: (1) There 

is controversy as to the preferred structure of a geologic decision model. 

(2) This study does not resolve that controversy. (3) The system designed 

in this study can accommodate a geologic decision model based upon 

processes, characteristics, or both. 

Concepts in Subjective Modeling 

As implied by Goal 2, the Arizona Appraisal System uses a subjec-

tive approach. Reasons for selecting such an approach are--

Subjective appraisals can be done quickly to meet demands for 
immediate resource appraisals. 



When data are not uniformly expressed or are not everywhere 
available, application of mathematical techniques is at least 
difficult, and sometimes impossible. 

The subjective method is flexible. A problem that doesn't easily 
lend itself to precise mathematical methods can be treated by 
subjective techniques. 

Use of the subjective method aids in the development of cause
and-effect relationships in complex geologic processes. 

Subjective methods allow individuals of diversified backgrounds 
to contribute to the solution of a broad or complex problem. 

Critics of subjective methods object on several grounds. They 
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charge that the approach is not scientifically rigorous. They note that 

there may be considerable variation among expert opinion. And they cite 

the human factors questions: who is an expert? what are the inherent 

biases? and is it really possible to evaluate complex issues? The Arizona 

Appraisal System, however, is designed so that the reasoning processes 

employed can be individually examined and evaluated. This unique feature 

should offset many liabilities of the traditional subjective approach. 

Basic Elements of the Arizona Appraisal, System 

Figure 1-3 is a schematic overview of the Arizona Appraisal Sys-

tern. Rectangles represent major analytic or computational components. 

Parallelograms represent outputs or inputs. Trapezoids are further inputs 

into the Endowment Simulation Model (program MASTER). The oval repre-

sents the final result: a distribution of U30a endowment for the region 

being evaluated. The major components of the system (the rectangles) are 

the (1) subjective analysis by the geologist, (2) computerized Geologic 

Decision Model, and (3) computerized Endowment Simulation Model. These 

are discussed below. 



VALIDATION LOOP 

COMPUTERIZED GEOLOGIC 
DECISION MODEL 
(PLATO System) 

SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS 
BY GEOLOGIST 

Distribution of 
U30B Endowment for 

Region Being Evaluated 

Yes 

No 

ENDOWMENT 
SIMULATION PROGRAM 

(Program MASTER) 

Quantity Estimates of 
U30B per Deposit 

or Mineralized Cell 

(SEE FIG. 1-4) 

Additional 
Geologic 

. Inputs 

Fig. 1-3. Schematic Representation of the Arizona Appraisal System. 
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Subjective Analysis by the Geologist 

The geologist's analysis is a continuous operation throughout the 

appraisal process. First, using geological observations and geochemical 

and geophysical information available to him, he formulates a genetic de

scription of uranium endowment, called an "inference net," which is part 

of the computerized Geologic Decision Model. The net decomposes the 

geologic processes into three component parts, called "major process 

nodes." The geologist evaluates each node with the assistance of the 

PLATO cow?uter system. 

When the geologist is satisfied with the operation of the Geologic 

Decision Model, its results become inputs, along with additional geologic 

parameters, into the Endowment Simulation Model (program MASTER). 

Using test data to validate both the Geologic Decision Model and 

the Endowment Simulation Model, the geologist continues to analyze and 

modify his results as he fine-tunes the appraisal system. Once the entire 

system is validated, no further adjustment by the geologist is allowed. 

Computerized Geologic Decision Model 

The computerized Geologic Decision Model is the geologist's geo

science of uranium, formalized with the assistance of an interactive com

puter program (PLATO system). Figure 1-4 illustrates its structure. The 

parallelogram at the bottom represents the inference net, the rectangles 

inside it symbolizing the major geologic process nodes: source

transportation (ST), deposition-mineralization (DM), and post-depositional 

(PD). Figure 1-5 is an example of an actual inference net. In the 

inference net, the major process nodes are shown as rectangles. The 
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ovals, ellipses, and circles represent geologic conditions that influence 

the major process nodes; the ovals are called minor processes, and the 

ellipses and circles are called geologic variables. When a variable has 

no subprocess influencing it, it is called an end node. The inference net 

is only a partial formalizatin of the geologist's knowledge; it shows a 

cause-and-effect relationship among the important genetic processes, but 

it says nothing about the intensities of the individual geologic processes 

or about the relative importance of the three major process nodes. 

To complete the formalization (see Figure 1-4 again), the geolo

gist uses (a) a ranking scheme defining geologic relationships and (b) geo

logic probabilities that he provides about the geologic variables (end 

nodes) of the net, to link the intensities of the geologic variables (end 

nodes) to the next higher level, and so on up to the respective major 

process node. This linking is represented by the inverted triangle above 

the inference net in Figure 1-4. 

The structure of the net and the relationships defined by the 

ranking scheme serve as instruction to a computational algorithm (algo

rithm A) on how to combine the probability statements about the geologic 

variables and minor processes. The output of the algorithm consists of 

probabilities for the "states" (excellent, intermediate, and poor) of the 

major processes (ST, OM, and PO). 

In Figure 1-4 the trapezoid to the right of the output from 

algorithm A represents the endowment scheme (a matrix of 27 probability 

distributions for number of uranium deposits, given states of major 

processes). This matrix, built by the geologist, describes the three major 

process nodes ST, OM, and PO for all possible combinations of excellent, 
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intermediate, and poor geologic conditions. Computational algorithm B 

combines these conditional probability distributions with the probabilities 

computed by algorithm A, to yield a probability distribution for the 

number of uranium deposits or mineralized cells for a set of geologic 

conditions. This is the output of the computerized Geologic Decision 

Model as shown in Figure 1-3. 

Endowment Simulation Model (Program MASTER) 

The output of the computerized Geologic Decision Model is only ·a 

partial description of endowment, for it is only for a reference area of 

standard size and thickness, not the actual region being appraised, and it 

contains no description of quantity of U30a present, only of number of 

deposits. 

As illustrated in Figure 1-3, the problem of a partial description 

of endowment is solved by the Endowment Simulation Model (program 

MASTER), which takes the following inputs: 

(1) Output from the computerized Geologic Decision Model. 

(2) A three-parameter log normal probability distribution (defined 

by the geologist) for the quantity (pounds) of U30a per deposit for each 

formation being evaluated. The mean, variance, and displacement of each 

of these distributions are entered into the simulation program. 

(3) "Additional geologic inputs," which are variables that trans

form the distribution so that it corresponds to the physical dimension of 

the region being evaluated and that provide other modifications. 

Program MASTER uses Monte Carlo techniques to compute a proba

bility distribution for the quantity of uranium in each stratigraphic unit 
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within the region under evaluation. The Monte Carlo approach uses the 

following steps: (1) The distribution for "number of uranium deposits, 

geology~ or "number of mineralized cells, geology~ is sampled to obtain a 

number of deposits or cells, N, for a "reference area." (2) The 

distribution of quantity of U30a per deposit or mineralized cell is 

sampled N times to provide a quantity of U30a for each of the N deposits 

or cells; these N quantities are summed to give total U30a for the 

reference area. (3) The additional geologic inputs modify the distribution 

so that it reflects the evaluation region. 

Organization of the Study 

This dissertation is divided into five additional sections. 

Chapter 2 surveys ot.her resource appraisal techniques. 

Chapter 3 deals with the theoretical foundations of this work. It 

examines decision analysis in general and as it applies to the Arizona 

Appraisal System. 

Chapter 4 details the appraisal system and its use. The reader is 

led through the workings and concepts of the system just as a user would 

be. 

Chapter 5 presents endowment estimates produced by this method. 

These results are presented in a number of ways so that the validity not 

only of numerical estimates but also of the general procedure may be 

assessed. 

Chapter 6 evaluates the stated goals and endowment estimates, and 

suggests ways to improve various aspects of the appraisal system. 



CHAPTER 2 

A SURVEY OF OTHER APPRAISAL TECHNIQUES 

Methods for appraising mineral resources of a region may be 

divided into two broad groups: direct and indirect estimation techniques. 

(1) Direct estimation may be subdivided into methods using geologic 

analogy and methods that analyze economic relationships. This latter 

group includes life cycles, discovery rates, and quantity-quality 

relationships.· (2) Indirect estimation is more complicated than direct 

estimation but has the advantage of greater flexibility. Indirect 

estimation may be subdivided into mathematical methods and subjective 

methods. Subjective estimation can be done either intuitively or by a 

system approach; the two approaches differ in the way geoscience concepts 

are employed to estimate mineral endowment when there is no direct 

evidence of this endowment. 

The information in this chapter is taken from a paper by Harris 

and Agterberg (1981), which describes earlier efforts at mineral appraisal. 

Direct Estimation 

Estimation through Geologic Analogy 

Early appraisals of mineral resources generally consisted 

of some form of geologic analogy. That is, a geologist would compare 

the study area of interest to a geologically similar, well explored 

control alea. He would define for the control area some measure of 
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the abundance of mineral resources, say, number of deposits or pounds 

of metal per square mile. Multiplying this measure by the size of 

the study area would provide an estimate of mineral resources for 

the study area. This comparison of areas is common to all applications 

of geologic analogy; variations might include the degree of differenti

ation in the geologic comparisons, any special adjustments, and the 

differentiation of the measures of abundance (Harris, 1977a). 

Geologic analogy has been used by Weeks (1950, 1965) and Hen= 

dricks (1965) to estimate oil resources, Olson and Overstreet (1964) 

to estimate thorium resources, Lowell (1970) to estimate copper resour

ces, the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration (Hetland, 

1979) to estimate uranium resources, and the U.S. Geological Survey 

in some of the resource appraisals reported in Professional Paper 820 

(Brobst and Pratt, 1973). All these studies could be characterized 

as basically geologic. The economic aspect is introduced through the 

measure of resource abundance that was made on the control area. 

Estimation by Means of Economic Relationships 

In 1962 Hubbert predicted that production of domestic crude 

oil in the United States (exclusive of Alaska) would peak in 1969. 

The prediction, as it turned out, missed the peak year by only a year. 

Hubbert's method was to model the life cycles (secular trend) of petro

leum discoveries and petroleum production by first derivative logistic 

(bell-shaped) curves. He found that the discovery curve led the pro

duction curve by 12 years and that discoveries had peaked in 1957. 

To estimate the total recoverable oil, he integrated the area under 
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the production curve and obtained 170.6 x 109 bbl. In a companion 

analysis, he examined the plot of quantity of oil found per foot of 

drilling versus cumulative drilling footage. He fit an exponential 

curve to these data and computed the area under the curve if cumulative 

drilling were to increase to infinity. The result, 168 x 109 bbl, 

was remarkably close to the estimate obtained with the life cycle 

model. (Harris, 1977b, describes Hubbert's models in detail.) 

Lieberman (1976) used both the life cycle and discovery rate 

models to estimate U.S. uranium resources (Harris, 1976, gives a cri

tique of such models). Roberts and Torrens (1974) explored the use 

of life cycle models for estimating resources of nonferrous metals. 

Cargill, Root, and Bailey (1980) used historical production data to 

estimate the quantity and quality of a mineral resource remaining to 

be discovered. They derived these estimates by projecting a power 

relationship between the decreasing quality and the increasing quantity 

of production. This technique has been used to estimate undiscovered 

resources of oil and of mercury, copper, gold, and silver in copper 

ores. 

Indirect Estimation 

Direct estimation of mineral resources, whether by geologic 

analogy or by economic relationships, is not flexible enough to meet 

all requirements of resource appraisals. For example, analysts may 

want the estimated resources to be described in a way that allows 

them to see how such factors as increased prices or costs, tax policy, 

new technology, or land availability will affect the magnitude of 
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resources and potential supply. Such a resource description would 

state the number of deposits making up the mineral endowment, their 

size, grade, grade distribution, depth, and the grade-tonnage relation-

ship. Another requirement of a resource appraisal is that it provide 

a statement of the uncertainty of the estimate of resource or endowment. 

Thus, the resource description requires the use of probability to 

fully describe the effects of uncertainty. 

In an indirect estimation approach the user first builds a 

general model and then modifies ite This modification is accomplished 

by describing specific features of whatever is being estimated and then 

using them as inputs into the general model. This section describes 

indirect estimation methods that have been l~ed to examine, describe, 

or estimate one or more components of mineral endowment or resources. 

These methods can be grouped into two types: 

Mathematical methods and models: Methods in which one or 
more components of mineral resources are estimated or described 
by means of a mathematical relationship. 

Subjective methods: Methods in which the geologist mentally 
synthesizes the geologic information and then expresses his 
judgment in quantitative terms, usually as probabilities or 
percentile values. 

Mathematical Methods and Models 

Mathematical methods and applications are highly. varied, owing 

partly to their differing objectives. Few applications of totally 

mathematical models have had as their primary objective a comprehensive 

appraisal of mineral resources. However, those discussed here deal 

with one or more components of mineral resources. 
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Unit Regional Value--Aggregate Resource Analysis. As a basis 

for resource assessment, Griffiths (1978) defined a measure "unit 

regional value" (u.r.v.) as the value per square kilometer of the 

cumulative production of all metal, nonmetal, and fuel commodities 

produced in a study area. For the period 1905 to 1972 he found the 

overall u.r.v. of the 48 conterminous states to be $54,954 (1967 dollars); 

the same measure for Alaska was $2,738. Griffiths considered $54,954 

to be a conservative estimate of the future (potential) u.r.v. for 

Alaska. Such an appraisal is an unconditional estimate, as it does 

not consider geology as a conditioning variable. To introduce geology 

into the analysis, Griffiths defined a measure of resource diversity, 

Y, equal to one less than the number of commodities produced in the 

region. Geologic diversity, X, he defined as one less than the number 

of time-petrographic units present in the region. The' frequency distri

butions of these two components for the 48 conterminous:states plus 

some other selected regions indicated that geologic diversity explains 

80% of the variance attributed to resource diversity when expressed 

by the equation 

Y = 11.277 + 1.846 X. 

Using this equation, Griffiths estimated the expected resource diversity 

of Alaska to be 45, nearly twice the current diversity. The commodities 

that may contribute to this future diversity, he predicted, would 

be those currently produced by New Zealand and Nevada, the two regions 



that most closely resemble Alaska in geologic diversity and specific 

rock types. 

Pattern Recognition. Pattern recognition has been investigated 

as a means of predicting where uranium deposits will be discovered. 
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To test this technique, Briggs and Press (1977) selected a well explored 

region of 7,650 km
2 on the Colorado-Utah border. Over a map of the 

region they superimposed a grid (see Figure 2-1), and identified the 

intersections coinciding with known locations of uranium-bearing mate

rial. In the figure, these grid pOints are enclosed by dashed contours. 

The southern part of the region, consisting of both mineralized and 

nonmineralized areas, was selected as the training area. The pattern 

recognition algorithm that was devised examined geologic features 

like those listed in Table 2-1, for traits (combinations of features) 

that discriminated between mineralized and nonmineralized locations. 

These traits were stored in the computer. The computing algorithm 

employed a data base of binary-encoded features to contrast mineralized 

and nonmineralized locations. Traits were identified for the 162 

grid points in the training area. Now, the geologic data for the 

144 grid points in the northern part of the region were examined. 

The grid intersections that the program classified as mineral-bearing, 

on the basis of the identified traits, are marked by a heavy dot in 

Figure 2-1. Briggs and Press found that the program correctly recog

nized 83% of the mineralized locations and 74% of the nonmineralized 

locations in the test area. They judged this an excellent performance, 

considering the limited use of geologic information. 
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Fig. 2-1. Results of Pattern Recognition Experiment. 

The computer was trained on the southern part 
of the grid and prediction was made for the 
northern part. Heavy dots mark grid points 
that were classified as uranium~bearing on the 
basis of traits. Dashed contours enclose grid 
points with known uranium production. (After 
Briggs and Press, 1977.) 
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Table 2-1. Examples of Features for Pattern Recognition 
of Uranium Deposits. 

Position of location between nearest surrounding drainage 
divides 

Lowest elevation within 3 km 

Highest elevation within 3 Ian 

Topographic gradient 

Average elevation 

Maximum bed dip within 5 Ian 

Distance to Quaternary sediment 

Distance to major river 

Distance to syncline axis 

Distance to NE-trending basement fault 

Distance to basement fault intersection 

Distance to exposed crystalline rock 

Number of formations outcrop within 2.5 Ian 

Distance to anticline 

Distance to Cretaceous intrusion 

Is nearest anticline closer than nearest syncline? 

Convergence or divergence of bed dip over Morrison formation 

Does Morrison crop out in 2.5 km? 

Structure contour on Dakota sandstone base 

Source: Briggs and Press (1977) 
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Genetic-Geologic Models and Geologic Decision Analysis. The 

U.S. Geological Survey, in cooperation with the U.S. Department of 

Energy, has combined genetic-geologic models of uranium accumulations 

(Finch et al., 1980) with geologic decision analysis (McCammon, 1980) 
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to estimate the favorability of occurrence of uranium deposits within 

geographically defined cells, small subdivisions of the region being 

assessed for undiscovered uranium resources. Favorability of occurrence 

is based on a measure of similarity to areas of known uranium deposits. 

The favorability measure is converted to a probability and combined 

with grade-tonnage data to generate a resource estimate. 

For a general genetic-geologic model, Finch et ale identified 

eight process stages in the formation and preservation of a uranium 

deposit; these are shown in Figure 2-2. The transition from genetic

geologic modeling to decision analysis is made by posing questions 

about each process stage of the genetic-geologic model. These questions 

can be answered according to a ternary system: +1 for yes, -1 for no, 

or 0 for don't know. Thus, each process stage of the genetic model 

can be described in terms of such questions and expressed as a logic 

circuit. An example is shown in Figure 2-3. 

Once answers (-1, 0, or +1) are provided for the various ele

ments of a logic circuit, a ternary-valued function is evaluated accord 

ing to the defined logical operators (shown in the box in Figure 2-3). 

Take, for example, the Simple logiC circuit shown in Figure 2-4, where 

A, B, and C represent questions to be answered and f (favorability) 

is the output. Say that, on examining the geologic data within two 



PROCESS STAGE 

Precursor processes 
Host-rock formation 
Preparation of host 
rock 

Uranium-source 
development 

Transport of uranium 
Primary uranium 
deposition 

Post-deposition 
modification 

Preservation 
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RELATIVE SEQUENCE OF OCCURRENCE 

Fig. 2-2. Generalized Timing of Process Stages for Formation and 
Preservation of Epigenetic Uranium Deposits in Sandstone. 

(After Finch et al., 1980,) 
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CELL 

x 
y 

A. 

a 

c 

ANSWERS TO QUESTfONS 

A 

+1 

-1 

B 

o 
+1 

c 

+1 

o 

f 

LOGtC COMPUTATIONS 

A or B f = (A+B) C 

+1 +1 

+1 0 

Fig. 2-4. A Simple Logic Circuit, and an Example of 
Logic Calculations for Two Cells, Using This 
Circuit • 

Source: McCannnon (1980) 
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geographic cells, X and Y, we answer the questions as shown below 

the logic circuit. Then the output for this particular logic circuit, 

given the geologic data, is +1 for cell X and 0 for cell Y. A similar 

numerical value (-1, 0, or +1) is computed for each process stage 

for each geographic cell. If we define a group of cells as a control 

~, and if we arrange the numeric~l values obtained for all stages 

for each cell of the control area in the form of a two-dimensional 

array, the data will constitute a matrix. This matrix is analyzed 

mathematically to generate a set of weights, each stage being weighted 

according to its relative importance. Once normalized (sum to 1.0), 

these weights are employed in a linear equation that describes the 

favorability, f, of a cell as the weighted sum of the favorabilities 

of the stages: 

This equation is used to estimate the favorability of a cell outside 

of the control area. The overall favorability of the area being evalu

ated is estimated by obtaining answers to the questions contained 

in the logic circuits defined for each process stage. 

Crustal Abundance Models. Geostatistical crustal abundance 

models describe mathematically the frequency distribution of chemical 

elements in large portions of the earth's crust. The average value of 

a "parent" frequency distribution of this type represents r.;he crustal 

abundance of the element considered. Normally, frequency distributions 

for the indiVidual elements will differ from one rock type to another. 
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Consequently, the parent frequency distribution of an element over 

all rock types is a mixture of many separate frequency distributions. 

Crustal abundance models assume that the largest metal values belonging 

to the parent frequency distribution of a metal correspond to the 

metal grades observed in ore deposits. There are two types of crustal 

abundance models: (1) models that consider many elements simul'taneously 

and (2) models in which a separate frequency distribution model is 

constructed for each metal considered. Crustal abundance models are 

relatively simple to use. However, the assumptions they are based on 

can only be approximately satisfied. In general, it is not possible 

to obtain samples that are truly representative for all rock types in 

a large segment of the earth's crust. 

Spatial Clustering of Deposits. The concept of unit regional 

value, described earlier, is critically important for the applicability 

of crustal abundance models. Suppose the unit regional value concept 

is combined with the fact that mineral deposits are discrete events. 

This suggests that it is meaningful to model the number of mineral 

deposits per unit area of constant size. 

From data on about 500 mineral deposits or small clusters of 

deposits in an area of about 300,000 km2 centered around Boulder Dam on 

the Colorado River, Nolan (1936) concluded that the number of mines per 

unit area is approximately uniform in the parts of Arizona, California, 

Utah, and Nevada covered by this study area • 

. This concept was formalized by Allais (1957), who used the 

western United States and other regions in the world as a control 



for the Algerian Sahara Desert. Allais assumed that the number of 

large mineral deposits per unit area satisfies a Poisson distribution 

model, implying that any equal-area cell in the region has the same 

possibility of containing one or more deposits. Using the log normal 

model for deposit size in combination with the Poisson distribution 

for their spatial clustering, Allais provided an example of a general

ized frequency distributiqn model for the amount of metal per unit 

area. Slichter (1960) used the exponential model for the clustering 

of deposits. Griffiths (1966) and Wilmot, Hazen, and Wertz (1966) 

proposed the negative binomial distribution model that is commonly 

used to describe the frequency distribution of number of deposits per 

equal-area cell. The early work in this field has been reviewed in 

detail by Harris (1977a). 

Multivariate Analysis. Statistical models may make relatively 

little use of the large amount of geoscience data that may be available 

for the region being evaluated. Starting with the work of Harris 

(1965), there 'have been a number of attempts to quantify the geoscience 

information of a region and to employ computer-based methods of multi

variate analysis to express the region's mineral resources in terms 

of "variables" extracted from the quantified gec;>s9ience information. 

This type of work has been reviewed in detail by Harris (1977a) and 
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by Agterberg and David (1979), who give many additional references. 

Examples of studies in which multivariate statistical analysis is 

applied to data systematically coded for cells superimposed on geologic 

maps have been published by Harris (1966, 1968), Sinclair and Woodsworth 



(1970), De Geoffroy and Wignall (1971), Agterberg et al. (1972), Singer 

(1972), Prelat (1977), and Botbol et al. (1978). Three of these are 

described below. 
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Sinclair and Woodsworth (1970) used multiple regression to 

relate the dollar value and tonnage of 50 copper-lead-zinc-precious 

metal vein deposits to geologic parameters coded for 128 cells measuring 

4 miles on a side in a region near Terrace, British Columbia. They out

lined subareas having a relatively high potential for large, low-grade 

lead-zinc vein deposits and also for small, high-grade deposits. 

De Geoffroy and Wignall (1971) used multiple regression and 

Bayesian classification analysis in a control area of 211 cells measur

ing 10 miles on a side in eastern Ontario, which contained 109 commer

cial mineral deposits. Applying the results to a less well explored 

study area of 168 cells in Quebec--both areas are in the Grenville 

Province of the Canadian Shield--led to the selection of 11 cells of 

relatively high merit in the study area. The expected total recovera

ble mineral wealth from these 11 cells is $425.8 million with a 90% 

confidence interval between $80.8 million and $2121.3 million. 

Prelat (1977) applied discriminant analysis to data quantified 

for 1000 1-km-square cells in central Norway. He used the relationships 

derived for a control area conSisting of the relatively well explored 

cells within this regian, to estimate probabilities of occurrence 

of massive sulfide ore bodies for all cells. Field work, including 

geochemical sampling for 11 elements, was carried out in the cells 

with highest probability of mineral occurrence. Two subareas of high 



zinc content were found. Both were in cells that had been classified. 

as mineralized. This suggests that multivariate analysis of cell 

data could be a valuable tool for mining exploration. 

The advantages of multivariate statistical modeling over 

the other mathematical techniques are greater rigor, objectivity, 

and reproducibility. It is expected that multivariate analysis will 

be more widely applied in the future, as quantitative modeling of 

ore-forming processes becomes more feasible on a regional basis, as 

more geophysical and geochemical data become available, and as equip

ment for automated quantification of maps and other data becomes more 

widely available. 

Subjective Methods 

The information for a region consists not only of published 

geoscience maps and reports but also of concepts regarding the geologic 

history of the region and the modes of occurrence of the undiscovered 

deposits. Construction of a comprehensive computer-based regional 
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data base that can be used for mineral resources evaluation is difficult 

because (1) it is laborj.ous to quantify the data, (2) the relative 

weights to be assigned to the various data often cannot be determined, 

and (3) much of the relevant data may occur outside the study region. 

The human mind is more flexible than the computer in coping with these 

difficulties. At present, mineral resource appraisals commonly are 

made by experienced geologists who formulate their opinions USing the 

language of subjective probabilities. 
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Because much of geologic science is qualitative, it is difficult 

even under the best of circumstances to express geologic data in quanti

tative terms. This is particularly true of information that results 

from mentally integrating assorted kinds of data, including structural, 

stratigraphic, geochemical, and geophysical. In addition, extensive 

data bases of uniform quality often are not available for large regions, 

and the geologic data that do exist are commonly of several vintages and 

of differing quality. Seldom is there time or resources to generate the 

necessary data and to build models required for quantitative appraisal 

of such regions. Thus, appraisal of mineral resources must be made by 

subjective methods. By subjective methods is meant those that result 

in a quantitative statement by a geologist about some component of 

mineral resources. This quantitative statement is expressed as a 

probability. 

Subjective appraisals are made either implicitly or through 

system-assisted methodology, that is, through formalization of the 

geologic decisions. 

Implicit Geologic Evaluation. Some examples will serve to 

illustrate implicit quantitative evaluations. 

Copper Resources of Sonora, Mexico. An early mineral resource 

appraisal by subjective probability methods was of the copper resources 

of northern Sonora, Mexico (Harris, 1973). Nine geologists were each 

given a geologic map of the study area and asked to delineate prospect

ing zones, that is, regions having potential for the occurrence of 

copper deposits. They were asked to ignore economics and consider 
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only the copper endowment of ~ach zone, given a minimum grade and 

a minimum tonnage of mineralized material. Two modes of occurrence 

were appraised separately: large, low-grade porphyry deposits and 

small, high-grade vein deposits. For each prospecting zone, the geolo

gist provided probabilities that the number of deposits occurring in 

the zone were greater than each of several specified numbers. Then, 

he was asked to imagine selecting at random one of these hypotheti-

cal deposits and to describe probabilities that its tonnage exceeded 

specified quantities. Finally, for each tonnage in the tonnage table, 

he was asked to provide probabilities that the grade of the randomly 

selected deposit would exceed specified grades. Thus, for each of the 

two modes of occurrence and for each prospecting zone, the geologist 

provided a cumulative probability distribution for number of deposits, 

a cumulative probability distribution for tonnage of ore, and a set 

of conditional cumulative probability distributions for grade. He 

also provided these same distributions for the entire area. Monte 

Carlo analysis was used to combine the distributions and to average 

across the nine geologists. This analysis yielded an expectation of 

endowment of approximately 66,000,000 tons of cop~er equivalent for 

the 25,600-square-mile study area. For each geologist who partici

pated in this appraisal, Donald (1974) built computer models that 

simulated exploration according to the experience of the firm the 

geologist represented. By linking the exploration model with a mining 

cost model, Donald computed the copper resources and potential supply 

that would result from the probabilistically described endowment. 



Mineral Resources of British Columbia and the Yukon Territory. 

A subsequent resource appraisal that followed the basic scheme of the 

Sonora study was the appraisal of the endowment and resources for 

11 mineral commodity groups (copper, lead-zinc, molybdenum, nickel, 

tungsten, asbestos, coal, iron, uranium, mercury, and silver-gold) 

in British Columbia and the Yukon Territory of Canada (Harris, Barry, 

and Freyman, 1970; Barry and Freyman, 1970). 
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Uranium Resources of New Mexico. Another appraisal of similar 

overall design provided estimates of the uranium endowment and resources 

of New Mexico (EII'is, Harris, and Van Wie, 1975). In this study some 

changes were made in the elicitation of probabilities. Each geologist 

was asked to estimate the most likely number of deposits in the region. 

He was then asked to locate that quantity in a table that had been 

provided and to associate with it an index number, say 1000, which 

represented the relative likelihood of occurrence of that number of 

deposits. He then associated index numbers with other entries in the 

table. A similar approach was followed for tonnage and grade: The 

geologist identified the most likely combination in a two-way (tonnage 

versus grade) matrix; this combination was given an index number, say 

1000, and all other combinations in the table were given numbers in 

the range of 0 to 1000, depending on their relative likelihood of oc

currence. In subsequent analyses these index numbers were converted to 

probabilities. The New Mexico appraisal also employed a modified Del

phi design: After the initial responses of each of the 26 participating 

geologists were processed, each geologist was shown his own probability 



distributions for the individual zones and summary information on 

estimates made by the other geologists. He then reviewed this infor

mation and made whatever changes in his initial responses he felt 

were appropriate. 

Mineral Resources of Alaska. In the late 1970s, the U.S. Geo

logical Survey was instructed to appraise the mineral resources of 

Alaska, using information already available at that time. Owing to 

time limitations, the method for appraisal was the quantification of 

judgment of knowledgeable geologists. (The results of this appraisal 

can be found in the maps and tables of U.S. Geological Survey Open 

File Reports 78-1-B through F: Grybeck and DeYoung, 1978; Hudson and 

DeYoung, 1978; Eberlein and Menzie, 1978; MacKevett, Singer, and Hollo

way, 1978; and Patton, 1978. See also Singer and Ovenshine, 1979.) 

First, the geologists delineated favorable areas, that is, areas with 

identified deposits or with geologic conditions favorable for their 

occurrence. The areas were identified as favorable for deposits of a 

specific kind or kinds, for example, porphyry copper or mafic volcano

genic massive sulfide. Where enough data were available, tonnage and 

grade models were constructed for each type of deposit. These models 

consisted of probability statements about the ore tonnage and average 

grade. Then, using the tonnage and grade models as a reference and 

considering the geology of the favorable region, the geologist provided 

the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentile values for the number of deposits 

of the kind being considered. 
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The tonnage and grade models serve two functions. First, ton

nage and grade distributions are combined with the number distribution 

to compute total endowment and facilitate its economic analysis and 

to estimate mineral resources and potential mineral supply. Second, 

tonnage and grade models facilitate the description by the geologist 

of the number of deposits in the region because they clearly describe 

the nature of the mineral occurrences being appraised. 
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Endowment Appraisal Methodology of the DOE. The U.S. Depart

ment of Energy (1980) recently completed an extensive r~\ppraisal of 

the nation's uranium resources, entitled "National Uranium Resource 

Evaluation" (NURE), which was a continuation of appraisal activities 

begun by the U.S. Atomic Energy Agency and co~tinued by the U.S. Energy 

Research and Development Administration. Hetland (1979) describes the 

procedures used in these previous appraisals. The 1980 appraisal dif

fered from previous appraisals in several ways: (1) It was more exten

sive geographically and more comprehensive geologically. (2) The 

appraisal task was shared with non-DOE geologists (U.S. Geological 

Survey, Bendix Corporation, and private contractors). (3) The geolo

gists estimated not resources but endowment; it should be noted, how

ever, that this "endowment" was defined as undiscovered or potential 

resources only. (4) Endowment was described probabilistically. 

The estimation was done in three major steps: geologic investi

gation, elicitation of endowment factors, and economic evaluation of 

the endowment. The result was a description of the magnitude of the 

undiscovered supply of uranium for specific levels of forward cost. 



For undiscovered resources, a forward cost is essentially a "full" 

cost, except that rate of return on invested capital, income taxes, 

and some administrative costs are excluded in the costing of the dis-

covery and exploitation. 

The geologists' contribution was restricted to appraisal of 

the uranium endowment. As a result of his basic geologic investigation 

of the region, which consisted of one or more quadrangles, each geolo-

gist first delineated "favorable areas," that is, areas where there 

were uranium occurrences or where geologic features suggested there 

had been a favorable environment for the deposition and preservation of 

uranium. The next step was to ascribe to each favorable area a magni-

tude of uranium endowment. This was done by a combination of geologic 

analogy and quantification in probability terms of the geologist's 

judgment, through the equation 

where 

U = AFT G P 

U = conditional uranium endowment, in tons of U
3
0S' above a 

cutoff of 0.01% U30S' 

A = size in square miles of the favorable area, 

F = fraction of the favorable area that is underlain by uranium 
endowment, 

T = tons of endowed rock per square mile within A F, 

G = average grade of endowment, in decimal fraction form, 

P = probability that at least one occurrence has at least 
10 tons of U30a in rock that contains concentrations 
of at least 0.01% U30S. 

In this equation, A is a constant. Probability P is estimated by 
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the geologist, on the basis of his geologic examinations. F, T, and G are 

considered to be independently distributed log normal random variables; 

the probability distribution for each of them was described by the 

geologist. In an elicitation session, the geologist selected one or more 

control areas or a compound control area from a list of possible control 

areas. For' each control area, DOE had prepared information on F, T, G, and 

a cutoff-average grade relation. The geologist was provided the values of 

these variables on the control area and asked to provide the most likely 

value of the variable for the favorable area being appraised. He was then 

asked for minimum and maximum values, intended to be 95th and 5th 

percentile values, of the variable. The geologist's task was now 

completed. The rest of the analysis was made by computer algorithms, to 

yield a log normal distribution of U30a endowment, conditional upon 

endowment being present. Additional analysis of this conditional 

distribution and P gave an unconditional probability distribution for U30a 
endowment. This endowment was then subjected to economic analysis to 

describe "uranium potential" for forward cost. 

Resource Description for Land Management. Land management and 

resource development decisions for large tracts of land often must be 

made quickly, so the method of resource appraisal must utilize existing 

information, whether meager or abundant, and must yield a rating that is 

both credible and useful for the management decision. These require

ments led Voelker et al. (1979) to develop a resource rating methodology. 

The methodology employs a core team of three individuals who gather 

and synthesize data, conduct rating sessions, and document the ratings. 
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Experts are invited to do the ratings. Each tract is rated on the 

basis of two criteria: resource favorability and certainty. The lowest 

favorability rating, 1, is for tracts having none of the characteristics 

normally associated with the resource being evaluated; the highest 

rating, 4, is for tracts having local and regional geological character

istics that are known to be related to the occurrence of the resource. 

The lowest certainty rating, 1, is for tracts for which no direct data 

are available to indicate the presence of the resource, regardless of 

the geologic favorability; the highest certainty rating, 4, is for 

tracts where there has been an abundance of resource exploration and 

exploitation. Besides the favorability and certainty ratings, the 

methodology considers the overall availability of each rated resource 

within the country, the size of a given tract, economics, and the number 

of resources present in the tract. 

System-Assisted Methodology: Formalization of Geologic Decisions. 

Currently, two research programs are exploring system-assisted method

ology. Both systems use the concept of an inference net, that is, a 

schematic representation of those geologic factors that are useful in 

making judgments about the favorability of a region for the occurrence 

of mineral deposits. One system is the Arizona Appraisal System, 

described in this dissertation. The other, the PROSPECTOR System, is 

described below. 

PROSPECTOR System. A decision model and extensive supportive 

software being developed at Stanford Research Institute (SRI) Interna

tional is referred to as PROSPECTOR (Duda, Hart, and Nilsson, 1976; 



Duda, Hart, and Reboh, 1977; Hart, Duda, and Konolige, 1978; Hart, 

Duda, and Einaudi, 1978). PROSPECTOR was developed for a study of 

"regional scale Western States Sandstone Uranium" (RWSSU) (Gaschnig, 

1980), using one geologist's perception of the geoscience of this 

type of uranium deposit. Figure 2-5 shows the overall structure of 

the RWSSU inference net. Behind this overall structure is a complex 
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of interconnected minor nets. For example, Figure 2-6 shows the factors 

that influence one of the three major nodes. In this figure, each fac

tor contained in a box delineated by dashed lines is described in turn 

by its own inference net; for example, the factor referred to as "Admis

sible Host Rock" is described by the inference net shown in Figure 2-7. 

It is this entire complex that represents the knowledge of the geologist, 

in this case, Ruffin Rackley. 

As described by Gaschnig, the PROSPECTOR model consists of 

assertions, some corresponding to field observations tha~ PROSPECTOR 

asks the user about and others corresponding to geologic conclusions 

or hypotheses that may be inferred from field observations. An impres

sive feature of PROSPECTOR is the computer software that facilitates 

the design and implementation of the inference net and automates its 

construction through the use of assertion statements and network links, 

such as logical combination (AND, OR, NOT), plausible combination 

(rules), and context relation (see Figure 2-8). 

Gaschnig describes a two-part test of the RWSSU model for 

estimating the favorability of a region for the occurrence of at least 

one uranium deposit. Five regions in Wyoming were used: Monument 
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Hill, Pumpkin Buttes, Moorcroft, northwest corner of the Gillette 

quadrangle, and White River. 
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In the first part of the test, Rackley intuitively rated each 

region on a scale of -5 to +5 as to its favorability for the occurrence 

of at least one uranium deposit. Then, the PROSPECTOR model rated 

these same areas by processing Rackley's judgments of the states of 

the geologic variables of his inference net. Table 2-2 compares Rack

ley's intuitive ratings with the ratings of PROSPECTOR. Overall, the 

model simulated rather well the geologist's intuitive judgments. The 

two sets of ratings agree closely for the Monument Hill, Pumpkin Buttes, 

and Moorcroft regions; there is considerable departure for Northwest 

Gillette. 

In the second part of the test, several other geologists were 

asked to use the PROSPECTOR model to estimate the favorability of 

some of these same five regions. They provided judgments about the 

geologic factors in each region, and the responses were processed by 

PROSPECTOR, using Rackley's RWSSU model. Table 2-3 shows the favora

bility estimates computed by PROSPECTOR, given the responses of four 

individual geologists, a team of geologists from the U.S. Geological 

Survey, and, for comparison, Rackley. 

Where PROSPECTOR rated mineral prospects on the basis of geol

ogy, it did not provide estimates of endowment. The Arizona Appraisal 

System, which is the subject of this dissertation, was deSigned to go 

a step further and provide endowment estimates. 



Table 2-2. Comparison of Favorability Ratings by Rackley and 
Computed by RWSSU Model, for Five Test Regions. 

Region 

Rackley 
intuitive 
rating 

PROSPECTOR 
rating from 
Rackley data Difference 

Monument Hill 4.40 4.40 0.00 

Pumpkin Buttes 4.75 4.40 0.35 

Moorcroft 4.20 4.00 0.20 

Northwest Gillette 1.00 3.42 2.42 

White River 0.80 0.01 0.79 

Average difference 0.75 

Source: Gaschnig (1980) 

Table 2-3. Comparison of Favorability Ratings Computed by RWSSU Model 
from Judgments Provided by Four Geologists, a USGS Team, 
and Rackley. 

From From 
From geologists~ data USGS Rack-

team ley Aver-
Region A B C D data data* age Range 

Monument 4.17 3.32 3.97 4.40 3.97 1.08 
Hill 

Pumpkin 4.20 3.30 4.19 4.40 4.02 1.10 
Buttes 

Moorcroft 3.92 3.88, 4.00 3.95 0.12 
4.00 

Northwest 3.64 0.10 3.42 2.39 3.54 
Gillette 

White 0.13 0.01 0.07 0.12 
River 

*Same as in Table 2-2. 

Source: Gaschnig (1980) 
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CHAPTER 3 

DECISION ANALYSIS AS APPLIED TO THE ARIZONA APPRAISAL SYSTEM 

The Arizona Appraisal System is based on decision analysis, a body 

of knowledge and set of professional practices designed to solve complex 

problems. Decision analysis applies statistical decision theory to the 

interactions and dynamic behavior of complex situations (Matheson and 

Howard, 1968, p. 9). 

Solutions formulated without applying the techniques of decision 

analysis are said to have been made by "descriptive" decision making. An· 

example is the implicit endowment estimating technique, an ancillary study 

used in this project for comparison with the system results (see Chap

ter 4 under the discussion of application operations, and Chapter 5). As 

Figure 3-1 illustrates, descriptive decision making is done by intuitive 

processes. What is bothersome about intuition is that its logic is 

uncheckable. 

In decision analysis, the intent is not to ascertain whether man 

acts logically but rather to provide a framework that enables him to do 

so, thus assisting him in making more consistent and logical decisions. 

A benefit of the decision analysis approach is that it forces one 

to structure an ill-defined, complex problem. With a descriptive approach, 

it is all too easy to be nebulous about important variables, alternative 

strategies, and recommended courses of action. But by breaking up a 
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large, complicated problem into a number of smaller elements one can 

focus one's judgments much more clearly. This is the goal of the Geologic 

Decision Model, which decomposes the genetic-geologic processes into vari-

ous components. Once the smaller problems are solved, their solutions 

can be synthesized into a solution for the larger problem. 

Besides capturing the structure of the problem, decision analysis 

provides conceptual and practical methods for measuring and using what-

ever knowledge is available regarding uncertainty. With the decision 

analysis ·approach, the impact of uncertainty upon the decision can be 

measured and interpreted--not left to intuition. 

When all available knowledge has been applied, the choice is 

reduced to one of preft!rences; the best alternative depends on the 

preferences of the decision-maker. Decision analysis provides conceptual 

and practical methods for weighting preferences. 

In addition, formal decision analysis has distinct communicational 

advantages. As La Valle (1978, p. 31) states: 

[It exposes] most succinctly the decision maker's formulated 
assumption for the sanctity of all, by rendering perfectly 
explicit assumptions which in discursive presentation are often 
not mentioned or even reconstructible by reading between the 
lines. 

Thus, decision analysis formulates the idea of what a good deci-

sion is, and does so in quantitative terms that can be conveyed from one 

person to another, rather than from one situation to another. 

Building a Decision-Making System 

The objectives of decision analysis are carried out through a 

system. As defined by Dickerson and Robertshaw (1975, p. 17), a system is 
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a time-varying configuration of personnel, hardware, and operating proce

dures grouped together to accomplish a useful function or functions. In 

the context of the present study, that function is the assessment of 

uranium endowment. Conceptually the system approach is as illustrated in 

Figure 3-2. It is not a series of separate steps or independent processes 

but rather a general problem-solving procedure. The logic progresses 

from the general to the specific while encouraging innovation. 

As ilustrated in Figure 3-3, each system exists within a real 

world environment. In the present study, the San Juan Basin of New Mexico 

comprises the environment. It in turn is part of the "universe" of 

tabular sandstone uranium deposits of the type found in the United States. 

The system is designed by incorporating into the operating structure the 

geologic conditions that best describe the environment, in this case the 

San Juan Basin. 

Implementation of the system involves an interaction between an 

analyst-designer and a participant. The analyst is the expert in subjec

tive assessment and decision analysis techniques. The participant is the 

expert in the subject being investigated (in the present study, a geolo

gist). The analyst guides the participant in the use of the system. 

Models 

A system is represented by a model or group of models. For exam

ple, the Arizona Appraisal System consists of two models: the Geologic 

Decision Model and the Endowment Simulation Model (program MASTER). The 

first model disaggregates the geologic processes, and the second reassem

bles them. Each has many submodels. Examples of the submodels within 
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Fig. 3-2. Conceptual Diagram of Systems Approach. 

(From Dickerson and Robertshaw, 1975, p. 18.) 
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the Geologic Decision Model are the inference net, endowment schemes, and 

partitioning of paleogeologic maps. Submodels used in the Endowment Sim-

ulation Model include thickness adjustments, quantity inputs, and grade 

modification. 

The model or models are an abstraction of the properties that 

will be used to predict the performance of the system. Dickerson and 

Robertshaw (1975, p. 93) list the characteristics of a good model: 

Adequately represents the system structure 
Includes all important parameters 
Is easily interpreted and applied 
Can be produced and operated at low cost 
Agrees with factual observation 

They also describe (p. 94) how models can be misused: 

(1) A model is mistaken for the real system. This is especially 

true for complex systems represented by precise, mathematical models. 

The analyst becomes enamored of mathematical manipulation and computer 

programming, to the detriment of faithful modeling. He forgets that his 

model is an approximation of the thing he really wants to manipulate, 

namely the system. For the mathematician, the model is the system; for 

the analyst, the model is a means to an end. 

(2) The incompleteness of the model is overlooked. All models 

are incomplete. That is, assumptions have been made, and various effects 

have been approximated or neglected. In his desire for results, the ana-

lyst should be on guard against leaving out an important factor or losing 

control of the approximations. 

(3) The model is defined by the analyst's area of specialization 

rather than the requirements of the system. An analyst whose specialty 
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is electrical engineering tends to model a system with a network; he is 

tempted to linearize the system so that it will fit a highly developed 

network theory. In short, he forces the system to fit the model, instead 

of the other way around. 

(4) "Unquantifiables," that is, factors that are acknowledged as 

important but that are difficult to define, are left out. For example, 

the value of open sp~ces in a city, the value of an individual's time, the 

deleterious effect of a system on the public in general, and that philo

sophically complex and troubling question, the value of life, may have to 

be considered. No matter how difficult it may be to do so, if the ana

lyst considers a factor significant, he must take it into account and 

build it into his model; not to do so is equivalent to saying the factor is 

not significant. 

The Decision Analysis Cycle 

Conceptually, the implementation of a system can be described by 

means of the "decision analysis cycle" (Howard, 1968, p. 397). This cycle 

consists of three phases: deterministic, probabilistic, and informational 

(Figure 3-4). 

The deterministic phase accomplishes the basic structuring of the 

problem by defining relevant variables and characterizing their relation

ship in a formal model or models. Perhaps the most important activity of 

the deterministic phase is model building. Filling in the elements of the 

Geologic Decision Model is an example of the type of activity carried out 

during this phase. Dickerson and Robertshaw (1975, pp. 101-102) give the 

following guidelines for model building: 
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Begin with a simple model and refine it; use previously 
developed successful models whenever possible. 

Treat the model as a growing entity. 

Factor the grand model into several simpler ones. 

Check the model against observation. 

Remember that relationships are more important than precision 
of parameters. 

The fundamental purpose of the model is to relate alternatives 
to the evaluation system; another purpose is communication. 

The model should be flexible. 

Models should be easily interpreted and applied. 

Avoid having the model define the design of the system. 
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The deterministic phase requires a detailed understanding of fundamental 

problem relationships. 

In the probabilistic phase the participant assigns probabilities to 

the important variables that were defined in the deterministic phase. 

This is one of the hardest tasks the analyst and the participant face. 

The process of assigning probabilities, termed "encoding," is discussed at 

length in the next section. Through the model, the probabilities are 

transformed so as to illustrate the uncertainty present in the final 

resul ts, which also is represented as a probability distribution. 

Probabilistic descriptions are used in several portions of the Arizona 

Appraisal System. The most important of these is the description of the 

geologic conditions by probabilistic estimates. The concept of estimating 

the quantity of uranium in a region by probabilistically describing the 

geologic conditions is a feature unique to the Arizona Appraisal System. 

This procedure, of indirect estimation, makes the answer very difficult to 

manipulate. 
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The informational phase provides feedback to the analyst and tbe 

participant on the results of the modeling and encoding. Through the pro

cedure of "validating," the analyst executes both the Geologic Decision 

Model and the Endowment Simulation Model with test data supplied by the 

participant. This allows the participant to see whether the system is 

responding the way he intended it to but does not allow him to adjust the 

actual results. Validation is fully discussed in Chapter 4. 

The Interview Process 

The interaction between the analyst and the participant is called 

the interview process. The importance of. the analyst in this process 

cannot be overemphasized. Put simply, he relates the system to the par

ticipant, enabling him to function within the boundaries defined by it. 

The interview process is a free-flowing, wide-ranging, relatively 

unstructured dialog. Despite its rather free format, it can be divided 

into five procedures (Spetzler and Stael von Holstein, 1972, p. 420): moti

vating, conditioning, structuring, encoding, and validating. These are de

scribed below. It must be emphasized, however, that these procedures, 

like the phases of the decision analysis cycle, are described only as 

guides. The participant, the analyst, and the nature of the study will 

determine the actual procedures followed and the emphasis placed on each 

one. 

Motivating 

Motivating--or establishing rapport with the participant--has sev

eral purposes: to introduce the participant to the system, to convince him 

that it is well designed, and to show him that the goals he hopes to 
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attain are possible. Motivating is especially important if the participant 

has never worked on a system-assisted decision analysis problem. Most 

participants are experts in fields other than decision analysis and may 

have had little if any experience in working with computers or computer

assisted decision aids. Without proper motivation a participant will not 

put the necessary effort into the development of the system. This is an 

especially important consideration when the system is large and the spe

cific methodology is new and untested. 

In the Arizona Appraisal System the motivating procedure, is car

ried out largely on the sophisticated, interactive PLATO computer system. 

Through PLATO, the participant is provided with an elaborate, attractive 

demonstration of PLATO's capabilities as well as an introduction to the 

endowment appraisal process. 

Conditioning 

Conditioning means getting the participant to think in terms of 

the conceptual framework of the system, its supporting models, and his 

own judgment-making processes. The aim of conditioning is to get the par

ticipant to think fundamentally about his judgment-making processes: How 

does he make decisions? What is his attitude toward this study? What 

assumptions does he generally make when coming to a decision? Is he an 

overconfident or underconfident individual? And do these attitudes trans

late into his decision-making processes? Once the participant and the 

analyst understand any prejudices the participant may have, it is possible 

for him to build models and to state probabilities that truly reflect his 

underlying knowledge. 
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Conditioning is closely related to motivating. In motivating, the 

analyst encourages the participant to develop a positive, constructive 

attitude toward the study. Once motivated, the participant is willing to 

dig down into his conscious and subconscious and actually examine his 

modes of judgment and associated biases. 

In the Arizona Appraisal System, the "probability calibration 

scheme" is a conditioning tool that indicates to the participant whether 

his probability estimates are high or low. Since this scheme is related 

to the assigning of probabilities, it is discussed in this chapter under 

the subheading "Minimizing Bias" and also in Chapter 4. 

Structuring 

Structuring the system generally means filling in the framework 

of a model or, more commonly, groups of models. The analyst has already 

defined the framework of the model, and the participant now expresses his 

knowledge within that framework. The models to be completed will most 

likely be dictated by the goal of the study and the basic design of the 

overall system. There probably will be some boundary specifications for 

the individual models, but the best modeling techniques seem to leave the 

details up to the participant. 

During the structuring process the participant sees how the vari

ous models relate to each other, and he better understands how and why 

the analyst has designed the system as he has. During this stage the ana

lyst continues the motivating process by further explaining the system, 

its components, and their reason for being. 
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Encoding 

Encoding is the quantification of judgment in probabilistic terms, 

constituting the evaluation of uncertainty. The importance of uncertainty 

is revealed when we realize that it is easy to make decisions when there 

is no random element. Howard (1964, pp. 150-151) gives an example: 

• • • suppose that we are planning to take a trip tomorrow and 
that bad weather is forecast. We have the choice of flying or 
taking a train. If someone told us the consequences of each of 
these acts, then our decision would be very simple. Thus, if 
this person said that the train would depart at 9:13 and arrive 
at 5:43, if he described in detail the nature of the train accom
modations, the menu in the dining car, the people whom we would 
meet as travelling companions, then we would have a very clear 
idea of what taking the train implied. If he further specified 
that the plane would leave two hours late and arrive two and a 
half hours late, that during a certain portion of the trip the 
flight would be especially bumpy, and in addition described the 
meals that would be served and the acquaintances we would meet, 
then the flying alternative would be described as well. Most of 
us would have little trouble in making the decision about our 
means of travel when we considered these specified alternatives 
in the light of our tastes and desires. 

Only when we are uncertain about which of a number of possible outcomes 

will occur do we find ourselves with a real decision problem. 

Uncertainty can only be studied formally through probability 

theory. Howard (1964, p. 151) cites some of the features of probability 

theory that make it so useful: 

It deals only with unambiguous events so that we understand 
uniquely what is meant by any statement within the theory. 

Uncertainty is measured by a number so that the uncertainty of 
different events can be compared. 

The theory never introduces any assertion into the argument 
unless it has been explicitly introduced by the decision-maker. 
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In the Arizona Appraisal System, encoding is a major factor in two 

parts of the Geologic Decision Model: the endowment schemes and the geo

logic probabilities. 

Validating 

Validating--checking the operation of the models and the system 

for consistency--takes place during the informational phase of the deci

sion analysis cycle. During this activity the participant is provided with 

the results from his inputs into both the individual models and the 

system as a whole. Prior to this he has, so to speak, "assembled all the 

parts." The validation process allows him to test each part in conjunc

tion with other elements in the system and make the modifications he 

feels necessary. Only through this testing will he be able to further 

guide the development of his models and the system. 

To prevent the participant from manipulating the system, the ana

lyst will most likely restrict him to testing individual models, executing 

only a portion of the sytem at a time, or running the entire system but 

with test data rather than actual data. 

Further Issues in Encoding 

Several other issues should be borne in mind with regard to the 

encoding procedure. 

Probability As a State of Mind 

The first is that probability is a state of mind, not of things. 

Howard (1964, pp. 152-153) illustrates this in the following example: 



An astronaut is about to be fired into space on a globe
circling mission. As he is strapping himself into his capsule on 
top of a gleaming rocket he asks the launch supervisor, "By the 
way, what's the reliability of this rocket?" The launcher super
visor replies, "99 % --we expect only one rocket in 100 to fail." 
The astronaut is reassured, but still has some doubts about the 
success of his mission. He asks, "Those rockets around the edge 
of the field~ are they the same type as the one I'm sitting on?" 
The supervisor replies, "They're identical." The astronaut sug
gests, "Let's shoot up a few just to give me some courage." A 
rocket is fitted with a dummy pay load, prepared for launching 
and fired--it falls in the ocean a complete failure. The super
visor says, "Unlucky break, we'll try another." Unfortunately, 
that one also fails by exploding in mid-air. A third is tried 
with disastrous results as it disintegrates on its pad. 

We can imagine what all this has done to the courage of our 
astronaut. By this time he has probably handed in his resigna
tion and headed home. No power on earth could convince him that 
the reliability of the rocket he was to use is still 99%. And 
yet, what has changed? His rocket is physically unaffected by 
the failure of the other rockets. If probability were a state 
of things, then the reliability of his rocket should still be 
0.99. But, of course, it is not. After observing the failure of 
the first rocket, he might have evaluated the reliability of his 
rocket at say 0.90; after the second failure, at 0.70; and finally 
after the third failure, at perhaps 0.30. What happened was that 

I 

his state of knowledge about his own rocket was influenced by 
what happened to its sister ships and therefore his estimate of 
its reliability must decrease. His final view of its reliability 
is so low that he does not choose to risk his life. 

The view of probability as a state of things is just not 
tenable. We should consider probability as the reading of a kind 
of mental thermometer that measures uncertainty rather than 
temperature. The reading goes up as data accumulates that 
tends to increase the likelihood of the event under considera
tion. The reading of 1 corresponds to certainty that the event 
will occur; the reading of 0 to certainty that it will not occur. 

Considering Prior Knowledge 
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Most people would agree that it would be unwise to make a deci-

sion without first considering all our knowledge about the topic. The 

knowledge may be factual or inferred. For example, if we were offered an 

opportunity to participate in a game of chance by (1) our best friend, 
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(2) a distant business associate, and (3) a tramp off the street, we would 

have different perceptions about the fairness of the game in each case. 

The problem is how to describe these feelings, in a form appropriate for 

decision-making. We do this by using probabilities that not only measure 

our uncertainty but give us a number we can use in computation. 

The difficulty in encoding our prior knowledge as probabilities is 

that prior information available to us may range in form from a strong 

belief built up over many years of experience to a vague feeling that 

arises from a few haphazard observations. The task of the analyst is to 

make the process of assigning probabilities as simple, efficient, and accu-

rate as possible. 

Methods of Encoding 

According to Chesley (1974, p. 4), there is no satisfying or con-

clusive development of a theory of encoding subjective judgment, for the 

following reasons: 

There is a lack of detailed research studies on the encoding 
process. 

There is no systematic theory about the psychology of 
uncertainty. 

Subjective probability theory has not been integrated with the 
theory from other aspects of psychology. 

As a result, a multitude of encoding methods has developed. Some of 

these methods arrive indirectly at a probability estimate; of these, most 

use some mechanical means of demonstrating to the participant the choices 

or ranges available. Some methods elicit a direct estimation. Discussion 

and evaluation of these various methods is beyond the scope and purpose 



of this study; discussions of the methods are to be found in Chesley 

(1974), Ferrell (1972), Pickhardt and Wallace (1974), and Spetzler and 

StafH von Holstein (1972). 
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Owing to the large number of estimates that had to be made in the 

present study, a direct elicitation method was used. Because such esti

mates are prone to biases, a training exercise (probability calibration) 

preceded the encoding procedure. The exercise is discussed in the next 

section, under the subheading "Minimizing Bias." 

Biases and Modes of Judgment 

Because no one can be aware of all present conditions or of 

everything that will occur in the future, one's subjective judgments are 

usually based on cues of limited reliability. Usually, these judgments 

produce reasonable answers. For example, an automobile driver is gener

ally able to estimate distance accurately enough to avoid accidents, and a 

business executive is generally able to evaluate uncertainties well enough 

to make his enterprise profitable. On the other hand, severe and system

atic errors, or biases, can result from the wayan individual processes 

his perceptions--that is, from the particular "mode of judgment" he uses. 

Biases are conscious or subconscious discrepancies between the 

participant's responses and an accurate description of his underlying 

knowledge. There are two general types of bias in statistical distribu

tions (Figure 3-5). In a "displacement bias," the entire distribution is 

shifted to left or right with respect to the basic judgment. A "central 

bias" is a change in the shape of the distribution compared with the 

underlying judgment. Mixtures of the two kinds of biases are possible. 
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Fig. 3-5. Examples of Variability and Displacement Biases. 

Distribution A represents the underlying state of 
information. B represents the effects of displace
ment bias and C the effects of central bias. 
(From Spetzler and Stael von Holstein, 1972, 
p. 411.) 
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Spetzler and Stael von Holstein (1972) cite two sources of biases, 

either of which can be conscious or subconscious: motivational biases and 

cognitive biases. 

Motivational Biases 

Motivational biases ("hedging") stem from the participant's per-

ceived system of personal rewards for various responses. He may want to 

influence the decision; he may also want to bias his response because he 

perceives his performance will be evaluated by the outcome. For example: 

The geologist may be unwilling to ignore previously made 
estimates, particularly his own or those of prestigious 
scientists. 

He is afraid his estimates will be used out of context, particu
larly by politicians and bureaucrats. Thus, he settles for a 
lower estimate than he actually believes, to protect society and 
himself. 

He believes it is better always to be pleasantly surprised than 
occasionally to be disappointed; thus, he provides an estimate 
that he feels will most probably be exceeded by the actual 
state of nature. 

It is the responsibility of the analyst to determine whether the partici-

pant is motivationally biased, and if he is, to make him aware of it. If 

the bias can be overcome, the participant can make successful estimates. 

If not, his role in the program should be terminated. 

Cognitive Biases 

Cognitive biases are systematically introduced by the way the 

participant is intellectually processing his perceptions. For example, a 

response may be biased toward the most recent piece of information simply 

because that information is the easiest to recall. Cognitive biases 
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result from the use of a paticular "mode of judgment~ It is the respon

sibility of the analyst to ascertain what mode of judgment the participant 

is using and then structure the interview to minimize the biases. Modes 

of judgment that may produce cognitive bias are as follows: 

Availability. Availability refers to the ease with which instances 

or occurrences can be brought to mind. Because recent information is 

more available than old information, it is often given too much weight. 

One man may assess the risk of heart attack among middle-aged people by 

recalling such occurrences among his own acquaintances. Another man may 

evaluate the probability that a given business venture will fail by imag

ining various difficulties that it could encounter. Some events may 

become overly available because of their potentially disastrous 

consequences (for example, an accident with a nuclear reactor) and are 

thus assigned probabilities that are too high. 

Anchoring and Adjustment. Sometimes, people make estimates by 

starting from an initial value, then adjusting it to yield the final 

answer. This is called "anchoring and adjustment." Anchoring occurs when 

some information has become overly available at the beginning of the pro

cedure. It results from a failure to process information regarding other 

factors independently from the point under consideration. Whatever the 

source of the initial point, adjustments are typically insufficient. That 

is, different starting points yield different estimates, which are biased 

toward the initial values. 

Representativeness. Representativeness means that the probability 

of an event is evaluated by the degree to which it is representative of 

major characteristics of the population from which it originated. In such 
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a situation the probability estimates are being reduged to judgments of 
I 

similarity. Tversky and Kahneman (1974, p. 14~) ~.tlustrate judgment by 
I ), 

representativeness with the following example~ 

"Steve is very shy and withdrawn, invariably helpful, but with 
little interest in people, or in the world of reality. A meek 
and tidy soul, he has a need for o~d~r an~ structure, and a pas
sion for detail." How do people J~'sess, the probability that 
Steve is engaged in each of severa] ,occupations (e.g., farmer, 
salesman, airline pilot, librarian, l~hYSiCian)? How do people 
order these occupations from most to least likely? In the 
representativeness heuristic, the probability that Steve is a 
librarian, for example, is assessed by the degree to which he ·is 
representative or similar to the stereotype of a librarian. 

Unstated Assumptions. A person's responses are often conditional, 
I 

by default, upon factors he' d~dn't consider. For example, he may not have 
I '! 

considered war, labor unresi~,! or currericy devaluation when designing his 
! ' 

, , 
system. Thus the resul tins probability distribution does not properly 

reflect the total uncertainty of the event. There is no way the subject 

can be held responsible for all the unstated assumptions that might sur-

round the issue under evaluation. However, the analyst should endeavor to 

get the user to state all the critical assumptions. 

Coherence. People sometimes assign probabilities to an event 

according to the ease with which they can fabricate a plausible scenario 
I 

, /' I 
that would lear,1 to the event's occurrence. They consider the event un-

likely if t~ey 1~1;"t i imagine a reasonable scenario, and they consider the 

event likelyl ifithey' can compose many scenarios that could make the event 
I 

occur or if one scenario is particularly plausible. To the subject, the 

credibility of a scenario seems to depend more on the coherence with 

which its author has spun the tale than on its intrinsically "logical" 

probability of occurrence. Arguments in court are an example of 
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evaluation based on the coherence of the sequence of evidence. It is thus 

important that the discussion of possible outcomes for an uncertain 

quantity be well balanced, since the discussion and generation of argu-

ments may affect the probability assignments. 

Minimizing Bias 

Spetzler and Sta~l von Holstein (1972) list three noteworthy fea-

tures of the modes of judgment just discussed: 

People are not generally aware of the cues on which their judg
ments are based. For example, few people know that they use 
haze to judge distances, although research shows that virtually 
everybody does. 

It is difficult to control the cues we use. The object seen 
through haze looks more distant, even when we know why. 

People can be made aware of the bias, and can make a conscious 
attempt to control its effects, as the captain of a ship does 
when navigating in a mist. 

In the Arizona Appraisal System, the judgmental modes and result-

ing biases apply to designing the system, model building, defining impor-

tant parameters, establishing the relationship among the various elements 

of the submodels, and encoding of subjective probabilities. The analyst 

can learn to recognize these modes of judgment and assist the participant 

in minimizing bias. 

The training method, for example, was designed so that the analyst 

could help the participant improve the accuracy of his probability assess-

ments through training. This decision was reached in consultation with 

Dr. William R. Ferrell of the Systems and Industrial Engineering Depart-

ment of the University of Arizona. Dr. Ferrell began with the assumption 

that the participant is an expert on the subject under investigation. The 
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task of the analyst is to get from the participant a probability distribu-

tion that describes his knowledge. The goal of the assessment training 

session is to remove the conscious or subconscious discrepancies between 

the participant's reponses and an accurate description of his knowledge. 

The formalization of this task is called "calibration~ A participant is 

considered to be well calibrated if over the long run, for all questions 

assigned a given probability, the proportion of correct answers equals 

the probability assigned. The following example from Lichtenstein and 

Fischhoff (1980, p. 152) illustrates this concept: 

Suppose you have been given a set of two factual items, such as 
"which is longer, the Suez or the Panama Canal?" Your task is 
twofold: first state which of the two alternatives you believe 
to be the correct answer, and second, state the probability that 
you are right. Your responses, then, are constrained to the 
range 0.5<:ri <: 1.0. Evaluating the calibration of your probabil
ity assessments involves comparing your answers to the truth. 
For example, what proportion of the times that you said ".8" did 
you pick the correct alternative? The closer this proportion is 
to .8 the better your calibration. 

A great deal of empirical research (reviewed by Lichtenstein, 

Fischhoff, and Phillips, 1977) has shown that people are usually poorly 

calibrated. On hard tasks, they are typically overconfident: they believe 

they know more than they actually know. Thus it is not unusual for only 

about 60 % of the proposition to which a probability of 0.8 is assigned to 

be true. With very easy tasks, on the other hand, they are underconfident. 

That is, the proportion of correct answers tends to be larger than as-

sessed probabilities. Also, there is no difference between the calibration 

of those who are more expert or intelligent and those who are less so 

when the overall proportion of correct answers is the same (Lichtenstein 

and Fischhoff, 1977). 
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Since probability assessments often play a key role in decision

making, it is important to eliminate such misca1ibration. Lichtenstein and 

Fischhoff (1980) conducted an extensive study to see whether subjects 

could become better calibrated through training. They conducted two 

experiments. The first involved 11 sessions of 200 assessments (ques

tions), each followed by comprehensive feedback. This feedback process 

consisted of showing the subject how he responded to questions (correct 

or incorrect, over- or under confident) and providing guidance on how to 

improve his calibration. It produced considerable learning, almost all of 

which was accomplished after receipt of the first feedback. In the second 

experiment there were only three training sessions. Again the biggest 

improvements in calibration followed the first feedback. What these 

experiments show is that a single session of 200 questions followed by 

intensive performance feedback is sufficient to teach people who are not 

initially well calibrated to be well calibrated. This improvement occurs 

without the subjects' ever learning the true answers to any questions. 

On the basis of these reported results, the author incorporated a 

probability calibration exercise into this study. The scheme was origi

nally developed by Dr. Ferrell for use in one of his classes. It was com

puterized for this study. The exercise works as follows. There are 240 

vocabulary words (120 easy and 120 difficult). The participant is given 

four choices as to the meaning of each word. Once he has chosen what he 

thinks is the correct meaning, he makes a probabilistic estimate between 

0.25.o;q.o; 1.0 as to how sure he is that his choice is correct. When he 

has completed all 240 words, the computer program tells him how many of 

each group (easy words and hard words) he had correct, and graphically 
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compares his probabilistic responses to a perfectly calibrated response. 

With regard to the uranium endowment assessment goal of this study, the 

easy words are analogous to choices the participant would have to make 

when he was fairly certain about geologic conditions, and the difficult 

words represent choices he would make when he was less certain about 

geologic conditions. The calibration scheme is further discussed in 

Chapter 4 and a related appendix. 



CHAPTER 4 

OPERATION OF THE ARIZONA APPRAISAL SYSTEM 

This chapter describes in detail the equipment and procedures for 

operating the Arizona Appraisal System. The general organization of the 

Arizona Appraisal System was described in Chapter 1. 

Computer Hardware 

Three different computer systems were used: the highly user ori-

ented, interactive PLATO system and the CDC Cyber 175 system and DEC 

system 10, which were used for mathematical operations. 

The PLATO System 

The PLATO system, which lets the user interact with programmed 

procedures, was chosen as the means of implementing the Geologic Decision 

Model, primarily because of the following features: 

Fast response time 
Easy-to-use, flexible author language (TUTOR) 
Graphic display panel 
Learner-oriented electronic keyboard 
Touch-sensitive panel input 
Auxiliary interactive devices, audio and video 
Author-initiated branching . 
Comprehensive response judging 
Calculation capability 
Interterminal communications 
Monitor capability 
Security 

The PLATO system was developed at the University of Illinois, Urbana, 

under the leadership of Dr. Donald L. Bitzer. Since its inception in 1960, 
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research and development have been directed toward use of the computer 

and associated equipment to assist in the teaching process and to provide 

more individualized instruction. In 1967, the University of Illinois organ

ized the Computer-Based Education Research Laboratory (CERL), and the 

PLATO project moved into that laboratory. Between 1967 and 1972, develop

ment evolved on the first economical, large-scale, computer-based educa

tional system: the current PLATO system. 

Hardware. Figure 4-1 is a schematic illustration of the PLATO 

system, showing the relationship of the central site computer, which for 

the installation used in this study is at Urbana, Illinois, and the site 

installations themselves. 

The Central Site. A typical central site computer, which consists 

of a CDC Cyber 70, 170, or 6000 series computer, contains a central proc

essor unit (CPU), 10 peripheral processing units (PPUs), extended core 

storage (ECS), and 12 input/output channels. The PPUs include the unit 

record equipment, tape drives, and mass storage (disk storage) facilities. 

The ECS storage facility provides high-speed access to instructions and to 

other information pertinent to active users. Mass storage (or disk stor

age) facilities provide larger storage capacity than ECS; mass storage is 

used primarily to store information that is not in current use or is not 

needed for instantaneous access. 

The central site also includes the computer interface unit (CrU), 

which provides data communications between the central computer and up to 

32 control data site controllers. The site controllers process two-way 

digital data between the CIU and PLATO terminals. Each site controller, 

located at the central site or remote, can support up to 32 terminals. A 
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total of up to 1024 terminals can communicate with a single computer 

interface unit. Interface with the site controller may be via direct con

nection or phone line. 

Terminals. The PLATO terminals, such as the one used in this 

study, permit the programmer or the participant to interact with the 

PLATO system. The basic terminal contains an electronic keyboard, a 

touch-sensitive display panel, a communication interface, and associated 

electronics.- The touch-sensitive panel enables the participant to enter 

data into the system by touching areas of the display screen. 

The Project Installation. The installation used in this study is 

shown in Figure 4-2. The components (indicated in Figures 4-2a, 4-2b) are: 

(A) PLATO terminal, (B) printe'r interface, (C) modem wired directly to the 

telephone, (D) printer, and (E) random access Kodak carousel slide 

projector and supporting equipment. 

An important feature of this particular PLATO terminal is 'the 

plasma panel screen, the rear of which is shown in Figure 4-2c. Slides 

are projected through the back of the terminal (Figure 4-2d) onto the rear 

surface of the screen. The participant can then view the image through 

the screen (Figure 4-2e). This capability was used for viewing the geolo

gists' partitioned paleogeologic maps. 

Software. The PLATO software runs under the NOS operating sys

tem. PLATO software includes the support of the special PLATO communi

cations equipment, the author language facility, and the lesson execution 

facility. Programs written for PLATO are in the language called TUTOR, 

which was originated by Paul Tenczar at CERL and developed by him and 

other CERL staff members. 
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(a) Front View 

(b) Rear View 

Fig. 4-2. PLATO Installation Used in the Study. 
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(c) Rear View of Plasma Panel 

(d) Slide Projector-Terminal Interface 

Fig. 4-2. PLATO Installation Used in the Study (Continued). 



(e) Geologist's View of Partitioned 
Paleogeologic Map 

Fig. 4-2. PLATO Installation Used in the Study (Continued). 
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CDC Cyber 175 

The Cyber 175, manufactured by Control Data Corporation, is a 

60-bit word machine that runs under the NOS/BE 1.5 operating system. Fea

tures of the University of Arizona Cyber system are listed in Table 4-1. 

Numerous programming languages can be used on this computer; those 

developed for the Arizona Appraisal System were written in FORTRAN 66. 

DEC System 10 

The University of Arizona DEC system 10 uses KL type CPUs run 

under the TOPS-10 operating system. There is interactive service for more 

than 120 user jobs running concurrently. Although batch processing 

service is provided on the DEC 10s, batch processing is more effectively 

done by using the Cyber 175 via the intercomputer link. Features of the 

University of Arizona DEC system 10 are listed in Table 4-2. Numerous 

programming languages can be used on this computer; those developed for 

the Arizona Appraisal System were written in FORTRAN 66. 

Project Scheduling 

Development and testing of the Arizona Appraisal System were car

ried out simultaneously over a period of about three years. During this 

period, four geologists from government and industry were each called 

upon four or five times over a period of about a year for a study of the 

U30a endowment in the San Juan Basin of northwestern New Mexico. As the 

system is presently designed, approximately one month would be required 

for an additional geologist to make an assessment of this region. 

In future applications in a new study area, it should take only 

six months to assess uranium endowment. For another commodity, it might 
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Table 4-1. Features of the University of Arizona CDC Cyber 175 Computer. 

Memory. A Cyber program may use up to 377,700 (octal) words of central 
memory. No ECS is available. 

Disk Storage. Three model 885 disk drives each provide 1.27 billion char
acters of on-line storage. 

Magnetic Tape. Five model 679 tape drives process nine-track tapes at 
densities of 1600 and 6250 characters per inch (cpi), and one nine
track tape drive operates at densities of 800 and 1600 cpi. Nine
track tapes with ASCII or EBCDIC character sets may be read and 
written. One seven-track tape drive operates at densities of 200 
(read only), 556, .and 800 cpi. 

Plotting. The CalComp 1051 plotter can create 11- and 30-inch plots and 
is capable of using multiple pens. A 13-inch Printronix raster 
plotter is also available for fast-turnaround plotting. Plotting is 
executed by calling subroutines from FORTRAN or Pascal programs. 

Interactive Access. A high-speed connection between the Cyber 175 and the 
DEC 10s allows batch jobs to be submitted to the Cyber from 
interactive terminals. Job output may then be returned for viewing 
on terminals, or directed to the central site or a remote batch 
station for printing. 

Table 4-2. Features of the University of Arizona DEC System 10 Computer. 

Memory. Four MG10s and an Ampex ARM10 provide a total of 1024K 36-bit 
words of central memory. Each CPU has 512,000 words of memory. 
Users are normally restricted to 80 pages (40,960 words) of memory. 

Disk Storage. One CDC 33502, two RP04, and eight RP06 disk drives provide 
a total disk storage capacity of more than 3.32 billion characters. 
There is no removable pack service. 

Magnetic Tape. Three TU70 tape drives process nine-track tapes at 
densities of 800 and 1600 characters per inch. Limited facilities are 
available for tape interchange with systems other than DEC 10s. 

Printing. Files to be printed are automatically shipped across the inter
computer link to the printers on the Cyber 175 system. 
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take up to eighteen months to assemble the system and conduct the 

assessment. The amounts of time that should be allotted for specific 

operations are indicated in Table 4-3. This scheduling assumes that there 

will be no major changes in the system structure, that the project will 

have adequate logistic and financial support, and that experienced full

time professional personnel will be available. 

Note that much of the program schedule will be taken up by 

preparatory work, principally on the part of the analyst and the 

programmers in charge of the Geologic Decision Model and Endowment 

Simulation Model. The individual geologists will be spending one to two 

months each, but the total period may be longer because, with multiple 

participants, a staggered schedule between work days is needed in order to 

process the information and make it available for exchange of information. 

The sequence outlined in Table 4-3 is somewhat idealized. Owing 

to difficulties with the participants' schedules, it is not always possible 

to adhere rigidly to this sequence. However, the experience gained in the 

development and testing indicates that the best results will be obtained 

by following the outlined sequence as closely as possible. 

Steps in Operation of the Arizona Appraisal System 

For the reader to follow the appraisal process, the operation of 

the system is described under the following headings: Participant 

Orientation, Modeling, Validation, and Application. Each term is indicative 

of the participant's task during that part of the appraisal process. The 

individual operations referred to in Table 4-3 are discussed, where 

appropriate, under these tasks. 
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Table 4-3. Steps in Operating the Arizona Appraisal System. 

Time required, months 
U308, Different 
another commodity 
region any region 

I Analyst 

Assemble geologic data and maps 

See that computer system is ready for 
operation and modified as necessary 

Select participants, in conjunction with 
sponsoring agency 

Notify participants and send them back
ground information; set up schedules for 
participation 

Oversee program 

Analyze results and write report 

II Programmer (Geologic Decision Model 

Ensure that PLATO computer system is 
functioning properly, ready to receive 
new data 

Enter data as given by participants 

III Programmer (Endowment Simulation Model) 

Modify and test endowment simulation model 

1-3 

1-4 

1 

1 

6 

1-3 

1-4 

1-3 

Participate in validation process 1-2 wks* 

Build data files and execute program MASTER 2-3 wks* 
for each geologist 

IV Participants 1-2 

1-3 

6-15 

1 

1 

12-18 

1-3 

6-15 

1-3 

1-6 

1-2 wks* 

2-3 wks* 

1-2 

First visit *Per participant 

Participant Orientation 

Day 1 "A Short Introduction to the PLATO System" 
"Energy Demand Models" 
"System Overview" 
Provide "Geologists' Information Package" 
"Choose Records" of Participants 
"Selection of Stratigraphic Horizons" 
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Table 4-3. Steps in Operating the Arizona Appraisal System (Continued). 

Hodeling 

Day 2 "Construction of the Inference Net" 

Day 3-5 "Select Geologic Modifiers" 
Develop "The Ranking Scheme" 

Second Visit 

Modeling, continued 

Day 1 

Day 2 

Day 3 

Third Visit 

Interact with PLATO; review and edit stratigraphic horizons 
Interact with PLATO; review and edit inference net 
Interact with PLATO; review and edit geologic modifiers 

Choose "Endowment Scheme" 
"Endowment Ranking" 
"Further Common Elements" 
"Individual Endowment Schemes"; make conditional endow

ment estimates 

"Endowment Adjustment" of conditional estimates 

Validation 

Day 1-2 Select the size of an evaluation area 
Assign an ordinal ranking to each stratigraphic horizon, based 
upon geologic favorability 
Develop the idea of "Probability Calibration" 
Introduce the concept of "Geologic Probabilities" 
Describe "Geologic Probabilities" for type section 
"Collapsing Geologic Probabilities" 

Day 3-4 Process Cycle 1: 

Day 5 

Reevaluate "The Ranking Scheme" and/or reestimate the 
"Geologic Probabilities" for type section until satisfied with 
"The Ranking Scheme" and "Geologic Probabilities" 

Process Cycle 2: 
Estimate distribution of quantity of U308 per deposit or 
mineralized cell and the additional geologic inputs for each 
stratigraphic horizon 

Day 6-7 Execute Endowment Simulation Model (program MASTER), 
evaluating the quantities of U308 per deposit or mineralized 
cell and the additional geologic inputs, until satisfied 
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Table 4-3. Steps in Operating the Arizona Appraisal System (Continued). 

Day 8-9 Process Cycle 3: 
Reevaluate "Endowment Scheme" if necessary 
Execute Endowment Simulation Model (program MASTER) until 
satisfied 

Application 

Day 10 "Partitioning of Paleogeologic Maps" 

Fourth Visit 

Application, continued 

Day 1 "Paleogeologic Map Review" 
"Review of Stratigraphic Groupings" 
"Review of Partitions" 

"Stratigraphic Horizon Summary Page" 

Day 2-4 Estimate actual "Geologic Probabilities" for each partition 

Day 5 "Implicit (Intuitive) Endowment Estimation" 

Day 6 Review and revise "Implicit (Intuitive) Endowment Estimation" 

Between Fourth and Fifth Visits: Analyst processes the geologist's data 
through the "Endowment Simulation Hodel (Program MASTER)" 

Fifth Visit 

Day 1 "Endowment Summary" and discussion 
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As stated in Chapter 1 and illustrated in Figure 1-2, the Arizona 

Appraisal System contains two general models: the Geologic Decision Model 

and the Endowment Simulation Model (program MASTER). These models should 

be viewed as symbiotic rather than independent because the participant 

may be working with both of them simultaneously as he assembles and 

evaluates the system. For this reason they are not discussed individually 

but rather are treated under the various tasks as appropriate. 

For each task, a diagram (figure) illustrates how the individual 

operations performed by the geologists are interrelated. Then, a summary 

table briefly explains the operations. Supplementary examples of the 

instructions that were presented to the geologists and of sample results 

obtained from each operation are provided in appendixes, as noted in the 

table. In each table--

Column 1 lists the individual operation. 

Column 2 states the purpose of this operation. 

Column 3 specifies the appendix containing the instructions to the 
geologist. These are reproductions of the displays that appeared on 
the PLATO screen, as written into the PLATO program. 

Column 4 specifies the appendix(es) containing examples of data 
supplied by individual geologists in response to the instructions 
listed in column 3. These examples are from actual work done by the 
geologists in the developmental and testing program. Most of the 
examples are from the work of only one geologist (code-named 
"Curly"), but they are supplemented where necessary by data from 
other geologists. 

Column 5 notes the extent of exchange of information involved in the 
individual operation. Where the comment is "Used only if geologist 
has trouble understanding the concept," this review was used to 
provide examples of how the operation is done rather than to share 
information. 
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The diagram-table-appendix explanatory approach was chosen 

because it provides the clearest picture of what occurs in the operation 

and execution of the appraisal system. All the instructions and examples 

presented in the appendixes are taken from the final report of the DOE 

study (Harris and Carrigan. 1980). 

Participant Orientation 

Figure 4-3 diagrams and Table 4-4 summarizes the operations 

involved in participant orientation. Illustrative examples are given in 

Appendixes 2 through 8. as indicated in the table. 

Modeling 

Figure 4-4 diagrams and Table 4-5 summarizes the operations 

involved in modeling. Illustrative examples are given in Appendixes 9 

through 25, as indicated in the table. 

Validation 

Figure 4-5 diagrams and Table 4-6 summarizes the operations 

involved in validation of the system. Illustrative examples are given in 

Appendixes 26 through 45. as indicated in the table. 

Application 

Figure 4-6 diagrams and Table 4-7 summarizes the operations 

involved in application of the system. Illustrative examples are given in 

Appendixes 46 through 63. as indicated in the table. 



Build the Geologic 
Decision Model 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

ENERGY DEMAND 
MODELS 

A SHORT INTRODUCTION 
TO THE PLATO SYSTEM 

CHOOSE RECORDS 
of participants 

Fig. 4-3. Diagram of Participant Orientation Operations. 
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Table 4-4. Summary of Participant Orientation Operations. 

Operation Purpose 

"A Short Introduction 
to the PLATO System" 

"Energy Demand Models" 

"System Overview" 

Provide "Geologists' 
Information Package" 

"Choose Records" of 
participants 

"Selection of Strati
graphic Horizons" 

N.A. = Not applicable 

Acquaints the participant with fea~ 
tares of the PLATO system 

Illustrates PLATOts capabilities with 
respect to a complex subject 

Describes the various stages of the 
Arizona Appraisal System 

Provides participant with an exten
sive geological background on the 
region being assessed 

Provides access to other geologists t 

work for review purposes 

Lists units to be evaluated and per
mits each participant to aggregate 
or disaggregate them into workable 
"horizons" for evaluation 

Instruc- Example 
tions data 

App. 2 N.A. 

App.3 N.A. 

App.4 N.A. 

N.A. App.5 

App. 6 N.A. 

App. 7 App.8 

Information 
exchange 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 



THE 

Validate the system 

ENDOWMENT ADJUSTMENT 

Relate ENDOWMENT SCHEME to geologic 
process states as defined by the 

inference net 
(a) ENDOWMENT RANKING 

(c) INDIVIDUAL ENDOW
MENT SCHEMES; make 

condItional en
dowment es

timates 

Choose 
ENDOWMENT SCHEME 

SELECT GEOLOGIC MODIFIERS 

CONSTRUCTION OF 
THE INFERENCE NET 

Fig. 4-4. Diagram of Modeling Operations. 
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Operation 

"Construction of the 
Inference Net" 

"Select Geologic 
Modifiers" 

Develop "The 
Ranking Scheme" 

Choose "Endowment 
Scheme" 

"Endowment 
Ranking" 

Table 4-5. Summary of Modeling Operations. 

Purpose 

Description of the geologic model~ 
with instructions for constructing 
it; display of constructed net, with 
provision for comparison with others· 
nets and for editing (revision) 

Provides descriptive terms on which 
to ~ase the probabilistic descrip
tion of the geology 

Combinations of descriptive terms are 
ranked to indicate their importance 
for the formation of uranium endow
ment; ranked combinations are then 
classified as excellent, intermediate, 
or poor; this operation provides a 
link between the inference net and 
geologic probabilities, and the 
endowment scheme 

Introduction to the four endowment 
schemes 

Explanation and example of ranking of 
possible combinations of favorability 
designations from the three major 
geologic processes of the inference 
net 

Instruc
tions 

App.9 

App. 12 

App. 14 

App. 16 

App. 17 

Example 
data 

Apps. 
10,11 

App. 13 

App. 15 

N.A. 

App. 18 

Information 
exchange 

Used exten
sively; prob
ably the most 
important use 
of the peer 
review process 

Yes 

Used only if 
geologist 
has trouble 
understanding 
the concept 

N.A. 

Used only if 
geologist 
has trouble 
understanding 
the concept 



Operation 

"Further Conunon 
Elements 

"Individual 
Endowment Schemes" 

"Endowment Adjustment" 
of conditional 
estimates 

N.A. Not applicable 

Table 4-5. Summary of Modeling Operations (Continued). 

Purpose 

Instructions for providing estimates 
of conditional endowment distribu
tions for each of the 27 possible 
combinations of favorability designa
tions 

Explanation of the four unique 
schemes for describing uranium dis
tribution; making of conditional 
endowment estimates that link uranium 
occurrence to earth processes 

A graphic representation of condi
tional endowment estimates that 
allows the geologist to change proba
bilities until a satisfactory display 
is obtained 

Instruc
tions 

App. 19 

App. 20 

App. 23 

Example 
data 

N.A. 

Apps. 
21,22 

Apps. 
24,25 

Information 
exchange 

N.A. 

Used only if 
geologist 
has trouble 
understanding 
the concept 

N.A. 



Additional 
geologic Inputs 

Introduce the concept of 
GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

Develop the Idea of 
PROBABILITY CALIBRATION 

Rank each stratigraphic 
horizon on the basis of 
the favorability of the 
geology for the forma
tion of U30S endowment 

Select the size of 
an evaluation area 

r 
I 

'---

PROCESS CYCLE 2 

I 
_L_ 

Revi se 
ENDOWMENT SCHEME 
(Mode II n9 Task) 

PROCESS CYCLE 3 

-, 
...--------..., 

No Rev i se GEOLOG I C I 
PROBABILITIES for 

type section 

PROCESS CYCLE I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

GEOLOGIC DECISION HODEL 

Fig. 4-5. Diagram of Validation Operations. 
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Table 4-6. Summary of Validation Operations. 

Operation 

Select the size of 
an evaluation area 

Rank each strati
graphic horizon on 
the basis of the fav
orability of the geol
ogy for the formation 
of U30S endowment 

Develop the idea of 
"Probability Cali
bration" 

Purpose 

Establishes a reference area upon 
which the geologist can mentally 
anchor his endowment estimates. 
Most participants used an area com
parable to either the Grants Mineral 
Belt (about 1000 mi2) or the Ambro
sia Lake District (about 100 mi2) 

The reference area concept was 
used previously in the development of 
the probabilistic endowment scheme 
(see Modeling: "Individual Endowment 
Schemes"). Participants seemed to 
need this framework even when the en
dowment scheme was area-independent 

Builds a structure to allow for eval
uation of the geologic probabilities 
through "The Ranking Scheme" (see 
Hodeling) 

A training exercise to illustrate to 
the geologist whether his estimates 
of probabilities tend to be high or 
low under conditions of certainty 
or uncertainty 

*Not presented on PLATO screen 

Instruc- Example 
tions data 

From No 
analyst* 

From 
analyst* 

App.27 

App. 26* 

App. 28 

Information 
exchange 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 



Table 4-6. Summary of Validation Operations (Continued). 

Operation 

Introduce the concept 
of "Geologic Proba
bilities" 

Describe "Geologic 
Probabilities" for 
type section 

"Collapsing Geologic 
Probabilities" 

Purpose 

Explains to the geologist how geo
logic conditions are described in a 
probabilistic format 

Describes the geology of the horizon 
as it would appear at its type local
ity. This step is specifically de~ 
signed for the validation process; the 
participant is describing a localized 
set of conditions rather than condi~ 
tions applying to a broad region 

The explanation of "Collapsing Geo
logic Probabilities" CAppo 31) illus
trates how the Geologic Decision Model 
functions. Particular emphasis is 
placed on how "The Ranking Scheme" 
groups the geologic probabilities 
into favorability ranges of excellent, 
intermediate, and poor conditions for 
each major process state. As a result 
of the collapsing of geologic probabil
ities, each of the three major process 
levels of the inference net is described 
by a set of three probabilities, and 
these are multiplied together to pro
duce 27 joint probabilities of geologic 

*Not presented on PLATO screen 

Instruc
tions 

App. 29; 
appears 
also as 
App. 54 

From 
analyst* 

Apps. 
31,32* 

Example 
data 

N.A. 

App.30 

Apps. 
33,34 

Information 
exchange 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

t-' 
o 
o 



Operation 

Mathematical 
theory of 
the Geologic 
Decision Hodel 

Table 4-6. Summary of Validation Operations (Continued). 

Purpose 
Instruc

tions 

factors; this particular process is il
lustrated in App. 32 

The final products of "Collapsing Geo
logic Probabilities" are illustrated by 
two tables at the end of App. 31: 

(1) "Collapsing Geologic Information" 
illustrates the format by which the 
joint probabilities for each level of 
the inference net are entered into pro
gram STANDR of the Endowment Simulation 
Model (program MASTER); an actual exam
ple is given in App. 33 

(2) "Collapsed Geologic Information" 
contains the joint geologic probabili
ties, derived from the joint probabili
ties, and permits the geologist to see 
whether the system is responding as he 
would expect it to; if it is not, he may 
make modifications to previous operations 
by means of Process Cycle 1 (below); an 
actual example is given in App. 34 

Since App. 31 so well describes the 
functioning of the Geologic Decision 
Model, the mathematical theory under~ 
lying it is presented here 

App. 35* 

Example 
data 

N.A. 

*Not presented on PLATO screen 

Information 
exchange 

N.A. 

I-' 

o 
I-' 



Table 4-6. Summary of Validation Operations (Continued). 

Operation 

Process Cycles 

Process Cycle 1 

Process Cycle 2 

Purpose 

The purpose of the validation task is 
to finalize a decision structure that 
to this point has been only loosely 
assembled. The process cycle concept 
isolates key portions of both the Geo
logic Decision Model and the Endowment 
Simulation Model (program MASTER), and 
permits manipulation and modification 
of the data until the participant is 
satisfied with their behavior. Then, 
no further adjustment of these varia~ 
bles, within that particular cycle,' i.s 
permitted; the technique of worki.ng in 
segments is designed to inhibit any 
manipulating of the appraisal system 
by the participant 

The primary goal of Process Cycle 1 
is to ensure that "The Ranking Scheme" 
has been properly done; secondary goal 
is to ascertain whether the "Geologic 
Probabilities" for the type section 
have been stated correctly 

Process Cycle 2 evaluates the follow
ing: 

(1) Quantity estimates of U308 per 
deposit or mineralized cell 

*Not presented on PLATO screen 

Instruc
tions 

From 
analyst* 

Example 
data 

N.A. 

Information 
exchange 

N.A. 

....... 
o 
N 



Table 4-6. Summary of Validation Operations (Continued). 

Operation Purpose 

(2) Additional geologic inputs 
(a) For number of U30S deposits 

per evaluation area: 
--Thickness adjustment 
--Grade modification 
--Number of deposits per 

single evaluation area 
(b) For percent of a region 

underlain by mineralization 
per evaluation area: 
--Thickness adjustment 
--Grade modification 

The geologist·works with one variable 
at a timet processing it through the 
Endowment Simulation Model (program 
MASTER) for each horizon until he can 
make no further refinements. The En
dowment Simulation Model is discussed 
in the Application section of this 
chapter 

Quantity estimates of U30S per 
mineralized cell 

Quantity ·estimates of U30S per 
deposit 

*Not presented on PLATO screen 

Instruc
tions 

App. 36; 
appears 
also as 
App. 20 

App.3S; 
appears 
also as 
App. 20 

Example 
data 

App. 37*· 
appears 
also as 
App. 21 

App.39*; 
appears 
also as 
App. 22 

Information 
exchange 

Used only if 
geologist 
has trouble 
understanding 
the concept 

...... 
0 
w 



Table 4-6. Summary of Validation Operations (Continued). 

Operation Purpose 

Process Cycle 3 

Thickness adjustment 

Grade modification 

Number of deposits per single 
evaluation area 

The only element remaining to be mod~ 
ified is the ~'Endowment Schemel' 

The PLATO display entitled HCalcu
late Endowment Marginals~' explains 
how the Endowment Simulation Model 
(program MASTER) multiplies the end0W~ 
ment scheme (endowment density proba ... 
bilities) by the joint probabilities 
of geologic factors to produce the 
joint probabilities of endowment, 
geologic factors (E,GF) 

The geologist views the joint 
probability matr~x for the horizons 
he is dissatisfied with, notes where 
the probability is concentrating, and 
then goes into the original endowment 
scheme, developed during the modeling 
task. and makes the appropriate ad
justment. The geologist then gener
ates a new set of joint probabilities 
and reexecutes program MASTER 

*Not presented on PLATO screen 

Instruc- Example 
tions data 

App. 40 App. 41 

App. 42* App. 42* 

App. 43* App.43* 

App. 44 App. 45 

Information 
exchange 

Yes 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 



Operation 

N.A. Not applicable 

Table 4-6. Summary of Validation Operations (Continued). 

Purpose 

Process Cycle 3 is not always nec
essary. It is easy ·to do when the 
number of U30S deposits per evalua~ 
tion area is chosen, out difficult 
for the percent of a region underlain 
by mineralization per evaluation area 
option. This difficulty is due to 
the small size of the mineralized 
fraction, which is difficult to 
adjust 

Instruc.,.. 
tions 

Example 
data 

Information 
exchange 

...... 
o 
Ln 



IMPLICIT 
ENDOWMENT 

ESTIMATION 

Distribution of U308 
endowment for region 

being evaluated 

Additional 
geologic inputs 

COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC * 
PROBABILITIES 

ESTIMATE GEOLOGIC PROBA
BILITIES for each partition 

STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZON 
SUMMARY PAGE 

PALEOGEOLOGIC MAP REVIEW 
with 

REVIEW OF STRATIGRAPHIC 
GROUPINGS and 

REVIEW OF PARTIT!ONS 

PART IT/ON I NG OF 
PALEOGEOLOGIC MAPS 

* 

* (See description 
of Validation Task) 

Fig. 4-6. Diagram of Application Operations. 
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Operation 

"Partitioning of 
Paleogeologic Maps" 

"Paleogeologic Map 
Review" 

"Review of Strati
graphic Groupings" 

"Review of 
Partitions': 

"Stratigraphic 
Horizon Summary 
Page" 

Table 4-7. Summary of Application Operations. 

Instruc-
Purpose tions 

Divides area of occurrence of strati- App.46 
graphic horizon into regions of uni-
form geologic characteristics 

Enables each geologist to review the App.48 
other geologists' partitionings. 
This is done in two stages: 

(1) The participant first reviews the App.49 
various ways the other geologists 
have grouped the stratigraphic units 
into "horizons" 

(2) He then reviews how each geologist App. 51 
has partitioned his respective hori~ 
zons. This review can be done in 
either of two modes: 

In mode 1, the participant reviews 
the various ways that a single hori
zone was partitioned by all the 
geologists . 

In mode 2, he sees how an individ
ual geologist partitioned each of his 
own horizons 

Provides easy access to the strati
graphic horizons, number of parti
tions, and their area selected by 
each participant 

App. 52 

Example 
data 

App. 47 

N.A. 

App. 50 

N.A. 

App. 53 

Information 
exchange 

N.A. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 



Table 4-7. Summary of Application Operations (Continued). 

Operation 

Estimate "Geologic 
Probabilities" for 
partitions 

"Implicit (Intuitive) 
Endowment Estimation" 

Mathematical 
background for 
implicit (intuitive) 
endowment estimation 

Endowment Simulation 
Model (program MASTER) 

Mathematical 
background for 
the Endowment 
Simulation Model 
(program MASTER) 

Purpose 

Describes the geologic conditions of . 
each partition in a probabilistic 
format 

A simplified, alternative approach to 
estimating endowment that bypasses 
construction of an appraisal system; 
implicit estimates are input into pro
gram MASTER for plotting purposes only 

Presents the mathematical theory of 
the implicit endowment estimation 
technique 

Simulates the distribution of ura
nium for each partition and each 
stratigraphic horizon; composed of 
six linked programs: STANDR, SEETWO. 
AFILE, BFILE, ENDOW.FlO, and BPLOT 

Presents the unique mathematical 
concepts developed in this model 
(App. 60) and a mathematical analy
sis of the differences between the 
implicit and system-assisted subjec
tive modeling approaches (App. 61) 

*Not presented on PLATO screen 

Instruc
tions 

App. 54; 
appears 
also as 
App. 29 

App. 56 

App.58* 

App. 59* 

Apps. 
60,61* 

Example 
data 

App. 55 

App. 57* 

N.A. 

App. 59 

N.A. 

Information 
exchange 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

f-' 
o 
(Xl 



Operation 

"Endowment Summary" 

Discussion 

N.A. Not applicable 

Table 4-7. Summary of Application Operations (Continued). 

Purpose 

Provides interactive access to 
the final results produced by the 
appraisal system 

The analyst and participating geol
ogist discuss the results produced 
and evaluate the Arizona Appraisal 
System methodology 

Instruc,... 
tions 

App. 62 

N.A. 

Example 
data 

App.63 

N.A. 

Information 
exchange 

Yes 

Yes 
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Software Summary 

The software that was written for the Arizona Appraisal System is 

available from different sources; these sources are listed in Appendix 64 

along with a brief description of the individual programs. 



CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

Two important points must be considered in examining the endow

ment estimates produced by the Arizona Appraisal System. 

The first point is that the attainment of the project goals as 

stated in Chapter 1 would be meaningless if the system did not produce 

resul ts that uranium geologists considered reasonable. By "reasonable" is 

meant that stratigraphic units known to be rich in U30a are indicated to 

have a high expected endowment, and units known to have few deposits, 

despite extensive exploration (for example, the Tertiary units), are 

indicated to have a low expected endowment. To accept the system as a 

competent predictor, the participants must be satisfied with (1) the en

dowment relationships among stratigraphic horizons and (2) tbe magnitude 

of the expected value of endowment for each horizon. This second item 

implies not so much an absolute acceptance of the result as a condi

tional one: "I know the value is considered high, but I can live with it"; 

"The result is lower than I expected, but it could be correct"; or "I have 

done a lot of work on that formation and I think the uranium endowment 

is much greater than other geologists do, so the fact that my expected 

endowment is 10 times that estimated by the other geologists neither 

surprises nor frightens me." 

The second important point to keep in mind is that, even though 

the implicit and the NURE (National Uranium Resource Evaluation) estimates 
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are compared with the results generated by the Arizona Appraisal System, 

they can(lot be compared to them. In o~her words, even though the various 

results are brought together so that points of likeness and of difference 

may be noted, the results cannot be represented as similar or of equal 

value. The geologist's implicit estimate, for example, is little more than 

a guess; it was incorporated into this study to illustrate how the partic

ipant's "gut feeling" compared with results produced by a sophisticated 

system. With regard to .the NURE results, the fact that the present study 

was funded by the Department of Energy is an indication that many govern

mental administrators were not satisfied with the NURE method of esti:'

mating uranium endowment. Shortcomings of the NURE approach are in fact 

discussed in a paper by Harris (1980), which was written at the request of 

the NURE Project Office. In this chapter, therefore, the comparison of the 

Arizona Appraisal System results with the results of the implicit and 

NURE estimates should not be construed as lending a credibilty to those 

numbers that was not intended and that they do not deserve. 

Overview 

The results of the Arizona Appraisal System consisted, for each 

geologist, of probability distributions for tons of U308 endowment for 

(1) each partition of each stratigraphic unit, (2) each stratigraphic unit 

as a whole, (3) "formations" or "merged units" (groups of stratigraphic 

units), and (4) the San Juan Basin as a whole (all stratigraphic units). ' 

It also produced the average distribution across all geologists for the 

various merged units and for the basin as a whole. In addition to the 

system-generated estimates, two sets of implicit estimates were obtained, 



the second set being a revision of the first. In this chapter, only 

the expected (mean) endowment values for the various distributions 

are presented. The distribution curves themselves are included in 

Appendix 59. 
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One reason for a tabulation of merged units is to permit compari

son with the results presented in the U.S. Department of Energy publica

tion "An Assessment Report on Uranium in the United States of America" 

(1980). This report was published as part of the National Uranium 

Resource Evaluation (NURE) program. A second reason is to permit compari

sons among geologists. Since the individual geologists did not aggregate 

stratigraphic horizons in the same way to obtain identical stratigraphic 

units, comparisons from one set of individual units to another set could 

not be made; the merged units are common to the stratigraphic breakdown 

used by all geologists and therefore do permit comparisons. 

In this chapter, as previously, geologists are referred to by code 

names--Curly, Hadrian, Velma, and Shiva--to preserve their anonymity. As 

stated before, each geologist was selected by DOE and is experienced in 

uranium geology, exploration, or resource analysis. 

Following the presentation and comparison of the expected endow

ment values of the four individual geologists, the author compares the 

system-generated results of this study, averaged across all four geolo

gists, with estimated values from the NURE study and with the implicit 

results of this study to determine what patterns may be present among 

the results of the various methods of estimation. 
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Estimates by Geologists 

Results produced by the individual geologists are presented here. 

There is considerable variation from one geologist to another; this is 

discussed later in this chapter. 

Geologist Curly 

Curly's partitioned stratigraphic units are shown in Appendix 47 

and his inference net in Appendix 'j O. 

Curly selected the fraction option; consequently, his geologic 

decision model was linked to probabilities for the magnitude of the frac

tion of a. partition that is underlain by U30a mineralization. For each 

stratigraphic unit, he provided a probability distribution for the quantity 

of U30a per cell that contains uranium mineralization, and an endowment

thickness expansion relationship to describe how endowment increases with 

thickness beyond a reference thickness. Because he selected the fraction 

option, Curly did not use a relationship for expansion of endowment by 

area of partition. In other words, the fraction of area underlain by min

eralization was considered to change only in response to the states of 

earth processes and geologic conditions, not with size of area. Curly 

predicated his appraisal on the proposed definition of endowment, which is 

a cutoff grade of 0.01 % U30a and a minimum quantity of 500 pounds of 

U30a· 

Table 5-1 shows Curly's expected (mean) U30a endowments for each 

stratigraphic unit for both the system-generated and implicit methods of 

appraisal. Note that Curly's first implicit estimate for the total basin 

(all stratigraphic units) is greater than his system-generated estimate. 
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Table 5-1. Curly's Values for Expected (Mean) U308 Endowment. 

Stratigraphic unit 

San Jose Formation 

Nacimiento/Animas Formation 

Ojo Alamo Sandstone 

Fruitland Formation 

Menefee Formation 

Dakota Sandstone 

Burro Canyon Formation 

Morrison Formation 

Jackpile Bed 

Westwater Canyon/ 
Brushy Basin Members 

Recapture Member 

Saltwash Member 

Todilto Limestone 

Chinle Formation 

Cutler/Abo Formations 

Madera Limestone 

Merged units 

Dakota Sandstone 

Burro Canyon Formation 

Morrison Formation 

All other units (Units 
of Minor Importance) 

Figures are in tons 

System-
generated 
estimate 

860.9 

1,673.2 

5,610.4 

1,579.8 

5,929.7 

7,659.4 

7,241. 9 

93,712.5 

2,121,963.6 

22,192.5 

101,910.3 

6,040.9 

11,887.7 

7,416.8 

2,041. 4 

2,397,721.0 

7,659.4 

7,241. 9 

2,339,778.9 

43,040.8 

Implicit estimates 

First Second 

2,737.6 1,637.7 

3,325.9 2,024.2 

2,702.7 2,376.5 

204.3 16,713.7 

12,131.7 8,172.4 

12,196.3 10,551.1 

136,758.2 58,693.9 

397,329.3 280,743.0 

2,059,853.8 1,586,925.4 

18,184.4 10,512.5 

38,697.6 33,884.3 

256,430.7 84,752.9 

59,335.0 2,256.4 

57,518.7 2,716.3 

2,634.9 1,073.3 

3,060,041.1 2,103,033.6 

12,196.3 10,551.1 

136,758.2 58,693.9 

2,514,065.1 1,912,065.2 

397,021. 5 121,723.4 
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(For the other three geologists, the total implicit estimates were lower 

than the system estimates.) After he revised his first implicit estimates, 

the total was less than the system estimate. 

Table 5-1 also shows Curly's expected endowments for the merged 

units •. Note that 97.6 % of the endowment estimated by the system for the 

entire San Juan Basin is from the Morrison Formation. 

Geologist Hadrian 

Hadrian's partitioned stratigraphic units are shown in Appendix 47 

and his inference net in Appendix 10. 

Hadrian selected the I:' .. mber-of-deposits option; consequently, his 

Geologic Decision Model was linked to probabilities for number of deposits 

occurring in a partition. For a given geologic setting, the number of de

posits in a partition depends on the size of the partition. Consequently, 

Hadrian defined an expansion factor that is a function of the partition's 

area. Hadrian did not use endowment-thickness relationships because he 

believed the effect of thickness on endowment was accounted for by the 

variable named "geometry" in his inference net. 

Hadrian did not feel secure in his ability to describe number of 

deposits for the minimum grade of 0.01 % U30a and size of 500 pounds U30a, 

claiming that the bulk of his experience was for higher grades and much 

larger deposits. To facilitate the making of initial estimates of the 

number-of-deposits distributions (one for each major process combination), 

Hadrian was allowed to use his own endowment definition: minimum grade of 

0.1 % U30a and minimum size of 500,000 pounds. Later, during the valida

tion exercise, Hadrian modified these estimates so that he felt that the 
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appraisal system produced estimates appropriate to the suggested endow

ment definition (0.01 % U308 and 500 pounds). It was intended that Hadrian 

would validate his appraisal system for the 0.1% cutoff and then use the 

DOE tonnage-grade relationship (Appendix 42) to adjust his system estimate 

to describe initial endowment at a 0.01 % U308 cutoff grade and minimum 

size of 500 pounds U308' However, he could devote only a few days to 

these tasks. At the end of this time, he felt the system estimates on his 

validation areas were acceptable--but for 0.01 % instead of 0.1 % U308. 

Clearly, there is some inconsistency here because the quantity of U308 per 

deposit was defined at the 0.1 % cutoff. For the system estimates to be 

acceptable for 0.01 % implies that the linkage of his geologic model to 

the conditional distributions for number of deposits had been adjusted to 

compensate for the larger number of deposits and the smaller quantities 

per deposit that are due to the use of the 0.01 % cutoff grade. It would 

have been better to validate the appraisal system for a cutoff of 0.1% 

U308 and then use the DOE tonnage-grade relationship to expand these 

estimates to what they should be for a 0.01 % U308 cutoff. 

Table 5-2 shows Hadrian's expected (mean) U308 endowments for 

both methods of appraisal. His system-generated estimate for the entire 

stratigraphic section is incredibly close to Curly's: 2,380,195 tons 

compared to 2,397,721. However, his implicit estimates seem ultraconserv

ative: 821,554 tons (first implicit) and 755,148 tons (second implicit). 

Hadrian's implicit estimates, in fact, suggest that most of the endowment 

of the San Juan Basin has already been discovered. We have no estimate of 

cumulative production plus reserves for the San Juan Basin in New Mexico 

alone, but, for the greater San Juan Basin (that is, including some areas 
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Table 5-2. Hadrian's Values for Expected (Mean) U308 Endowment. 

Stratigraphic unit 

San Jose Formation 

Nacimiento Formation 

Ojo Alamo/Animas Formation 

Fruitland Formation 

Menefee Formation 

Dakota Sandstone 

Burro Canyon 

Morrison Formation 

Jackpile Bed 

Brushy Basin 

Westwater Canyon Member 

Recapture Member 

Saltwash Member 

Todilto/Summerville/ 
Entrada Formations 

Poleo Sandstone Member 

Agua Zarca Member 

Shinarump Member 

Cutler/Abo/Madera 

Merged units 

Dakota Sandstone 

Burro Canyon Formation 

Morrison Formation 

All other units (Units 
of Minor Importance) 

Figures are in tons 

System
generated 
estimate 

988.3 

468.5 

2,126.3 

338.9 

580.9 

7,857.1 

12,229.4 

167,626.1 

1,911.6 

2,177,439.9 

351.4 

1,765.5 

1,951.3 

113.9 

424.0 

418.6 

3,603.4 

2,380,195.1 

7,857.1 

12,229.4 

2,349,094.5 

11,014.1 

Implicit estimates 

First 

6,698.1 

2,488.2 

3,154.6 

4,355.6 

4,731.5 

27,155.4 

9,642.1 

46,275.2 

30,713.8 

602,725.8 

31,637.3 

8,224.8 

12,426.4 

2,604.8 

2,600.1 

4,114. ° 
22,006.7 

821,554.4 

27,155.4 

9,642.1 

719,576.9 

65;180.0 

Second 

6,698.1 

2,488.2 

3,154.6 

2,411.0 

2,228.9 

16,180.1 

4,555.7 

46,275.2 

16,278.5 

602,725.8 

15,266.7 

8,224.8 

12,426.4 

1,087.0 

2,600.1 

1,271.7 

11,274.9 

755,147.7 

16,180.1 

4,555.7 

688,771.0 

45,640.9 
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outside New Mexico), cumulative production of 138,000 tonsU308 has been 

reported. A recent estimate of mineral inventory for the Colorado 

Plateau Region (which derives most of its production and reserves from 

the San Juan Basin) is 731,400 tons (Mehan, 1980). The sum of these two 

quantities is 869,400 tons, which is 47,846 more than Hadrian's first 

implicit endowment estimate and 114,252 more than his second implicit 

estimate. Interestingly, during the weeks of his participation, Hadrian 

expressed concern about misinterpretation by an uninformed public and 

misuse by individuals of estimates of uranium resources. He further 

expressed a strong hope that his estimates would not be too large, for he 

fel t that such estimates might be misleading as to the potential for 

future supply of uranium. Such concern is not uncommon among geologists. 

One can't help speculating that this "public conscience" was responsible 

for Hadrian's very conservative second implicit estimates, for these could 

be modified to his liking.· 

Table 5-2 also shows Hadrian's estimates for the merged units. 

Note that 98.7 % of the endowment estimated by the system for the entire 

San Juan Basin is from the Morrison Formation. 

Geologist Velma 

Velma's partitioned stratigraphie units are shown in Appendix 47 

and his inference net in Appendix 10. This geologist apparently considered 

those features of geologic environments that influence uranium endowment 

to be rather uniform over large areas, for he identified only 18 parti

tions for all of his 14 stratigraphic units. (Contrast this with the 50 

partitions identified by Curly. Curly and Velma established the extremes 
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in number of partitions.) It is felt that the selection of so few par

titions contributed to the high endowment generated. Velma should have 

been pushed by the analyst to be more specific about regions of geologic 

similarity, especially with regard to the Morrison Formation. 

Like Curly, Velma selected the fraction option; consequently, his 

Geologic Decision Model was linked to conditional probabilities for the 

magnitude of the fraction of a partition that is underlain by U30a min

eralization. For each stratigraphic unit, Velma provided percentile 

estimates of the quantity of U30a in a 1-square-mile cell that contains 

uranium mineralization, and an e'ndowment-thickness expansion relation

ship. Since he used the fraction option, he did not need a relationship 

for expansion of endowment by area. Velma constructed and validated his 

system using the specified cutoff gr'ade for endowment, 0.01 % U30a. 

Table 5-3 shows Velma's expected endowment for individual strati

graphic units. There are no second implicit estimates, as he did not wish 

to modify his first estimates, even after re-examining the percentile 

quantities and the computed expected endowment for the partitions. Most 

notable about Velma's estimates are (1) the magnitude of the system

generated endowment, which is more than twice the estimates by Curly and 

Hadrian, and (2) the great disparity between the system-generated and 

implicit estimates. These two effects are due primarily to the very large 

system-generated estimate for the Brushy Basin, Westwater Canyon, and 

Recapture members of the Morrison Formation. 

Table 5-3 also shows Velma's estimates for the merged units. 

Here, 95.4 % of the total endowment is from the Morrison Formation, 

slightly less than the percentages calculated for Curly and Hadrian. 



Table 5-3. Velma's Values for Expected (Mean) U308 Endowment. 

Stratigraphic unit 

San Jose Formation 

Nacimiento/Animas Formations 

Mesa Verde Group 

Ojo Alamo Sandstone 

Fruitland Formation 

Menefee Formation 

Dakota Sandstone 

Burro Canyon Formation 

Morrison Formation 

Brushy Basin/Westwater/ 
Recapture Members 

Recapture/Saltwash 
Members 

Entrada/Todilto/Summerville/ 
Bluff/Cowsprings Formations 

Chinle Formation 

Abo/Yeso/Glorieta/San 
Andres/Cutler Formations 

Hermosa/Madera Limestone 

Merged units 

Dakota Sandstone 

Burro Canyon Formation 

Morrison Formation 

All other units (Units 
of Minor Importance) 

Figures are in tons 

System-
generated 
estimate 

34.7 

47.4 

417.1 

1,107.6 

3,473.5 

17,270.5 

33,804.7 

41,869.3 

4,929,762.5 

62,206.0 

91,106.3 

52,929.5 

9.6 

2.1 

5,234,040.8 

33,804.7 

41,869.3 

4,991,968.5 

166,398.3 

Implicit 

First 

38.1 

38.1 

49.8 

2,499.6 

248.6 

396.7 

3,971.2 

202.0 

1,102,814.9 

5,984.5 

9,077.1 

439.2 

174.6 

15.2 

1,125,949.6 

3,971.2 

202.0 

1,108,799.4-

12,977.0 

estimates 

Second 
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Geologist Shiva 

Shiva's partitioned stratigraphic units are shown in Appendix 47 

and his inference net in Appendix 10. 

Like Hadrian, Shiva selected the number-of-deposits option; conse

quently, his Geologic Decision Model was linked to conditional probability 

distributions for number of deposits in a partition. Since number of 

deposits is dependent on the size of the partition, Shiva provided an 

endowment-area expansion relationship. This relationship was nonlinear, 

showing a decreasing rate of increase as area increased. Shiva also pro

vided, for each stratigraphic unit, an endowment-thickness expansion rela

tionship. Having selected the number-of-deposits option, Shiva provided, 

for each stratigraphic unit, percentile estimates for the quantity of U30a 

per deposit. 

Shiva did not feel comfortable describing number of deposits or 

quantity of U30a per deposit with endowment defined at the 0.01 % cutoff 

and minimimum size of 500 pounds. Instead, he used an endowment defini

tion of 0.1 % U30a cutoff and minimum size of 500,000 pounds U30a. During 

the validation exercise he modified the initial estimates of the condi

tional probability distributions for number of deposits so that he was 

satisfied with the system-generated estimates for 0.1% U30a. In the exe

cution of his appraisal system, endowment estimates were expanded, using 

the DOE tonnage-grade relationship (Appendix 42), to describe U30a endow

ment for the specified endowment definition (0.01 % and 500 pounds). 

Table 5-4 shows Shiva's expected (mean) endowments for individual 

stratigraphic units. His estimates seem to exhibit a pattern: System 

estimates exceed implicit estimates w'hen the stratigraphic units are rich 
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Table 5-4. Shiva's Values for Expected (Mean) U308 Endowment. 

Stratigraphic unit 

San Jose Formation 

Nacimiento Formation 

Animas Formation 

Ojo Alamo 

Fruitland Formation 

Menefee Formation 

Dakota Sandstone 

Burro Canyon Formation 

Morrison Formation 

Brushy Basin Member 

Westwater Canyon 

Recapture Member 

Saltwash Member 

Todilto/Entrada Sandstone 

Chinle Formation 

Abo/Yeso/Glorieta/ San 
Andres Formations 

Madera Limestone 

Merged units 

Dakota Sandstone 

Burro Canyon Formation 

Morrison Formation 

All other units (Units 
of Minor Importance) 

Figures are in tons 

System-
generated 
estimate 

88.5 

57.2 

9.9 

141.9 

1.7 

235.0 

70,061.2 

360,738.5 

1,651,825.6 

3,433,370.8 

19,649.0 

22,858.3 

4,047.4 

103.2 

11.8 

8.1 

5,563,208.1 

70,061. 2 

360,738.5 

5,127,703.7 

4,704.7 

Implicit estimates 

First Second 

4,314.2 4,314.2 

6,755.0 6,755.0 

266.2 266.2 

4,394.2 4,394.2 

103.4 103.4 

4,505.5 4,505.5 

10,958.3 10,958.3 

60,742.6 60,742.6 

213,300.0 213,300.0 

1,960,431.5 1,960,431. 5 

16,206.0 9,167.6 

7,460.4 7,460.4 

8,814.9 11,500.0 

5,876.2 5,876.2 

16,146.4 16,146.4 

1,968.0 1,968.0 

2,322,242.8 2,317,889.5 

10,958.3 10,958.3 

60,742.6 60,742.6 

2,197,397.9 2,190,359.5 

53,144.0 55,829.1 
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(estimates are large), but implicit estimates exceed system estimates when 

the unit is poorly endowed (estimates are small). Shiva's expectation for 

the entire stratigraphic section is similar to Velma's: 5.563.208 tons com

pared to 5.234.041. In retrospect. it becomes apparent that. like Velma, 

Shiva should have defined more partitions. Shiva's totals for first and 

second implicit estimates are approximately twice Velma's implicit 

estimate. Shiva's second implicit estimate compares well with Curly's: 

2.317.890 tons compared to 2.103.034. Note that Shiva's second implicit 

estimates vary only slightly if at all from his first implicit estimates. 

Table 5-4 also shows Shiva's estimates for the merged units. 

Here. 92.2 % of the total endowment is from the Morrison Formation. This 

percentage is smaller than that calculated for Curly. Hadrian. or Velma. 

System-Generated Estimates Compared with NURE Estimates 

In the absence of "ground truth" figures (that is. figures for the 

true distribution of U308 endowment for the San Juan Basin). the validity 

of the system-generated endowment estimates cannot be checked. One can 

only compare these estimates with an existing estimate for the same 

region. to determine whether there are patterns and relationships in 

common and whether any differences between corresponding estimates are 

as to be expected from theoretical considerations. The estimates chosen 

for comparison were the DOE's NURE estimates (Mehan. 1980). 

The NURE methodology (discussed in Chapter 2) was similar to the 

Arizona Appraisal System methodology in that it involved a decomposition 

process to mitigate the biases due to excessive use of various modes of 

judgment. The geologist did not estimate endowment itself, but instead 
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provided probability statements for the states of three random variables 

for the projected surface area, A, of the region under consideration: 

where 

U = AFT G P 

U = conditional uranium endowment, in tons of U30S' above a 
cutoff of 0.01 % U30S' 

A = size in square miles of the favorable area, 

F = fraction of the fav9rable area that is underlain by uranium 
endowment, 

T = tons of endowed rock per square mile within A F,* 

G = average grade of endowment, in decimal fraction form, 

P = probability t~at at least one occurrence has at least 
10 tons of U30S in rock that contains concentrations 
of at least 0.01 % U30S. 

The NURE methodology was designed to support the geologist's sub-

jective estimation of the states of the variables F, T, and G by providing 

data on control areas. In actual application, however, these data were 

not provided until the time of the probabi~ity elicitation; this did not 

allow time for the geologist to integrate these data into his geologic 

appraisal (for more detail, see Harris, 19S0). 

One difference between the system-assisted procedure and the NURE 

procedure was in the degree of decomposition. The NURE participants esti-

mated probabilities on final area, tonnage, and grade; the participants in 

*If the estimator elects to view the favorable area as a volume 
or a length, the A is expressed in cubic or linear miles and T in tons of 
uranium-bearing rock per cubic or linear mile. 
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the present study estimated probabilities on the basic genetic-geologic 

factors that produce or affect these final characteristics. 

Besides differences in methodology, two other major differences 

between these studies must be borne in mind before any comparisons are 

made: 

(1) The NURE estimates are for undiscovered endowment (what 
remains to be found) whereas the values produced in the present 
study are for initial endowment (what nature originally placed 
there). To compare the two sets of estimates, one must convert 
one set into the framework of the other; the methods and 
difficulties involved in this are discussed below. 

(2) The two sets of estimates were made by two different groups 
of geologists under very different elicitation conditions. Thus, 
the estimates may reflect influences other than mere 
differences in methodology. 

In view of the above, it must be stressed that actual values from 

the two sets of estimates cannot be meaningfully compared. There is thus 

no claim to validation of the values of any of the studies. Rather, the 

interest is in the patterns and relationships that may be common to both 

sets of estimates, particularly with regard to modes of judgment and 

associated biases. To this end, the comparisons of the implicit estimates 

from the present study are also included here. 

Procedures for Making Estimates Compatible 

If the two sets of estimates are to be compatible for comparison, 

one must modify either the NURE estimates for undiscovered endowment or 

the system-generated estimates for intial endowment. 

NURE estimates can be made compatible with the estimates of the 

present study if figures for mineral inventory and cumulative production 

are added in. No mineral inventory data are available for the San Juan 
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Basin alone; however, data are available for the DOE's Colorado Plateau 

Resource Region as a whole, which includes the San Juan Basin (see Figure 

1-1), so one can come close to placing all the estimates on a comparable 

basis by adding, to the NURE estimates of undiscovered endowment, the data 

on mineral inventory of the entire Colorado Plateau Resource Region* and 

the data on cumulative productj.on of the greater San Juan Basin.** The 

resulting distortions may actually be minor, as most of the reserves and 

production for the Colorado Plateau region are from the San Juan Basin. 

A disadvantage of this conversion is that the mineral inventory data for 

the Colorado Plateau are not available by stratigraphic unit. Thus, when 

the NURE estimates are made ~ompatible with the results of the Arizona 

Appraisal System, only the totals for all stratigraphic units can be 

compared, not individual units. 

Another option is to make the Arizona Appraisal System estimates 

compatible with the NURE estimates, meaning they would be modified so as 

to describe undiscovered endowment only. The estimates would then re-

flect the information gained through past exploration activities about 

U308 endowment that is as yet undiscovered. Such a modification is com

plex, for it requires integration of the room (space) issue (important in 

*Mineral inventory, Colorado Plateau Resource Region (Mehan, 1980): 
731,400 tons. 

**Cumulative production, greater San Juan Basin (Mehan, 1980): 
All units: 13.8,000 tons 
Morrison (including Jackpile): 134,750 tons 
Dakota: 250 tons 
Todil to: 3,000 tons 
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heavily drilled regions), the quality and intensity of the exploration 

activities (some may have been completed many years ago), and the unique 

geologic features of the partition. The approach taken for the present 

purpose is crude compared to the comprehensive modification that should 

be done. The procedure is described later, preceding the actual . 

comparison. 

Since the object in either case is to compare results of the 

methods, not results from different geologists, the distributions of Curly, 

Hadrian, Velma, and ShilLa were averaged to yield average probability 

distributions for each merged unit and for the entire stratigraphic 

section. It is these simulated average distributions that are used in the 

comparisons. 

Comparisons on the Basis of Initial Endowment 

For these first comparisons, the NURE estimates were modified so 

as to be compatible with the Arizona Appraisal System estimates of initial 

endowment; that is, the figures for mineral inventory and cumulative pro

duction were added into the NURE estimates. 

Estimates for the Aggregate of All Stratigraphic Units. Table 5-5 

is a summary of relevant statistics for the averaged system-generated and 

implicit distributions of this study (for the aggregate of all units) and 

for the NURE estimate. These statistics are shown graphically in Figures 

5-1 and 5-2, which follow. 

Figure 5-1 shows the averaged system-generated and first implicit 

distributions only. The ordinate of the graph describes the probability 

that U30a endowment is greater than or equal to the tonnages indicated on 
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Table 5-5. Initial Endowment: Selected Statistics for the Aggregate 
of All Stratigraphic Units for Averaged (Across Four 
Geologists) System-Generated and Implicit Estimates of 
the Present Study and for the NURE Study. 

System- Implicit estimates 
generated NURE 
estimate First Second estimate 

Mean 3,855 1,630 1,538 2,380 

Mode 3,376 1,127 1,195 

Variance 4,108 x 109 1,692 x 109 1,202 x 109 

95th percentile 6,541 3,366 2,978 3,334 

5th percentile 2,039 518 511 1,428 

Spread between 95th 4,502 2,848 2,467 1,906 
and 5th percentiles 

Figures are in thousands of tons; variance in thousands of tons 
squared. 
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the abscissa. Note that, for a given probability, the system-generated 

distribution describes quantities approximately twice as large as does the 

implicit estimate. 

Figure 5-2 is another method of display, incorporating all the 

distributions of Table 5-5. Here, the ordinate is a relative ranking by 

opportunity for hedging--which decreases with increasing decomposition. 

This figure suggests that, when there is greater opportunity for hedging, 

the estimate of expected (mean) U30a endowment is smaller and the 90% 

confidence range is narrower. Although the NURE mean falls where 

expected in this pattern, the NURE confidence range is an exception. Since 

the NURE estimation process involved decomposition into component parts, 

one would expect it to capture more of the possible variation in endow

ment than did the implicit estimates; however, the 90 % confidence range 

for the NURE estimate is narrower, not broader, than for the implicit 

estimates. Whether this is due to differences in methodology or to vari

ations among geologists is not known. 

The strongest conclusion that can be drawn from this comparison 

is that the means and 90% confidence ranges for the system-generated and 

implicit estimates compare to each other as experimental results and the 

theory of subjective assessment suggest they should. That is, estimating 

the compound event by estimating the states of its components and subse

quently recomposing the components produces a much broader distribution 

than is obtained by unconstrained subjective processes. 

Estimates for Individual Merged Units. It is of interest to inves

tigate whether the patterns just observed for the aggregate of units are 

also present for the stratigraphic subdivisions (merged units). Since the 
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NURE estimates could not be modified to reflect the distributions for the 

individual stratigraphuic units (owing to limited data for mineral inven

tory), only the system-generated and implicit estimates from this study 

could be compared. The statistics for these distributions are shown in 

Table 5-6. The distributions are shown graphically in Figures 5-3 and 5-4, 

which are analogous to Figures 5-1 and 5-2. 

Dakota Sandstone. The system-generated and first implicit distri

butions (Figure 5-3) for the Dakota Sandstone show a high degree of simi

larity; however, because the system-generated distribution has a greater 

variance (longer tail), its mean value is still larger: 31,148 tons com

pared to 19,819. 

Figure 5-4 likewise shows a fair correspondence between the 

system-generated and first implicit distributions. When the first implicit 

estimate was revised to produce the second implicit estimate, however, 

there was a significant reduction in the mean, and an even ·greater reduc

tion in the 90 % confidence range. As a resul t, there is considerable di

vergence between the system-generated and second implicit estimates. 

Clearly, the opportunity to hedge produced marked changes in the implicit 

percentile estimates. 

Burro Canyon Formation. Figure 5-3 shows the distribution for the 

system-generated estimate to be wider than and to the right of the im

plicit distribution, thus describing larger quantities of U308 endowment. 

The mean system-generated value is approximately three times the implicit 

value: 132,440 tons compared to 42,517. 

Figure 5-4 shows that the relationships for the Burro Canyon 

estimates are generally the same as for the Dakota estimates. 



Table 5-6. Initial Endowment: Selected Statistics for Merged 
Units for Averaged (Across Four Geologists) 
System-Generated and Implicit Estimates. 

D:akota Sandstone 

Mean 
Mode 
Variance 
95th percentile 
5th percentile 
Spread between 95th 

and 5th percentiles 

Burro Canyon Formation 

Mean 
Mode 
Variance 
95th percentile 
5th percentile 
Spread between 95th 

and 5th percentiles 

Morrison Formation 

Mean 
Mode 
Variance 
95th percentile 
5th percentile 
Spread between 95th 

and 5th percentiles 

System .. generated 
estimate 

31 
13 

2 x 109 
99 

7 
92 

132 
23 
91 x 109 

535 
10 

525 

3,724 
3,29.2 
5,009 x 109 

6,874 
1,835 
5,039 

Units of Minor Importance 

Mean 55 
46 Mode 

Variance 
95th percentile 
5th percentile 
Spread between 95th 

and 5th percentiles 

4 x 109 

137 
22 

115 

Implicit estimates 

First 

2Q 
5 
1 x 109 

67 
2 

65 

43 
o 

13 x 109 

220 
3 

217 

1,544 
1,121 
1.464 x 109 

3,148 
459 

2,689 

83 
13 
23 x 109 

303 
6 

297 

Second 

10 
7 
1 x 108 

24 
2 

22 

25 
o 
6 x 109 

148 
2 

146 

1,493 
1,176 
1,161 x 109 

2,900 
468 

2,432 

33 
19 

1 x 109 

82 
5 

77 

Figures are in thousands of tons; variance in thousands of tons 
squared. 
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Morrison Formation. The pattern for the Morrison Formation in 

Figure 5-3 is basically the same as the pattern for the aggregate of 

units (Figure 5-1)--which is not surprising considering that the expected 

U308 endowment for the Morrison Formation constitutes about 96.6 % of the 

expected value for the aggregate of units (calculated from Tables 5-5 and 

5-6, system-generated). 

Because the Morrison constitutes such a large percentage of the 

aggregate of units, Figure 5-4 was drawn so as to include the NURE esti

mate for the aggregate of units (dashed line), as a rough approximation of 

the Morrison Formation. The relationship of all four estimates to each 

other is much the same as for the aggregate of units (Figure 5-2). 

Units of Minor Importance. The distribution for the units of 

minor importance (Figures 5-3 and 5-4) is the only one in which the first 

implicit distribution describes larger endowments, with larger variance, 

than the system-generated distribution. In fact, the expected (mean) 

value of the first implicit distribution is approximately 1-1/2 times that 

of the system-generated distribution (83,353 tons compared to 55,334). 

Summary. For Figure 5-1 and the first three plots of Figure 5-3, 

the estimates by the system-generated and implicit methodologies stand 

in the same general relationship to each other. As indicated previously, 

this is the relationship one would expect on the basis of decision anal

ysis experiments in subjective probability assessment theory. The one 

departure from this general relationship is for the case of the units of 

minor importance, the last plot of Figure 5-3. There is no explanation 

for this departure. 
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In Figures 5-2 and 5-4, the most striking features are: (1) when 

the geologists were allowed to modify their first implicit estimates, the 

mean and the 90 % confidence range were both reduced, and (2) the mean and 

the 90% confidence range of the second implicit distribution are smaller 

than those of the system-generated distribution. This holds true for all 

cases: aggregate of units, Dakota Sandstone, Burro Canyon Formation, Morri-

son Formation, and units of minor importance. 

Comparisons on the Basis of Undiscovered Endowment 

For these comparisons, the system-generated estimates were modi-

fied so as to be compatible with the NURE estimtes of undiscovered endow-

mente As mentioned earlier, such a modification would be quite complex if 

properly done, and the approach taken here is very crude. The method was 

as follows. 

Expected endowment for each partition for each geologist was mul-

tiplied by a fraction representing the percentage of the area of the par-

tition that is still unexplored. The basis for this calculation was a map 

supplied by DOE showing, by contour lines, the percent of the area already 

explored. The fraction was computed as follows: 

f = 
~ (lOo-ri ) 
L.... a i 100 
i=l 



where 

f = fraction of the partition that is unexplored, 

ai = fraction of partition area represented by ith contour, 

ri = exploration percentage represented by ith contour. 
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This fraction, f, was multiplied by the expected (mean) initial U308 endow

ment for each partition, as computed by the appraisal system, and the 

modified mean estimates were then aggregated to give section estimates 

and basin totals of expected undiscovered endowment. 

That the above approximation is reasonable is shown by u3ing the 

newly derived values to recalculate the initial endowment: 

undiscovered endowment + cumulative production 

+ mineral inventory = initial endowment 

If the original and recalculated estimates for initial endowment agree, it 

is assumed that the crude exploration correction adequately captures the 

effect of exploration information with regard to the remaining endowment. 

Table 5-7 shows the quantities for this computation. In this table the 

"total endowment" (which is the recalculated initial endowment) of 

3,879,030 tons compares favorably with the original figure for initial 

endowment, which was 3,854,785 tons. This shows a high degree of compati

bility among (1) the DOE estimates of percent of area explored, (2) the 

system-generated estimates of initial endowment, and (3) the yield of past 

exploration efforts. Thus the crudely adjusted values are indeed reason

able for this comparison application. 
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Table 5-7. Verification of Approximation Adjustment for Conversion of 
Initial Endowment to Undiscovered Endowment. 

Undiscovered Cumulative Mineral Total 
Stratigraphic unit endowment production inventory endowment 

Dakota Sandstone 24.10 .25 

Burro Canyon Formation 103.88 0 

Morrison Formation 2,826.34 134.75 
(including Jackpile) 

Units of Minor Importance 55.31 3.00 

Total for all units 3,009-.63 + 138.00 + 731.40 = 3,879 

Figures are in thousands of tons 

Estimates for the Aggregate of All Stratigraphie Units and for 

the Individual Merged Units. The modified system-generated expected esti-

mates and the NURE estimates of undiscovered endowment are tabulated in 

Table 5-8 and shown graphically in Figure 5-5. For the aggregate of units 

and for all individual merged units, the system-generated estimates exceed 

the NURE estimates by a considerable amount. This is the same relation-

ship as for the estimates of initial endowment (Figures 5-2 and 5-4). 



Table 5-8. Undiscovered Endowment: Expected (Mean) 
Estimates for the Aggregate of All Strati
graphic Units and for Merged Units, for 
Averaged System-Generated and NURE Estimates 

Expected (mean) endowment 

Stratigraphic unit 

Aggregate of all 
stratigraphic units 

Merged units: 

Dakota Sandstone 

Burro Canyon Formation 

Morrison Formation 
(including Jackpile) 

Units of Minor Importance 

System
generated 

3,010 

24 

104 

2,826 

55 

Figures are in thousands of tons 
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Interpretation of the System-Generated Results 

Three criticisms point out possible areas of weakness in the 

system-assisted methodology. 

Criticism 1 

The first criticism is that, because the formalizing and decom

position take the geologist to the limits of his understanding and 

knowledge, he becomes uncertain and his estimates are therefore dis

torted. The resulting distributions may have a greater variance than 

actually exists. 

The charge that the geologist becomes uncertain is weakened by 

the fact that each geologist validates the system to his own satisfaction 

for a set of typical geologic conditions. Therefore, by extension, the 

system should be satisfactory to him when applied to the actual area 

being studied. 

It is true that the geologists were taken to the limits of their 

understanding in this study. At the heart of their difficulties was the 

lack of basic data on uranium deposits and occurrence. Obviously, there 

is a need for much better data on the nature of uranium genesis and on 

the present state of exploration, in order to support the building of 

geology-endowment models. Given adequate information, however, would the 

true variance be more accurately captured by the system, which requires 

the geologist to deal with his uncertainties, or by an implicit 

methodology, which allows him to ignore them? The criticism implies a 

geologist can estimate uranium endowment intuitively--that is, (1) without 

understanding and employing the interrelationships of earth processes and 
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geologic conditions, (2) without understanding how these processes and 

conditions relate to the density of mineralization, and (3) without using 

information on the associated quantities of U308. For example, using the 

implicit methodology developed in this study, a geologist can bypass 

formal geologic reasoning and predicate an endowment estimate almost 

exclusively upon analogy with a well-known region. This procedure may 

produce. a reasonable estimate, but it is not based on geologic analysis. 

The author believes there is no justification for turning to 

nongeologic analysis, just because the difficulties encountered by the 

geologist at this time and with the current level of information and 

training undermine confidence in his ability to estimate endowment. 

Criticism 2 

A second criticism is that the geologic model is simplified 

geoscience and therefore does not capture all relevant information. When 

relevant information is omitted, it is possible that the associated 

probability distributions may exhibit variances that are larger than they 

would have been otherwise. 

Since the objective is a comprehensive model, one might well ask 

whether any important geologic relationships used in the implicit esti

mation have been omitted from the system approach. The author believes 

that, on the contrary, the simplified geologic models of the system 

require more extensive acknowledgment of geologic relationships on the 

part of the geologist than does an intuitive approach. One participant 

commented that he had never before employed such in-depth geologic 

analysis in estimating uranium endowment as he did in making his system 
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estimates. Another noted that constructing and using his system gave him 

a greater awareness of the limitations of his basic geologic knowledge. 

Criticism 3 

The third criticism is that the reconstruction is improperly done 

because it ignores certain dependencies among the minor processes and 

geologic variables describing the major processes (see Appendix 65), and 

thus the larger variances in the system-estimated distributions may 

result from unresolved dependencies. 

The unresolved dependencies referred to in this criticism are 

within the three major process combinations (Source-Transportation, 

Deposition-Mineralization, and Post-Depositional factors). For each of 

these the geologist identifies minor processes and geologic variables 

that describe it. Dependencies may exist among these elements. It is 

emphasized that the dependencies at issue are amon~ elements within a 

major process group. Dependencies between the major process and the 

minor processes that describe it are accounted for in the design of the 

inference net. 

In this study, the geologist estimated the probabilities for each 

end node. He was not forced to provide probabilities for one end node 

conditional upon another element within a major process group. Therefore, 

the computed probabilities for combinations of processes are accurate 

only if the individual end 'nodes are independent. 

The author believes that, even if dependencies exist among 

elements, the resulting inaccuracy is not necessarily reflected in an 

exaggerated variance of U30S endowment. Mathematical explanation of this 
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concept is given on pages 113-122 of the final report by Harris and 

Carrigan (1980). Furthermore, the impact of unresolved dependencies 

within an inference net is diminished by the way the probabilities for the 

states of the end nodes are related to the higher level processes: 

Probabilities are provided for the geologic modifiers of the end nodes 

only. Probabilities for all combinations of the geologic modifiers of the 

end nodes, no matter how numerous they may be, are ascribed to the three 

states (excellent, intermediate, poor) of the next higher level process, 

and in turn to the next higher level, and so on. This "telescoping" 

ultimately produces probabilities for each of the three states of the 

major process combination. 

Dependencies of another type, not included in the criticism, may 

be present and may affect the estimates of merged and aggregated units. 

Estimates for these units were obtained by combining distributions for the 

partitions as though they were statistically independent. The fact that 

each geologist delineated each partition because of its geological homo

geneity seems to support this procedure. However, there may indeed be 

some dependency, for some processes operate over large regions and some 

geologic conditions have considerable lateral extent. Consequently, 

adjacent partitions may resemble each other in certain geologic respects. 

The assumption that partitions and stratigraphic units were statistically 

independent may have somewhat increased the variance of U308 endowment 

for aggregated units. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

The design of the Arizona Appraisal System has been completed, 

and the results of a particular application were reported in Chapter 5. 

This chapter considers the success of the system with regard to the ini-

tial goals, describes participants' reactions to the system, and suggests 

modifications for future use. 

Fulfillment of Goals 

A measure of the success of the Arizona Appraisal System is that 

all the goals outlined for its development (see Chapter 1) have been met. 

Specifically, these goals were as follows. 

Goal 1. To estimate endowment instead of resources. That is, 
the geologist estimates what is-there; not what is economic, as 
a purely geologic exercise. If the commodity is adequately de
scribed in terms of its physical characteristics (tonnage, grade, 
depth, etc.), then resource analysts can subject it to analyses 
for various economic scenarios. 

Three segments of the Arizona Appraisal System ensured its ori-

entation toward this objective: the inference net, endowment scheme, and 

estimation of geologic probabilities. 

The inference net is a geologic model of the uranium endowment 

forming process. 

The endowment scheme provides a conceptual framework for 

describing uranium distribution based upon various combinations of the 

145 
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geologic process states and can be thought of as describing an ideal set 

of conditions. 

In describing the geologic state of each partition in a 

probabilistic format, the participant is in effect choosing descriptive 

modifiers for the idealized set of conditions described by the endowment 

scheme. The product of the two arrays (endowment scheme X joint geologic 

probabilities) provides a joint probability distribution for endowment and 

geologic processes. The summation across geologic processes, in this 

tableau, produces a marginal probability distribution for U30a. 

Goal 2. To design a methodology that incorporates the flexibil
ity of a subjective approach, yet allows examination of the rea
soning processes employed. 

The Arizona Appraisal System gives the participant flexibility in 

modeling, validating, and applying the endowment scheme. This flexibility 

is achieved by providing him with a number of choices as to how to com-

plete each task in the estimation process. Because the estimation process 

is segmented, the participant concentrates on one task at a time, becoming 

attuned to his reasoning process and its consequences. 

The PLATO computer system, owing to its high degree of participant 

orientation, provides freedom and flexibility, at the same time permitting 

examination of the geologist's logic. 

The validation process helps the geologist evaluate the meaning 

and effect of his inputs. It could be viewed as a tuning exercise, examin-

ing all components of the appraisal system prior to its use for resource 

evaluation. 



Goal 3. To present the geologist with a formalized decision 
structure that forces him to analyze the ore-forming processes 
as well as the region being appraised. Such a structure (a) is 
difficult to manipulate, (b) diminishes or at least does not con
tribute to psychological biases, and (c) provides an endowment 
estimate based solely upon geoscience. 
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The formalized decision structure is developed in the Geologic 

Decision Model. The principal benefit of a formalized decision structure 

is that it directs the geologist's reasoning along lines that he would not 

normally take but that the analyst feels he can respond to. This 

approach assumes that the participant knows more than he realizes and 

that the depths of his knowledge can be probed if he is forced to 

function within a defined framework. 

(a) This structure is difficult to manipulate because of the seg-

menting into separate steps. The participant works on one step at a time, 

and is confronted with the results of his efforts, which he is asked to 

defend. Also, both the Geologic Decision Model and the appraisal system 

as a whole are so complex the participant doesn't really know what to 

manipulate or what the consequences of manipulating a certain step would 

be. Other features that inhibit manipulation are the interactive capabili-

ties of the PLATO computer system, the validation process, and the nature 

of the subjective assessment process, especially with an analyst closely 

involved. Cheating is possible; however, the analyst will not likely be 

aware of it since it will probably take the form of inconsistent or 

undefendable responses. 

(b) The disaggregation of complex events to simpler ones by a 

knowledgeable, motivated participant, under the guidance of a skilled 

analyst, will diminish or at least not contribute to psychological biases. 
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Biases are diminished by the use of the probability calibration exercise, 

the endowment adjustment, and the general validation process. 

Through calibration, the participant becomes aware whether under 

conditions of certainty or uncertainty there is a tendency to over- or 

underestimate probabilities. With this knowledge, continually reinforced 

by the analyst, the geologist can compensate for his biases. 

The endowment adjustment lets the participant see the results of 

his conditional estimates in graphical form. He is forced to confront a 

visual representation of these results. Given his geologic knowledge, he 

will either accept or reject the endowment distribution. If he rejects an 

individual estimate, PLATO allows him to change the distribution and then 

produces a picture of his new estimate. 

(c) The endowment estimate ultimately produced by the appraisal 

system is obtained indirectly. That is, an endowment distribution for a 

particular stratigraphic horizon is obtained without directly asking the 

participant, "How much uranium do you think is present?" Rather, it is 

based on the geologic characteristics of a partition or horizon as de-

scribed by the geologist and on the formally specified relationship 

between geoscience and endowment. 

Goal 4. To quantify the uncertainty in the participant's mind as 
to (a) the geology of a region and (b) the relationship between 
that set of geologic conditions and the magnitude of the uranium 
endowment. 

The participant's uncertainty is captured by probabilistic esti-

mates: (a) The participant evaluates the geology of each partition by 

assigning index numbers to the modifiers of each geologic variable. The 
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Geologic Decision Model converts these index numbers to joint geologic 

probabilities, which then become inputs into the Endowment Simulation 

Mode1. (b) After processing by the Endowment Simulation Model, endowment 

is described not as a single number but as a probability distribution. 

This distribution and accompanying statistics include the uncertainty 

about both the geology of the stratigraphic horizon and the relationship 

between earth processes and conditional endowment as described in the 

Geologic Decision Mode1. 

Goal 5. To provide each participant with a uniform, easily 
usable geologic information base, and to allow review of the 
other geologists' inputs. 

Individual experts generally do not have all the publications, 

maps, and other documents they need to participate in a project of this 

type; as a result, the items listed in Appendix 5 were provided to each 

participant. The chief purpose of these items was to bring the informa-

tion base of all participants up to an equivalent level. 

The PLATO terminal enables each participant to review the model-

ing and application efforts of the other participants, while preserving 

their anonymity. The review process is particularly applicable to the 

following segments of the Geologic Decision Model: Selection of Strat-

igraphic Horizons, Construction of the Inference Net, Select Geologic 

Modifiers, Paleogeologic Map Review, and Endowment Summary. However, a 

participant can review any portion of another's decision model whenever 

necessary. 



Goal 6. To permit participation by multiple experts, yet not 
accommodate the tendency to concur with group opinion, and to 
provide for the anonymous exchange of geologic information but 
not of endowment estimates. 
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There are several advantages of anonymous interaction among par-

ticipants: (1) The process is multidirectional rather than unidirectional. 

Ideas can originate with any participant and need not flow from a single 

source. (2) The feedback can be positive as well as negative, thus am-

plifying differences as much as damping them out. There is no a priori 

reason that convergence must or should result during the assessment pro-

cess. (3) It is interactionist rather than hierarchical. Anonymity hides 

the hierarchical status of the participants. (4) The method is symbiotic 

rather than competitive. There is no grading of an individual's responses 

or comparison with others on some value scale. The feedback explains and 

clarifies, thus facilitating symbiosis. (5) Active participants tend to 

seek relational and contextual representations of a problem and avoid 

preclassification or rigid atomistic considerations or structures. (6) The 

method preserves the heterogeneity of the participants, as a method of 

ensuring the validity of the results. 

It should be stressed that all interactions taking place in this 

study involve model design only. No information concerning endowment 

estimates is exchanged among participants. 

Participant Reaction to the Arizona Appraisal System 

This section relates the author's observations of the partici-

pants and of their feelings, comments, criticisms, and suggestions. The 

discussion covers the tasks in the same order as in Chapter 4: Partici-

ipant Orientation, Modeling, Validation, and Application. 
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Participant Orientation 

(1) It is very difficult for the analyst to predict who will make 

a good participant. Generally speaking, the geologist should be familiar 

with resource evaluation and the region being studied. A positive attitude 

toward the project is mandatory. Beyond these conditions it is difficult 

to state which expert will function well and which poorly. In this study, 

five participants were selected by the NURE project office. However, only 

four have been cited. The fifth, who had excellent professional and edu

cational credentials, performed so poorly that his results were discarded. 

His shoddy performance was due not to difficulties in working with the 

appraisal system but rather to his pronounced negative attitude and disin

terest. This individual did complete the assessment process, but his re

sults are considered worthless. Behavior like that just described or a 

genuine inability to work within the appraisal system framework quickly 

becomes apparent to the analyst. The analyst should then either termi

nate that geologist's participation or train him to function properly. 

(2) During the first meeting, the participants were skeptical 

about the study. They generally thought that a working appraisal system 

could not be built. At that stage, the writer was not positive it could 

be, but he never transmitted his feelings to the participants. They also 

felt intellectually inadequate: Would they be able to do the tasks 

required? All were intimidated, to varying degrees, by the computer; none 

of the participants had had any computer experience. 

On the posi.the side, the four participants undertook the study 

with a desire for it to succeed,with a pragmatic attitude, and with a 

willingness to expend considerable effort. 
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(3) The primary goal of the user orientation is to remove from 

the participant's mind the above-mentioned uncertainties. He must trust 

the analyst. If a professional, highly polished product is placed before 

the participant, his confidence in the system and the analyst is estab

lished. This rapport is extremely important because the subjective 

assessment process revolves around the interaction of participant, ana

lyst, and computer. The geologists appeared much more positive toward 

the appraisal task and .the analyst after the orientation than before it. 

Modeling 

(1) The flexibility of the system first manifested itself to the 

participants during the modeling effort. All were impressed with the 

number of ways each task could be completed. From the analyst's view 

there is no doubt that this flexibility is needed, owing to the varied 

backgrounds and perspectives of the participants. 

(2) An attempt was made to have the first participant try to 

build the inference net from scratch. In addition to the material in the 

geologists' information package, he was supplied with an inference net for 

porphyry copper deposits and (as applied to uranium genesis) a diagram of 

the minor process "weathering~ illustrating its relationship to both the 

geologic variables and major process node. It was hoped that this ap

proach would elicit from the geologist an unbiased model. It failed mis

erably, however, because the geologist did not fully understand what was 

required. Finally, after 2-1/2 days of fruitless struggle, the participant 

was given a completed inference net that applied to uranium formation in 

the San Juan Basin and was instructed to modify it to suit his own genetic 
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concepts. Seeing a completed net, he immediately comprehended the 

objectives, and soon redrew it to suit his own theories. The author 

believes that the ease with which the net was completed was due to the 

geologist's seeing the overall relationship among the elements displayed 

in the example. After this, each geologist was given the sample inference 

net along with instructions on how to modify it. No further problems 

were encountered. 

(3) Two sections of the modeling effort were difficult for the 

participants: The geologic ranking scheme provided minor problems for 

most, probably due mainly to its uniqueness. The probabilistic endowment 

estimates caused more difficulty. The participants' responses were made 

more substantive by the use of the Endowment Adjustment. This graphic 

display of their conditional endowment estimates was very well received 

and assisted them greatly in making corrections and finalizing estimates. 

(4) The review of ethers' inputs is an important activity during 

the modeling process. The geologists seemed to be little influenced by 

each other's work, but they were very much interested in seeing it. 

(5) The participants absorbed instruction easily, both from the 

analyst and from the PLATO terminal. From the analyst's perspective, the 

instruction process is continual and not restricted merely to the task at 

hand. The analyst is continually explaining to, motivating, cajoling, and 

encouraging the participant. It is imperative that the participant believe 

in both the appraisal system and his own abilities. 

(6) During the modeling process, fatigue becomes a problem. Eight 

hours a day, five days a week was the maximum sustainable effort. Longer 

sessions were tried, and they always proved counterproductive. Fatigue is 
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not restricted to the participant; the analyst and computer programmers 

also tire, becoming less efficient and more error-prone. 

(7) Occasionally a participant would state he couldn't perform one 
..... -.--- .-

of the required steps. However, after the analyst worked with him, he was 

able to complete the required task. This phenomenon occurred to all the 

participants at various stages of the study, and all were able to success-

fully work through it. 

Validation 

The participants felt that the probability calibration exercise 

was a good concept and that it gave them insight into their reasoning 

processes. Generally they agreed with the predictions of the exercise as 

to whether they were over- or underconfident. 

The validation procedure greatly impressed the participants. Its 

execution provided a thorough understanding of how the appraisal system 

functions and of its results. They were amazed at the modifying effect 

of the geologic probabilities. In going through the validation exercise 

each participant came to believe the system would function as promised. 

In validating their results, none of the participants looked at 

the endowment distribution. They focused only upon the expected value. 

The concept of geologic probabilities posed no problem for the 

geologists. Since they had built the framework (the inference net and 

geologic modifiers) upon which the probabilistic estimates were to be 

made, their assignment followed easily. 

All the participants would rather have had factual data than have 

to make subjective estimates as to the Quantity of U30a per Deposit or 
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Mineralized Cell or to define the Additional Geologic Inputs. They were, 

however, able to make these estimates with an accuracy they could accept. 

A possible criticism of the validation process might be the time 

it takes. There is no solution to this problem. Validation is a time 

consuming but important step in getting the appraisal system to function 

properly. 

Application 

All the participants approved of the partitioning concept and had 

no difficulty doing the partitioning. Almost unanimously, however, they 

showed little interest in reviewing each other's partitions. In retro

spect, perhaps the analyst should have insisted upon this review. 

The participants' attitude toward the study became more positive 

as it progressed. They were impressed with the general concept, its 

organization, and its flexibility--particularly when the validation pro

cedure indicated that the system could produce acceptable estimates. 

Their only major criticism was the time and effort necessary to 

obtain the endowment estimates. All realized, however, that the task was 

not an easy one and .that considerable effort would always be necessary. 

Suggestions for Improvement 

Initial use of any prototype system will bring out its inherent 

weaknesses, which in turn will lead to suggestions for improve~ent. 

Suggestions for improvement of the Arizona Appraisal System are made in 

the specific areas of Participant Orientation, Modeling, Validation, and 

Application, and in several additional areas related to putting the sys

tem into practice. The two most important suggested changes are: 
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augmentation of the system with factual data (discussed under "Modeling" 

and "Validation") and the user training program (discussed under "General 

Suggestions"). 

Since the Arizona Appraisal System has been executed only four 

times, much is inferred but little is actually known of its more subtle 

aspects. The two important changes just suggested should be implemented 

before the system is used again. The author believes, however, that a 

deeper understanding of the system will be gained by further use rather 

than implementing sweeping changes in methodology. This would be especi

ally true if these changes were incorporated before thorough knowledge of 

the appraisal system was reached. 

Participant Orientation 

No changes are proposed for the participant orientation. 

Modeling 

No further refinements are proposed for the step entitled Endow

ment Ranking. Changes are, however, proposed for the following. 

construct Inference Net. 

suggested. 

Three areas of modification are 

(1) Although no problems were encountered, future use may require 

that. the program's limitations be expanded; that is, double the capability 

of number of elements qualifying each other to a maximum of eight, double 

the number of sublevels of elements for any major process to eight, and 

increase the number of elements pointing to any given major process from 

27 to 54. 
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(2) Since the concept of a hydrothermal source for uranium is not 

considered likely, the hydrothermal source and transportation factors may 

be deleted. 

(3) Even though a dependency among the major process combinations 

may exist, it might be desirable to split source-transportation and 

deposition-mineralization factors into four elements: source, transpor

tation, deposition, and mineralization factors (one each). This change 

would provide more depth and flexibility in the modeling process. 

(4) A comprehensive, ideal inference net, prepared by experts, 

should be supplied for the participant to modify. The net is the heart of 

the appraisal system. All else being equal, the better the model submit

ted to the participant for his modificatio~, the more accurate and less 

variable the resource estimates should be. 

Select Geologic Modifiers. The geologist must choose at least 

three modifiers for each geologic variable. Selecting only two per varia

ble does not give him enough adaptability, later in the appraisal process, 

in assigning geologic probabilities. 

The Ranking Scheme. To increase facility and response range, the 

upper limit should be moved from 1000 to 9999. 

Conditional Endowment Estimates. Defining conditional probability 

distributions for endowment was the most difficult for all participants 

and hence the weakest part of the appraisal system. The difficulty 

stemmed from two sources. First, the participants had never before 

approached the endowment question from this direction. This problem was 

overcome through instructions and explanations received through the PLATO 

terminal and by much interaction on the part of the analyst. 
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A second source of difficulty, still to be solved, was that there 

were no factual data available upon which the participants could anchor 

their estimates. It is suggested that relevant data be supplied either as 

basic facts (tonnage and grade statistics) or in a distributional form 

identical to that used in the estimation schemes. Each participant could 

do as he wished with the information, but at least he would have been 

given some anchor points that are both verifiable and in a form that he 

could incorporate into his conditional endowment estimates. It is not 

important that the data supplied come from areas rich in U308' only that 

they be well explored. Providing such information will be a major step in 

improving the accura~y and general acceptability of the final estimates. 

Another, more quantitative, approach to rectifying the weakness in 

this portion of the modeling process is detailed on pages 128-134 in the 

main volume of the final report by Harris and Carrigan (1980). The gen

eral problem of augmentation with factual data is discussed on pages 

124-126 of the same publication. 

Endowment Adjustment of Conditional Estimates. The difficulty 

with the conditional probabilistic endowment distributions is not in the 

participant's manipulating and modifying them. The problem is, rather: 

What distributional form do the various endowment estimating schemes 

really take? Basic research is needed on this question. 

Validation 

The validation process, although long and involved, works well and 

accomplishes its goal, which is to align the parts of the system in prepa

ration for its application. One step in this exercise seems undesirable 
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from one viewpoint but is necessary, as explained below. Two other steps 

are felt to need revision: Quantity of U30a per Deposit or Mineralized 

Cell, and Additional Geologic Inputs. In addition, sensitivity analysis 

might be incorporated into the process. 

Process Cycle 1, Revise Geologic Probabilities for Type Section. 

From the viewpoint of lessening the participant's ability to manipulate 

the appraisal system, the revision of the geologic probabilities is not a 

desirable feature. The author's sole justification for including it is 

that it is a necessary part of the geologist's learning curve. 

Quantity of U30a per Deposit or Mineralized Cell. The participant 

should be provided with this information based upon factual data. 

Additional Geologic Inputs. The general term "additional geologic 

inputs" refers to-

In the endowment estimating scheme for Percent of a Region 
Underlain by Mineralization per Evaluation Area: the 
stratigraphic thickness-endowment relationship and the grade 
expansion factor. 

In the endowment estimating scheme for Number of U30a Deposits 
per Evaluation Area: the stratigraphic thickness-endowment 
relationship, the grade expansion factor, and the number of 
deposits per single evaluation area ratio. 

For both schemes, if some factual data can be generated relating thick-

ness to endowment, tonnage-grade relationships, or number of deposits 

expected in a region of a certain size, the participant's responses will be 

more accurate and he will have greater confidence in the appraisal system 

as a resource estimating tool. 

It should be noted that there is no mathematical basis for the 

"number of deposits per single evaluation area ratio~ This concept was 
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developed because, for the Number of U30a Deposits option, the geologists 

were unable to follow the original program design and state conditional 

endowment estimates for three different sized evaluation areas. This 

failure is due primarily to a lack of knowledge on the part of the 

geologist and the absence of relevant data. The concept can be 

illustrated by the following example: Say two partitions had ·the same 

geologic conditions but one was 10 times larger than the other. As the 

system was orginally designed, this larger partition would, all else being 

equal, have 10 times the miner·al endowment of the smaller partition. The 

participants did not feel that this type of relationship was universally 

applicable and thus devised the modifying ratio. The author realizes that 

this is a very weak concept. 

Sensitivity Analysis. It has been suggested that some type of 

sensitivity analysis program be incorporated into the validation exercise. 

Although this idea has merit, the writer has no sound ideas of how or 

where it could be effectively used. Rather, the author has viewed the 

validation exercise as accomplishing the same goals as a sensitivity 

analysis. This of course is an open question. 

Application 

Only the Paleogeologic Map Review needs no modification. 

?artitioning of Paleogeologic Maps. The analyst should ensure 

that the participant designates as many partitions as he reasonably can. 

If he designates only a few partitions where more are warranted, he is 

generalizing about the geologic characteristics of the horizon being 

evaluated. This can result in over- or underestimation of endowment. For 
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example, both Shiva and Velma drew large partitions, 4247 mi2 and 8691 mi2 

respectively, for the portion of the Westwater Member of the Morrison 

Formation containing the Grants Mineral Belt. From the appraisal system's 

viewpoint, both geologists were saying that the geologic characteristics 

of the highly productive Grants Mineral Belt extend uniformly over these 

large regions. The writer believes that if these geologists had been more 

discriminating in their partitioning with respect to both the geologic 

environments and their knowledge of them, the estimates they generated 

would have been much lower. In fairness to the geologists, it should be 

emphasized that it is the analyst's responsibility to inform the 

geologists as to the meaning and consequence of unusually broad 

parti tioning. 

Estimate Actual Geologic Probabilities. The participant learns to 

work with the geologic probability concept when he validates the system. 

Later, when he is describing the geologic conditions in an actual partition 

rather than for some hypothetical case, the analyst must keep him focused 

on the results of the probability calibration exercise. The author has 

few concrete suggestions on how best to keep this focus. The "typical" 

geologic probabilities are used as reference values, and about all the 

analyst can do is to keep stressing the results of the calibration as 

well as questioning the geologist's probability estimates. 

Implicit Endowment Estimation. Two suggestions are offered for 

improving this step: 

The participant should be restricted to using either the Pounds of 

U30a per Square Mile method or one of the simulation methods, that is, 

Number of U30a Deposits per Partition or Percent of a Region Underlain by 
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Mineralization per Partition. These approaches are not as easily manipu

lated as Pounds of U30a per Partition, which should be discarded. 

A computer program should be written to combine implicit distri

butions in the simulation methods. Originally, program MASTER was used; 

however, this program has been modified to a point where it is no longer 

suitable. 

Endowment Simulation Model (Program MASTER). The systems en

gineer who programmed the model commented that perhaps computer simu

lation could be replaced by analytical techniques. The writer has not 

investigated this concept, so it is merely mentioned here. 

The programs for BPLOT and ENDOW.F10 should be rewritten to allow 

for the automatic handling of data files, now done manually. 

Endowment Summary. Results were never entered in the summary 

section, primarily because many of the functions that section was designed 

to fulfill are now accomplished by the plotting routines of the Endowment 

Simulation Model (program MASTER). The endowment summary concept is 

good, and access to the results would be rapid. Some relabeling of the 

terms is necessary, but otherwise the program functions perfectly. 

General Suggestions 

Interdisciplinary Review. Al though this study was done in a 

thorough manner and no major weaknesses are perceived, an examination and 

analysis by a group of outside experts is encouraged. Such a group would 

consist of experts in the various aspects of decision analysis, earth 

scientists with both academic background and practical experience in re

source estimation, applied mathematicians, systems engineers, and computer 
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programmers. It is suggested that these reviewers not only evaluate the 

written reports by Harris and Carrigan (1980) but actually work through 

the estimating process. In the author's opinion, only then will they be 

able to understand and properly evaluate this work. 

Training. Both the participant and the analyst would benefit from 

instruction concerning the endowment appraisal process and subjective 

estimation. 

For the participant, a one- or two-day orientation session is pro

posed. Topics covered would include: what endowment is and why we are 

trying to estimate it, other resource-estimating techniques, orientation to 

the Arizona Appraisal System, introduction to decision analysis and proba

bility theory, and probability calibration training. 

The analyst's instruction would cover interviewing techniques and 

probability encoding; this instruction could come from the interdiscipli

nary review panel. 

Diminishing the Role of the Analyst. As has been stated, and by 

now shoUld be patently evident, the analyst plays a major role in the 

execution of the Arizona Appraisal System. Although the author (who was 

the analyst in this study) does not feel he influenced the participants' 

endowment estimates and is not certain he could have had he wanted to, a 

case can be made that the analyst's role should be diminished, thus 

reducing any outside influence upon the participant. Technologically, this 

is a feasible goal. The training program just discussed would have to be 

broadened, and additional instruction, 

Endowment Simulation Model (program 

particularly regarding the 

MASTER) and the validation 

operations, would have to be written and programmed into the PLATO 
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system. At present the author is unsure as to the benefits that would 

accrue from this automation, but as a long-range goal he supports it. 

Logistics. Two logistical needs are seen: 

Most important is an adequate full-time staff to support the 

assessment process. It would include an assistant analyst and two or 

three programmers who could enter data and modify and execute the com-

puter programs. The endowment assessment process, even for a small 

number of participants, is a demanding, tedious job. A staff of a single 

analyst and only one or two programmers tires, becomes less efficient, 

and ultimately makes mistakes. Since the subjective process is highly 

dependent upon the participant-analyst interface, it is imperative that 

the assessment staff operate at peak efficiency. 

Another need is a backup computer system for both the Geologic 

Decision Model and the Endowment Simulation Model (program MASTER). If 

the models are run on a commercial system, this will not be an issue 

since they have adequate backup capabilities. 

Implementation by a Group. Three types of expertise are needed 

to efficiently select inputs for and use the Arizona Appraisal System: 

( 1) Geoscience, used in" the design of the inference net and the 
geologic decision modei~ 

(2) Resources and endowment, called upon when the endowment 
scheme is related to the process states and when the system is 
validated. 

(3) Specific geologic understanding of the region being evalu
ated, needed when the participant constructs the geologic deci
sion model, validates the system, and uses it for resource 
appraisal. 

Each of the four experts involved in this study was a different mix of 

these three kinds of expertise. It is a rare individual who is highly 
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qualified in all three. As would be expected, the degree of difficulty 

for the four individuals on any part of the design and use of the system 

varied with this mix of the three kinds of expertise. For example, an 

excellent geoscientist who has had little resource appraisal experience 

may "breeze through" the basic design of the decision model but agonize 

over linking the endowment scheme to the process states. Conversely, an 

exp10rationist or resource appraiser may have difficulty with the decision 

model simply because he has become accustomed to basing decisions on 

simplistic decision criteria or analogies rather than on a broad base of 

geoscience. Unfortunately, the appraisal of undiscovered endowment 

requires a broader base of geoscience than has been routinely used in 

exploration, particularly since one must estimate the total endowment, a 

decision task quite different from finding the next deposit. 

The need for three kinds of expertise suggests the design and use 

of the system by a group, such as a subdivision of the U.S. Department of 

Energy. All else being equal, a group could better provide the varied 

package of talents required. The system allows for the differentiation of 

expertise, in which a particular geologist does only those things for 

which he is most qualified. 

To see how this might work, consider the following scenario. All 

persons to be involved in the estimation of endowment for a region, say 

the Wyoming Basins, are brought together to review the tasks of design, 

validation, and use of the system. Those individuals with extensive exper

tise in geoscience assume the dominant role in designing the inference 

net; however, the field geologists who will be using the system also par

ticipate so that they are aware of the structure of the system. The 
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individuals with resource experience will participate in linking the 

endowment scheme to the process states. In the validation phase, those 

who have access to statistical data on the size distribution of deposits 

for each unit will assemble these data and prepare them for input to the 

synthesis program. Also, during this phase, those familiar with the geol

ogy and resources of a test area and with the stratigraphic units in gen

eral will participate with the resource specialists in validating the 

system. Once validated, the system is ready to be used by the field geol

ogists, who have first-hand experience with the geology of the regions; it 

matters not that they have little or no resource experience because all 

they must do to use the system is function as geologists and provide 

probabilities for the states of the geologic variables. The system 

transforms these probabilities into probabilities for uranium endowment. 

A more complex approach, with more safeguards, would require the 

field geologist using the system to present his subjective probabilities 

for the geologic variables to a review board. Only after he had success

fully defended or appropriately modified these probabilities would they be 

entered into the appraisal system. The review board would have on record, 

as a result of the calibration and validation exercise, the best, poorest, 

and intermediate geologic probabilities for each unit. These reference 

conditions could be used as a kind of quality control. For example, if a 

field geologist indicated geologic characteristics more favorable than the 

best reference conditions for a particular unit, his judgments would be 

accepted only if he could successfully defend them. 

An important point to be made with regard to the design and use 

of the appraisal system by a governmental agency is that it is a vehicle 
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for integrating various kinds of expertise for the accomplishment of a 

specific task: the estimation of mineral endowment. The design and use of 

a system in this manner could improve the credibility and at the same 

time facilitate achievement of this objective. 

Application to Other Mineral or Energy Resources. Although the 

Arizona Appraisal System was developed and demonstrated on uranium, its 

potential use extends far beyond the estimation of uranium endowment. 

For example, the three major processes of the Geologic Decision Model-

source-transportation factors, deposition-mineralization factors, and 

post-depositional factors--are general enough to provide a framework that 

is also relevant to oil and gas, coal, metals, and nonmetals. Of course, 

the Geologic Decision Model would have to be respecified to include the 

processes and geologic conditions relevant to the genesis of endowment of 

the new commodity, and inputs to the Endowment Simulation Model would 

have to be redefined. Given this respecification and redefinition, however, 

a geologist could then use the system as was done in this demonstration. 

The author believes that his major contribution has been to design 

and implement a workable resource estimation methodology that is flexible 

with respect to commodity or geographic location. Beyond this, the impor

tant benefit is the design of an approach to any complex, uncertain prob

lem for which there exists a theory linking causative or statistically 

related phenomena that are at least partially observable. 
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LIST OF APPENDIXES TO DOE FINAL REPORT 

APPENDIXES (separate volumes) 

I. A General Description 
Describes the system methodology from both a quantitative 
and qualitative perspective. 

II. Mathematical Theory 
A series of mathematical proofs defining the more complex 
relationships developed in this study. 

III. Computer System Documentation 

Part A: System Overview 
Describes all computer programs listed in this appendix, 
with details of the information common to the PLATO lessons. 

Briefly describes the hardware utilized by both the PLATO 
and off-PLATO computer systems. 

Part B: PLATO User's Manual 
Screen displays of the system operating instructions given 
to the user through the PLATO terminal. 

Part C: PLATO Lessons JAYMO, FLASH I 

Part D: PLATO Lesson FLASH 2 

Part E: PLATO Lessons ERDAI, ERDA2, ERDA3 

Part F: PLATO Lessons ERDA4, ERDAS Annotated PLATO 
Computer Code 

Part G: PLATO Lessons ERDA6, ERDA7, ERDA8, 
ERDA9, ERDAIO 

Part H: PLATO Lesson PLAT04 

Part I: PLATO Lessons STRAT, VOCQUIZ 

Part J: PLATO Software References 
Guides for the PLATO programming language TUTOR. 
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III. Computer System Documentation (continued) 

IV. 

Part K: PLATO Hardware Guide 
Operating and maintenance manuals for the PLATO terminal 
and support equipment. 

Part L: Off PLATO Programs: Program MASTER (Endowment 
Simulation) 

Documentation of the simulation program which produces the 
endowment estimates in numeric, graphic, and tabular form. 

Part M: Off PLATO Programs: Other Programs 
Documentation of the support programs not part of the simu
lation package of Part L. 

ParticiEants' Data and Results 

Part A: Data, Volume 1 of 5 (BETA) 
Data, Volume 2 of 5 (CURLY) 
Data, Volume 3 of 5 (HADRIAN) 
Data, Volume 4 of 5 (SHIVA) 
Data, Volume 5 of 5 (VELMA) 

Part B: Results 

The input data 
generated by the 
participating 
geologists 

Output from the simulation program: cumulative plots and 
tabulat results--
(1) averaged across geologists 
(2) merged into specific lithologic units 
(3) partition and horizon results for each geologist 

V. Geologists' Information Package 
Background information on the San Juan Basin and vinicity 
supplied to each geologist. 

Part A: 
Vol. 
Vol. 
Vol. 
Vol. 
Vol. 

Part B: 

Literature Survey 
1 The Conceptual Geologic Model 
2 USGS San Juan Basin Study 
3 San Juan Basin 
4 Chama Embayment 
5 Uranium Mineralization and Ore Reserve Data 

Charts, Maps, and Slides 

VI. CDC and DEC-10 Fortran ComEuter TaEes 
All the CDC and DEC-10 Fortran programs used in this study 
as well as the input data necessary to operate Program 
MASTER. 



APPENDIX 2 

A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO THE PLATO SYSTEM 

In the interest of brevity, only the title display and index to 

this series of PLATO displays are reproduced here. The introduction to 

the PLATO system not only gives the participant information about the 

system but also provides an opportunity for him to get used to using 

the PLATO terminal. 
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A Short Introduction to the PLATO System 

(§) 1979 by Chris Johnson ONE MOMENT PLEASE 
University of Arizona 
Computer-Based Instruction Lab 



This page is an example of an index that 
mi2ht be presented to a user. Please 
choose an area for more information on 
any of the following: 

a. The PLATO Terminal 

b. The PLATO Author Language (TUTO~ 

c. The PLATO System 

d. Applications of PLATO in Society 

e. Leave this index 

Please touch the area you are interested in, or 
type the letter that is next to that area. 

An ~ indicates the area you are now in. 
An * indicates that you have finished' this area. 
Press Q!DIBACK! at any time to return to this index. 
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APPENDIX 3 

ENERGY DEMAND MODELS 

In the interest of brevity, only the title display and index 

are included here. 
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ENERGY DEMAND 

Population Dynamics G~oup 
Paul Handler, Director 

Copyright (§) 1976, The Board of Trustees of the 
University of Illinois. All rights.reserved. 
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Energy Demand Models 

Choose a model by typing the corresponding letter: 

a Energy Demand Projections 

b World Petroleum Flow 

c U.S. Energy Demand and Supply 

d Current U.S. Energy Condition 

e Major Oil Exporters to the USA 

f Environmental Impact of Energy Use 

g Energy Units and their Equivalents 

Press SHIFT-BACK to return to the main undex. 

At an)' point in the lesson, SHIFT-DATA or TERM-index 
will return you to this index. 
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APPENDIX 4 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
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A COMPUTER ASSISTED DECISION AID 
rOR THE ASSESSMENT Or URANIUM ENDOWMENT 

Basic Methodology 

, The purpo~ of this system is to aid you in <15-

5es5ing the uranium endowment of a specific region. 

In the course of this aS5e5Sment you wi 11 be 
asked to make subjective probability estimates. These 
probabilities will not describe the uranium endowment 
per 5e. Rather, they will describe the earth processes 
that may have produced the endowment. 

'To determine the earth processes that have 
tran5pired in the region of interest you will be using 
analyses based on geochemical, geophysical, and geo
logical observations. Your description of these earth 
processe5 will take the form of a conceptual geologic 
model, which we call an "inference net." By placing 
subjective probabilities on the various elements of 
the net, you will be able to arrive at a probability 
distribution for the U30a endowment. 

uation 
at the 
mate at 

The following diagram illustrates how the eval
system works" beginning with observational data 

bottom and culminating in the endowment esti
the top. 

Press -NEXT- for diagram 
-BACK- for General Index 
-SHIFT-DATA- for System rlow Chart 
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Probability Distribution 
For 

Endowment 

COMPUTERIZED 
INTERACTIVE 

GEOLOGIC MODEL 
(INFERENCE NED 

Analysis by 
Geoscientist 
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It will be helpful for you to visualize how you 
will use this methodology to estimate the uranium en
dowment of a region. 

Say you are seated at a desk, upon which are 
laid out relevant geologic maps of the region of in
terest. At hand is a computer terminal through which 
you can communicate interactively with a program that 
resides in the main computer installation. This pro
gram contains your "inference net"--that is, what you 
have previously determined to be the earth processes 
involved in the formation of uranium ,endowment. 

Now, after examlnlng all of your geo-data, YOL.L 

will convey to the computer your assessment of the 
probability that each of the earth processes of the 
net has achieved a certain state. The computer com
bines these probabilities appropriately to produce a 
probability distribution for U30S ' 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
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Obviou31y the first major ta3k you will accom
pli3h will be 'to conetruct your geologic model (your 
inference net) . 

The first step in constructing the inference 
net i3 to identify the geologic processes you feel are 
necessary for the formation of uranium endowment, and 
these will be entered into PLATO. 

Through PLATO, you will also be able to compare 
your net with those of other geologists who are par
ticipating in the endowment survey for this same re
gion. On the basis of the comparison you may then wish 
to modify your concepts, and you are free to do so. 

Next, for each area of interest, within a stra
tigraphic horizon, you will e3timate the probabilities 
for the state of each earth process. These are trans
mitted to the computer program, which combines them 
l)Ji th exist i ng data to produce probabi 1 it ies for each 
endowment state. The final product is a log normal 
distribution of estimated U30a endowment for each 
litholog~c unit you selected. 

Now, let's look more closely at the various 
stages of the system. 

Press -ND<T - to cont i nue 
-BACK- for General Index 
-SHIFT-DATA- for a Flow Chart of the System 
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GENERALIZED DESCRIPTION OF" THE SYSTEM 

STAGE IV 

Evaluation 

t 
STAGE III 

Computation of Probability Di~tributions 
for Mineralizing Proc~s~ 

t 
STAGE II 

Exchange of Geoscience Concepts and 
Modification or Refinement of System 

t 
STAGE I 

Formalizing Geoscience 

Touch a Stage for a more detailed explanation, or 
Press -DATA- for a Flow Chart of the System, or 

-BACK- for General Index 
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STAGE I 

Conceptual Geologic Model Bui It - The Inference Net 

Choose Modifiers for the Inference Net 

Ranking, Selection of Favorability Ranges of 
Inference Net Elements 

Select Stratigraphic Horizons 

Partitioning of Selected Stratigraphic Units into 
Areas of Geologic Uniformity 

Touch a box to see Stage II, III or IV, or the 
Overview box to go back to see that display, 
the Index box to exit, or Flow Chart to see a 

system flow chart 

STAGE II STAGE III STAGE IV SYSTEM 
OVERVIEW 
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STAGE I 

STAGE II 

Review Through the Interactive Terminal the 
Tasks Accomplished in Stage I, and Modify 

If Desired 

Touch a box to see Stage I, III, or IV, or the 
Overview box to go back to see that display, 
the Index box to exit, or Flow Chart to see a 

system flow chart 

STAGE III STAGE IV SYSTEM 
OVERVIEW 
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STAGE III 

Partition Stratigraphic Horizon5 into Areas 
of Geologic Uniformity 

Geologi$t Develop$ Endowment Scheme and 
Estimates Endowment Probabilities 

Adjust Endowment Probabilities 

Develop Endowment and Thickne$$ Relation$hips 

Geologist Considers the Geology of the Region and 
Specifi~ Probabilitie3 for Each Combination of 

Geologic Condition5 

Implicit Endowment Estimation Is Made 

System Operators Relay Data via Computer Terminal 
to the Appraisal System 

STAGE I 

Touch a box to see Stage I, II, or IV, or the 
Overview box to go back to see that display, 
the Index box to exit, or rlow Chart to see a 

system flow chart 

STAGE II STAGE IV SYSTEM 
OVERVIEW 
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STAGE IV 

Appraisal System Computes Probability Distribution 
for U30a 

STAGE I 

Touch a box to see Stage I, II, or III, or the 
Overview box to go back to see that display, 
the Index box to exit, or Flow Chart to see a 

system flow chart 

STAGE II STAGE III SYSTEM 
OVERVIEW 
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The following flow chart h~ been bui It to give 
you an overall view of the endowment estimating pro
cess. To fully understand the system, start at the 
box numbered 1 and continue through the chart in nu
merical order. Some of the operations shown in the 
chart are not carried out on the PLATO system but have 
been included to give you a feeling for the process as 
a l..\Ihole. 

If you want a description of a particular sec
tion, touch its box, or. type its number and press the 
-NE'<T - key. 

Pressing -SHIrT-BACK- while in a section will return 
you to this display 

-SHIrT-BACK- from the rlow Chart will return 
you to the General Index 

Press -NEXT-now 
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Construct Inference Probabi I ity 
Cal ibrat ion 

6 Choose Endowment 
Scheme and Estimate 

Probabilities 
Net 

Choose Geologic 
2 Modi fiers 

Collapse Geologic 
13 Probabi 1 it ies 

Endowment 
Marginals 

3 Select 

Estimation 

Adjust Endowment 
Probabi lit ies 7 

Thickness r1_2_~~~_ 
Adjustment 

Adjust for Negative, 
Zero, or Positive 

18 Displacement 
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Text: 

Maps: 

APPENDIX 5 

GEOLOGISTS' INFORMATION PACKAGE 

(1) The Conceptual Geologic Model 
(2) The San Juan Basin and Vicinity 
( 3) The Chama Embayment 
(4) Uranium Mineralization and Ore Reserve Data 
(5) u.S. Geological Survey San Juan Basin Regional Uranium Study 

(1) General Geologic 
(2) Paleogeologic (48 maps) 
(3) Structural Elements 
(4) Mineralization 

(a) San Juan Basin and Vicinity 
(b) Gallup Quadrangle 
(c) Chuska District 
(d) Nacimiento-Jemez 
(e) Lukachukai Mountains 
(f) Carrizo Mountains 

Stratigraphic Sections: 

(1) Illustrating Uranium Potential 
(2) Without Uranium Potential 

Overlays: 

Chart: 

(1) Structural Elements 
(2) Mineralization Occurrences by Host Rock 
(3) Depth Contours 

(a) Upper Cretaceous 
(b) Jurassic 
(c) Permian 

(4) Partitioning 

Principal Geologic Events 
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APPENDIX 6 

CHOOSE RECORDS OF PARTICIPANTS 
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GENERAL INDEX 

Type the letter to go to the ~ion: 

a) Inference Net 
b) Endowment Scheme 
c) Stratigraphic Horizons 
d) Paleogeologic Maps 
e) Geologic Ranking Scheme 
f) Geologic Probabilitie$ 
g) Collapse Geologic Probabilitie$ 
h) Horizon Summary 
i) Endowment Summary 
j) Thickness Adjustment 
k) Probability Calibration Exercise 
1) Choose Records 

Press -DATA- for a system overview 

-SHIFT-NEXT- for credits 

-SHIFT-STOP- to exit 

Automatic Viewing of Instructions: ON 
(Type 1 to change setting) 

NOTE: Participant types "1" to enter the "Choose Records" 
section. 
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Press -NEXT- to u~e your record~ 
-LAB- for a list of others' record~ available 

to use 

NOTE: Participant now types I'LAB. I~ 
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Choose a number to use tho3e records: 
~ 3 

Press -NEXT- to use your records 
-LAB- for a list of other3' record3 available 

to use 

1- beta 

2. carrigan 

3. curly 

4. hadrian 

5. sheridan 

6. shiva 

7. velma 

NOTE: On being presented with this display, participant has 
typed "3," indicating he wishes to see records of 
geologist Curly. 
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GENERAL INDEX 

Type the letter to go to the section: 

a) Inference Net 
b) Endowment Scheme 
c) Stratiiraphic Horizone 
d) Paleogeologic Maps 
e) Geologic Ranking Scheme 
f) Geologic Probabilities 
~ Collapse Geologic Probabilities 
h) Horizon Summary 

. i) Endowment Summary 
j) Thickness Adj ustmef'lt 
k) Probability Calibration Exercise 
I) Choose Records 

Press -OATA- for a system overview 

-SHIFT-NEXT- for credits 

-SHIFT-STOP- to exit 

Automatic Viewing of Instruciione: ON 
(Type 1 to change eettin~ 

NOTE: General Index now reappears so that participant can 
request particular records of Curly--for example, 
"c," Stratigraphic Horizons. 
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APPENDIX 7 

SELECTION OF STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZONS 
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SELECTION Or STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZONS 
IN THE SAN JUAN BASIN-CHAMA EMBAYMENT, 

NORTHWESTERN NEW MEXICO 

Previous endowm~nt studies in the region have 
focused on the uranium-bearing potential of only two 
stratigraphic units, the Morrison Formation and the 
Todilto Limestone. In the pre~ent study, you are asked 
to evaluate sll lithologic units that were assigned a 
uranium potential of "poor" or better by Lowell S.Hil
pert in U.S.G.S. Professional Paper 6~3. 

The units for evaluation were selected from Table 
16 of Hilpert's study, entitled A listing of the rela
tive size and abundance of known uranium deposits, 
relative magnitude of mine or submarginal reserves, 
and potential for I..lndiscovered resources, in the for
mat ional l.Jni ts of northwestern New Mexico. 

In this portion of the project,you will select and 
combine uranium-bearing lithologies in a manner that 
is consistent IJJith sound ~cienti fic reasoning as well 
as your level of geologic knowledge. You will work 
wi th these combined units later in this stud~'; there
fore make your selections critically and carefully. 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
-BACK- to return to Flow Chart 
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An a~rtment of charts, maps, and data has been 
provided to assist you. If you need any additional in
formation, don't hesitate to ask for it. 

There are three principal parts to this section: 

PART 1. An abstract of Hilpert's Table 16 is 
presented on the computer screen. 

PART Z. The left-hand portion of the screen 
remains essentially as it was in PART 1. The 
right-hand side is blank; enter your group
ing there. You can aggregate or disaggregate 
the units in any manner consistent with sound 
geologic reasoning. You must, however, 
consider all lithologies. 

A cursor and erase commands are 
available should you wish to edit your selec
tions. 

PART 3. During your second session you will 
have the opportunity to review how other geol
ogists have grouped the lithologies. At that 
time you can modify your selections if you so 
desire. 

Press -NEXT- to view PART 
-BACK- for previous page 
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EPOCH URANIUM MINE OR Page 1/7 
PERIOD PROVINCE LITHOLOGIC UNIT SUBMARG. 

(THICKNESS. F'T) 
DEPOSITS RESERVES POTEN. 

CHAMA 
EMBAYMENT 

T 

E 

R 
TERTIARY 

T SAN 
JUAN Eocene 

I BASIN SAN JOSE FORMATION Few; None Poor .. 
(~-3, ~~J1J) Small Fair 

A 
Paleocene 

R NACIMIENTO/ Few; None Poor .. 
ANIMAS FORMATION Sma 1 1/ Fair 

Y (6~~-3, ~g~) None 
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EPOCH URANIUM MINE OR Page 2/7 
PERIOD PROVINCE LITHOLOGIC UNIT SUBMARG. 

(THICKNESS m DEPOSITS RESERVES POTEN. 
LATE CRETACEOUS 

CHAMA MESA VERDE GROUP Few; None Poor 
EMBAYMENT (3.0'.0' - 1 ,.0'.0'.0') 

C 
LATE CRETACEOUS 

R 
OJO ALAMO SSe Few; None Poor .. 

E Small Fair 
SAN 

T JUAN McDERMOTT MEMBER None None Poor .. 
BASIN of Animas Formation Fair 

A (.0'-4.0'.0') 

C FRUITLAND FM. Few; Small Poor 
Small 

E 
MENEFEE FORMATION Few; Moderate Fair 

0 (.0'-2, .0'.0'.0') Small .. 
Large 

U EARLY CRETACEOUS 
CHAMA 

S EMBAYMENT BURRO CANYON Few ? ? 
FORMATION 

SAN 
JUAN DAKOTA SANDSTONE Many; Moderate Good 
BASIN (.0'-2.0'.0') Small .. 

Medium 
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EPOCH URANIUM MINE OR Page 3/7 
PERIOD PROVINCE LITHOLOGIC UNIT DEPOSITS SUBMARG. 

(THICKNESS, FI) RESERVES POTEN. 
LATE JURASSIC 

MORRISON FM. Many; Mod ..... Good ... 
Small .... V.Large Excel. 
V.Large 

j 

BRUSHY BASIN Many; V.Large F"air .... 
U MEMBER of Small .... Excel. 

Morrison F"m. V.Large 
R 

WESTWATER CANYON Many; V.Large F"ai r-+ 

A CHAMA MEMBER of Small .... Excel. 
EMBAYMENT Morrison F"m. V.Large 

S 

S RECAPTURE MEMBER Many; Moderate Good 
of Morrison F"m. Small .... 

I Medium 

C 
TODILTO Many; Large Good 
LIMESTONE Small .... 

Large 

ENTRADA SANDSTONE: Many; Small Poor .... 
Small F"air 
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EPOCH URANIUM MINE OR Page 4/7 
PERIOD PROVINCE LITHOLOGIC UNIT DEPOSITS SUBMARG. 

(THICKNESS, FT) RESERVES POTEN. 
LATE JURASSIC 

MORRISON FM. Many; Mod ... Good .. 
Small .. V.Large Excel. 
V.Large 

BRUSHY BASIN Many; V.Large Fair .. 
J MEMBER of Small .. Excel. 

Morri~on Fm. V.Large 
U 

WESTWATER CANYON Many; V.Large Fair .. 
R SAN MEMBER of Small .. Excel. 

JUAN Morrison Fm. V.Large 
A BASIN 

RECAPTURE MEMBER Many; Moderate Good 
S of Morrison Fm. Small .. 

Medium 
S SALT WASH MEMBER Many; Moderate Good 

I 
of Morrison Fm. Small .. 

Medium 

C SUMMERVILLE Many; Small Poor .. 
FORMATION Small Fair 

TODILTO Many; Large Good 
LIMESTONE Small .. 

Large 

ENTRADA SANDSTONE Many; Small Poor .. 
Small Fair 
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EPOCH URANIUM MINE OR Page 5/7 
PERIOD PROVINCE LITHOLOGIC UNIT DEPOSITS SUBMARG. 

(THICKNESS, FT) RESERVES POTEN. 
LATE TRIASSIC 

CHINLE FORMATION Few; None Poor .. 
L (4.0'.0' -1 , 2.0'.0') Small Good 

A CHAMA 
EMBAYMENT POLEO SANDSTONE Few; None Poor .. 

T MEMBER Small Fair 

E 
AGUA ZARCA SAND- Few; None Fai r-. 
STONE MEMBER Small Good 

T (5.0'-1.0'1iJ) 

R 
LATE TRIASSIC 

I 
CHINLE FORMATION Few; Small Poor .. 

A (.0' -1 , 6.0'.0') Small Good 

S PETRIFIED FOREST None None Poor .. 
SAN MEMBER (Including Fair 

S JUAN Sonse I a SS. Bed) 
BASIN of Chinle Fm. 

I (1 , .0'.0'.0' - 5, .0'.0'lJ) 

C SHINARUMP MEMBER Few; Small Fair .. 
of ChinleFm. Small Good 

Cff-1.0'.0') 
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EPOCH URANIUM MINE OR Pa~e 6/7 
PERIOD PROVINCE LITHOLOGIC UNIT SUBMARG. 

(THICKNESS, FD DEPOSITS RESERVES POTEN. 
PERMIAN 

CHAMA CUTLER FORMATION F'ew; Small Fair .. 
EMBAYMENT (5NHf-l , ZZZ) Small po!SSibly 

Good 

P 

E 

R PERMIAN 

M 
CUTLER F'ORMATION F'ew; Small Fair .. 

I Northern part of Small possibl~ 
basin (:t 1, ZZZ) Good 

A SAN 
JUAN SAN ADRES LIME- F'ew; Small Fair .. 

N BASIN STONE Southern Small Poor 
part of baein 

(Z-125) 

ABO FORMATION Few; Small Fair 
Southern part of Small 
basin (:t75Z) 
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EPOCH URANIUM MINE OR Page 7/7 
PERIOD PROVINCE LITHOLOGIC UNIT SUBMARG. 

(THICKNESS, F"T) 
DEPOSITS RESERVES POTEN. 

PENNSYLVANIAN 
P 

E CHAMA MADERA LIMESTONE F'ew; Small F'air .. 
EMBAYMENT and unnamed Small Poor 

N arko~ic sediment5 

N 

S 

Y 

L 
PENNSYLVANIAN 

V 

A MADERA LIMESTONE F'ew; Small F'air .. 
SAN and unnamed Small Poor 

N JUAN arko5ic 5ediments 
BASIN Locally around 

I southern margins 
Subsurface e~tent 

A unknown 

N 



APPENDIX 8 

SELECTION OF STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZONS: 

EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 
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PROVINCE EPOCH GEOLOGIST: curly tpage 1/6 
LITHOLOGIC UNIT MODIFIED LITHOLOGIC GROUPING 

) 

CHAMA 
EMBAYMENT 

TERTIARY 

Eocene 
SAN JOSE FORMATION 1) SAN JOSE FORMATION 

SAN 
JUAN Paleocene 2) NACIMIENTO 
BASIN NACIMIENTO/ 

ANIMAS FORMATION 
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PROVINCE EPOCH GEOLOGIST: curly IPage 2/6 
LITHOLOGIC UNIT MODIFIED LITHOLOGIC GROUPING 
LATE CRETACEOUS 

~ 
CHAMA MESA VERDE GROUP 

EMBAYMENT 

LATE CRETACEOUS 

OJO ALAMO SS./ 3) OJO ALAMO FORMATION 
SAN McDERMOTT MEMBER 
JUAN of Animas "Formation 
BASIN 

FRUITLAND !="N. 4) FRUITLAND FORMATION 

MENEFEE FORMATION 5) MENEFEE FORMATION 

SAN EARLY CRETACEOUS 
JUAN 

BASIN DAKOTA SANDSTONE 6) DAKOTA SANDSTONE 

EARLY CRETACEOUS 
CHAMA 

~BAYMENT BURRO CANYON 7) BURRO CANYON FORMATION 
FORMATION 
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PROVINCE EPOCH GEOLOGIST: curly IPage 3/6 
LITHOLOGIC UNIT MODIFIED LITHOLOGIC GROUPING 

LATE JURASSIC ) 

MORRISON FM. 

BRUSHY BASIN 8) JACKPILE BED 
MEMBER of 
Morri~on Fm. 

SAN WESTWATER CANYON 9) WESTWATER CANYON MEMBER/ 
JUAN MEMBER of BRUSHY BASIN MEMBER 

BASIN Morrison Fm. 
AND 

CHAMA RECAPTURE MEMBER UT) RECAPTURE MEMBER 
EMBAYMENT of Morrison Fm. 

SALT WASH MEMBER 11) SALTWASH MEMBER 
of Morrison Fm. 
(Not present in 

Chama Embayment) 

SUMMERVILLE 
FORMATION 

TODILTO 12) TODILTO LIMESTONE 
LIMESTONE 

ENTRADA SANDSTONE 
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PROVINCE EPOCH GEOLOGIST: curly IPage 4/6 
LITHOLOGIC UNIT MODIFIED LITHOLOGIC GROUPING 
LATE TRIASSIC 

) 
CHINLE FORMATION 

POLEO SANDSTONE 
CHAMA MEMBER 

EMBAYMENT 

AGUA ZARCA SAND-
STONE MEMBER 

13) CHINLE FORMATION 

LATE TRIASSIC 
CHINLE FORMATION 

PETRIFIED FOREST 
SAN MEMBER (Including 
JUAN Sonsela SS. Bed) 
BASIN of Chinle Fm. 

SHINARUMP MEMBER 
of Chinle Fm. 
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PROVINCE EPOCH GEOLOGIST: curly IPage 5/6 
LITHOLOGIC UNIT MODIFIED LITHOLOGIC GROUPING 

PERMIAN ) 

CUTLER FORMATION 
CHAMA 

EMBAYMENT 

14) CUTLER/ABO FORMATION 

PERMIAN 

CUTLER FORMATION 
Northern part of 
basin 

SAN 
JUAN SAN ANDRES LIME-
BASIN STONE Southern 

part of basin 

ABO FORMATION 
Southern part of 
basin 
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PROVINCE EPOCH GEOLOGIST: curly IPage 6/6 
LITHOLOGIC UNIT MODIFIED LITHOLOGIC 'GROUPING 

PENNSYLVANIAN ) 

MADERA LIMESTONE 
CHAMA and unnamed 

EMBAYMENT arkosic sediments 

15. MADERA LIMESTONE 
PENNSYLVANIAN 

MADERA LIMESTONE 
and unnamed 

SAN arkosic sediments 
JUAN Locall~) around 
BASIN southern margins 

Subsurface extent 
unknown 



APPENDIX 9 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE INFERENCE NET 
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE INFERENCE NET 

As the corner5tone of your endowment estima
tion system, you will build a conceptual geolo~i6 mod
el that we call "the inference net. II This model wi 11 
describe the general geologic process~ that influ
enced uranium deposition in New Mexico's San Juan 
Basin. 

You have been ~iven a notebook containing 
three papers by Karl H. Wolf, dealing with conceptual 
geologic models. Although your net will not take the 
same format as Wolf's, it will be based on his ideas. 
Therefore it is imper'ative that you thoroughly under
stand his approach. 

If you have not read Wolf's articles, please 
do 50 before proceeding further. 

If you have, you are now ready to assemble 
your own mode I . 

Press -NEXT-
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In building your model, you will keep in mind 
that the 3tructure is hierarchical, with earlier pro
cesses at lower levels contributing to later processes 
at higher levels. 

Such an approach i3 illustrated in the follow
ing display, which one geologist developed to visual
ize the fundamental elements of his net. This graphic 
display was eventually developed into the example net 
that you will be given to work from. It is shown here 
to illustrate the fundamental concept of the net
building process. 

Press -NEXT- for the conceptual example 

-BACK- for the system flow chart 
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SAN JUAN BASIN 
URANIUM ORE DEPOSIT 

~~ 

POST-DEPOSITIONAL EVENTS 

41 

MINERALIZATION 

~ 

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

41 

TRANSPORTATION 

41 

SOURCE ROCK 

.. -1l. 

SOURCE AREA 

-NEXT- to continue. -SHIFT-BACK- for the flow chart 



Although it i$ po~$ible to build the net di
rectly on the computer, it i~ ea$ier to work on paper, 
for later transfer to the ~y~tem. rurthermore, mo~t 
geologists find it is easier to modify a sample net 
that i5 provided to them than to build their own from 
scratch. Therefore, you have been provided with a user 
information package that contain~ both a completed ex
ample to modify and a skeleton net. Use either of 
these to build the model you think best. 

The next display i~ a chart illustrating the 
major process nodes of the 5kele~on net (shown in rec
tangular boxes) and the linkages between them. Note 
that the skeleton net allows for two different type$ 
of sources, leach and hydrothermal. If you do not be
lieve that epigenetic hydrothermal fluids played any 
part in the mineralization of the San Juan Basin, sim
ply ignore the hydrothermal source and work with the 
leach source. 

Press -NEXT- to review the example net 
-BACK- for the flow chart 
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San Juan Baein 
Uranium Depoeit 

.l~ 

I Poet-Depositional F"acto~ I 
LEVEL 4 

u 

I Depositional and Mineralization F"actor5 I 

/ ~ 
LEVEL 3 

/ '" Leach Source and Tran5por- Hydrothermal Source and 
tat ion F"actors Transportation F"actors 

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 1 

Press -NEXT-



Contributing to the major proce~~ n<x::Ie3 that 
you have just ~een are further "minor proc~~e~." To 
illustrate a minor process, let's consider one of the 
major process nodes, "Leach Source and Transportation 
Factors" (Level 2 ) . 

If, like most geologi~ts, you believe that ura
nium is leached from some remote source and transpor
ted to the depositional site, you would probably agree 
that weathering is one component of this process. That 
is, weathering is a "minor process." You would ex
press this relationship in the following format: 

Press -NEXT- for the example 
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LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

Now weather i ng i tse 1 f can be qua 1 i f i eel further 
by the addition of "geologic variables." 

Pr~e -NEXT- for the addition 
of geologic variables 
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LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

Elevation - Elevation of the 
~ource area 

Duration 

Rainfall 

How long it rai~ 
at the source area 

How hard it rains 
at the source area 

The completed example that you have been given 
to modify contains, in addition to the major process 
nodes of the skeleton chart, a selection of minor pro
cesses and geologic variable~. These are illustrated, 
for each level, in the following displays. 

-NEXT-
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-EXAMPL -
Level: 

-HELP- Available 
-BACK- to Exit 

Press -NEXT- to continue 

Lhlni"'" 
~tion 
or Pl-inary 

F'luid 

-SHIFT-8ACK- to skip rest of example 
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AMPLE
Level: 2 

-HELP- Available 
-BACK- to Exit 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
-BACK- for previous level 
-SHIFT-BACK- to skip rest of example 
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-HELP- Available 
Level: 3 -BACK- to Exit 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
-BACK- for previous level 
-SHlrr-BACK- to skip rest of example 



AMPLE
Level: 4 

-HELP- Available 
-BACK- to Exit 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
-BACK- for previous level 
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To help you bui ld your net, your user informa
tion package also contains a list of suggestions for 
geologic variables, entitled Major Uranium rorming 
Processes and Descriptive Modifiers. These are also on 
PLATO and are shown in the following displays. 

Press -NEXT- to review suggestions for geologic 
variables 

-LAB- to skip this section and go to the 
final instructions 

-BACK- for the flow chart 
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LEVEL 1 
HYDROTHERMAL SOURCE AND 
TRANSPORTATION FACTORS 

Volume of Fluid 

Fluid-Mobilizing Agent 

Size of Hydrothermal Source 

Type of Transporting Fluid 

Uranium Concentration of Primary 
Fluid 

Touch a box below to see variables for another level, 
to ex i t (BACK), or to get f i na 1 instruct ions (NE:'<T). 

LEVEL 2 I I LEVEL 3 I I LEVEL 4 I I BACK I ~ 
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LEVEL 2 
LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 

FACTORS 

Elevation of Source Area with 
Respect to Depositional S~te 

Organic Matter 

Mineralogical Source of 
Uranium 

Uranium Solubility 

Tectonic Stability of Source 
Area 

Porosity and Permeability of 
Source Rock 

Vegetation 

Dominating Geomorphic Elements 

Duration of Weathering 

Type of Weathering 

Animal Life 

Tectonic State of the 
Source Area 

CI imate 

Volcanic Activitv in . , 
Source Area 

rnt~rstitial Fluids 

Minor and Trace 
Elements 

Lithology 

Size of Source Area 

PPM Soluble Uranium 
Touch a box below to see variables for another level, 
to exit (BACK), or to get final instructions (NEXT). 

I LEVEL I LEVEL 3 I LEVEL 4 I I BACK I ~ 
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LEVEL SA DEPOSITIONAL SITE 
FACTORS 

Cl imate 
Organic Matter 
Redox Conditions 
Water Circulation 
Tectonic Stability of 

Depositional Site 
Sedimentary Structures 
Host Rock 

Animal Li fe 
Rate of Deposition 
Special Stratigraphic 

Features 
Depositional Environment 
Volcanic Activity Affecting 

the Depositional Site 
Drainage 
Duration 

LEVEL 3B MINERALIZATION 
FACTORS 

Alteration 
Sandstone/Shale Ratio 
Metal Associations 
Degree of Fracturing 
Amount of Uranium 

Trarnsported 

Permeability 
Reducing Agent Type 
Water Circulation 
Amount of Reducing Agent 
Pyrite in Adjacent and 

Equivalent Sandstones 

Touch a box below to see variables for another level, 
to ex i t (BACK), or to get f i na I instruct ions (NE"A'T). 

LEVEL 1 II LEVEL 2 II LEVEL 4 I I BACK I ~ 
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LEVEL 4 POST-DEPOSITIONAL 
F"ACTORS 

Burial and Preservation 

CI imate 

Geochemical Cell Action 

Epigenetic Hydrothermal 
Additions 

Source of Epigenetic 
Hydrothermal Additions 

Access of Oxidizing 
Solutions to the Primary 
Ore Body 

Tectonic Activity 

Regional Metamorphism 

Erosional Cycle 

Water Table F"luctuations 

Circulation of Groundwater 

TOlJ.ch a box below to see variables for another level, 
to exit (BACK), or to get final instructions (NEXD. 

LEVEL 1 J I LEVEL 2 I I LEVEL 3 I I BACK I ~ 
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INFERENCE NET LIMITATIONS 

1) If any element ha5 other elements qualifying it, 
there must be 2, 3, or 4 of these qualifying el
ements. 

For example, the situation below is not acceptable 
as there is only one element pointing to a node 
(the major process) . 

A MAJOR PROCESS 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
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INFERENCE NET LIMITATIONS 

1) If any element has other elements qualifying it, 
there must be 2, 3, or 4 of the5e qualifying el
ements. 

This would also be inacceptable as a final form 
for this level, as the major process has five el
ements pointing to it. 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
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INFERENCE NET LIMITATIONS 

1) If any element ha~ other element~ qualifying it, 
there must be 2, 3, or 4 of these qualifying el
ements. 

2) There may be no more than four sublevels of el
ements for any major process. 

For example, thi~ would be the maximum "depth" for 
the branch: 

Sublevel 1 

2 

Sublevel 3 

Sublevel 4 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
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INFERENCE NET LIMITATIONS 

1) If any element has other elements qualif~ing it y 

there must be 2, 3, or 4 of theee qualif~ing el
ements. 

2) There ma~ be no more than four sublevels of el
ements for an~ major process. 

3) The total number of elements pointing to any given 
major process ma~ not exceed 27. 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
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FINAL INSTRUCTIONS 

1) Remember that you are bui lding a general ized model 
for uranium endowment in ~and~tone environment~ as 
they are in the San Juan Basin. 

2) There is a strong tendency to over-detail the net. 
Keep it comprehensive, yet as simple as possible. 

3) Build your net on the sheet provided. The survey 
personnel will help you if problems arise. 

4) Use the materials provided to assist you. 

5) Building. this model is not easy. It may take a 
great deal of effort and many revisions. Remember, the 
inference net is the fundamental element of the study 
and must be completed properly. 

Press -NEXT- for the flow chart 
-BACK- for previous page 
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APPENDIX 10 

A SKELETON INFERENCE NET AND THE COMPLETED NETS 

OF THE FOUR PARTICIPANTS 
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POST DEPOSITIONAL FACTORS 

DEPOSITION-MINERALIZATION FACTORS 

LEACH SOURCE - TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

HYDROTHERMAL SOURCE - TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

Skeleton Inference Net 
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Curly's Inference Net 
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HYDROTHERMAL SOURCE - TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

Hadriants Inference Net 
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HYDROTHERMAL SOURCE - TRANSPORTATION 
. FACTORS 

Shiva's Inference Net 
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Velma's Inference Net 



APPENDIX 11 

REVIEW OF INFERENCE NET THROUGH THE PLATO SYSTEM: 

EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 

This example shows how geologist Curly reviews one level of his 

own inference net (level 3, neposition-Mineralization factors), and how 

he compares his net with the nets of others. His current version of 

level 3 always appears in the upper box. In succeeding pages, the 

lower box contains an earlier version of the same portion of the net 

and then, in ·order, the level 3 nets of geologists A, B, D, E, F, G. 

(Geologists A, B, D, E, F, G were so called in the early development of 

the program, and retained in this review, in place of the code names 

used elsewhere; in addition to the nets of the four participants there 

are three test nets.) 
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Geo ogist: curly 
Level: 3 

-HELP- Avai lable 
. -BACK- to Exit 
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EDIT MODE . 



Geo o~i~t: cur y 
Level: 3 

Geologist: curly 
Level 3 

-HELP- Avai lable 
-6ACK- to Exit EDIT MODE 

ORIGINAL 
VERSION 
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-HELP- Available 
-BACK- to Exit ADD MODE 

to see next 
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curly -HELP- Available 
-BACK- to Exit 

ADD MODE 

Geologist: 
Level 3 

~ 
\\~ 

edit. '+' to see next revious ~eolo ist's. 



eo ogi~t: cur y 
Level: 3 

Geologist: D 
Level 3 

ress-BACK-to edit '+' 
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-HELP- Available 
-BACK- to Exit 

ADD MODE 

to ~ee next reviou~ aeolo i~t's. 



Geo Ogi3t: curly 
Level: 3 

Geologist: E 
Level 3 
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ADD MODE -HELP- Available 
-BACK- to Exit 
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eologi~t: 

Level: 3 
cur y -HELP- Available 

-BACK- to Exit 
ADD MODE 

Geologist: 
Level 3 

ress-BACK-to edit '+' to see next. 



Geologist: cury 
Level: 3 

Geologist: G 
Level 3 

edit. '+' 

248 

ADD MODE -HELP- Available 
-BACK- to Exit 



APPENDIX 12 

SELECT GEOLOGIC MODIFIERS 
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SELECT GEOLOGIC MODIrIERS 

You have fini~hed building and editing your 
inference net. Now you will ~elect geologic modifiers 
to deecribe the end nodee. 

The minor processe~ and intermediate nodes will 
always be described by the terms Excellent, Intermed
iate, or Poor. The end nodee or geologic variables, 
however, require more specific terminology. 

The following example illustrates a selection 
of modifi~ cho~en for a net similar to yours. As i~ 
the case all through thi~ study, ~~ are to select the 
terms that best describe the geologic variables ~Q~ 
selected. Therefore, use the terminology given here 
only if it suits you; otherwise develop your own. As 
in the case of the inference net, keep the terms com
prehensive yet as simple as possible. 

Press -NEXT- to begin the example 
-BACK- for the flow chart 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE-, LEVEL: 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

NUMBER 
OF 

MODIFIERS 

2 

MODIFIER 

Abbreviation for this geologic variable? 
~ 

Elevation 

This is an example of the selection of modifiers 
for "elevation," one of the geologic variables used in 
describing '\ueathering," a level 2 (leach source and 
transportation factors) minor process. 

-NEXT-
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE-, LEVEL: 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

NUMBER 
OF' 

MODIF'IERS 

2 

MODIF'IER 

Abbreviation for this geologic variable? 
) 

Elevation 

Because of the 1 imited size of the screen, we 
have to abbreviate geologic variables and modifier 
names that are too long. 

The program asks fo,- this when y.:.u. have used 
a name for a variable or modifier with more than 9 
cha.racters (counting capital letters as 2 characters) . 

-NEXT-
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE-, LEVEL: 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

NUMBER 
OF 

MODIFIERS 

2 

MODIFIER 

Abbreviation for this geologic variable? 
Elev. ok What are the modifiers of this variable? 

Elevation 

The program is now asking you to input your 
choices of modifiers for this end-of-branch variable. 

You may have two to eight modifiers for any 
one geologic variable, but the product of the number 
of modifiers for each of the separate elements point
ing to a single element may not exceed 81. 

Again, if the label of the modifier is too 
long, PLATO l)Ji 11 ask for an abbreviation of it. 

(-NEXT-) 

Enter a modifier at the arrow and press -NEXT-. 
When finished, press -BACK- at the last arrow. 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE-, LEVEL: 2 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

NUMBER 
OF 

MODIFIERS 
MODIFIER 

Abbreviation for this geologic variable? 
Elev. ok What are the modifiers of thi~ variable? 

Elevation ) Strongly P~itive ok 
abbreviation? ) St. Pos. ok 

Weakly Positive ok 
abbreviation? ) W. Pos. ok 

Once you have given the modi fiers, press -BACK
and you will be advanced to the next end-of-branch 
variable. 

This process is required for 
modifiers are editable if you wish 
the future. (-NE''-<T-) 

every I eve 1 . The 
to change them in 

Enter a modifier at the arrow and press -NEXT-. 
When finished, press -BACK- at the last arrow. 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE-, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

NUMBER 
OF 

MODIFIERS 

2 

MODIFIER 

Abbreviation for this geologic variable? 
Elev. ok What are the modifiers of this variable? 

Elevation ) Strongly Positive ok 
abbreviation? ) St. Pos. ok 

Weakly Positive ok 
abbreviation? ) W. Pos. ok 

Touch a box to see some examples of variable modifiers 
for a speci fic level, the INDEX box to exit. or the 
-NEXT- box to return to the flow chart 

LEVEL 1 II LEVEL 2 II LEVEL 3 II LEVEL 4 II NExT II INDEX I 
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GEOLOGIC MODIFIERS LEva 1 HYDROTHERMAL SOURCE AND 
TRANSPORTATION FACTORS 

Size of Hydrothermal Source 

Large 
Moderate 
Small 

Uranium Concentration of Primary Fluid 

Excellent 
Intermediate 

. Poor 

LEVEL 2 I I LEVEL 3 I I LEVa 4 I I NEXT J I INDEX 
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GEOLOGIC MODIFIERS 

Weathering 

Elevation 
Strongly Poeitive 
Weakly Positive 

Duration (1.0'6 Yr) 
>25 
11~25 

5-1.0' 
<5 

Rainfall 
Heavy 
Moderate 
Light 

Source Rock 

Size (Mi 2) 

> 5.0' , .eJfffO 
5.0',.0'.0'.0'~1ff,fO.0'.0' 

< HJ,.0'.0'.0' 

LEVEL 2 LEACH SOURCE AND 
TRANSPORTATION FACTORS 

PPM Soluble Uranium 
<2 
2~4 

>4 
Porosity and Permea~ility 

High 
Moderate 
Low 

Transportation 

Di~tance Tra~ported 

Great 
Short 

Volume of Transporting 
Fluid 

Large 
Moderate 
Small 

Method of Transportation 
Phys i ca I l~) in Fl u i ds 
Chemically in Fluids 

LEVEL 1 I I LEVEL 3 I I LEVEL 4 I I NE><T I I INDE>< 
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GEOLOGIC MODIrIERS LEVEL 3 

Deposition of Host Rock 

Depositional Environment 
Lacustrine 
rluvial 
Eol ian 
Marginal Marine 

Duration 

Duration 
Adequate 
Inadequate 

Rate of Deposition 
Rapid 
Moderate 
Slow 

Living Organisms 

Organic Matter 
Abundant 
Moderate 
Sparse 

DEPOSITION AND 
MINERALIZATION rACTORS 

Animal Life 
Abundant 
Moderate 
Spa~e 

Size 

Areal Extent (Mi 2) 
25,.0'.0'.0'~21,.0'.0'.0' 

2.0',.0'.0'.0'''16,.0'.0'.0' 
15, .0'.0'.0'~11 , .0'.0'.0' 
1.0',.0'.0'.0' .. 5,.0'.0'.0' 
<5,.0'.0'.0' 

Thickness (Ft) 
> 1, .0'.0'.0' 
1,.0'.0'.0'~5.0'.0' 

5IJ.0'~25.0' 

<25.0' 

Press -NEXT- to continue Level 3 
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GEOLOGIC MODIFIERS LEVEL 3 

Mi neral ization 

Pyrite in Adjacent and 
Equivalent Sandstones 

>3% 
3 ... 1% 
< 1% 

Permeability 

Sandstone/Shale Ratio 
1.0'.0'~~ SS 
8.0'~~ SS - 2.0'% SH 
6.0'% SS - 4.0'% SH 
4.0'~~ SS - 6.0'% SH 
2.0'% SS - 8.0'% SH 
1.0'.0'% SH 

Degree of Fracturing 
Extensive 
Moderate 
Minor 

DEPOSITION AND 
MINERALIZATION FACTORS 

Reducing Agents 

Reducing Agent Type 
Vegetal Carbonaceous 

Matter 
Structureless Humic 

Compounds 
Dead Oi 1 
H2S Bearing Gas/Water 

Amount of Reducing Agent 
(Vol. %) 

>u 
UJ ... 6 
5 ... 1 
< 1 

Press -BACK- to see previous page of Level 3, 
or touch a box: 

LEVEL 1 I I LEVEL 2 I I LEVEL 4 I I NEXT I I INDEX 
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GEOLOGIC MODIFIERS LEVEL 4 POST-DEPOSITION 
FACTORS 

Burial and Preservation 
Immediate 
Rapid 
Moderate 
Slow 

Geochemical Cell 

Solution Access 
Adequate 
Inadequate 

Ground-Water 
Excellent 
Poor 

I LEVEL 1 I I LEVEL 2 I I LEVEL 3 I I NEXT I I INDEX 
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APPENDIX 13 

SELECT GEOLOGIC MODIFIERS: EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 

This example shows the screen displays for the modifiers chosen 

by geologist Curly for the 17 end nodes of level 3 of his inference net. 
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GEOLOGIST: cur 1 y, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE: 

F'acies 
Chang~ 

LEVEl.: 3 

NUMBER 
OF' 

MODIF'IERS 

2 

MOOIF'IER 

F'avorable 

Unfavorable 

Pr~s -NEXT- to accept present ranges 
-LAB- to edit the ranges 
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GEOLOGIST: curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

Sand5tone 
Shale Ratio 

LEVEL: 3 

NUMBER 
OF 

MODIFIERS 

2 

MODIFIER 

Favorable 

Unfavorable 

Pre3S -NEXT-to accept pre3ent range3 
-LAB- to edit the ranges 
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GEOLOGIST: curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

Degree of 
F"'racturing 

LEVEL: 3 

NUMBER 
OF"' 

MODIF"'IERS 

3 

MOD I F"'IER 

Abundant 

Moderate 

Sparse 

Pr~s -NEXT-to accept pr~ent range! 
-LAB- to edit the ranges 
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GEOLOGIST: curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE: 

Cementation 

LE:VE:L: 3 

NUMBE:R 
OF" 

MODIF"IE:RS 
MODIF"IE:R 

High 

Moderate 

Loose 

Pr~5· -NE:XT- to accept pr~entrang~ 
-LAB- to edit the ranges 
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GEOLOGIST: curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE: 

Living 
Organisms 

LEVEL: 3 

NUMBER 
OF' 

MODIF'IERS 

3 

MODIF'Ie:R 

Abundant 

Moderate 

Sparse 

Press -NEXT-to accept present ranges 
-LAB- to edit the ranges 
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GEOLOGIST: curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

Cl imate 

LEVEL: 3 

NUMBER 
OF' 

MODIF'IERS 

2 

MODIF'IER 

F'avorable 

Unfavorable 

Press -NEXT- to· accept preeent ranges 
-LAB- to edit the range5 
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GEOLOGIST: curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

Depositional 
Environment 

LEVEL: 3 

NUMBER 
OF' 

MODIF'IERS 

4 

MODIF'IER 

F'luvial 

Lacu~trine 

Marginal Marine 

Eol ian 

Pr~s -NEXT-to accept present range~ 
-LAB- to edit the rang~ 
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GEOLOGIST~ curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

Duration 
(Time) 

L.E:VEL.: 3 

NUMBER 
OF" 

MOOIF"IERS 

2 

MODIF"IER 

Adequate 

Inadequate 

Pre~~ -NEXT- to accept pre~ent rang~ 
-LAB- to edit the range~ 
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GEOLOGIST: ·curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE: 

Rate of 
Depo5ition 

LEVEL: 3 

NUMBER 
OF" 

MOD IF" IERS 

3 

MODIF"IER 

Rapid 

Moderate 

5low 

Pre55 -NEXT-to accept preaent ranges 
-LA6- to edit the range3 
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GEOLOGIST: cur ly. 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

Meteoric 
Waters 

LEVEL: 3. 

NUMBER 
OF 

MODIFIERS 

3 

MODIFIER 

High U 

Medium U 

Low U 

Press -NEXT-to accept pre3ent ranges 
-LAB- to edit the ranges 
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GEOLOGIST: curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE: 

Compaction 
Fluids 

LEVEL: 3 

NUMeER 
OF 

MODIFIERS 

3 

MODIFIER 

High U 

Medium U 

Low U 

Pr~s -NEXT-to accept pr~ent rang~ 
-LAB- to edi t the ranges 
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GEOLOGIST: . curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

Solution 
AcCe3S 

LEVEl..: 

NUMBER 
OF" 

MODIF"IERS 

3 

3 

MODIF"IER 

Excellent 

Intermediate 

Poor 

Pre~s -NEXT-to accept pre3ent range3 
-LAB- to edit the ranges 
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GEOLOGIST': curl y, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

reprecipitation 
Conditions 

LEVEL: 3 

NUMBER 
OF 

MODIFIERS 

3 

MODIFIER 

Excellent 

Intermediate 

Poor 

Pre3S -NEXT-to accept present ranges 
-LAB- to edit the ranges 
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GEOLOGIST: cur 1 y, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE: 

Amount of 
Reducing 

Agents (Vol. %) 

LE:Ve:L: 3 

NUMBER 
OF 

MODIFIERS 

3 

MODIFIER 

Abundant 

Moderate 

Sparse 

Pre53 -NEXT-to accept present ranges 
-LAB- to edit the range5 
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GEOLOGIST: curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

Reducing 
Agent Type 

LEVEL: 3 

NUMBER 
OF' 

MODIF'IERS 

3 

MODIF'IER 

Humate 

Vegetal 

Pre~s -NEXT-to accept pr~ent rang-ee 
-LA6- to edit the ranges 
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GEOLOGIST: curly,. . LEVEL: 3' 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE: 

Abundance 

NUMBER 
OF" 

MODIF"IERS 

3 

MODIF"IER 

Abundant 

Moderate 

Spar~e 

p~~ -NEXT-to accept pr~ent range5 
-LAB- to edit the range~ 
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GEOLOGIST: curly, 

GEOLOGIC 
VARIABLE 

Inten~ity 

LEVEL: 3 

NUMeER 
OF' 

MODIF'IERS 

3 

MODIF'IER 

High Grade 

Medium Grade 

Low Grade 

Press -NEXT-to accept present· range~ 
-LAB- to edit the ranges 
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APPENDIX 14 

THE RANKING SCHEME 
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THE RANKING SCHEME 

Now that you have developed your inference net 
and have assigned modifie~ to the geologic variables, 
you will realize that many different combinations of 
modifiers will be possible for the various geologic 
variables of each minor process. You will now list all 
of the possible combinations (or sets) of modifiers, 
and you will indicate the importance of each combina
tion on the formation of uranium endowment by ranking 
it on a scale of lZZ to z. 

To make this clearer, let's go back to the ex
ample you were given when you were learning how to 
build your inference net. 

Press -NEXT- for example 
-BACK- to exit 
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LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

Say you have eelected the geologic variablee 
"elevation," "duration," and "rainfall n to qual i fy the 
minor process "weathering," and this is the final form 
of the "weathering" branch. Now you need modi fiers 
for these end-of-branch elements. 

Press -NEXT- to see them chosen 
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LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

Elevation: 
Strongly Positive 
Weakly Positive 

Duration (lZS Yr) 
>25 
11 ... 25 
5 ... 1.0' 
<5 

Rainfall: 
Heavy 
Moderate 
Light 

You have chosen 2 modifi~ for "elevation,· 4 
for "durat ion," and 3 for "rai Tlfall. II 

Now PLATO will arrange these modifiers into 24 
(that is, 2 x4 x 3) sets, consisting of one modifier from 
each end-of-branch element. 

Press -NEXT- for example of ranking page 
-BACK- to exit 
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GEOLOGIST: -E,.'<AMPLE- RANKI~GS:LEVEL 2 Weathering 
Elevation Duration(1Z6 Yr) Rainfall 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1Z 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2Z 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Org.RANK 
St. Pos. >25 Heavy 
St. Pos. >25 Moderate 
St. Pos. >25 Light 
St. Pos. 11 .. 25 Heavy 
St. Pos. 11 .. 25 Moderate 
St. Pos. 11 .. 25 Light 
St. Pos. 5 .. U Heavy 
St. Pos. 5 .. 1Z Moderate 
St. Pos. 5"1Z Light 
St. Pos. <5 Heavy 
St. Pos. <5 Moderate 
St. Pos. '<5 Light 
w. Pos. >25 Heavy 
w. Pos. >25 Moderate 
w. Pos. >25 Light 
w. Pos. 11 .. 25 Heavy 
w. Pos. 11 .. 25 Moderate 
w. Pos. 11 .. 25 Light 
w. Poe. 5 .. 1iiJ Heavy 
w. Pos. 5 .. 1Z Moderate 
w. Pos. 5 .. 1Z Light 
bJ. Pos. <5 Heavy 
w. Pos. <5 Moderate 
W. Pos. <5 Light 

Now you must declde whether the lndnl'ldual sets result 
in weathering that is conducive to uranium endowment. 
You begin to number them, using the highest numbers 
for the best combinations and the lowest for the worst. 

-NEXT- to see rankings 
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GEOLOGIST:-EXAMPLE- RANKINGS:LEVEL 2 Weathering 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1.0' 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2JJ 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Elevation Duration(1Z6 Yr) Rainfall Org.RANK 
St. PO!!!. >25 Heavy lZZ 
St. Poe. >25 Moderate 96 
St. POSe >25 Light 81 
St. PO!!!. 11 .... 25 Heavy 99 
St. POSe 11 .... 25 Moderate 95 
St. POSe 11 .... 25 Light 79 
St. POSe 5 .... 1.0' Heavy 84 
St. POSe 5 .... UJ Moderate 83 
St. Pos. 5 .... 1.0' Light 2Z 
St. POSe <5 Heavy 75 
St. POSe <5 Moderate 7Z 
St. POSe <5 Light 14 
W. Pos. >25 Heavy 98 
W. PO!!!. >25 Moderate 94 
W. Pos. >'25 Light 22 
W. Pos, 11 .... 25 Heavy 97 
W. Pos. 11 .... 25 Moderate 93 
W. Pos. 11 .... 25 Light 12 
W. Pos. 5 .... 1Z Heavy 83 
W .. Pos. 5 .... 1JJ Moderate 82 
W. POSe 5 .... 1JJ Light 7 
W. POSe <5 Heavy 65 
W. Pos. <5 Moderate 55 
W. Pos. <5 Light 3 

Note that the range of ranking numbers is from 1JJJJ to 1 
and that not all numbers are used. Note also that num
bers can be used more than once. This ranking will be 
done once for every element in your inference net that 
has other elements pointing to it. (-NEXT-) 
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If you wish to see someone else's rankings, 
you may. Ask the PLATO operator for assistance. How
ever, keep in mind that differences in nets and modi
fiers will produce very different ranking schemes. 

Press -NEXT- to see the rank modification process 
-BACK- to return to the flow chart 
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RANK MODlrICATION 

You will be ~iven a printout of your ranki~s. 
If you wish to chan~e them, do so on the printout. 
The PLATO operator will input your new values later. 

The following display illustrates an ori~inal 
rankin~ page and then its modification. 

Press -NEXT- for an example 
-BACK- for the ranking pa~es 
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GEOLOGIST:-~~AMPLE- RANKINGS:LEVEL 2 Weathering 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1.0" 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2.0' 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Elevation Duration(I,IJ6 Yr) Rainfall. erg.RANK Mod. 
St. PotS. >25 Heavy lBf6 
St. P05. >25 Moderate 96 
St. Pos. >25 Light 81 
St. Pos. 11 .. 25 Heavy 99 
St. Pos. 11 .. 25 Moderate 95 
St. Pos. 11~2S Light 79 
St. Pos. 5 .. 1.0' Heavy 84 
St. Pos. 5 .. 1,IJ Moderate 83 
St. Pos. 5 .. 1.0' Light 2.0' 
St. Pos. <5 Heavy 75 
St. Pos. <5 Moderate 7.0' 
St. Pos. <5 Light 14 
W. Pos. >25 Heavy 98 
W. Pos. >25 Moderate 94 
W. Pos. >25 Light 22 
W. Pos. 11 .. 25 Heavy 97 
W. Pos. 11 .. 25 Moderate 93 
W. Pos. 11 .. 25 Light 12 
W. Pos. 5 .. 1.0' Heavy 83 
W. Pos. 5 .. 1.0' Moderate 82 
W. Pos. 5 .. 1.0' Light 7 
W. Pos. <5 Heavy 65 
W. Pos. <5 Moderate 55 
IAl. Pos. <5 Light 3 

ThIS IS your orIgInal rankIng of the combInatIons. If 
you want to modify your scheme, you will write the mod
ified rankings in the "Mod" column on your printout. 

(-NEXT- for modi fication) 
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Elevation Yr) Org.RANK Mod. 
t St. POSe Heavy 1BJlI 1JiJB 
2 St. POSe >25 Moderate 96 96 
3 St. P05. >25 Light 81 81 
4 St. P05. 11 .... 25 Heavy 99 99 
5 St. P05. 11 .... 25 Moderate 95 95 
6 St. POSe 11 .... 25 Light 
7 St. POSe 5 .... 1B Heavy 
a St. P05. 5 .... 1JiJ Moderate 
9 St. P05. 5 .... 1B Light 
1B St. POSe <5 Heavy 
11 St. POSe <5 Moderate 
12 St. P05. <5 Light 
13 w. POSe >25 Heavy 98 98 
14 W. POSe >25 Moderate 94 94 
15 W. POSe >25 Light 22 22 
16 W. POSe 11 ... 25 Heavy 97 97 
17 W. POSe 11 .... 25 Moderate 93 93 
18 W. POSe 11 ... 25 Light 
19 W. POSe 5 .... 1B Heavy 
2JlI W. POSe 5 .... 1B Moderate 
21 W. POSe 5 .... 1B Light 
22 W. POSe <5 Heavy 
23 W. POSe <5 Moderate 
24 W. POSe <5 Light 

The rankings marked by boxes are the ones :.,Jou. 
changed. This modified version of the rankings becomes 
you.r final version. You. may do this modification for 
ever~,. ranking if you. wish. 

Press -NE't<T- for instructions on determination 
of favorability ranges 



ASSIGN rAVORABILITY RANGES 

Now that you have completed and modified your 
ranking ~cheme, the last step is to as~ign favorabil
ity ranges to the ranked combinations. 

Let's continue with the "weathering" example. 
Please press -NEXT-. 
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GEOLOGIST:-EXAMPLE- RANKINGS: ~j;" 2 Weathering 
Elevation Duration 0.0'6 Yr) Rainfall Org.RANK 

1 St. Po~. >25 Heavy 1JJ.0' 
2 St. Pos. >25 Moderate 96 
3 St. Pos. >25 Light 81 
4 St. Pos. 11 .. 25 Heavy 99 
5 St. Po~. 11 .. 25 Moderate 95 
6 St. Pos. 11 .. 25 Light 79 
7 St. Pos. 5 .. 1.0' Heavy 84 
8 St. Pos. 5 .. 1.0' Moderate 83 
9 St. Pos. 5 .. 1.0' Light 2.0' 
l.0' St. Pos. <5 Heavy 75 
11 St. Pos. <5 Moderate 7.0' 
12 St. Pos. <5 Light 14 
13 W. Pos. >25 Heavy 98 
14 W. Pos. >25 Moderate 94 
15 W. Pos. >25 Light 22 
16 W. Po~. 11-.25 Heavy 97 
17 W. Po:'. 11-.25 Moderate 9:3 
18 W. Pos. 11 .. 25 Light 12 
19 W. Pos. 5 .. 1.0' Heavy 83 
2JJ . W. Pos. 5 .. 1.0' Moderate 82 
21 W. Pos. 5 .. l.0' Light 7 

Now that you have ranked the combinations of modi fiers, 
you are to state which on~ wi 11 result in excellent, 
intermediate, and poor weathering conditions with re-
spect to the creation of uranium endowm~t. (-NEXT -) 

Excellent 1JJ.0' .. ~ 
Intermediate 
Poor 
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GEOLOGIST:-EXAMPLE- RANKINGS:~IE.. 2 Weathermg 
Elevation Duration(1166 Yr) Rainfall Org.RANK 

1 St. Pos. >25 Heavy UI'16 
2 St. Pos. >25 Moderate 96 
3 st. Pos. >25 Light 81 
4 St. Pos. 11~25 Heavy 99 
5 St. Pos. 11~25 Moderate 95 
6 St. Pos. 11~25 LiEht 79 
? St. Pos. 5~116 Heavy 84 
8 St. Pos. 5~116 Moderate 83 
9 St. Pos. 5~116 LiEht 216 
116 St. Pos. <5 Heavy 75 
11 St. Pos. <5 Moderate 716 
12 St. Pos. <5 Light 14 
13 W. Pos. >25 Heavy 98 
14 W. Pos. >25 Moderate 94 
15 W. Pos .. >25 Light 22 
16 W. Pos. 11~25 Heavy 97 
17 W. Pos. 11~25 Moderate 93 
18 W. Pos. 11~25 Light 12 
19 W. Pos. 5~UJ Heavy 83 
2Z W. Pos. 5~1Z Moderate 82 
2t W. Pos. 5~1Z Light 7 

You are being asked below: What range 0 f comb i nat i ons, 
as speci fied by ranking number, defines "excellent M 

weathering? You wi 11 provide a number to show the 
range. (-NEXT-) 

Excellent 116g~~ 

Intermediate 
Poor 
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GEOLOGIST: -E.'I<AMPLE- RANKINGS:LEVEL 2 We~thering 
Elevation Duration(1m6 Yr) Rainfall Org.RANK 

1 . St. POSe >25 Heavy Imm 
2 St. POSe >25 Moderate 96 
3 St. POSe >25 Light 81 
4 St. POSe 11 .. 25 Heavy 99 
5 St. POSe 11 .. 25 Moderate 95 
6 St. POSe 11 .. 25 Light 79 
7 St. POSe 5 .. 1.0' Heavy 84 
8 St. POSe 5 .. 1.0' Moderate 83 
9 St. POSe 5 .. 1.0' Light 21J 
1.0' St. POSe <5 Heavy 75 
11 St. POSe <5 Moderate 7.0' 
12 St. POSe <5 Light .14 
13 W. POSe >25 Heavy 98 
14 W. POSe >25 Moderate 94 
15 W. POSe >25 Light 22 
16 W. POSe 11 .. 25 Heavy 97 
17 W. POSe 11 .. 25 Moderate 93 
18 W. POSe 11 .. 25 Light 12 
19 W. POSe 5 .. 1.0' Heavy 83 
7..0' W. POSe 5 ... 1.0' Moderate 82 
21 W. POSe 5"1.0' Light 7 

You are being asked below: What range of combinations, 
as speci fied b~) ranking number, define5 "excellent" 
weathering? You wi 11 provide a number to show the 
range. 
You wi 11 do the same for "intermediate" and "poor" • 

(-NEXT-) 
Excellent 1.0'.0' .. 8.0' 
Intermediate 79 .. 6.0' 
Poor 59 .. 1 
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GEOLOGIST: -ExAMPLE- RANKINGS: ~/~ 2 Weathering 
. Elevation' Duration(I~6 Yr) Rai nfall Org.RANK 
1 St. Pos. >25 Heavy 1~~ 

2 St. Pos. >25 Moderate 96 
3 St. P05. >25 Light 81 
4 St. Pos. 11-+25 Heavy 99 
5 St. Pos. 11-+25 Moderate 95 
6 St. Pos. 11-+25 Light 79 
7 St. Pos. 5-+1~ Heavy 84 
8 ~t. P05. 5-+U Moderate 83 
9 St. Pos. 5-+1~ Light 2~ 

1~ St. Pos. <5 Heavy 75 
11 St. Pos. <5 Moderate 7~ 

12 St. Pos. <5 Li~ht 14 
13 W. Pos. >25 Heavy 98 
14 W. Pos. >25 Moderate 94 
15 W. Pos. >25 Light 22 
16 W. Pos. 11-+25 Heavy 97 
17 W. Pos. 11-+25 Moderate 93 
18 W. Pos. 11-+25 Light 12 
19 W. Pos. 5-+1.0" Heavy 83 
2.0" W. Pos. 5-+1.11l' Moderate 82 
21 W. Pos. 5-+1.0" Light 7 

The numbers you have entered indicate that you feel any 
combination of modifiers that has been assigned a rank 
from 1.0"~ to 8~ would result in excellent weathering, 
from 79 to 6.0" would be intermediate, and from 59 to 1 
would be poor. (-NEXT-) 

Excellent 1ff.0"-+8.0" 
Intermediate 79-+6.0" 
Poor 59-+1 



When you actually do thi3 exerci3e you wi 11 work 
on your ranking printout3. Con3ider your deci3ion3 
carefully, a3 they have far-reachin~ effect3. 

Pre33 -NEXT- to return to flow chart 
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APPENDIX 15 

THE RANKING SCHEME: EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 

Curly's rankings, and modified rankings, are shown for level 3 

(Deposition-Mineralization facto.rs). 

Note that he first ranks combinations of the lowest sublevel of 

end nodes to obtain modifiers (excelle.~.:~. intermediate, or poor) for the 

elements that these end nodes point to. In this example, modifiers are 

thus obtained for Permeability~Porosity, Duration Characteristics, Pri

mary Mineralization, Geochemical Cell Characteristics, Reducing Agent 

Characteristics, and Uranium Anomalies. 

Then he ranks the combinations of the next higher sublevel, 

which will include not only end nodes with descriptive modifiers but 

also elements with modifiers Mexcellent, '" "'intermediate, ,., and "poor" as 

just obtained; the result is modifiers (excellent, intermediate~ poor) 

for the next higher sublevel, which in this example consists of Host 

Rock Characteristics, Depositional Site Characteristics. and Mineraliza

tion Characteristics. 

Finally, he ranks the combinations of modifiers for Host Rock 

Characteristics, Depositional Site Characteristics, and Mineralization 

Characteristics, to obtain rankings for level 3, Deposition-Mineraliza

tion factors. 

NOTE: It is helpful to refer to the inference net, Appendix 11, 

to understand this example. 
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LOWEST SUBLEVEL OF END NODES: 
Modifiers for Permeability-Porosity 

GEOLOGIST: curly RANKINGS:LEVEL 3 Permeab i 11 ty Poro~ 1 ty 
Deg.Frac Cement. Org.RANK Mod. 

1 Ab. High 15 15 
2 Ab. Mod. 4.0' 4.0' 
3 Ab. Loo~e 5.0' 5.0' 
4 Mod. Hi&ih 1.0' 1.0' 
5 Mod. Mod. 8.0' 8.0' 
6 Mod. Loo~e 9.0' 9.0' 
7 Spar. Hi&ih 5 5 
8 Spar. Mod. 6.0' 6.0' 
9 Spar. Loo~e 7fJ 7fJ 

~ 

Excellent 1.0'0"'70 Pre~s -LAB- to edit rankings 
Intermediate 69 ... 16 -N8-:T- for next ranking pag'.! 
Poor 15 ... .0' -BACK- for index 

(Line numbers; not significant) 
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Hodifiers for Duration Characteristics 

GEOLOGIST: curly RANKINGS:LEVEL 3 DuratIon Characteristics 
Our. R.Dep. . Org:. RANK Mod. 

1 Ad. Rapid 1.0".0' 1.0".0' 
2 Ad. Mod. 8.0' 8.0' 
3 Ad. Slow 7.0' 7.0' 
4 Inad. Ra.pid 2.0' 2IJ 
5 Inad. Mod. 1.0' 1.0' 
6 Inad. Slow 1 1 

Excellent 1.0'.0" ... 8.0' Press -LAB- to edit rankings 
Intermediate 79 ... 69 -ND<T- for next ranking pag;;: 
Poor 68 ... .0' -BACI<- for index 
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Hodifiers for Primary Mineralization 

GEOLOGIST: curly RANKINGS:LEVEL 3 PrImary MIneralIzation 
Com.Fld. Met.Wat. Ore-. RANK Mod. 

1 H.U. H.U. 1B~ l~H 

2 H.U. M.U. 9~ 9~ 

3 H.U. L.U. 4~ 4~ 

4 M.U. H.U. 95 95 
5 M.U. M.U. 85 85 
6 M.U. L.U. 3~ 3~ 

7 L.U. H.U. 8~ 8~ 

8 L.U. M.U. 6~ 6~ 

9 L.U. L.U. 5 5 

Excellent 1~~ .. 8a Pre~s -LAB- to edit rankings 
Intermediate 79 .. 11 -NEXT- for next ranking pag~ 
Poor 1,1)' ... 13· -BACK- for index 
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.Modifiers for Geochemic·al Cell Characteristics 

GEOLOGI5T:curly RFlNKING5:L.EVEL. 3 GCell C 
Sol.Acc. Rer:>.Cond Org.RANK Mod. 

1 Ex. Ex. lJlJJlJ 1JlJ8 
2 Ex. Inter. 98 98 
3 Ex. Poor 28 2JlJ 
4 Inter. Ex. 95 95 
5 Inter. Inter. 85 85 
6 Inter. Poor 1JlJ 18 
7 Poor Ex. 58 58 
8 Poor Inter. 38 38 
9 Poor Poor 5 5 

Excellent um .. 95 Preee -LA6- to edit rankings 
Intermediate 94-+28 

'. 
-NE><T - for next ranking pago!: 

Poor 19 .. 0' -6ACK- for index 
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Modifiers for Reducing Agent Characteristics 

;~)I lr -""T: cur 1 y RFtNKINGS:l..EVa. 3 RA Char 
Am.RA RA Type Org.RANK Mod. 

1 Ab. Hum. Ul0' UHJ 
... Ab. Ve~ • 9.0' 9.0' ~ 

3 Ab. H.,S 8.0' 8.0' 
4 Mod. Hum. 95 95 
5 Mod. Veg. 85 85 
6 Mod. H..,S 75 75 
7 Spar. Hum. 4.0' 4.0' 
8 Spar. Veg. 3.0' 3.0' 
9 Spar. H?S 2.0' 2.0' 

Excellent 1£1.0'''813 Pre!5s -LAB- to edit rankings 
Intermediate 79 .. 4.0' -NEXT- for next ranking pag-e 
Poor 39 .. .0' -BACI<- for index 
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Hodifiers for Uranium Anomalies 

GEOLOGIST:curly RANKINGS:LEVEI... 3 ·U Anomalle5 
Abundance Inten~ity Ors:.RANK Mod. 

1 Ab. H.Grade 11JH 11111 
2 Ab. M.Grade 99 99 
3 Ab. L.Grade 97 97 
4 Mod. H.Grade 98 98 
5 Mod. M.Grade 96 96 
6 Mod. L.Grade 69 69 
7 Spar. H.Grade 7g 710 
a Spar. M.Grade 68 68 
9 Spar. L.Grade 58 510 

Excellent 188 ... 99 Press -LAB- to edit rankings 
Intermediate 98 ... 51 -NEXT- for next ranking pag~ 
Poor 58 ... 8 -BACI<- for index 
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NEXT HIGHER LEVEL OF END NODES: 
Modifiers for Host Rock Characteristics 

GE:OLv\.:lJ.~ I : cur 1 y RANKINGS: I="VI=" 3 HR Char 
Facie~ C Perm.P. S-Sh R. ~.RANK Mod. 

1 Fav. Ex. Fav. UJiJ UJiJ 
2 Fav. Ex. Unfav. SJiJ SJiJ 
3 Fav. Inter. Fav. 9.0' 9.0' 
4 Fav. Inter. Unfav. 7 i 
5 Fav. Poor Fav. 2JiJ 2JiJ 
6 Fav. Poor Unfav. 8 8 
7 Unfav. Ex. Fav. 3JiJ 3.0' 
8 Ulifav. Ex. Unfav. 9 9 
9 Unfav. Inter. Fav. 1S 15 
1.0 Unfav. Inter. Unfav. lJiJ 1JiJ 
11 Unfav. Po",r Fav. S S 
12 Unfav. Poor Unfav. 1 1 

Excellent 1 JiJJiJ .. 9.0' Prees -LAB- to edit rankings 
Intermediate 89 .. 3JiJ -ND.'T- for next ranking pagoe 
Poor 29 .. .er -BACI<- for index 
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Modifiers for Depositional Site Characteristics 

~F IL-I[ :ST: cur ly ~ANK1NG5:Ll:.VEL :3 Uep. ;;C 
L.Org. CI imate Our. Char Dep.Ev. Org.RANK Mod. 
1 Abund. Fav. Ex. Fluv. us ISS 
2 Abund. Fav. Ex. Lac. 59 59 
3 Abund. Fav. Ex. M.Mar. 58 58 
4 Abund. ray. Ex. Eol. 51 51 
5 Abund. Fav. Inter. Fluv. 98 98 
6 Abund. Fav. Inter. Lac. 54 54 
7 Abund. Fav. Inter. M.Mar. 53 53 
8 Abund. Fav. Inter. Eol. 48 48 
9 Abund. Fav. Poor Fluv. 92 92 
1.0Abund. Fav. Poor Lac. 54 54 
llAbund. Fav. Poor M.Mar. 53 53 
12Abund. Fav. Poor Eol. 46 46 
13Abund. Unfav. Ex. Fluv. 88 88 
14Abund. Unfav. Ex. Lac. 57 57 
15Abund. Unfav. Ex. M.Mar. 56 56 
16Abund. Unfav. Ex. Eol. 55 55 
17Abund. Unfav. Inter. Fluv. 86 86 
18Abund. Unfav. Inter. Lac. 5.0 rsg 
19Abund. Unfav. Inter. M.Mar. 49 49 
2.0Abund. Unfav. Inter. Eo I. 44 44 
21Abund. Unfav. Poor Fluv. 84 84 
22Abund. Unfav. Poor Lac. 47 47 
23Abund. Unfav. Poor M.Mar. 415 45 
24Abund. Un fa .... Poor Eol. 43 43 
25Mod. Fav. Ex. Fluv. 96 96 
Z6Mod. ray. Ex. Lac. 67 67 
27Mod. Fav. Ex. M.Mar. 66 66 

Pre~~ -LAB- to edit rankings 
-NEi<T- for next ranking page 
-BACK- for index 
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Modifiers for Depositional Site Characteristics (Cont.) 

GEOLOGI5T:curly RANKINGS:LE:VEL 3 Dep.Se 
L.Org. e1 imate Dur.ehar Dep.Ev. O~.RANK Mod. 
1 Mod. rav. Ex. Eol. 65 65 
2 Mod. rav. Inter. F'luv. 94 94 
3 Mod. rav. Inter. Lac. 64 64 
4 Mod. ray. Inter. M.Mar. 63 63 
5 Mod. ray. Inter. Eo I. 6JJ 6JJ 
6 Mod. ray. Poor F'luv. 9JJ 9JJ 
7 Mod. ray. Poor Lac. 61 61 
8 Mod. ray. Poor M.Mar. 62 62 
9 Mod. ray. Poor Eol. 23 23 
IJJMod. Unfav. Ex. r1uv. 82 82 
IlMod. Unfav. Ex. Lac. 19 19 
12Mod. Unfav. Ex. M.Mar. 2JJ 2JJ 
13Mod. Unfav. Ex. Eol. 21 21 
14Mod. Unfav. Inter. r1uv •. 8JJ 8JJ 
15Mod. Unfav. Inter. Lac. 15 15 
16Mod. Unfav. Inter. M.Mar. 16 16 
17Mod. Unfav. Inter. Eol. 17 17 
18Mod. Unfav. Poor r1uv. 78 78 
19Mod. Unfav. Poor Lac. 14 14 
2JJMod. Unfav. Poor M.Mar. 13 13 
21Mod. Unfav. Poor Eol. 12 12 
22Spar. rav. Ex. F'luv. 76 76 
23Spar. rav. Ex. Lac. 22 22 
24Spar. rav. Ex. M.Mar. 27 27 
25Spar. rav. Ex. Eol. 26 26 
26Spar. rav. Inter. F'luv. 74 74 
27Spar. rav. Inter. Lac. 18 18 

Pre~5 -LAB- to edit rankings 
, -NE><T- for next ranking pag-e 

-BACK- for index 

(Ignore line numbers) 
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Modifiers for Depositional Site Characteristics (Cant.) 

GE'I ")r "o;;;;T: curly RANKING5: -EVE:- 3 [)ep.5C 
L.Org. Climate Dur.Char Dep.Ev. Org.RANK Mod. 
1 Spar. Fav. Inter. M.Mar. 2S 25 
2 Spar. Fav. Inter. Eo I. 24 24 
3 Spar. Fav. Poor Fluv. 72 72 
4 Spar. Fav. Poor Lac. 11 11 
S Spar. Fav. Poor M.Mar. 1.0' 1.0' 
6 Spar. Fav. Poor Eo I. 9 9 
7 Spar. Unfav. Ex. F'luv. 7.0' 7.0' 
8 Spar. Unfav. Ex. Lac. 13 13 
9 S"ar. Unfav. Ex. M.Mar. 6 6 
I.0'Spar. Unfav. Ex. Eol. 7 7 
IISpar. Unfav. Inter. F'luv. 69 69 
12Spar. Unfav. Inter. Lac. 5 5 
13Spar. Unfav. Inter. M.Mar. 3 3 
14Spar. Unfav. Inter. Eo I. 4 4 
lSSpar. Unfav. Poor F'luv. 68 68 
16Spar. Unfav. Poor Lac. 2 2 
17Spar. Unfav. Poor M.Mar. .0' .0' 
18Spar. Unfav. Poor Eol. 1 1 

Excellent 1 JiJJiJ .. S 4 Press -LAB- to edit rankings 
Intermediate 83 .. 61 -NEXT- for next ranking pagE 
P-:-or 6JiJ .. JiJ -BACK- for index 
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Modifiers for Mineralization Characteristics 

GEOLOGIST:curly RANKINGS:LEVEI- 3 Mln.Char 
GCell C Pr.Min. RA Char U Anom. Ors: • RANK Mod. 
1 Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. um 199 
2 Ex. Ex. Ex. Inter. 99 99 
3 Ex. Ex. Ex. Poor 92 92 
4 Ex. Ex. Inter. Ex. 98 98 
5 Ex. . Ex. Inter. Inter. 97 97 
6 Ex. Ex. Inter. Poor 91 91 
7 Ex. Ex. Poor Ex. 56 56 
8 Ex. Ex. Poor Inter. 55 55 
9 Ex. Ex. Poor Poor 54 54 
UEx. Inter. Ex. Ex. 96 96 
11 Ex. Inter. Ex. Inter. 95 95 
12Ex. Inter. Ex. Poor 9g 9g 
13Ex. Inter. Inter. Ex. 94 94 
14Ex. Inter. Inter. Inter. 93 93 
15Ex. Inter. Inter. Poor 89 89 
16Ex. Inter. Poor Ex. 53 53 
17Ex. Inter. Poor Inter. 52 52 
18Ex. Inter. Poor Poor 47 47 
19Ex. Poor Ex. Ex. 51 51 
ZgEx. Poor Ex. Inter. 5.0" 5g 
21 Ex. Poor Ex. Poor 46 46 
2ZEx. Poor Inter. Ex. 49 49 
23Ex. Poor Inter. Inter. 48 48 
24Ex. Poor Inter. Poor 45 45 
2SEx. Poor Poor Ex. 44 44 
26Ex. Poor Poor Inter. 43 43 
27E>;. Poor Poor Poor 42 42 

Press -LAB- to edit rankings 
-N8<T- for next ranking pag'l: 
-BACK- for index 
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Modifiers for Mineralization Characteristics (Cont.) 

r.;j::" 11 1( ·~T: curly RANKINGS:-EVE- 3 Mln.Char 
GCe!! C Pr.Min. RA Char U Anom. Org. RANK Mod. 
1 Inter. Ex. Ex. Ex. 89 89 
2 Inter. Ex. Ex. Inter. 88 88 
3 Inter. Ex. Ex. Poor 83 83 
4 Inter. Ex. Inter. Ex. 67 67 
5 Inter. Ex. Inter. Inter. 86 86 
6 Inter. Ex. Inter. Poor 81 81 
7 Inter. Ex. Poor Ex. 41 41 
8 Inter. Ex. Poor Inter. 4.0' 4.0' 
9 Inter. Ex. Poor Poor 39 39 
1.0'Inter. Inter. Ex. Ex. 85 85 
llInter. Inter. Ex. Inter. 84 84 
12Inter. Inter. Ex. Poor 8.0' 8.0' 
13Inter. Inter. Inter. Ex. 83 83 
14Inter. Inter. Inter. Inter. 82 82 
15Inter. Inter. Inter. Poor 79 79 
16Inter. Inter. Poor Ex. 38 36 
17Inter. Inter. Poor Inter. 36 36 
18Inter. Inter. Poor Poor 35 35 
19Inter. Poor Ex. Ex. 37 37 
2.0'Inter. Poor Ex. Inter. 34 34 
21Inter. Poor Ex. Poor 31 31 
22Inter. Poor Inter. Ex. 33 33 
Z3Inter. Poor Inter. Inter. 32 32 
24Inter. Poor Inter. Poor 3.0' 313 
25Inter. Poor Poor Ex. 25 25 
26Inter. Poor Poor Inter. 24 24 
27Inter. Poor Poor Poor 23 23 

Press -LAB- to edit rankings 
-I\JE>-''T - for next ranking pagE 
-BACK- for index 
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Modifiers for Mineralization Characteristics (Cant.) 

GEOLOGIST: curly RANK1NG5:~VEJ.. 3 Mln.Char 
Geell C Pr.Min. RA Char U Anom. Org.RANK Mod. 
1 Poor Ex. Ex~ Ex. 29 29 
2 Poor Ex. Ex. Inter. 28 28 
3 Poor Ex. Ex. Poor 22 22 
4 Poor Ex. Inter. Ex. 27 27 
s: Poor Ex. Inter. Inter. 26 26 
6 Poor Ex. Inter. Poor 21 21 
7 Poor Ex. Poor Ex. 19 19 
8 Poor Ex. Poor Inter. 18 18 
9 Poor Ex. Poor Poor 17 17 
1.8Poor Inter. Ex. Ex. 21 21 
11Poor Inter. Ex. Inter. 2.8 2.8 
12Poor Inter. Ex. Poor 16 16 
13Poor Inter. Inter. Ex. 15 15 
14Poor Inter. Inter. Inter. 11 11 
1S:Poor Inter. Inter. Poor' 1.8 1.8 
16Poor Inter. Poor Ex. 14 14 
17Poor Inter. Poor Inter. 9 9 
18Poor Inter. Poor Poor 8 8 
19Poor 'Poor Ex. Ex. 13 13 
2.8Poor Poor Ex. Inter. 12 12 
21Poor Poor Ex. Poor 7 7 
22Poor Poor Inter. Ex. 6 6 

23Poor Poor Inter. Inter. 5 5 
24Poor Poor Inter. Poor 4 4 
2SPoor Poor Poor Ex. 3 3 
26Poor Poor Poor Inter. 2 2 
27Poor Poor Poor Poor 1 1 

Excellent 1.8fJ .. 9.8 Pres~ -LAB- to edit rankings 
Intermediate 89 .. 79 -ND<T- for next ranking pagoe 
Poor 78 .. B -BACI<- for index 
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MODIFIERS FOR LEVEL 3, DEPOSITION-MINERALIZATION FACTORS 

(:il:..uLu~l.::;' I : cur 1 y '" 
• ~ U'~ -_. 3 O-M F 

HR Char Dep.SC Min.Char Org.RANK Mod. 
1 Ex. Ex. Ex. um 1.0'.0' 
2 Ex. Ex. Inter. 98 98 
3 Ex. Ex. Poor 7g 7.0' 
4 Ex. Inter. Ex. 94 94 
S Ex. Inter. Inter. 9g 9g 
6 Ex. Inter. Poor Sg Sg 
7 Ex. Poor Ex. 46 46 
8 Ex. Poor Inter. 44 44 
9 Ex. Poor Poor 26 26 
19 Inter. Ex. Ex. 96 96 
11 Inter. Ex. Inter. 88 88 
12 Inter. Ex. Poor 48 48 
13 Inter. Inter. Ex. 94 94 
14 Inter. Inter. Inter. 86 86 
IS Inter. Inter. Poor 65 65 
16 Inter. Poor Ex. 26 26 
17 Inter. Poor Inter. 2Z 2Z 
18 Inter. Poor Poor 16 16 
19 Pc-or Ex. Ex. 25 25 
2Z Poor Ex. Inter. 21 21 
21 Poor Ex. Poor 14 14 
22 Poor Inter. Ex. 22 22 
23 Poor Inter. Inter. 24 24 
24 Poor Inter. Poor 1Z lZ 
2S Poor Poor Ex. 8 8 
26 Poor Poor Inter. 4 4 
.... -.t:..i Poor Poor Poor 1 1 

Excellent lZg .. 99 Press -LAB- to edit rankings 
Intermediate 98 .. 86 -NEXT- for next ranking page 
Poor 85 .. .0' -BACK- for index 
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ENDOWMENT SCHEMES 

There are four schemes available for estimatin~ 
endowment: 

a) Pounds of U30S / Square Mile 

b) Pounds of U30S / Square Mile / 
Evaluation Area 

c) Number of U30S Deposits / Evaluation Area 

d) Percent 0 f a Reg ion Under I a i n by 
Mineralization / Evaluation Area 

Ultimately you must select one of these to work 
with. Whatever scheme you select, you should have 
some feeling for the concepts involved. For example, 
DOE personnel are used to making endowment estimates 
in terms of pounds of U30a per square mile; industry 
geologists normally don't make endowment estimates, 
but they often evaluate a region in terms of the num
ber of deposits that might be present. 
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This l5eCtion wi 11 fi~t di~c~ e1ement~ that 
all four schemes have in common. 
under two headings: 

Endowment Ranking 

Further Common Elements 

They are examined 

And finally, the more specific details are dis
cussed 'as: 

Individual Endowment Schemes 

Press -NEXT- for Endowment Ranking 
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ENDOWMENT RANKING 
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ENDOWMENT RANKING 

The endowment ranking concept, which is common 
to all four estimating schemes, aS3ume5 that uranium 
endowment depends on tbe interaction of the three 
major geologic processes: Source-Transportation, ST 
(l eve Island 2 cons i dered as one I eve 1), Depos i t i on-
Mineralization, OM (level 3), and Post Deposition. PO 
(level 4). 

You are to rank all the possible combinations 
of these processes, from best to worst, with regard to 
favorability of U30a endowment. You do this only once. 
Use numbers from 27 (best) to 1 (worst). Do not use a 
number more than once. 

The following example will help you understand 
the concept: 

-NEXT-
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH PAGE 1/ ... 
MAJOR GEOLOGIC PROCESS (RANK) ENDOWMENT RANKING 

LINE ST DM PO 
1 Et'< (1.0".0'-7.0") 8< (U.0'-7.0") EX (1.0'.0'-67) ) 
2 EX (1.0'.0'-7.0') EX (1.0'.0'-7.0") IN (66-37) 
3 EX Cl.0'.0'-7.'iJ) EX (1fl.0"-7.0") PR (36-.0") 
4 EX (1.0'.0'-7.0") IN (69-3.0") EX (1.0'.0'-67) 

5 EX (1.0".0"-7.0") IN (69-3.0") IN (66-37) 
'6 EX (1.0'.0'-7.0') IN (69-3.0"' PR (36-.0') 
7 EX 0.0'.0'-7.0') PR (29-.0") EX (U.0'-67) 

a EX (1.0".0"-7.0') PR (29-.0") IN (66-37) 

9 EX 0.0".0"-7.0') PR (29-.0") PR (36-.0") 
1.0' IN (69-4.0") EX (U.0"-7.0") EX (U.0"-67) 

11 IN (69-4.0") EX (1.0".0"-7.0") IN (66-37) 

12 IN (69-4.0") EX (1.0".0"-7.0") PR (36-.0') 

13 IN (69-4.0") IN (69-3.0") EX 0.0".0'-67) 
14 IN (69-4.0") IN (69-3.0") IN (66-37) 

15 IN (69- ... .0") IN (69-3.0') PR (36-.0") 
16 IN (69-4.0') PR (29-.0") EX (1.0".0"-67) 
17 IN (69-4.0") PR (29-.0') IN (66-37) 
18 IN (69-4.0") PR (29-.0') PR (36-.0") 

19 PR (39-.0') E>< (U.0'-7.0") E-"< (1.0".0"-67) 
2.0' PR (39-.0') EX (1.0".0"-7.0") IN (66-37) 
21 PR (39-.0") EX (1.0".0'-7.0') PR (36-.0") 
22 PR (39-.0") IN (69-3.0') EX (1.0".0'-67) 
23 PR (39-.0") IN (69-3.0') IN (66-37) 
24 PR (39-.0') IN (69-3.0') PR (36-.0") 
25 PR (39-.0') PR (29-.0") EX (l kHi1- 67) 

26 PR (39-.0") PR (29-.0') IN (66-37) 
27 PR (39-.0') PR (29-.0') PR (36-.0') -The headlng SOUR~E TYPE lndlcate~ whether the ST column 1n
vol ves hydrothermal (level 1), leach (level 2), or both. 
Under the RANI< headings are the favorability range~'you as
signed to the major proce~ses in your ranking scheme. 

'The program is now a~king you to enter a single number to 
rank the combination of proce~Se5. 
Remember 27 for the most favorable combination and 1 
for the least. 
When you have entered 27 numbers - from 1 to 27 - you may 
then edit them if you I ve made an error. (-NEXT-)' 
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. GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH PAGE 1/4 
MAJOR GEOLOGIC PROCESS (RANK) ENDOWMENT RANKING 

LINE ST DM PD 
1 EX (U.0'-7.0') EX 0.0'.0'-7.0') EX (U.0'-67) 27 
2 EX (U.0'-.7.0') EX (U.0'-7.0') IN (66-37) 26 
3 EX (1.0'.0'-7.0') EX (1.0'.0'-7.0') PR (36-.0) 25 
4 EX (U.0'-7.lJ) IN (69-3.0') EX (1.0'.0'-67) 24 
5 EX (1.0'.0'-7.0') IN (69-3.0') IN (66-37) 23 
6 EX (1.0'.0'-7.0') IN (69-3.0') FR (36-.0') 22 
7 EX (U.0'-7J!J) PR (29-.0') EX (1.0'.0'-67) 21 
8 EX (1.0'.0'-7.0') PR (29-.0') IN (66-37) 2.0' 
') EX (U.0'-7.0') PR (29-.0') PR (36-.0') • 19 
1.0' IN (69-4.0') EX 0.0'.0'-7.0') EX (U.0'-67) 1 
11 IN (69-4.0') EX (1.0'.0'-7.0') IN (66-37) 2 
12 IN (69-4.0') EX 0.0'.0'-7.0') PR (36-.0') 3 
13 IN (69-4.0') IN (69-3.0') EX (U.0'-67) 4 
14 IN (69-4.0') IN (69-3.0') IN (66-37) 5 
15 IN (69-4.0') IN (69-3.0') PR (36-.0') 6 
16 IN (69-4.0) PR (29-.0') EX (1.0'.0'-67) 7 
17 IN (69-4.0') PR (29-.0') IN (66-37) 8 
18 IN (69-4.0') PR (29-.0') PR (36-.0') 9 
19 PR (39-.0') EX (1.0'.0'-7.0') EX 0.0'.0'-67) 18 
2.0' PR (39-.0') EX (U.0'-7.0') IN (66-37) 17 
21 PR (39-.0') EX 0.0'.0'-7.0') PR (36-.0') 16 
22 PR (39-.0') IN (69-3.0') EX (1.0'.0'-67) 15 
23 PR (39-.0') IN (69-3.0') IN (66-37) 14 
24 PR (39-.0') IN (69-3.0') PR (36-.0') 13 
25 PR (39-.0') PR (29-.0') EX (U.0'-67) 12 
26 PR (39-.0') PR (29-.0') IN (66-37) 11 
27 PR (39-.0') PR (29-.0') PR (36-.0') 1.0' 
~When you are satisfied with the rankings, the combinations 

IAii 11 be re-ordered according to your rankings. (-NE'xT-) 

I 
(Ignore line numbers) 



GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH PAGE 1/4 
MAJOR GEOLOGIC PROCESS (RANK) ENDOWMENT RANKING 

LINE ST DM PD 
1 EX (1.0'.0'-7.1J) EX (l.0'.0'-71iJ) EX (1.0'1iJ-67) 27 
2 EX (1.0'.0'-71iJ) EX (1.0'1iJ-71iJ) IN (66-37) 26 
3 EX (1.0' 1iJ - 7l!J) EX (l.eJ1iJ-71iJ) PR (36 -1iJ) 25 
4 EX (1.0'1iJ-71iJ) IN (69-31iJ) EX (1.0'1iJ-67) 24 
5 EX (11iJ.0'-7.1J) IN (69-31iJ) IN (66-37) 23 
6 EX (11iJ1iJ-71iJ) IN (69-3.1J) PR (36-1iJ) 22 
7 EX (1.0'.0'- 71iJ) PR (29-.0') EX (l1iJ1iJ-67) 21 
8 EX (1.0'1iJ-71iJ) PR (29-1iJ) IN (66-37) 21iJ 
9 EX (lJU-71iJ) PR (29-1iJ) PR (36-1iJ) 19 
1.0' PR (39-1iJ) EX (U.0'-71iJ) EX (11iJ1iJ-71iJ) 18 
11 PR (39-1iJ) EX (1.0'1iJ-71iJ) IN (66-37) 17 
12 PR (39-1iJ) EX (1.0'1iJ-7l!J) PR (36-.0") 16 
13 PR (39-1iJ) IN (69-3.0') EX (11iJ1iJ-67) 15 
14 PR (39-.IJ) IN (69-31iJ) IN (66-37) 14 
15 PR (39-.0') IN (69-31iJ) PR (36-.IJ) 13 
16 PR (39-a) PR (29-lJ) D< (1.0'.0'- 6 7) 12 
17 PR (39-lJ) PR (29-lJ) IN (66-37) 11 
18 PR (39-liJ) PR (29-.0') PR (36-1iJ) 1.0' 
19 IN (69-4l!J) PR (29-.0') PR (36-.0') 9 
2JiJ IN (69-4.0') PR (29-1iJ) IN (66-37) 8 
21 . IN (69-4.0') PR (29-.IJ) EX (1.0'.0'-67) 7 
22 . IN (69-4a) IN (69-3.0') PR (36-.0') 6 
23 IN (69-4.0') IN (69-3l!J) IN (66-37) 5 
24 IN (69-4l!J) IN (69-3JiJ) EX (U1iJ-67) 4 
25 IN (69-4.0') EX (1.0'1iJ-71iJ) PR (36-.0') 3 
26 IN (69-4.0') EX (1.lm-7.0') IN (66-37) 2 
27 IN (69-4a) E>< (11iJ1iJ-7.0') EX (1.0'.0'-67) 1 
Thls 1S how the process comblnatlons are re-ordered. 
-NEXT- for rurther Common Elements 
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GEO: curly S.T: L. A~EA"" 1 PAGE 1 /4 
GEOLOGICAL PROCESSES ENDOWMENT RANKING 

ST (RANK) DM (RANK) PD (RANK) 
1 Ex (Ug-9g) Ex Ogg-99) Ex (Ug-99) 27 
2 Ex (lgg-9g) Ex (lgg-99) In (98-7g) 26 
3 Ex (Ug-9g) Ex (lgg-99) Pr (69-g) 19 
4 Ex (Ug-9g) In (98-86) Ex (lgg-99) 24 
5 Ex (Ug - 9.0") In (98-86) In (98-7g) 23 
6 Ex (Ug-9g) In (98-86) Pr (69-g) 16 
7 Ex (lgg-9g) Pr (85-g) Ex (Ug-99) 18 
8 Ex (Ug-9g) Pr (85-g) In (98-m) 14 
9 Ex (Ug-9g) Pr (85-g) Pr (69-g) 7 

Ig In (89-21) Ex (lgg-99) Ex Ogg-99) 25 
11 In (89-21) Ex (Ug-99) In (98-7g) 22 
12 In(89-21) Ex (lgg-99) Pr (69-g) 15 
13 In(89-2l) In (98-86) Ex (Ug-99) 21 
14 In (89-21) In (98-86) In (98-7g) 2g 
15 In (89-21) In (98-86) Pr (69-g) U 
16 In (89-21) Pr (85-g) Ex (Ug-99) 13 
17 In (89-21) Pr (85-g) In (98-m) 9 
18 In (89-21) Pr (85-0') Pr (69-g) 4 
19 Pr (2g-g) Ex Ogg-99) Ex (Ug-99) 17 
20' Pr (2.0"-g) Ex (lgg-99) In (98-7g) 12 
21 Pr (2g-0') Ex (Ug-99) Pr (69-g) 6 
22 Pr (2g-g) In (98-86) Ex (lgg-99) 11 
23 Pr (2g-0') In (98-86) In (98-7g) 8 
24 Pr (2g-0') In (98-86) Pr (69-0') 3 
25 Pr (2g-ff) Pr (85-0') Ex (lgff-99) 5 
26 Pr (2g-0') Pr (85-0') In (98-70') 2 
27 Pr (2g-0') Pr (85-0') Pr (69-.0') 1 
Press: -LAB-to edit rankings; -BACK-to exit; 

-NE><T-to '-'0 on 
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GEO: -EXAMPLE- S.T: L HOR.'" 4/3/4 PAGE 2/4 
GEOL.PROCS. 

ET 
P (EM) P (El) P (EZ) P'(E3) P (E4) 

RK ST OM PO El"t El E2 E3 E4 

27 EX EX EX 

26 EX EX IN 

25 EX EX PR 

24 EX IN EX 

FURTHER COMMON ELEMENTS 
23 E~< IN IN 

For the next 3tep, the re-ordered combi-
natione will be pre~ented to you. in the format 

22 EX IN PR shown here. 
You wi 11 now speci fy for each of the 27 

combination3 the endowment range3 (in pounds, 
21 EX PR EX number of'deposit~, or mineralized fraction). 

Finally, for each combination, you will 
estimate probabilitie~ of occurrencej the proba-

2kJ EX PR IN bilities will be ~tated over four intervals of 
endowment mea~ure (El' EZ' E3, E4) . 

19 EX PR PR -NEXT-

--
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GEO: -EXAMPLE- S.T: L .HOR._"" 4/3/4 PAGE 2/4 
~EOL.PROCS. 

ET 
P (EM) P (E l ) P (E2) P (E3) rJ (E4) 

RK ST DM PD EM _. El E2 E3 E4 

27 EX EX EX 
5 "1.0'5 

26 EX EX IN 
. - .. 

25 EX EX PR 
.. 

24 EX IN EX 
' .. .. 

Instructions f~r.S~ecif~in~ Endowment Intervals 
23 E't<: IN IN 

1) F"or whatever endowment ~cheme you selected, 
22 EX IN PR you wi 11 first enter the modal (most 1 ikely) 

value of the endowment measure, EM' 

21 8< PR EX -NEXT-

2fJ E>< PR IN 

,19 EX PR PR 

. . - .. 
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._- .-
GEO: -EXAMPLE- S.T: L .. __ HOR.~"" 4/3/4 PAGE 2/4 
GEOL.PROCS. 

Er 
P (EM) P (E l) P (E2) P (E3) P (E,¥ 

RK ST DM PD .~.M _. El E2 E3 E .. 
fiJ.9 

27 EX E>< EX 
5x.l . .lJS 21l!,.IJ.lJfiJ 

26 EX E)< IN 
.-- _. 

25 EX EX PR 
. -- -. 

24 EX IN EX 
.. -- _. 

In~truct i (m.~ (or __ Spec i f~ i ni Endowment Intervals 
23 E~< IN IN 

2) Next, specify numerical values for E1, E2, 
22 EX IN PR E3, and E4· El i~ ~pecified first and is 

such that there i~ a 90% probability that 
the endowment exceeds it, given that pro-

21 E:'< PR 8< cess combination. 
-NEXT-

21i! EX PR IN 

19 8< PR PR 
._-

. --
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GEO.: -EXAMPLE- s.T: L . __ HOR .... 4/3/4 PAGE 2/4 
GEOL.PROCS. 

ET 
P (EM) P (E , ) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4' 

RK ST DM PD .~~ _ El E2 E3 E4 
.0'.9 .er. 1 

27 EX 8< EX 
5 IC tZ5 4.0',.0'.0'Z 5M 

26 EX EX IN 

25 E:.-'< EX PR 

24 EX IN EX 

In!ltructi~n5 fQr_Seecif~ini Endowment Intervals 
23 EX IN IN 

2) Next, specify numerical values for El' EZ' 
?" _L EX :W PR E3• and E4• El is speci fied first and is 

such that there is a 9.er% probability that 
the endowment exceeds it, given that pro-

21 EX PR EX cess combination. 

. E4 is specified next • F"or E4, select that 
2.0' EX PR IN numerical value for which there is a 1Z?~ 

probability that the state of nature ex-
ceeds E4. 

19 E't< PR PR -NEXT-
-- --.. ~ . -

. --. ._ ... 
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GEO: -EXAMPLE- S.T: L HOR •• 4/3/4 PAGE 2/4 

ET 
P (EM) 

EM 
P (E I) 

El 
P (E2) 

E2 
P (E3) 

E3 
P(E~ 

E4 

(EM - EI) < 8.7 8.9 8. S 8.3 8. 1 

(E4 - EM) S )(1.0'S 28,888 248,8g8 768,ggg SM 

(EM - E1) > g. S 8.9 8.6 8.4S 8. 1 

(E4 - EM) S)(18S S8,888 32S,8g8 67S,888 SS8,88g 

(EM - El ) .. 8.6 8.9 8.6 8.4 .0'. 1 

(E4 - EM) 4.9)(184 Ig88 24,g8g 7S,8g8 97,8g8 

Instructions for Specifying Endowment Intervals 

When ( EM - El ) ... ( E4 - EM ) , select E2 as 
halfway between EM and E1, and E3 as halfway 
between EM and E4• 

This produces a symmetric distribution: 

i ! i ! i E 
El E2 EM E3 E4 

-NEXT-
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GEO: -EXAMPLE- S.T: L HOR." 4/3/4 PAGE 2/4 

ET 
PeEM) 

EM 
P (E I ) 

El 
P (EZ) 

E_~ 
P eE3) 

E3 
P (E4) 
~ 

(EM - E1) < 18.7 18.9 18.5 f6.3 18.1 

(E4 .;, EM) u 

5" If65 Zg,ggg 24.0,.0.0f6 76g,f6gf6 5M 
(EM - E1) > 18.5 f6.9 m.6 f6.45 18.1 

(E4 - EM) 5"1185 518,181818 325,.0'.0f6 675,ggf6 8518,18.0.0 
(EM - E1) = f6.6 18.9 .0.6 0'.4 18.1 

(E4 - EM) 4.9"1184 1181818 24,18.0'18 75,f6gg 97,Z.0g 
lof6 18.9 18.5 .0'.3 .0:.1 

EM = .0' 
18 118 3418 67f6 1, ZZg 

Instructions for S~ecif~ing Endowment Intervals 

If for a given combination of process states 
you believe that the most likely value of the 
endowment measure is 18, specify E2'and E3 so 
that they divide the range of 'E4 - ,E1 into 
three equal segments: 

Three equal segments 

I I * * I * I E i 
EM E1 E2 E3 E4 

-NEXT-
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GEO: -EXAMPLE- S.T: L HOR."" 4/3/4 PAGE 2/4 

ET 
P (EM) 

EM 
P (E l ) 

El 
P (E2) 

E2_ 
P (E3) 

E3 
P (E4) 

E!t .t_ 
(EM - El ) < S.7 S.9 JiJ.5 JiJ. '3 JiJ. 1 

(E4 - EM) ISS 5xlS5 2S,JiJJiJS 24JiJ,SSJiJ 76JiJ,JiJJiJ3 5M 
(EM - El ) > 3.5 ':0'.9 JiJ.6 JiJ.45 JiJ. 1 

(E4 - EM) 137 5 x lJiJ5 53,3S3 325,33S 675,3SS a53,333 
(EM - El ) '" 

3.6 JiJ.9 JiJ.6 JiJ.4 JiJ. 1 

(E4 - EM) 1JiJ6 4.9xlJiJ4 lJiJJiJ3 24,333 75,SIJIJ 97,J?J3J6 
1.3 3.9 S.5 JiJ.3 JiJ. 1 

EM = JiJ 
lS4 JiJ 1JiJ 34JiJ 67JiJ 1, JiJSS 

Instructions for Specifying Endowment Intervals 

3) Now, speci fy a terminal value of endowment 
ET' ET is to be speci fied such that the 

t 

probab iIi ty that the state of nature exceeds 
it is ~ufficiently small so that it can be 
igriored. 

-NEXT-
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,GEO: -EXAMPLE- S.T: L HOR •• 4/3/4 PAGE 2/4 
GEOL.PROCS. 

ET 
P (EM) P (E 1) P (£:2) P (E3) P (E4) 

RK ST'DM PO EM El E2 E3 E4 
13.7 13.9 13.5 13.3 13.1 

27 EX EX EX 
12'B 5"1135 213 161613 2413,.0'132' 76.0', fiHJf6 5M 

13.5 13.9 13.6 13.45 ,eJ. 1 
26 EX EX IN 

1137 5>11135 5f6,1313lJ 325,.0'1613 675,131313 85f6,lJ1313 
16.6 16.9 13.6 .0'.4 kl'. 1 

25 E..-'< EX PR 
1136 4.9"1164 1131613 24,13mm 75,161613 97,131616 

1.13 13.9 16.5 .0'.3 .0'. 1 
24 EX IN EX 

1.0'4 13. 116 3413 67Z 1,Zgm 
Instructions for S~ecifying Endowment Int~rvals 

23 EX IN IN 
3) Now, $peci fy ill terminal value of endowment 

ET• ET is to be $peci fied such that the 
22 E>< IN PR probabi 1 i ty that the $tate of nature exceeds 

it is sufficient ly small so that it can be 
ignored. 

21 EX PR EX 

4) After you have completely described one pro-
2m EX PR IN cess combination, the computer will advance 

to the next. 

19 E~-< PR PR -NEXT-
.. -' 

- -_. 
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GEO: -EXAMPLE- S.T: L HOR."" 4/3/4 PAGE Z/4 
GEOL.PROCS. 

ET 
P(~) P (E l) P (EZ) P (E3) P (E4) 

RK ST DM PD EM El E2 E3 E4 
18.7 18.9 18.5 18.3 18.1 

27 EX EX EX 
1188 5 Ie 1185 218,181818 24.0',181818 7618,131313 SM 

13.S 13.9 13.6 13.45 .0' • 1 
26 EX EX 'IN 

1137 5)( U 5 513,131318 325,13liJliJ 67S,1313liJ 8S13 1318liJ 
18.6 liJ.9 liJ.6 13.4 13. 1 

25 EX EX PR 
1.0,6 4.9)(1134 lliJliJliJ 24,liJ13liJ 75,13liJ13 97,liJ1313 

1.13 13.9 liJ.5 13.3 13. 1 
24 EX IN EX 

U 4 liJ 113 34liJ 6713 1,liJliJ13 

~3 EX IN IN Now note the in~tructio~ at the bottom of the 
format page. The option of :selective or serial 
mode allows you (a) to select a :specific rank 

22 EX IN PR combination to enter or edit, or (b) to start at 
the first combination and serially move down the 
page. 

21 EX PR EX 
There are three such pages for each set of endow-
ment estimates you make. 

2liJ EX PR IN 
Once in an editing mode, you may change a num-
ber by pressing the -BACK- key to move the arrow 

19 EX PR PR back one entry at a time. 

Choose an editing mode: (-NE~-<T - for next page) 
a) Selective b) Serial (-BACK- to exit) (-HELP- avai laole,) 
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GEO: -EXAMPLE- S.T: L .. HOR. ~ 4/3/4 PAGE 2/4 
GEOL. PROCS. 

ET 
P (EM) P (E l ) P eEZ) P (E3) P(E4' 

RK ST DM PO EM El E2 E3_ E4 
18.7 18.9 18.5 18.3 18. 1 

27 EX EX EX 
US 5" 1185 218,181818 2418,181818 7618,18Z18 5M 

18.5 18 .9 18.6 18.45 18. 1 
26 EX EX IN 

1187 5"1185 518,181818 325,181818 675,181818 8518,18lJ18 
18.6 18.9 18.6 18.4 18 • 1 

25 EX EX PR 
1186 4.9".1184 1f81818 24,181818 75,1818/iJ 97,JJIJIJ 

l.IJ JJ.9 18.5 18.3 IJ. 1 
24 EX IN EX 

1IJ4 f8... 118 3418 6718 1 , IJfjJ18 

23 EX IN IN 
Once in the pro~am, you may ask the com-

puter for a hard copy of the screen display; do 
22 EX IN PR all your work on the printout and then enter it 

through the terminal. If you are more confident 
you may enter the endowment and probability es-

21 EX PR EX timates directly. 

218 E>< PR IN -NEXT- for Individual Endowment Schemes 

19 E/< PR PR 
I .-. 

Choose an ~diting mode: (-NE~<T- for next page) 
a) Selective b) Serial .. -- (-BACK- to exit) (-HELP- avai lable) 



APPENDIX 20 

INDIVIDUAL ENDOWMENT SCHEMES 
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INDIVIDUAL ENDOWMENT SCHEMES 

a) Pounds of U30S / Square Mi Ie 

b) POUOO3 of U30S / Square Mi Ie / Evaluation Area 

c) Number of U30S Depo3it3 / Evaluation Area 

d) Percent of a Region Underlain by 
Mineralization / Evaluation Ar.ea 

Type a letter to see the scheme 



Key concepts are: 

1) The estimate by this scheme is area-independent; 
that is, you believe the amount of uranium per 
5quare mile is independent of the size of the 
region in which it is located. For example, if 
two areas, one of 1,.0'.0'.0' mi 2 and the other 1.0',.0'.0'.0' 
mi 2 , have the same geologic favorability, they 
will have the same amount of uranium per square 
mi Ie. 

2) Thi5 5cheme is accomplished by entering proba
bilitie5 for the state of the geologic proces5 
believed to have occurred in the region. These 
geologic probabilities are combined ~\Jith endow
ment probabilities, conditional upon the state5 
of the processes, to yield a probabi I i t y' di5tri
bution for the U30a endowment in the partition. 
For the 5ystem to function as jU5t described, it 
must 'first be given the endowment probabilities 
conditional upon the geologic processes. In the 
simplest use of thi5 5cheme you will be a5ked to 
provide one set of these probabilitie5. 

3) Since any model is a simplification of the real 
world, you may feel that this model does not ad
equately describe how the amount of uranium var
ies from one stratigraphic unit to another, e.g. 
Westwater vs. Dakota. If you feel strongly that 
this is 50, you may state a set of probabilities 
and endowments for each stratigraphic unit. 

4) The authors strongly advise against using this 
method because it is so susceptible to gaming the 
system. 
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r~r this scheme, the questioning would be as follows: 

Given that: 

1) This combination of process states applies 
to the unit cell (one square mile and of 
some i9:§1 thickness,which you must specify) 

and that 

2) We are concerned only with I.lranium occurren
ces having grades of at least .gl% U30S' 

What are the probabilities that the total quantity 
of U30a present in the cell is greater than or e
qual to the following amounts: 
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b) Pounds of UsOe / Square Mile / Evaluation Area 

Key concepts are: 

1) The estimate by this scheme is area-dependent. 
An endoL&J1Tlent estimate is made for each of three 
different sizes of evaluation areas. The small
est area is slightly smaller than the smallest 
partition you have drawn, and the largest is 
slightly larger than the largest partition. The 
intermediate area is halfway between the two. 

2) This scheme is accomplished by entering proba
bilities for the state of the geologic process 
believed to have occurred in the region. These 
geologic probabilities are combined with endow
ment probabilities, conditional upon the states 
of the processes, to yield a probability distri
bution for the U30e endowment in the evaluation 
area. For the system to function as just des
scribed, it must first be given the endowment 
probabilities conditional upon the geologic pro
cesses. In this scheme you will be asked to pro
vide one set of these probabilities for each of 
three sizes of evaluation area. 
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ror this scheme, the que5tioning would be as folloW5: 

Given that: 

1) This combination of prQce5s states applies 
to an evaluation area of square miles 
and of a speci fied thickne5s 

aTld that 

2) We are concerned only with uranium occurren
ces having grades of at least .gl% U30S' 

What are the probabilities that the total quantity Qf 
U30a present in a unit cell (one square mile and 199 
feet thick) located within thi5 evaluation area of 
________ square miles is greater than or equal tQ the 
following 'amounts: 
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c) Number of U30a Oepoeits / Evaluation Area 

Key concepts are: 

1) This endowment echeme definee a probability dis
tribution for number of depoeits of U30a in an 
evaluation area. This number is considered to be 
a function of the earth processes that have oc
curred in that area and the size of the area. 
Since the distribution varies with the size of 
the area, you muet provide one set of endowment 
probabilities (as they relate to the geologic 
processes) for each of three area sizes. In ad
dition you must deecribe the probability distri
bution for the amount of U30a per deposit for 
each geologic horizon; unlike the number of de
posits estimate itself, this does not have to be 
relate~ to geologic processes of the inference 
net, but it can be if you wish it to. 
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For this scheme, the qu~tioning would be as follows: 

Given that: 

This combination of procee~ states applies to an 
evaluation area of ___ square mi les ..,.nd of a 
specified thickness, 

rAlhat are the probabi I ities that the number of deposits 
having·a grade of at least .Zl% U30S and a size of 5HZ 
lb U30e is greater than or equal to the following: 

Note that a set of these probability statements 
must be given for each of the three different 
size reference areas •. 

This scheme requires additional information about tlre 
quantity of U30 S per deposit. There are two approach~s 
for introducing this information: 
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In approach I you would ~pecify the probabili~tic re
lationship between geologic proc~~e~ and quantity of 
U30a per deposit. The computer then modifies these 
probabilities to account for the geology of the parti
tion. Thus, given that 

1) This ~ombination of process states applies to 
the Xyz stratigraphic horizon 

and that 

Estimate the probabilities that the quantity of U30a 
present in a depo~it i~ greater than or equal to the 
following amounts: 
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Approach II does not require relating combinations of 
processes to quantity of U30a per deposit. Instead, a 
probabi 1 it~J distribution for quantity of U30 a per de
posit for each horizon is estimated exterior to the 
PLATO system and intr'oduced later. 

An advantage of this approach is that you can account 
for variations in the uranium endowment among hori
zons, e.g. Dakota vs. Westwater. Thus, two areas hav
ing the same general geologic environment may be given 
very di fferent endowments of UsOa, not because the 
number of deposits is different but because the quan
tity of U30 a per deposit in the two areas is very dif
ferent. 

To use this approach, you must provide a probability 
distribution that describes generally the quantity of 
U30a per deposit for each horizon. 
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So far, quantity of U30 S per depo~it ha~ been referred 
to very generally. There are two option~ for de~crib
ing it: 

Option requir~ you to treat ~ize of deposit in 
terms of the quantity of U30S per deposit, given a 
cutoff grade of .81% U30S ' The format of the ques
tions would be a~ followe: 

For a specific geologic horizon, estimate 
the probability that the quantity of U30S present 
in a deposit with a cutoff grade of .81% U30S is 
greater than or equal to the following amounts: 

Option 2 views a deposit in term~ of amount of ore and 
.3,verage grade of ore; con~equent ly, you must est imate 
for each horizon the probability distributions for 
quantity of ore and average grade of ore, given a cut- . 
off grade of .81% U30S ' The format of the questions 
I))ould be as follows: 
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For geologic horizon ~~~ and the cutoff grade 
of .~1% U30S' ~tate the probability that T, the 
tonnage of ore/deposit, exceed~ the quantities 
specified in the table: 

P (T:i!:t) 
tl 

.. 

t2 
... 

t3 

t4 

For the same horizon ar.td cutoff grade state the 
probability that the average grade. Q, exceeds 
the grades in the table: 

P (Qi!:q) 

ql 

q2 

q3 

q4 

Both t and q have a minimum of four intervals 
and a maximum of eight. 
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~ Percent of a Region Underlain by 
Mineralization / Evaluation Area, 

Key concepts are: 

1) The percent of a region underlain by mineral
ization is expressed as a fraction, F. Aa an 
aid to visual izing F, imagine dividing an 
evaluation area into a grid of square-mile 
,cells. Now, consider the number of cells that 
have at least one accumulation of U30a of 5~Z 
I b or more, occurr i ng in COl,t i guous I y m i ner
alized material having concentrations of at 
. ~1~~. For example, suppose that the evalua
tion area is 1,BBB square miles and you be
lieve there are seldom more than 2B cells 
meeting the above-stated minimum criteria. 
You might express this opinion by stating 
that there is only a 5% probability that F 
exceeds . BZ . 

2) F is considered to be a function of the earth 
processes that have occurred in the evalua
tion area and, optionally, of the size of the 
area. This endowment scheme defines a proba
bility distribution, dependent upon the state 
of the earth processes, for mineralized frac
tion. If you consider this distribution to 
vary with size of area, you must provide one 
set of endowment probabilities (as they re
late to the geologic processes), for each of 
three area sizes. In addition, you must de
scribe the probability distribution for the 
amount of U30a per mineralized cell for each 
geologic horizon; unlike the fraction esti
mate itself, 'this does not have to be related 
to geologic processes of the inference net, 
but it can be if you wish it to. 

3) This scheme is accomplished by the entering 
of probabilities for the state of the geolog
ic process believed to have occurred in that 
region. These geologic probabilities are com
b i ned 1)./ i t h endowment probab iii ties, cond i -
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tional upon the states of the processes, to 
yield a probability distribution for the U30 a 
endowment in the evaluation area. For the 
sy3tem to function as jU5t de3cribed, it must 
first be given the endowment probabilities 
conditional upon the geologic processes. In 
this scheme you will be asked to provide one 
set of these probabilities for each evalua
tion area. 

4) The followin\i example of the concept of min
eral ized fraction ·i3 u3eful a3 an approxima
tion of data to the concept. (The3e data came 
from a 1977 Uranium Indu3try Seminar paper by 
Don Hetland of the Potential Resources Branch 
of the Resource Division of DOE. It is a3-
sumed here that all ore in the region has 
been found.) This amount of data may not al
ways be available to a participant. 

Area explored a 1,263 mi 2 

Production + $15 re3erve3 + $15 property potential 
= 295,HHH tons U30 8 at H.18%. 

Endowment (iii' • H 1 % cuto f f). 2 9 : :\!IiI',0' 

= 614,583 ton3 U30 8 at ,0'.,0'7% 

• 1.23-1,0'9 lb U30a at 1iI'.,0'7% 

1. 23-11i1'9 
1. 4 lb/ton tons ore 

= 8.78-1,0'8 tons ore 

T... area (ft 2). _ avg. thick (ft) 
_ns ore a 16 ft 3 / ton 

. '. Area = tons ore- 16 
15 

.? 
= 33.6 ml" 

Mineralized Fraction (proportion of area underlain by 
iJ,Oa of at least JiJ.,0'1~" concentration) • ~ = 1iI' • .0'26 

~ 1,283 
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ror thi:5 :5cheme, the que:5tioning wou.ld be a5 follows: 

Given that: 

This combination of proce!5$ states appl i~ to an 
evaluation area of _____ square miles (if area-
dependent method chosen) or a 1 mi 2 cell (if area
independent method chosen) and its thickne:5s is 
equal to some thickness you have previously 
speci fied, 

What are the probabilities that the fraction of this 
area tha't is underlain by uranium mineral ization, hav
ing a grade of at least .Zl% U30a• is ~eater than or 
equal 'to the following: 

Note that a set of the:5e probability statements 
must be given for each of the three different 
size areas if area dependence is assumed. 

This scheme requ.i re~ addit ional i'nfcrmaticr; about the 
quantity of U30a per mineralized cell. There are two 
approaches for introducing this information: 
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In approach I you would ~pecify the probabili~tic re
lationship between geologic proce~~e~ and quantity of 
U30S per mineralized cell. The computer then modifi~s 
these probabilities to account for the geology of the 
partition. Thus, given that 

Some combination of proce~~ ~tate~ appli~ to the 
~~ stratigraphic horizon, 

Estimate the probabilities that the quantity of U30S 
of at least . .0'1% U30S pre~ent in a mineral ized cell ·:>f 
1 miZ and of some idealized thickne~ previously stat
ed. is greater than or equal to the following amounts: 

Here, Q is defined a~ the sum of all accumulations of 
U30S l,AJithin the cell, given that each accumulation is 
greater than 5.0'.0'.lb UsOs and occurs in contiguous ma
terial having a U30S concentration greater than . .0'1. 
Consider just those cells having at l~ast one accumu
lation meeting the minimum requirements, and estimate 
the probabil:ty that the sum, Q, of all accumulations 
per cell exceeds or equals the same quantity. 
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Approach II doee not require relatin~ combination~ of 
proce~ses to quantity of U30S per cell. Instead, a 
probability distribution for quantity of U30S per min
eralized cell for each horizon is e~timated exterior 
to the PLATO system and introduced later. 

An advantage of thi5 approach i~ that you can account 
for variations in the uranium endowment among hori
zons, e.g. Dakota V5. We5twater. Thus, two areas hav
ing the same general geolo~ic environment may be given 
very different endowment5 of U30S' not becau3e the 
mineralized fraction i~ different but because the 
quantity of U30S per mineralized cell in the two areas 
is very different. 

To use this approach, you must provide a probability 
distribution that describes generally the quantity of 
U30a per mineralized cell for each horizon. 
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So far, quantity of U30S per mineral ized cell ha5 been 
referred to very gener.ally. There are two option3 for 
describing it: 

Opti<:>n 1 requires you to treat endowment in tertm5 of 
the quantity of U30S per cell, given a cut'off grade of 
.Zl% U30S.The format of the question~ would be as fol
lows: 

ror a specific geologic horizon, estimate 
the probability that the quantity of U30S pres
ent with 'a cutoff grade of ,.Zl~ U30S is greater 
than or equal to the following amounts (where Q 
is defined as for Approach I) : 

Q2 = ----

Option 2 views a quantity of U30S in terms of an 
amount of ore and average grade of ore; consequently, 
you must estimate for each horizon the probability 
distributions for quantity of ore and average grade of 
ore. given a cutoff grade of .Bl% U30S' The format of 
the questions would be a~ follows: 
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For geologic horizon ~~ and the cutoff 
grade of .gl% U30a, ~tate the probabil
ity that T, the tonnage of ore/mineral
ized cell, exceed~ the quantitie~ ~pec
ified in the table: 

For t~ 
s-tate 
grade, 
table: 

P~T~) 

tl 

t2 
-. 

t3 
-

t4 

~ame horizon and cutoff grade, 
the probability that the average 

Q, exceeds the grades in the 

P rQ:eq) 

ql 

q2 
-

q3 

q4 

Both t and q have a minimum of four 
intervale and a maximum of eight. 
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APPENDIX 21 

ENDOWMENT DISTRIBUTIONS AND QUANTITY ESTIMATES: 

EXAMPLE FOR PERCENT OF A REGION UNDERLAIN BY MINERALIZATION 

PER EVALUATION AREA (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 

~o 
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GEO: curly S.T: L. AREA* 1 PAGE 2 /4 
GEOL.PROC.S ET EM P (F 1) P (F 2) P (F 3) P (F 4) 

RK ST OM PO Fl F2 F3 F4 
.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.7 .0'.2 .0'. 1 

27 E.-'< EX EX 
[ 1 ] 2.5)(1.0'- 4.2)(1.0'- 1 • .0')(1.0'-2 2.7)(1.0'-2 5.9)(1.0'-2 1 • 3 )(1.0'-1 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.7 .0'.4 .0'. 1 
26 EX EX IN 

[ 2 ] 2 • .0')(1.0'- 2.2" 1.0'- 7.5)(1.0'-3 1.5)(1.0'-2 3 • .0')( 1.0'- 2 6. 3 )(1.0'- ~ 
.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.7 .0'.3 .0'. 1 

25 IN EX EX 
[ 1.0' ] 1.7)(1.0'- 1 • .0')(1.0'- 5 • .0')( 1.0'-3 7.5)(1.0'-3 1.3)( 1.0'- 2 3. 5 )(1.0'-~ 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.7 .0'.3 .0'. 1 
24 EX IN EX 

[ 4 ] 2 • .0''' 1Z- 5 • .0')( 1.0'- 1..0')( 1.0'-3 3 • .0')( 1.0'-3 7 • .0')( 1.0'-3 1 • .0')( 1.0'-' 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.7 .0'.3 .0'. 1 
23 E)< IN IN 

~7. Z)( 1.0'-5 1 • .0')( 1Z- 37. Z)( 1.0'-~ [ 5 ] 2. Z)( 1Z- 7.Z"1.0'- 3.8)(1.0'-4 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.7 .0'.3 .0'. 1 
22 IN E") ,\ IN 

[ 11 ] 1.5)(1.0'- 5 • .0')(1.0'- 6 • .0')( 1.0'-5 2. a)( 1.0'- 4 7.2)(1.0'-46 • .0')(1.0'-3 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.7 .0'.3 .0'. 1 
21 IN IN EX 

[ 13 ] 1 • .0')( 1.0'-' 4 • .0''' 1.0'- 5 • .0')(1.0'-5 2.6)(1.0'-4 - 4.:; - ~ 5.4"1.0' ~.Z)(l.0' 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.7 .0'.3 rr. 1 
2.0' IN IN IN 

~4 • .0''' 1.0'-5 .., -4 -~ [ 14 ] 8 • .0''' 1.0'- 3. Z'<1Z- 1.3"1Z-4 4. , >< 1.0' 4 • .0'>< 1.0' 
.0'.5 .0'.9 fiJ.7 fiJ.3 fiJ. 1 

19 E:< EX PR 
~3 • .0''' 1.0'-5 -4 -3 [ 3 ] 6 • .0'''Ur 2 •. 0''' 1.0'- 1.2><1.0'-4 2.8"1.0' 3 • ..0'''1.0' 

Choose an editing mode: (-NE><T - for next pa.ge) 
a) Sele-=tive b) Serial (-BACK- to exit) (-HELP- avai lable) 
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GEO: curly S.T: L. AREA- l PAGE 3 /4 
GEOL.PROC.S ET EM P (F 1) P (F 2) P (F 3) P (F 4) 

RK ST OM PO F1 F2 F3 F4 
.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.7 .0'.3 .0'. 1 

18 EX PR EX 
~2 • .0'X 1.0'-5 1. 4x 1.0'-41 • .0'x 1.0'-~ [ 7 ] 2 • .0'x 1.0'- 1 • .0'x 1.0'- 6 • .0'X1.0'-5 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.7 .0'.3 .0'. 1 
17 PR EX EX 

[ 19 ] 2 • .0'x 1JiJ- 9 • .0'x 1.0'- 1..0'x 1.0'-5 5 • .0'x1.0'-5 1.3 x 1.0'-49 • .0'x 1.0'-

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 .0'.2 .0'.1 
16 EX IN PR 

[ 6 J 2 • .0'x 1.0'- 8.5 x 1.0'- 8.5xl.0'-6 4.7 x l.0'-5 1.2 x 1.0'-46 • .0'x 1.0'-~ 
.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 .0'.2 .0'. 1 

15 IN EX PR 
[ 12 ] 4 • .0'x1.0'- B.4xl.0'- 8.4xl.0'-6 4.6 x 1.0'-S 1.2"1.0'-42 • .0'x1JiJ-" 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 liS. 2 .0' • 1 
14 EX PR IN 

[ 8 ] 3 • .0'x 1.0'- B. 3 x 1.0'- ~8. 3xl.0'-6 4.6 x 1.0'-5 1.2xl.0'-41.5xl.0'-~ 
.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 .0'.2 .0'.1 

13 IN PR EX 
[ 16 ] 1. JiJx 1.0'- 8.2 x 1.0'- 8 • .0'xl.0'-6 3.7 x l.0'-5 1.3 x 1.0'-48 • Jilx 1.0'-" 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 .0'.2 .0'. 1 
12 PR EX IN 

[ 2.rJ ] 9 • .0'x 1.0'- 8. 1 x 1.0'- 7 • .0''' lJi1- 6 4. Jilx 1Ji1- 5 1.2"IJi1-47.JilxlJi1-~ 
. .0'.5 0.9 .rJ.6 .0'.2 .0'. 1 

11 PR IN E'~ " [ 22 ] 9.JiI"UJ- 8 • .0''' 1.0'- 6 • .0':. 1.0'-6 4. JiI:. 1Ji1- 5 1.2 x 1Ji1- 4 6.JilxlJi1-" 

.0'.5 .0'.9 JiI.6 .0'.2 0.1 
1Ji1 IN IN PR 

[ lS ] 8 • .0''' 10- 7.5x1.0'- 5 • .0''' 1.0'-6 4 • .0''' l.0'-S 1 • 1 " 1.0'- 4 5 • .0''' 1.0'- ~ 
Choose an editing mode: (-NE><T - for next page) 
a) Sel .... ctive b) Serial (-BACK- to exit) (-HELP- avai lable) 
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GEO: curly S.T: L. AREA"" 1 PAGE 4 /4 
GEOL.PROC.S ET EM P (F 1) F 0"- 2) F (F 3) P(r ~ 
RK ST DM PD F"1 F"2 F"3 F"4 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 .0'.2 .0'. 1 
9 IN PR IN 

[ 17 ] 8 • .0'x1.0'- 7 • .0'x 1.0'- 4 • .0'x 1.0'-6 3.7x1.0'-5 1 • .0'x 1.0'-44 • .0'x 1.0'-~ 
.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 .0'.2 .0'. 1 

8 PR IN IN 
[ 23 ] 6 • .0'x 1.0'- 6 • .0''' 1.0'- 3 • .0'''1.0'-6 3.1 "1.0'-5 8.9"1.0'-53 • .0'''1.0'-~ 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 .0'. 2 .0'. 1 
7 EX PR PR 

[ 9 ] 4 • .0''' 1.0'- 5 • .0'x 1.0'- P2.5 x 1.0'-6 2.6 x 1.0'-5 7. 4x 1.0'-52 • .0'x 1.0'-": 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 .0'.2 .0'. 1 
6 PR EX PR 

[ 21 ] 2 • .0' x 1.0'- 4 • .0'x1.0'- 2 • .0'x 1.0'-6 2. 1 x 1.0'-5 5.9 x 1.0'-5 1 • .0'x1.0'-01 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 .0'.2 .0'. 1 
5 PR PR EX 

[ 25 ] 2 • .0'x 1.0'- 3.5 x 1.0'- 1 • .0'x 1.0'-6 1.8x1.0'-5 5.2xl.0'-59 • .0'xl.0'-~ 
.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 .0'.2 .0'. 1 

4 IN PR PR 
[ 18 ] 2 • .0'x1.0'- :3 • .0'x 1.0'- 1 • .0'x 1.0'-6 1.5x1.0'-5 4.5)( 1.0'-5 9 • .0'>< 1.0'-~ 

.0'.5 .0'.9 Ji1.6 .0'.2 .0' • 1 , 
3 PR IN PR 

[ 24 ] 1 •. !J x 1.0'- 2 • .0'x 1.0'- 8 • .0'xl.0'-7 1 • 1 )( 1.0'- 5 2.9 x 1.0,-55 • .0';' U:r-~ 
.0'.5 JiJ.9 JiJ.6 .0'.2 .0'.1 

2 PR PR IN 
[ 26 ] 1 • .0'x 1 JiJ'" 1.5 x 1.0'- 7.5><1.0'-7 7. 9 x 1.0'-6 2. 2 x 1.0'- 5 4. 5 x 1.0'-: 

JiJ.5 .0'.9 .0'.6 .0'.2 JiJ. 1 
1 PR PR PR 

[ 27 ] 8. JJ x 1.0'- 1 • .0'x 1.0'- 7 • .0'>< 1.0'-7 5.4><1.0'-6 1.4>< 1.0'-54 • .0'>< 1.0'-~ 
Choo5e an editing mo~e: (-NEXT- for next page) 
a) Selective b) Serial (-BACI<- to exi t) (-HELP- avai lable) 
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QUANTITY ESTIMATES FOR USE IN SIMULATION ROUTINE 

Geologist: Curly 

q. lb U30e/mineralized 
P(Q ~ q) Formation cell ('grade 0.01% U30e) 

San Jose Formation 10.000.000 .90 
lS.000.000 .70 
20.000.000 .SO 
2S.000.000 .20 
30.000.000 .OS 

Nacimiento/Animas 10.000.000 .90 
Formation lS.000.000 .70 

20.000.000 .50 
2S.000.000 .20 
30.000.000 .OS 

Ojo Alamo Formation 10.000.000 .90 
lS.000.000 .70 
20.000.000 .SO 
2S.000.000 .20 
30.000.000 .OS 

Fruitland Formation 10.000.000 .90 
lS.000.000 .70 
20.000.000 .SO 
2S.000.000 .20 
30.000.000 .OS 

Henefee Formation S.OOO.OOO .90 
6.000.000 .60 
7.000.000 .50 
8.000.000 .30 

10.000.000 .10 
lS.000.000 .OS 

Dakota Sandstone 10.000.000 .90 
lS.000.000 .80 
20.000.000 .SO 
2S.000.000 .30 
30.000.000 .10 

Burro Canyon Formation 10.000.000 .90 
lS.000.000 .80 
20.000.000 .70 
25.000.000 .50 
30.000.000 .30 
3S.000.000 .10 
40.000.000 .OS 
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Geologist: Curly (continued) 

q. lb U308/mineralized 
P(Q i: q) Formation cell (grade 0.01% U308) 

Jackpl1e Bed 20.000.000 .90 
25.000.000 .SO 
30.000.000 .70 
35.000.000 .60 
40.000.000 .50 
45.000.000 .30 
50.000.000 .10 

Westwater Canyon/ 15.000.000 .95 
Brushy Basin 20.000.000 .SO 

25.000.000 .70 
30.000.000 .50 
35.000.000 .40 
40.000.000 .20 
45.000.000 .05 

Recapture Member 10.000.000 .90 
15.000.000 .70 
20.000.000 .50 
25.000.000 .20 
30.000.000 .05 

Salt Wash Member 10.000.000 .90 
15.000.000 .70 
20.000.000 .50 
25.000.000 .20 
30.000.000 .10 

Todilto Limestone 10.000.000 .90 
15.000.000 .SO 
20.000.000 .60 
25.000.000 .50 
30.000.000 .40 
35.000.000 .20 
40.000.000 .10 

Chinle Formation 10.000.000 .90 
15.000.000 .70 
20.000.000 .50 
25.000.000 .30 
30.000.000 .10 
35,000,000 .05 
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Geologist: Curly (continued) 

Fonnation 
q, lb UaOs/m1neralized 
cell (grade 0.01% UaOs) P(Q ~ q) 

Cutler/Abo Fonnation 10,000,000 .90 
15,000,000 .60 
20,000,000 .50 
25,000,000 .30 
30,000,000 .05 

Madera Limestone 10,000,000 .90 
15,000,000 .70 
20,000,000 .50 
25,000,000 .30 
30,000,000 .10 
35,000,000 .05 



APPENDIX 22 

ENDOWMENT DISTRIBUTIONS AND QUANTITY ESTIMATES: 

EXAMPLE FOR NID1BER OF U308 DEPOSITS PER EVALUATION AREA 

(GEOLOGIST HADRIAN) 
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GEO: hadrian S.T: L. AREA'"' 1 PAGE 2 /4 
GEOL. PROC. S ET I:.M P (N 1) P (N2) P (N-:-) P (N 4) 

oJ 

RK ST OM PO N1 N2 N-:- N4 ~, 

.0'.5 .0'.95 .0'.75 .0'.3 .0'. 1 
27 EX E''''< EX 

[ 1 ] 9 • .0'x 1.0'1 3 • .0'x 1.0'1 6 • .0' 1.8xl.ll 1 4.2 x 1.0'1 6 • .0'x 1.0'1 
.0'.6 .0'.95 £1.8 .0'.3 .0'. 1 

26 EV ,., EV i\ IN 
[ 2 ] 7 • .0'x 1.0'1 2. 6 x 1.0'1 5 • .0' 1.6 x 1.0'1 3.8 x 1.0'1 4.8 x 1.0'1 

.0'.6 .0'.95 .0'.8 .0'.35 .0'. 1 
25 EX EX PR 

[ 3 ] 6 • .0'x 1.0'1 2. 1 x 1.0'1 5 • .0' 1.3 x 1.0'1 2.9 x 1.0'1 4.2 x 1.0'1 

.0'.6 .0'.95 .0'.75 .0'.3 .0'. 1 
24 IN EX EX 

[ 1.0' ] 4.2X1.0'1 1.8"1.0'1 4 • .0' 1.1X1.0'1 2.5x1.0'1 3. 4x 1.0'1 

.0'.6 .0'.95 .0'.75 . .0'.3 .0'. 1 
23 IN EV 

" IN 
[ 11 ] 3.6x1.0'1 1. 4x 1.0'1 3 • .0' 9 • .0' 2 • .0'x1£),1 2.7x1.0'1 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.75 .0'.25 .0'. 1 
22 E'" n IN EV 

" 
[ 4 ] 2.7 x 1.0'1 9 • .0' 2 . .0' 6 • .0' 1 • 2 x 1.0'1 1. 8 x 1.0'1 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.75 fJ'.25 .0' • 1 
21 E~'<' IN IN 

[ 5 ] 1.8x1.0'1 6 • .0' 2. JJ 4 •. 0' 8 •. 0' 1.2x1JJ1 

.0'.5 .0'.95 .0'.8 .0'.3 .0'. 1 
2.0' IN EX PR 

[ 12 ] 1.5"'1.0'1 5 • .0' 1..0' 3 • .0' 7 •. 0' 9 • .0' 
.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.75 .0'.25 .0'. 1 

19 EX IN PR 
[ 6 ] 1.2x1.0'1 3 • .0' 1..0' 2 • .0' 5 •. 0' 6. JJ 

Choose an editing mode: (-NEXT -. for next page) 
a) Selective b) Serial (-BACK- to exi t) (-HELP- avai lable) 
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GEO: hadrian S.T: L. AREA*' 1 PAGE 3 /4 
GEOL.PROC.S ET EM P (N 1) P (NZ) P (~J3) P (N4) 
RI< ST DM PD N1 N" N3 N4 .:. 

.0'.6 .0'.95 .0'.8 fJ.3 .0' • 1 
18 It'-J IN IN 

[ 14 ] 9 •. 0' 2 • .0' .0' • .0' 1..0' 3. J!l' 5. m 
.0'.65 fJ.95 m.s fj'.35 B. 1 

17 PR E\I t\ E:~ 
[ 19 ] ;3 • .0' 2 • .0' m.B 1..0' 3. B 4.m 

.0'.6 .0'.95 .0'.75 .0'.3 .0' • 1 
16 PR E'" 

'" 
IN 

[ 2.0' ] 7 • .0' 2 • .0' m.B 1.JJ 3. B 4 • .0' 
.0'.5 B.9 fi.75 .0'.25 .0'. 1 

15 IN IN EX 
[ 13 ] 6 •. 0' 1..0' .0'.B 1.B 2 .. 3 3 • .0' 

.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.75 .0'.3 .0'. 1 
14 PR EX' PR 

[ 21 ] 4 • .0' 1..0' m • .0' .0' • .0' 1..0' 2 •. 0' 
.0'.5 .0'.9 .0'.7 .0'.3 .0'. 1 

13 IN· IN PR 
[ 15 ] 2 • .0' 1..0' m •. 0' .0'.m .0' • .Iii 1..0' 

JJ.6 ff.9 P.f.75 .0'.25 ff. 1 
12 PR IN D< 

[ 22 ] 2 • .0' 1..0' m • .0' .0' • .0' m.m 1.m 
m.5 .0'.9 B.7 .0'.Z5 ff. :. 

11 E>< PR E" '" 
[ .., ] 2 • .'3 B.B ff.ff f! • .0' B.ff 1.ff " 

.0'.5 ff.9 f!. 7 0' ., e: . . '- ... ff. 1 
Iff E"'" l~, PR IN 

[ .... 
" ] 2. ff .0'.f! ;1. .0' .0' • J!l' fr. ff 1..0' 

Choose an editing mode: (-NE><T - for next page) 
,"") Se 1 ect i ',re b) Seri,,,,,l C-BAO<- to exi t) (-HELP- avai la.ble) 
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l GEO: hadrian S.T: L. AREA# 1 PAGE 4 /4 
I GEOL. PROC. S ET EM P ([\1 1) P (N2) peN.,) P (N 4) 

..J 

,R~< ST DM PD N1 N: N3 N4 
.0'.55 .0'.9 .0' •. 8 .r.].25 .0'. 1 

9 E~< PR PR 
[ 9 ] 2. f1 J:J •. r.] .ff. f1 .r.] •. ff J:J. J!J 1.J!J 

.0'.45 J!J.9 .r.].75 .r.].25 f1. 1 
8 F'R IN IN 

[ 23 ] 2.. JJ a.J!J .r.].J!J Z • .0' .r.] • Z 1.J!J 
.0'.6 Iif. 9 f1.7 fi.2 .ff. 1 

7 PR IN PR 
[ 24 ] 2.. a .fiJ • .0' .0'.f1 f1.J!J a.a 1.a 

.r.].5 a.9 .fiJ.6 J:J.25 f1. 1 
6 HJ PR E'x' (, 

[ 16 ] 2. J!J fJ • . c:r .c:r. a .0' • .0' B. J:J 1.a 
Jj.6 0'.9 ff.8 J.-J.3 a. 1 

5 IN PR IN 
[ 17 ] 2 •. 0' fJ. .0' .r.] • 3 J!J •. r.] .r.].J!J 1.J!J 

.r.].5 3.9 ff o:! .0;) .r.].2 JoJ. 1 
4 I[\J PR PR 

[ 18 ] 2 •. ff .0' •. 0' a.a .c:r •. r.] .0'.J!J 1.J!J 
J!J.6 .0'.9 f1.7 ff.3 fJ. 1 

3 PR PF: E'" "' ... 
t 25 ] 2. ff .0' • rf .c:r •. f! .ff. a .r.J • .0' 1.a 

.0".5 .~!f. 9 .fiJ.75 .0'.25 a. 1 
2 F'R PR IN 

[ 26 ] :::. f1 J!J.a a.a .r:] • J:J JiJ. f1 1.a 
.r.].5 0'.9 ff.75 .r.].25 .r.]. 1 

1 F'R PR PR 
[ .... ~ 

.:::. l ] 2. J:J J!i. fJ f1.3 a • .0' a.J!J .f! • a 
Choose an editing mode: (-NE><T - for next page) 
,9.) Selective b) Serio.l (-BACK- to exit) (-HELP- avai lab Ie) 
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QUANTITY ESTIMATES FOR USE IN SIMULATION ROUTINE 

Geologist: Hadrian 

q. lb U30e/deposit 
P(Q ;: q) Formation (grade 0.1% U30e) 

San Jose Formation 50,000 .9 
100.000 .7 
300.000 .4 
700.000 .1 

Nacimiento Formation 50.000 .9 
70,000 .7 

150.000 .4 
300.000 .1 

Ojo Alamo/Animas 50.000 .9 
Formation 90,000 .7 

300.000 .4 
700.000 .1 

Fruitland Formation 20.000 .9 
40,000 .7 

100,000 .4 
200.000 .1 

Menefee Formation 20.000 .9 
30,000 .7 

100,000 .4 
200,000 .1 

Dakota Sandstone 50,000 .9 
200,000 .7 
500.000 .4 
700,000 .1 

Burro Canyon 100,000 .9 
300,000 .7 
500.000 .4 

2,000.000 .1 

JackpHe Bed 500,000 .9 
2,000,000 .7 
5,000.000 .4 

10,000.000 .1 

Brushy Basin 10,000 .9 
20.000 .7 

100,000 .4 
300.000 .1 
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Geolog1st: Hadrian (continued) 

q. lb U3Oa/deposit 
P(Q 2: q) Fonnation (grade O.lS U30a) 

Westwater Canyon Member 1.000.000 .9 
5.000.000 .7 

10.000.000 .4 
20.000.000 .1 

Recapture Member 10.000 .9 
20.000 .7 
40.000 .4 

100.000 .1 

Salt Wash Member 20.000 .9 
50.000 .7 

200.000 .4 
400.000 .1 

Todilto/Summervflle/ 50.000 .9 
Entrada 100.000 .7 

200.000 .4 
400.000 .1 

Poleo Sandstone Member 10.000 .9 
20.000 .7 
70.000 .4 

100.000 .1 

Agua Zarca Member 50.000 .9 
80.000 .7 

150.000 .4 
400.000 .1 

Shinarump Member 50.000 .9 
80,000 .7 

150,000 .4 
400,000 .1 

Cutler/Abo/Madera 60,000 .9 
80,000 .7 

120,000 .4 
500,000 .1 



APPENDIX 23 

ENDOWMENT ADJUSTMENT 
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The purpo~e of the endowment adju~ment section 
is to let you see graphically how your probability es
timate~ translate into pound~ of uranium, numbers of 
deposits, or percent of an area underlain by minerali
zation. If you are not satisfied with the picture gen
erated by y'our initial e~timates, you may change the 
probabilities until you are satisfied with the result. 

When you completed the endowment ranking sec
tion, PLATO re-ordered the geologic process combina
tions and then for each proce~s combination you as
signed probabilities to the various endowment inter
vals. In this section you will make adjustments for 
each set of process combinations (i.e. 27 times). 

The assumption in this 5ection is that the ge
ology is perfectly known and represented in the pro
cess combinations. 
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Your reeulte will be dieplayed ae one of four 
probability di3tributions, depending on the endowment 
scheme you used: 

LOG NORMAL 

1) Pounde of USOs / Mi 2 

2) Pounde of UsOs / Mi Z / Evaluation Area 

S) Quantity of UsOe / Deposit 

4) Quantity of UsOs / Mineral ized Cell 

NEGATIVE BINOMIAL 

1) Number of Us Os Dep03ite / Evaluation Area 

POISSON 

1) Number of U30S Deposits / Evaluation Area 

HISTOGRAM 

1) Percent of a Region Underlain ~) 
Mineralization / Evaluation Area 

2) Any of the other estimating techniques 

The following examples will help you understand 
the details of the endowment adjustment procedure. 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST OM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P CE2) P (E3) P CE4) 
CONDITIONALS 9.0' 79 29 9 

.. --
DENSITY P (Ei) P CEi) P CE3) P Ce:~) P CE;) 
PROBS. 1.0' 11 5.0' 2.0' 9 

Each display will be headed by the type of information 
given above. 

PROCESSES - These are the major ~eologic processes that 
you have been working with. You ranked the 
combination of three processes shown here 
accordin~ to the rank number indicated. Af
ter you have ~een and adjusted the display 
fo~ the highest ranked combination, you will 
continue downward through the rest of the 
combinations. 

CUMULATIVE 
CONDITIONALS 

DENSIT'l 
PROBS. 

(PROBABIL
ITIES) 

_ These are the probability values you gave in 
the endowment scheme. 

These are 
cumula.tive 
endowment 
bilities. 
ties must 

the interval probabilities of the 
conditionals. You can adjust your 
by manipulating the density proba

The sum of the density probabili
always equal 1.0'.0'. 

Press -NEXT- to continue this display 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST OM PO RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 .. -

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P (EZ) P (E3) P (E .. ) 
CONDITIONALS 9.0' 79 29 9 ._-_. 

DENSITY P (Ei) P (Ei) P (E;) P (E~) P (ES) 
PROBS. Bl' 11 5.0' 2.0' 9 

N~w you will be asked to supply three statistical pa
rameters for the combination of processes represented 
vn this page. These parameters are 

jJ. - mean 

~ - standard deviation 

~ - displacement of the density 
distribution 

These parameters are generated in a program external 
to PLATO; the program is called MIN and operates on 
the DEC 1.0' system. The parameters will be supplied to 
~/ou b~ ... the computer operator. 

For a concise explanation of displacement (Oo!), pre=.s 
#18 on the Flow Chart. 

Press -NEXT- to continue this display 
-SHIFT -BACI<- to see Flow Chart 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE peEl) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4' 
CONDITIONALS 9g 79 29 9 

DENSITY P (Er' P (E~) P (Es) P (E~) P (E;) 
PROBS. 19 11 5g 2g 9 

PLATO wi 11 now ask you for jl, 0", and Oo!, as follows: 

What is jl for these density probabiliti~? 
~ 15.85 (-ND<T-) 
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GEOLOGIST: -D<AMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P (E2) P (E3) P (E .. ) 
CONDITIONALS 918 79 29 9 

DENSITY P CE!) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) P (E5) 
PROBS. 118 11 518 218 9 

PLATO will now ask you for ~, ~, and ~, as follows: 

What is ~ for these density probabilities? 
~ 1.52 (-NEXT-) 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E l) P (E2) P (ES) P (E4) 
CONDITIONALS 918 79 29 9 

DENSITY P (E!) P (E2) P (Ej) P (E4) P (E;) 
PROBS. 118 11 518 218 9 

PLATO will now ask you for ~, ~, and ~, as follows: 

What is ~ for these density probabilities? 
> 12.0' (-N8<T-) 



GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E1) P (EZ) P (E3) P (E4) 

CONDITIONALS 9fJ 79 29 9 

DENSIT'r' P (Er) P (E:2) P (E;) . P (E4) P (ES) 
PROBS. 1.0' 11 5.0' 2fJ 9 

When yOI..1 have given jl, 0", and Oi!, PLATO gener
ates a log normal curve fitted to the deneity distri
bution and a probability table. 

If you are satiefied with the endowment eeti
mates, press "y" and you will be advanced to the next 
series of proceesee. 

If you are not satiefied, preee "n". An arrow 
will appear, allowing you to change whatever density 
probability you wish. Remember that the sum of the 
density probabilities muet equal 1.0'.0'. 

When any of the deneity probabilities are 
changed, a new jl, 0", and Oi! must be generated in order 
t·:;:. form a new log normal distribution. 

You may notice that the density probabilities 
do not exactly correspond to the values in the fitted 
probability table. This is because a discrete distri
bution has been changed into a log normal (fitted) 
one. You should, however, have no difficulty in manip
l..1lating the density. probabilities to get the value ~)ou 
I.!Jant in the fitted probability table. 

(-NEXT -) 
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GEOLOGIST: -E)(AMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 --

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P (E2) P (E3) P (E .. ) 

CONDITIONALS 918 79 29 9 
--

DENSITY P (Ei) P (E~) P (ES) P (E~) P (ES) 
PROBS. 118 11 518 218 9 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT METHODS 

There are ~ome difference~ amon~ the different 
adjustment method~ and their a~~ociated display for-
mate. The hieto~ram method require~ no parameters 
calculated external to PLATO. The negative binomial 
requiree two, P and K. The Poieeon require~ one, an-
other J-l. Theee are eupplied from the DEC 118 program 
NBIP. 

For the log normal dieplay, you will see the 
intervals exactly as you gave them . For the others, 
the interval wi 11 etart • 5 below the level you gave, 
up to .5 below the next higher level. This is because 
the probability values are discrete rather than con-
tinuous. 

(-NEXT -) 

--- --



·- . 
GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST OM PO RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 .-

CUMULATIVE PeEl) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 

CONDITIONALS 9g 79 29 9 .. -
DENSITY P (E!) P (E2) P (ES) P (E4) P (ES)' 
PROBS. 1.0' 11 Sg 2.0' 9 

Other optione are available to you. You may 
chooee to expand or contract the graph along the 
x-axis (available only for log normal). skip to an
other rank combination without etoring the resulte of 
the preeent manipulation. or change the display mode 
to the histogram. negative binomial. or Poisson. 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

. PROCESSES ST OM PO RANK 
EX. EX. 8-< • 27 .. 

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 

CONDITIONALS 91J 79 29 

DENSITY 
PROBS. 

.. . 

P (ET) P (E2) P (E~) P (E4) 
1.0" 11 5.0' 2.0' 

Example Adju~tment 

LOG NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 

This sample adjustment illustrates all 
of the available commands and options. 

9 

P (ES) 
9 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST OM PO RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 21 

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P (E2) P (E3) P (E:4) 

CONDITIONALS 916 19 29 9 

DENSITY P (Et) P (Ei) P (E;) P (E4) P (ES) 
PROBS. 116 11 516 216 9 

4.3><116- 4 j1 :8 1.36 

(mode) a' :8 1. 334 
Ol :8 1216.21 

:>.. Mean .. 2.4><1.0'~ lb 
+' Median .. 1.6 x 1165 lb ... :>.. 
-+' Mode II 5.2xl164 lb .~ .... 
..Q II) l-
/O s: 116% Prob . End. ..Q Q) 
00 
'-a. . 

.0'.16.0' 7.58)(1167 lb 
U30S 

As you can see, this plot is shi fted to the 
right by 1216.21 units. 

-
It could also have had zero (.0') displacement, 
or even a negative (-) one. 

-NEXT-
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. ·EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E I ) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 

CONDITIONALS 9g 79 29 9 

DENSITY P (Ei) P (Ei) P (E;) P (E4) P (E;) 
PROBS. Ig 11 Sg 2g 9 

4.3xlg- 4 Jl • 7.36 

(mode) a- D 1.334 
ot .. 12g. 2·1 

"- Mean .. 2.4xlg5 Ib 
+I Median • 7. 6x 195 Ib .... "-
-+I Mode S. 2 x Ig4 Ib .... .... .. 
..Q 11) 

o1j ~ Ig% Probe End • ..Q v 
00 
~ 

0.. 

fl.gg 7. 58x Ig7 Ib 
U30a 

INTERVAL (LB U3Oa) PROBABILITY (%) 

i Ei-l Ei P (E i -1 :S E :S Ei ) 

1 g 3.gx lg3 9.887 
2 3. gx Ig3 S.gxU'" o41.g7 
3 5.g lC U o4 o4.g lC U 6 2g .13 
4 o4.g lC U 6 5.g lC lg7 11.7 
S ~ S.gxU7 17.21 

This is atypical log normal display. (Press -NEXT-) 
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GEOLOGIS : -EXAMPLE.:- SOURCE.: TYPE: 60TH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E I) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 
CONDITIONALS 9JJ 79 29 9 

DENSITY P (Ei) P (E~) P (E;) P (E~) P (ES) 
PR06S. 1.0" 11 SJJ 2.0" 9 

4.3xU-4 1- J.I. = 7.36 

(mode) 
(J" .. 1.334 
III = 12.0".21 

" I-
Mean • 2.4xlJJ::> lb 

-+-' 
Median • 7.6 x 1 JJS Ib .~ :A 

--+-' Mode :z S.2xlJJ4 lb ........ 
..0 ,)) 
Ilj ~ 11.0'% Prob . End:;] ..0 Q) 

2° 
0-

J 

JJ.JJJJ 7.S8xlJJ7 Ib 
U30a 

This graph is plotted to the IJJ% level; i.e. , 
there is a 9JJ% chance that the endowment falls 
somewhere on the graph. 

You may expand or contract the plot by typing 
urll for replot. Try this now. 

Are you satisfied with this distribution? 
(~,DJreplotLsnother rank,ghange display mode) 

(Tvpe r) 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: ~OTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 
CONDITIONALS 9m 79 29 9 

DENSITY P (E!) P (E~) P (E:;) P (E~) P (E~) 
PROBS. u 11 sm 2m 9 

I" 
= 7.36 4.3)(U- 4 Jl 

(mode) fS = 1. 334 
~ II 12m.21 

" Mean • 2.4)( 1m:; lb 
+' Median • 7.6)(lmS Ib ... " 
-+' Mode II S. 2)( 1m4 Ib ........ 
.a If) 

10 s: Iu% Prob . End.' .a v 
00 
'-a.. 

., 
m.mm 7.SS)(lm' lb 

U30S 
Now you are being asked (below) to which level 
of significance you would like the graph to be 
plotted. 
Tell PLATO you want to see the sm% level; 
i. e. , there will be a Sm% chance that the en-
dowment fal 

To which level of signi ficance? 
a) s· ... '. b) U% c) 2S% d) sm% 

(Tvpe d) 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST OM PO RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 

CONDITIONALS 9~ 79 29 9 

DENSITY P (Ei) P CEi) P (E3) P (E~) P (ES) 
PROBS. 1~ 1 i 5~ 2~ 9 

4.3°cl~-4 j1 .. 7.36 

(mode) ------- fS .. 1.334 
Ol .. 12~.21 

:A ~ .·2.4°cl~5 lb 
~ Me' • 7. 6°c 1~5 lb ~... :A 
-~ I- Mode ~OCl~4 Ib ........ 
.a U) 
I1j I: 15~% Prob. End·1 .a III 
00 
'-a. 

~.~~ 3.71,oc U 5 lb 
U30a 

INTERVAL (LB U30a) PROBABILITY(%) . 
i Ei-l E· 1 P (E i - 1 :$ E S E i) 

1 ~ 3.~)( 1~3 9.887 
2 3.~)(1~3 5.~)(1~4 41.~7 

3 5.~)(1~4 4.~)(UJ6· 2~ .13 
4 4.~)(1~6 5.~)(1~7 11.7 
5 ~ 5.~)(1~7 17.21 

This is the log normal display replotted to the 5~% level 
-NEXT-
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~EOLOGIST: -E><AMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: 60TH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST OM PO RANI< 
EX. EX. EX. 27 --

CUMULATIVE P (E l ) P (E2) P (E3) P (E.v 
CONDITIONALS 9J.J 79 29 9 

... -

DENSITY P (Et) P (E2) p' (E3) P (E~.i P (ES) 
PROBS. IJ.J 11 SJ.J 2J.J 9 

4.3 x 1.0'-4 ------- jl • 7.36 

(mode) (J" • 1.334 
~ = 12J.J.21 -

4x 1J.JS Mean = 2 Ib 
~X1J.J5 Ib 
Mode .. ~ .... xlJ.J4 Ib 

IS.0'% Prob . End.1 

. - . _- .. 

.0' • .0'JJ 3.71 x lJJS lb 
U30S 

If you are not satisfied with the distribution 
you may.change it by typing "nil . An arrow wi 11 
then appear in the rectangle containing the 
density probab iIi t i e8, allowing you to enter 
new value~. Once you have done t.hat, the arrow· 
appears in this box and you may also edit the 
endowm-..:nt levels, or you may pre8s -SHIFT -NE><T -
to leave them lJ.nchan".. ... d. (Press -NEXT -) 

Ar-:: you ~.atisfied with this distribution? 
(~,[£]:c:eplot, :another rank, ghange displa~) mode) 

-
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAM~LE_- _SOURCE. TYF'_E :eOTH_ LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES 
ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E l ) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 

CONDITIONALS 98 79 29 9 

DENSITY P (Et) P (E~) 
"-

P (E3) P (E~) P (ES) 
PROBS. 25.88 . 15.88 38.88 18.88 28.88 

r" 

4.3><18- 4 J.l .. 7.36 

(mode) ------ a' .. 1.334 
~ = 128.21 

:A ~.'''5 Ib 
+' Me' .. 7.6)( 185 Ib .... :A 
-+' Mode .. • )( 18'· Ib .~ ..... 
..0 If) 
.n I::: 15.0'% Prob • End·1 ..0 V 
2° a.. 

8.88 3.71)( 185 Ib 
U30e 

INTERVAL (LB U3Oe) PROBABILITY (%) 

i E i - 1 E· 1 P (E i _ 1 :S E :S E i ) 

1 8 2.5; 182 9.887 
2 2.5)( 182 ) 6.8)(184 41.87 
3 5.8)(184 4.8)(18b 28.13 
4 4.8)(186 5.8><187 11. 7 
5 ~ 5 • .0'><187 17.21 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMP~- SOURCE T'r'FlE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 

CONDITIONALS 9.0' 79 29 9 

DENSITY P (E!) P (E2) P (E;) P (E4) P (E;) 
PROBS. 25 • .0'.0' . 15 • .0'.0' 3.0' • .0'.0' 1.0'.18.0' 2.0'.1818 

4.3)(1.0'-4 .J.l • 7.36 

(mode) ------- 0" = 1. 334 
ell .. 12.0'.21 

" ~"B5 Ib 
+' Me' .. 7.6)(1.0'5 Ib .... " 
-+' Mode. = • >< 1184 Ib ........ 
..0 Ul 

15.0'% Probe End·1 ITJ !::: 
..0 QJ 
00 
'-
~ 

.0'.18.0' 3.71><1.0'5 1b 
U30a 

INTERVAL (LB U308) PROBABILITY (%) 

i E i - 1 E· 1 P (E i - 1 :S E :S E i ) 

1 18 2.5; 1182 9.887 
2 2. 5>< 1182 6 • .0'><1184 41 • .0'7 
3 6 • .0')( 1.0'4 ) 9 • .0')(1185 218.13 I 

4 4.18><1.0'° 5.18><118/ 11.7 
5 ~ 5.18><1187 17.21 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE: TYPE: .50TH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 

CONDITIONALS 9/J 79 29 9 

DENSITY P CEi) P (E2) P (E~) P (E4) P CES) 
PROBS. 25./J/J . 15./J/J 3/J./J/J U ./J/J 2/J./J/J 

I"' 
:II 7.36 

4.3" 1/J-4 - jl 

(mode) ~ 
~ .. 1. 334 
~ .. 12/J. 21 

:A ~n = 2.4"1/J5 Ib 
+' ... :A M'C:Yi~" U 5 Ib 
-+' Mode = • "1/J4 Ib ......... 
.l) IJ) 

15.0'% Probe End·1 ITj ~ 
.l) IV 
OCl 
~ 

a.. 

/J./J/J 3.71 "1/J5 lb 
U30S 

INTERVAL (LB U3OS) PROBABILITY (%) 

i Ei -1 E· 1 P (E i-I :$ E !O E i ) 

1 /J 2.5'; 1/J2 9.SS7 
2 2.5" 1/J2 6 ./J" 1/J4 41 ./J7 
3 6 ./J" U 4 9 ./J" U 5 2/J.13 
4 9./J"1/J5 ) 8./J"1/J7 11.7 
5 ~ 5./J"1/J1 17.21 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYFE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES 
ST OM PO RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E l ) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 
CONDITIONALS 9.0' 79 29 9 

DENSITY P (E!) P (E~) P (Ej) P (E~) P (E;) 
PROBS. 25 • .0'.0' . 1 5 • .0'.0' 3.0' • .0'.0' 1.0' • .0'.0' 2.0' • .0'.0' 

4.31(1.0'-4 J1 • 7.36 

------ ~ = 1.334 (mode) 
Ol = 12.0'.21 

j.. ~'lIllS lb 
+I Me' :II 7.6 I( 1.0'5 lb .... :>.. 
-+' Mode :II • " 1.0'4 lb ........ 
..Q IJ) 
nj ~ 15.0'% Prob. End·1 ..Q IV 
00 
l-

n.. 

.0' • .0'.0' 3.71 xl.0'5 lb 
U30S 

INTERVAL (LB U3OS) PROBABILITY (%) 
i Ei-1 E· 1 P(E i - 1 :S E:s Ei ) 

1 !6 2.5; 1.0'2 9.SS7 
2 2.5xl.0'2 6 • .0'x1.0'4 41 • .0'7 
3 6 • .0'x1.0'4 9 • .0'1( 1.0'5 2.0'.13 
4 9 • .0'xl.0'5 S.!6x 1.0'7 11. 7 
5 2!: 8 • .0'x1.0'7 17.21 

Now the endowment levels have be~n changed. The new 
dens i tv probab iIi ties reou i re new 11. ~. and Ol. 



GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: 80TH 
ST DM PO 
EX. EX. EX. PROCESSES 

LOG NORMAL 
RANK 

27 

CUMULATIVE 
CONDITIONALS 29 

DENSITY P (Et) 
PROBS. 25 . .0'.0' 

What is.~ for these densi~y.probabilities? 
~ 8.457 
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GEOLOGI5T: -EXAM~LE- SOURCE TYPE: 60TH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES 

CUMULATIVE 
CONDITIONALS 

OENSIT'( P (Et) 
PROBS. 2S. Z0 

ST 
EX. 

OM 
EX. 

PO 
EX. 

What is ~ for these density probabilitie5? 
~ 1. 5298 

RANK 
27 
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GEOUJGI5T: -EXAMPLt::-

PROCESSES 

CUMULATIVE 
CONDITIONALS 

DENSITY P (Ei) 
PROBS. 25 • .0'0' 

ST 
EX. 

DM 
EX. 

PD 
EX. 

What is ~ for these density probabilities? 
~> 15Z.S56 

LOG NORMAL 
RANK 

27 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXJ:lMPLE- SOURCE TyPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (El) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 
CONDITIONALS 90 79 29 9 

DENSITY P (Ei) P (E2) P (E;) P (E4) P (E;) 
PROBS. 25.00 15.00 30.00 10.00 20.0Rf 

6.7x10~6 j1 '" 8.457 

(mode) 0- • 1.5298 
at = 15.IJ.53 

:A Mean .. 3. 7)( 1.IJ4 Ib ..... 
Median '" 9.3)(1.IJ4 lb .... :A - ..... Mode 7.1)( 106 Ib ........ IS 

-'l Ul 
nj C 1~/o Probe End. -'l IV 
00 
l-e.. 

0.00 2.84)(108 lb 
U308 

INTERVAL (LB U308) PROBABILITY (%) 

i Ei - 1 E· 1 P(Ei-1 S E S Ei ) 

1 0 2.5)(102 25.8992 
2 2.5)( 1,32 6.,3)( 104 13.42 
3 6.0)(104 9.0)(105 28.793 
4 5.0)(107 8.0)(107 11.7 
5 i!: 8.0)(107 2.fif.2.fif 

Are you satisfied with this distribution? 
(~,D,~eplot,snother rank,~hange display mode) 

(-NEXT-) 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPL.E- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E1) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 
CONDITIONALS 916 79 29 9 

DENSITY P (E!) P (E~) P (E;) P (E~) P (ES) 
PROBS. 25.1616 . 15.1616 316.1616 116.1616 216.1616 

6.7"116-6 J1 = 8.457 

(mode) 0- .. 1.5298 
0( • 1516.53 

:>- Mean • 3.7"1164 Ib 
+' Median .. 9.3"1164 Ib .... :>-
-+' Mode .. 7. 1" 1166 lb ........ 
..a l/} 
IIj \: 116% Probe End. ..a 'v 
OCl s-a.. 

16.1616 2.84"1168 lb 
U308 

When you have adjusted the density probabili-
ties to give a distribution you are satisfied 
with, pre~s "y. in response to the question be-
low. The cumulative conditionals will then be 
reset based on the adjusted density probabili-
ties. 

Are you sati~fied with this distribution? 
(~,D,~eplot,gnother rank,~hange display mode) 

(Press "1.)") 
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GEQLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE. TYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST OM PO RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P (E2) P (E 3) P (E .. ) 
CONDITIONALS 75.BB 6B.BB 3B.BB 2B.filg 

DENSITY P (Ei) P CE2) P (E;) P (E~) P CES) 
PROBS. 25.BB . 15.BB 3B.BB IB.BB 2B.BB 

6.7)(U- 6 j1 .. 8."57 

(mode) 
(I' .. 1.5298 
~ • 15B.53 

:>- Mean • 3.7)(lB" lb 
4-' Median II 9.3)(U" lb .... :>-
-4-' Mode 7.1)( 1B6 lb ......... = 
..Q III 
It! l: IB% Prob • End. ..Q IV 
~Cl 

0.. 

B.BB 2.84)( 1B8 lb 
U308 

The whole proce~~ b~ then repeated for the 
next proce~3 combination (rank .... 26) , and so on 
through all 27 combinations. 

(-NEXT-) 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SO~C~ IYflE:: 50TH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (E 1) P (E2) P (E3) P(E4) 
CONDITIONALS 75.33 63.33 33.163 23.33 

DENSITY P (Ei) P (E~) P (E;) P (E~) P (E5) 
PROBS. 25.33 . 15.33 33.33 13.33 23.31if 

6.7"13-6 Jl .. 8.457 

(mode) 
(!' .. ' 1. 5298 
Ol .. 153.53 

>- Mean .. 3.7x1.34 Ib 
+' Median = 9.3 x 134 Ib .... >-
-+' Mode .. 7.1 x 136 lb ........ 
..a III 
to J:: 1 Ir'''' Prob • End. ..a v 
00 
f.-
a. 

m.31if 2. 84xllif8 lb 
U308 

Another option available to you is to see your 
data plotted in another mode: as a histogram, 
negative binomial, or Poisson distribution. 

(-NEXT-) 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMFLE- ~OUR~ lYPE: BOTH LOG NORMAL 

PROCESSES ST OM PO RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVe: P (E l) P (E2) P (E3) P (E4) 
CONDITIONALS 75.88 68.88 38.88 28.88 

DENSITY P (Ei) P (E~) P (E3) P (E~) P (E;) 
PROBS. 25.88 . 15.0'.0' 38.88 18.88 28.gg 

,. 
:I 8.457 6.7 Ie 19- 6 J1 

(mode) 0- :I 1.5298 
~ II 15.0'.53 

"- Mean :I 3. 7 Ie 1.0'4 lb 
~"- Median .. 9. 3 Ie 1.0'4 lb 
--1.1 Mode • 7. 1 )( 1.0'6 lb ........... 
.!l IJ) 
/1j I: 1.0'% Prob. End • .!l v 
00 
'-a. 

g • .lJg 2. 841e u a lb 
U30a 

Because the other three modes are usually used 
for different endowment schemes,we will illus-
trate them by using d i f ferentprobab iIi ties 
and endowments. 

(-NEXT -) 



Example Adjustment 

HISTOGRAM DISTRIBUTION 

Ueeo in thie caee to eetimate Percent of a 

Region Underlain by Mineralization / 

Evaluation Area (Mineralized Fraction) 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH HISTOGRAM 

PROCESSES 
ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P(F'1) P (F' 2) P (F' 3) P (F' 4) 
CONDITIONALS 918.18 618.1818 318.1818 118.1818 

DENSITY P (F't) P (F'~) P (F'3) P (F'~) P (F';) 
PROBS. 118 318 318 218 118 

MLP • .85 
I MLE = 3.2>< 118- 3 

"- I +' .... "-
-+' I ........ 
.a III 
'" s: .a V I 00 
S-

a.. 
I 

18.18 
I 

F' (2) F' (3) F' (4) F' (5) F' (6) 

INTERVAL (MIN. F'RACTION) PROBABILITY (%) 

i F'i-1 F'. 
1 P(F'i-1 :$ F':$ F'i) 

1 18 1.61818><118- 3 118 
2 1. 61818><118- 3 2.91818><118- 3 318 
3 2.91818><118- 3 3.91818><118- 3 318 
4 3.91818>< 118- 3 5.181818><118- 3 218 
5 5.181818>< 118-3 6.211821>< 118- 3 118 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: 60TH HISTOGRAM 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (F' 1) P (F' 2) P (F' 3) P (F' 4) 
CONDITIONALS 9JJ.JJ 6JJ.JJJJ 3JJ.JJJJ IJJ.JJJJ 

DENSITY P (F'r) P (F'~) P (F';) P (F'4) P CF's) 
PROBS. IJJ 3JJ 3JJ 2JJ U 

MLP • .85 
I MLE = 3.2xlJJ-3 

" I +' ... " -+' I ......... 
..Q II) 
ro ~ 

..Q II! I 00 
ct 

I 
JJ.JJ 

I 

F' (2) F' (3) F' (4) F' (5) F' (6) 

The density probabilities plotted above are 
identical to those that appeared in this box. 
They were plotted as you gave them. The brok-
en line is your Most Likely Probability (MLP) . 
This line ~Qw.g fall in the largest bar,or in 
the interval containing the largest probabili-
ty. Similar questions would be asked (below) 
as for the log normal distribution. 

(Press -NEXT-) 



Example Adjuetment 

NEGATIVE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 

Ueed in thie caee to eetimate 

Number of U30S Depoeite / Evaluation Area 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH NEGATIVE BINOMIAL 

PROCESSES 

CUMULATIVE 
CONDITIONALS 

DENSITY P (Nt) 
PROBS. 1 

ST 
EX. 

P (N~) 
19 

OM 
EX. 

PO 
EX. 

RANK 
27 

MLP • .75 
MLE • 1.7 )(1.0'1 

What is P for the~e den~ity proba9ilitie~? 
~ 19.6943 -NEXT-

--=:---
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: 60TH NEGATIVE BINOMIAL 

PROCESSES 

CUMULATIVE 
CONDITIONALS 

DENSITY P (N!) 
PROBS. 1 

ST 
EX. 

DM 
E,~. 

PD 
EX. 

RANK 
27 

MLP ... 75 
MLE .. 1.7 x lm 1 

WhB.t is K for the~e den~ity probabi 1 ities? 
~ 1.4746 -NExT-
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH NEGATIVE BINOMIAL 

PROCESSES ST OM PO RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 .. 

CUMULATIVE P (Nt) P (N2) P (N3) P (N4) 
CONDITIONALS 99 • .0' 8.0' . .0'.0' 7.0' • .0'.0' 5.0' • .0'.0' -

DENSITY P (Nt) P (N~) P (N;) P (N~) P (NS) 
PROBS. 1 19 1.0' 2.0' 5.0' 

MLP • .75 ---L MLE '" 1.7><l.0'1 

I 
P .. 19.8943 
K = 1.4748 

I P(.0' :S x :S 1.0') 
.- -- = 2.0'.72 

I SUM (P) .. 83.52 

I 
.... --

I 

N (1) N (2) N (3) 'N (4) N (5) 

INTERVAL (NO. U308 DEPS.) PROBABILITY (%) 

i Ni-l N, P CN i _1 :S N :S Ni ) 
1 -- -

I .f! 9.5 11. 83 
2 9.5 14.5 1.0'.85 
2 14.5 19.5 17.79 
4 19.5 29.5 21.64 
5 29.5 4.0'.5 .0'.7.0'91 

-

- -



Example Adju~tment 

POISSON·DISTRI6UTION 

U~ed in this:ca~e to e~timate 

Number of U30a Depo~it~ / Evaluation Area 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE-

PROCESSES 

CUMULATIVE 
CONDITIONALS 

DENSITY P (Nt) 
PROBS. 1 

._ ..... 
SOURCE TYPE: BOTH POISSON 
ST OM 
EX. EX. 

P (N 1) P (N2) 
99 • .0" 8.0" • .0".0"' 

PCNZ) P (N;) 
19 1.0" 

PO RANK 
EX. 

P (N3) 
7.0" • .0".0" 

P (N4) 
2.0" 

27 

P (N ... ) 
5.0" • .0".0" 

P (N;) 
5.0" 

MLP •• 75 
MLE • 1. 7X1.0'1 

I"'hat is jl for thee den~ity probabi 1 ities? 
~ 26.7936 -NEXT-
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-
GEOLOGIST: -EXAI"IPLE- SOURCE TYPE: BOTH POISSON 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
EX. EX. EX. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (Nl) P (N2) P (N:;) P (N4) 
CONDITIONALS 99 • .0' 8.0' • .0'.0' 7.0' • .0'.0' 5.0' • .0'16 

.... - ,-

DENSITY P (Nt) P (N~) P (N;) P (N~) peN;) 
PROBS. 1 19 1.0' 2.0' 5.0' 

MLP .. .75 
I MLE • 1. 7)( 1.0'1 

I 
}1 .. 26.7936 

I PC.0':Sx:s 1.0') 
= .0' • .0'.0'6659 

I SUM CP) = 1.0'.0' 

JT 
" --

I I I I 
N (1) N (2) N (3) N (4) N (5) 

INTERVAL (1'10. U30S DEPS.) PROBABILITY (m 
Ni-l N· P (N i - l :S N :S Ni ) 

i 1 .. _- - "' 

1 .fJ 9.5 .0'.5.0'43 
2 9.5 14.5 6.877 
3 14.5 19.5 63.37 
4 19.5 29.5 29.24 
5 29.5 4.0'.5 .0' • .0'.0'1915 

"' 



APPENDIX 24 

ENDOWMENT ADJUSTMENT: ~~LE FOR PERCENT OF A REGION UNDERLAIN 

BY MINERALIZATION PER EVALUATION AREA (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 
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GEO: curly S.T: L. AREA"" 1 HISTOGRAM 

PROCESSES 
ST DM PD RANK 
Ex. Ex. Ex. 27 

CUMULATIVE P(F'l) P (F' 2) P (F' 3) P (F' 4) 
CONDITIONALS 90 70 20 10 

CONDo 
P (F'T) P (F'i) P (F'~) P (F'~) P (F'S) 

10 20 5IiJ 1IiJ 10 

MLP .. 0.5 
I MLE = 4.21(10- 2 

I 
EXP = -0.396 

r-

l-

I 
I 
I 
I I I 

IiJf~~ (3) F' (4) F' (5) F' (6) 

i 
INTERVAL( % MINERAL.) PROBABILITY (%) 

F'. F'i+1 P(F'i ~ F':S F'i+1) 1 

1 -0.5 1.0001(10-2 10 
2 1 • .0'001( 10-2 2.7001( 10-2 20 
3 2.7001( 10-2 5.8501(10- 2 50 
4 5.8501( 10-2 1.3.0'.0'1(10- 1 1.0' 
5 1.3.0'0"10- 1 2.5.0'.0''' 1.0'-1 1.0' 
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GEO: curly S.T: L. AREA"" 1 HISTOGRAM 

PROCESSES ST OM PD RANK 
In. In. In. 20" 

CUMULATIVE P (F 1) P (F 2) P (F 3) P (F 4) 

CONDITIONALS 90" 70" 30" U 

CONDo P (Ft) P (F2) P (F;) P (F~) P (F;) 

u 20" 40" 20" 1.0' 

MLP .. 0".S 

I MLE = 3 .0"x 10"-4 

I 
EXP .. -0".4488 

1 
I 
I 

.1 1 1 
rf(,!X4) . F (S) F (6) 

INTERVAL ( 0/ MINERAL.) PROBABILITY (~~) 
i 

'0 

Fi Fi+1 P (F i :S F :$ F i + 1) 

1 -.flf. S 4.0"/J0")( 10"-S, ur 
2 4.0"IJ0"x 10"-S 1. 30"0""IC U- 4 21J 
3 . 1.3.0'IJ"lCU- 4 4. 71J0"" 10"-4 40" 

4 4. 71J0">< 10"-4 4.0"0"0">< 1/J-3 20" 
S 4 • .0".0'/J>< 1.0'-3 8.0"0"0">< 10"-3 10" 

Are you satisfied with this distribution? 
(~,D,~eplot,snother rank,ghange display mode) 



APPENDIX 25 

ENDOWMENT ADJUSTMENTr EXAMPLE FOR NUMBER OF U308 DEPOSITS 

PER EVALUATION AREA (GEOLOGIST HADRIAN) 
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GEO: hadrian S.T: L. AREA"" 1 HISTOGRAM 

PROCESSES ST OM PO RANK 
Ex. Ex. Ex. 27 

CUMULATIVE P (N1) P (N2) P (N3) P (N ... ) 
CONDITIONALS 95 75 3~ 1.0" 

CONDo P (Ni) P (N~) P (Ns) P (N~) P (Ns) ... 
5 2~ 45 2~ 1m 

MLP .. ~.5 
I MLE :II 3 •. 0'x1m1 

I 
EXP .. 33.3 

, 

I -
I 
I I 

ftJ 9 18 ? .. ' -, 36 45 54 63 72 81 9~ 99 

i INTERVAL (NO. DEPOSITS) PROBABILITY (%) 

N· Ni+1 P (N i :S N :S Ni +1) 1 

1 -~.5 5.5 5 
2 5.5 17.5 2~ 

3 17.5 41. 5 45 
4 41. 5 59.5 2~ 

5 59.5 9fJ 1~ 

Are you satisfied with this distribution? 
(~,n,ceplot,snother rank,~hange display mode) 
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GEO: hadrian S.T: L. AREA'"' 1 HISTOGRAM 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
In. In. In. 18 

CUMULATIVE P (N 1) P (N2) P (N3) P (N4) 
CONDITIONALS 95 8.0' 3.0' 1.0' 

CONDo P (N!) P (N2) P (N;) P (N~) P (N;) 
5 15 5.0' 2.0' 1.0' 

MLP = .0'.6 
I MLE = 2 • .0' 

I 
EXP = 2.1.0'7 

l- I 
I 
I 

JiJ.£J 21 • .0 4 • .0 6. JiJ ' 8. if 1.0". iiI 12.1ll' 

i INTERVAL (NO. DEPOSITS) PROBABILITY (%) 

N· Ni + 1 P (N i ~ N :S Ni + 1) 1 

1 -.0'.5 .0'.5 2.0' 
2 .0'.5 2.5 5.0' 
3 2.5 4.5 2.0' 
4 4.5 7.5 7.934 
5 7.5 lJiJ 2.JiJ66 

Are you satisfied 'Alith this distribution? 
(~,D,~eplot,snother rank,~hange display mode) 
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GEO: hadrian S.T: L. AREA'"' 1 HISTOGRAM 

PROCESSES ST DM PD RANK 
P. P. P. 1 

CUMULATIVE P (N1) P (N2) P (N3) P (N4) 
CONDITIONALS 9.0' 75 25 UJ 

CONDo P (Ni) P (N2) P (N;) P (N~) P (NS) 
1.0' 15 5.0' 15 1.0' 

MLP • .0'.5 
MLE .. .0' • .0' 
EXP :II .0'.5.0'25 

.0'.Rf 1..0' 2 • .0' I 3 • .0' 4 • .IJ 

i INTERVAL (NO; DEPOSITS) PROBABILITY (%) 

N· Ni+l P (N i :S N :S Ni +1) 1 

1 -.0'.5 1.5 99.5 
2 1.5 2.5 .0'.5 

-DATA- to truncate 
-NEXT- to continue 



APPENDIX 26 

GEOLOGIC FAVORABILITY RANKINGS: EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 

The ordering of stratigraphic horizons provides the geologist 

with a framework upon which to evaluate "The Ranking Scheme" and 

"Geologic Probabilities" sections of the Geologic Decision Model. 
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Geologist Curly 

High Geologic Favorability 

Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin ~'ember 
Jackpile Bed 

Medium Geologic Favorability 

Todilto Limestone + 
Salt Wash Member + 
Burro Canyon Formation + 
Dakota Sandstone 
Menefee Formation 
Recapture r,1ember 

Low Geologic Favorability 

Ojo Alamo Sandstone 
Madera Limestone 
Cutler/Abo Formation 
Chinle 'Formation 
Fruitland Formati'on 
Nacimiento/Ani'mas Formati'on 
San Jose Formation 

+ Better units 
- Poorer units 

+ .. 

... 
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APPENDIX 27 

PROBABILITY CALIBRATION 
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PROBABILITY CALIBRATION 

All of the probabi 1 ity eetimatee that you. wi 11 
be makiTlii in thi~ endowment ~~ee~nt pro&iram wi 11 be 
subjective, and therefore by their very nature they 
may reflect a certain amount of pe~onal bias. The 
re~ult is that your eetimates may be hi~her or lower 
than warranted by the actual situation. 

The purpose of this Mprobabi I ity cal ibrat"ionM 

exercise is to help you make more accurate e~timates 
by illustratin~ whether you have a tendency to overes
timate or to undere~timate your probabilitie~. 

There are two L\Ia~ to descr i be a p~on' s ab i 1-
ity to make ~ubjective eetimate~: 

We ~ay a per~on can Mdistinguish M 

she ~ives hi~h probabilitie~ to event~ 
happen or to a~~ertion~ that are true, 
probabilitiee to event~ that do not 
a~~ertion~ that are fal~e. 

well if he or 
that actually 
and ~ivee low 

happen or to 

The measure of a per~on'~ ability to distin
~i~h is ~tated in term~ of Mcalibration. M We ~ay a 
per~on is Mwell calibratedM if the value of his Q~2~
!:llli:t~~J22D3 (the probabi I ity that he a~~ign~ to 
the event or a~~ertion) i~ approximately equal to the 
~s=:tY~Q2~Qi~ ( the proportion of times the event 
happen~ or the assertion is true). Thi~ concept can 
be illu~trated ~aphically. 

Pree~ -NEXT-to cont i nue 
-BACK- to return to rlow Chart 
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On this ~aph. the horizontal axis indicat~ 
probabil ity r~pone~---the valu~ that an individual 
may assi~ to ~iven events. assertione, or situations. 
The vertical axis indicat~ the actual probabi 1 iti~ 
that these events, a$Sertions, or situations are true 
or that they wi 11 occur. 

1SS Underestimates 
:>.. Probabi 1 it~ 

Exact Probability 
(perfect Cal ibration) 

+' -.... 
1 
'll. • Over~timates Probabi-l iti~ 

S Probability Response 1 

The strai2ht 1 ine on the graph repr~ents a 
person who has perfect calibration. This person's 
probability responses have the same values as the ac
tual probabilities. 

The curved line represents a person who is not 
well calibrated. This particular person tends to over
estimate low probabilities and to underestimate hi~h 
probabilities. 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
-6ACK- for previous page 
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The probability calibration curve for any ~iven 
pereon may be different under different conditio~. 
His tendency to over- or underestimate may depend, for 
example, on how confident he is about the ~timates he 
js makin~. And this may depend, in turn, on the extent 
of his knowled~e or experience relevant to the situa
tion. 

The result of the present exercise wi 11 be to 
show you a curve of your own respons~, simi lar to the 
curve you just saw and indicatin~ whet~r and under 
what conditio~ you may tend to over- or underestimate 
probabiliti~~. To obtain this curve, you will be es
timating the probabiliti~ that a number of assertions 
(in this case, word definitions) are correct. When you 
have .finished, your probability estimates will be 
plotted a~ainst the actual probabilities (the actual 
proportion of correct respons~). The purpose is to 
train you to ~ive the best probability estimates you 
can--that is, to become perfectly calibrated. 

The concept of probability calibratio~ is com
plex and involved and cannot be treated in depth with
in the limits of this pro~am. The approach taken here 
is therefore simplistic but, we hope, effective. 

Press -NEXT-to cont i nue 
-BACK- to review 
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I~tructions: 

A key word is itiven first and then four alter
native words or phrases, indicated by letters A, 6, C, 
D. Without usina a dictionary or other help, you are 
to choose the word or phrase closest in meanini to 
that of the iti ven word. Then you are to est imate 
the probability that you have chosen correctly. If 
you are completely certain of your choice of word (if 
you'd bet your life on it) a subjective probability of 
l.B is appropriate. If you have no reason to prefer 
anyone of the four alternatives, you are choosing at 
random and a subjective probability of .25 is appro
priate. Intermediate d~rees of certainty require val
ues of subjective probability between these two. Try 
to choose responses to reflect your confidence as ac
curately as you can. Any value from .25 to l.B is 
permitted. 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
-6ACK- for previous pa&te 
-SHIrT-6ACK- to return to Flow Chart 
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Sample Word 

Choo~ the word or phra~e that i~ cl~t in 
meanin~ to: dearth 

A. ~c:arcity 

B. lethal 

c. abundance 

D. ~~ence 

Pre~~ the letter preceding your choice. 



Sample Word 

Chool!Se the word or phral!Se that i~ clo~~t in 
meani ~ to: dearth 

IaJ ~rcity 

6. lethal 

c. abundance 

D. ~l!Sence 

Pre~5 the letter precec:l i rig your cho ice. 

Now enter your subjective probabi I ity that 
your choice i~ correct. ) 
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Sample Word 

Choose the word or phrase that is closest in 
meanin~ to: dearth 

IBJ scarc i ty 

B. lethal 

C. abundance 

D. ~nce 

Pre$S the letter precedi ~ your choice. 

Now enter your subjective probability that 
your choice is correct. l.g ok 

This is an example of how to take this vocabulary 
quiz. Pre$S !N[l<TJ to return to the statistics. 
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The 2~.B' \.\lOrds in this quiz are divided into 
12.B' 'easy' \.\lOrds and 128 'difficult' \.\lOrds. As related 
to the overaI I endollJl'llent assessment pro~am.the 'easy' 
\.\lOrds represent choices you may have to make when you 
are fairly certain about ~eol~ic conditions. The 
'd i ff i cu It'· words represent cho ices you may have to 
make when you are less certain about aeologic 
conditions. 

You correctly defined 95 of the 'easy' \.\lOrds and 
64 of the 'difficult' \.\lOrds. 

Your percent correct was 19.17 for the 'easy' 
words and 53.33 for the 'difficult' words. 

Press ,"[)ITI to com i nue !HELPI avai lable 
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111.0' 
Probabi lity Cal ibration Curve 

+' 
6.0' 

0 
IV s.. 
I-
0 

U 
6.0' 

+' 
~ 
V 
0 
I-
III a. 4.0' 

2.0' 

s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+~~~ 
S • .0' .0' • 2 .0'.6 .0.8 loB 

Probability Re~ponse 

Thi~ ~aph ~howe perfect calibration. 

Pre~~ (IIElCTI to com i nue (HELPI ave. i lab 1 e 



Probability Calibration Curve 

+' 
8.0' 

0 
Q} 
~ 
~ 

<3 
6.0' 

+' s: 
Q} 
0 
'-Q} 

a.. 4.0' 

2.0' 

.0'.2 .0'.6 .0'.8 1 • .0' 

Probability Response 

This 1 ine graphs your cal ibration curve for the 
'easy' words (analo~ous to ~eolo~ic conditions you 
are fairly certain of). Re~ions above the perfect 
calibration line represent underestimation, and re
gions below represent overestimation. 

Press [nEKTI to cont i nue [HELPI avai lable 
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Probabi 1 ity Cal ibration Cu.rve 

+' 
am' 

0 
III 

'" '" 0 
U 

6m' 
+' 
I: 
III 
0 

'" III 
a. 4m' 

2m' 

m'.6 g.a 
Probabil i ty R~ponse 

And this is your cal ibration curve for the 
'difficult' words (analo~ous to ~eolo~ic conditions 
you. are l~s certain of) • Aiai n, reg·ions above the 
perfect calibration line repr~ent underestimation 
and regions below represent overestimation. 

(HELP) avai lable 
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APPENDIX 28 

PROBABILITY CALIBRATION: EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 
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The 2~m words in this quiz are divided into 
12B 'easy' words and 12m 'difficult' words. As related 
to the overall endowment assessment proiram,the 'easy' 
words represent choices you may have to make when you 
are fairly certain about ieolo~ic conditions. The 
'difficult' words represent choices you may have to 
make when you are less certain ~out ieo1oiic 
conditions. 

You correctly defined 1.04 of the 'easy' words and 
87 of the 'difficult' words. 

Your percent correct was 86.67 for the 'easy' 
words and 72.5 for the 'difficult' words. 

Press ["EXT) to cont i nue [HELP) avai lable 
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Probab iii ty Ca I i brat i on Curve 

., 8.0' 
0 
IV 
'-'-0 

U 6.0' 
+' 
I: 
IV 
0 
'-IV 
"- 4.0' 

2.0' 

.0' ~~~-+~~A-+-~~~~~~~~~~ 
.0' • .0' .0' • 6 .0'.8 1..0' 

Probability Response 

Thi5 line 2T"aphs your cal ibration curve for the 
'easy' words (analogous to geologie condition5 you 
are fairly certain of). Regions above the perfect 
calibration line represent underestimation, and re
~ions below represent overestimation. 

Press ~EX~ to continue [HELP) ava i I ab I e 
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IBB 
Probab iIi ty Ca I i brat i on Curve 

+' 
8B 

0 
tI 
I.. 
I.. 
0 u 6B 

+' 
t: 
tI 
0 
I.. 
V 

C. "J.0' 

2B 

B ~~~-+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
B.B B.2 B.6 B.8 loB 

Probabi I ity R~pon~e 

And thi5 is your calibration curve for the 
'difficult' word~ (analogous to ~eologic conditions 
you are less certain of) • A~ain, re~ion3 above the 
perfect calibration line repr~~nt undere~timation 

and region~ below repre~ent overe~timation. 

[HELPl avai lable 
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APPENDIX 29 

GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 
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GEOLOGIC PROeAeILITIES 

You have built a conceptual model (the infer
ence net) of the processes that contributed to uranium 
endowment in the San Juan Basin~ Also, you have se
lected modifiers for the geologic variables that com
prise the net. Combined, these elements form the 
framewo\k for de5cribing the geologic characteristics 
of the partitioned hor.izons you selected earlier in 
the study. 

Now we will see how a partition is described 
probabilistically. 

Press -NEXT~ for a partial example 
-BACK- for rlow Chart 
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GEOr..OGIST: -EXAMPLE-
HORIZON: * 1 *** 'XYZ *** 
PARTITION NUMBER:-EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: -EXAMPLE- -- LEVEL: 2 

Weathering 

Elevation 
Strongly Positive. 
IAieakly Positive 

Duration 
Adequate 
Inadequate 

Rainfall 
Long 
Short 

This is an example of the 
probability sheets the computer 
will generate from a net. It 
will ~tart with the partition 
and horizon you ~pecify, 

~ycling through each level. 

'Weethering'· i~ the node to 
which the three ~ub-elements, 
Elevation, Duration, and Rain
fall, point. They are end-of
branch nodes and therefore have 
had ranges as~igned to them. 
The range~ are written below 
the elements. 

(-NEXT-) 
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GEOLOGIST: -~~AMPLE-
HORIZON: =II' 1 ~u XYZ U$ 

PARTITION NUMBER: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: -E;<AMPLE- -- LEVEL: 2 
IJJeathering 

Elevation 
Strongly Positive 
bJeakly Posi t i ve 

Duration 
Adequate 
Inadequate 

Rai nfall 
Le·ng 
Short 

The program is now asking (below) for the geo
logic probability of a strongly positive elevation 
for this particular horizon and partition. 

You may input such probabilities directly 
through the terminal, or as~ for a printout of the 
display and work on that. An example with probabil-
it.ies is shown on the next display. -NE><T-' 

Enter the geologic probabilities at the arrow. 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE-
HORIZON: .. 1 *** XYZ *** 
PARTITION NUMBER:-EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: -EXAMPLE- -- LEv~L: 2 

Weatherin~ 

Elevation 
Stron~ly P06itive 
Weakly PO!5itive 

Duration (llJ 6 Yr) 
Adequate 
Inadequate 

Rai nfall 
Long 
Short 

7lJlJ.lJlJ 
3lJlJ,lJlJ 

[1 lJlJlJ, lJlJJ 

4SlJ.lJlJ 
6lJlJ,lJlJ 

[llJlJlJ, lJlJJ 

3lJlJ,lJlJ 
7lJlJ,lJlJ 

[UZZ,lJZ] 

Note that the "probabi 1 itie!5" you wi 11 enter 
are stated in terms of llJZY. probability = lZZZ. As 
~JOU enter the probabi··litie!5, a runnin~ total for 
that element i!5 di!5played. All ~m!5 m~!5t equal llJZZ. 

After your probabilitie!5 have been entered 
in PLATO, you will be able to review and modify them 
if you wish, You may make a copy of your display,and 
then press -LAB- to go on to the next, (-NEXT-) 

Enter the ~eologic probabilities at the arrow, 
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This example covered only part of the Source 
and Transportation component of the net, but the con
cept should be clear. Although this example shows that 
you can work directly on the PLATO system. you will 
find it easier to work on a separate sheet. The com
puter operator will then enter the data in PLATO. 

Note several things: 

1) You will make geologic probability estimates 
for each partition. 

2) You may use any numbers from l,ZZZ to Z.ZZl. 
HOWEVER, ZERO (Z) CAN NEVER BE USED. 

3) There is no opportunity for you to adjust 
your geologic probabilities for the parti
tions as you did for endowment. WITH RESPECT 
TO GEOLOGY, YOU ARE CONSIDERED TO BE THE 
HIGHEST AUTHORITY. Think carefully about the 
values you are assigning; they are very im
portant. 

4) Try to differentiate probabilistically be
tween the geologic modifiers pertaining to 
di fferent partitions. The pT'obabi I ities can
not be identical; if they were, the endow
ment would be the same in each partition. 
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT CONCEPT. 

Press -NEXT- for Flow Chart 
-BACK- for General· Index 
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APPENDIX 30 

GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES FOR TYPE SECTION: 

EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 

As explained in the PLATO instructions (Appendix 29), the geol-

ogist assigns a number, from 1000 (100%) to 0.001 (0.0001%, representing 

zero for all practical purposes), to indicate the geologic probability 

of each modifier of each end-node variable in his inference net. 

For the validation task, he does this for each horizon as it 

would appear at its type locality (here labeled "'typical"). Examples 

are shown here for three of Curly~s horizons, one each selected from his 

rankings of high, medium, and low geologic favorability, as follows: 

High favorability: Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Members of 
Morrison Formation 

Medium favorability: Dakota Sandstone 

Low favorability: San .Jose Formation 

Later, for the application task, probabilities will be assigned 

for each partition of each horizon. Since these values are irrelevant 

to the present discussion, they are screened out of the present 

example. 
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GEOLOGY AS DESCRIBED BY SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY INDEX NUMBERS 

Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: Westwater Canyon/Brushy Bastn 

Average thickness. ft: 

Area. mi 2: 

Probability index numbers for 
processes and states: 

LEACH SOURCE-TRANSPORTATION FACTORS 

EXTRABASINAL FACTORS 

Range of 
Geologic Condittons 

Typical 

200 

EXTRABASINAl SOURCE ROCK 
Weathering 

adequate 990 
inadequate 10 

Size of source area 
adequate . 990 
inadequate 10 

Ppm soluble U30a 
<2 50 
2-4 450 
>4 500 

Source rock type 
crystal 1 ine/maftc 100 
crystalline/felsic 400 
sedimentary/feldspathlc 200 
tuffaceous 100 
sedimentary/other 200 



Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: Westwater Canyonl 

Brushy Basin 
(Page 2 of 6) 

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Distance transported 

great 
short 

Volume of transporting fluid 
large 
moderate 
small 

INTRABASINAL FACTORS 

INTRABASINAL SOURCE ROCK 
Leaching 

adequate 
Inadequate 

Volume of source rock 
large 
IIlOderate 
small 

Ppm soluble U30a 
<2 
2-4 
>4 

Source rock type 
tuffaceous 
quartzose 
carbonate 
feldspathic 

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Distance transported 

great 
short 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

600 
400 

gOO 
49 
1 

900 
100 

950 
49 
1 

5 
195 
aoo 

400 
99 
1 

500 

100 
900 



Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: Westwater Canyonl 

Brusl\Y Basin 
(Page 3 of 6) 

Volume of transporting fluid 
large 
moderate 
small 

DEPOSITION-MINERALIZATION FACTORS 

MINERALIZATION CHARACTERISTICS 

URANIUM AIWHALIES 
Abundance 

abundant 
moderate 
sparse 

Intensity 
high grade 
medium grade 
low grade 

REDUCING AGENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Reducing agent type 

humate 
vegetal 
H2S 

Amount of reducing agents 
abundant 
moderate 
sparse 

GEOCHEIUCAL CELL CHARACTERISTICS 
Solution access 

excellent 
intermediate 
poor 

Reprecipitation conditions 
excellent 
intermediate 
poor 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

950 
49 
1 

800 
150 
"SO 

900 
90 
10 

800 
199 

1 

800 
150 

SO 

700 
200 
100 

700 
200 
100 

~ 
W 
'-I 



Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: Westwater Canyonl 

Brust\}' Basin 
(Page 4 of 6) 

PRUIARY IUNERAlIZATION 
Meteoric waters 

high uranium 
med1um uranium 
low uranium 

Compaction fluids 
high uranium 
medium uranium 
10\" uran I WD 

DEPOSITIONAL SITE'CHARACTERISTICS 

ClU4ATE 
favorable 
unfavorable 

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
fluvial 
lacustrine 
marine 
eolian 

1I V I NG ORGAlU SMS 
abundant 
moderate 
sparse 

DURATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Duration 

adequate 
inadequate 

Rate of deposition 
rapid 
moderate 
slow 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

800 
150 
50 

800 
150 
50 

800 
200 

997 
1 
1 
1 

800 
150 
50 

900 
100 

850 
100 

50 



Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: Westwater Canyonl 

Brushy Basin 
(Page 5 of 6) 

HOST ROCK CHARACTERISTICS 

FACIES CHANGES 
favorable 
unfavorable 

PEW4EABllITY-POROSITY 
Degree of fracturing 

abundant 
moderate 
sparse 

Cementation 
tight 
moderate 
loose 

SANDSTorIE-SHAlE RATIOS 
favorable 
unfavorable 

POST-DEPOSITIONAL FACTORS 

SECONDARY ENRICHMENT 

ACCESS OF OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
adequate 
inadequate 

REPRECIPITATION CONDITIONS 
adequate 
inadequate 

DEGREE OF PRESERVATION 

EFFECTS OF OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
major destruction 
moderate destruction 
negligible destruction 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

800 
200 

100 
200 
700 

100 
200 
700 

800 
200 

800 
200 

800 
200 

100 
200 
700 



Geologtst: Curly 
Hortzon: Westwater Canyonl 

Brushy Bastn 
(Page 6 of 6) 

Af.lOUrn OF REOUCTANT 
adequate 
inadequate 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

800 
200 



GEOLOGY AS DESCRIBED BY SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY INDEX NUMBERS 

Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: Dakota Sandstone 

Average thickness. ft: 

Area. mi 2: 

Probability index numbers for 
processes and states: 

LEACH SOURCE-TRANSPORTATION FACTORS 

EITRABASINAL FACTORS 

EXTRABASINAl SOURCE ROCK 
Weathering 

Range Qf 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

240. 

1.234 

adequate aoo 
inadequate 200 

Size of source area 
adequate 700 
inadequate 300 

Ppm soluble U30a 
<2 333 
2-4 334 
>4 ll3 

Source rock type 
crystalline/mafic 1 
crystalline/felsic 148 
sedimentary/feldspathic 350 
tuffaceous 1 
sedimentary/other 500 



Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: Dakota Sandstone 

(Page 2 of 6) 

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Distance transported 

great 
short 

Volume of transporting fluid 
large 
lOOderate 
small 

INTRABASINAL FACTORS 

INTRABASINAL SOURCE ROCK 
Leaching 

adequate 
Inadequate 

Vo 1 ume of source rock 
large 
IIIOderate 
small 

Ppm soluble U30a 
<2 
2-4 
>4 

Source rock type 
tuffaceous 
quartzose 
carbonate 
feldspathlc 

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Distance transported 

great 
short 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

700 
300 

600 
300 
100 

600 
400 

400 
400 
200 

100 
600 
300 

49 
500 

1 
450 

400 
600 





Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: Dakota Sandstone 

(Page 4 of 6) 

PRIMARY MINERALIZATION 
Meteoric tlaters 

high uranium 
medttlll uranium 
low uranium 

COmpaction fluids 
high uranium 
mediUII lI"aniUlII 
low uranium 

DEPOSITIONAL SITE CHARACTERISTICS 

ClIl4ATE 
favorable 
unfavorable 

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONHEtlT 
fluvial 
lacustrine 
_rine 
eoUan 

LIVING ORGANISMS 
abundant 
moderate 
sparse 

DURATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Duration 

adequate 
inadequate 

Rate of deposition 
rapid 
IIIOderate 
slow 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

T.lpical 

500 
300 
200 

400 
300 
300 

100 
300 

200 
1 

198 
1 

100 
200 
100 

600 
400 

500 
400 
100 



Geologist: CUI'ly Range of 
Horizon: Dakota Sandstone Geologic Conditions 

(Page 5 of 6) Typical 

HOST ROCK CHARACTERISTICS 

fACIES CHANGES 
favorable 400 
unfavorab1e 600 

PERMEABILITY-POROSITY 
Degree of fracturing 

abundant 200 
IIlOderate 300 
sparse 500 

Cementation 
tight 500 
IIlOderate 400 
loose 100 

SANDSTONE-SHALE RATIOS 
favorable 300 
unfavorable 700 

POST-DEPOSITIONAL fACTORS 

SECONDARY ENRICHMENT 

ACCESS Of OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
adequate 400 
inadequate 600 

REPRECIPITATION CONDITIONS 
adequate 60Q 
inadequate 400 

DEGREE Of PRESERVATION 

EffECTS OF OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
major destruction 50 
IIlOderate destruction 150 
negligible destruction 800 

.j::-

.j::-
V1 



Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: Dakota Sandstone 

(Page 6 of 6) 

AMOUNT OF REDUCTANT 
adequate 
tnadequate 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

600 
400 



GEOLOGY AS DESCRIBED BY SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY INDEX NUMBERS 

Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: San Jose Formation 

Average thickness. ft: 

Area. m12: 

Probability index numbers for 
processes and states: 

LEACH SOURCE-TRANSPORTATION FACTORS 

EXTRABASINAL FACTORS 

EXTRABASlt~L SOURCE ROCK 
Weathering 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

300 

1.234 

adequate 800 
inadequate 200 

Size of source area 
adequate 600 
Inadequate 400 

Ppm soluble U30a 
~ ~ 
2-4 500 
>4 100 

Source rock type 
crystalline/mafic 1 
crystalline/felsic 99 
sedimentary/feldspathlc 100 
tuffaceous 1 
sedimentary/other 199 



Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: San Jose Formation 

(Page 2 of 6) 

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Distance transported 

great 
short 

Volume of transporting fluid 
large 
lOOderate 
small 

INTRABASINAL FACTORS 

INTRABASINAL SOURCE ROCK 
Leaching 

adequate 
inadequate 

Volume of source rock 
large 
lOOderate 
small 

Ppm soluble U30S 
<2 
2-4 
>4 

Source rock type 
tuffaceous 
quartzose 
carbonate 
feldspathic 

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Distance transported 

great 
short 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

500 
500 

200 
500 
300 

600 
400 

100 
400 
500 

200 
700 
100 

1 
700 

1 
298 

400 
600 



Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: San Jose Formation 
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Volume of transporting fluid 
large 
moderate 
small 

DEPOSITION-MINERALIZATION FACTORS 

MINERAliZATION CHARACTERISTICS 

URANIUM ANOMALIES 
Abundance 

abundant 
moderate 
sparse 

Intensity 
. high grade 

medium grade 
low grade 

REDUCING AGENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Reducing agent type 

humate 
vegetal 
H2S 

Amount of reducing agents 
abundant 
moderate 
sparse 

GEOCHEMICAL CELL CHARACTERISTICS 
Solution access 

excellent 
intermediate 
poor 

Reprecipitation conditions 
excellent 
intermediate 
poor 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

100 
400 
500 

1 
4 

995 

1 
199 
800 

100 
899 

1 

100 
200 
100 

500 
300 
200 

100 
300 
600 

~ 
~ 
\0 



Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: San Jose Formation 
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PRIMARY MINERALIZATION 
Meteoric waters 

high uranium 
medium uranium 
low uranium 

Compaction fluids 
high uraniulII 
medium uranium 
low uranium 

DEPOSITIONAL SITE CHARACTERISTICS 

CLIMATE 
favorable 
unfavorable 

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONHENT 
fluvial 
lacustrine 
marine 
eolian 

LIVING ORGANISMS 
abundant 
IIIOderate 
sparse 

DURATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Duration 

adequate 
inadequate 

Rate of deposition 
rapid 
IIIOderate 
slow 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

T,vpical 

100 
400 
500 

400 
300 
300 

500 
500 

991 
1 
1 
1 

500 
300 
200 

600 
400 

500 
400 
100 
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HOST ROCK CHARACTERISTICS 

FACIES CHANGES 
favorable 
unfavorable 

PERMEABILITY-POROSITY 
Degree of fracturing 

abundant 
IIlOderate 
sparse 

Cementation 
tight 
IIlOderate 
loose 

SANDSTONE-SHALE RATIOS 
favorable 
unfavorable 

POST-DEPOSITIONAL FACTORS 

SECONDARY ENRICHMENT 

ACCESS OF OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
adequate 
Inadequate 

REPRECIPITATION CONDITIONS 
adequate 
Inadequate 

DEGREE OF PRESERVATION 

EFFECTS OF OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
major destruction 
IIlOderate destruction 
negligible destruction 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

600 
400 

100 
200 
700 

200 
400 
400 

400 
600 

600 
400 

400 
600 

600 
300 
100 



Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: San Jose Formation 

(Page 6 of 6) 

AMOUNT OF REDUCTANT 
adequate 
inadequate 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

Typical 

300 
700 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

./ 
/ 

The simplified example above will be used to 
illustrate hOI)J PLATO treats you.r geologic probabili
ties. 'y'OU have completed most of these individual 
operations already; if you need to refresh your mem
or;/ ,.)n any' of these steps, return to the i nstrlJ.ct ic:ms. 

Using the Weathering node as the test case, the 
system passes through the following phases: 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE Af\JD TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

STEP 1: Select modifiers for the geologic variables: 

IJJEATHERING 

Elevation 
Str,,,ng l~.} Pc,s i t i ve 
I,dea.k 1 '".' Pos i t i ve 

Rainfall 
Le·ng 
Sh:::·rt 

Dur,3.t ion 
Adequate 
Inadequat-: 

SOURCE ROCl< 
Goc·d 
Bad 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE At'-JD TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

STEP 2: Compl~te the rankings for the minor process: 

I;JEATHERING 

Duration R.9.i nfall Elevation R.9.nk 
Adequa.te L·::mg St. P·~si t i ve 10'.0' 
Adequ.9.te Lon~ I!.I. Poe.i t i ve :3,lJ 
Adeq..l.9.te ~3hort St. P':>si t i ve 2i3 
Adequa.te Short Ld. P,=·s i t i -'le .. +,Ij 

In9.dequate L.ong St. Pc-sit i -'le 6 

Inadequate Long I,U . Posit i -'l~ 1.0' 
In9.deqLlate Sh:>rt ~3t . Positive 55 
In9.dequate Shc:·rt w. Po:.i t i ve 12 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE AND TRAi\jSPORTHTICN 
FACTORS 

.<l 
///'" 

( C\Jre.t ir..., ") 
.• ,-----.... 

.~?~ 

'''', •. , .. 
~ 
I~ 

~3TEP 3: State f,3,vorabi 1 ity r,~nges for Weathering: 

Excellent 1mB~6m 

Intermediate 59~4B 

Poor 39~B 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH ~30URCE AND TRANSF'ORTATION 
FACTORS 

/;:)' 

/ 

~ 

STEP 4: Compl~t~ the ranking f·:::or the major process: 

LEACH ~30URCE AND TRANSPORTATIor~ FACTORS 

:ll~.9.th~ri ng S~)ur.-:e Rock R.3.nk 
Exo:::~11ent Good !.eJ.0' 
E:-:.::e 11 ent Bad 4S 

Int~rmediate G:::.'od 9.~J 

Int~rrn~diate Bad 3J!( 

P·':'or Goc·d 7JJ 
Pc·or Bad 1.0' 
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J 
( Ele. ... i:iC<'> ::
'~' 

COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

STEP 5: Stat.: favorabi 1 i ty ranges f')r Leach Sc·ur.-::e 
and Tr.3.n1::,pc·rtat ion F a.ctors: 

E:<cel1.:nt 1.0'.0' ... 35 

Intermediate 84 ... 7.0' 

Poor 69 ... .0' 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

~ 

"''''-, e 

STEP 6: Assign g~ol,~gic probablilities to the modi
fi~rs: 

ldeatheri ng 

Duration 
Adequ,3.te 
Ina.deq'Jate 

Ra i n [',3.11 

Il'. 2 
.l;'l" • 8 

LoOng 0'.3 
~3h<)l-·t .(( . 7 

Elevation 
St. Positive 0'.7 
W. Positive 0'.3 

Source Rock 

Goc,d 
Bad 

.0'.6 
0'.4 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
F"ACTORS 

STEP 7: PLATO enters the probabilities into the rank
ingscheme and multiplies across to produce a 
joint proba.bi I ityl for the minor process: 

I..uEATHERING 
Duration Rai nfall Elevation Joint Prob. Rank 

of IAJeather. 
Adequate .., 

• Go 
Long .3 St. Pos. ... · , lL .0"42 1.0'.0' 

ftdequate .2 Long .3 W. Pos. .3 .0" • .0'18 8.0' 
Adequate ., · .:. Short .7 St. Pos. ., · / JL .0"98 28 
Adequate .2 Short .7 W. Pos. .3 .0' • .0"42 4.0" 
Inadequ'9.te .8 L,ong .3 St. Pos. • l .0'. 168 6 

Inadequate .8 L'ong .3 ltl. Pos. .3 ;j. JJ72 1.0" 
Inadequate • ;3 She,rt .7 St. Pos. ... .0".392 55 · " 
Inadequate .8 Short .7 l.l.i. Pos. ,., 

• oJ .0".168 12 
1. fJ·.0".0' 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
F'ACTORS 

STEP 8: PLATO groups the joint probabilities of 
t~eathering their favorabi 1 it~1 ranges: 

Excellent Iffg~6ff 

Intermediate 59~4ff 

Poor 39~ff 

ff.ff6fffJ 
Jif. 434fJ 
fJ. 5fJ6fJ 
1 • fJfJfJfJ 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

STEP 9: Step 7 is repeated for the major process. The 
nU.meri'= manipulat ion is the same. Note that 
the joint probabilities of Weathering as they 
are defined by the favorability ranges are 
IJsed hero:!. 
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1,.~leath·!ri ng 

Excellent 
Excellent 

Intermediate 
Intermediate 

Poor 
Poor 

COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

LEACH SOURCE-TRANSPORTATION 
Source Rock Joint Prob. 

L.S.-Trans. 
• RI6.1J Good .6 RI. RI3 6RI .* 
• JZf6RI Bad .4 .I!r. RI2 4RI 

.434 Good .6 RI. 26R14 * 

.434 Bad .4 RI.1736 

.5RI6 Good .6 .1!r.3RI36 

.5RI6 Bad .4 J!J. 2RI24 
1 • ffRIRI.0' 

Rank 

1RIJJ 
45 

9RI 
3RI 

7RI 
1.0' 

*See NOTE, next page. 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

STEP lZ: PLATO groups the joint probabilities of 
Leach Source and Transportation into their 
favorability ranges: 

Excellent 1.3Z ... 85 
Intermediate 84 ... 7Z 
Poor 69 .... riJ 

Z.2964 
Z.3Z36 
Z.4ZZZ 
1. ZZZff 

NOTE: To get (for example) the probability value 0.2964, for 
"Excellent,'" the Geologic Decision Model added all 
joint probabilities from the preceding page having a 
rank between 100 and 85. 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

LEACH SOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

STEP 11: This process is repeated for the two other 
levels, Deposition and Mineralization and 
Post Depositional Factors. Thus the geologic 
prcbabi I ities for a speci fie partition have 
been collapsed into three sets of 3 proba
bilities. 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC INFORMATION 
GEOLOGIST: EXAMPLE DATE m4/m9/S.eJ 

RUN ""I 
HORIZON: .3/6 XYZ rormation 

Partition Partition 2 Partition 3 

Level 2 Level Z Level 2 

EX Z.ZZ6423 EX m.£1£1£1l32 EX £1. 771.eJ15 
IN Z.3589Z1 IN £1.169263 IN JiJ.114736 
PR JiJ.634676 PR JiJ.83£16£15 PR JiJ.114249 

1 • ggggZg i..gg£1gg£1 1. ZgZZgZ 

Level 3 Level 3 Level 3 

Et'< Z.£119856 EX £1.£1Z7634 EX Z.Z26383 
IN Z.7ZZZ12 IN £1.777249 IN Z.135437 
PR Z.28Z132 PR Z.169395 PR Z.63818Z 

1.£1ZZZZZ 1.ZZZZZZ 1 • fJfJfJZZZ 

Level 4 Level 4 Level 4 

8< fJ.3JiJ1234 EX fJ.639542 E~'< fJ.422793 
IN Z.593761 IN Z.223135 IN Z.426223 
PR .ff. l£1S£1£1rs PR fJ.137323 PR fJ.15.0'984 

1 • fJ£1fJfJfJfJ 1 • £1fJfJfJ£1£1 1 • fJfJfJfJJiJfJ 
This is an example of the output produced by collapsing three 
partitions ·:j>f the XYZ rormation. ror each partition it ~ive5 
the Excellent, Intermediate, and Poor probabilities for each 
level in the net. -NE:<T-

NOTE: The values shown are joint probabilities for the ele
ments for the individual levels of the inference net. 
These are the values that are entered into program 
STANDR of the Endowment Simulation Model. 
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The5e number5 can be di~played in another for
mat to help you see exactly what they imply about the 
partitions to which they apply. Within a partition, 
one probability is chosen from each level. and a pro
duct of these three is formed. This is repeated 27 
times to form all combinations, as in the condensing 
process. These products are then displayed in the or
der of best to worst combination, according to your 
endowment rankings (see "Choosing Endowment Method" 
section in the Flow Chart if you are unfamiliar with 
the endowment ranking concept) . 

Beside each set of 27 joint geologic probabili
ties are four numbers: The first three represent the 
sum of nine combinations of the joints; the last, on 
the bottom of the screen, is the sum of the 27 combi
nations. 

You can use this display to see whether the 
system is responding overall as you would expect for 
~pecific partitions. You may then go back and adjust 
your geologic probabilities and favorability groupings' 
until you feel satisfied that these numbers represent 
your feelings about the geology. 

Press -NE><T- for an example of the display 
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27 
26 
25 
24 
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2.fiJ 
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16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
1 1 
19 
9 
... 
,~ 

7 
6 

5 
4 
3 
;: 
1 

COLLAPSED GEOLOGIC I NF' ORMr:fT I ON 
GEOLOGIST: EXAMPLE DATE li!4/fiJ7/8.fiJ 
HORIZON: ""3/6 XYZ F"ormatioT.l RUN ""1 

Partition 
1i! • .0'.0'S.0'7134 
.0' • .0'.0'2 2U91 
.0' • .0'7275619 
.13' • .0'fiJ 1 3 1 fiJi2 
fiJ.0fiJ.0'359.0'4 
.0' • .0'11815JiJ3 
0 • .0'2324939 
1i! • .0'.0'636852 
.0'.2.0'957339 
fiJ • .0'JiJ3 7i 552 
JiJ.fiJ.I3'1.0'342JiJ 
.0' • .0'34.0'33.0'7 
.0' • .0'JiJfiJJiJ1164 
.0' • JiJ.0'S·.0'YJ31 9 
.13 • .0'J!J.0' 1.0' 494 
.0'.kJ.0'kJ.0'3353 
fl' • .13'1111919 
.I3' • .I3'JiJ.0'3.0'Z29 
.0'. ~521963.0' 
llJ • .13'141977.13' 
fiJ.47.0'5fiJ494 
.0'. fiJ.0'847627 
.iiI. fJ.0'232183' 
Ja.B764.13'63.0' 
B. fHHJ.0'7529 
Ja.B.0'.0'.fiJZ.fiJ62 
FJ.ffBfJ67865 

1 Partition 2 Partition 3 
.0'.3357 fiJ.fiJ.0'Ii!.0'S143 1i! • .0'S6.0' .0'.18928219 

fiJ • .0'fiJfiJfiJI4.0'9 .13' • .0'1.13'65414 
.0' • .0'.0'.0'46361 Ii! • .0'11.0'1593 
.I3'.kJ0.0'fiJ2928 fiJ.03.0'i2794 
.0' • .fiJ.0'.0'.0'.0'8fiJ2 .fiJ • .0'JiJI73fiJI5 
g.JiJJiJ.0'26389 .0' •. 0'.0'17889.0' 
fiJ.kJJiJ536Z8JiJ .0'.33275971 
.0' • .0'JiJ 1 46844 fiJ • .0'1873fiJ64 
.0' • .IH8323JiJ3 Ii! • .0'19366'68 

. JiJ.JiJ393 1i!.0JiJ3JiJ5147 JiJ.JiJ331 .0'.JiJ54.13'3918 
JiJ • .0'JiJJiJ83586 .0' • .fiJJiJ3.0'4171 
.0' • .0'275JiJ639 .I3' • .0'JiJ3145JiJ.fiJ 
1if • .0'.0'fiJJiJ.0'155 fiJ • .I3'.0'.0'273.0'2 
.0' • .0'.0'JiJ.0'JiJJiJ43 fiJ • .0'JiJ.0'JiJ1537 
.0' • .0'.0'JiJ.0' 1 4.0'.fiJ fJ • .0'.0'.0'.0'1589 
.13. kJ.0'.I3'161 85 .VI • .I3'.0'fJ47998 
.0' • .13'.0'.0'.13'4433 .13 • Ja.0'.13'.0'2 7 fiJ2 
fiJ • .13'.0'145895 .0'.B.0'.rlJ.0'2793 

.0'.625.0' .0' • .I3'5536JiJI5 .0' • 9 U 9 Ja.24891252 
.13 • .0'1516435 .0' • .13' 1 4.0' 1.0'5 6 
0' • 49'9.0'2439 .CJ.B144i3632 
llJ:kJ31S12.0'S .Iii • .\J4Ja42144 
.0'.B.0'863184 .0'. xHJ227521 
.VI.284.0'5418 .0' • .0'.0'235246 
B.kJ.0'167141 .0' • BiJ.0'3 59B3 
B •. 0'.0'.0'45784 .0' • fJ.0'.0'.0'Z.0'21 

1 • JJ.0'fJfiJ .0' •. 13 15.0'663 7 1 • .0'.0'.fiJfJ .GJ. BBff.f!J2.ff8 9 

~ 
Sum of joint geologic probabilit'ies 
aggregated for nominally excellent. 
intermediate, and poor. combinations 

1i!.6161 

JiJ.JiJ611 

llJ.3229 

1 • .0'.0'J?!B 

NOTE: For this table, the data from the "'COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC 
INFORMATION" table are taken a step farther so that the 
geologist can examine how the probabilities are grouped 
by the ranking scneme. The values here are the "joint 
geologic probabilities"'; they are the products of the 
27 possible combinations of the "joint probabilities" 
(one from each of the three levels). Appe~dix 32 gives 
a graphic illustration of this manipulation. 
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APPENDIX 32 

ILLUSTRATION OF CALCULATION OF JOINT GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES 

One value (joint probability) from each of the first three 

boxes is used as a factor to yield the product (joint geologic probabil-

ity) in the last box. There will be 27 such combinations (EX x EX x EX, 

EX x EX x IN, EX x EX x PR, EX x IN x EX, EX x IN x IN, ••• ). The 'order in 

which these combinations are calculated and displayed is from best to 

worst as defined by the geologist in his "Endowment Ranking" (Apps. 17 

and 18). 

Horizon: Example 
P,3.rt it ion: 1/4 

Source 
Trans. F"act. 

EX 

IN 

PR 

~ 
I 

Joint 
probs. 
for 
level 2 

X 

Dep.Min. 
Fact. 

EX 

IN 

PR 

t 
I 

Joint 
probs. 
for 
level 3 

X 

Post-Dep 
Fact. 

EX 

IN 

PR 

~ 
I 

Joint 
probs. 
for 
level 4 
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prob. 
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APPENDIX 33 

COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC INFORMATION: EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 

Shown here are the joint geologic probabilities for three of 

geologist Curly's horizons, one selected from each of his rankings of 

high, medium, and low geologic favorability: 

High favorability: Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Members of 
Morrison Formation 

Medium favorability: Dakota Sandstone 

Low favorability: San Jose Formation 

These are the data that are entered into program STANDR of the 

Endowment Simulation Model (program MASTER}. 
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC INFORMATION 
GEOLOGIST: Curly DATE .0'5/.0'1/8.0' 

RUN *5 
HORIZON: *~V3 Westwater Canyon/Brushy Ba 

Typical 

Level: 2 

EX=.0'.89136586 
IN=.0'.1.0'786639 
PR=.0' • .0'.0'.0'76775 

1 • .0'.0'.0'.0' JiJ JiJ .0' JiJ 

Le'fel: 3 

8<=.0'.3286954.0' 
IN::z.0'.42641618 
PR=.0'.24488841 

1 • .0'.0'.0'.0'JiJ.0'.0'.0' 

Level: 4 

EX=.0' • 3584.0'.0'.0'.0' 
IN=.0'.2176.0'.0'.0'.0' 
PR=.0' • 424.0'.0'.0'.0'.0' 

1 • .0'JiJJiJ.0'.0'.0'.0'.0' 

Horizon Finished, press -NEXT-
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC INrORMATION 
GEOLOGIST: Curly DATE .eJ5/.eJV8.eJ 

RUN '*5 
HORIZm,J: *6/3 Dakota Sandstone 

Typical 

Level: 2 

EX=.IiJ. 1265734.eJ 
IN=.eJ.61.eJ444JJ6 
PR=.0".26298254 

1 • .eJJ!fJifJifJif.eJJifJif 

Level: 3 

EX=Jif.JifJif214Jif98 
IN=JJ . .eJ2335269 
PR=.0".9745Jif633 

1.JifJ!fJ!fJifJ!f.eJJ!fJ!f 

Level: 4 

E><=.0". 115 2J!fJif.eJJif 

IN=l!r.2268J!f.eJJifJif 
PR=J!f.658J!fJ!fJ!fJ!fJ!f 

1 • J!fJifJ!f!JJ!fJifJifJif 

Horizon rinished, press -NEXT-
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COLLAPSING GEOLOGIC INrORMATION 
GEOLOGIST: Curly 

HORIZON:' :fl: 1/3 San Jose r ormat ion 

Typical 

Level: 2 

EX=.0' • .0'769171.0' 
IN=.0'.5572222.0' 
PR=.0'.36S86.0'7.0' 

1.f!.0'.0'.0'.0'.0'.0'.0' 

Level: 3 

8<=.0' • .0'.0'286912 
IN=.0' • .0'8952738 
PR=.0'. 9.0'76.0'3 Sf! 

1 • .0'.0'.0'.0'.0'0.0'.0' 

Level: 4 

EX=.0' . .0'072.0'.0'0.0' 
IN=0.0408.0'.0'.0'.0' 
PR=0.952.0'.0'.0'0.0' 

1 • .0'.0'.0'.0'.0'0.0'.0' 

Horizon rinished, press -NEXT-

DATE .0'5/.0'1/8.0' 
RUN :fI:5 
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APPENDIX 34 

COLLAPSED GEOLOGIC INFORMATION: EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 

Shown here are the joint geologic probabilities for three of 

geologist Curly's horizons, one selected from each of his rankings of 

high, medium, and low favorability. These were derived from the joint 

probabilities of Avpendix 33, changed so that the geologist can see 

whether the system is responding as he wou~d expect it to. The infor

mation in this appendix shows that~ at the type locality: 

The geologic conditions of the Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin 
Members of the Morrison Formation (high favorability horizon) 
are considered to be 

55.88% excellent 
33.12% intermediate 
11.00% poor 

Those of the Dakota Sandstone (medium favorability) are 

0.66% excellent 
12.38% intermediate 
86.96% poor 

And those of the San Jose Formation (low favorability) are 

0.30% excellent 
6.28% intermediate 

93.41% poor 

It is this type of differentiation that the geologist wants his 

ranking scheme to provide. The ordering of the horizons according to 

geologic favorability (App. 26) gives the participant a reference with 

which to compare the joint probability groupings. 
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The geologist can also examine the "'Collapsing Geologic Infor

mation" (App. 33) to see how the same type of probability grouping has 

taken place within each level of the inference net. Given this addi

tional information, he can then modify his ranking scheme, recollapse 

probabilities, and evaluate the new groupings until he is satisfied. 

This process will also catch any irregularities on the part of 

the geologist in stating his "typical" geologic probabilities (that is, 

probabilities describing the horizon at its type locality). 
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COLLAPSED GEOLOGIC INFORMATION 
GEOLOGIST: Curly DATE B5/,I3'1/8B 

HORIZON: =11:9/3 Westwater Canyon/Brushy Ba RUN *5 

Typical 

27 B.1B5B.0'685 ,g.5588 

26 ,ff. B6375416 
25 .0' • .0'127.0'714 
24 .0'. 13622527 

23 .0' • .0'827.0'82.0' 
22 .0'.B.0'7715.0'5 
21 B.B1648496 
2.0' J!f • .0'l.0'.0'.0'872 
19 .0'. 12422685 

18 ,g • .0'782334.0' .0'.3312 

17 ,g • .0'.0'.0'.0'9.0' 44 

16 Jif.16115936 
15 .0' • .0'15.0'33.0'.0' 

14 ,ff .'.0'4749885 

13 ,g. ,g.0'9 46 722 

12 Jif • .0'.0'.0'.0'5491 
11 fJ • .0'.0'.0'11733 
1.0' ,ff • .0'195.0'229 

9 ,ff • .0'fJ574795 ,ff. 11.0'~ 

8 ,g • .0'.0'fJJ!J7124 
l .0'. ,g9255291 

6 ,g. J!JJ!JJ!J1J!J7J!JJ!J 
5 fJ • .0'J!JJ!JJ!J6738 
4 ,g. J!J112.rmJ!J6 
3 ,V1. J!fJ!JJ!J13881 
2 J!J.J!J.0'J!JJ!J4.0'91 
1 .0' • .0'.0'J!JJ!f7972 1 • .0'.0'.0'.0' 
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COLLAPSED GEOLOGIC INFORMATION 
GEOLOGIST: Curly DATE JI5/.IiIl /8JI 
HORIZON: =11=6/3 D.3.kota Sandstone RUN *5 

Typical 

27 .II. JlfJI,gJI3122 JI.JIJI66 
26 f1.f3f3JIJI6146 
25 ,g. ,gJIfJl 5fJ56 
24 .ii! • fJfJfJ3 4fJ5 1 
23 JI.fJfJfJ67fJ38 
22 ,g .,g,g,g29642 

21 JZf. JIfJ164223 
2fJ !J. ,gfJ32331 5 

19 fJ.JIfJfJ17831 
18 JI.fJ142fJ953 ,g. 1238 

17 JI.fJfJfJfJ6486 
16 ,0'. JIfJ194494 
15 JI.JIfJfJ85997 
14 JI.!J27975fJfJ 
13 .II. ,g6853fJ36 

12 JZf. fJfJfJ 1 277 ,g 

11 ,g. fJfJfJ7 fJ7 48' 

1JI Ji!. JIfJ938,g13 
9 .II. ,13491915 : .II. 8696 
8 ,g. fJ,g 1 3 92 8 6 

7 Jj. fJ81162fJ5 
6 ,g. JI,gfJ3 7 fJ 48 

5 fJ.fJ2952324 
4 ,g. 391432fJ9 
3 JI • .0'fJ4fJ41fJ1 
,~ 

.:. JI • .0"5812388 
1 Ji!.168631.0"2 1 • JIfJfJfJ 
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COLLAPSED GEOLOGIC INFORMAl ION 
GEOLOGIST: Curly DATE .0'5/.0'1/8.0' 
HORIZON: *1,.-':3 San Jose Formation RUN *5 

Typical 

27 .0' • .0'JiJ.c3JiJJiJ 15 9 flJ. JiJJiJ3JiJ 
26 JiJ. Bf[JB.fJJiJ9.0'JiJ 
25 JiJ. JiJJiJJiJJiJ 1151 
24 JiJ.JiJJiJffB4958 
23 B.BBJiJ28B96 ..,,, 
<.':' .0'. BJiJJiJ.fJ6523 
21 .0'. BJiJB35918 
2JiJ .0'. JiJJiJ2B3 537 
19 JiJ.BBB21BJiJ9 
18 JiJ.ffJiJff5JiJ263 JiJ.JiJ628 
17 B. kHJJiJJiJJiJ7 5 6 
16 .0'. JiJJiJ655565 
15 .0' • .0'JiJ1522JiJJiJ 
14 JiJ.JiJJiJ284826 
13 .0'. JiJ.0'364131 
12 .0'. JiJ.fJJiJJiJ 4283 
11 .0' • .0'JiJJiJ23583 
1JiJ .0' • .0' 4 7492.0'8 
9 .0'. JiJ2JiJ634JiJ6 .0'.9341 
8 JiJ.BJiJ133639 
7 .0' • .0'6645934 
6 JiJ.BJiJJiJ99931 
5 .0'. JiJJiJ239JiJ81 
4 .0' • 48 1 461 45 
3 .0' • .0'3118233 
2 JiJ.B135479JiJ 
1 .0'.31611774 1 . JiJ.0'.0'JiJ 



APPENDIX 35 

MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF THE GEOLOGIC DECISION MODEL 

Most of the detailed mathematical treatment of the Geologic Deci

sion Model presented here is from the final report by Harris and Carrigan 

(1980). The last section, on "Dependencies and Inference Nets," was de

veloped by. Prof. Donald E. Myers, who served as mathematical consultant 

to the project; his work appears in Appendix II of the same report. 

Basic Philosophy 

Three main principles influenced the design of the Geologic 

Decision Model: 

(1) First is that mineral deposits result from the interaction of 

appropriate earth processes at the appropriate times (sequential 

and/or penecontemporaneous) and intensities. With regard to 

times, many kinds of deposits require sequential occurrence of 

major processes; if one process in the sequence is missing, the 

conditions required for the formation of endowment are not met. 

In addition, the contribution of a single process to the forma

tion of mineral deposits may depend on the simultaneous occur

rence and interaction of subprocesses; if one of these did not 

occur simultaneously, then the potential of the region for siz

able mineral endowment may be very poor. From a modeling view

point, any discussion of mineral deposit genesis must include 

both time and the intensity of the processes. These requirements 
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are fulfilled by the inference net, endowment scheme, and geo

logic probabilities features of the Geologic Decision Model. 

(2) Second, geoscience is a mix of observed facts and theories. 

Even the advocate of a particular theory must at some level of 

detail admit to uncertainties with regard to explaining all ob

served features of known deposits in terms of his theory. Thus, 

even if a geologist were to have perfect knowledge of the iden

tity of major processes and their timing and intensities for a 

given region, he would still feel some uncertainty in predicting 

the quantity of mineral endowment. 

(3) Third, it is seldom possible to know from direct observation the 

degree to which the genetic processes occurred. Usually, they 

must be inferred from observing geologic features and from meas

uring the chemistry and physics of the earth. Often, the quan

tity of geoscience data is meager and the quality is poor, and 

as a result, inferences about the states of earth processes are 

subject to considerable error. 

The second and third principles imply two levels of uncertainty: 

(1) Uncertainty about the relationship between earth processes and 

uranium endowment. This uncertainty is accounted for in the de

sign phase, when the Geologic Decision Model is being constructed. 

The geologist first identifies all the important processes and 

their interactions, and then describes in a probabilistic fashion 

how combinations of these process states are related to endow

ment. This is a tedious task, but he does it only once. 
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Thereafter, he doesn't even consider these difficult questions, 

for the relationships are computerized and used automatically. 

(2) Uncertainty about the states of the earth processes in the re

gion being evaluated. The geologist must consider this uncer

tainty each time he uses the system. For each region he evalu

ates, he provides probabilities for the states of the processes 

in that region. Thus, after examining all the geoscience data 

available to him, he accounts for uncertainties about earth pro

cess states by providing subjective probabilities for these 

states. He does this for every subdivision of each stratigraphic 

unit he evaluates. 

These uncertainties are thus stated as probabilities, and the major task 

achieved in the Geologic Decision Model is to combine the probabilities 

in a fashion compatible with the geologist's inference net and probabil

ity theory to yield the probability distribution for the endowment. 

This resulting distribution not only reflects the geologist's geologic 

knowledge but also captures his uncertainty. 

Probability Concepts and Computation Procedures 

A Simplified Exposition 

To demonstrate the probability concepts on which the geologic 

model is based, let us consider some measure of mineral endowment, such 

as number of deposits, N, to be a random variable, conditional upon the 

state of earth processes, X: 

p(N=xlx=x). 
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Thus for each value of X there exists a distribution of probabilities 

for the random variable N. Suppose for example that X can take on three 

values (xl'x2,x3) and N can take on four (0,1,2,3).. Suppose that, when 

X = xl' the probabilities for the four possible values of N are as given 

in Table 35-1 •. 

Suppose that, when X takes on the values of x2 and x3' we have 

different probabilities for the four levels of N, as given in Table 

35-2. 

Table 35-1. Probability Distribution for Number of 
Deposits Conditional on Earth Processes 
Having State xl' 

n P(N=nIX=xt) 

0 0.1 
1 0.2 
2 0.3 
3 0.4 

Table 35-2. Probability Distribution for Number of 
Deposits Conditional on Earth Processes 
Having States x2 and x3. 

n P(N=nIX=x2) P(N=nIX=X3) 

0 0.2 0.3 
1 0.3 0.3 
2 0.3 0.2 
3 0.2 0.2 
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In the tables, each column of probabilities is referred to as a condi-

tional probability distribution: nl(nlxl ), n2(nlx2), and n
3

(nlx
3
). 

Consider a very s~p1e world in which these three probability 

distributions represent a geologist's geoscience of the formation of min-

eral deposits and his uncertainty about the relationship of earth pro-

cesses to the formation of mineral deposits. To demonstrate this, let's 

compute the expected value (mean value) of N for each conditional proba-

bility distribution. For example, the expected value for N conditional 

upon X = xl is computed as follows: 

(0)(0.1) + (1)(0.2) + (2)(0.3) + (3)(0.4) 

2.0 

Similar calculations show that n 
Xz 

= 1.5 and n = 1.3. 
x3 

These expected 

values are plotted in Figure 35-1, which shows that, according to this 

geologist's geoscience, there is an inverse relationship between the 

states of the earth processes and number of mineral deposits. Of course, 

the probability distributions tell us much more than this; they state 

that although this inverse relationship exists, there is a great deal of 

uncertainty in the geologists's mind about the endowment even if he knew 

the state of nature with regard to earth processes. It is because of 

this uncertainty that conditional probability distributions are used. 

So far, we have dealt only with geoscience. Consider now the 

use of geoscience for estimation. Specifically, suppose our objective 

is to describe the probability distribution for the number of deposits 
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n 2 

1 

Fig. 35-1. Relationship of the State of Nature, X, 
to Expected. Mineral Endowment, n. 
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in a specific region, given the geologic data available for that region. 

If the geologist were omniscient with regard to the geologic history of 

the region, he would know which past stage of nature correctly depicts 

that region; then he would select that one probability distribution that 

is conditional upon that state of nature. For example, if he knew that 

the state of nature in the region was xl' he could state that the ex

pected number of deposits is 2 but that other geologic events could 

occur, as indicated by the events noted in Table 35-1 and their proba-

bilities. He could show, for example, by means of the conditional 

probability distribution, that although the expected value for number of 

deposits is 2, the most likely number is 3, for which the probability of 

occurrence is 0.4. 

More likely, a geologist does not know for certain the state of 

the earth processes in the region. He does have some ideas about the 

possible states because he can observe geologic features and make meas-

urements on the chemistry and physics of the earth. But he is uncertain 
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about which state caused these features. We can capture this uncertainty 

by describing another probability concept, the probability for the state 

of processes, X, conditional upon the geologic observations (gl,"',gm) 

made by the geologist: 

That is, given the m geologic observations made by the geologist, there 

exists uncertainty in his mind as to which state prevails in the region, 

and this uncertainty is expressed by subjective probabilities for the 

states. For example, for a given set of'observations of the geologic 

features, a geologist may have the subjective probabilities indicated 

in Table 35-3, reflecting his uncertainty regarding the inference from 

geologic features to process states xl' x2' and x3' 

Table 35-3. 

X 

Probability Distribution for Earth Pro
cesses States Given Geologic Observations. 

0.2 

0.5 

0.3 

These probabilities are represented by the probability function ~: 
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Recall that our objective is to make a statement about the prob

abilities for number of deposits, given that the geologist has made geo

logic observations (gl'···'~).' Thus far, we have defined the probabil

ity for N conditional on X and the probability for X conditional upon 

gl,···,gm. Our objective is the probability for N conditional on 

gl'···'~· 

Using basic probability laws, we can compute the desired proba-

bilities from the relationships considered thus far. 

First, we must compute the probability for the joint occurrence 

of N and X, conditional upon gl,···,gm having occurred. For this we rely 

on the multiplication law of probability: 

P(A,B) = p(AIB) ·P(B) • 

This defines the probability for the joint (together) occurrence of 

events A and B as the product of the probability for A given that B has 

occurred and the probability for B occurring. In probability jargon, 

the joint probability is the product of conditional and marginal proba

bilities. In our case, we can use this law to compute the probability 

for the joint occurrence of N and X, given gl'···'~: 

For example, using information from Tables 35-1 and 35-3, we can com

pute the probability for the joint occurrence of N = 1 and X = xl: 

P(N=l,X=xllgl'···'~) = P(N=llx=xl)·P(X=xllgl'···'~) 

= (0. 2) • (0. 2) = O. 04 • 
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We are only part way to our objective, for we wish to compute 

the probability only for N = 1, conditional upon gl'···'~' not the 

probability for the joint occurrence of N = 1 and X = xl. To do this, 

we must add the probabilities for N = 1 when X = xl' X = x2' and X = x3 ' 

conditional upon gl'···'~. For example, using the multiplicative law, 

as just demonstrated, we can form the joint probabilities of Table 35-4 

(the computation just made is in the first row, second column of this 

table). 

The probabilities for N = 0, N = 1, N = 2, and N = 3, conditional 

only on the geologic observations (gl'···'~)' are obtained by summing 

the probabilities in each column of Table 35-4, giving the totals at 

the bottom. These are summarized in Table 35-5. They represent the 

probability distribution for N, conditional upon gl'···'~. 

Table 35-4. Probability Distribution for the Joint Occurrence 
of Number of DeEosits and Earth Processes States. 

N 
X 0 1 2 3 

xl 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 

x2 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.10 

x3 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.06 

0.21 0.28 0.27 0.24 

Table 35-5. Probability Distribution for Number of Deposits 
Conditional Upon Geologic Observations. 

n P(N=nlgl,···,gm) 

o 0.21 
1 0.28 
2 0.27 
3 0.24 



These probabilities represent a, the probability distribution condi

tional upon the geologic observations: a(nlg1 ,···,gm). The expected 

value forN, given gl'···'~' is 1.54: 

E[Nlg1 ,···,Sm] = (0)(0.21) + (1)(0.28) + (2)(0.27) + (3)(0.24) 

= 0 + 0.28 + 0.54 + 0.72 

= 1.54 
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Thus, given the uncertainties in his geoscience, the uncertainties of 

inference from geologic observation to earth processes, and the observa

tion (gl'···'Sm), the geologist's expectation for N is 1.54. Further

more, there is much uncertainty about the actual number of deposits, as 

indicated by the distribution of probabilities. In fact, the probabili

ties for all events (0,1,2,3) are nearly equal. 

The foregoing simplified demonstration is linked to the basic 

design philosophy: in the following ways: 

(1) The probability distributions for number of deposits conditional 

upon the state of the earth processes, n(nlx), represent the in

complete knowledge about the geoscience of uranium occurrence. 

(2) The subjective probabilities described by ~(xlgl'···'Sm) repre

sent the geologist's uncertainty about the state of the earth 

processes that caused the geologic features that he has observed 

and that give rise to the geoscience measurements. 
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Some Complexities of Actual Computation 

The operations that take place in the Geologic Decision Model 

are much more complex than those of the simplified example. This com

plexity arises from two sources: 

(1) The geologic history of a region may consist of many earth pro

cesses. (In the examples, all earth processes were represented 

by one variable, X.) 

(2) The formation of uranium deposits requires not just that certain 

processes have occurred, but that certain of them have occurred 

at proper times and intensities. 

Capturing both timing and intensities requires that all proba

bilities for endowment (number of deposits, for example) be predicated 

upon combinations of earth processes. Because of the necessity of em

ploying combinations and because of its usefulness in formalizing thought 

processes, the geologist's geoscience was captured in the form of an in

ference net. Figure 35-2 is an example. 

~~king the computations demonstrated in the examples by using an 

inference net requires operations not yet demonstrated. This section 

strives to explain as simply as possible how the increased complexity 

due to many earth processes and the inference net are handled in the de

cision model so as to yield the probability distribution a(nlgl'···'~). 

With the previous section in mind, consider the case in which, 

instead of one random variable, X, for earth processes, there are three 

major processes, each having three possible states: 
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Fig. 35-2. 

HYDROTHERMAL SOURCE - TRANSPORTATION 
FACTORS 

Example of an Inference Net (Geologist Shiva). 
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Xl = Source and Transportation 

xII = excellent 

x12 = intermediate 

xl3 = poor 

X2 = Deposition and Mineralization 

x21 = excellent 

x22 = intermediate 

x23 = poor 

X3 = Post-Depositional Factors (Preservation) 

x3l = excellent 

x32 = intermediate 

x33 = poor 

The result is that there are 27 possible combinations of process states: 

Following the principles of the simplified example, the decision model 

requires that we have a probability distribution for number of deposits 

for each of these 27 combinations of process states, making 27 proba

bility distributions: 

This is exactly what is done in the Geologic Decision Model. 
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As demonstrated in the simplified example, the Arizona Appraisal 

System uses these probability distributions, which are conditional on 

the 27 combinations of process states, to compute a single probability 

distribution for number of deposits, given the geologist's evaluation of 

the geoscience data. As indicated in the simplified example, in order 

for this computation to be made, the System also requires a probability 

distribution for each of the combinations of earth processes, condi-

tional upon the geologic observations (assuming independence of major 

Thus, a, the probability distribution for number of deposits, condi-

tional upon the geological observations, is computed as follows: 

Alternatively, 

a(nlg1,···,gm) =~! ~ nijk(nlxlixZjX3k)·<Pl(xlilgl,···,gm)·<P2(x2jlgl'···'~) 

-<P 3(x 3k lgl,···,gm) 

This equation describes exactly the computations made by the System. 

However, the computation of the probabilities for the 27 process state 
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combinations utilizes the causation structure (inference net) of the 

Geologic Decision Model. In principle this computation is simple. The 

Geologic Decision Model contains the identity of those subprocesses that 

constitute the major processes. The geologist provides subjective prob-

abilities for these subprocesses. The computation algorithm combines 

these probabilities, consistent with the geologist's decision model, to 

yield probabilities for the major processes. Operationally, these com-

putations are accomplished indirectly. A simplified example is provided 

here to demonstrate the manner of computation. 

Suppose the geologist has identified inference nets for each of 

the three major processes (Xl,X2,X3) (see Fig. 35-3). 

Fig. 35-3. Schematic Representations of Inference Nets 
for the Three Major Processes. 
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These inference nets represent the causation structure indicated by the 

geologist's geoscience of uranium. For example, each of the symbols 

(Yl 'YZ,Y3) feeding into Xl is a subprocess of Xl' and Zl and Zz are sub

processes of Yl " Similarly, Ul and Uz are subprocesses of XZ' and VI 

and Vz are subprocesses of UZ• Sl and Sz are subprocesses of X3• 

Suppose now that subprocesses YZ and Y3 have only two states: 

YZ = {YZl' YZZ} and Y3 = {Y3l' Y3Z}· Suppose, however, that Yl has 

three states: Yl = {Yll' YlZ' Y13}. Thus, there"are lZ combinations of 

subprocesses of the first order (Yl 'YZ,Y3) that determine the state of 

Xl. In constructing the Geologic Decision Model, the geologist ranks 

these lZ combinations in terms of favorability for uranium formation on 

a scale of 0 to 100, as demonstrated in Table 35-6. He then relates 

the numerical rankings to the three states of Xl. For example, he might 

decide that 90 to 100 is an excellent condition for process Xl' 40 to 

89 intermediate, and 0 to 39 poor. In this way, these numerical scal-

ings are related to the states of Xl: 

xII + (90 - 100) 

xlZ 
+ (40 - 89) 

x13 + (0 - 39) 

Suppose now that an identical analysis is made of subprocess Yl , 

which in turn consists of subprocesses Zl and ZZ; this is shown in Table 

35-7. For these combinations, he may decide that 90-100 is excellent, 

45-89 intermediate, and 0-44 poor. It follows that Yll + (90-100), 

YlZ + (45-89), and Y13 + (0-44). 
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Table 35-6. Combinations and Rankings of Y1, YZ, and Y3' 

Combination Rank 

Yll YZ1 Y31 100 

Yll Y21 Y32 90 

Yll YZZ Y31 50 

Yll YZZ Y32 40 

Y1Z Y21 Y31 60 

Y12 YZ1 Y32 .55 

Y12 YZ2 Y31 10 

Y1Z YZ2 Y3Z 5 

Y13 YZ1 Y31 95 

Y13 Y21 Y32 90 

Y13 YZ2 Y31 85 

Y13 Y2Z Y32 30 

Table 35-37. Combinations and Rankings of Zl and ZZ' 

Combination Rank 

zll zZl 50 

zll zzz 100 

zlZ zZl 10 

zlZ zZ2 3~ 
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Xz and X3 would be analyzed and described similarly. 

Now let's see how this net would be used to determine the proba-

bility distribution for a combination of major earth process states. 

First, a geologist examines and evaluates all geoscience data;'. then he 

provides subjective probabilities for the subprocesses of Xl (Table 

35-8). Note that subjective probabilities are provided only for the 

subprocesses of a net. For Xl' these subprocesses are Zl' ZZ' YZ' and 

Table 35-8. Subjective Probabilities for States of 
End Nodes (Zl, ZZ, YZ, and Y3). 

P(ZI = zll) = 0.8 P(YZ = YZl) = 0.4 

P(ZI = zlZ) = o.z P(YZ YZZ) = 0.6 

P(ZZ = zZl) = 0.3 P(Y3 = Y3l) = 0.9 

P(ZZ = zZZ) = 0.7 P(Y3 = Y3Z) = 0.1 

It is helpful here to keep our objective in mind: to compute 

probabilities for the states of the major processes Xl' XZ' and X3 , based 

on the causation structure of the inference net and the probabilities 

for the states of the terminal processes given in Table 35-8. The 

first step in computing the probabilities for the states of Xl is to com-

pute the probability that Yl = Yll and Yl = YlZ. Since the geologist 

had stated in his inference net that Yl is composed of subprocesses Zl 

and ZZ' the probabilities for states of Yl are computed from probabili

ties for the states of Zl and ZZ. Examination of the geologist's 
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ranking scheme shows that Y11' the excellent state of the process, re

quires a numerical ranking of 90 to 100 for the combinations of states 

of Zl and ZZ" Furthermore, only one combination has a ranking of this 

magnitude, that is, zll zZZ" Therefore, the probability that Y1 equals 

Y11 is the probability for combination zll zZZ" This probability is 

computed from the geologist's subjective probabilities (Table 35-8) 

assuming statistical independence of Zl and ZZ: 

P(Yl = Yll) = P(Zl = zll' Zz = zZZ) 

= P(Zl = Zll) "P(ZZ = zZZ) 

= (.8)·(.7) = 0.56. 

Similarly, we can compute P(Yl = Y1Z). From the geologist's determina

tions, we see that the state of Y1Z consists of rankings from 50 to 90 

and that this includes only one event, Zl = zll and Zz = zZl. Thus, 

P(Yl = Y1Z) = P(Zl = zll)·P(ZZ = zZl) 

= (0.8)(0.3) = .Z4 

The probability for the remaining state of Yl , Y13' is computed by ob

serving that the state Y13 consists of a numerical ranking from 0 to 50 

and that falling within this interval are two combinations of the states 

of Zl and ZZ' namely zlZ zZl and zlZ ZZZ. Therefore, we have: 

P(Yl = Y13) = P(Zl = zlZ)·P(ZZ = zZl) + P(Zl = zlZ)·P(ZZ = zZZ) 

= (0.Z)(0.3) + (0.Z)(0.7) 

= 0.06 + 0.14 = O.ZO. 
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These computations describe the probability distribution for YI , given 

the geologic observations gl'"""'~: 

P (Y 1 ... Y 11 I g l' """' gm> = 0" 56 

P (Y 1 = y 121 gl' """' gm> = 0" 24 

P (Y 1 ... y 131 g1' ""., 8m) = 0" 20 

Computations like those demonstrated for states of YI are not 

made for Y2 and Y3 because these represent end nodes. Probabilities for 

states of these processes would have been made subjectively, given the 

geologic information provided, at the same time as the subjective proba

bilities for states of Zl and Z2 (Table 35-3). 

To summarize: Our objective is to compute the probabilities for 

states of Xl' given the geologist's observation and evaluation of geo

logic conditions and geoscience measurements. The geologist's science 

stated that Xl is made up of subprocesses YI , Y2 , and Y3 and that YI , in 

turn, is composed of subprocesses Zl and Z2" He provided a numerical 

ranking scheme that equates the subprocesses of YI , Y2 , and Y3 to the 

three states of Xl and a ranking scheme that equates the combinations of 

subprocess states of Zl and Z2 to states of YI " These relationships are 

shown in Figure 35-4. Table 35-9 summarizes our probability informa

tion for the states of the subprocesses YI , Y2, and Y3" (As already 

stated, the probabilities for states of Y2 and Y3 are made subjectively; 

they are simply reproduced here from Table 35-8.) 

Using the probabilities of Table 35-9, we can compute the proba

bilities for all combinations of the states of YI , Y2, and Y3" These 
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(100) 
Y11 Y:n Y31 

Y11(90-100) 
(SO) 

X11 (90-100) 

Y11 Y22 Y31 

(SO) (60) 
7;11 7;20- Y12 Y21 Y31 

(100) 
7;11 7;22 

Y12 (45 - 89) x12 (40 - 89) Xl 
(10) (10) 

z12 z:n Y12 Y22 Y31 

(30) (5) 
Z12 7;22 Y12 Y22 Y32 

(95) 
Y13 Y21 Y3'1 

(90) 
Y13 Y21 Y32 

Y13(0 - 44) xl3 (0 - 39) 
(85) 

Y13 Y22 Y31 

(30) 
Y13 Y22 Y32 

Fig. 35-4. Relations of Subprocesses of Xl. 
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Table 35-9. Probabilities for States of Yl , Y2 , and Y3• 

Process State Probability 

Yll 0.56 
Y12 0.24 
Y13 0.20 

Y2l 0.40 
YZ2 0.60 

Y3l 0.90 
Y32 0.10 

are provided in column two of Figure 35-5. Figure 35-5. also shows how 

the probabilities for the combinations of earth processes Yl , Y2, and 

Y3, conditional upon observations gl'···'Sm, are combined, using the 

ranking scheme for. the inference net, to compute probabilities for the 

states of Xl' conditional upon the geologic observations gl'···'Sm: 

P(X1 = xlllg}, • •• ,Sm) = 0.2736 ) 

P(X1 = x121 gl ' • •• ,Sm) = 0.5368 --- CPl (xli gl' ••• ,gm) 

P(X1 = xl31 gl ' • •• ,Sm) = 0.1896 

Similar computations would yield ~2(x2Igl' ···Sm) and 

~3(x3Igl'···'Sm). Thus, these could be combined with the probability 

distributions for number of deposits, conditional upon the states of the 

processes, to give a probability distribution for number of deposits u, 

given the geologic observations gl'···'Sm: 



Probability 
for Combination of 

Combination States of Subprocesses 

Y11 Y21 Y31 (. 56) (.4) (. 9) 

Y11 Y21 Y32 (.56) (.4) (.1) 

Y11 Y22 Y 31 (.56)(.6)(.9) 

Y 11 Y22 Y 32 (.56) (.6) (.1) = 

Yl2 Y21 Y 31 (.24)(.4)(.9) = 

Yl2 Y21 Y32 (.24) (.4) (.1) = 

Y12 Y22 Y31 (.24)(.6)(.9) 

Yl2 Y2 2 Y32 (.24) (.6) (.1) 

Y13 Y21 Y31 (.20)(.4)(.9) 

Y 13 Y21 Y 32 (.20)(.4)(.1) 

Y13 Y22 Y31 (.20)(.6)(.9) = 

Y13 Y22 Y32 (.20)(.6)(.1) 

State 
of Xl 

Probability 
for States of Xl 

(The Major Process) 

8--{ .ZOI6 + .on } = 0.Z736 = P(X, = xll) 

r;-J {.108 + .008 + .0096 +} l..::J ---. + .0864 + .3024 + .0224 = 0.5368 = P(X I = x 12) 

~ _{.0336 + .1296 + .0144 +} = 0 1896 ::; P(X = ) L:.J + .012 • I Xl3 

VI 
a 
N 
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333 
I I I nijk(nlx1i Xzj x3k)°<Pl(xlilgl' ···,gm) 

i=l j=l k=l 

The probability distribution a is the output of the Geologic Decision 

Model, that is, the probability distribution for number of deposits n, 

given the geologic observations and measurements for the region. 

This completes the demonstration of probability concepts and 

computational procedures of the Geologic Decision Model. The concepts 

and procedures are those demonstrated by the example calculations. 

Needless to say, the actual inference nets are more complex than the 

simple example, and the computations likewise are more complex. 

Dependencies and Inference Nets 

Several basic ideas are repeatedly used in the construction of 

the inference net. 

Suppose A is an event we wish to find the probability for. Sup-

pose B··' B are events that are pairwise disjoint and exhaustive: 
l' 'm 

that is, one and only one of the Bi's can occur. Then A can be sepa-

rated into p,airwise disjoint events: 

A (1) 

For example, suppose A is the event lithe number of deposits in the ref-

erence area is N II, B·" B respectively, are the events lithe state of 
0' l' 'm' 

earth processes is xl'··" the state of earth processes is xm." Assume 
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we have identified a complete set of states for some kind of earth pro-

cess. With the separation of A into disjoint events, it follows that 

(2) 

Given another collection of pairwise disjoint, exhaustive events 

Cl,···,Cn, each of the An Bi can be separated. 

After some number of levels of separation, it is necessary to 

determine the probability of each term of the sum. Consider a term like 

P(A n Bi ); we then have 

If A,Bi are independent, then p(AIBi ) = P(A), but in that case the 

separation would not be useful. 

At the next level of separation we have 

(4) 

or 

(5) 

or 

P(A n B.lc.)p(C.). 
~ J J 

(6) 

We would not use a separation such that A and the events in the separa-

tion are independent but pairs of events corresponding to different 

levels of separation might be independent, for example, Cj,Bi • Consider 

the term 
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which appears in Eq. (6) and is equal to 

P (A lB. (\ C.) P (B. I C . ) 
~ J ~ J 

(7) 

by matching Eqs. (4) and (6). In some instances there may be a cause-

and-effect relationship between Bi,Cj such that 

(8) 

The construction of the inference net corresponds to choosing the levels 

of separation of events. It is not necessary to separate all subevents 

in the same way. An examination of the inference net for the respective 

geologists shows that this can vary among geologists. 



APPENDIX 36 

QUANTITY ESTIMATES OF U308 PER MINERALIZED CELL 

These instructions are the ones followed oy geologist Curly 

(from the set of instructions shown in Appendix 20). 
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Approach II doee not require relatinli combinatione of 
proceeeee to quantity of U30a per cell. I net ead, a 
probability dietribution for quantity of U30S per min
eralized cell for each horizon is eetimated exterior 
to the PLATO system and introduced later. 

An advantage of this approach ie that you can account 
for variations- in the uranium endowment among hori
zons, e.g. Dakota ve. Weetwater. Thus, two areas hav
ing the same general geologic environment may be given 
very di fferent endowmente of U30S' not because the 
mineralized fr~ction is different but because the 
quantity of U30 S per mineralized cell in the two areas 
is very different. 

To use this approach, you must provide a probability 
distribution that describes generally the quantity of 
U30a per mineralized cell for each horizon. 
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So far, quantity of U30a per mineral ized cell has been 
referred to very generally, There are two options for 
describing it: 

Option 1 requires you to treat endowment in terms of 
the quantity of U30a per cell, given a cutoff grade of 
,gl% U30S,The format of the questions would be as fol
lows: 

For a specific geologic horizon, estimate 
the probability that the quantity of U30a pres
ent with a cutoff grade of ,gl% U30a is ~eater 
than or equal to the following amounts (where Q 
is defined as for Approach I) : 
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APPENDIX 37 

QUANTITY ESTIMATES OF U308 PER MINERALIZED CELL: 

EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 
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QUANTITY ESTIMATES FOR USE IN SIMULATION ROUTINE 

Geologist: Curly 

q. lb U30e/mineralized 
P(Q ~ q) Formation cell (:grade 0.01% U30e) 

San Jose Formation 10.000.000 .90 
15.000.000 .70 
20.000.000 .50 
25.000.000 .20 
30.000.000 .05 

Nacimiento/Animas 10.000.000 .90 
Formation 15.000.000 .70 

20.000,000 .50 
25,000,000 .20 
30.000,000 .05 

Ojo Alamo Formation 10,000,000 .90 
15,000,000 .70 
20.000,000 .50 
25,000,000 .20 
30,000,000 .05 

Fruitland Formation 10,000,000 .90 
15,000.000 .70 
20,000,000 .50 
25,000,000 .20 
30,000,000 .05 

r1enefee Formation 5,000.000 .90 
6,000,000 .60 
7,000,000 .50 
8,000,000 .30 

10,000,000 .10 
15,000,000 .05 

Dakota Sandstone 10,000,000 .90 
15,000,000 .80 
20,000,000 .50 
25,000,000 .30 
30,000,000 .10 

Burro Canyon Formation 10,000,000 .90 
15,000,000 .80 
20,000,000 .70 
25,000,000 .50 
30,000,000 .30 
35,000,000 .10 
40,000,000 .05 
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Geologist: Curly (continued) 

q, lb U30e/m1neralized 
P(Q ~ q) Formation cell (grade 0.01% U30e) 

Jackpfle Bed 20,000,000 .90 
25,000,000 .SO 
30,000,000 .70 
35,000,000 .60 
40,000,000 .50 
45,000,000 .30 
50,000,000 .10 

Westwater canyonl 15,000,000 .95 
Brushy Basin 20,000,000 .so 

25,000,000 .70 
30,000,000 .50 
35,000,000 .40 
40,000,000 .20 
45,000,000 .05 

Recapture Member 10,000,000 .90 
15,000,000 .70 
20,000,000 .50 
25,000,000 .20 
30,000,000 .05 

Salt Wash Member 10.000,000 .90 
15.000,000 .70 
20,000,000 .50 
25,000,000 .20 
30.000,000 .10 

Tod1lto Limestone 10,000,000 .90 
15,000,000 .SO 
20,000,000 .60 
25,000,000 .50 
30,000,000 .40 
35,000,000 .20 
40,000,000 .10 

Chinle Formation 10,000,000 .90 
15,000,000 .70 
20,000,000 .50 
25,000,000 .30 
30,000,000 .10 
35,000,000 .05 
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Geologist: Curly (continued) 

Fonnation 
q, lb U30e/mineralfzed 
cell (grade 0.01% U30e) P(Q~q) 

Cutler/Abo Formation 10,000,000 .90 
15,000,000 .60 
20,000,000 .50 
25,000,000 .30 
30,000,000 .05 

Madera Lfmestone 10,000,000 .90 
15,000,000 .70 
20,000,000 .50 
25,000,000 .30 
30,000,000 .10 
35,000,000 .05 



APPENDIX 38 

QUANTITY ESTIMATES OF U308 PER DEPOSIT 

These instructions are the ones followed by geologist Hadrian 

(from the set of instructions shown in Appendix 20). 
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Approach II does not require relating combinations of 
processes to quantity of U30a per deposit. Instead, a 
probability distribution for quantity of U30a per de
posit for each horizon is estimated exterior to the 
PLATO s~Jstem and introduced later. 

An advantage of this approach is that you can account 
for variations in the uranium endowment among hori
zons, e.g. Dakota vs. Westwater. Thus, two areas hav
ing the same general ~eologic environment may be given 
very di fferent endowments of U30S' not because the 

.number of deposits is different but because the quan-
tity of U30a per deposit in the two areas is very dif
ferent. 

To use this approach, you must provide a probability 
distribution that describes generally the quantity of 
U30S per deposit for each horizon. 
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So far, quantity of U30a per depo~it ha~ been referred 
to very generally. There are two option~ for de~crib
ing it: 

Option require~ you to treat ~ize of depoeit in 
terms of the quantity of U30a per depo~it, given a 
cutoff grade of . .0'1~~ U30S' The form~t of the que~
tione would be a~ follows: 

For a ~pecific geologic horizon, eetimate 
the probability that the quantity of U30a preeent 
in a depoeit with a cutoff ~rade of . .0'1% U30a ie 
greater than or equal to the following amounte: 
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APPENDIX 39 

QUANTITY ESTIMATES OF U308 PER DEPOSIT: 

EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST HADRIAN) 
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QUANTITY ESTIMATES FOR USE IN SIMULATION ROUTINE 

Geologist: Hadrian 

q, lb UsOa/deposit 
Formation (grade O.lS UsOa) P(Q ~ q) 

San Jose Formation 50,000 .9 
100,000 .7 
300,000 .4 
700,000 .1 

Nacimiento Formation 50.000 .9 
70,000 .7 

150,000 .4 
300,000 .1 

Ojo Alamo/Animas 50,000 .9 
Formation 90,000 .7 

300,000 .4 
700,000 .1 

Fruitland Formation 20,000 .9 
40,000 .7 

100,000 .4 
200,000 .1 

r~enefee Formation 20,000 .9 
30,000 .7 

100,000 .4 
200,000 .1 

Oakota Sandstone 50,000 .9 
200,000 .7 
500,000 .4 
700,000 .1 

Burro Canyon 100,000 .9 
300,000 .7 
500.000 .4 

2,000.000 .1 

Jackpile Bed 500,000 .9 
2.000,000 .7 
5,OOO.00(} .4 

10.000,000 .1 

Brushy Basin 10,000 .9 
20,000 .7 

100,000 .4 
300,000 .1 
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Geologist: Hadrian (continued) 

Fonnation 
q. lb U30a/deposft 
(grade O.lS U30S) P(Q ~ q) 

Westwater Canyon Member 1.000.000 .9 
5.000.000 .7 

10.000.000 .4 
20.000.000 .1 

Recapture Member 10.000 .9 
20.000 .7 
40.000 .4 

100.000 .1 

Salt Wash Member 20.000 .9 
50.000 .7 

200.000 .4 
400.000 .1 

Todflto/SummerYflle/ 50.000 .9 
Entrada 100.000 .7 

200.000 .4 
400.000 .1 

Poleo Sandstone Member 10.000 .9 
20.000 .7 
70.000 .4 

100.000 .1 

Agua Zarca Member 50.000 .9 
80.000 .7 

150.000 .4 
400.000 .1 

Shinarump Member 50.000 .9 
80.000 .7 

150.000 .4 
400.000 .1 

Cutler/Abo/Madera 60.000 .9 
80.000 .7 

120.000 .4 
500.000 .1 



APPENDIX 40 

THICKNESS ADJUSTMENT 
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THICKNESS _ ADJUSTMENT 

You have defined and adjusted your selected en
dowment scheme,which is. based on an assumed thickness. 
Since most of the 1 ithologic groupings ("horizons") 
you chose are more than lmm feet thick, you must now 
relate the endowment of each horizon or of a partition 
of a horizon to the actual thickness. 

For each horizon bein~ evaluated, there are 
two ways ~)ou can adj ust for the effects of thickness. 
The one you choose depends on your conception of how 
the uranium is distributed through the horizon in 
question: 

A) Randomly Distributed Host Sands - This 
refers to a lithologic unit that con
tains discontinuous sand bodies, i.e. 
lenses, pods,' stringers, etc. 

B) Multiple Host Sands - This refers to a 
lithologic unit having one or more 
continuous sands. (A subset of this 
case is a lithologic unit with only 
c·ne cont i nuous sand.) 

Press -NEXT- for illustration 
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A) RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED HOST SANDS 

Host Sand~ 

.. ~ 

B) MULTIPLE HOST SANDS 

Host Sands (Assume Barren Between Host Sands) 

Known ~and 
," .. " .,' '... : .. ' '. ~ . 

Probable sand 
:',' '~" ....... " .' '.' '.~' ... . ", ........ '. 

Press -NE~<T - to cont i nue 
-BACK- for previous page 
-SHIFT-BACK- for flow chart 
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If you c~ RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED HOST SANDS, 
your only' ta~k wi'll be to e~timat'e the changes in en
dol.t.lment as the thickness fluctuates. 

If you cHoo~e MULTIPLE HOST SANDS, you mu~t 
perform the following ~tep~: 

1) Estimate the maximum number of additional 
san~ for the horizon. 

2) Assign a probability of occurrence to these 
additional sands. 

3) Approximate a thickness distribution for 
an individual sand. 

4) Estimate ~he change in endowment as the 
thicknes~ of'an individual sand fluctuates. 
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Example 

Data Input for RANDO~_Y DISTRIBUTED 

HOST SANDS 
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THICKNESS EXPANSION DATA 
RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED HOST SANDS 

GEOLOGIST: Example 
LITHO. UNIT:*l Exam~le 

DATE: 35/37/83 

THICKNESS (FT) MULTIPLES OF ENDOWMENT 

First estimate the thickness necessary to produce the 
lowest level of endowment. Enter the endowment .3.t the 
arrow, press -NEXT-, then the thickness necessary to 
produce t his endowment 1 eve 1 . Cont i nue 1,oJ i t h t he next 
larger thickness-endowment data pair until finished. 

Press -SHIFT-NE:::<T- at the arrow when you have finished 
entering data pairs. You wi 11 then be able to edit .3.nd 
plot them. Press -NEXT- to begin. 

Press -NEXT- to continue this display 
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THICKNESS EXPANSION DATA 
RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED HOST SANDS 

GEOLOGIST: Example 
LITHO. UNIT:'*l Example 

DATE: H5/H7/SH 

THICKNESS (FT) MULTIPLES OF ENDOWMENT 
1H 
25 
5JiJ 

1JiJJiJ 

2JiJJiJ 

3JiJJiJ 

4HZ 
6JiJJiJ 

.HH1 
• 1 JiJ 

.3H 
• 7JlJ 

l.H 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 

First estimate the thickness necessary to produce the 
lowest level of endowment. Enter the endowment at the 
arrow, press -NEXT-, then the thickness necessary to 
produce t his endowment 1 eve 1 . Cont i nue I.JJ i t h t he next 
larger thickness-endowment data pair until finished. 

Press -SHIFT -NE><T - at the arrow when you have fin i shed 
entering data pairs. You will then be able to edit and 
plot them. Press -NEXT- to begin. 
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Example 

Data Input for MULTIPLE HOST SANDS 



LIKELIHOOD EST1MATE Or 
MULTIPLE HOST SANDS 

GEOLOGIST: Example 
LITHO. UNIT:.1 Example 

NO. ADDITIONAL PROBABILITY 
HOST SANDS INDEX 

SUMS: 

PROBABILITY 

DATE:: 

CUMULATIVE 
PROBABILITY 

Estimate the maximum number of additional host 
sands for this unit: ) 3 

Assign a probability i~dex number of 1999 to that num
ber of sands that you think is the most likely. Assign 
probability index numbers less than 1999 to the other 
numbers of additional host sands, reflecting the rela
tive probability for their occurrence. 

Press -NEXT- to continue this display 
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LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATE OF 
MULTIPLE HOST SANDS 

GEOLOGIST: Example DATE:: 
LITHO. UNIT:~1 Example 

NO. ADDITIONAL PROBABILITY PROBABILITY CUMULATIVE 
HOST SANDS INDEX PROBABILITY 

Z ezz .333 .333 
1 1ZZZ .417 .7SZ P~l) 

2 SZZ .2ze .95e P (N~2) 
3 urz .Z42 1.ZZZ P(~3) 

SUMS: 

Estimate the maximum 
sands for this unit: 

number 
) 3 

of additional host 

As~ign a probability index number of 1ZZZ to that num
ber of sands that you think is the most likely. A~~ign 
probability index numbers less than 1ZZZ to the other 
numbers of additional host sands, reflecting the rela
tive probability for their occurrence. 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
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THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION 

GEOLOGIST: Example 
LITHO. UNIT:#l Example 

THICKNESS: LOW 

6JlI' 

DATE: JlI'S/JlI7/8JlI 

MOST LIKELY HIGH 

12JlI' 2JlIJlI' 

Estimate a thickness distribution for an individual 
host sand contained within the unit being evaluated. 

Enter a number at the arrow and press -N~AT-. 
You ma~.) press -BACK- to edit the previous number. 
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THICKNESS EXPANSION DATA 
MULTIPLE HOST SANDS 

GEOLOGIST: Example 
LITHO. UNIT:"1 Example 

DATE: IJS/IJ7/SZ 

THICKNESS (FT) MULTIPLES OF ENDOWMENT 

First estimate the thickness necessary to produce the 
lowest level oOf endowment. Enter the endoOwment at the 
arrow, press -ND<T-. then 1;he thickness necessary toO 
produce t his endoOwment 1 eve 1. CoOnt i nue wit h t he next 
larger thickness-endowment data pair until finished. 

Press -SHIFT -NE)<T - at the arrow when you have fin i shed 
entering data pairs. YoOu will then be able to edit and 
ploOt them. Press -NEXT- to begin. 

Press -NE;<T- toO continue this display' 
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THICKNESS D<PANSION DATA 
MULTIPLE HOST SANDS 

GEOLOGIST: Example 
LITHO. UNIT: #1 Example 

THICKNESS (FT) 
1.0' 
25 
5.0' 
1[1.0' 
2.0'.0' 
3.0'.0' 
4.0'.0' 
6.0'.0' 

DATE: ,CJ5/J37 /8.0' 

MUL TIPLES OF E~JDOWt1ENT 
. .0'.0' l' 
. 1.0' 
.3.0' 
.7.0' 

1..0' 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 

First estimate the thick.ness necessary to produce the 
lowest level of endowment. Enter the endowment at the 
arrow, press -NEXT-, then the thickne5s necessary to 
prc·duce t his endowment 1 eve 1. Cont i nue wit h the next 
larger thickness-endowment data pair until finished. 

Press -SHIFT-NEXT- at the arrow when you have finished 
entering data pairs. You l,t,Ii 11 then be able to edit and 
plot them. Press -NEXT- to begin. 
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FURTHER.INSTRUCTIONS 

A list of the lithologic groupin~ and the par
titions selected for evaluation will be displayed on 
the PLATO screen. Opposite each, enter: 

A - If uranium mineralization is distributed 
randomly throughout the units as pods, 
stringers, lenses, local trends or beds. 

B - If uranium mineralization is confined to 
specific identifiable beds, horizons, or 
trends within the selected lithologic 
grouping. You must be able to evaluate 
these mineralized bodies. 

Press -NEXT- for lithologic groupings 
-SHIrT-BACK- for flow chart 
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THICKNESS CLASSIFICATION PAGES 

If ~ou decide to adjust for thickness of the 
horizon over the basin as a whole, then when the arrow 
is opposite ~he group name, t~e an. A or B to select 
that method, and then press the -NEXT- ke~. The arrow 
will advance to the next grouping. For example: 

1. TeM iary 
~ 

(Grouping) 

(Method Selected) ~M 

-rr.) A 

(Part it ions) 2'. 
3. 

L H (Source 
~ Type) 

X 
X 

X 

If you decide to adjust' for thickness on a par
tition-by-partition basis, press -NS~T- without enter
ing an~thing at the arrow, and it will be advanced to 
the first partition of the grouping. Then pr~ss A or 
B to select that method for the partition. For example:' 

:jjr M L H 
1. Terti'ary 

1. B X 
2.) A X 
3. X 

Press -NEXT- to start 
-BACK- to Review 
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APPENDIX 41 

THICKNESS ADJUSTMENT: EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY)· 
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THICKNESS EXPANSION DATA 
RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED HOST SANDS 

GEOLOGIST: curly DATE: ms/ml/sm 
LITHO. UNIT:*9 We~twater Canyon/Bru~hy Ba 

THICKNESS (FT) ENDOWMENT 
1m m.m1 E 

2 sm m.3 E 
3 Imm m.g E 
4 1sm 1 E 
S 2mm 1.1 E 
6 2sm 1. 1S E 

·7 3mm 1. 16 E 
8 smm 1. 17 E 
9 9mm 1. 18 E 

Pre~~ -NEXT- to continue to next unit or partition, 
-SHIFT-NEXT- for a plot of this data, 
-EDIT- to edit these value~, 
-BACK- to exit. 
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THICl<NESSA:XPANSION CURVE 
RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED MINERALIZATION 

GEOLOGIST: curly 
LITHO. UNIT:*9 Westwater Canyon/Bru5hy Ba 

ENDOWMENT 
E 

1..0' 

I 
J 

l 
.1 
l 

I 

.0' • .0' J 
.0' 

:« Tm 

X-Axis: 

Y-Axis: 

i-"" 

'/ 
/' 

15.0' 
T* 

T* = 
T* m or 

1 • .0' = 

3.0'.0' 
2T* 

45.0 
3T* 

5.0.0 
4T* 

75.0' 
5T* 

.. THICKNESS 
9.0'.0' FEET 
6T:« 

Ideal thickness for this unit 
Thickness below which there is no 
likelihood of endowment(T~ or 8.521 FT1 
Endowment for idealized thickness for 
this unit 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
-DATA- to change display grid 
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THICKNESS EXFANsION DATA 
RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED HOST SANDS 

GEOLOGIST: curly DATE: .0"5/.0"1/8.0" 
LITHO. UNIT:*6 Dakota Sand5tone 

THICKNESS (F'T) ENDOWMENT 
l.0' .0" • .0"1 E 

2 2.0" .0" • 1 E 
3 3.0" .0".5 E 
4 5.0" .0".8 E 
5 1.0".0" 1 E 
6 2.0".0" 1.!J5 E 
7 3.0".0" 1 • .0"7 E 
8 45.0" 1.1E 

Pre55 -NEXT- to continue to next unit or partition, 
-SHIF'T-NEXT- for a plot of this data, 
-EDIT- to edit th~e value5, 
-BACK- to exit. 
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THICKNESS/EXPANSION CURVE 
RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED MINERALIZATION 

GEOLOGIST: curly DATE: 85/81/816 
LITHO. UNIT:#6 Dakota Sandstone 

ENDOWMENT 
E 

1..0' 

j 
i 
I 
L 

! 
.f 
16 

T* m 

l/ 

I 

><-Axis: 

Y-Axis: 

/" 

1£J16 
T* 

T* 
T* m 

1.16 

2.0'16 
2T* 

31616 
3T* 

416.0' 
4T* 

= Ideal thickness for this unit 

THICKNESS 
5.0'16 FEET 
ST* 

= Thickness below which there is no 
likelihood of endowment(T~ = 8.389 FT) 

= Endowment for idealized thickness for 
this unit 

Press -NE><T - to cont i nue 
-DATA- to change display grid 
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THIcKNESS EXPANSION DATA 
RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED HOST SANDS 

GEOLOGIST: curly DATE: .'35/.liJ'1/3.liJ' 

LITHO. UNIT: ""1 San Jose Formation 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

THICKNESS (FT) ENDOWMENT 
1.liJ' 

3.liJ' 

SJiJ 

1.liJ'.liJ' 

Z.liJ'.liJ' 

4.liJ'flI 
6JiJ.liJ' 

9.liJ'.liJ' 

a.fiJ1 E 
a.2 E 
a.6 E 
a.9 E 
1 E 
1. 15 E 
1.16 E 

1. 17 E 

Press -NEXT- to continue to next unit or partition, 
-SHIFT-NEXT- for a plot of this data, 
-EDIT- to edit these values, 
-BACK- to exit. 
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THICKNESS/EXPANSION CURVE 
RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED MINERALIZATION 

GEOLOGIST: curly 
LITHO. UNIT:*l San J03e Formation 

ENDOWMENT 
E 

/ 
/ 

I 
f 

~ 

11 

a 
=« Tm 

X-Axis: 

Y-Axis: 

..----
2aa 
T* 

T* 
T* m 

1.a 

4i1i1 
2T* 

BiIiI 
4T* 

THICKNESS. 
lailil FEET 
ST* 

= Ideal thickness for this unit 
Thickness below which there is no 
1 ikel i hood of endowment (T~ = 8.947 FT) 
Endowment for idealized thickness for 
this unit 

Press -ND<T - to cont i nue 
-OATA- to change display grid 
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APPENDIX 42 

GRADE MODIFICATION, INCLUDING EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST SHIVA) 

This is a portion of an annotated sample run from program 

AFILE/BFILE of the Endowment Simulation Model (program MASTER). It 

illustrates how the modification for grade is made. 
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ENTE~ THE E:":PFlN!!ON FA~TOR FOP GRFlDE OF I.IPAN1UM CON~lDERED 
(IF SPADE IS .Ol~ ENTEP 1.0 FOP FRCTOP) 

1. '0 

Some geologists found it difficult to describe the relationship of 
earth processes and geologic conditions (the number-of-deposits dis
tribution) to endowment measures (quantity estimates/cellar deposit) 
at a cutoff grade of 0.01% U30a. This is primarily because their 
experience 1s with occurrences of higher cutoff grades. To compare 
estimates from one geologist to another, the system allows the endow
ment to be estimated at other grades, and then the estimates are 
later converted to 0.01% U30a cutoff. This is accomplished by using 
an expansion factor derived from the tonnage-grade relationship for 
the Grants Mineral Belt (see graph). As indicated by the data entry 
above, participant Curly made his estimate for the grade of 0.01%. 
Participant Shiva, however. used a cutoff grade of 0.1% U30a, so his 
expansion factor, in answer to the above question, was 1.85, which 
was obtained from the graph as follows: 

l-
Z ... 
~ 
Q 
Z ... 

102% (obtained by ex
K (expansion factor) • % total U30a @ •. OU trapolatinq the curve) 

% total U30a @ .1% • 55% 

100 

90 

SO 

70 

• 1.85 (expansion factor to a grade 
of 0.01% U30a) 

~ 60 
:::I 

..... 
~ 
0 
I-

u.. 
0 ... 
(!J 

~ z ... 
u = ... 
0.. 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

TONNAGE-GRADE RELATION FOR U308. 
GRANTS MINERAL BELT. NEW MEXICO 
(SOURCE: NURE PROJECT OFFICE. 1979) 

O~~----~----~~~~----~----~~----~----~----~~---~ 
.00 .02 .04 .06 .OS .10 .12 .14 .16 .1S .20 .22 .24 .26 

CUTOFF GRADE (PERCENT U30S) 
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APPENDIX 43 

NUMBER OF DEPOSITS PER SINGLE EVALUATION AREA, 

INCLUDING EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST HADRIAN) 

This is a portion of an annotated sample run from program 

AFILE/BFILE of the Endowment Simulation Model (program MASTER). It 

illustrates how the modification for number of deposits is made. 
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NUMBER OF DEPIJSIT~ / SINGLE EVRLURTlDN FI~ER : 
FOR THE PURPOSE CF CRLCL'LRTlN6 SFlI'IPLIN6 RFlTlOS FOR ERCH 
PMTl,T10N 'tOU t..IlLL. BE RSKED TO ENTE~ R SERIES CF PAIRS, EACH 
CDNSISTIN6 CF (1) R HYPOTHETICRL PR~TTTICN R~ER RNn (2) THE 
EXPECTED NU"'BE~ CF DEPOSITS IN RSCENDING ORDE~.) 

TYPE IN THE N'J"'BE~ CF SUCH PRIRS YOU ",IISH TC ENTER. 
'("'IN~ 2" "'RX': 2~). 

The number of pairs chosen is up to the geologist and should be re
lated to the spread between the largest and smallest partitions. 
The operator should order the areas so it will be easiest for the 
geologist to state the most likely number of deposits for each size 
area. 

Hadrian's number-of-deposits distribution for the 27 geologic process 
combinations in a lOO-square-mile evaluation area is listed in Endow
ment Distribution in Appendix IV, Part A, Volume 3 of 5 (Hadria~ 
(Harris and Carrigan, 1980). 

= n E'NTER RN ARER AND ITS CDRRESPONDUfG EXP(NR CF DEPS)': 
1'01) 31) 

~ 2l ENTER AN ARER AND ITS CO~~ESPONDIN6 EXP'(NR CF DEPS) ': 
21)1) 51) 

~= 3: ENTER AN A~ER AND ITS CCRRESPONDINI; EXP(NR CF DEPS)': 
5'01) 65 

= 4l ENTER AN ARER AND ITS CIJ~~ESPONDING EXP(NR CF DEPS) ': 
11)1)1) 91) 

~~ 5"1 ENTER AN ARER AND ITS CORRE~PONDTNI; EXP'(N~ ,CF DEPS)': 
31)'0'0 2~1) 

= 0': ENTER AN A~ER AND ITS CDRRESPONDING EXP(N~ CF DEPS) ': 
1'01)'01) "'7'0 

= 7"1 ENTER AN ARER AND ITS CDRRESPONDING EXP(NR CF DEPS)': 
151)'0'0 560 

;~ 9l ENTER AN ARER AND ITS CORRESPONDING EXP(NR CF DEPS)': 
2'0'01)'0 71)'0 

;: 9: ENTER ANAREP RND ITS CD~~ESPONDING EXP(NR CF DEPS)': 
2~'O'O1) 9'0'0 

The above table, used instead of the multiple evaluation area con
cept, enables the geologist to indicate how the number of deposits 
(of a specified si'ze and grade) changes with size of the area. 
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The first entry in this example table (100) is the size of Hadrian's 
evaluation area; for this size of area, Hadrian felt that 30 ;s the 
most likely number of deposits when all process combinations are ex
cellent (see Endowment Distribution in Appendix IV). The next ques
tion requests the most likely number of deposits for an area of 200 
square miles. Hadrian felt there would be 50 deposits. 

The process continues until .the last area is larger than the largest 
partition. 

Note that the evaluation area does not have to be the smallest area 
and thus first in 'the table. It just as easily could have been 1000 
square miles, and the table would have been scaled from there for 
smaller and larger partitions. 

The operator should now ask the geologist whether the ratios (number 
of deposits to area) would remain the same for intermediate and poor 
process combinations. All three geologists who used the number-of
deposits option felt that the ratios would hold. If they had felt 
that the ratios would not hold, the only other choice would have been 
to make the number of deposits estimates for two additional evalua
tion areas. 
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APPENDIX 44 

CALCULATE ENDOWMENT MARGINALS 
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CALCULATE ENDOWMENT MARGINALS 

An endovJment marginal is the probabi 1 ity, over a 
defined interval,of having a certain quantity of U3QS' 
Endowment ma.rgi nals are calculated for all four endow
ment ~chemes. 

As a r~ult of the' collapeing of geologic prob
abi I i ties (:!t13 on the Flow Chart), each of the three 
levels of the inference, net was described by a set of 
three probabilities,and these were multiplied together 
to produce 27 joint probabilities of geologic factors. 
In picture form" the procEes was something 1 ike this: 

Horizon: Example 
Part it ion:, 1/4 

Source 
Trans. Faci. 

Dep.Min. 
Fact~ 

EX 

IN x IN 

PR PR 

x 

Post-Dep 
Fact. 

EX 

IN 

PR 

Joint Prob .. 
of Geologic 

Factors 

27 
prob. 
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The joint probabilities of geologic factors are 
now multiplied with the probabilHies for each endow
ment 1 eve 1 : 

Horizon: E~<ample - Using only five 'endowment intervals 
P,s.rtition: 1/4 

EndolJJment Dens i ty Probab iIi ties 

P (E l ) 

The "Endowment Scheme," 
corresponding to 
App. 21 or 22 

x 

.Jo i nt Prob. 
of Geologic 

Factors 

-

Joint geologic 
probabilii tes, 
corresponding 
to App. 34 
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The product of this: calculation i~ a tableau of 
the Joint Probability of Endowmen~, Geologic ractor~. 
When the five. columns of joint probabilities are 
summed, five. sets or· marginal probabilities are pro
produced: 

Horizon:: Example 
Partit:ion:. 1/4 

JOINT PROBABILITIES 

I 
The Mal~gin.=.l Pr?babil;ties must add l...lp to 1.Z 
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APPENDIX 45 

JOINT PROBABILITIES (ENDOWMENT, GEOLOGIC FACTORS): 

EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 

The joint prooabilities Cof endowment, geologic factors) are 

sho~m for three of geologist Curly"'s horizons. He reviews these to 

determine whether modification of the "Endowment Schemetl will be 

necessary. 
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I!estwater -- Typical 

GEO: curl~" S.T: L. HOR:6/4/8 AREA:! DATE: .rtf2/Ji!2/8Ji! 

JOINT PROBABILITIES 
P (E 1 ' S, D , P) P (E2 ' S , D, P) P (E3 , S, D, P) P (E4 , S, D, P) P (E5 , S, D, P) 

fJ.fJJi!Ji!£J .@ • Ji!Ji!Ji!Ji! .rtf • Ji!JiJJiJ3 Ji!.Ji!.0'41 JoJ.Ji!164 

Ji!.fJJiJJi!Ji! Ji!.f3JiJJi!JiJ Ji!.gJ!JJ!J4 .IiJ • Ji!JiJ7 5 Ji! •. rtf124 

JiJ.fiJi!19 .0'.Ji!162 JiJ.Ji!3Ji!8 .0' • JiJ 1 3Ji! JiJ. fJ.0'Ji!Ji! 
fJ' • fj fjJ£r1 Z. Z.0'Ji!6 .ff • . 0'JiJ82 ff.fJ5JiJl .Iii. JiJJi!JiJ4 

Ji!.fJJi!J38 Z.fJfJ68 Ji!.Ji!341 Ji!.Ji!162 . Ji!. Ji!Ji!Ji!3 

fJ.Ji!184 fiJ.1198 Ji!.Z3!5 Z.Ji!Z73 Ji!.ZfJJi!Z 

Ji!.fJJi!32 ff.Ji!383 Ji!.Ji!262 fJ.Ji!Ji!35 Ji!.Ji!Ji!Ji!Ji! 

fJ.Ji!Ji!74 fiJ.fJ471 fJ • .0'153 Ji!.fJJi!Ji!Ji! fJ.Ji!Ji!Ji!Ji! 

.0' • .0'389 (.0'.1381 ) Ji!.Ji!353 :if. Ji!fJJi!Z Ji!.Ji!Ji!Ji!Ji! 
Ji! • fjJi!Ji!Ji! Ji!.Ji!Ji!fJJi! Ji!.!!1Ji!Ji!2 Ji!.f3Ji!5Ji! 91. Ji!Ji!16 

Ji!.919191l .0'. Ji!Ji!Ji!9 Ji!.Ji!Z38 .IL Ji!Ji! 18 Ji! • 91JiJJi!Ji! 

Ji!.Ji!Ji!21 Z.Ji!137 Ji!.Ji!Ji!44 JiJ.Ji!Ji!ffJZ Z.ffJJi!ffJffJ 

91. Ji!Ji!JiJ4 fi.ffJJi!28 91.Ji!113 fJ.JiJ915JiJ 91.91JiJ91Ji! 

91.ZfJJiJ4 Ji!. Ji!JH7 Ji!.Ji!JiJ93 Ji! • JiTJi! 46 Ji!.Ji!Ji!Ji!Ji! 

Ji!.Ji!Ji!78 Ji!.Ji!387 .0' • .0'115 Ji!.Ji!JJZZ Ji!.JiJJiJffJJi! 

fJ.ZfJ26 .0' .Ji!147 JiJ.Ji!Z6JiJ JiJ.Ji!JiJJiJJi! JiJ.fJJi!Ji!Ji! 

JiJ. Ji!JiJ33 91.Ji!151 Ji!.91Z44 91. Ji!JiJJi!Ji! Ji!.ffJffJJi!Ji! 

.fi.Ji!185 J!1. Ji!458 fJ.ffJJi!53 fJ.fJJi!Ji!ffJ Ji!.fJJi!Ji!JJ 

J!J • 91 fJ Ji! Ji! 91.JJJi!Ji!91 91.fJB91Ji! 91. Ji!JiJJi!Ji! Ji!.Ji!Ji!Ji!JJ 

fJ.J3Ji!Ji!JiJ Ji! • Ji! Ji!.0' 1 Ji!.Ji!Ji!Ji!Ji! Ji! • fJJJJi!.0' 91.9191JJJi! 

Ji!.91Ji!ffJl ffJ.ffJZ912 ffJ. ffJJ?HJffJ ffJ.FJffJJi!ffJ ffJ.91ffJffJffJ 

91.fiffJffJi! 91.91Ji!Ji!2 Ji!.Ji!Ji!91l 91 • Ji! Ji! Ji! JiJ 91.fJJi!ffJ.0' 

.0' • JiJJi!fJffJ .0' • JiJffJJi!2 Ji!.ffJffJJi!ffJ Ji! • Ji!Ji!Ji!.0' fJ.Ji!Ji!Ji!Ji! 

ff • .0'Ji!JiJ2 .'if. ffJJi!JiJ5 ff.ffJJiJffJffJ Ji!.fJJiJ91Ji! ff.Ji!ffJfiJ91 

Ji!.fJJi!Ji!l Mf.91Ji!.fi2 iii • .0'Ji!Ji!Ji! .0'.91JiJJi!Ji! J:J.fJJi!Ji!P.1 

ffJ.Ji!Ji!fJl ffJ.Ji!ffJfJ2 Ji!.Ji!Ji!Ji!Ji! Ji!.Ji!12JJi!ffJ ff.Ji!JiJ91Ji! 

fJ.Ji!Ji!Ji!5 Ji!.ffJJi!Z4 Ji!.Ji!Ji!Ji!Ji! Ji!.Ji!91ZJ3 Ji!.Ji!Ji!Ji!JiJ. 

.er.l.0'7,fiJ fl. 5.0'53 rJ.2386 .fi.llSJi! Mf.Ji!311 

SUM OF MARGINALS=l.Ji!.0'fJJi! 

As an example, the value 0.1381 within the oval indicates that 13.81% 
of the joint probability (endowment, geologic factors) is concentrated 
in this particular combination of the three process states. If this 
combination is not acceptable to the geologist, he would return to his 
endowment scheme (Apps. 21 and 22), change his estimate, and then, 
through the Geologic Decision Model, recalculate the joint probability 
matrix. If satisfied with both the direction and magnitude of his 
adjustment, he would then reprocess the entire appraisal system; if 
still dissatisfied with the results of program MASTER, he would repeat 
the cycle just described. 
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Dakota ~- Typical 

GEO: curlv S. T: L. HOR: 6/2/8 AREA: 1 DATE: fJ2/JiJ2/8fJ 
JOINT PROBABILITIES 

P (El ~S~D,P) P (E'2,S~D,P) P (E3 ,S,D,P) P (E4 , S, D, P) P (E5' S, D, P) 

iff • fi J[J fi fJ" fi.J1JJ1JfJfJ JtJ.JiJJlJJlJfJ JlJ.JiJJiJfJJlJ ff. fJfJliJliJ 

fJ .IiJJlJfJfJ, JiJ.JiJliJliJfJ flJ.IiJJiJliJfJ 1iJ.1iJ1iJ1iJ1iJ fJ.fJJiJliJl 

fJ • .f[JJiJfJfJ fi.J1JfJfJl fJ. fJJiJJiJl fi.JiJJiJJiJl fJ.JiJJifJtJJiJ 

,0'. fJ,Y.fJifJif fJ. JiffJJtJJiJ Jif.JiffJJlJl fi.JtJJiJJif4 .I(J. fiJifJifJiJ 

13 • fJfJfiJfJ fJ.fJfJfJl JiJ. JiJJlJJiJ5 fJ.fJJiJJif3 Jif.fiJifJifJiJ 

ff. JiffiJiJ3 Jif.Jif1iJ18 ,I(J. JiJJifliJ5 IiJ.JifJiJJiJl JiJ. JifJiJIiJJiJ 

if. fiZfJ9 Jif.fJlfJ3 ,I(J. fJJiJ7 1 Jif. fJJlj 1 JiJ JiJ • fJ JiJJiJ JiJ 
,~. fJ/HJiJ fJ. JiJ2 56 JiJ.fJJiJ83 JiJ.fJJiJJiJJiJ .1(J.JiJJiJIiJIiJ 

fJ. fJ2,VI2 fJ.fJ715 fJ.ff183 ff.IiJJiJJiJJiJ JiJ.JtJJiJJiJIiJ 

fJ. Jj'fJfJJtJ fJ. fJfJJiJJiJ ,VI .liJfJffliJ .Iii. JiJIiJJif 1 IiJ.JiJJiJJifJiJ 

fJ.fJJiJJiJZ JiJ.fJJiJJiJJiJ fJ.JiJJlJJiJ2 fJ.JiJJiJJiJl JiJ.JiJJiJJiJJiJ 

,ff. fJ.eJf!i1 fJ.J1Jf1J!i7 JiJ.JiJJiJJiJ2 JiJ • JiJJiJ JiJ,CiJ JiJ.JiJJiJJiJJiJ 

fJ • fJ.liI JiJ JiJ ff.JiJJiJJiJ3 JiJ.fJ1iJ12 JiJ.JiJJiJJiJ5 JiJ.JiJJiJJiJJiJ 

.Ii!. fJJ1JJiJ1 fJ.fJJiJ1JiJ fJ.JiJJif19 JiJ.JiJJiJJiJ9 JiJ.JiJJiJJiJJiJ 

fJ.fjJif15 fJ.JifJiJ76 fJ.fJJiJ23 JJ. JiJJiJJiJfJ fJ.JiJJiJJiJJiJ 

fJ. fJfJ92 fJ.fJ526 fJ • .0'215 ,VI. fJfJJifJiJ fJ.JiJJiJJiJJiJ 

Jif. 13239 JiJ. 1 JiJ8 Z .0'. JiJ319 JiJ.fJIiJJiJIiJ liJ.fJliJliJliJ 

fJ.1266 fJ.3131iJ JiJ.1iJ361 JiJ.JiJJiJIiJIiJ ,VI • JiJ JiJ IiJ JiI 

YJ. fiJiJJlJJiJ fi.JifJiJJifJiJ JiJ.JiJJiJJiJJiJ Jif.fiJiffJJlJ fJ.JifJlJJiJJiJ 

fi.fJfJfiJiJ JiJ.JiJJiJIiJIiJ Jj. JiJJiJliJf( IiJ.JiJJiJJiJIiJ JiJ.fifJliJJiI 

,ff. JiJIiJJiJIiJ JiJ.JlJJiIIiJ1 IiJ.JiJIiJJiJJiJ fi.IiJJiJJiJJlJ fJ.JlJIJIiJIiJ 

fi.fJJlJJlJJlJ fJ.fiJiffJ2 ,I(J. JiJIiJIiJ 1 fJ.JiJJiJJiJJiJ fJ.fiJiJfJJiJ 

fJ. JiJJlJfJl fJ. ilJfJfJ3 fJ.JiJJiJJiJl fi.fJJiJJiJJiJ fJ • .fJJiJJiIfJ 

fJ.JifJ1JfJ5 fJ. JifJiJJil9 fi.fJJlJIiJJiJ JlJ.IiJJ!JfJfJ fJ.fJfJfJfJ 
fJ.fifi24 J7j •. f.1fJ6 6 fJ.JiIfJfJ7 fi.fJfJJlJfJ fJ. ,l(JJiJfJJiJ 

.I(J. JifJiJ8 3 liJ.fJ1JiJ9 IiJ.JiJfJliJliJ JiJ.JifIiJJ1JJiJ IiJ.JiJIiJIiJIiJ 

.0' • .0'316 fJ.1iJ24fJ .0'. JiJIiJIiJJiJ 1iJ • .fJJiJIiJ.fJ fJ. ,I(JJlJIiJJiJ 

ff.2297 fJ.6357 fJ.131fJ fJ.fJJlJ35 fJ • .tJJiJJlJ 1 
SUM OF' MARGINALS-l.JiffiJJiIJiJ 
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San Jose -- Typi ca 1 

GEO: cLlrlv S.T: L. HOR: 1/2./3 AREA: 1 DATE: f32/f32/8JZf 
JOINT PROBABILITIES 

P (E 1 ,S,D,P) P (E2 ' S, D, P) P (E3 ' S, D, P) P (E4 ,S,D,P) P(E:;,S,D,P) 

ff. Ef3ffE JZf.fffJfJfJ 13 • 13 .fU3JZf J!J.ffff1313 J!J • . 'ifJZf1313 
ff • .r1.0J!J ff 13.13131313 JJ. JZfJiJ13ff JZf.JZfffJZf13 fJ. JZfJ!J1313 
fJ.B'JZffJfi .fi1 • JZf.'ifJZf 1 JZf.fJ13JZfl JZf.fJi!Ji!J1 g • . 'ifJZfJ!Jf3 
ff.i.i.0'fJ.0' .i!f.13f.1JJff ff.ffJZffffJ ff. JzrfJ'fffJ ff.0JZf130 
ff.fiffJZf13 JZf.1313£J13 13.013132 0.1313131 fJ.ff13fffli 
f3.i!Jff138 fJ. JZf.!351 13 • J!JJ!J 1 3 ff.J!JJ!Jff3 kJ.f3ffffff 
.'if .1iJffJZfff fi • i2fJJJ!J 3 JJ.2'JZfJJ2 fJ.fJ131313 ff • .fZJ13013 
.'if. g13133 ,'if. iiHJ22 13 • 1313.ff7 13.kJ1313ff .!3 •. ff iiI 13 ff 
0.13141 13. 13:;iiIJZf 13.fJ128 13 • J!113.'ifiiI .'if. JiJkJ,Izr 13 
fJ.JZfJJfJ'JZf JZf.ffffJZf1!J, 13 • 13 ffiiJff ff.ffffffJZf ff.kJ13J!Jff 
fJ.13JiJ13f1 13. 13ff13ff ff.ff1313J!J 13 • 131313.'if ff.ffff13ff 
.0'.ffffff2 ff.ffff13 13.1313134 13.13131313 ff.ff13ffff 
fiJ. fiffJiJff 13.ffJJ131 ff.ff13133 13 • . ilf13JJ 1 ff.13131313 
.Iii. fifffJ 1 13.1313136 13.131312 13.1313136 .Iii. ff131313 
ff.13ff78 JiJ.13389 ff.2'116 ff.13ff13ff 13.ff13ff13 
13.iiIJJ135 ff.ff1328 .rzr.JiJff12 JiJ.JiJJiJffJiJ 0. JiJff1313 
ff.ff1337 ff.13167 ff.131349 13. 13JZf1313 iii. 13131313 
pr.1:;73 JZf.3888 F.l'.f3449 JZf.f3P.J1313 13.ffJiJJZf13 
iFf. JiJJZfff13 JiJ.ffffff13 ff.13131313 ff.13fiJZf13 JZf.ff.0·JZfff 
13.13131313 13.13131313 13. JiJ13fffJ ff.ffffffJO 13 • .I2f 13 JiJff 
.11.fiffff1 ff.1313Jif4 JiJ.ffJiffJ1 ff.ffJiJffff fJ.JiJfJffJiJ 
.fi1 • .rJfJfJff JJ.f!1ffJZfl fJ.fffffJJif ff.§Jiff!13 JiJ •. 'ifJZfffff 
fJ.ffffffl JiJ. JZfJlf135 .'if • JifJZfJZf2 JZf.f1ffffff .'if. ffJiJJZfJiJ 
Jii. ffJZf6 6 .0'.ff127 ff.ffJifffff 13.13131313 ff.f3f3ffff 
.'if .fffJ!J4 J>J.fiJ131f1 JiJ.f3JiJfJ1 ff.13JiJ1313 iii. J2fffffff 
ff.ff1336 ff.131548 ff.ffJiJ1313 ff·. ff13ffff JJ. JJ1313ff 
fJ.1116 JiJ.JZf846 f3.ffff13f3 fJ.13f313f3 ,li1 • JiJ fJ,eJ JiJ 
.'if.3JZf73 ff.6112 fJ.fJ8JZf2 JZf.JZf1313 .'if. JZfJZfJiJ13 

SUM OF MARGINALS=l.JZfJZf1313 



APPENDIX 46 

PARTITIONING OF PALEOGEOLOGIC MAPS 
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PARTITIONING or PALEOGEOLOGIC MAPS 

Earlier in this ~tudy you eelected the strati
graphic hOl~izons for which you were goi nil to estimate 
uranium endowment. You were allowed to aggregate or 
disaggregate units, a~ long a~ you included all those 
that had been ae~illned a uranium potential of "poor" 
or better. Now you have a list of lithologic units to 
be evaluated. 

The individual unit~, however, are not uniform 
throughout the basin; there may be different lithol
ogies, several depo~itional environment types, more 
than one source, or a whole host of other characteris
tics that differentiate one part of the basin from the 
rest. When you "partition" a lithologic unit ~)ou are 
simply dividing it into regions of uniform character
istics. 

The followinll example will help you understand 
the process. 

Pree~ -NEXT- for example 
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This example of the partitioning process include~: 

1. A computer-generated ba~in outline 

2. A projected ~lide 

3. Partition~ drawn on the ~creen 

4. A label for the particular map 

Pre~s -NEXT-



Thi~ i~ the computer-generated basin outline. 

In this e~ample, the geologist will be 
dividing the Dakota eandstone into four 
partitioneD 

Later, when he -estimates the uranium 
endowment, he will make a eeparate es
timate for each of the four partitions. 

Prees -NEXT- to continue 
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Partition 4 

P-artition 2 

13491 mi 2 

Partition 1 

4382 mi 2 

Partition 3 

9823 mi 2 

MODE 1 
Dakot-3. 5S 

Beta 
Slide 18 

Press -NEXT- to continue 
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Your partitioning can be ae ~eneral or as spec
ific ae you want. Bear in mind, however, that you mu~t 
be able to describe the partitioned areas in a proba
bilietic manner and make an implicit e~timation of 
endowment. 

_ Partitioning can be done on PLATO. However, 
it is easier to work off of the syetem, eo you will do 
this work on separate eheete of paper and then the 
data will be entered into PLATO later. 

You have or wi 11 be given the following to 
assist you in the partitioning proces~: 

1) A partitioning overlay for each lithologic 
grouping you eelected. 

2) Paleogeolo~ic maps of the lithologic group
ings you ~elected. 

3) Mineral occurrence maps and a mineralization 
overlay. 

4) Structural overlay. 

5) San Juan Ba~.i n t ime-~trat igraphic nomencla
ture chart. 

Press -NE><T- to return to the Flow Chart 
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APPENDIX 47 

PARTITIONING OF PALEOGEOLOGIC MAPS: 

EXAMPLES (ALL GEOLOGISTS) 
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Partition 
146 mi 2 

San Jose Formation 

Ojo Alamo Sandstone 

Menefee Formation 

Partition I? ___ .... 
1040 mil 

Partition 1 
1889 mi 2 

Partition 
994 mi 2 

Partition I 
179 mi 2 

Partition 2 
3717 mil 

Nacimiento/Animas 

Fruitland Formation 

Partition 6 
17,630mi l 

Dakota Format Ion 

Partitions by Curly 
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Burro Canyon Formation 

artition 2 
369 mi2 

Partition 
440 mi 2 

Partl tlon ·1 
72 mi2 _.r,~ 

Jackpile Sandstone 

4a~,--_ 

Partl t Ion 6 
773 ml 2 

Partition 4 
1277 mi 2 

Partition 1 
I!....!!~..I!:J.~!::::~==:::.J 1274 m i 2 
Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Members 
(Morrison Formation) 

Partition 2 
2165 ml2 ------

Partition I 
1344 mi2 /"..--'" 

Partition la 
79.37 mi2 

Sal t Wash Member 
(Morrison Formation) 

Recapture Member 
(Morrison Formation) 

Partitions by Curly (Continued) 
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Partition 2 
19.835 mi 2 

Chinle Fonnation 

Madera Limestone 

Cutler/Abo Formation 

Partitions by Curly (Continued) 
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Partition 2 

"Y' 



Partition 2 
2416 mi 2 

San Jose Formation 

Partition 2a 

2689 mi
2
" 

Partition la 
974 mil 

Ojo Alamo Sandstone 

Menefee Formation 

Nacimiento Formation 

Frui tland Formation 

Parti tion 2 
1608 mi2 

Dakota Formation 

Partitions by Hadrian 
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Burro Canyon Formation 

Brushy Basin Member 
(Morrison Formation) 

Recapture Member 
(Morrison Formation) 

Partition lb 
175 mi 2 

pa;8~.~ O::J.la 

Partition I Partition 2b 
889 mi2 163.2 mi 2 

Jackpile Sandstone 

Westwater Canyon Member 
(Morrison Formation) 

Salt Wash Member 
(Morrison Formation) 

2 

Partitions by Hadrian (Continued) 
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Todilto/Summerville/Entrada 

Partition 1 
2862 mi 2 

Agua Zarca Member 

Cutler/Abo/Madera 

Poleo Sandstone Member 

Partition 1 
2117mi2 

Shinarump Member 

Partitions by Hadrian (Continued) 
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partitionl~ 
2939mi2 U 

San Jose Format ion 

~ 
Partition 1 

675ml 2 

Animas Formation 

Dpart I t ion 1 
646 mi2 

Fruitland Formation 

Partitions by Shiva 
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Nacimiento Formation 

OJo Alamo Sandstone 

Menefee Formation 



Partitlon2 

Q" 
Dakota Format ion 

Partition 3 
14,933 mi 2 

Brushy Basin Member 
(Morrison Formation) 

Recapture Member 
(Morrison Formation) 

Burro Canyon Formation 

Westwater Canyon Member 
(Morrison Formation) 

Salt Wash Member 
(Morrison Formation) 

Partitions by Shiva (Continued) 
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Todllto/Entrada 

Abo/Yeso/Glorleta/ 
San Andres 

Chinle Formation 

Madera Limestone 

Partitions by Shiva (Continued) 
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San Jose Formation 

Partition 1 
22,006mi 2 

Mesa Verde Group 

Part i t ion 1 
13,190 mi 2 

Fruitland Formation 

Partitions by Velma 
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Nacimiento/Animas 

OJo Alamo Sandstone 

Menefee Formation 



Dakota Format ion 

Brushy Basin/Westwater Canyon/ 
Recapture Members 
(Morrison Formation) 

Partition 1 
18,465 mi 2 

Entrada/Tod i.l to/Summerv ill e/ 
Bluff/Cowsprings 

Burro Canyon Formation 

Recaptur~/Salt Wash Members 
(Morrison Formation) 

Chinle Formation 

Partitions by Velma (Continued) 
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Abo/Yeso/Glorleta/San Andres/ 
Cutler 

Hermosa/Madera Limestone 

Partitions by Velma (Continued) 
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APPENDIX 48 

PALEOGEOLOGIC MAP REVIEW 
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PALEOGEOLOGIC MAP REVIEW INDEX 

1) Mode 1 - Review geology by ~tratigraphic unit 

2) Mode 2 - Review geology by participant 

3) Review of.Stratigraphic Groupings - View the lists 
of selected.horizons for each participant 

Type a number for that section, or 

Press -DATA- for an overview of the Paleogeologic 
Map Review Process 

-LAB- for an explanation of Modes 1 and 2 

-BACK-.for the General Index 

-HELP- for the Map Review Flow Chart 
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Map.Review rlow Chart 

I IGenera 1 Index I 
J' f 

BACK-lMap 
l 

Index j... DATA 
,~ J 

Review Process 

2 3 

1 
~IM~o~d~e:l2~1----------------------.t BACK 

~Ln--bY ____ 'r geology 

Mode 
by 

participant 

Pressing BACK from a section will return you to the 
Map Index 

Help is generally available by pressing HELP. 

Press BACK to continue 
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THE PALEOGEOLOGIC MAP REVIEW PROCESS 

Earlier in this study you selected certain 
lithologic units or aggregations of units ("horizons") 
for evaluation. Later, you used map overlay~ to parti
tion each horizon into areas that you felt had been 
formed by similar processes. 

Each other participant in this study' has fol
lowed the same steps. Now you will be able to review 
how the> other p~rt ic ir"!nts .p."lci i t i(')b~d thp IlMi t~ they 
selected. 

The review process is carried out through the 
PLATO terminal by means of a random access Kodak Car
ousel 51 ide proj ector. The 51 ide you l,\,Iant to see wi 11 
be projected onto the rear of the PLATO screen. The 
descriptive information will be displayed on the front 
of the panel. 

Press NEXT to continue 
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There are two parts to the map review proc~s: 

Review of Stratigraphic Groupings: First, you will re
view how the other participants have grouped the 
uranium bearing horizons. 

Review of Partitions: After you have an understanding 
of how the other participants have grouped the lith
ologies, you will examine how they have partitioned 
them. 

Press NE><T for an explanation of the Review 
of Stratigraphic Groupings. 

Press BACK to return to the Paleogeologic Map 
Review Index. 
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APPENDIX 49 

REVIEW OF STRATIGRAPHIC GROUPINGS 
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REVIE:W OF" STRATIGRAPHIC GROUPINGS 

Earlier in this study you reviewed the strati
graphic groupings of the other participants and had 
the opportunity to modify your own choices. Now you 
will examine the stratigraphic groupings again, but 
this time it is to decide how to review the partition
ing done by the other participants. 

You will be reviewing the partitionings in one 
of two ways: You may choose to see how a specific 
stratigraphic grouping was partitioned by each partic
ipant (Mode 1 ). Or you may choose to see how a 
specific participant has partitioned each of his 
groupings (Mode 2 ). You will decide which mode to 
use after you have reviewed the groupings themselves. 

The first time through this review of group
ings, it is advised that you cycle through the work of 
each participant. (An index to participants is given 
on the next page.) Once you have become familiar with 
the individual groupings, you may use the Paleogeo
logic Map Review Index to enter the Review of Geologic 
Partitions directly. 

Press NEXT to view the Index of Participants 
(Opt ion 3 in the Index) 

Press BACK to return to the Paleogeologic 
Map Review Index 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 

Review of Stratigraphic Groupings 
Index of Participants 

Beta * 
Carrigan * 
Curly 
Hadrian 
Sheridan * 
Shiva 
Velma 

Press NEXT to start at "an 
-or-

Press the letter of any participant you want to see 

Press BACK to return to the Paleogeologic 
Map Review Index 

Press HELP for instructions 

*Beta, Carrigan, and Sheridan represent files used in the 
development and testing of the system; they are not relevant to 
the final results. 
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INSTRUCTIONS for REVIEWING 
STRATIGRAPHIC GROUPINGS 

Press NEXT to review groupi ngs of the next 
participant 

LAB to review groupings of the previous 
participant 

BACK to return to the index of participants 

Press BACK now to reenter the program where you 
left it. 

Or press NE:<T for a flow chart. 
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rlow Chart for Reviewing Stratigraphic Grouping$ 

'MaPfdeX! 
BACK 

Participant 

Participant 2 LAB 

T Participant 3 
BACK 

NEXT Participant 4 

1 Participant 5 
NEXT 

Participant 6 

Participant 7 

Press BACK to reenter program where you left it. 



APPENDIX 50 

REVIEW OF STRATIGRAPHIC GROUPINGS: 

EXAMPLES (ALL GEOLOGISTS) 
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STRATIGRAPHIC GROUPINGS 

GEOLOGIST: cur 1 y 

San Jose Formation 
2 Nacimiento/Animas Formation 
:3 Ojo Alamo Formation 
4 Fruitland F~rmation 
5 Menefee Formation 
6 Dakota Sandstone 
7 Burro Canyon Formation 
8 Jackpi Ie Bed 
9 Westwater Canyon/Brushy Ba 
19 Recapture Member 
11 Salt Wash Member 
12 Todilto Limestone 
13 Chinle Formation 
14 Cutler/Abo Formation 
15 Madera Limestone 



STRATIGRAPHIC GROUPINGS 

GEOLOGIST: hadrian 

San Jo~e Formation 
2 Nacimiento Formation 
3 Ojo Alamo/Anima~ Formation 
4 Fruitland Formation 
5 Menefee Formation 
6 Dakota Sandstone 
7 Burro Canyon 
8 Jackpi Ie Bed 
9 Brushy Basin 
1m Westwater Canyon Member 
11 Recapture Member 
12 Salt Wash Member 
13 Todilto/Summerville/Entrada 
14 Poleo Sandstone Member 
15 Agua Zarca Member 
16 Shinarump Member 
17 Cutler/Abo/Madera 
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STRATIGRAPHIC GROUPINGS 

GEOLOGIST: ~hi va 

San J05e F'ormation 
2 Nacimiento 
3 Anima5 F'ormation 
4 Ojo Alamo 
5 F'ruitland F'ormation 
6 Menefee F'ormation 
7 Dakota Sandstone 
8 Burro Canyon F'ormation 
9 Brl.Jshy Ba5 i n Member 
1m' We5twater Canyon 
11 Recapture Member 
12 Salt Wa5h Member 
13 Todilto/Entrada Sand~tone 
14 Chinle F'ormation 
15 Abo/Yeso/Glorieta/San And 
16 Madera Limestone 



STRATIGRAPHIC GROUPINGS 

GEOLOGIST: velma 

San Jo~e Formation 
2 Nacimiento/Animas Formation 
3 Mesa Verde Group 
4 Ojo Alamo 
5 Fruitland Formation 
6 Menefee Formation 
7 Dakota Sandstone 
8 Burro Canyon Formation 
9 Brushy Basin/Westwater Can 
19 Recapture/Salt Wash Member 
11 Entrada/Todilto/Summerville 
12 Chinle Formation 
13 Abo/Yeso/Glorieta/San And 
14 Hermosa/Madera Limestone 
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REVIEW OF PARTITIONS 
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REVIEW OF' PARTITIONS 

You now have an unc:ieN5tanding of how each par
ticipant aggregated the uranium-bearing units. 

The partitioning process isolates, across some 
chosen stratigraphic unit, regions of similar geology. 
The assumption is that the geology within a partition 
is uniform and has a specific level of uranium endow
ment associated with it. 

In reviewing the partitioning of the other par
ticipants you should gain insights into their reason
ing processes. After examining their work, you may re
vise y'our own partitions if you l,oJish. 

Press NEXT to continue 
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You may review the other ~eologists' partitioning by 
either of two methods: 

Mode 1 - Allows you to see how a specific stratigraph
ic unit or group of units was partitioned by 
each participant. For example, you could re
view all the Tertiary groupings and then 
shift to the Upper Cretaceous or some other 
grouping. This method is probably the more 
efficient of the two. 

Mode 2 - Allows you to select one geologist and review 
his work completely. When finished with his 
work, you would then examine another's. 

Type the number of the MODE you wish to operate in. 

Press BACK once to return to the Paleogeologic 
Map Review Index. 

Press BACK twice to return to the General Index. 
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MODE 1: Index of Geologic Horizons page 1 

TERTIARY 

1) San Jose ~ormation 
2) Nacimiento ~ormation 
3) Animas'~ormation 

CRETACEOUS 

4) Nacimiento / Animas 
5) Ojo Alamo Sandstone 
6) Ojo Alamo / Animas 
7) Ojo Alamo / McDermott 
a) ~ruitland ~ormation 

9) Menefee ~ormation 
1~) Dakota Sandstone 
11) Burro Canyon ~ormation 

JURASSIC 

12) Morrison ~ormation 
13) Brushy .. Basi n Member -:-,£, 

the Morrison ~ormation 
14) Jackpile Sandstone 
15) Brushy Basin' /West'water 

Canyon Members 

16) Westwater Canyon Member 
of the Morrison ~ormation 

17) Recapture Member of 
Morrison ~ormation 

18) Recapt'ure /Salt Wash 
Members 

19) Salt Wash Member of the 
Morrison ~ormation 

2~) San Rafael Group 
21) Summerville ~ormation 
22) Todilto Limestone 
23) Entrada Sandstone 
24) ~ntrada / Todilto / Sum

mervi lIe 
25) Todilto / Entrada ~ms. 

TRIASSIC 

26) Tr i a,':s ic 
27) Chinle ~ormation 
28) Petrified ~orest Member 

of the Chinle ~ormation 

Type a number to select that horizon, then press -NEXT-. 
Or. press ··ND<T - on I y for t he next page 

-BACf<- to ex i t 
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MODE 1: Index of Geologic Horizons page 2 

TRIASSIC 

29) Poleo Sandstone Member 
of the Chinle Formation 

3H) Shinarump Member of the 
Chinle Formation 

3 n Agua Zarca Sandstone 
Member of the Chinle Fm. 

PERMIAN 

32) Permian 
33) Cutler Formation 
34) San Andres Limestone 
35) Abo Formation 
36) Cutler / Abo Formations 
37) Abo / Yeso / Glorieta / 

San Andres Formations 
36) Permian / Pennsylvanian 

PENNSYLVANIAN 

39) Pennsylvanian 
4H) Cutler / Abo / Madera 

Formations 

41) Madera Limestone 
42) Hermosa / Madera 

Type a number to select that horizon, then press -NEXT-. 
Or press -NEXT- only for the previous page 

-BACK- to exit 
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rlow Chart for Mode 1 

BACK 

BACK 

L--------t> \Tab Ie 0 f 

I 1 t GeoIogyH lSI idesl 
T I 
NEXT DATA 

NEXT 

Ad'ust 

Pre5S BACK to reenter the program where you left it. 



MODE 2: Index of Participants 

a. 6eta* 
b. Carrigan * 
c. Curly 
d. Hadrian 
e. Sheridan * 
f. Shiva 
g. Velma 

Type the letter of the participant who~ work you want 
to ~ee; then press NEXT to start the displays. 

Or type in 1 to go to MODE 1. 

Press HELP for a flow chart. 

*Beta, Carrigan, and Sheridan represent files used in the 
development and testing of the system; they are not relevant to 
the final results. 
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BACK 

NEXT 

Flow Chart for Mode 2 

artition5 

ode 2 ~-----.... BACK 

Beta LAB 

DATA 
/ 

Carrigan T 
Curly 
Hadrian 
Sheridan 
Shiva 

!NEXr) 151 idrl.-5_' ~ __ IAd_j_U_5t_l-1 
NEXT Velma 

lEnd 0 f Rev i ewl 

Press BACK to reenter the program where 
you left it. 
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STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZON SUMMARY PAGE 
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Select 
This is a list of the code-named participants. 

a number to see their strat igr.,,",phic horizon 
SLlmmary pages. 

1) Beta * 
2) Carrigan * 
3) Curly 
4) Hadrian 
5) Sher i dan * 
6) Shiva 
7) Velma 

> 3 

Press -BACK- for the General " Index 

*Beta, Carrigan, and Sheridan rep~~ent ~iles used in the 
development and testing of the system; they are not relevant to 
the final results. 

NOTE: Because of programming errors, this routine does not 
work perfectly for all geologists; however, the author 
believes that the programming errors are minor. 
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APPENDIX 53 

STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZON SUMMARY PAGE: 

EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 
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STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZON SUMMARY PAGE 

GEOL: curly DATE: f?J9/13/81 PAGE: 1/3 

HORIZONS PARTITIONS AREA 
:jjo M L H Mi 2 

1 San Jose Formation 
1 >< 293 
2 " 146 " 
3 X 3133 

2 Nacimiento/Animas Formation 
1 X If?J4f?J 
2 " 3717 ," 

3 Ojo Alamo Forma.t ion 
1 ~< 1889 
2 X 36S:3 

4 Frl.li t land Formation 
1 X 71 
2 " ~.', 569S 

S r1enefee Formation 
1 " 119 , .... 

2 X 11685 
6 Da,kota Sandstone 

1 >< 179 
2 >< 994 
3 ',,1 ,.., 72 
4 "'/ 

(\ 94 
5 " .", 169 

6 ',,1 1 763,0' n 

Pl-'e:5s -r··IE><T - to continue 
-BAO(- te· select anc·ther participant 
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STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZON SUMMARY PAGE 

GEOL: cur I \-' DATE: ff9/1 3/';3 1 PAGE: 2/3 

HORIZONS PARTITIONS AREA 
:11= M L H Mi 2 

7 Burro Can:,/on Fe,rmat ion 
1 'J 9.0' ,.., 
2 X 369 
3 >< ;3168 

,~ 

,;) Jackpi Ie Bed 
1 v 72 A 

2 >< 44.0' 
3 '.J 

,,,\ .... -.... ,:-1 .J 

9 Westwater Canyon/Brushy Ba 
1 >< 1274 
2 >< 1617 
3 >< 1415 
4 'J 1277 (' 
5 X 1719 
6 ',J (', 773 
7 <./ ,.\ 7376 
8 >< 72f.f 

1f.f Recapture Member 
1 X 126 
2 >< 17.0'5 
3 ' .. J 2166 ,.., 
4 >< 1364S 

F'ree:s -~,IE:<T - t,.:- continue 
-BAO<- t,;:, select another participant 
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STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZON SUMMARY PAGE 

GEOL: curly DATE: .0'9/13/81 PAGE: 3/3 

HORIZONS PARTITIONS AREA 
:til M L H Mi 2 

11 Salt l,oJash Member 
1 >< 1344 
2 X 2165 
3 >< 5312 

12 Todi 1 te· Limestone 
1 X 132 
2 X 372 
3 X 3.0'1 
4 >< 2.0'93 
5 X 13151 

13 Chinle Formation 
1 >< 21826 
2 >< 19835 

14 Cutler/Abo Formation 
1 X 1.0'2.0' 
2 >< 5251 
3 X .- 14791 

IS Madera Limestone 
1 >-< 3138 
2 v 313,ff ", ... 

Pres.s -~.JE><T - fc·r list .:) f participants 
-Eot=iC<- fc·r General Inde~< 



APPENDIX 54 

ESTIMATE GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES FOR EACH PARTITION 
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GEOLOGIC PROBA6ILITIES 

You have built a conceptual model (the infer
ence net) of the proce53es that contributed to uranium 
endowment in the San Juan Basin. Also, you have se
lected modifiers for the geologic variables that com
prise the net. Combined, these elements form the 
framework for describing the geologic characteristics 
of the partitioned horizons y'OU selected earl ier in 
the study. 

Now we will 5ee how a partition is described 
probabilistically. 

Press -NEXT~ for.a·partial example 
-BACK- for Flow.Chart 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE-
HORIZON: • 1 *** 'XY2 *** 
PARTITION NUMBER:-EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: -EXAMPLE- -- LEVEL: 2 

Weathering 

Elevation 
Strongly Positive, 
I).)eakly Posi ti ve 

Duration 
Adequate 
Inadequate 

Rainfall 
Long 
Short 

This is an example of the 
probability sheets the computer 
will generate from a net. It 
will start with the partition 
and horizon you specify, 
cycling through each level. 
'Weathering' is the node to 
which the three sub-elements, 
Elevation, Duration', and Rain
fall, point. They are end-of
branch nodes and therefore have 
had ranges assigned to them.' 
The ranges are written below 
the elements. 

(-NEXT-) 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE-

HORIZON: * 1 *** XYZ *** 
PARTITION NUMBER: -EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: -E~<AMPLE- -- LEVEL: 2 

Weathering 

Elevation 
Strongly Positive 
IJJeakly Posit i ve 

Duration 
Adequate 
Inadequate 

Rai nfall 
Long 
Short 

The program is now asking (below) for the geo
logic probability of a strongly positive elevation 
for this particular horizon and partition. 

You may input such probabil.ities directly 
through the terminal, or as~ for a printout of the 
display and work on that. An example with probabil-
i t.ies is shown on the ne)(t display. -I\IEXT-

Enter the geologic probabilities at the arrow. 
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GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE-
HORIZON: '"' 1 u* XYZ *** 
PARTITION NUMBER:-EXAMPLE- SOURCE TYPE: -EXAMPLE- -- LEvEL: 2 

Weathering 

Elev.3.tion 
Strongly Positive 
Weakly Positive 

Duration (1.0'6 Yr) 
Adequate 
Inadequate 

Rai nfall 
Long 
Short 

7ZZ.Zfif 
3fiffif.fiffif 

[lfiffiffif. fif.0'J 

4Bfif.fif.0' 
6fiffif • .0'fif 

[lZZfif. fif.0'] 

3fifZ.fiffif 
7fifZ.fiffif 

[1ZZfif. fiffif] 

Note that the "probabilities" you will enter 
are stated in terms of lZgo4 probability = lfiffifZ. As 
you enter the probabi·-lities, a running total for 
that element is displayed. All sums must equal lfiffiffif. 

After your probabilities have been entered 
in PLATO, you will be able to review and modify them 
if you wish. You may make a copy of your display,and 
then press -LAB- to go onto the next. (-NEXi-) 

Enter the geologic probabilities at the arrow. 
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Thi5 example covered onl~ part of the Source 
and Transportation component of the net, but the con
cept should be clear. Although this example shows that 
you can work directl~) on the PLATO system, vou IJJi 11 
find it easier to work on a separate sheet. The com
puter operator will then enter the data in PLATO. 

Note several things: 

1) You will make ~eologic probabilit~ estimates 
for each partition. 

2) l'OU ma~ use an~ number5 from 1, JJJJJJ to JJ. JJJiJ 1 • 
HOWEVER, ZERO (JiJ) CAN N8/ER BE USED. 

3) There is no opportunity for you to adjust 
your geologic probabilitie5 for the parti
tions as you did for endowment. WITH RESPECT 
TO GEOLOGY, YOU ARE CONSIDERED TO BE THE 
HIGHEST AUTHORITY. Thi nk carefull~' about the 
values you are assigning; the<1 are ver~; im
portant. 

4) Tr~ to differentiate probabilistically be
tween the geologic modifiers pertaining to 
different partitions. The probabilities can
not be identical; if they were, the endow
ment would be the same in each partiti,;>n. 
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT CONCEPT. 

Press -NEXT- for ~low Chart 
-BACK-. for General Index 
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APPENDIX 55 

GEOLOGIC PROBABILITIES FOR PARTITIONS: 

EXAMPLE (GEOLOGIST CURLY) 

As explained in the PLATO instructions (Appendix 54), the geol-

ogist assigns a number, from 1000 ClOO%) to 0.001 (0.0001%, r~present.;.; 

ing zero for all practical purposesl, to indicate the geologic proba-

bility of each modifier of each end~node variable in his inference net. 

For the validation task, he did this for each horizon as it 

would appear at its type locality. For the application task, he does 

it for each partition of each. horizon.. This example shows the same 

three horizons as were shown for Curly"s 'validation task (Appendix 30), 

but now with the probabilities estimated for the individual partitions. 

The three horizons were selected from his rankings of high, medium, 

and low geologic favorability: 

High favorability: Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Members of 
Morrison Formation (8 partitions) 

Medium favorability: Dakota Sandstone (6 partitions) 

Low favorability: San Jose Formation (3 partitions) 
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GEOLOGY AS DESCRIBED BY SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY INDEX NUMBERS 

Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

Typical _1_ 1- -L ...!.. ...!... ..L .L .JL 
Average thIckness. ft: 200 135 193 125 170 237 250 284 214 

Area. mi 2: 1.234 1.274 1.617 1.415 1.277 1.719 173 7.376 720 

Probability index numbers for 
processes and states: 

LEACH SOURCE-TRANSPORTATION FACTORS 

EXTRABASINAL FACTORS 

EXTRABASINAL SOURCE ROCK 
Weathering 

adequate 990 990 990 990 990 990 990 ··990 990 
inadequate 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Size of source Irea 
adequate 990 990 990 990 990 990 990 990 990 
inadequate 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Ppm soluble U308 
<2 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 
2-4 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 
>4 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 

Source rock type 
crystalline/mafic 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
crystalline/felsic 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 
sedimentary/feldspathic 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 
tuffaceous 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
sedimentary/other 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 



Geologist: Curly Range of 
Horizon: Westwater Canyon/ Geologic Condtttons Geology of Actual Partitions 

Brushy Bastn Typical _1_ ..L ...L -L l -L _7_ JL 
(Page 2 of 6) 

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Distance transported 

great 600 600 650 650 700 750 500 800 700 
short 400 400 350 350 300 250 500 200 300 

Volume of transporting fluid 
large 950 950 940 940 930 930 990 700 930 
moderate 49 49 58 58 50 50 9 200 50 
small 1 1 2 2 20 20 1 100 20 

INTRABASINAl FACTORS 

INTRABASIHAl SOURCE ROCK 
leaching 

adequate 900 999 990 990 900 900 999 800 900 
inadequate 100 1 10 10 100 100 1 200 100 

Volwne of source rock 
large 950 950 950 950 950 950 950 950 950 
IIlOderate 49 49 49 49 49 .49 49 49 49 
small 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Ppm soluble U308 
<2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
2-4 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 
>4 800 800 800 800 BOO 800 BOO BOO BOO 

Source rock type 
400 tuffaceous 400 450 450 470 500 . 200 700 470 

quartzose 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 
carbonate 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
feldspathic 500 500 450 450 430 400 700 200 430 

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Distance transported 

100 great 20 100 100 100 200 20 200 100 
short 900 980 900 900 900 800 980 800 900 



Geologist: Curly Range of 
Horizon: Westwater Canyonl Geologic Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

Brushy Basin Typical _1_ ..L ...!.. ..L ...!... ..!.. .L .JL 
(Page 3 of 6) 

Volume of transporting fluid 
large 950 980 100 100 500 300 991 100 500 
moderate 49 19 200 200 300 300 2 300 300 
small 1 1 100 100 200 400 1 600 200 

DEPOSITION-MINERALIZATION FACTORS 

MINERALIZATION CHARACTERISTICS 

URANIUM AIUlfolALIES 
Abundance 

abundant 800 998 900 500 400 400 200 20 400 
moderate 150 1 80 400 400 400 200 80 400 
sparse 50 1 20 100 200 200 600 900 200 

Intensity 
high grade 900 950 900 900 900 800 100 500 900 
medium grade 90 49 80 80 80 100 200 300 80 
low grade 10 1 20 20 20 100 100 200 20 

REDUCING AGENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Reducing agent type 

humate 800 800 800 100 100 100 100 100 100 
vegetal 199 199 199 299 299 299 299 299 299 
HiS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Amoun of reducing agents 
abundant 800 998 900 600 600 500 500 400 600 
moderate 150 1 99 300 300 300 300 300 300 
sparse 50 1 1 100 100 200 200 300 100 

GEOCHEMICAL CELL CHARACTERISTICS 
So 1 uti on access 

excellent 100 998 100 800 600 400 998 300 500 
intermediate 200 1 200 150 400 400 1 400 400 
poor 100 1 100 50 100 200 1 300 100 

Reprecipitation conditions 
100 excellent 998 900 100 600 .500 500 400 600 

intermediate 200 1 10 200 300 300 300 300 300 
poor 100 1 30 100 100 200 200 300 100 

0'1 
t-' 
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Geologist: Curly Range of 
Horizon: Westwater Canyonl Geologic Conditions 

Brushy Basin Typical _1_ 
(Page 4 of 6) 

PRIMARY "INERAlIZATION 
Meteoric waters 

high uranium 800 950 
medium uranium 150 49 
low uranium 50 1 

Compaction fluids 
950 high uranium 800 

medium uranium 150 49 
10'·' uranium 50 1 

DEPOSITIONAL SITE·CHARACTERISTICS 

ClIr4ATE 
favorable 800 999 
unfavorable 200 1 

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
fluvial 997 997 
lacustrine 1 1 
marine 1 1 
eolian 1 1 

LI V I NG ORGArU SHS 
abundant 800 998 
moderate 150 1 
spal'se 50 1 

DURATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Duration 

adequate 900 999 
Inadequate 100 1 

Rate of deposition 
rapid 850 900 
moderate 100 99 
slow 50 1 

Geology of Actual Partitions 
...L i.. ..!.. i -L ..L 

900 900 900 900 950 600 
70 70 70 70 49 300 
30 30 30 30 1 100 

950 950 950 950 950 950 
49 49 49 49 49 49 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

950 950 950 800 999 700 
50 50 50 200 1 300 

997 997 997 997 997 997 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

900 600 600 500 700 400 
99 300 300 300 200 300 
1 100 100 200 100 300 

950 950 900 800 950 800 
50 50 100 200 50 200 

800 800 600 500 950 500 
150 150 300 400 49 300 
50 50 100 100 1 200 

...L 

600 
300 
100 

950 
49 
1 

950 
50 

997 
1 
1 
1 

600 
300 
100 

950 
50 

600 
300 
100 

0-
. I-' 
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Geologist: Curly RCinge of 
Horizon: WestwClter CCinyonl Geolo\ic Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

Brushy Basin ypical _1_ ...L ...L ...!... i -L ...L ....L (PClge 5 of 6) 

HOST ROCK CHARACTERISTICS 

FACIES CHANGES 
favorable 800 950 900 800 700 600 300 300 400 
unfavorable 200 50 100 200 300 400 700 700 600 

PEW1EABILITY-POROSITY 
Degree of fracturing 

abundant 100 50 50 50 300 50 50 50 300 
moderate 200 200 200 200 500 150 150 150 500 
sparse 700 750 750 750 200 800 800 800 200 

Cementation 
tight 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
moderate 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 
loose 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 

SANDSTOfIE-SHALE RATIOS 
favorable 800 970 900 800 800 400 300 200 600 
unfavorable 200 30 100 200 200 600 700 800 300 

POST-DEPOSITIONAL FACTORS 

SECONDARY ENRICHMENT 

ACCESS OF OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
adequate 800 999 900 900 900 400 999 300 900 
inadequate 200 1 100 100 100 600 1 700 100 

REPRECIPITATIOH CONDITIONS 
adequate 800 999 900 800 800 800 700 700 800 
inadequate 200 1 100 200 200 200 300 300 200 

DEGREE OF PRESERVATION 

EFFECTS OF OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
major destruction 100 100 50 300 200 50 '700 50 300 
moderate destruction 200 300 200 400 400 100 200 100 400 
negligible destruction 700 600 750 300 400 850 100 850 300 

0\ ..... 
W 



Geologist: Curly Range of 
Horizon: .Westwater Canyonl Geologic Conditions 6eology of Actual Partitions 

Brushy Basin 
(Page 6 of 6) 

Typical _1_ l l ...L l ...L ..L ...!.. 

Af.lOUUT OF REDUCTMT 
adequate 800 999 900 800 800 800 700 600 800 
inadequate 200 1 100 200 200 200 300 400 200 



GEOLOGY AS DESCRIBED BY SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY INDEX NUMBERS 

Geologbt: Curly 
Horizon: Dakota Sandstone 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

Typical _1_ ..L ..L -L i ..L L 
Average thickness. ft: 240 200 202 250 236 312 239 

Area. mi 2: 1.234 119 994 12 94 169 11.630 

Probability index numbers for 
processes and states: 

LEACH SOURCE-TRANSPORTATION FACTORS 

EXTRABASINAL FACTORS 

EXTRABASINAL SOURCE ROCK 
Weathering 

adequate 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 
inadequate 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 

Size of source area 
adequate 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
inadequate 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

Ppm soluble U308 
<2 333 333 333 333 333 333 333 
2-4 334 334 334 334 334 334 334 
>4 333 333 333 333 333 333 333 

Source rock type 
crystalline/mafic 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
crystalline/felsic 148 148 148 148 148 148 148 
sedimentary/feldspathic 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 
tuffaceous 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
sedimentary/other 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 

-L 
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Geologist: Curly Range of 
Horizon: Dakota Sandstone Geologic Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

(Page 2 of 6) Typical _1_ ..L l ...L ..!... ..!... .L ...L 

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERiSTICS 
Distance transported 

great 700 700 700 700 600 600 500 
short 300 300 300 300 400 400 500 

Volume of transporting fluid 
large 600 600 600 600 600 600 500 
moderate 300 300 300 300 200 200 300 
sman 100 100 100 100 200 200 200 

IHTRABASINAl FACTORS 

INTRABASINAl SOURCE ROCK 
Leaching 

adequate 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 
inadequate 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 

Vollllle of source rock 
large 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 
moderate 400 ADO 400 400 400 400 400 
small 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 

Ppm soluble U30a 
<2 100 100 100 100 50 50 50 
2-4 600 600 600 600 500 500 500 
>4 300 300 300 300 450 450 450 

Source rock type 
tuffaceous 49 49 49 49 49 49 49 
quartzose 500 500 500 500 600 600 600 
carbonate 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
feldspathic 450 450 450 450 350 350 350 

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Distance transported 

great 400 400 400 400 400 500 600 
short 600 600 600 600 600 500 400 



Geologist: Curly Range of 
Horizon: Dakota Sandstone Geologic Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

(Page 3 of 6) Typical _1_ ..L -L -L ...L ...L L ..!... 

Volume of transporting fluid 
large 200 200 200 200 100 100 50 
moderate 200 200 200 200 300 300 100 
small 600 600 600 600 600 600 850 

DEPOSITION-MINERALIZATION FACTORS 

MINERALIZATION CHARACTERISTICS 

URANIUM ANOMALIES 
Abundance 

abundant 100 500 100 200 100 100 1 
moderate 300 400 300 400 400 200 2 
sparse 600 100 600 400 600 700 997 

Intensity 
200 high grade 400 800 100 500 100 25 

medtUlll grade 400 150 500 500 300 500 75 
low grade 200 50 400 300 200 400 900 

REDUCING AGENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Reducing agent type 

humate 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 
vegetal 699 699 699 699 699 699 699 
HIS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Amoun of reducing Agents 
abundant 300 500 300 400 400 100 100 
moderate 200 300 400 300 300 200 100 
sparse 500 200 300 300 300 700 800 

GEOCHEMICAL CELL CHARACTERISTICS 
Solution access 

excellent 400 400 400 400 300 300 200 
Intermediate 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 
poor 300 300 300 300 400 400 500 

Reprecipitation conditions 
excellent 500 500 400 500 500 400 300 
Intermediate 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 
poor 200 200 300 200 200 300 400 

0\ 
I-' 
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Geologist: Curly Range of 
Horizon: Dakota Sandstone Geologic Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

(Page 4 of 6) Typical _1_ ...!... ..L ...L ...!... i L ...L 

PRIMARY MINERALIZATION 
Meteoric tlaters 

high uranium 500 500 300 400 400 300 100 
!lledlWl uranium 300 400 300 400 400 300 200 
low uranium 200 100 400 200 200 400 700 

COmpaction fluids 
high uraniUlil 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 
llledlu. uraniulII 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 
low uranlUlil 300 300 300 300 300. 300 300 

DEPOSITIONAL SITE CHARACTERISTICS 

CLII4ATE 
favorable 700 700 600 600 600 600 500 
unfavorab 1e 300 300 400 400 400 400 500 

DEPOSiTIONAL ENVIROltlErlT 
fluvial 200 298 148 148 148 148 100 
lacustrine 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Ililrlne 798 700 850 850 850 850 898 
eoUan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

LIVING ORGANISMS 
abundant 700 700 700 700 700 600 500 
IIIOderate 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 
sparse 100 100 100 100 100 200 300 

DURATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Duration 

adequate 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 
Inadequate 400 400 400 400 400 400 ~OO 

Rate of deposition 
500 500 400 400 rapid 500 400 300 

I1Qderate 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 
slow 100 100 100 200 200 200 300 



Geologist: CUI'l,y Range of 
Horizon: Dakota Sandstone Geologic Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

(Page 5 of 6' Typical _1_ ..L --L ...!.. ...!... i 1 ..L 

HOST ROCK CHARACTERISTICS 

FACIES CHANGES 
favorable 400 400 300 300 aDO 200 100 
unfavorable 600 600 100 700 100 800 900 

PERMEABILITY-POROSITY 
Degree of fracturing 

abundant 200 200 200 300 200 200 200 
moderate 300 100 100 600 300 300 300 
sparse 500 100 100 100 500 500 500 

Cementation 
tight 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 
IOOderate 400 300 400 400 400 400 400 
loose 100 200 100 100 100 100 100 

SANDSTONE-SHALE RATIOS 
favorable 300 400 300 300 300 .300 200 
unfavorable 100 600 100 100 100 100 800 

POST-DEPOSITIONAL FACTORS 

SECONDARY ENRICHMENT 

ACCESS OF OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
adequate 400 100 600 600 500 300 200 
tnadequate 600 300 400 400 500 100 800 

REPRECIPITATION CONDITIONS 
adequate 600 100 600 600 600 500 400 
inadequate 400 300 400 400 400 500 600 

DEGREE OF PRESERVATION 

EFFECTS OF OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
major destruction 50 50 50 100 100 50 50 
moderate destruction 150 150 150 200 200 150 150 
negligible destruction 800 800 800 100 100 800 800 

0'\ 
I-' 
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Geologist: Curly Range of 
Horizon: Dakota Sandstone Geologic Conditions 

(Page 6 of 6) Typical _1_ 

AMOUNT OF REDUCTANT 
adequate 600 100 
inadequate 400 300 

Geology of Actual Partitions 
..L --L ..1- ...L -L ..L 

600 100 100 500 400 
400 300 300 500 600 

JL 
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GEOLOGY AS DESCRIBED BY SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY INDEX NUMBERS 

Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: San Jose formation 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

Typical _1_ ...!... ..l... ...L i ...L L ..L 
Average thickness. ft: 300 525 187 353 

Area. mi2: 1.234 293 146 3.133 

Probability index numbers for 
processes and states: 

LEACH SOURCE-TRANSPORTATION fACTORS 

EXTRABASINAL fACTORS 

EXTRABASltIAL SWRCE ROCK 
Weathering 

adequate 800 800 800 800 
inadequate 200 200 200 200 

Size of source area 
adequate 600 600 600 600 
inadequate 400 400 400 400 

Ppm soluble U308 
400 400 400 400 <2 

2-4 500 500 500 500 
>4 100 100 100 100 

Source rock type 
crysta 11 ine/olafic .1 1 1 1 
crystalline/felsic 99 99 99 99 
sedimentary/feldspathic 100 100 100 100 
tuffaceous 1 1 1 1 
sedimentary/other 799 799 799 799 



Geologist: Curly Range of 
Horizon: San Jose Formation Geologtc Condittons Geology of Actual Partitions 

(Page 2 of 6) 1,vp1cal _1_ 2 3 4 5 i ..L .JL - - -:-

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Distance transported 

great 500 500 600 650 
short 500 500 400 350 

Volume of transporttng fluid 
large 200 200 200 100 
lOOderate 500 500 500 400 
small 300 300 300 500 

INTRABASlNAl FACTORS 

INTRABASINAl SOURCE ROCK 
leaching 

600 600 500 450 adequate 
inadequate 400 400 500 550 

VolUllle of source rock 
large 100 100 100 100 
moderate 400 400 350 300 
small 500 500 550 600 

Ppm soluble U30a 
<2 200 ~oo 200 300 
2-4 700 700 700 600 
>4 100 100 100 100 

Source rock type 
tuffaceous 1 1 1 1 
quartzose 700 700 700 700 
carbonate 1 1 1 1 
feldspathic 298 298 298 298 

TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Distance transported 

great 400 300 400 400 
short 600 700 600 600 



Geologist: Curly Range of 
Horizon: San Jose Formation Geologic Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

(Page 3 of 6) Typical _1_ l -L -L i -L L ...L 

Volume of transporting fluid 
large 100 600 400 100 
BIOderate 400 300 300 400 
small 500 100 300 500 

DEPOSITION-MINERALIZATION FACTORS 

MINERAlIZATION CHARACTERISTICS 

URANIUM ANOMALIES 
Abundance 

abundant 1 25 1 1 
BIOderate 4 75 4 4 
sparse 995 900 995 995 

Intensity 
high grade 1 1 1 1 
lllediWil grade 199 199 199 199 
low grade 800 800 800 800 

REDUCING AGENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Reducing agent type 

humate 100 100 100 100 
vegetal 899 899 899 899 
HiS 1 1 1 1 

Amoun of reducing ~gents 
abundant 100 150 100 50 
moderate 200 250 200 150 
sparse 700 600 700 800 

GEOCHEMICAL CELL CHARACTERISTICS 
Solution access 

excellent 600 500 500 400 
intermediate 300 400 300 200 
poor 200 100 200 400 

Reprecipitatton conditions 
excellent 100 100 75 10 
intermediate 300 300 225 200 
poor 600 600 700 790 
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Geologist: Curly Range of 
Hortzon: San Jose Formation GeOlO,lc Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

(Page 4 of 6) yp1cal _1_ ...L ....L ...!.. i ..!... l JL 

PRIMARY MINERALIZATION 
Meteoric waters 

. high uranium 100 200 100 100 
mediUlil uranium 400 700 400 200 
low uranium 500 100 500 700 

Compaction fluids 
high uranium 400 400 400 200 
IledlWl uranium 300 300 300 200 
low uranium 300 300 300 600 

DEPOSITIONAL SITE CHARACTERISTICS 

CLIMATE 
favorable 500 500 500 500 
unfavorable 500 500 500 500 

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
fluvial 997 997 997 997 
lacustrine 1 1 1 1 
IIIilrine 1 1 1 1 
eoltan 1 1 1 1 

LIVING ORGANISMS 
abundant 500 500 500 500 
moderate 300 300 300 300 
sparse 200 200 200 200 

DURATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Duration 

adequate 600 800 700 600 
inadequate 

Rate of deposition 
400 200 300 400 

rapid 500 500 500 400 
IIOderate 400 400 400 400 
slow 100 100 100 200 



Geologist: Curly Range of 
Horizon: San Jose Formation Geolo~ic Conditions Geology of Actual Partitions 

(Page 5 of 6) ypical _1_ l ...L -L ....L ...!.... L JL 

HOST ROCK CHARACTERISTICS 

FACIES CHANGES 
favorable 600 700 600 500 
unfavorable 400 300 400 500 

PERMEABILITY-POROSITY 
Degree of fracturing 

100 abundant 100 100 100 
IIIOderate 200 200 200 200 
sparse 700 700 700 700 

Cementation 
tight 200 100 200 200 
IIIOderate 400 400 . 400 400 
loose 400 500 400 400 

SANDSTONE-SHALE RATIOS 
favorable 400 600 400 200 
unfavorable 600 400 600 800 

POST-DEPOSITIONAL FACTORS 

SECONDARY ENRICHMENT 

ACCESS OF OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
adequate 600 700 700 600 
inadequate 400 300 300 400 

REPRECIPITATION CONDITIONS 
adequate 400 400 350 300 
inadequate 600 600 650 700 

DEGREE OF PRESERVATION 

EFFECTS Of OXIDIZING SOLUTIONS 
major destruction 600 800 800 800 
IIIOderate destruction 300 150 150 150 
negligible destruction 100 50 50 50 



Geologist: Curly 
Horizon: San Jose formation 

(Page 6 of 6) 

Ar«llINT Of REDUCTANT 
adequate 
Inadequate 

Range of 
Geologic Conditions 

TYeica1 

300 
100 

Geology of Actual Partitions 
_1_ ..L ...L ...!... ...L ...L ..L JL 

400 400 300 
600 600 100 
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APPENDIX 56 

IMPLICIT (INTUITIVE) ENDOWMENT ESTIMATION 
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INTUITIVE ENDOWMENT ESTIMATION 

A simplified approach to estimating the uranium 
endowment for the individual partitions is to bypass 
the operations on the PLATO system, including construc
tion of the inference net. In this way, you will ob
tain, instead of the system-~enerated estimate, an es
timate based on your intuitive expectation about what 
may be present in the area of interest. Since there is 
no precise way to evaluate the accur,~cy of either this 
intuitive endowment estimation or the system-generated 
estimate, both estimates will be used in the final en
dowment summary. 

You may choose one of the following four es
timation schemes: 

a) Pounds of U30a / Square Mile 

b) Pounds of U30a / Partition 

c) Number of U30a Deposits / Partition 

d) Percent of a Region Underlain by 
Mineralization / Partition 

Type a letter to see that scheme, -BACK- while in the 
scheme to back up a page, -DATA- to return here, 
-SHIFT-BACK- to exit at any time from the instructions 
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COMMON rEATURES Or THE SCHEMES 

1) You will record the information on the partitioning 
overla:r. 

2) You ~\Ji 11 u~e onl:r cumulative probabi 1 ities, i.e •• 
the probabiI it:r 'that the variable being estimated 
is greater ,than or equal to (~) some amount. These 
probabilities do not add up to 1 . .0'. 

3) You must use at' lea~t four but no more that eight 
probability intervals. 

4) To ensure the best fit of a probability function to 
your responses, your lowest probability should be 
1.0'~~ ! 5% and :rour highest 9fiJ% ! 5~:;. You wi II dis~ 
tribute the remaining probabi 1 ities .3.S evenly as 
possible across the chosen intervals. The idea is 
to vary the quantities being estimated rather than 
to state extreme probabilities. 

The i nd i v i dua 1 endowment schemes I).) i 11 now be 
discussed. 
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K~! concepts are: 

1) The eetimate by thie $cheme is area-independent; 
that is, you believe the amount of uranium per 
square mile is independent of the $ize of the 
region in which it is located. For example, if 
two areas, one of 1,ggg mi 2 ana the other 19,9g~ 
mi 2 , have the same geologic favorability, they 
will have the $ame amount of uranium per square 
mi Ie. 

2) Actual appraisal of endowment of a region by the 
intuitive approach i$ accomplished by the input 
of probabilities for your feelings about the en
dowment believed to have been formed in a square 
mi Ie cell witI'". a thickness equal to the average 
thickness of the partition. In the simplest use 
of this scheme you will be asked to provide 
one set of these probabilities for a cell within 
each partition. 
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The que~tioning would be a5 followS: 

Given: 

1) A cell 1 mi ~quare with a thickness equal 
to' the average thickness of the partition, 

and 

2) That we are concerned only with uranium 
occurrences having grades of at least . .0'1~'o 
U30S ' 

What are the probabilitie~ that the total quantity 
of U30a present in the cell is greater than or 
equal to the following amounts: 

Pr~ -NEXT- for the example 
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632 

METHOD: POUNDS Or U30a / SQUARE MILE 

GEOLOGIST: EXAMPLE 

HORIZON: EXAMPLE NUI'1BER Or PARTITIONS: 3 

Partition *1 Probabi 1 ity Endowment 
.98 C: 1 M Ib U30a 
.78 C: 1. 5 M lb U30S 
.38 C: 2 M Ib U30a 
• 1.0' C: 3 M Ib U30a 

Partition *2 Probabi 1 i Ity Endowment 
.a5 C: 25.0',.0'.0'.0' Ib U30a 
.7.0' C: 5.0'.0',.0'.0'.0' lb U30S 
.65 C: 1 M Ib U30a 
.55 C: 1. 25 M Ib U30a 
.4.0' C: 1. 5 M Ib U30a 
.3.0' C: 2 . .0' M Ib U30a . 
.25 C: 3 . .0' M Ib U30a 
• 15 C: 3.75 M Ib U30 S 

Partition *3 Probabi 1 i 1 ty Endowment 
.95 C: 1, .0'.0'0 Ib U30a 
.75 C: 2,.0'.0'flJ Ib U30a 
.5iJ C: 2,5.0'.0' Ib U30a 
.25 C: 3, 50.r, Ib U30a 
• .0'5 C: 5,.0'.0'flJ Ib U30a 



Key concepts are: 

1) The endowment estimate is made for each parti
tion. 

Z) Actual appraisal of endowment of a region by the 
intuitive approach is accomplished by the input 
of probabilities for your feelings about the en
dowment believed to have been formed in that 
partition. In this case you will be asked to 
provide one set of these probabilities for ~ach 
partition. 
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The quest ioni ng would be ae followe: 

Given: 

1) A partition with a thicknees equal to the 
average thickness in that area, 

and 

2) That we are concerned only with uranium 
occurrences hav i ng grades 0 f at 1 east .1H ~~ 

U30 S' 

What are the probabilities that the total quantity 
of U30a present within thi5 partition of _______ __ 
square miles is greater than or equal to the fol
lowing amounts: 

Press -NEXT-for the example 
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METHOD: POUNDS OF USOs / PARTITION 

GEOLOGIST: EXAMPLE 

HORIZON: EXAMPLE 

PARTITIONS: 2 

P,3.rt it ion '"'1 Probab iIi ty Endol.l.llTlent 
.95 t!: 5,f61818 Ib USOS 
.818 2!: 1fJ,181818 lb U30a 
'.518 i!!: 218,1818D Ib U30a 
.UT 2!: 418,181818 Ib U30a 

Partition '"'2 Probab iIi ty Endowment 
.918 2!: 1f8f6,f8f8f8 Ib U30S 
.75 2!: 1518,181818 Ib U30a 
.45 2!: 3f818,f818f6 lb U30a 
.25 2!: 4f8f8,f6fJf6 lb Us Os 
.15 i!!: 5f6f6,f8f8JiJ Ib U30S 



c) Number of U30S Deposits / Partition 

The key concept is: 

The number of deposits of U10S in a partition 
is considered to be a function of the earth 
processes that have occurred in that area and 
the size of the area. The primary objective 
here is to define a probability distribution 
for number of deposits conditional upon your 
subjective evaluation of the geology of the 
partition. In addition, however, yO\..I. are re
quired to describe the probabIlity distribu
tion for the amount of U30a per deposit for 
each hor i zon, or separate 1 y for each part it i ,on 
vJithin the horizon. 

Given that: 

A partition of _____ square miles of the strat-
igraphic unit is being evaluated; 

What are the probabilities that the number of deposits 
having a grade of at least ,Zl% U30S and a size of 5Z~ 
lb U30S is greater than or "equal to the following: 
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This scheme requires additional information 
about the magnitude of the deposits. 

A probability distribution of size of deposit 
for each partition or geologic unit is estimated ex
terior to the PLATO system. It is introduced later and 
interacted with the probability distribution for num
ber of deposits, generating a distribution of U30S 
for the partit{on. 

An advantage of this approach is that you can 
account f9r variatio~ in the uranium endowment among 
geologic units, e.g. Dakota vs. Westwater. Thus, two 
partitions having the same general geologic environ
ment may be given very different endowments of U30a• 
not because the number of deposits is different but 
because the size distributions of the deposits in the 
two partitions are very different. 

To use this approach, you must provide a proba
bility distribution that describes generally the size 
distribution of deposits for each geologic horizon, or 
for each parti~ion of the horizon. 
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So far. 
very generally. 
deposit size: 

~ize of depo~it ha~ been referred to 
There are two options fc·r describing 

In option 1, size of deposit is stated in terms of 
the quantity of U30a per deposit, given a cutoff grade 
of .Z1% U30S• The format of the questions would be as 
follows: 

For a specific geologic horizon or partition of 
the horizon, estimate the probability that the quanti
t~J 0 f U30S pre~ent ina depos i tis greater than or 
equal to the following amounts: 

Option 2 views a deposit in terms of amount of ·:>re and 
average grade of ore; cOmllequently, you must estimate 
for each horizon or partition of the horizon the pro
bability distributions for quantity of ore and average 
grade of ore, given a cutoff grade of .Z1~~ U30 S • The 
fc·rmat of the quest ions would be as follows: 
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ror geologic horizon ~~Z and the cutoff grade of 
.a1% U30s ,state the probability that T, the tonnage 
of ore/deposit, exceeds the quantity specified in 
the table: 

P (T~t) 
t1 

t2 

t3 

t4 

ror the same horizon and cutoff grade state the 
probability that the average grade, Q, exceeds the 
grades in the table: 

P (Q:!!:q) 

q1 

q2 

q3 

q4 

t and q have a minimum of four intervals and a max
imum of eight. 

Press -NEXT- for an example 
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METHOO: NUMBER OF U30S DEPOSITS / PARTITION 
and 

QUANTITY OF USOS CUB) / DEPOSIT 

GEOLOGIST: EXAMPLE 

HORIZON: EXAMPLE 

NUMBER OF PARTITIONS: Z 

Option 1 

Partition #1 Probab i 1 i ty No. U30S Deposits 

.9Z ;a: l.Z 

.7Z ::: 3 . .0' 

.55 ::: 7 • .0' 

.4Z .::: 114.14 

.25 ::: 12.14 

. 15 ::: 15. JiJ 

Probab i 1 i tyl Quantity (lb) 

.95 ::: 11414 

.65 ::: 2514 

.35 ::: 41414 
• 114 ::: 6fjJiJ 
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METHOD: NUMBER OF U30 S DEPOSITS / PARTITION 
and 

QUANTITY OF U30 S (L.6) / DEPOSIT 

GEOLOGIST: EXAMPLE 

HORIZON: EXAMPLE 

NUMBER OF" PARTITIONS: 2 

Option 1 

Partition *2 Probability 

.S5 

.65 

.35 
• 1.0' 

Probability 
.91i1 
.81i1 
.61i1 
.45 
.3Jif 
.ZJif 
• .0'5 

?; S.1i1 
l!: 8 • .0' 
l!: l1i1 • .0' 
l!: 18 • .0' 

Quantity 
?; 5.0' 
?; 5'5 
l!: 7.0' 
;:: 8Jif 
?; 91il 
?; lJif.0' 
l!: 125' 
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d) Percent 0 f a Reg i on Under I a i n by 
Mineralization / Partition 

Key concepts are: 

1) As an aid to visualizing the fraction, F, of 
a region underlain by mineralization, imagine 
a partition of some specified size divided 
into a grid of square-mile cells. Now, con
sider the number of cells that have at least 
one accumulation of U30a of 5~~ lb or more, 
occurring in contiguously mineralized mate
rial having concentrations of at least .ZlY.. 
For example, suppose that the evaluation area 
is l,~ZZ mi 2 and you believe that the· number 
·::>f cells meeting the above-stated criteria 
seldom exceeds 2Z. You might express this 
opinion by stating that the probability that 
F exceeds .~2 is only 5%. 

2) To use the probability distribution for F to 
compute a probability distribution for U30S 
endowment, you need additional information 
about the amount of U30 S per cell. You are 
required to describe the probability distri
bution for the amount of U30 S per mineralized 
cell for each horizon or partition of a hori
zon. 

3) Since you may be unfamiliar with the fraction 
of area mineralized, an example calculation 
may aid your understanding. The data have 
been taken from Don Hetland's 1977 Uranium 
Industry Seminar paper. It is a~sumed here 
that all ore in the reiion has been found. 
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Area ~xplored • 1,283 mi 2 

Production + $15 reserves + $15 property potential 
= Z95,Z.0".0" tone USOS at Z.18%. 

Endowment (.0' • .0"1% cutoff) -. 295!f.0"Qr.0" • 6 

Tone ore = 

Area = 

• 1. 23" 1Z9 lb US0 8 at .0" • .0"7~~ 

1.23"1.0"9 • tons or-e 
1.4 Ib/ton 

: 8.78x1Z8 tons ore 

area (ft 2J. _" avg. thick (ft) 
16 ft 3 / ton 

tons ore"L6 
15 

: 

= 33.6 mi 2 

Mineralized Fraction (proportion of area underlain b~ 
. "')? .• 

U30a ·=>f at least .0" .. 0'1% concentration) = ........ 0 = .0" • .0"26 
. - 1,283 
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The qu~tioning would be a~ follows: 

Given: 

A partition of _____ square miles and a mlnlmum 
grade and size of . Bl~~ U30a and 5gB lb U30a 
respectively, 

What are the probabilitie~ that the fraction of that 
area that is underlain by uranium mineralization is 
greater than or equal to the following: 

Note that a set of these probability statements must 
be given for each partition. 
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Thi~ scheme require~ additional information 
about the amount of the U30S per mineraliz~d cell. 

A probability distribution of quantity of U30S 
per mineralized cell for each partition or geologic 
unit is estimated exterior to the PLATO system. It is 
introduced later and interacted with the probability 
distribution for percent of a region underlain by min
eralization, generating a distribution of U30S for the 
partition. 

An advantage of this approach is that you can 
account for variations in the uranium endowment among 
gee- I og i c un i ts, e. g. Dakota vs. Westwater. Thus, two 
areas having the same geologic environment may be 
given ver~1 di fferent endowments of U30S'· not because 
the number of deposits is different but because the 
size distributions of the deposits in the two areas 
are very different. 

To use this approach, you Must provide a proba
bility distribution that describes generally the size 
distribution for the mineralized cell for each geolog
ic horizon. 
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So far, quantity ha~ been referred to very gen
erally. There are two options for describing amount: 

Option l' requires you to treat amount in terms'of the 
quantity of U30a per mineralized cell, given a cutoff 
grade of • .0'1% U308• The format of the questions would 
be as follows: 

For a specific geologic horizon, estimate the 
probability that the quantity of U30a present in a 
mi neral ized cell with a cutoff grade of . .0'1~~ U30a is 
greater than or equal to the following amounts: 

Note: Q is definea as the sum of all accumulations of 
U30S within the cell, given that each accumulation is 
great'er than 5Ii1Ji! lb U30a and occurs in contiguous ma
terial' having a concentrat l'on of U30 S greater than 
. .0'1%. Consider just those cells having at least one 
accumulation meeting the minimum requirements, and es
timate the probability that the sum, Q, of all accumu
lations per cell exceeds or equals the'same quantity. 

Option 2 vie~s a mineralized cell in terms of an a
mount '~f ore and average liT'ade 0 fore; consequent 1:/, 
you must estimate for each horizon the probability 
distributions for quantit>J of ore and average grade ,:,f 
ore, given a cutoff of . .0'1% U30 e. The format of the 
questions IA/ould be as follows: 
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For geologic horizon ~~ and the cutoff grade of 
• .0'1~~ U30S' state the probabi I ity that T, the 
tonnage of ore/mineralized cell, exce~s the 
quantities specified in the table: 

I? (T?:t) 

tl 
-

t", .. 
t3 

t4 

For the same horizon and cutoff grade, state the 
probability that the average grade, Q. exceeds 
the grades in the table: 

P (Qi1:q) 

ql 

q2 
-

q3 

q4 

Press -NEXT- for an example 
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METHOD: PERCENT OF- A REGION UNDERLAIN BY 
MINERALIZATION / PARTITION 

and 

GEOLOGIST: EXAMPLE 

HORIZON: EXAMPLE 

Partition *1 

Quantity: 

QUANTITY OF U30 a (UB) / 
MINERALIZED· CELL 

NUMBER OF PARTITIONS: 3 

Probability 
.95 
.65 
.25 
• LeJ 

Probablility 
.9g 
• i16 
.4g 

.15 

% Of Partition 
Underlain by 

Mineralization 
~ .gg5 
~ .16167 
~ .161 
~ .162 

~ 51616,161616 lb U30a 
~ i516,161616 lb U30a 
~ 1 M Ib U30a 
~ t.3 M lb U30a 

Press -NEXT - for next part it ion 
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METHOD: PERCENT OF' A REGION UNDERLAIN BY 
MINERALIZATION / PARTITION 

and 

GEOLOGIST: EXAMPLE 

HORIZON: EXAMPLE 

Partition #2 

Quantity: 

QUANTITY OF' U30a CLB) / 
MINERALIZED CELL 

NUMBER OF' PARTITIONS: 3 

Probability 
.98 
.S.0' 
.58 
.3.'lI 
• .0'5 

Probabl iIi ty 
.9~ 

.7.0' 

.4.0' 

.15 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

% Of Part i bon 
Underlain by 

Mfneral'izat ion 
~ .81 
~ • .0'15 
~ • .0'17 
~ • .0'19 
;:; • .0'2 

5.0'.0',.0'.0'8 Ib U30a 
75.0',.0'.0'.0' Ib U30S 
1 M Ib U30S 
1.3 M Ib U30a 

Pr~5 -NEXT- for next partition 
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METHOD: PERCENT OF" A REGION UNDERLAIN BY 
MINERALIZATION / PARTITION 

and 

GEOLOGIST: EXAMPLE 

HORIZON: EXAMPLE 

Partition ""3 

Quantity: 

QUANTITY OF Us Os (lB) / 
MINERALIZED CELL 

NUMBER OF PARTITIONS: '3 
~~ Of Partition 
Underlain by 

Probability Mi neral izat ion 
.95 ~ • .0'.0'1 
• am' ~ • .0'Z3 
.7f6 ~ • .0'fJ'S 
.65 ~ .fiffJ65 
.5Z ~ .ZZ8Z 
.35 i1: • .0' 1 
.2Z ~ .Z15 
.1Z i1: • .0'175 

Probablility 
.9f6 ~ 5ZZ,Z.0'.0' lb U30 S 
.711 ~ 75Z,ZZZ lb U30S 
.4,a- i1: 1 M lb U30S 
• 15 ~ 1.3M Ib USOS 

Press -NEXT-to cont i nue 
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APPENDIX 57 

IMPLICIT (INTUITIVE) ENDOWMENT ESTIMATION: 

EXAMPLES (GEOLOGISTS CURLY AND HADRIAN) 

Examples of implicit uranium endowment estimates for each par

tition of each horizon are shown for two endowment schemes: 

Pounds of U30a per Square Mile (Geologist Curly) 

Pounds of U30a per Partition (Geologist Hadrian} 

Two columns of implicit estimates are shown. After the "first implicit 

estimate" distributions are input into program MASTER, an "expected 

valueR is generated. Then, if the geol0gist wishes to, he can revise 

the distributions ("revised (second) implicit estimate J
') and obtain a 

new expected value that is more satisfactory to him. 
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Implicit estimation for Pounds of U30a per Square Mile 

IMPLICIT (INTUITIVE) ESTIMATES 

Geologist: Curly 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb ~Oe q, lb U30e 
Formation tion No. per 2 P(g :t 9) per mi 2 P{g :t 9) 

San Jose Formation 1 10 .9 
50 .8 

100 .7 Same 
500 .6 

5,000 .1 

2 10 .9 
30 .8 
50 .7 Same 

100 .6 
3.000 .1 

3 10 .9 
20 .8 
40 .7 Same 
60 .6 

2.000 .1 

Nacimiento/Animas 1 10 .9 
Formation 50 .8 

100 .7 Same 
500 .6 

3,000 .1 

2 10 .9 
20 .8 
40 .7 Same 
60 .6 

2,000 .1 

Ojo Alamo Formation 1 10 .9 
50 .8 

100 .7 Same 
500 .6 

5,000 .1 

2 10 .9 
30 .8 
50 .7 Same 

100 .6 
1,000 .1 
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Geologist: Curly (continued) 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb U30a q. lb U30a 
Formation tion No. eer mi 2 P(g :& 91 eer mi 2 P(g :&gl 

Fruitland Formation 1 2 .9 2 .9 
5 .8 5 .8 

10 .7 10 .7 
20 .6 20 .6 

500 .1 2.000 .1 

2 1 .9 1 .9 
2 .8 2 .8 
3 .7 3 .7 
4 .6 4 .6 

100 .1 1.000 .1 

Menefee Formation 1 2.500 .9 2.500 .9 
4.000 .7 4.000 .7 
5,000 .5 10,000 .5 
8.000 .3 50,000 .3 

10.000 .1 150.000 .1 

2 10 .9 10 .9 
50 .8 50 .8 

100 .7 100 .7 
500 .6 500 .6 

5,000 .1 1.000 .1 

Dakota Sandstone 1 30.000 .9 
32.000 .7 
35,000 .5 Same 
40,000 .4 
60,000 .1 

2 500 .9 500 .9 
600 .8 600 .8 
700 .7 700 .7 

10.000 .2 5.000 .2 
20.000 .1 10.000 .1 

3 1.500 .9 1.500 .9 
1.700 .7 1.700 .7 
2.000 .5 2.000 .5 
2.200 .3 3.000 .3 
2.500 .1 10.000 .1 
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Geologist: . Curly-(contil'lued) 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb U30e q. lb U30e 
Formation tion No. eer mi 2 P(g ~ 91 eer m12 P{g ~ 91 
Dakota Sandstone 4 200 .9 200 .9 
(continued) 300 .7 300 .7 

spa .5 500 .5 
700 .3 2.000 .3 

1.000 .1 10.000 .1 

5 200 .9 
300 .7 
600 .5 

1.000 .2 
5.000 .1 

6 5 .9 
10 .8 
15 .7 Same 
20 .6 

500 .1 

Burro Canyon 1 50.000 .9 
Formation 75.000 .7 

100.000 .5 Same 
150.000 .3 
300.000 .1 

2 20.000 .9 5,000 .9 
30.000 .7 8,000 .7 
40,000 .5 10.000 .5 
50,000 .3 50.000 .3 

200.000 .1 100.000 .1 

3 1.000 .9 10 .9 
3,000 .8 50 .5 
5,000 .7 200 .4 

10,000 .2 500 .3 
50,000 .1 20,000 .1 

Jackpfle Bed 1 7,000,000 .9 3,000,000 .9 
7,500,000 .7 3,400,000 .7 
8,000.000 .5 3,600,000 .6 

10,000,000 .3 4,000,000 .4 
12,000,000 .1 4,200,000 .2 

4,300,000 .1 
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Geologist: CurlY (continued) 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb U30e q. lb U30e 
Formation tion No. I!er mf 2 Plg it gl I!er mi 2 P{g i!: gl. 
Jackpl1e Bed 2 10.000 .9 
(continued) 20.000 .7 

100,000 .5 Same 
120,000 .3 
200,000 .1 

3 1.000 .9 20,000,000 .8 
3,000 .7 25.000,000 .7 
5,000 .5 30,000,000 .5 

20,000 .3 35,000,000 .3 
100,000 .1 50,000,000 .1 

Westwater Canyonl 1 600,000 .9 600,000 .9 
Brushy Basin 650,000 .7 650,000 .7 

700,000 .5 700,000 .5 
900,000 .3 900,000 .4 

1,200,000 .1 1,000,000 .2 
1,200,000 .1 

2 200.000 .9 300,000 .9 
300.000 .7 400,000 .7 
400.000 .5 500,000 .5 
600.000 .3 600,000 .4 
800.000 .1 800,000 .1 

3 100.000 .9 100,000 .9 
200.000 .7 200.000 .7 
300.000 .5 350,000 .5 
400.000 .3 400.000 .4 
500.000 .1 500.000 .1 

4 50.000 .9 
150.000 .7 
200,000 .5 Same 
300.000 .3 
400.000 .1 

5 40.000 .9 
100.000 .7 
150.000 .5 Same 
200.000 .3 
400,000 .1 
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Geologist: Curly (continued) 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb U30a q. lb U~Oa 
Formation tion No. I!!r mi 2 P{g ~ g~ eer m 2 P{g ~ g~ 

Westwater Canyon I 6 20.000 .9 10.000 .9 
Brushy Basin 30.000 .7 15.000 .7 
(continued) 50.000 .5 25,000 .6 

75.000 .3 30,000 .5 
100.000 .1 35.000 .3 

40,000 .1 

7 100 .9 100 .9 
1.000 .7 500 .7 

10,000 .5 1,000 .5 
40.000 .3 10,000 .4 

100,000 .1 30,000 .1 

8 50,000 .9 30,000 .9 
75,000 .7 40,000 .7 

100,000 .5 50,000 .5 
150.000 .3 60,000 .3 

150,000 .1 

Recapture Member 1 2.000 .9 5,000 .9 
5,000 .7 10,000 .7 

10,000 .5 35,000 .5 
20,000 .3 40,000 .2 
50,000 .1 50,000 .1 

2 100 .9 100 .9 
500 .7 500 .7 

1,000 .5 1,000 .5 
5,000 .3 3,000 .4 

20.000 .1 10,000 .1 

3 100 .9 
200 .7 
500 .5 Same 
600 ;3 

3,000 .1 

4 20 .9 
50 .7 

100 .5 Same 
300 .3 

1,000 .1 
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Geologist: Curly (cont~nued) 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q, lb U30a q, lb U30a 
Formation tfon No. eer mi 2 P{g ~ g) eer mi 2 P{g ~ g) 

Salt Wash Member 1 5,000 .9 5,000 .9 
10.000 .7 10.000 .7 
50.000 .5 35.000 .5 
55.000 .3 45.000 .3 
60,000 .1 50,000 .1 

2 3,000 .9 500 .9 
8,000 .7 1,000 .8 

10.000 .5 5.000 .5 
15,000 .3 8.000 .3 
20,000 .1 15,000 .1 

3 100 .9 
300 .7 
500 .5 Same 

1,000 .3 
2,000 .1 

Todflto Lfmestone 1 100.000 .9 
150.000 .7 
200,000 .5 Same 
500,000 .3 
700,000 .1 

2 10.000 .9 1,000 .9 
15,000 .7 3.000 .7 
20.000 .5 7.000 .5 
40.000 .3 10,000 .3 
60.000 .1 20.000 .1 

3 20,000 .9 
30,000 .8 
40,000 .7 Same 

200.000 .2 
400.000 .1 

4 500 .9 500 .9 
1,000 .8 1,000 .8 
5,000 .7 5,000 .7 

10,000 .6 10,000 .6 
300,000 .1 300,000 .01 
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Geologist: Curly (continued) 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb U30e q. lb U30e 
Formation tion No. eer mi 2 P{g:a g~ eer mi 2 P{g :t g~ 

Todilto Limestone 5 20 .9 
(continued) 30 .7 

50 .5 Same 
100 .3 
500 .1 

Chinle Formation 1 10 .9 
50 .8 

100 .7 Same 
1.000 .6 
3.000 .1 

2 1 .9 1 .9 
2 .8 2 .8 
3 .7 3 .7 
4 .6 4 .6 

1.000 .1 1.000 .01 

Cutler/Abo Formation 1 10 .9 
50 .8 

100 .7 Same 
1.000 .5 
5.000 .1 

2 10 .9 10 .9 
20 .8 20 .8 
50 .7 50 .7 

100 .6 100 .6 
5.000 .1 5,000 .01 

3 1 .9 1 .9 
2 .8 2 .8 
3 .7 3 .7 
4 .6 4 .6 

1,000 .1 1,000 .01 

Madera Limestone 1 10 .9 
50 .8 

100 .7 Same 
300 .6 

1.000 .1 



Geologist: Curly (continued) 

Fonnation 

Madera Limestone 
(continued) 

First 
implicit estimate 

Revised (second) 
fmplicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb U30e q. lb U30e 
tion No. per mi 2 P(g:it 9) per mi 2 Ptg It 9) 

2 1 
2 
3 
4 

500 

.9 

.8 

.7 

.6 

.1 

Same 
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Implicit estimation for Pounds of U30S per Partition 

IMPLICIT (INTUITIVE) ESTIMATES 

Geologist: Hadrian 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb U30e q. lb U30e 
Formation tion No. leart1tion P{g ;& 9} leartit10n P{g;& 9} 

San Jose Format1on 1 500.000 .9 
1.000.000 .7 
5.000.000 .5 Same 
9.000.000 .3 

20.000.000 .1 

2 100.000 .9 
500.000 .7 

3.000.000 .5 Same 
7.000.000 .3 

10.000.000 .1 

Nac1miento Formation 1 100.000 .9 
300.000 .7 

1.000.000 .5 Same 
3.000.000 .3 
5.000.000 .1 

2 100.000 .9 
300.000 .7 

1.000.000 .5 Same 
3.000.000 .3 
5.000.000 .1 

Ojo Alamo/ 1 300.000 .9 
Animas Formation 500.000 .7 

3.000.000 .5 Same 
5.000.000 .3 
7.000.000 .1 

2 100.000 .9 
300.000 .7 

1.000.000 .5 Same 
3.000.000 .3 
5.000.000 .1 

Fruitland Formation 1 300.000 .9 100.000 .9 
1.000.000 .7 300.000 .7 
2.000.000 .5 1.000.000 .5 
7.0CO.000 .3 3.000.000 .3 
9.000.000 .1 4.000.000 .1 
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Geologist: Hadrian (continued) 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Partf- q. lb U308 q. lb U308 
Formation tion No. leartitfon P(g ~ sl leartitfon P{g ~ sl 
Fruitland Formation 2 500.000 .9 JOO.OOO .9 
(contfnued) 1.000.000 .7 500.000 .7 

4.000.000 .5 2,000,000 .5 
6.000.000 .J J.OOO,OOO .J 
8.000.000 .1 6.000.000 .1 

Menefee Formation 1 JOO.OOO .9 100.000 .9 
1.000.000 .7 400.000 .7 
J.OOO.Ooo .5 1.000.000 .5 
5.000.000 .J 2,500.000 .J 
7,000.000 .1 4.000.000 .1 

2 500.000 .9 200.000 .9 
1.000.000 .7 600.000 .7 
5.000.000 .5 1.200.000 .5 
7.000.000 .J J.OOO.OOO .J 

10.000.000 .1 5.000.000 .1 

Dakota Sandstone 1 1,000.000 .9 200.000 .9 
3.000.000 .7 1,000.000 .7 

10.000.000 .5 5,000.000 .5 
15.000.000 .J 7.000.000 .J 
20.000.000 .1 10.000.000 .1 

2 5,000,000 .9 2,OOO.Oao .9 
20.000.000 .7 7,000,000 .7 
40,000.000 .5 25,000.000 .5 
50.000.000 .J J2,000,OOO .J 
60.000.000 .1 40.000.000 .1 

Burro Canyon 1 700.000 .9 JOO.OOO .9 
2.000,000 .7 1,000,000 .7 
5,000,000 .5 2.500,000 .5 

10.000,000 .J 4,500.000 .J 
15.000,000 .1 7,000,000 .1 

2 5,000,000 .9 1,000,000 .9 
7,000.000 .7 3,000,000 .7 

10.000,000 .5 5.000,000 .5 
15.000,000 .3 7,000,000 .3 
20.000.000 .1 10.000,000 .1 
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Geologist: ~adrjan (contjnuec:l) 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb U30B q. lb U30a 
Formation tion No. ll!artition P{g:& gl ll!artition P{g :lI gl 

Jackpile Bed 1 5.000.000 .9 
40.000.000 .7 
80.000.000 .5 Same 
95.000.000 .3 

120.000.000 .1 

2 500.000 .9 
1.000,000 .7 

10.000.000 .5 Same 
12.000.000 .3 
15.000.000 .1 

Brushy Basin 1 2.000.000 .9 500.000 .9 
3.000.000 .7 1.000.000 .7 
6.000.000 .5 1.500.000 .5 

10.000.000 .3 2.500.000 .3 
20.000,000 .1 3,000,000 .1 

2 3.000.000 .9 1.000.000 .9 
5.000.000 .7 2.000.000 .7 

10.000.000 .5 4.000.000 .5 
12.000.000 .3 5.000.000 .3 
15.000.000 .1 7.000.000 .1 

3 10.000.000 .9 5.000.000 .9 
20.000.000 .7 10.000.000 .7 
40.000.000 .5 20,000.000 .5 
50.000.000 .3 25.000.000 .3 
70.000.000 .1 30.000,000 .1 

4 300.000 .9 
2.000.000 .7 
5.000.000 .5 Same 
7.000.000 .3 

10.000.000 .1 

Westwater Canyon 1 500.000.000 .9 
Member 700.000.000 .7 

800.000.000 .5 Same 
1.000.000.000 .3 
1.200.000.000 .1 
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Geologist: Hadrian (continued) -

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb U30e q. lb U30e 
Formation tion No. leartitfon P{9~gl le!rtftfon P{9;, gl 

Westwater Canyon 2 500.000 .9 
Member (continued) 1.000.000 .7 

3.000.000 .5 Same 
5.000.000 .3 

10.000.000 .1 

3 1.000.000 .9 
3.000.000 .7 
5.000.000 .5 Same 
7.000.000 .3 

15.000.000 .1 

4 50.000.000 .9 
100.000.000 .7 
200.000,000 .5 Same 
400.000.000 .3 
600.000.000 .1 

5 10.000.000 .9 
20.000.000 .7 
50.000.000 .5 Same 
60.000.000 .3 
80,000.000 .1 

Recapture Member 1 5.000.000 .9 2,000,000 .9 
10,000.000 .7 5,000,000 .7 
40,000,000 .5 20,000,000 .5 
60,000.000 .3 30,000,000 .3 
80.000,000 .1 40,000,000 .1 

2 300,000 .9 100,000 .9 
5.000,000 .7 1,000,000 .7 

10,000,000 .5 4,000,000 .5 
12,000,000 .3 6,000,000 .3 
15,000,000 .1 7,000,000 .1 

3 200,000 .9 100,000 .9 
1,000,000 .7 400,000 .7 
5,000,000 .5 2,000.000 .5 
7,000.000 .3 3,000,000 .3 
9,000.000 .1 5.000,000 .1 
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Geologist: Hadrian (continued) 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb U30e q. lb U30e 
Fonnation tion No. leartition P{g ~ gl leartftion p{g~gl 

Salt Wash Member 1 500.000 .9 
1.000.000 .7 
4.000.000 .5 Same 
6.000.000 .3 
9.000.000 .1 

2 200.000 .9 
500.000 .7 

1.000,000 .5 Same 
2.000.000 .3 
3.000.000 .1 

3 500,000 .9 
1.000.000 .7 
4.000.000 .5 Same 
6.000.000 .3 
9.000,000 .1 

4 500.000 .9 
3.000.000 .7 
5.000.000 .5 Same 
7.000.000 .3 
9.000.000 .1 

Tod1 1 to/Summervi lle/ 1 5.000.000 .9 
Entrada 7.000,000 .7 

15.000.000 .5 Same 
20.000.000 .3 
25.000.000 .1 

2 500.000 .9 
1.000.000 .7 
3.000,000 .5 Same 
5,000,000 .3 
7,000,000 .1 

3 500,000 .9 
1,000.000 .7 
3,000,000 .5 Same 
5.000,000 .3 
7,000,000 .1 
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Geologist: Hadrian (continued) 

First Revised (second) 
implicit estimate implicit estimate 

Parti- q. lb UsOe q. lb UsOe 
Formation tion No. leartit10n P{g ~ gl leart.ition P{g ~ gl 
Tod1lto/Summerv1lle/ 4 100,000 .9 
Entrada (continued) 300,000 .7 

500,000 .5 Same 
800,000 .3 
900,000 .1 

Poleo Sandstone 1 1,000,000 .9 200,000 .9 
Menmer 3,000,000 .7 700,000 .7 

5,000,000 .5 2.000,000 .5 
7.000,000 .3 3,000,000 .3 
8.000,000 .1 4,000.000 .1 

Agua Zarca Member 1 1,000.000 .9 
3,000,000 .7 
5,000,000 .5 Same 
6,000.000 .3 
7.000.000 .1 

Shinarump Member 1 500,000 .9 200,000 .9 
1.000,000 .7 500,000 .7 
3.000,000 .5 2,000,000 .5 
5,000.000 .3 3,000.000 .3 
7,000,000 .1 5,000,000 .1 

Cutler/Abo/Madera 1 1,000,000 .9 
5,000,000 .7 

10,000,000 .5 Same 
12.000,000 .3 
15.000.000 .1 

2 100,000 .9 
400,000 .7 
900,000 .5 Same 

1.200,000 .3 
2,000,000 .1 

3 10,000,000 .9 4,500,000 .9 
15,000,000 .7 5,000,000 .7 
30,000,000 .5 9,000,000 .5 
40,000,000 .3 15.000,000 .3 
45,000,000 .1 20,000,000 .1 



APPENDIX 58 

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND FOR 

IMPLICIT (INTUITIVE) ENDOWMENT ESTIMATION 

In this discussion, the section on "Truncation" was first pre-

sented by Prof. D. E. Myers in Appendix II of the final project report 

(Harris and Carrigan, 1980). The section on "Prob~bility Distribution 

for the Aggregation of Partitions" is from the main body of that report. 

Truncation 

In the implicit methodology, the endowment for each partition 

is represented by a three-parameter log normal random variable. The 

partitioning is presumed to correspond to independent random variables. 

Using the independence, the first three moments are added and the result-

ing moments are used to fit a three-parameter log normal distribution to 

represent the endowment for the entire region. Since a shift parameter 

~ that is negative would not be consistent with reality, the distribution 

is truncated at zero if ~ < O. This is a graphic interpretation of the 

step of conditioning the distribution. Let Y be any random variable with 

finite variance and a,b real numbers. Then we have 

) 
0, y$a 

P (Y ~ y I a < Y ~ b) = F(Z) -F(a) 
a<y~b (1) F(b) -F(a) , 

1, b<y 
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where F(y) = P(Y 2 y). The truncated distribution of Y then is 

Pa,b(r) • P(V ~ ria < v $ b), (2) 

where the truncation is to the interval [a,b]. In the implicit model, 

a = 0, b = +00. An intuitive interpretation is that the area under the 

curve, to the left of zero, is deleted and the remainder is adjusted to 

have total area 1. 

Moments 

Since we assumed that Y has finite variance, we can compute the 

mean and variance of the truncated distribution. In particular, we con-

sider the mean and variance of a truncated three-parameter log normal 

distribution. 

It will be simpler to consider the problem for a two-parameter 

log normal and then adjust for the shift. 

Let U be three-parameter log normal (a,~,a) and W be two-

parameter log normal (~,a). Then we may write 

U = a + W. (3) 

We wish to compute 

(4) 

which is the same as 

(5) 
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We are assuming (l < 0 and a - o. > O. To evaluate Eq. (5) it is suffi-

cient to evaluate 

(6) 

for j = O,l,···,n. The variance and other central moments may be com-

puted directly in terms of Eq. (6). For example, 

(7) 

• E[w2 1 a - a ~ W ~ b - a] 

- (E[Wla-a ~ W ~ b_a])2 (8) 

We now proceed to evaluate Eq. (6). Let 

Z • tIl(a-a) - II 
a-a a (9) 

2. Ln(b-a) - II 
D-a· a (10) 

Then 

P(a-a<W<b-a) .4I(!" ) -4I(Z ), - - -b-a a-a (11) 

where 

J 
Z 1 

4I(Z) '" n:; exp( -t2 /2) dt. 
_c» 

(12) 

Let 

(13) 



Then 

• exp(-t2/2) dt 

exp(j\l + j 2a2/2) 
• AO 

• J~-a ~ exp [-(t-ja)2/2] dt 

Z a-a 

Consider the special cases of n = 1, n = 2: 

Al 
E[Ula SUS b] • a + exp(\I + a2/2) AO 

A2 
Var(Ula S U ~ b] a exp(2\1 + 2a2) AO 

- exp(2\1 + a2 ) (AI/AO)2 
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(14) 

(15) . 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 
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Independence and Truncation 

For two random variables X,Y, let Xr'YT denote their· truncations 

to the intervals [a,b], [c,d], respectively. Suppose X,Y are indepen-

dent, that is, for any x,y 

P(X ~ x. Y ~ y) .. P(X ~ x) P(Y ~ y). 

Now 

.. P(Xsx. 'asxsb~ PfcSY. csYsd) 
p(asXsb P csYsd) 

.. P(Xr s x) perT s y). 

Hence X,Y independent implies Xr'YT independent. This means that 

and 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Note that (X + Y)T is in general not the same as Xr + YT, even when an 

appropriate interval of truncation is chosen for X + Y. This means that 

we cannot compute E[(X + Y)T] from E(Xr) + E(YT) , and likewise for the 

variance. 

Although X,Y independent implies Xr'YT independent, the converse 

is not true. 



Probability Distribution for 
the Aggregation of Partitions 
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The probability distribution for the aggregate of partitions is 

estimated, given the assumption of independency of endowment across 

partitions and stratigraphic units, by computing the moments of the fit-

ted log normals, summing moments across partitions and stratigraphic 

units, and fitting a three-parameter log normal distribution to the 

summed moments. In the case of a negative shift parameter ~, the dis-

tribution is truncated and moments are computed on the remaining part. 

Of course, the mean, percentiles, and probabilities for a log normal 

distribution having a negative shift parameter are computed only after 

truncation of the negative range of the random variable and adjustment 

of the density function. 

Having probability distributions from each of several geologists 

leads naturally to an interest in the average probability distribution 

for those aggregates of units that are common to all geologists. Units 

that have been aggregated to a common basis are referred to as "merged 

units." For each geologist a probability distribution was computed, as 

described above, for the merged units. Then the average probability 

distribution for a merged unit was obtained by fitting a three-parameter 

log normal to the following probabilities: 

where j = 1,2,···NG 

i = 1,2,···NC 
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NG = number of geologists 

NC = number of class intervals 

Kj = truncated (remaining) area of the log normal distri
bution for the jth geologist (probability for positive 
values of U30a endowment, X) 

Xi = upper limit of the ith class interval for quantity of 
U30a 

= parameters of the log normal distribution for the.jth 
geologist 

F( ) = the normal probability distribution function 

Pi = the average probability (across geologists) for the 
quantity of U30a endowment falling within the ith 
interval [xi-I' xi]· 

Implicit means, percentiles, and probabilities for the average of geolo-

gists are computed from the three-parameter log normal distribution that 

has been fitted to these averaged probabilities. 



APPENDIX 59 

ENDOWMENT SIMULATION MODEL (PROGRAM MASTER) 

This appendix presents complete documentation for the Endowment 

Simulation Model (program MASTER), including input and output data. 

program MASTER ao.tually consists of several individual computer 

programs: STANDR, SEETWO, AFILE/BFILE, ENDOW.F10, and BPLOT. These are 

described briefly here. Complete documentation is presented in Appendix 

III, Part L, of Harris and Carrigan (1980). 

Program STANDR (Standardize Endowment Scheme) 

Program STANDR, run on the DEC 10 computer, produces marginal 

probabilities for each partition of each formation. Inputs are the ge

ologist's endowment scheme values and his geologic probabilities for 

each partition of each formation; these are produced from the Geologic 

Decision Model. Figure 59-1 is a schematic illustration summarizing the 

input, computation operations, and output of STANDR. 

Input 

Two types of input are required: 

(1) The endowment scheme produced by the geologist consists of 

five intervals of endowment scheme 'values for each of his 27 process 

combinations. Usually, the intervals are unequal because it is hard to 

obtain meaningful estimates using a single set of five intervals for 

every process combination. Thus the first computer computation task 
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INPUT 

-----------~---------------
(la I UNSTAIIOARDIZED 

EHilOlflENT 
SCHEME 

.. _------------------
Table 59-1 

(lbl STAIIOARDIZED 
ENOOIfIENT 

EX STAIIOR SCHEME 
(ENDOW. OAT) 

-------------------
Table 59-2 

(2 I COLLAPSED GEOLOGIC 
PROBABILITIES 
(denoted In PLATO 
as ·Collapslng Geo
logic Inforutlon" I 

Table 59-3 

x 

OUTPUT 

------------~---~----------------
JOINT GEOLOGIC 
PROBAB I L ITI ES 
(denoted til PLATO 
as ·Collapsed Geo- = 
1091c Info .... atlon· I 

Table 59-4 

/ 
(Subroutine 

GEOPRBI 

JOINT PROBABILITIES OF 
ENDOIfIENT AND GEOLOGY 
(JPRB;DATI 

Table 59-5 

I 
Sa. the co hllllS of the 
joint probabilities array 
to get IIIrglnals , 
MARGINAL PROBABILITIES 
(HRGNLS.DAT) 

Table 59-6 

t 
To MILE 

Fig. 59-1. Schematic of STANDR Input and Output Data. 

is to convert the cumulative probabilities for these five nonstandard 
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intervals into cumulative probabilities for some number of equal inter-

vals that are the same for all process combinations. "Unstandardized 

endowment scheme" input would be similar to the example in Table 59-1, 

which includes two of Hadrian's 27 process combinations. 

The number of new, equal intervals that are to be used i.s spec i-

fied by the user; in this case, 17 intervals were used. STANDR assumes 

a histogram distribution in calculating the new probabilities. The 

"standardized endowment scheme" that is thus produced (designated by 

file nallle ENDOW.DAT) is used for further calculations within progralll 

STANDR; its format would appear as illustrated in Table 59-2. 

(2) Collapsed geologic probabilities for each partition were 

produced in the PLATO system (where they were denoted as "collapsing 

geologic information"). The collapsed geologic probabilities are 

entered into progralll STANDR in the format of Table 59-3. (The example 

shows Hadrian's collapsed probability values for his two partitions of 

the San Jose Formation.) 
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From the collapsed geologic probabilities, STANDR calculates the 

joint geologic probabilities. The resulting file contains the 27 geo-

logic process combinations derived from the collapsed geologic probabil-

ities input, in the format illustrated in Table 59-4 (again, using 

Hadrian's data). 

Table 59-1. Portion'of an Unstandardized Endowment Scheme. 

6 18 42 60 90. Endow.ent interval values, denoting percent of 
.95 .75 .3 .1 ~ mii neralization, potDlds per square mile, or Cas 

~ ~ n this case) number of deposits 

1 ::\Cumulative probabilities associated with the first 
5 16 38 48 72 } four values above; thus, in this case the probability 
.95 .18 .3 .1 is 95% that there are at least 6 d!posits, 75% that 

~ 
there are at least 18, etc. The f1fth value on the 

2 first line is a terminal value CO% probability) 

(etc., through all Order of this particular combination in the series 
27 combinations) of 27 combinations: 1 = poorest, 27 = best 

Note the different interval values used for the next 
process combination 

Table 59-2. Portion of Standardized Endowment Scheme (File ENDOW.DAT). 

SAN JOSE/ACTUAl/HADRIAN 
17, 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO, 

10.00000 
71.00000 

0.8333333E-02, 
0.50oooooE-Ol, 
0.6333333E-Ol, 

1.000000 
13.00000 
90.00000 • 

2.000000 
17.00000 

3.000000 
21.00000 

4.000000 
27.00000 

5.000000 
34.00000 

6.000000 
44.00000 

8.000000 
56.00000 

0.8333333E-02. 0.8333333E-02. 0.8333333E-02. 0.8333333E-02. 0.8333333E-02. 0.3333333E-ol. 0.3333334E-Ol. 
0.6666667E-Ol. 0.7291667E-Ol. 0.1125000 • 0.1312500 • 0.1722222 • 0.1333333 • 0.8111111E-Ol. 

0.10000ooE-Ol. 0.9999999E-02. 0.9999999E-02. 0.9999999E-02. 0.9999999E-02. 0.1363636E-ol. 0.2727273E-Ol. 0.2727273E-ol. 
0.4090909E-Ol. 0.6363637E-Ol. 0.9090909E-Ol. 0.1363636 • 0.1590909 • 0.2109091 ,0.1133333 • 0.625OOOOE-ol, 
0.4166666E-02. 

(etc. ) 
Here the first line is the title line and horizon label. 
The second line gives the number of intervals of standardization. 
The next lines are the interval definition values (preceded by the value zero). 
The next lines are the standardized probabilities corresponding to the given 

intervals; two of the 27 sets·are shown here; order is from No. 27 (EX.EX,EX) 
to No. I (PR,PR,PR)--the reverse of the order of the input data. 



Table 59-3. Collapsed Geologic Probabilities. 

SAN JOSE FORMATION/ACTUAL/HADRIAN ~ Title line, horizon label 

~ Number of partitions 

~ Source-Transportation 

~ Deposition-Mineralization 

~ Post-Depositional 

2 
0.~1n280 .29815128 .68007592 

.• 00190364 .55706181 ~44103455 

.60000000 .13680000 .26320000 

.01270080 .26942328 .71787592 

.00080885 .3UnS99 .68741516 

.60000000 .12240000 .27760000 

'EX '1M '\PR 

Table 59-4. Joint Geologic Probabilities. 

\:; ' ..... ·Alh1T1CtI 
GEOLOGIST, hadrian DATE I5/U/ •• 
HORIZON, -I/Z San Jo_ F'o .... tion RLN -5 

P .. rtition: I P .. rtiti<'n. 2 
Z7 ..... n ... 7 ' •• IZ7 1."1i!8616 I.U"2 
Z6 '.'1I1I1~67 '.l1li111126 
ZS 1."1111191 '.111988285 
Z4 ' •• 118311151 , ••••• 13.75 
23 •••••• 7761 ' •• 11 •• 2667 
ZZ '.1IJ7277~8 I.U23758e 
ZI '.11165922 ....... 8 .... 8 
Z. '.11111939 '.liUllIi151 
19 ' •• 8319Z3. '.1'11J~9:" 
I. '.12272193 1 .... 18 ' •• 1.:3156 8.'::~5~ 

17 '.IU77677 ••• ISH839 
16 '.1811771' '.01118&71&7 
15 '.19965322 1.1151139983 
14 '.1 •• 3197 .. '.U.IU" 
U ' •• 1371154 '.82331832 
12 '.22731659 8.131:0988 
II 1.11576153 1.1152310 
II 8.811131363 ".IlSH!';8';1 
9 ' •• n52739 '.58!'5 0). oJ8'::1~36!, t.7786 

• '.I5I1Z59. 1.'2739511 
7 ' •• 9971183 '.16:13H5 
6 ' •• 7889791 '.11112339 
5 ' •• 1798852 ' •• 2266917 .. '.'31611111' '.1iI5Io1U8!' 
3 '.17'96:19 ".'::9 .. 0187:7 
Z 9.1"'1931311 O.~';,H"188 

1 8.87691311 •• ,It)t;I .. ~. I )~ ")'~7' 1.9(1111) 
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} Partition 1 

} Puti tion 2 
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Computation of Marginal Probabilities 

The joint probabilities (Table 59-4) are now multiplied by the 

standardized endowment matrix (that is, file ENDOW.DAT, Table 59-2) to 

yield the joint probabilities of endowment and geology, denoted as file 

JPRB.DAT. An example of this file is shown in Table 59-5. 

The joint probabilities for each interval are then summed to 

yield the marginal probabilities, file MRGNLS.DAT. An example is given 

in Table 59-6 (this is for the two partitions of Hadrian's San Jose 

Formation). 

Output 

File MRGNLS.DAT (Table 59-6), the marginal probabilities for 

each partition of each formation, is the output of program STANDR. It 

is used as input to program AFILE/BFILE. 



Table 59-5. Joint Probabilities of Endowment and Geology 
(File. JPROB.DAT). 

SAN JOSEIAClUAL/HADRIAII 
17. 
O. OOOOOOOE+OO. 1.000000 2.000000 3.000000 4.000000 5.000000 6.000000 
10.00000 13.00000 17.00000 21.00000 27.00000 34.00000 44.00000 
71.00000 90.00000 

2. 
0.2072379E-06. 0.2072379E-06. 0.2072379E-06. 0.2072379E-06. 0.2072379E-06. 0.2072379E-06. 0.8289515E-06. 

0.1243427E-05. 0.1657903E-05. 0.1813331E-05. 0.2797711E-05. 0.3263996E-05. 0.4282916E-05, 0.3315806£-05, 
0.1575OO8E-OS. 
O. 567oo28E-07 • O. 5670028E-07, O. 5670028E-07, O. 5670028E-07 , O. 567oo28E-07. O. 7731856E-07, 0.1546371E-06. 
0.2319557E-06. 0.36082ooE-06, 0.5154571E-06. 0.7731856£-06. 0.9020499E-06. 0.1195860E-05, 0.6426032E-06. 
O. 2362512E-07 • 
(etc. ) 

Here the first line is the title line and horizon label. 
The second line shows the number·of intervals of standardization. 
The next lines show the interval definition values. 
The next line shows the number of partitions. 
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8.000000 
56.00000 

0.8289515E-06. 
0.2017115E-05. 

0.1546371E-06. 
0.3543768E-06, 

The next lines show the joint probabilities corresponding to the defined 
intervals; there are 27 sets of these values for each partition, ranked with 
No. 27 first, as in the standardized endowment scheme output; only the first 
two sets·of values for the first partition are shown here. 

Table 59-6. Marginal Probabilities (File MRGNLS.DAT). 

SAIl JOSEI ACTIJAl/HADRIAII 
17. 

O.OOOOOOOE+OO. 1.000000 2.000000 3.000000 4.000000 5.000000 6.000000 
10.00000 13.00000 17.00000 21.00000 27.00000 34.00000 44.00000 
71.00000 . 

O.OOOOOOOE+OO, 0.8079092 0.1430918 . 0.2180639E-Ol, O. 6795798E-02, O. 6662904E -02. O. 490574SE-02, 
0.2055799E-02, 0.1704026E-02: 0.9030574E-03, 0.6112491E-03, 0.6214426£-03. 0.2511096E;04, 0.2413899E-04, 
O. 2613914E -05. 0.1598633E-05. 
O.OOOOOOOE+oo, 0.8562097 . 0.1216665 , 0.1054817E-Ol. 0.3136354E-02, 0.3064396E-02, O. 2274988E-02, 
0.7428684E-03. 0.5554078E-03, 0.2939046E-03. 0.1684027E-03. 0.2094522E-03, O. 8603169E -05. 0.8201205E-05, 
0.6419167E-06. 0.3956149E-06. 

(etc.) 

The first line is the title line and horizon label. 
The second line gives the number of intervals of standardization. 
The next lines show the interval definition values. 

8.000000 
56.00000 

0.2974523E-02, 
0.4685676E-05. 

o • 1110867E -02 • 
0.1154471E-05, 

The next lines show the marginal probabilities corresponding to these intervals; 
values for both partitions are shown. 
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Program SEETWO (Print Routine for STANDR) 

Because program STANDR provides no printed output, program 

SEETWO, also run on the DEC 10 computer, was written to reformat the 

JPRB.DAT file (joint probabilities of endowment aud geology) into a 

user-readable form. This permits the user to readily determine whether 

the joint probabilities sum to 1.0 (a check that the input data were 

correct) • 

Input to program SEETWO would look like the example of the 

JPR~.DAT file (Table 59-5). Output for that particular example would 

be as shown in Tables 59-7 and 59-8. 

Table 59-7. Joint Probability Matrix (SEETWO Output). 

SAN JOSE/ACTIlAL/HAIlRIAN/JOIHT PROB. MATRIX 
BOml"" O.OOOOOE+OO 

COLUMN 
SAN JOSE/ACTUAL/HADRIAN 

4 6 8 9 10 
INTERVAL 0.100E+01 0.2ooE+01 0.3OOE+01 0.4OOE+01 0.500E+01 0.600E+01 0.800E+01 0.100E+02 0.130E+02 0.170E+02 

27 0.207E-06 0.207E-06 0.207E-06 0.207E-06 0.207E-06 0.207E-06 0.829E-06 0.829E-06 0.124E-05 0.166E-05 EX EX EX 
26 0.567E-07 0.567E-07 0.567E-07 0.567E-07 0.567E-07 0.773E-07 0.155E-06 0.155E-06 0.232E-06 0.361E-04 EX EX IN 

COLUMN 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
INTERVAL 0.210E+02 0.270E+02 0.34OE+02 0.44OE+02 0.560E+02 0.710E+02 0.9OOE+02 

27 0.101E-05 0.208E-05 0.326E-05 0.428E-05 0.332E-05 0.202E-05 0.158E-05 
26 0.515E-06 0.773E-06 0.902E-06 0.120E-05 0.643E-06 0.354E-06 0.236E-07 

EX EX EX 
EX EX IN 

This matrix is summed across the rows, producing the results shown in 
Table 59-8. The sum of these numbers should equal 1.0. 
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Program AFILE/BFILE (Endowment Simulation Routine) 

AFILE/BFILE simulates the distribution of U308 endowment for 

each partition and for the horizon as a whole. -The program is in two 

parts. 

AFILE, the input processor part, collects and validates the nec

essary input data (including file MRGNLS.DAT from program STANDR). It 

is executed on a DEC 10 computer by asking the user to respond inter

actively to a series of questions. 

BFILE, the :computation part, processes the inputs generated by 

AFILE to yield estimates for the distribution of U308 endowment. It is 

executed on a CDC Cyber 175 computer. BFILE produces printed output 

and also a data file that is used in the merging and averaging programs 

(ENDOW.F10 and BPLOT). 

Input 

AFILE data inputs are entered interactively. The information 

requested by the program is listed in Table 59-9. 

Sample runs are given in Tables 59-10 (an excerpt from Hadrian's 

actual AFILE input) and 59-12 (an excerpt from Curly's actual AFILE 

input). Corresponding examples of the resulting formats are shown in 

Tables 59-11 and 59-13. 

To clarify the relationships among these tables, data items are 

numbered in Table 59-9 to correspond to item numbers in Tables 59-10/11 

and in Tables 59-12/13. 
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Table 59-9. Requested Data Input for AFILE. 

If 
Number-of-deposits option (see Tables 59-10 and 59-11) 

r Mineralized fraction option (see Tables 59-12 and 59-13) 

Requested data 

1 1 Name of horizon. 

2 2 Whether user wants a histogram for each partition, and, if so: 

3 3 Whether the interval spacing should be represented as equally 
spaced logarithms or equally spaced numerical points. 

4 4 Whether or not user wants to combine the distributions from 
individual partitions into a single distribution, and if so: 

5 5 The number of iterations to be used to combine the iterations, 

6 6 Whether the user wants a plot of the combined distribution, and 

7 7 Whether the distribution is to be stored. 

8 8 The endowment scheme that has been selected (that is, pounds 

9 

10 

11 

18-
21 

12 

13 

14 

15 

per square mile (not chosen in this study), mineralized frac
tion, or number of deposits). 

For mineralized fraction option: 

9 Area of deposit. 

, 10 Thickness of mineralized material in horizon. 

11 Length, width, and average thickness of horizon itself. 

12 Whether mineralized fraction is area-dependent or independent; 
specifications on evaluation areas. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

For number-of-deposits option: 

Whether probability function to evaluate endowment scheme is 
to be negative binomial, Poisson distribution, or histogram. 

Number of evaluation areas used. 

Size of evaluation areas. 

Data on hypothetical partition areas and their expected number 
of deposits. 

For all options: 

Total number of partitions. 

Area of partitions. 

Desired number of iterations on Monte Carlo simulation. 

Whether marginal probabilities (endowment, geology) are to be 
entered as probability mass function (PMF) or cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) values. 
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Table 59-9--Continued 

If 
Number-of-deposits option (see Tables 59-10 and 59-11) 

r Mineralized fraction option (see Tables 59-12 and 59-13) 

Requested data 

16 17 

17 18 

22 19 

23 20 

24 21 

25, 22 
26 

27 23 

28 24 

29 25 

30 26 

31 27 

32 28 

33 29 

Instructions for entering file MRGNLS (from program STANDR). 

Whether interval separation points are to be entered individu
ally for each partition (that is, for implicit estimates) or 
whether they are the same for all partitions. 

Whether PMF tables are to be printed out. 

Whether CDF tables are to be printed out. 

Whether user wants to enter log normal parameters by partition 
or for the entire horizon. 

The three parameters (mu, sigma, and alpha) of the log normal 
distribution. 

Whether thickness adjustment data are to be entered by parti
tion or for the entire horizon. 

Various data for thickness adjustment, depending on whether 
thickness adjustment is to be by randomly distributed host 
sands or by mUltiple host sands method. 

Expansion factor for grade of uranium considered. 

For plotting purposes: 

Name of geologist. 

Horizon name. 

Number of characters in horizon name. 

Name of formation (label to be used for merged horizons). 

Number of characters in formation name. 

Log normal parameters that define the implicit estimate. 
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Table 59-10. Sample Run for Number-of-Deposits Option. -- Data are for 
geologist Hadrian, San Jose Formation. The numbers in 
circles correspond to the numbers in Table 59-11, which 
shows the portion of the AFILE format that pertains to 
this sample run. 

EX AFILE 
LINIO ~:t,. 
'[LNI(XCT ~ ItXII:CUTrcN] 

~ ~STER IS NOW RUNNING, 
,MR~~ COMPUTES. RH ENDOWMENT DISTRUUTIONt I~S, !I:'.REE ""O"'ENTS~ 
R- I'IERIlIRE, OI7·,aKEwttESS, RHD THREE LOG NO~MRL'PRRR"'ETERS. 

PLERSE TYPE 1M INPUT DRTR ACCORDING TDFDLLDWING DIRECTIVES. 

TYPE IN THE NRME OF, THE HORIZON BEING EVRLURTED. 17\1 , 
SAN JOSE/ACTUAL/HRDRIAN \!I 

DO YOU WRNT R Io+ISTOGRRM FOR ERCH' PRRTITION'? 
11F YOU DO', TYPE H IF NOT, ENTER 2. CD 

HISTOGRRM--INTERVRL SPACiNG": TI"O OPTIaNS' 
FOR EQURLL Y SPRCED LOGS (BRSE, 1 '0) BET'~EEN ENDPOUITS, TYPE 1 

/OR ECUJRLLY SPACED I'IUMERICRL POINTS, TYPE IN 2 CD 

1 

DO' YOU J"IRl'lT TO COMBINE THE DlSTRlBUTTONS FROM 
INDIVIDllRL PARTITUJNS INTO R- SINGLE DISTRIBUT10N '? 
IF YOU DO, TYPE 1; IF NOT, ENTER 2. 

TYPE IN THE NUMBE~ OF !TE~RTlOI'IS TO BE USI:D 
TO COMBINE THE DIST~1BUTIONS (MRX 1'0'01)1)) 

2'0'0'0 

1 

DO YOU MRI'IT R PLOT OF THE COMBINED DlSTRllllfTTON '? 
IF YOU DO, TYPE 1; l~ HOT, ENTER 2. 

I" 



Table 59-10. Sample Run for Number-of~Deposits Option--Continued 

t 

DD YDU WRNT THE COMBlNED DlSTRlBUTlON STORED 7 
IF YOU DO~ TYPE I';· IF Non ENTER 2. 

TYPE IN THE END~MENT SCHEME SELECTED~ 
I FOR LB;'SQ. MILE 
2 FOR MINeRALIZED FRACTION 
3 FO~ THE HUMBER-DF~DEPO~ITS APPRORCH 

:3 

TYPE 1M THE PROBRBILITY FUNCTION CHOSEN' 
'TO EVALURTE THE, DESIGNFtTED ENDObJI'IENT SCHEME". 
I FDR-NE6FtTlVE BINOMIRL 

'. 2 FO~ PDlSSON DlST~lBUTlON 
:3 FOR'HISTOGRRM 

:3 

The negative binomial and Poisson distributions. although not used 
in this study. have been described as useful-functions when one is 
working with a number-of-deposits distribution. The Poisson is a 
random mode~ whereas the negative binomial implies some clustering 
in the distribution of deposits. However. the histogram option was 
used in this study because it assumes no functional form and is 
easier for the geologist to handle. If the operator wished to use 
either option 1 or 2. he would have to standardize the endowment 
scheme. using program STANDR. with a negative binomial or Poisson 
function. At present. STANDR is not set up to do this. 

TYPE HI THE TOTAL NUMBER OF EVFtLUFtTION I1~ERS IJSED': MFtX ~ 
1 ~ 

An evaluation aree is a conceptual area of a specified size. selected 
by the geologist. For this evaluation area. the geologist will be 
asked for a distribution of number of deposits for each process com
bination. The number of U30a deposits of a specified size and grade 
found in a region varies wltn the size of the region. For example. 
given the same geologiC process combination acting on a region of x 
square miles and one of lOOx square miles. one would expect more 
uranium deposits in the lOOx-square-mile region than in the x-square
mile region. Whether or not number of deposits increases propor
tionately with size of region is to be specified by the geologist. 
Ideally. then. the geologist would estimate a number-of-deposits 
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Table 59-10. Sample Run for Number~f~Deposits Option--Continued 

distribution for two other evaluation areas, one slightly smaller 
than the smallest partition and one a bit-larger than the largest 
partition. In practice, this did not work out. The geologist could. 
with some difficulty, estimate the number-of-deposits distribution 
for one evaluation area but not for a second or third. The total 
number of evaluation areas used. therefore, was one. To deal with 
the question of area dependence, we developed the "Number of Deposits/ 
Single Evaluation Area" scaling technique. which is discussed later 
in this section. 

TYPE 11'. ·Sl~ TN SQU~E !'fIlES FOIi· THE EYALURTlON RRER"(S) 
STARTING wT1H'THE SMALLEST RRER. ® 

1"0"0 

One hundred square miles is the area Hadrian used when he made his 
number-of-deposits estimation (endowment distribution). 

TYPE 11'1 TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTTTIONS CONSIDERED. MRX 2"0. 
a @ 

TYPE IN SIZE IN SQURRE MILES []F THE HCRIZON-PRRTlTIONS. 
THE S!_MLlL~T10N I.\I1LL RUN THROUGH THE PRRTlTT[]NS 1,N THE ORDER 
THEY RRE RERD IN. @ 

8"01. 2~16. 

TYPE IN THE DESIRED ~UMBER OF ITERRTION~ FOR THE MONTE CRRLO 
SI MULRTl ON. ( MRX 5"O"O"O·)@4 

2"0"0"0 

TYPE IN, FOR THE FORM OF THE TRBULRTED FUNCT!ON 
1 FOR PI'IF VRLUES~ 2 FOR CUMULATlVE DISTRlBUT!ON FUNCTION 
VRLUES. 

1 

IF THE TABULATED FUNCTlON IS ON FILE ENTER 1. 
ENTER 2 IF FROM TERMII'IAL* 
I 

*Does not appear on AFILE format. 

® 
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Table 59-10. Sample Run for Number-of-Deposits Option--Continued 

"'HRT'IS ntE 'NAI'IE OF THE FILE?'" 
MRGNLS 

NAI'IE ON MRGNLS IS SRN JOSE/ACTUAL/HADRIAN· 

IF YOU WISH TO'ENTER TH~ INTERYAL SEPARATION POINTS 
niDIVIDUALLYFb~ I:FlCH PA~TlTIO"'~ ENTER H IF THESE POINTS 
ARE TH~-SRI'IE FOR ALL PARTITIONS~ ENTER '0.* 

o 

1 

IF YOU DO NOT "'tA"'T THE TABLES PRINTED OUT" TYPE '0; 
OTHI:RhilSE TYPE 1 

INTERYALS 

'0;,. 'O'O'OtrO'OE:..:o '0 
'0. 1'O'O'O'OllE~'01 
'O.2'O'Ollll"OE.'01 
'O.3l)'O'O'O'OE~'01 
ll.<$.'Ol)'Ol)'OE~tl1 
'O.5'O'O'O'OllE~Dl 
l).iS'OD'O'O'OE~'Ol 
'O.8llDl)'Ol)E~'01 

D.ll)'O'OtltlE~'02 
'O.13l)l)'ODE~l)2 

D.17l)'Ol)'OE~D2 
'0. 21 'OD'O'OE~'02 
D.27'O'O'O,()E~'02 
'0'. 3<$.'Ol)'Ol)E~l)2 
D. ~<$'O'O'O'OE~'02 
'O.5S'Otll)DE~l)2 
D. 71 'O'O\)'OE~'02 
n. 9'/)'O'(I'f)'OE~'02 

INTERVFlLS 

'0'. ,(I'O'O'O'O'OE~'O'O 
'0'. 1 'O'O'O'f)l)E~'Ol 
'0'. 2'O'Ol)l)'OE~'01 
'0'. !3l)'O'O'(I'OE~l)1 
'O'.,<$'Ol)'Ol)l)E~Dl 

PI'IF 

'0'. 'Ol)l)'O'O'OE~'Ol) 
'0'. 8'079'09E~'O'O 
'0' • .1 <$3'092E. 'On 
'O'.218'06<$E:"l)1 
'0'. 67959'OE:"D2 
1l'.66629'OE:"'02 
'0'. <$9n57l$E.:"l)2 
'0'. 297<$52E:"'02 
l)~2l)'559l)E:"'02 

'0'. 17'O<$.'03E:"'02 
'0'. 9'03'057E:"'0'3 
l)~5112"'9E:"l)3 
'0'. iS21<$ ... 3E:"'03 
'0'. 25111l)E:"D<$ 
D~ 2 ... 139'OE:"'O ... 
'0'. ~68!568E:"\)5 
'O~ 261391 E:"'05 
'0'. 159963E:"'OS 

PMF 

'0'. 'ODl)D'O'OE~D,/) 
'0'. 85621 DE~'OD 
'0'. 121667E.DD 
'0'. 1'05~92E:"'01 
'0'. 313635E:"'I)l~ 

*Does not appear on AFILE format. 
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Table 59-10. Sample Run, for Number-of-Deposits Option--Continued 

1 

'O.S'O'O'O'O'OE+'Ol 
0". 6 'O'OYl'OYlE.Yll 
Yl.8YlUUU'OE.Yll 
'0. 1 YlYlYlmlE.'02 
'0. 13'OYl'O'OE.U2 
U.17'O'OU'OE:"U2 
'O.21UU'OUE.Yl2 
'0'" 27'OYl'OUE.'02 
'0'. 3~'OYlU'OE.U2 
YJ. ~YlYlU'OE:"'02 
'0'. 56'O'OYlYlE:"'02 
Yl',,71YlYlYlYlE:"Yl2 
U',,9UU'OU'OE.U2 

TYPE IN 1 TO CONTINUE. 

'O.3'OIS~UE-'02 
U',,227'f.99E-'02 
'0'" 111'087E-U2 
0'. 7~2968E-'03 

, 'O·.S5S'f.USE-U3 
U·.2939'OSE-'03 
'0'" 1ISS .... ·03E-'03 
U·. 2'O~52E-U3 
IY. SIS'0317E:"'OS 
'0'. S2'012'OE:"'OS 
'Cr. 115~7E:"U!5 
'0'. is't-1917E:''UIS 
"lr.395615E:"'01S 

IF THE TRBLE RBOVE IS INCO~"'ECT RND YOU ''''ISH TO RE:"ENTER 
THE DRTR, TYPE IN 2 •• 

IF YOU DO NOT bJRI'IT THE TRBLE:S P~INTED OUT~ TYPE U; 
OTHERWISE TYPE 1 

1 ® 
INTERVRLS 

U'"UUU'Ol)"Oe9'O'O 
U·. 1UOU'OUE.U1 
U·. 2'01)(1l)l)E:"U1 
0'. 3'OU'O'OUE.U1 
'0'. ~UUUUUE.U1 
0'. S'OUUU'OE.'01 
(r.6'Ouu(rOE.'01 
'0'. 80Yl'O))"oE.U1 
'0'. 1 ·t)'O"OYlUE.'02 
u·. 13UUUUE.U2 
u·. 17))"oUUE.'02 
u·. 21UUU'OE.'02 
0'. 27'O'O'O'OE.'02 . 
lr. 3~'O'OU'OE.'02 
'0' ... ~,o0·ooe.02 
U'" 56"OO'O'OE.·02 
IY. 710'O·ooe.·02 
'0'. 9'0 '0 't)))'(tE.O 2 

CDF 

'0'" 1'OU'O'O'OE.'Ol 
u·. 192Yl91 E.'O'O 
'O',,~999'Oe:"'01 
'0'. 271 921SE:"'Ol 
'O·.2U396SE:"U1 
))'. 1 37339E:"'01 
U'"SS2816E:"Q2 
U"5S536~E:"'02 
'0'. 37978't-E:"U2 
U',,2U9381E:"U2 
U·.119U7I5E:"'02 
U·. 6795'08e:"'03 
u·. 58UI52't-E:.. 'O~ 
'0'. 329539E:"'O~ 
U·.881..,u .. e:..us 
'0'. "12762E:"05 
'0'. 1S124 7E:"'05 
'fro '0'0 '0'0 '0 UE =to '0 '0 

*Does not appear on AFIlE format. 
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Table 59-10. Sample Run for Number-of-Deposits Option--Continued 

1 

IttTE~YRLS· 

0.'0'0'0'0'0'01:1-'0'0 
'0 .• 1 'O'O'O'O,()E~1)l 
U:'2UU'OUUE~'01 
'0:' 3l)U1YOY.lE~ Y.ll 
U:' "'Y.ll)'O'OUE~ Ul 
'0 .• 5UUU'OUE"+Ul 
'0'. iSUUUU'OE~Y.ll 
U:'8UUUU'OE~'01 
U:' 1 'OUU.U'OE~'02 
Y.l· .. 13'O'Ol)'OE~'02 
'0·. 17'O'Ol)1)E~1)2 
'O"'21'O'OUUE~l)2 
'0 .• 27'OUUUE.U2 
U:'3,*,UUU'OE~'02 
'0 .• ~'O'OU'OE"+'02 
U·.5ISU'O'O'OE=t-'02 
lY. 71 'O'O'O'OE.'02 
'0'. 9'OUl)UUE~2 

TYPE Itt 1 TO CONnNUE. 

CDF 

U:' 1 U'Ol)U'OE+l)l 
'O:'1,*,379UE+l)'O 
U:'221238E;"01 
U:'11575ISE-'01 
'O'.8,*,3928E-'02 
"fr.53701-89E-'02 
'O:'3Y.l999'OE-'02 
'0:' 1 989'03E-'02 
'0 .• 1 2'*'1S1 6E-'02 
l):'1S9'0751E-'03 
'0. 3968i48E-'03 
l)~228~2E-'03 
'0:' 1 8991!5E-l),*, 
'0:' l,'0381S1E-'O,*, 
"0:' 21 83'02E-'05 
l):'1'02818E-'O~ 
U:'387,*,3Y.lE-Y.l1S 
lY. 'Ol)'Ol)'O'OE+UY.l 

... 

IF THE TRBLE RBIlVE IS INr.;OR~ECT RND YIlU "'ISH- Til RE-ENTER 
THE DRTR~ TYPE IN 2 .... 

NU"BER DF DEPOSITS / SINGLE EVALURTIIlN A~ER : 
F.OR' THE PURPOSE IlF CALCLILRTlNG SAMPLING ~ATlIlS FIlR EACH 
PAA'nnCtf YDU' W1LI.. BE ASKED Til ENTEQ R SEI,ilES' IlF PRIRS', EACH 
C[)NSISTlNG OF· (1) R HYPOTHETICAL PA~TYT!DN MEA AND (2) THE' 
EXPECTEDNU"BE~[)F· DEPO'SYTS IN ASCENDING' CRDE~.) 

TYPE 11'1 THE ""'JMBE~ OF SUCH PA1RS you ',.IISH Til ENTER'. 
'("lN~ 2" MAX': 25). 

@) 

The number of pairs chosen is up to the geologist and should be re
lated to the spread between the largest and smallest partitions. 
The operator should order the areas so it will be easiest for the 
geologist to state the most likely number of deposits for each size 
area. 

*Does not appear on AFIlE format. 
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Table 59-10. Sample Run for Number-of-Deposits Option--Continued 

Hadrian's number-of-deposits distribution for the 27 geologic process 
combinations in a 100-square-mile evaluation area is listed in Endow
ment Distribution in Appendix IV, Part A, Volume 3 of 5 (Hadria~ 

= n E'NTER RN ARE~ RND ITS CORRESPONDIN!; EXP'cNR OF DEPS)l 
1'0'0 3'0 

t~ 2': ENTER RH RRE~ RND l.TS CCRI"ESPOI'IDING EXP'(NR OF DEPS) ': 
2'0'0 5'0 

t: 3: ENTER RN ME~ RHD lTS CORRESPONDING EXP'(NR OF DEPS) ': 
5'0'0 63 

= .n ENTER RH FiRE~ RND lTS COl"RESPONDIN6 EXP'(NR OF DEPS) ': 
1'0'0'0 9'0 

t= 3} ENTER RN RRER RND lTS CORRESPOND1N" EXP'CNR ,OF DEPS) ': 
5'0'0'0 25'0 ' 1. 
= 6': ENTER RH MER RHD lTS CORRESPONDIN!; E'XP'(NR OF DEPS) ': 

1'0'0'0'0 "-7'0 

= n ENTER RN RRER RHD lTS CORRESPONDlN!; EXP'(NR OF UEPS) ': 
15'0'0'0 560 

t= 9': ENTER RN RRE~ RND ITS CORRESPONDIN6 EXP'(NR OF DEPS) ': 
2'0'0'0'0 7'0'0 

~= 9: ENTER RH RREP RND lTS COl"RESPOND1NG EXP'(NR OF DEPS) ': 
25'0'0'0 9'0'0 

The above table, used instead of the multiple evaluation area con
cept, enables the geologist to indicate how the number of deposits 
(of a specified size and grade) changes with size of the area. 

The first entry in this example table (100) is the size of Hadrian's 
evaluation area; for this size of area, Hadrian felt that 30 is the 
most likely number of deposits when all process combinations are ex
cellent (see Endowment Distribution in Appendix IV). The next ques
tion requests the most likely number of deposits for an area of 200 
square miles. Hadrian felt there would be 50 deposits. 

The process continues until the last area is larger than the largest 
partition. 
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Table 59-10. Sample Run for Numbe~of-Deposits Option--Continued 

Note that the evaluation area does not have to be the smallest area 
and thus first in the table. It just as easily could have been 1000 
square miles, and the table would have been scaled from there for 
smaller and larger partitions. 

The operator should now ask the geologist whether the ratios (number 
of deposits to area) would remain the same for intermediate and poor 
process combinations. All three geologists who used the number-of
deposits option felt that the ratios would hold. If they had felt 
that the ratios would not hold, the only other choice would have been 
to make the number of deposits estimates for two additional evalua
tion areas. 

IF YOU .WO~LD LIKE TO USE THE ARER MODIFICRTION FOR NUMBER OF 
lI~POSITS OPTION IN PRRTITION ~~. 1 (RRERl 9'01. SQUARE MILES) 
TYPE IN 1; OTHERWISE ENTE~ '0. . 
(IF PARTITION RRER IS SMRLLER THRN REFERENCE AREA" TYPE '0; 
IF PRRTITION RRER IS LARGER THRN REFERENCE ARER~ TYPE 1.) 

'0 @ 
This option was deSigned primarily to control computer costs; how
ever, there are some operational features the user should be aware 
of. The choice of either 0 or 1 can affect the results in two ways: 
(1) If sigma in the log normal parameters for Quality of U30a/Deposit 
is 1.a or larger, the user must enter 0; otherwi~e, incorrect ana
lytic results will occur. (2) If the ratio of the partition area to 
the evaluation area is less than 1 and 1 is entered into the system, 
it is possible that the distribution may be shifted to the left of 
the y axis, resulting in negative endowment, which is physically 
impossible. 

Entering 0 results in the direct modification (for the area of the 
partition being evaluated) of the numbe~ of samples obtained by ran
dom selection off of the number-of-deposits distribution. For exam
ple, if the partition being evaluated is 10 times the area of the 
evaluation area and 20 deposits are generated for one pass through 
the simulation scheme. then 10 x 20 deposits = 200 deposits are gen
erated. With this option, for just one run through the system, the 
Quantity of U30a/Deposit function would have to be sampled 200 times. 
This gets expensive when the partitioned area is much larger than 
the evaluation area. When the partition area is smaller than the 
evaluation area. we don't have this difficulty. In this case, there 
will actually be fewer samples than those found in the evaluation 
area. 
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Table 59-10. Sample Run for Number-of-Deposits Option--Continued 

By choosing 1. the user does not mod1fy the number of deposits 
directly. The number-of-deposits d1stribution is generated for the 
evaluat10n area. Then each observation (of varying number of depos
its) is sampled off of the Quantity of U30a/Deposit curve. This ' 
gives a distribution for the endowment of the evaluation area. The 
endowment distribution for the partition being evaluated is generated 
by adding to each point (class 1nterval endpoint) in the generated 
d1stribut10n (with respect to the evaluation area) the product of 
the average of all these points and the ratio. That is. for each 
point p. 

Then 

Average of points 

Ratio: R 

1 n = - r Pi .. E(P) 
n i=1 

Each NEW POINT ,. Pi + R • E(P) 

New points are now with respect to the entire partition, instead of 
the evaluation area. ' 

In effect, we are shifting the endowment histogram to the right 
(allowing for a larger endowment because then the partition area is 
larger). This is a much less expensive method for dealing with large 
partitions than straight simulation. 

In Hadrian's case. 0 was used because we felt that this method of es
timation was more accurate. and it was known from previous work that 
the cost would not be excessive. 

IF YOll 1. ... 0ULD LII<E TO USE THE ARER MODIFICRT!ON FO~ NlIMBER OF 
DEPOSlTS OPTION IN PA~TlTIOI't ~# 2 (ARER": 2'1-16. :S:QUARE MILES) 
TYPE IN H OTHERlo.llSE ENTER "0. 
n F PA~TlTl ON AIO'ER I S SMALLER THAN REFERENCE AREA'!> TYPE "0; 
IF PARTlTION AREA IS LA~GER THAN REFERENCE ~EA' .. TYPE l.®) 

n ~ 

IF '(Oll I.oJISH TO ENTE~ THE LOG I'IORMRL PA~AMETERS FO~' THE ENTlRE 
HORIZON SAN J[JSE/ACT'-'AL/HAD~l'AN 
TYPE IN H TO EI'ITE'~ niESE PARAMETE~SBY PARTlTION'. TYPE IN 2. 

1 @ 
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Table 59-10. Sample Run for Number-of-Deposits Option--Continued 

FOR THE EHTI~E. HORIZOH} 
SAH JDSE/RCTURL/HAD~IRH' 

TYPE 1M THE. THREE PA~AMETERS DF THE LOG· NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONl 
~~~~~~~ @ 

12~83~U .63~UUU ~1~S261. 23 

THE FOLLOWING DATA A~E BEING COLLECTED TO AID THE PROGRAM 11'1 
AD:JUSTING FOR THICKNESSES OF THE HO~lZON OR lTS PARTITIONS 
OTHER THAN THE STANDARD THICKNESS. 

IF YOU WISH TO ENTER· THlS II'fFORI'IATlllI'I FOR THE ENTlRE HORIZDN 
AT ONCE~TYPEIM 1; TO ENTER DAT~ BV'lNDIVIDUAL PA~TITI0NS, 

lTYPE IN 2. ® 

Hadrian. unlike Curly (Table 6). will enter the thickness expansion 
factor for the horizon as a whole rather than for each partition. 

THE~E ARE 11..10 I'IETHODS OF THI CKNESS ADJIJSTI'IEI'fT'l 
(1) RANDOMLY D1STClIlBUTED HOST SANDS!> AND <'2) MULTlPLE HOST 
SANDS. THESE SCHEMES ARE FULLY DISCUSSED IN-THE SYSTEI'I 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL. IN THE FOLLOwiNG QUESTION seT~ EHTER U 
IF YOU HFIVE C'HOSEN THE' RRHDOI'IL~.Dl~TRlBUT.~D HOST ,SRND .. 
APPROACH; ENTe~ THE MAXIMUM NUMBe~ OF HOST SANDS PRESEI'IT, !F 
YOU SELECTED THE MULTIPLE HOST SRHD METHIlD. 

INPUT THF.: FOLLCt.I!I'Ir; INFO~I'IFITIOI'I FOR THE ENTI~E HORIzmn 
SAN :JOSE:'-'ACTUAVHADRT FlIi 

ESTIMATE THE MFtXIMUM NUMBE~ OF ADDlTTOtlFtL HO'ST SANDS FOR nns 
UNIT. (MIN': '0 MAX': 14) 

@ 
TYPE IN THE THICI<:NESS;,ENDOI.IMEI'IT EXPAI'I~IOI'l FACTOto' FOto' TH!S 
PAto'TTTI0N OR HOto'IZCN. 

'1.'0 ® 
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Table 59-10. Sample Run for Number-of-Deposits Option--Continued 

EHTE~ THE EXPAHS10H FRCTO~ FOR GRRDE OF URANIUM COHS1DERED 
(IF GRRDE lS • '01, ENTER 1.'0 FOR FRCTDR) 

1.'0 ~ 

FOR PLOTTlHG PIJRPDSES', TYPE IH": 

NRME OF GEOLOG1ST 7 

~DRIAI't 

NAME OF HOR1ZDH BE1HG EVALUFITED 7 

'SAH :JOSE 

NUMBER OF CHFIRACTERS IN ABOVE NAME 7 

NAME OF FORMRTI0H 7 

UNITS OF MINOR IMPORTANCE 

NUMBER OF CHFIRACTERS IN ABOVE NFiME 7 

25 

TYPE IH THE THREE LOG NORMAL PARAMETERS THAT DEFINE THE 
IMPLIC1T EST1MRTE ": MU • SlGMR • ALPHR. 

FOR PART1T10H": 1 ,Type·1N FIRST IMPLICIT 7 

FOR PAPTITlOH': 2 'rTYPE IH F1RST IMPLICIT 7 

.149966E+02 .100550E+Ol .990000E+05 

F'IRST IMPLICIT FOR EHTlRE HOR1ZON 7 

.167793E+02 .445612E+OO -.797570E+07 

SECOHD IMPLIC1T FOR EHT1RE HOR1ZOH 

.167793E+02 .445612E+OO .797370E+07 

@ 

@ 

@ 

@ 

33 
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Table 59-10. Sample Run for Number-of-Deposits Option--Continued 

MASTE~' HAS FlNISHED READING lNPIJTS FD~ THIS CASE. 
WHEN MONlTDR CDNT~OL IS RETURNED TO YOLI. TYPE': 

DIl CAlC' , 

Til BEGIN CALCULATIONS. THEN'WAlT FOR RESULTS. 

STOP 

'END OF EXECUTIIlN 
CPU TIME't 1.39 ELAPSED TlMEl 23:7.97 
EXIT 
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Table 59-11. AFILE Format for Number of Deposits Option. -- Data are for 
geologist Hadrian. 

i
~tr0[m:cbtM+~/Tri-0---------

2DDD. I. I. ________________________________ _ 

5 3,,~ (;;'\ 
"..3, .s.~.A!J 

12 "'Z'801.0000'--:- 'Zt,l6.000 ,NUMBER OF ~_ lr'iO'O'""ooon __ @----

®...i~~~'==:® JNI&;RVALS STANDARDI~O STANDARDIZED INTERVALS 

io.ooooo f7~g8888 ~t?8g8cig 
• ,. , O.H30918 ,O.?180b39F-01. 

O.Z05579~E-02. 8.1704026E-02, 0.903057~E-03, 0.51l2491F-03. 
0.2613914E-05, .1598633E-05, 

--0.00 OOooOE *00.-..0...a.s.b20g 7 .--ll~6~_~e 11~ 01, 

1,.00000'1 
Z7.00()111'1 

0.6795796F-02. 
0.6214426E-03, 

O. 313635H-0 2. 
0.2094522E-03. 

5.000000 
34.00000 

t' , 
0.666Z90H-0?, 
0.2511096£-0 ... 

° lOb"19bErO~. 
O.B603169F-05. 

t.OCCOOO 
"4.00COO 

O. 4Q0574H-0? 
0.Z413e99E-04, 

O. nlLQeHf"~2 ..... 
O. B2C12C'H- S, 

® 
0.74Z8664F-03, 0.5554076E-03. 0.2939046E-03. O.16A4027E-03, 

16 '1?6419167E-06. 0.3956149E-06, 

8~~--------------------------------------------------~-----------
~gg:8ggg : ~8:g8g88 
1000.000 , 
5000.000 , 
10000.00 , 

~-~oooo.oo • 

90.00!)00 
250'8°00 470. 000 

700.0000 
900.0000 

® 

~o 
25()00.00 

;L ~0'_fM\ 
-~. ~~------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

22 1'12.63940 • 0.6342000 

® 
12.83Q40 • 0.6342000 

24 -A. 

Is.;' ·1.1)00:0~' 
HADh~3°~ 

211 SAN JDSC=@ ® 

-1462b1.0 ~~-~23 
- 46261.0 ~~' 

3D UN?rs OF MINOR IMPORTANCE"' 31 
~z~5~~~~~~77~~~~~~~~~----________________________________________________ ' ________________ __ 

+ '1590 95E +02 +.82 b40 DE. 00-, 3't 1578H 07 }@ 
2 • 4S9b6E+02 .100550E+Ol ,'190000E+05 33 

.167783E+02 .445612E+00-.797570E+07 
L-_L-J?-. 1-L-I ..... ~'4-...... ~.I?-. ~~Pi=-'"'!.~. ~.J. . .:>.. +. I.!-. t.;tIt.JO~7t--L __________________________ . ________ .---. ___ _ 





r of Deposits Option. -- Data are for 

----------------

OF 
[ZED TO 

8}-;-® 

STANDARDIZED INTERVALS 

------------
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Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option. -- Data are 
for geologist Curly, Westwater ,Canyon/Brushy Basin Member 
of Morrison Formation. The numbers in circles correspond 
to the numbers in the first part of Table 59-13, which 
shows the portion of the complete AFILE format that per
tains to this sample run. 

EX AFILE 

Type this to begin execution of the simulation program. 

LINK: LOADING 
l:LNKXCT AFILE EXECUTION] 

PPIJG~AM MASTER IS NOM PUNNiNG 
MAnER COMPLITES Art ENDOI~IME"'T DI ::,:TRlBUTlON": TTS THREE MOMENTS", 
A MEASUPE OF SI<:EI"INESS", AND THPEE LOG:-NORMAL PAPAMETERS". 

PLEASE T'(PE IN INPUT DATA ACCORDING TO FOLLOl,dING DI~ECTlVES". 

Program comes back with these statements'. User begins to answer 
questions posed by AFILE. 

TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE HORIZON BE"ING EVALUATED". 
IdES;TloJATER;-BRUSHY BASI N MEMBER;;ACTUAL';,CU~L Y Q) 

1 

Operator can make this entry as; descriptive as needed. As in this 
example, horizon name should correspond exactly to the terminology 
used by the participant in grouping his stratigraphic horizons. 

ACTUAL indicates that the geologic probabilities being used in this 
run are describing the actual (rather than the test) geology of the 
horizon. 

CURLY is the geologist's code name. 

DO 'lOU I,.IANT A HISTOGFlAM FOP EAr::H PAPTi Ti ON'" 
IF YOU DO~ TYPE 11 IF NOT~ ENTEP 2~ 



Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

HISTIlGRAI'I-INTERVAL SPACING': Tldll OPTTIlNS 
FIlR EQUALLY SPACED LIlGS '( BASE 1'0) BETI.oJEEN ENDPIlI NTS, n'PE 1 

/IlR EQUALLY SPArED NUMERICAL PIlINTS', T'(PE IN 2 <D 
This question refers to the histogram to be produced by the line 
printer. The equally spaced logarithms give a better representation 
of highly skewed data. 
The next four questions supply information for BPLOT. 

DIl 'y'OU I, .. ANT TC CCMBINE THE DISTRlBUTTCNS FRCM 
INDIVIDUAL PARTlTIIl/'4S INTO A SINGLE DISTRiBUTICN ? 

1IF YOU DC, TYPE 1~ IF NCT, ENTER 2. (!) 

TYPE IN THE NUMBER OF lTERRTICNS Til BE USED 
TC CCMBINE THE DISTR!BUTTCNS '(MAX l'O'O'Ol)') ~5 

2'0'0'0 \..!) 

We have found that the results become stable at 2000 iterations. 

DC YOU loJANT A PLOT OF THE COMBI/'4ED DISTR!BUTTCN ? 
IF YCIJ DC', TYPE l~ IF NCr; ENTER 2'. 

'1 0 

1 

DC YCU IdA"'T THI! CCMBINED DISTRIBUTION 
IF 'r'OU DC', TYPE H IF NOT', ENTER 2'. 

TYPE 11'1 THE ENllmlMENT SCHEME SELECTED': 
"1 FOR lEl/'SQ'. MILE 
2 FOP rl1/'4EPAL1ZED FIO'ACTTCN 

:s:TCRED 7 

CD 

3 FOR THE NUMBER;"OF-DEPOSlTS APPROACH 
2 

rllNEPAL12ED FRArT1CN': I."HAT IS THE AREA OF THE DEPOSIT (IN 
SQURRE MILES)? (A STUDY BY D~ p~ HRP-PIS HAS SHOWN THAT RN 
AVEPAGE SIZE URANIUM DEPOSIT IN THE SAN JUAN BASIN OCCUPIES 
'0'.:: SQUARE MILE AND R' lARGE ONE OCCUPIES '(1'.75 S17.'UARE MILES. 
Ut~lES'S 'lOU HAVE OTHER INFCIO'MATlON, USE (1'.2'.) 
,-, 

.0:; 
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Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

HIJM TH1CK 1S THE MINERAI.1ZED MATER1AL 11'1 THIS,· HOR1ZIJN (!I'I 
M1LES)'? 

.2'OSE:"·02 

ENTER THE LENGTH, l.oJIDTH, AND AVERAGE THICKNESS (11'1 MILES) 
OF TH1S HORIZON. (;\ 

2UU. 83 •• 388E-Ol ~ 

The above three questions were designed to make the program more re
sponsive to poor units as the geologist refines his endowment esti
mates. Although the geologist has made estimates for a mile-square 
cell, the computer is now viewing each cell as ~ square mile. This 
makes the system more responsive to the poorer (low endowment) 
horizons. 

For all horizons, the thickness of the mineralized material was sup
plied by Harlan Holen of the Albuquerque Field Office of the Depart
ment of Energy (DOE). The participants were shown his figures and 
told to change them if they disagreed; both participants who chose 
the mineralized fraction option used the DOE numbers. 

The length and width of the horizon are measured from the partition 
overlay. The average thickness of the horizon is obtained by using 
the digitizing programs on the isopach lines found on each paleo
geologic map. 

T'(PE 11'1 1 FOR AI"EA-1NDEPEI'IDENT DI,):T~lB'.1T10N OF M!I'IEPALlZED 
FRACTtON. OR -2 FOR AREA:"DEPENDENCE-, 11'1 1.\IH1rH CASE EVRLUFlT!ct~ 

1 FlPEAS ARE APPLIED. ~ 

Assume a mile-square cell 100 feet thick acted upon by a fixed com
bination of geologic processes. This cell is present in a region of 
x square miles and also in a region of 100x square miles. Do the 
percentages of the respective mile~square cells underlain by min
eralization differ? 

If the mineralized fraction varies with the size of the region in 
which the cell is contained, we have area dependence. If the frac
tion does not change with the size of the region. it is said to be 
area independent. Both geologists who used this scheme felt that 
the mineralized fraction was area independent. 
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Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

TYPE IN TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTITIONS CONSIDERED~ MAX au. ~ 
8 \!!I 

TYPE IN SIZE 11'1 'SQUARE MILES OF THE 
THE SIMULRTlON ~.IILL PUN THROUGfo+ THE 
THEY ARE READ IN. 

HOPIZON PAPTITIONS. 
PARTITIONS 11'1 THE ORDEP 

"1274. U . 
"1617."0 
H1S~U 
"1277."0 
1719. "0 
773.0 
7376.U 
nu.u 

The area is obtained by using the digitizer on the partitioning 
overlays. 

® 

TYPE IN THE DESIRED NUMBER OF lTERATlOI'IS FOR THE MONTE CAFO'LO 
SlMULATlON. f MAX 5'0)))).;' 

2U"OU 

Test runs have shown that results stabilize at 2000 iterations. 

TYPE IN', FOR THE FORM OF THE TABULATED FUI'ICTIOI'I 
"1 FOR PMF VRLUES', a FOR CUMULRTIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTlON 
VALUES'. 

"1 @ 
The program is requesting the marginal probabilities (endowment. ge-
01 ogy) • The user may enter then ; n one of two fonns. PMF or CDF. 

IF THE TABULRTED FUNCTION IS ON FILE ENTEP 1.'" 
ENTEFO' a IF FROM TEPMINRL 
"1 

The file referred to is the one created by the standardization rou
tine STANDR. 

*Does not appear on AFILE fonnat. 
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Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

I,IHAT lS THE /'fRME OF THE FILE? ... 
MRGNLS 

MRGNLS is the name the operator used when he executed STANDR for 
this horizon. 

NRME ON MRGNLS lS l,o.IESTbJRTER/BRI.ISHY BASIN MEMBER/ACTUA • 

The computer canes back with ,the name on the MRGNLS file. This pro
vides a check that the correct data are being read in. 

IF YOU (\llSH TO ENTER THE INTERVAL SEPARATlON POINTS 
INDIVIDURLLY FOR EACH PARTlTION~ ENTER H IF THESE POINTS 
ARE THE SAME FOR ALL P~TITIONS~ ENTER n.· o -

Option 1 would be selected if the simulation system were being used 
to handle implicit (intuitive) estimates. 

IF YOU DO NOT (,IANT THE TABLES PRINTED OUT. TYPE n 
1 OTHERI~I:SE TYPE '1 ® 

This refers to the PMF (probability mass function) table for the 
marginal probabilities (mineralized fraction, geologic conditions). 

INTERVALS 

0.800000E-06 
0.146805E-05 
0.2693951:-05 
0.494356E-OS 
O.907173E-OS 
0.166472E-M 
O.305485E-1)4 
0.5605841:-04 
O.102870E-03 
O.188773E-03 

PMF 

O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.180312E-02 
O.992170E-03 
O.181629E-02 
O.316161E-02 
I). 4964 79E-02 
O.857043E-02 
O.147815E-Ol 
1).205850E-Ol 
O.281718E-Ol 

*Does not appear on AFILE format. 
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Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

1 

0.346410E-03 
0.633683E-03 
0.116652E-02 
0.214063E-02 
0.392818E-02' 
0.720843E-02 
0.132279E-Ol 
0.242740E-Ol 
0.445442E-Ol 
0.817412E-Ol 
0.150000E+00 

0.348134E-Ol 
0.368837E-Ol 
0.961881E-02 
0.945713E-02 
0.1.89340E-'01 
0.333191E-Ol 

.. 0.750274£-01 
0.113814E+00 
0.198056E+00 
0.288969E+00 
0.962588E-Ol 

A similar table is generated for each partition. This one is for 
Partition 1. 

TVPE IN 1 TO CONTINUE. 
IF THE TABLE ABOVE IS INCORRECT AND 'tOU "'ISH TO RE-ENTER 
THE DATA, TVPE IN 2. 

The editing command follows each set of PMF data. 

IF 'tOU DO NOT lolA NT THE TABLES PRINTED OUT, TYPE 0; 
OTHE'RI.I I SE T'tPE 1 

1 ® 
The CDF (cumulative density function) table for the marginal 
probabilities. 

INTERVALS 

0.800000E-06 
I). 146805E-05 
0.269395E-05 
0.494356E-05 
0.907173E-05 
O.166472E-04 
0.30548SE-04 
0.S60S84E-04 
O.102870E-03 

CDF' 

0.100000E+Ol 
0.998197E+00 
0.997205E+00 
0.995388E+00 
0.992227E+00 
0.987262E+00 
0.978692E+00 
0.963910E+00 
0.943325E+I)t) 

*Does not appear on AFILE format. 
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Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

1 

O.188773E-03 
O.346410E-03 
O.635683E-03 
O.116652E-02 
O.214063E-02 
O.39~e18E'-02 
O.720843E-02 
O.132279E-Ol 
O.242740E-Ol 
O.445442E-Ot 
O.817412E-Ol 
O.150000E+OO 

O.91:51:53E+OO 
O.880340E+OO 
O.843454E+OO 
O.833835E+OO 
O.824378E+OO 
O.80S444E+OO 
O.77212SE+OO 
O.697098E+OO 
O.583283E+OI) 
O.385228E+OO 
O.962:588E-Ol 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 

A simn1ar table is genera~for each partition. This example is 
for Partition 1. 

T'(PE IN 1 TO CONTINUE. 
IF THE TABLE ABOVE IS INCORRECT AND YOU WISH TO RE-ENTER 
THE DATA, TYPE IN 2 .... 

The editing question follows each set of CDF data. 

IF '(OU 1 .• JlSH TO E'NTEP THE LOr; NOPMRL PRI<lRMETEPS FOP THE ENTlI<lE 
HOPI ?IJI'I I).IESTI .• IATEP:'·BRU!'S'HY BASIN MEMBEP/RCTUAL ;"CUFIL l' 
TYPE-IN 1; TO ENTEP THESE PRPFtMETEPSBY PFtI<lTITI0N', TYPE IN 2. 

1 ® 
The log normal parameters are for the Quantity of U30a/Minera1ized 
Cell at a cutoff grade of 0.01% U30a. See the Endowment Scheme sec
tion of the PLATO User's Manual (Appendix III. Part B) for a complete 
explanation. 

FOP THE ENTIPE HOFlIZ0N~ 
WESTWATEP/BPUSHY BASIN MEMBEP/ACTURL/CUFILY 

The computer comes back with this statement. This serves as a check 
that the computer is looking at the proper horizon .... 

*Does not appear on AFILE format. 
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Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

TYPE IN THE THREE PARAMETERS OF THE LOG NORMAL DISTPIBUTIONl 
MIJ; SIGMR'. RND ALPHA 

16~60236 ~ 
.3954131 
• 14S5E=t-l)S 

These parameters are generated by the IMPMN or MN program (Appendix 
III. Part M: Off-Plate Programs: Other Programs). The data that 
are input into either of these programs are found in Appendix IV. 
Part A. Volume 2 of 5 (Curly). under the Quantity of U30a/Mineralized 
Cell in the Endowment Estimates section. 

THE FOLLOWING DRTR ARE BEING COLLECTED TO RID THE PPOG~RM 11'1 
RKlIJST1I'IG FOR THICKNES'SES OF THE HORIZON OR !TS PRRT!T!ON~ 
OTHER THRN THE STRNDARD THICI<'NESS'. 

Endowment is related to changes in the thickness of the horizon being 
evaluated. See the Thickness Adjustment section of the PLATO User's 
Manual (Appendix III. part B) for a complete explanation. 

IF '(OU I.HSH TO ENTER THIS INFORMRTlON FOP. THE ENTlRE HORIZON 
AT ONCE', n'PE IN H TO ENTER DRTR BY INDIVIDUAL PARTlTIOHS'~ 

;: 
T«PE IN 2. ® 

Since 2 was entered. the questions following the paragraph of expla
nation below will be asked for each of the 8 partitions of this 
horizon. 

THERE ARE Thl[] METHODS []F THI CKNESS AD:JUSTMENn 
CD RAI'!DIJML", DI~TRIBUTED HOST SRI'!DS', AI'!D '(2) MUL TlPLE HOST 
SANDS. THESE SCHEMF.S ARE F9LL« DISCUSSED 11'1 TI-IE SYSTEM 
II'!STRUCTION MANUAL. II'! THE FOLLOI.IING QUEST!IJI'! SET~ ENTER n IF 
'lIJU HAVE CHO~EN THE RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED HO!T SAND FlPPP.OACH~ 
ENTEP. THF. MFIXI MUM NUMBER OF HOST !AND~. PRE:?ENT'~ 1 F YOU 
'S:ELECTED THE "'UL TIPLE HOST 'SAND METHOD'~ . 

During this study all the participants who adjusted for thickness 
chose the randomly distributed host sands (1). The multiple host 
sands approach was not fully tested in an operational framework; 
use that option with this in mind. 

--;"I,.lE'S:TI .. IATER:-·BPIJSWr' BAS! N M::MBER;'·I1CTUAL : .... CURL 'y' 

INPUT THE FOLLOWING INFORMAT1[]N FIJR PARTITION • 1 DNLY~ 
·(AREA= 127~·. 'SQUARE I'll LES') 
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Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

ESTTMATE THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL HOST SAND! FO~ 
THIS I.lNIT. (MTN': )) MAX': 14) 

'0 

Zero is chosen if there is only one host sand. 

T'tPE IN THE THICKNESS:'--ENDOI •. IMENT EXPANSTON FRCTO~ FOR THT'S 
PA~TITI0N OR HOPIZ0N~ 

1'.16 

Curly's expansion factors are listed in the Thickness Adjustment 
section of Appendix IV, Part A. Volume 2 of 5 (Curly). 

---I~IESTtt.lRTER/BRIjSHY BAnN MEMPER:rACTUFtL/CURLY 
INPUT THE FOLLOl.tllNG INFIJRMRTTIJN FIJR PRRTTTTIJN # :: IJNLY·. 

(AREA::' 1 ~ 17·. SQURRE I'll LES) 

ESTTMRTE THE MAXIMUM NIJMBER OF ADDIT10NAL HOST 'SANDS FIJR 
THIS UNIT. (MIN': l) MAX': 14) 

)) 

TYPE IN THE THICI<NES'S/·ENDOI.IMENT EXPAI'IS1IJI'I FACTOR FOR THIS 
PARTITION OR HORIZ0N~ 

1.168 ~ 

---I,t.lESTI.\IRTER/BRUSHY BASIN MEMBER/ACTUAL>'CURLY 
INPUT THE FOLLOtollNG INFOPMAT10N FOR PRPT1l10N •• :: ONLY. 

·(AREA::' 1415'. SQUARE MILES) 

ESTIMRTE THE MA>O:lMUM NUMBER. OF ADDITTONAL HOST SAI'IDS FIJR 
THIS UNll·. 

'0 
(I'll I'll 1) MAX': 14) 

TYPE IN THE THICkNESS/ENDOWMENT EXPAN~10N FRtTIJP FDP THIS 
PARTITION DR HDRIZ0N~ 

1.165 

---MESTIoIATER/'BRUSHY BRSIN MEMBEP ... ·FtCTUAU·CUPL '0' 
INPUT THE FOLLIJWING INFIJRMRTIIJN FIJI" PARTITIIJN • 4 ONLY~ 

'(RREA: '1277'. !.QUAPE I'll LES) 

ESTTMATE THE f1R:X:IMUM tH.lr1BER IJF AD!'!TI0NFlL HDS:T . "SAND'S FOP 
THl"S UNIT~ ~MINl l) MAXl 14) 

'0 

TYPE 11'1 THE THICI<·NESS>·EN!lDIo.lME!'fT E:x:PRN';10N FAr::TOR FOR THl';: 
PAPTITI0N OR HDPIZDN~ 

1'.165 
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Table 59-12, Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

---I~ESTI,JRTER:-'B~USHY BRSIN MEMBER ..... RCTURL/CURL Y 
INPUT THE FOLLOWING INFORMRTION FOR PRRTITION - 5 ONLY~ 

('R~ER;' 1719', SQURRE MILES) 

ESTIMRTE THE MRXIMUM NUMBER OF RDDITIONRL HOST SANDS FOR 
THIS UNIT', ,(MIN~ '0 MRX': 1~) 

,9. 

TYPE IN THE THICI<NESS;"'ENDOhiMENT EXPR"'S!CN FACTOR FOR THIS 
PARTITION OR HORIZOl'f', 

1',169 

---I"IESTI,JATER/BRUSHY BASI N MEMBER/RCTURL/CURL Y 
1 NPUT THE FOLLIlI\II NG 1 NFIlRMFlTI IlN FOR PRRTI TI ON ~~ is ONLY', 

'(RRER" 77::1', SQIJRRE MILES), 

ESTIMRTE THE MRXIMUM NUMBER OF RDDIT!lJNRL HOST SRNIIS FOR 
nilS UNIT', '(MIN~ '0 MRX': l~) 
11 

TVPE IN THE THICI<NESS/EN'DOI,IMENT EXPR"'~1CN FRCTOR FOR THIS 
PARTITION OR HDRIZIlN', 

1~12 ~ 

---I,~ESTlo.lATER/BRIJSHY BASIN MEMBER/RCTURL/CURLY 
t'NPUT THE FOLLIlMI NG 1 NFORMRTI ON FOR PARTITI IlN l~ 7 ONL'r", 

(ARER" 73715', SQUARE t'!lLES) 

ESTIMATE THE MRXIMUM NUMBER OF ADD!T.IONAL HOST ';AI'IDS FOR 
THli" UNIT', '(MIN': '0 MRX': H) 

T'y'PE IN THE THICI<'NESS;"ENDDI,IMENT EXPFlN~ION FRCTOR FOR THTS 
PARTITION OR HORIZIlN~ 

'1.167 

---WESTWATER/BRUSHY BA';IN MEMBER/ACTUAL/CURLY 
INPUT THE FOLLOWING I"'FORMRTION FOR PAPTITI0N b 8 ONLY~ 

'(ARER= 72'0', SI;:'UARE MI LES) 

ESTIMFITE THE MAXIMUM ~jUMBER OF ADIIIT!lJNFtL HOST SRNDS FO'" ' 
THIS UNIT', '(MIN': '0 MAX': 1~') 

'I) 

TYPE IN THE THICKNESS/ENDOWMENT EXPRN~ION FRCTO'" FOR THIS 
PRPTITION OR HORIZ0N~ 

'1'. 16 
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Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

ENTER THE EXPFlI'IS1CN FFlCTC~ FCR GRFlDE CF URFlNtlJl'I CCNS1DERED 
(1 F GRFlDE 1 S • 1)1 ~ ENTER 1. I) FC~ FACTC~> @ 

1. l) 

Some geologists found it difficult to describe the relationship of 
earth processes and geologic conditions (the number-of-deposits dis~ 
tribution) to endowment measures (quantity estimates/cell or deposit) 
at a cutoff grade of 0.01% U30S. This is primarily because their 
experience is with occurrences of higher cutoff grades. To compare 
estimates from one geologist to another. the system allows the endow
ment to be estimated at other grades. and then the estimates are 
later converted to 0.01% U30S cutoff. This is accomplished by using 
an expansion factor derived from the tonnage-grade relationship for 
the Grants Mineral Belt (see graph). As indicated by the data entry 
above. participant Curly made his estimate for the grade of 0.01%. 
Participant Shiva. however. used a cutoff grade of 0.1% U30S. so his 
expansion factor. in answer to the above question. was 1.S5. which 
was obtained from the graph as follows: 

102% (obtained by ex
K (expansion factor) .. % total U30S @ •. 01% .. trapolating the curve) 

% total U30S @ • Ii 55% 

100 

90 

~60 
:::> 

S 50 
:= 
:s 40 

; 30 

'" ~ 20 

10 

= 1.S5 (expansion factor to a grade 
of 0.01% U30S) 

~~":~~~~::L R:~~~o:~O~~l~g· 
(SOURCE: NIIRE PROJ~CT OFFICE. 19791 

o~~~~~~~~~~ __ ~~~ __ ~~~ 
.00 .02 .04 .015 .08 .10 .12 .14 .1& .18 .20 .22 .24 .2& 

CUTOfF GRADE (PERCOO' U30a1 

The following questions refer to the plots to be generated by the 
plotter. These are the cumulative and density plots produced as 
final output for each partition and horizon and for the merged data. 
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Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

FCR PLCTT!NG PU~PCSES; TYPE !Nl 

NAME OF GEOLOGIST 7 

CURL'y' 
® 

NAME OF HORIZON BEING EVALUATED 7 

bJE'Sn~ATER CANYON;-BRUSHY BASIN 
@ 

NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN ABOVE NAME '? 
@ 

NAME OF FO~MATION '? @ 
MORRISON 

a 

This name is the label that is being used for the merged plots. All 
the members of the Morrison and the Jackpile Sandstone will be merged 
into one distribution called the Morrison. 

NUMBE~ OF CHARACTERS IN ABOVE NAME ? @ 

TYPE IN THE THREE LOG NC~MAL PARAMETE~S THAT DEFINE THE 
IMPLICIT ESTIMATE': MU. SIGMR' .. ALPHA •. 

These parameters are generated. in this case. from program SUMD/SUMC. 
See Combine Distributions in the PLATO User's Manual (Appendix III. 
Part B) for an explanation. The data input into SUMD/SUMC by way of 
IMPHN are in the Im licit Intuitive Estimates section of Appendix 
IV. Part A. Volume 2 of 5 Cur y • 
The information is entered by partition for the first implicit esti
mate because we plot it for each partition. The second implicit es
timate is not plotted but carried and printed out on the tabulated 
data page. where the total endowment figures are listed (Appendix 
IV, Part B). 

FOR PARTITION': 1 ,TYPE IN FIRST IMPLICIT '? 

.194116E+02 .9107 .630371E+1l9 

FOR PARTITION': 2 ,T'(PE IN FIRST IMPLICIT '? 

.217732E+02 .1562 -.211732E+I0 
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Table 59-12. Sample Run for Mineralized Fraction Option--Continued 

FOR PARTITION': 3 ,TYPE IN FIRST IMPLICIT 7 

.a046E+02 .3303 -.348S30E+09 

FOR PARTlTIIJNl ~ ,TYPE IN FIRST IMPLICTT 7 

.214369E+02,.87SE-Ol -.176498E+l0 
FOR PARTlTICN':S' ;TYPE "IN- FIRST IMPLIC-lT 7 

.189632E+02 .9839 .672523E+08 

FOR PARTITIDN' 6 ,TYPE 11'1 FIRST IMPLICIT 7 

.197641E+02 .72E-Ol 
-.342472E+09 

FOR PARTITIDN': 7 ,TYPE IN FIRST IMPLICIT 7 

.189304E+Oa .124620E+Ol -.662290E+08 

FDR PARTITIDNI 8 ,TYPE IN FIRST IMPLICIT 7 

.'175Y70E+02 .242640E+Ol .529417E+08 

FIRST IMPLICIT FDR ENTIRE HDRIZIJN 7 

.17S842E+02 .242540E+Ol .329916E+l0 

SECD~ IMPLIC1T FIJR ENTIRE HDRIZIJN 

.211354E+02 .403599E .15356SE;';'+10 

MASTER- HAS FINISHED READING INPUTS FLIR THIS CASE". 
I.~HEN MDNlTIJR CDNTRIJL IS RETURNED TD YIJU'. TYPEI 

DIJ CALC 

TIJ BEGIN CALCULATlDNS". THEN MAlT FDR RESIJL TS". 

STIJP 

END IJF EXECUTlIJN 
CPU Tl MEl :;1'. 2"0 ELAPSED Tl MEl 3912~'. 93 
Sl(lT 

The computer is now in monitor mode. The user types DO CALC and the 
program is sent to the Cyber 175 where the calculations are done. 
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Table 59-l3. AFILE Format for Hineralized Fraction Option. -- Data are 
for geologist Curly. 

WESTWATER'B~US~Y BAS1N'AEMRr~/.cruAl/C~RlY,CI) 

CP:&o~~d7) .- --- --- --------------- -- ---.-.. -- -----
0,.2. '~_0n\ 
~~!8~9388E-O'f~'--ljj-.-o-o-oo-o----o-.-J9~~o~.,~@------·- --------- --- -- - -.- -. --.--------. 

,®jt!?4.0 f6t1.o rH-~.O 1277.0 11l9.0 173.0 7376.0 721).' r® ---- _u _______________ _ 

@,2000'@NUMBER OF _/~TANOAROIZEO INTER-,-"V=A=L=S ___ . 
1 1[.- INTERVALS STANDAROfzE=O,-..,T=O=---- f --

• O.BOOOOOOF-Ob. O.lbb4717r-D4. 0.3054653F-n4. 
-·O""lO-U~Q J. .o....z~ 4O~t.t-..l)~-O-.,l.Q.U~f-Q..H. 

1Z2HOr:-
0.49b479~E-O~. O.6~70435F-OZ. 
0.945713ZF-02. 0.1893401E-Ol. 

O.157?114E-01. O.Z627811E-Ol. 
O.17~9QbZE-Ol. 0.37b530QE-Ol. 

G-...4~~o.l,.,l o--..J0~~~5Ll3~Q..:l5~~-I-1*fz.C.0 1.+1 • 
O.15b1571E-01. 0.31b75~2E-01. 

0.4baZHZE-01. O. 740510bF-Ol. 
o 15~£=ol ° 301eAOB~l+ 

[
a :-nm81t-+-i1a-ra; -6Ta : 3+i~H-~ liH-~ AT€-~ E~ah-l ; --&-0-8: -t~" a~; ~-H-H*H-4l_. 8n-i !~8 :~H.-?-iHr..;.tH~~~:-i. _ Stl,l :~s :;-7!n~H~as:lTlHE-1_al»-l :..--it-8 07: U17He-b1~~!nHE-i::8Hll ;,---e-;-<iB : ~ ttim't:n: 
0.5757ab~E-81. 0.16bI234E-01. 0.821950;(-02. O.HHbb7F-02, O.1557o;1IIlE-O!. 
o.OOCOOOOE+ 0, O.6b97927E-Ol. O.17l432bf-ol. 0.317731~E-Ol. 0.5633675E-Ol. 0.931Q2~8F-Ol. 0.1315192 • 

t
---+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~RRE-Ol. Q 31 5b7 7 bE 01. 0 ~lJBe?~ OZ, 0405\QJ7E-OZ. 0 B1457bbE-O? 

0.lb3590'E-01. 0.'470220E-02, 0.2129b79[-02' 0.1'75210E-O~, O.378Q047E-03, 
O.OIJOOOOI)EtOa, g.b350732E-Ol' 0.20'ta757E-01, 0.3Bb712F-01. n.521b'HbE-.()1. 0.'1041bI7E-01. 0.1316105 • 
0.ZI240~3 • .725b3Q7F.-0, 0.?'Q5b8bbf.-01, 0.3?7~444E-Ol, O.1107'l?7E-01. O.30~8QaOE-OZ. 0.5Q35312£-02, 
0.1 ~r.nlu.-~~c. u..zn..').f.:o ....... O~~ .... - ... 0 ... 1-l-.l U-l~E~ ~~£-7+-7E~01!-1 __ • ·~g<M-7!"g~2lll+M-G4+----:--:-::::-:-:-:-: 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO. 0.4113117E-Ol. 0.1431749E-Ol. o.247b158E-01' O.399701ZE-al, 0.647bb46E-Ol. 0.Q76CQ38E-Ol. 
0.lb82824 O.9871343E-Ol, 0.5515997E-Ol, 0.547b2aoE-0, O.15QO?lbF-Ol, O.110CaC2E-Ol. O.Z234523E-Ol. 

0.l757234E-01. O.1153708E-Ol. 0.7b75~~2E-OZ, 0.?b78035E-02, 

0.3954131 O.14B5000E+08. @ 





ineralized Fraction Option. -- Data are 
'I. 

~o~·:i=~---·-- .. --------._.-_.--.-
3.0 7376.0 HO.) r®----

. -_ .. _ ... - .. _------------

ZEOTO 
("-sTANDARDIZED INTER . .:...:V:...:...;A=L=S __ _ 

It~~~~:g~: g:H~~~~g~:gf: 8:~~1~~tA~:8~:. g:~2~HH~:g~: g:n~~~~~~:gi: g:HH~ciH:gI: 
0557 ,0 ?ileqLaa ,0 Qf,zs<ta...t-.;..-O-l+ 
lb19E-02. 0.b171~0bF-02. O.lO~9150F-Ol. 0.157?114E-OI. O.262?811E-Ol. 0.444R8Z9F-Ol; 
ZB14E-OI. O.6~la~~~E-01. O.19537~lF-OI. 0.17~99b2E-01. 0.37b510QE-OI. 0.702410~F.-Ol. 
3212 • 0.IS7201b • 0.521Z5b3E-Ol. 
lb7~E 02. ° 15J~a>LE °1. 0 2697371E 01. ~~~=~O~1,~_o~6~5~3~6~5~~~I~f~O~'~.~~O~I~0~9~1p'9~~~6~~~ 
51SlE-01. 0.19575~7F.-OI' 0.2017~99E-Ol, O.15b1571E-01. 0.31b75~2E-Ol. 0.5717~~4E-Ol. 
1835E-01. 0.31231441'-0. 0.1089b41E-01o MARGINAL 
21b1E-01 0 1~912~lF-01 0 29855Z1E-Ol. 0.~bB2472E-Ol. 0.740510bF-Ol. 0.1229710 • 
1~5~b~Z~?~r-=-~o~1 .. :_~Oc.·-!:7-',l?~3~a,.,-,!,,~~j!-=-.uol.l.f":_.LIo_·~?~?~a~R~3~4~b~F -=_°':.L!I ..... -Oo..l.5~£=O 1 ° 30 7e B OR E=Q . .,I •• _uQ....;,.5-'J5 ... z ... as.Z.U""Ol..... PRO B A B I LIT I ES 
2583F-01. 0.Zl07153E-01. 0.79l4142F.-02. ) 

4'lH~Hrf-B .~.81n-! --'8~: ~H~.;itl~Hf.:H3k~_8t-h1 :~8 :n-n5-5-~H-~~8e-tAf-~_H8l-r-: 'BI-M: li-¥.Brttj9ltr.211 E-~~8Itr: ~B :1'~U-i7n#1 ~E-~-9~l:~8 :oi-'Hmn ~tE=o 1 r pFAORRTEI rAICOHN 
950;[-02, 0.H31~b7F.-02. 0.155n~f!E-0~. 
432bF-01, 0.3171314E-01. 0.5b33875E-01. 0.9l7Q2~8F-01. 0.1315192 , 0.218Z6)) • 
..l.6A e F - 0 1 , n l'5.Q.2.l.b!l:E",-,-\!0~1~'_-l:!0~~-,!~:~Ic'l~~R-l!8-:'-!::!=~O-:'~'. -uO ...... 4 uO:>.5 .. 1 ,..9 a~7 ",e =l0~?".~-,o ....... e~1 .... L;,.:5:L<7<16).1b>-lF",-:.(o .... ':..._-IlOl+-ll,.J31-l.u7"'o J...l...E.=-Q..,.._ 
9b79(-02. 0.I'71210E-02. 0.31SQ047E-03, 
S751E-01, 0.31'1~712F-Ol, 1).521b1lbE-.(11, 0.Q041bl7E-01. 0.1318105 • 0.214575'1 • 
b8b~r.-Ol. 0.3~7~444E-Ol. 0.1107Q?7E-Ol. 0.3048980E-02. 0.5935312£-02. 0.qbbb50~F-O~. 
Z-U 4E~l-.--o...·~ue.. 0] .' Q TO ~ la~4+--.--: ___ - __ .---~.--.----:--:--------,-.,...------'_ 
1149£-01. 0.247bI58E-01. O.399701ZE-Q1, 0.b47bb46£-01. 0.9780938£-01. 0.lb18915 • 
59971'-01, 0.')47b2·)OE-01. 0.15QO?lbF-0}' a.ll008ClE-0t. 0.2234523E-Ol. 0.3St,52ZH-rll'll 
3708£-01. 0.7~75~~2E-OZ, 0.?b78015E-02, I' 

5000F.+06.t-@ 





Computation and Options 

BFILE accepts the inputs generated by AFILE and produces an 

estimate for the distribution of U308 endowment. The AFILE inputs 

specify the manner of computation in the case of various options: 
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(1) Endowment Estimation Approach. The user can select one of 

three endowment estimation approaches: 

(a) Pounds U30a/Square Mile/Evaluation Area. For a specified 

number of evaluation areas (one, two, or three), the user enters the 

size (square miles) of each partition, along with the three log normal 

parameters for endowment per square mile for each horizon. The simula

tion is performed on each partition. In each iteration of the simulation 

an appropriate evaluation area is selected, by the Bernoulli process, 

and its parameters are used to generate a sample observation. If re

quested, a histogram is produced for the partition. The sample mean, 

variance, and third central moment are computed from data, and the pro

gram returns the corresponding three log normal parameters for the par

tition. The moments are summed across partitions to give the horizon 

moments; log normal parameters are then obtained for the horizon. 

Although this option was available, none of the geologists chose 

it; therefore it is untested. 

(b) Mineralized Fraction Approach (Percent of a Region Underlain 

by Mineralization per Evaluation Area). For this option the following 

are required: the user-defined area of a mineralized cell in square 

miles (standard is 1 square mile); thickness of the mineralized material 

in the horizon; and length, width, and average thickness of the horizon. 

If the distribution is area-dependent, the user also defines the size of 
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each of one, two, or three evaluation areas and provides a tabulated 

probability distribution (in either PMF or CDF form) for fraction min

eralized, specific to that area size. If the distribution is area

independent, no area size is required, and the tabulated distribution is 

given for each partition. Log normal parameters are entered for the 

quantity of U30a per mineralized cell (1 mile square) for each parti

tion, then revised according to the user-defined area of a mineralized 

cell by NUPRAM. If input tabulated distributions are in PMF form, they 

are converted to CDF form for use in the simulation. 

For each partition, during each iteration of the simulation, an 

appropriate CDF table is determined and used to select randomly a frac

tion of a partition that is mineralized. This is converted to number of 

deposits, called NSAMP. The revised log normal partition parameters are 

then used to generate and sum this many.(NSAMP) random endowments. The 

sum in one iteration constitutes a single' sample observation for the 

partition. Following the simulation, a histogram is produced upon re

quest. The number of zero-endowment observations (resulting from 

NSAMP = 0) is counted, and the probability for zero endowment, peE = 0), 

is calculated for the partition. The sample moments (mean, variance, 

and third central moment) are calculated and fit to a two-parameter log 

normal, both for the uncensored (complete) data set and for the censored 

set (excluding zero-endowment observations). The uncensored moments are 

summed across partitions and the P (E = 0) are multiplied across parti

tions, giving the moments and P (E = 0) for the entire horizon. A calcu

lation is performed using this information, to give the censored moments 
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for the horizon. The two-parameter log normal is then fit to the cen

sored moments for the horizon. 

Two geologists (Curly and Velma) used this option. 

(c) Number-of-Deposits Approach (Number of U30S Deposits per 

Evaluation Area). For a specified number of evaluation areas (one, two, 

or three), the user enters their size, along with a probability distri

bution for number of deposits to be found in a region of that size. The 

distributions will be of the Poisson, negative binomial, or tabulated 

form, the first two being given by their parameters and the last by PMF 

or CDF tables. If a tabulated PMF is entered, it is converted to CDF 

form for use in the simulation. 

For each partition or the entire horizon, a set of log normal 

parameters for the endowment per deposit must be stated. Where only one 

evaluation area is given, the following additional input is required: 

(1) a series of pairs, each comprising a reference area and the corres

ponding most likely number of deposits; (2) a decision, for each parti~ 

tion, whether to modify directly the generated numbers of deposits (to 

reflect partition size), or to use an area modification scheme that acts 

only upon the results of the simulation; and (3) if the number of de

posits distribution is tabulated, a table in histogram form of marginal 

probabilities for each partition. 

If a single evaluation area is used, then for each partition the 

ratio of expected number of deposits for the partition to the expected 

number of deposits for the evaluation area is calculated. These ex

pected numbers of deposits are found by interpolating in the series of 

pairs required as input in this special situation. The simulation is 
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performed for each partition. During each iteration the appropriate 

distribution is sampled for a number of deposits (NSAMP). If the 

single-evaluation-area/direct-number-modification option has been se

lected, the ratio is used to modify NSAMP. The log normal distribution 

for this partition is then sampled NSAMP times and summed, to produce 

the endowment observation for this iteration. Following the simulation, 

a histogram is produced if requested, and the rest of the procedures are 

as for the mineralized fraction approach. 

Two geologists (Hadrian and Shiva) used this option. 

(2) Thickness Expansion. To account for horizon thickness other 

than the standard thickness, the respondent is asked to estimate the max

imum number of additional host sands present in each partition. A zero 

entry indicates that the randomly distributed host sands (RDHS) method 

is to be used; a positive entry indicates that the mUltiple mineralized 

host sands (MMHS) method is to be used. IfRDHS has been selected for a 

partition, only an expansion factor for thickness is required. If MMHS 

is selected, the following information is required: (a) a likelihood es

timate for O,1,2,···,n additional host sands, where n is less than or 

equal to the maximum number of sands specified; (b) for an individual 

host sand, the most likely, least, and greatest thicknesses; (c) for an 

individual host sand, a series of pairs comprising a reference thickness 

and the relationship of endowment for that thickness to endowment for 

the standard thickness; and (d) the number of class intervals to be used 

in the averaging routine and the number of iterations to be used in the 

thickness adjustment routine. 
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(3) Evaluation Areas Computation. For each evaluation area 

(pounds per square mile approach) or for each partition (mineralized 

fraction, number-of-deposits approaches), the input log normal endowment 

parameters (quantities of U30S) are used to determine the theoretical 

probability for negative endowment. This number is used as an adjust

ment factor in the log normal random deviate generation routine, to 

ensure nonnegative endowment observations. 

In all area-dependent cases, where more than one evaluation area 

is used, the various distributions are associated only with the evalua

tion areas. Here the smallest partition should be no smaller than the 

smallest evaluation area, and the largest partition no larger than the 

largest evaluation area~ If a partition is the same size as an evalua

tion area, the distribution for the evaluation area is used. Otherwise 

the largest evaluation area that is smaller than the partition serves as 

a lower bound, and the smallest evaluation area that is larger than the 

partition serves as an upper bound. Based on the partition area and the 

difference in area between the upper and lower bounds, a fraction is 

computed that serves as the probability that a Bernoulli process will 

select the lower bound. On each iteration of the simulation, a Bernoulli 

process using this fraction is used in choosing one of the two bounds. 

The distribution appropriate to the selected bound (evaluation area) is 

subsequently used for sampling in that iteration. 

In the case of randomly distributed host sands, an expansion 

factor for thickness (EXPF) is given. For any assessment approach other 

than pounds per square mile, a number of deposits or number of cells 

(NSAMP) is generated on each iteration of the simulation. When these 
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two situations occur simultaneously, if EXPF is less than 1, then NSAMP 

is directly modified by it; otherwise EXPF is used only following the 

simulation, to alter histogram points, moments, and derived parameters 

for the partition. 

A sum of NSAMP random deviates from a log normal U308 endowment 

distribution (where NSAMP = 1 in the pounds per square mile approach) 

serves as one observation; one summation is produced on each iteration 

of the simulation. Each observation is modified directly by a grade ex

pansion factor. The observations are summed individually across parti

tions for the purpose of plotting. In addition to an endowment obser

vation for each iteration, NSAMP itself becomes an observation in a 

sample of numbers of deposits, to be used in some analytical computations. 

Output 

Three types of output are produced from BFILE. These are illus

trated by Tables 59-14 through 59-18 and discussed below. 

(1) Line Printer Output. The output shows input data and ex

pected (mean) values (in pounds of U308) and distributions, in tabular 

and histogram form, for each partition and for the entire horizon. 

Table 59-14 is an example of this type of output for one partition (Par

tition 1, the Grants Mineral Belt) of one horizon (Westwater Canyon/ 

Brushy Basin Member) and for the entire horizon, of one geologist (Curly). 

(2) Graphic Plots and Tabulated Data Page. These include a ser

ies of plots (system-generated and implicit endowment estimates) for 

each partition (Table 59-15) and for the entire horizon (Table 59-16), 

plus a page of tabulated data on the entire horizon (Table 59-17). Re

sults are in tons of U308. 



Table 59-14. 
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BFILE Output: Line Printer Output. 

The marginal probabilities (mineralized 
fraction, geology) for Partition 1; 
canes from program STAN DR via AFILE 
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Table 59-14. BFILE Output: Line Printer Output--Continued 
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CDIIIlIIED OISTUIUTtDII __ For the enti re hori zon , 
Westwater/Brushy Basin Member 
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Table 59-14 • BFILE Output: Line Printer Output--Continued 
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Table 59-14. BFILE Output: Line Printer Output--Continued 
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Table 59-15. BFILE Output: Graphic Plots for Partition 1 
of Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Horizon. 

::I 
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TOTRL ENDOWMENT 
GEOLDGtST: CURLY 
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SYSTEM GENERRTED: 

IIEIW rI' C£NBORED ~. 'TDNSI 
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Table 59-15. BFILE Output: Graphic Plots for Partition 1 of 
Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Horizon--Continued 
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c. Discrete Plots of Implicit and System-Generated Results 
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Table 59-15. BFILE Output: Graphic Plots for Partition 1 of 
Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Horizon--Continued 
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e. Cumulative Plot of System-Generated Results 
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Table 59-15. BFILE Output: Graphic Plots for Partition 1 of 
Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Horizon--Continued 
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Table 59-16. BFILE Output: Graphic Plot for Entire 
Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Horizon 

TOTAL ENDOWMENT 
GEOLOGIST: CURLY 
STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZON: WESTWRTER CRNYON/BRUSHY BRSIN 
SYSTEM GENERATED: 

IEIW IF CEHSaRED IRTA. [TONSJ 
PRIBIIILITY Flit mo 
I£JW IF IKENBIIIED DnA. fT_J 

IMPLICIT ESTIMATE: 
~ IEIW. lraJ 

-

12.S 25 .!all 38.S 51 .8111 IU. 737 

U - TONS (XIOS 1 U30B 
CUTOFF GRRDE = 0.011. 

2J22IU2.1 
Q.lOlO4 
2J21l1BS.B 

2CIilIBS3.B 

TI.&72 
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Table 59-17. BFILE Output: ° Tabulated Data for Entire 
Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Horizon 

TOTRL ENDOWMENT 
TABULATED DATR 

GEOLQC.IST: CURLY 
STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZON: WESTWATER ","ON/BRUSHY BASIN 

SYSTEI1 GENERATED. 
c::EIIaED DATAl _. In.! 212:1D12.1 

1ID.1n.1 ~ 
'lAtlllCl. ITIIHII ,.~ 

.-nt 1'IIIaImLE. I"IIJIII ASIIIIIII&.3 
5111 PBIDftLI. I1IJ81 231D.3 

I"ftOAILITY I'OIt ~I O.cmJ37 

lIICENSOIII!D ClrrA. 
_.InIal 21ma.& 
.... Imal ISlIS£&S.4 
'IAWIICE. I TlIIIII , olA38AEtl& 
GI1II POCENftLi. I"DIII ~.3 

5111 1'IICIImI.£. 11l1li1 2311101.3 

FIRST IMPLICIT ESTIMATE: 
!EIII. I filii I 21E11&3.1 
.... Imal IS&SIIUO.4 
'lAt1AlCl. 11IINI1 I ° 2Q.C2SEto17 
ant 1'IIII:IIfm.I. I"IIJIII 282IIaIL2 
SIll PIIII:IIIfIU. I"IIJIII 1a.8111111.1 

SECOND IMPLICIT ESTIMATE: 
!£AN. II'lINS I 15IISlI2S.A 
talE. II'lINSI I~ 
'lAtIANCE. I TlINS I ~ ° 3'73'7!!&1. 
g(iIH PERaNTILE. ''IllItS1 223A&11'7.3 
IiIH POCENftLi. ''''1 11&12.3 
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Table 59-18. BFILE Output: Data File DOW.DAT.--This example is for 
Geologist Curly's Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Horizon; 
a complete set of data for all of a geologist's horizons 
functions as input into Option 1 of ENDOW.FIO. 

For plotting purposes: 

CURLY -+ Geologist's name 
MORRISON -+ Name of merged horizon 
WESTWATER CANYON/BRUSHY BASIN -+ Name of this horizon 
8 -+ No. of letters in name of merged horizon 

. 370130635601E-04 

. • 500000E- 03 .500000E-03 .500000E-03 .100000E-02 

. 250000E-02 . 350000E-02 .400000E-02 .400000E~02 .600000E..,02 

. 750000E-02 .100000E-Ol .125000E-Ol .130000E-0l .145000E-Ol 

.165000E-01 .170000E-Ol .180000E-Ol .190000E-01 • 240000E-01 

. 280000E-Ol • 285000E-01 . 330000E-0l . 375000E-0l . 440000E-Ol 

. 495000E-0l • 575000E-0l . 675000E-01 . 835000E-0l . 970000E-Ol 

. 113000E+OO .130500E+00 .151000E+00 .176500E+OO .206500E+OO 

. 248000E+OO • 294000E+00 . 343500E+OO .401500E+OO . 470500E+OO 

. 561500E+00 . 645000E+00 .711000E+OO . 786000E+OO .843500E+00 

.903000E+00 • 947500E+OO . 972500E+OO . 992000E+OO . 998000E+OO 

.1OOOOOE+0l 

.118894E+08 • 137584E+08 .159213E+08 • 184242E+08 . 213206E+08 

. 246723E+08 • 285508E+08 . 330391E+08 • 382330E+08 . 442434E+08 

.511987E+08 . 592473E+08 .685612E+08 . 793393E+08 . 918118E+08 

.106245E+09 .122947E+09 .142275E+09 . 164641E+09 • 190523E+09 

. 220474E+09 . 255134E+09 • 295242E+09 . 341655E+09 . 395365E+09 

.457517E+09 . 529441E+09 .612671E+09 .708986E+09 . 820441E+09 

. 949418E+09 .109867E+IO . 127139E+I0 . 147125E+10 .170254E+I0 

. 1970l8E+I0 .227991E+1O . 263832E+ 10 .305307E+IO .353303E+I0 

.408843E+1O .473115E+I0 .547490E+1O . 633558E+I0 .733156E+I0 

. 848411E+10 .981785E+10 . 113613E+11 .131473E+11 . 152141E+11 

.176058E+11 
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In the example of Table 59-15, plots a through f are for only 

Partition 1 (the Grants Mineral Belt) of eight partitions of Curly's 

Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin Member; the same number of plots were also 

produced for each of the. seven other partitions and for the horizon as a 

whole. In the actual printouts, each plot appeared on a separate page, 

and the set of data appearing above the first plot (plot a) was repeated 

at the top of every other plot for that partition (plots b through f). 

In these data, "censored data" excludes zero sample points, and "uncen

sored data" includes them. 

The example of Table 59-16 shows Curly's endo.wment estimate for 

the entire Westwater Canyon/Brushy Basin horizon (eight partitions). 

At the end of the partition plots is the page of tabulated data 

(Table 59-17) for the horizon as a whole. 

(3) A Data File, Designated DOW.DAT (Also Called TAPE2). This 

file consists of the endowment distribution for each horizon in histo

gram form. It is automatically written by BFILE after each execution. 

The horizon data are listed in the order in which the horizons are 

processed. This file is input for programs ENDOW.F10 and BPLOT. The 

example of Table 59-18 is the DOW.DAT file for Curly's Westwater Canyon/ 

Brushy Basin Member of the Morrison Formation. 
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Program ENDOW.FlO (Execution Routine for BPLOT) 

Program ENDOW. FlO, run on the DEC 10 computer, is the execution 

routine for the final program of this package, BPLOT, which is a merging 

and averaging routine with graphic output. ENDOW.FlO not only provides 

command and control functions for BPLOT but also accepts input of the 

merged and averaged log normal parameters that describe the implicit 

endowment estimates. 

Figure 59-2 illustrates the data flow from the previous program 

(AFILE/BFILE), through ENDOW.FlO, to BPLOT. Note that ENDOW.FlO (and 

BPLOT) are executed in two stages. The first stage ("Option 1") merges 

the system-generated horizon data into endowment values for formations. 

The term "formation" may refer to a single geologic horizon (the Dakota 

Sandstone), or to two or more horizons that have been grouped together. 

After this has been done for all geologists, t1'ie second stage ("Option 2") 

merges the formation data into a total (basinwide) distribution, and av

erages the fo:...nations across all geologists. Option 1 must be completed 

before Option 2 is run. 

Input 

There are two inputs for Option 1: 

(1) Histogram data, as generated by BFILE (file DOW.DAT or 

TAPE2). A sample (Table 59-18) was-shown at the end of the discussion 

of BFILE. 

(2) Operational commands, and log normal parameters for the im

plicit estimates, generated as data set FOROl.DAT during the execution 

of ENDOW. FlO, Option 1. A sample is shown in Table 59-19. 



Line Printer Output 

AFILE/BFILE Table 59-14 

-

AFILE/BFILE Execution 

Graphi c Plots and 
Tabul ated Data Page --_ .... _-----------.... ---------
AFI LE/BFI LE 
T.ab I es 59-15.16.17 

PROCESS 
NEXT GEOLOGIST II 

FIle DOW. OAT (or TAPE2). 
Endowment Distribution for 
Each ~. in Histogram Form 

AFILE/BFILE Table 59-18 

+ 
Execute ENDOW. FlO. Option 1 
--Merging Conmands 
--Merged Implicit Parameters 

(Data Set FOROl.DAT) 

ENDOW. flO Table 59-19 

Combined file DOW. OAT (TAPE2) 
plus FOROl.DAT. This is input 
for BPLOT; has no speci fi c name 

---------------------------------
ENDOW. FlO Table 59-20 
BPLOT Table 59-24 

1 
To save this information for 
further processing. a duplicate 
file must be created before the 
data of the next geologist is 
processed; in this study these 
files were named as follows: 

CUR. OAT 
HAD. OAT 
SHI.DAT 
VEL. OAT 

No 

+ geologists 
done? 

Yes 

BPLOT. First Execution. For each geologist. first execution of BPLOT produces: 

Merred Data (Formations) 
(1 Uni ts of Hi nor Importance 
(2) Dakota Sandstone 
(3) Burro Canyon 
(4) Morrison Formation 

I 
t t t 

Li ne Pri nter Output Graphic Plots and File DOW.DAT (or TAPE2). 
----- .. --------~------------ Tabul ated Data Page Endowment Distribution for Each 

BPLOT Table 59-26 --------_ .. _--_ .. - .................. _--- Formation. in Histogram Form. 
BPLOT Tables 59-27.2B This is written out automati-

cally; the old OOW.DAT file has 
been erased 

------------------_ .. --------------
BPLOT Table 59-29 

PROCESS NO~ NEXT GEOLOGI ST geologists 
done? 

Fig. 59-2. Program Interactions and Outputs and Data Files 
Created by AFILE/BFILE, ENDOW.FIO, and BPLOr. 
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Operator manually copies each geologist's 
formation histogram to another file, which he 
names; operator keeps adding each geologist's 
data to the previous geologists'. When all 
the data are assembled. the form of the file 
is llke the following: 

Curly 
Units of Mfnor Importance 
Dakota Sandstone 
Burro Canyon Formation 
Morrison Formation 

Velma 
Unf ts of Mf nor Importance 
Dakota Sandstone 
Burro Canyon Format fon 
Morrfson Formatfon 

Hadrfan 
Unfts of Mfnor Importance 
Dakota Sandstone 
Burro Canyon Formatfon 
Morrfson Formation 

Shfva 
Unfts of Mfnor Importance 
Dakota Sandstone 
Burro Canyon Formation 
Morrf son Formation 

Before thfs ffle fs jofned wfth ENDOW. flO. ft 
must be renamed DOW. OAT; the program will not 
functfon unless thfs is done 

ENDOW. flO Table 59-21 

+ 
Execute ENDOW. flO. Option 2. 

--Averagfng and Merging 
COlTl11ands 

--Averaged and Merged 
Impl fcft Parameters 

ENDOW. flO Table 59-22 

Combfned ffle ENDOW.FlO (FOROl.DAT) 
and DOW. OAT. Thfs is fnput ffle 
for BPLOT; It has no specfffc name 

.. --------------------------- --_ .. ------------ .... ------
ENDOW.FlO Table 59-23, BPLOT Table 59-25 

~ 
BPLOT. Second Executfon. 

(1) For Each Geologfst. Formations Merged 
fnto a Total Estimate for the Entfre 
Basin 

(2) Average Dfstributfons Across All Geolo-
gfsts for the Following: 

!aj Units of Mfnor Importance 
b Dakota Sandstone 
c) Burro Canyon Formation 

idj Morrfson Formatfon 
e All U30a Units wf thin the Basin 

~ 
t t 

Line Printer Output for Graphic Plots and 

I-

Merged and Averaged Tabul ated Data for Each 
Formations Herged and Averaged Uni t 

.... _ .... __ .............. _--------------- -----------------------------
BPLOT Tables 59-30,31 SPLOT Tables 59-32 - 59-35 

END 

Fig. 59-6--Continued 
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Table 59-19. ENDOW.FIO Option 1, Data Input: Data Set FOROI.DAT 
(Commands for Merging and Implicit Parameters).-
Data are for geologist Curly. 

Opt1on chosen 

t Number of formations I /Number of geologists 

1 4 4 
9 No. of horizons in Units of Minor Importance 
1 - No. of hor1zons in Dakota Sandstone 
1 - No. of horizons in Burro canyon Formation 
4 -No. of horizons in Morrison Fomation 

+. 19'407~9£+02+. 1 'O'09'03E+Ol-. 32'0299£+09 Mingr Impt. 1 
.137197E+02 .212~3E!to'01 .1~6992E+l)9 Dakota 
• 1693~SIE+02 • 21619~E!tol)1 .61399'OE+l)9 Burro canyon 1st Implicit 
• 209~2E+02 • 7263'O~!to'O'O • 29761~+l'O Morrison 

732 

• 16~939E+02 • 1~279'OE!tol)1 • 423n~'OE+'07 Minor Impt. 1 
.133323E+02 .22'018~E!tol)1 .1~1377E+l)9 Dakota . 
• 1440~'OE+02 .279999£!to'01 • 26~1~'OE+'09 Burro Canyon 2nd Implicit 
.22139'OE+02 .1~1~67E.l)'O .7'O~2'O~E+l)9 Morrison 

The combined file generated from these two inputs is shown in 

Table 59-20. It is the input file for BPLOt Option 1; it has no name. 

There are also two inputs for Option 2: 

(1) A new file of histogram data, from disk (file DOW.DAT) or 

tape (TAPE2), generated by the first execution of BPLOT. (The same file 

name is used as was used previously because the data from the previous 

file have been erased.) A sample is shown in Table 59-21. 

(2) A new data set FOROI.DAT, generated during the execution of 

ENDOW. FlO, Option 2. An example is shown in Table 59-22. 

The combined file generated from these two inputs is shown in 

Table 59-23. It is the input file for BPLOT Option 2. 
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Table 59-20. ENDOW.F10 Option 1, Output. -- Data are for geologist 
Curly. Note that data are the same as that produced by 
BFILE on file DOW.DAT (compare with Westwater Canyon/ 
Brushy Basin data Table 59-18) except that ENDOW.F10 in
puts (from Table 59-19) have been prefixed to file. 

l 
Entered through 
ENDOW. FlO 
(see Table 59-19) 

• ':!""213E+00 
.1 .. ,851.hOO 

DOW.DAT (TAPE2) 
from AFILE/BFII.E 
(see Table 59-18) 



Table 59-20. ENDOW.F10 Option 1, Output--Continued 

:1:11111:81 :=:~8UI:33 :nt:ti:gg 
.9'& , •• 00 .9?tZ41 .88 ."1319 .Oft 
.9'Z ZO .00 ••• S.,6. • •• 961 .00 
•••• 399 .00 .'.'H' +00 ••••• ,. tOO 
•• 9Z.4Z .00 .99" , .U .• 9?1n .00 . 
•• 971'S .00 •• 9,. S. .""'3 .00 
•••• , •• +00 .... ,... • ••• , •• +00 

.34.1621'-0' •4
°OIUI·O' :t:31~1 :8: :t21J8t :3' 

~
'1"11.0' .• JZS'Z4 +01 : t~1't: :3: :tl3JY~ :3: • if, •• 09 .i615311.0. 

u..ull +48 .sz ... z .0 • 
• 91641' .09 .10'342 .10 
.1.39Z1 .10 .Z11~1' .10 
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Table 59-20. ENDOW.F10 Option 1, Output--Continued 



Table 59-20. ENDOW. FlO , Option 1, Output--Continued 

.UI'U21E+01 

.26'",1I6e+01 
••• 2IIIIle+01 
.7213011+01 
.U9UII +01 
.1'1&1.1 +011 
.3221011 +011 
• 5211'nO"+OIl 
"1616101.01 
• U656i+09 

:UI~8l :8; .9052161-01 

.%"391 .00 
.9.'1.7 +00 
.911911011 +08 
.99.60. +0 

:ftIH11:H 
.9""01.00 
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Table 59~20. ENDOW.FlO, Option 1, Output--Continued 

• 733.9'IRI400f-Ol 

!Lzze4'1+00 :ltr2~tI:8A :IX:I~II;SA :~~:~}:'I:g3 :lgtf~t~:gg 
.3'~4'8 +00 •• 13"41+00 .48168

8
1+00 ."'~02 +00 .62l787i+00 .61?!00 +00 .74'690 .og .79903 +00 .~140'2 +00 .86 6 8 .00 

.~R3082 +00 .89.701 +0 .91109 +00 .919\81 .00 .92 108 .00 
.a34A9U+0A..a1' •• 4E+00 .940733E+00 .946121E+00 .9'3664e.oa 
.961746 .00 .9660'6,+00 .910366e+00 .91~~32i+00 .91437,e+00 
.919163 +00 .99\911 +88 .992996e.00 .9.4073 +00 .99622Ie+00 
.9.6761 +00 .996767 + .9.7306e+00 .9.'14' .00 .99114'E+00 
.gg~qzz~oo GG'9"'tGQ .991922E+00 .9.1922 +Q~ .99 •• 22E+OO 
.10000"e+Ol 
.234,90e+s, .273318£+07 .318842e+07 .37t9'2E.07 .43390~E+07 
.'06 14E. 1 .,90'0 E.07 .618160E+07 .803603E.07 .931.60e+01 
Jn936JI.OI~I~7"IE*Oa .1'11~I+aa .17361ge.08 .202'39E.OI 

.211276 +01 .21'632@+01 .321'44 +08 .11~10'F+0~ .437'8IE+08 

., 414 +08 .,9,,04e.01 .694698 .08 .81041.e+0~ .94'40'1+08 

.1 2 IE+09 .1216'9ii!9 .1!0090 +~ .11'090E+09 .2042" +09 
4l!-M:!!!I-!i!l~tgU L .. 3~U6'lE.0"l .l1I!1Z83E+09 .• 4'1294 +Q'l 
., 4 00 +09 .600"1~+09 .{00'8,e+09 .aI7282~+0 •• 9'3417~+09 
.1 lZ23 +JO .1297'9c+l0 • '1362e+l0 .11.,74c.l0 .20' •• 6E+I0 .itSf:II:t8 .28032"+10 .327017E+I0 .38t~ge+lo .44'033E+I0 

CURk" 

;JfillVII "E"ln • • 70"44~000E-ol 
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See Table 59-18 
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Table 59-20. ENDOW.F10, Option 1, Output--Continued 
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Table 59-21. ENDOW.FlO Option 2, Input: New File DOW.DAT(TAPE2). -
Data for Curly. Data for this file were copied manually 
by operator from output of first execution of BPLOT (see 
BPLOT Table 59-29). 

CUIU 
~Irs o. NINal ,",al' •• CI 

o. 
o. .100000k-O, .'OOOOOE-O' .300000e-oz .,00000e-02 ."OOOOI-Of .4~'OQ~-U' .'3'0001-01 .3700081-81 .610°88;-01 .9.0000 -0 .1~0~00~.00 .223000£.00 .3'8'0 I. 0 .434' .00 
."7'80 +80 .b71080!.00 .79'°°°1.00 .~73'00 +00 .921000 .00 
.~,o, 0 + 0 .~b05 0 .00 .969008 .08 •• 740°8 .00 .978000 ·00 
.9.0080 +00 .i11508 .80 .91400 +0 .~'bOO .00 .907'00 .00 
.9 •• 0 0 .00 .990'0 ~. ~ .9910°°1.00 .19JOOOI.00 ••• 10001.00 
.~'JOOO +00 .~9jQ8H.08 .9"'88 .so .• , 000 .00 ••• 7000 .00 .9. +0. .0 •• 970 • 0 •• 9 '00 • 0 .997'00 .OQ .~97388 +08 .lI io .00 .'97'001+00 .~97'001.80 •• 99000 .00 

:.r~:;s :g~ :10'dtl:S: :lltS:I:81 :lj33Ifl:81 :131171:81 .IIll.1 +81 .il'!l +0' .41791 .0 • •••• 9, • • 0' ."j.5l .0 • . '1' +0 •• 71.1d' .01 •• 1." .0. ·~1·'10 .0. ·lo", +0' ., •• +01.1 bl30 +09 .1"0' +09.1 J 7 .0' • 00.0 +8' 
• , 1 + •• , 9 + ••• , +0 •• 3 +0' • II.' + 9 .. 'Ift +8 •• ,aI3il +8w .j.i'.l +09 .b fof31+0 •• I... .0 • 
•• , +0 ."03' +09 ·to," +'1 ·t'U'i'+10 ·tl •

lb 
.11 .j 7 + 0 .17'00 +'0. 0 , •• +1 • 3 '7 e+l0 • '11.0 +, 

• ,. 0 .~07' +10.'" +1 •• '.+'0. 0 .0.' 
• . to ittW· .. SAIIlno... . 

o •• '.JtIQ'lI!t'S~~E-O~ .2211131-01 .'7".oe-01 .'0'27'.-01 .il' •• , +00 "If,06u.00 .'9904'1.00 ."00'.,.00 .z.10071+00 
• ." .. +00 • • 771Z .00 .399 •• 0 +00 ."'H' +08 .491201 .00 • 5' +00 • • 71Z +00 •• '.077 +00 .714 I +0 .7.13. .00 .7't~60 +38 .1399Z8E.00 .1711031.80 .90 •• 3 .0S .~418"E.00 
.961130 + •• 71ZZD.00 •• 77all • ° .914411 +0 .91.loae+00 
.~9210 +00 .~Z~O .00 .99348' .00 .~"6041+00 .99.68.E• 00 
.~9'OO +00 .~700 .00 .'976 I +00 .~'IIOl .00 .9.11 le+oo 
.99a.0 +00 .i9"01'+00 .9 ••• 01 .00 .9.1.01 +00 .9 •• 101£.00 
.''''~1 +00 .99 •• 01£+00 ••••• 01'.00 .,.1.01 +00 .~99'00E.oO 
.100000 +u .~ t & 1010.0 • 1111 +01 .3.60.0.0 • 19 .0 .4~ +0 .il39,81.0J .jt6,,~t.07 .~Z6"11.oJ .J04S'II.oJ 

:7:t:i21:31 :t~f:~i~:81.:13~Bt*~:8g :iAl$3~i:81 :li~~1t~:81 
.1'9'131+0' .~~Z~Z3k.O' .3Z93511.01 .17011,e.SI •• i7,001.01 
.4700'~.0' .)l~Z431+0d .'9'81.e.0 •.• ~70193E. 8 .7"1'7E.01 
.150." +0 •• i515Z~ +0' .'07101'.09 .lZ13.0'+09 .136661'.09 
.1'3 •• 7 +09 .173Z39 +09 .19'049£.0' .219606E.09 .2.,2";+09 
.2711.3 +09 .3134,0 .09 .352 •• 1E+0' .39731'E.09 •• 41140 .0 • 
• '036" +09 .)b70 oe+09 .0314631.09 .711144£.09 .10.3'5 .09 
.~MZ' .09 

iH:U CANfON 
12 

.Z6I1.UUUOOI.+00 o. .410109£-01 .211593£-01 .7416261-01 .153846'.00 
.z3,0111.00 .J'~4.0E.00 .351~'1£.00 .4038'~1"0 .471154E.OO 
."21" +00 .aZ15bO'+00 .~75124E.00 .723Z14 .00 .774038'.00 
.123.19 .40 .d~g50~E+OO .891484£+00 .109341 +00 .91316'£.00 
.911117 .00 .i'd'.~'.OO .9'604,E+OO .961531£.00 .96'2161.00 
.972517 .00 .i1.7091.00 .98'5771.00 .~196~li.00 .99f4" .00 
.~91'4' .00 .i93'li +00 .~94'0' .00 .99'179 .00 .i9 253 .00 
.i97Z53 tOO &iQ7Z53 +00 •• 972'3 +00 .9971'3 .00 .99 253 .00 
.~'7151 .00 .997Z'3§.00 .9972'IE+OO .'97 •• 0E.OO .9.16Z6e.OO 
.'9~]13 .80 ..... ~:u~1l+00 .... 313E.00 .9993131+00 .9'19313£.00 
.100000 • 1 
~1'1 *41 .zg~goll.O' .3413161.07 .3921161.07 .45016IE.07 
.'tll.9 .07 .'9"'.£+07 .~I"15E.07 .786749 .07 .904'11 .07 
:111:ll :31 :1l~;;JI:8: :!'IIII~:gl :1111t3 :81 :i21J3:i:SI 
a&l4 *41 ~~43i*0 •• "'189E+08 .6346'IE.O •• 729'26£+01 
.'31] '1.0 •• ~bJ5'D+OI .11074'1+09 .1272121.0 •• '461.01.09 .lnU36 .09 .DIZ4' +09 .Z11103 .09 .Z",70 +09 .193391 .09 
.3 0' +09 •• 7'01 +09 .4"437 .09 .'li91' .09 • 18410 +09 
.. 10 t49 & 7ZlZ. 9 .19 • .09. ...0 I • 
.11 '31 .,0 .~"I +fo .174l~t .LO .18 t 3 .t8 • 1 .. 91 .18 
• 17201' +10 . 



Table 59-:1~-Continued 

•. 
'; 

• 
~: t! 
:; + 
• · • 
.; ~:H'~ 

:i ~iib. 

.'OOOO~OJ .'000001-01 .'Oooool-oJ .,00000I-oJ 
:it8881J;8i':l88888:8 :IM8888f:1f :lj888U:81 
.6 000 01.6,0000 -3 ."0000 -0 .9'0000 -01 · II -0 • soOO - .Z,'ooo -0 .J6000 -0 

~. 800 ~O .• 16'000 -0 .101000.0 • .0.' 00.0 .l'8000 + •• 00 .00 ~io!l:oo .t.oooo .30 ."10001.32 .Il,gol.oo :-!l!oogl:oo .• 7000 + 0 .11 °80 .00 .i •• ,oo +00 
.i"'OA&*OO ·tt7000 .oo·.~, , a .00 .9"'0 .00 

.151 2 .11 .1111'1.01 ••• 0.211+01 .,zI730.01 •• 71 9. • 'I .31 .,.700 +01 .9' 'tz .11 
& .0 ~ 9 .163' +0,., '7.' 

.Z , I +0' • 706.~ +09 .107t. .09 .i'I~1 + 9 ... ,. 2 .0' • 0".' +09 .'711 •• 0' .6'61Z .0' ·"'Rl .0 •• i'19'Z .01 .jOII.'I·\O .123"1·\0 

flo 0 +to 0.111'97 ·t .. 0"35 +10 .2J2"6 +18 • J 2 • 0 .31 7J9. • 12!,a .\0 •• 7'1' .1 
:,:.. :tr :tlo~. :1!: 1,;81 :1! :1 III :lr 

740 
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Tabl'e 59-22. ENDOW.FlO Option 2, Data Input: New Data Set FOR01.DAT 
(Commands for Averaging and Merging; Averaged and Merged 
Implicit Parameters). 

Opti on chosen 

I Number of formations I /" Number of geologists 

2 4 4 
+.212~~8E+02+.6S~'O'O~E+OO+.3'08~'OIE+I'O 
.23277U~02 .~351E-nl-.l'05l79£+ll 
.22l58Uc+02 .S12887E-Ol-.251U~~E+lU 
• 23U53lE+02 .·2U87~2E+OO-. ~%65UE+l U 
.19l93~+U2 .69l229£+OU-.lU8299E+09 
.17839~E+02 .51~79E+OO-.281U88E+08 
.18~77~E+02 .8l7~8~E+OU-.7835e2E+08 
.22l180E+02 .38U3~7E+OU-.12~789E+IU 
.221816E+02 .138336E+OU .1298~lE+U9 
.23277UE+02 .~~36lE-Ol-.lU6l79£+ll 
.22l~28E+02 .82l~~lE-Ol-.268U67E+l'O 
.23'053lE+'02 • 2'087~7E+·OO-. ~97~96E+l '0 
.lS~!58lE+02 .43'02~~E+Ol)-.4729l)"-E+08 
• 17~2l'OE+02 .32~915E+OO-.226'OO~E+08 
.lS'0609E+l)2 .86iS891E+O'O-.~liS889E+0I3 
.22267'OE+02 .3'0362I3E+O'O-.191763E+I0 
.22'O'026E+'02 • 4~ 19l2E +00-. 7'029%E +'09 
.2219~lE+'02 .32e~8eE+O'O-.151773E+I'O 

Velma Data Merged 
Curly. I . 
Hadrian Across Basin 
Shiva 
Minor 1 Dakota Ave. Across 
Burro Geologists 
Morrison 

Velma Data Merged Curly I 
Hadrian Across Basin 
Shiva 
Minor I Dakota Ave. Across 
Burro Geologists 
Morrison 

1st 
Imp. 

2nd 
Imp • 

1st Imp'l Ave. Distribution 
2nd I~~. Across All Units 

Within the Basin 
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Table 59-23. ENDOW.FIO Option 2, Output. -- Note that data are the same 
for Curly as in Table 59-21 except that ENDOW.FIO inputs 
(from Table 59-22) have been prefixed to the file. 

Entered through 
ENDOW. FlO 
(see Table 59-22) 

~tew file DOW.DAT 
(TAPB2) derived 
from first execu
tion of BPLOT 
(see Table 59-lH) 



Table 59-23. ENDOW.F10 Option 2, Output--Continued 

.1I44330E-", 

.~Z9"'F.-OZ 

.l.Z.4S l./liaOl. .z 1I1!10'E-Ol 

.1406791'+00 

.447109"+00 

.II!19tOm-Ol 

.~93911f1 -O?-

..1'60 a4l. 

.3'!Z904 -01 

.1II1701e+00 

.H39"e+00 

743 
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Table 59-23. ENDOW.FlO Option 2, Output--Continued 



Table 59-23. ENDOW.FIO Option 2, Output--Continued 

.1 99001JF-Ol 

.9010IJOI!-01 

.l!I64t4tOE.ao 
•z1113 1,e+oo 
.5229 lE+OO 
.1I11IJ?6F+I1n 
.'ilIt46Z.lEdIl 
.9C112UlfE+OO 
.9116 •• 3F.+00 
• 'iI,""Ct 'If +00 

745 



Table 59-23. ENDOW.FIO Option 2, Output--Continued 

.}00000I!-o2 
• 20000E-01 
-:tmgH-:8A 
.411'00E+00 
0113110031."" 
:~~'3gol= .ca"I!OOO +00 
.9""00 +00 ---_._------

746 
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Table 59-23. ENDOW.FlO Option 2, Output--Continued 
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Program BPLOT (Graphical Display of Endowment Simulation Results) 

Program BPLOT, run on the CDC Cyber 175 computer, merges and av

erages the estimates produced by program BFILE, to get them to conform 

as closely as possible to the form and format of the DOE National Ura

nium Resource Evaluation (NURE) -program results. This is necessary 

because the endowment distributions produced by AFILE/BFILE were for 

horizons. Since each geologist had aggregated the various stratigraphic 

units in his own way, the resulting horizons are not necessarily identi

cal from one geologist to another. To make it possible to compare the 

results of one geologist with another, and to make it possible to aver

age the results of the four geologists, the horizons are merged into 

formations that contain the same groups of units for all geologists. In 

this study the four "formations" are the Dakota Sandstone, Burro Canyon 

Formation, Morrison Formation, and Units of Minor Importance. Note that 

the Dakota Sandstone and Burro Canyon Formations each consist of a sing-Ie 

geologic horizon whereas the other two formations are groups of horizons. 

BPLOT performs the following operations: 

First execution: 

(1) For each geologist, merges the system-generated horizons into 

formations and plots the endowment distributions. 

Second execution: 

(2) For each geologist, merges the formations into total (basinwide) 

endowment distributions, and plots the distributions.-

(3) Averages the individual formations (the merged horizons) across 

all geologists and plots the endowment distributions. 
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Along with the above sets of plots, BPLOT plots the corresponding im

plicit log normal parameters. 

Program BPLOT cannot be operated independently, but must be run 

in conjunction with its execution routine, ENDOW.F10. Figure 59-2 

showed the relationship of programs AFILE/BFILE, ENDOW. FlO, and BPLOT. 

Figure 59-3 details the flow of data through these programs. 

Method of Solution 

Simulation Method. Monte Carlo simulation is the computer tech

nique used by program BPLOT. This random simulation method is imple

mented by digital computer and used to generate the data needed to 

describe mineral endowment. The methodology is well documented in sev

eral sources, but a brief explanation is given here: To use the Monte 

Carlo method, the computer creates a cumulative distribution describing 

mineral endowment. Next, random uniform numbers (sometimes called 

pseudo-random numbers) are generated by the computer. Using these num

bers, the computer simulates pounds of U30S, the mineralized fraction, 

or number of deposits by sampling the cumulative distribution. 

Types of Probability Density Functions. Program BPLOT handles 

two types of probability density functions and uses them in two differ

ent ways: 

(1) Histogram Function. BPLOT assumes a histogram function when 

simulating mineral endowment by Monte Carlo means. The Monte Carlo 

method as implemented in BPLOT reads in data that are in a histogram 

form, processes them, and outputs the results in the same (histogram) 

format. The histogram function is constructed in the following way: 



(a) SITUATION 

Number of geologists: 3 

Number of horizons (deter
mined by the geologists): 

Geologist I: 7 
Geologist 2: Ij 
Geologist 3: 5 

Number of partitions (deter
mined by the geologists): 

Geologl st I 
Horizon I: 3 
Horizon 2: 2 
Horizon 3: I 
Horl zon Ij: Ij 
Horizon 5: 2 
Horizon 6: 5 
Horizon 7: I 

Geologist 2 
Horizon I: 3 
Horizon 2: I 
Horizon 3: 5 
Horizon Ij: 2 

Geologist 3 
Horizon I: I 
Horl zon 2: 3 
Horizon 3: 2 
Horizon Ij: Ij 
Hor! zon 5: 

Number of formations (deter
mined by the operator): 2 

(b) DATA FLOW STEPS 

P = Partition 
H = Horizon 
F = Format Ion 
G = Geologist 

I. AFllE and BFllE produce a 
probabilistic endowment estimate 
for each partition and horizon. 
Output consists of both line 
printer and graphical results. 

Geologist I 
PI + P2 + P3 
PI + P2 

= HI 
= H2 
= H3 PI 

PI 
PI 
PI 
PI 

+ P2 + P3 + plj = HIj 
+ P2 = H5 
+ ~2 + P3 + plj + P5 = H6 

= H7 

Geologist 2 
PI + P2 + P3 = HI 
PI = H2 
PI + P2 + P3 + plj + P5 = H3 
PI + P2' = HIj 

Geologist 3 
,PI 
PI + P2 + P3 
PI + P2 
PI + P2 + P3 + plj 
PI 

= HI 
= H2 
= H3 
= HIj 
= H5 

2. PBlOT In Its first application merges horizon 
data Into formati~ This merger is accomplished 
by executing option I In program ENDOW.FIO. 

Geologist I 
HI + H2 + H3 + HIj = FI 
H5 + H6 + H7 = F2 

Geologist 2 
HI + H2 FI 
H3 + HIj F2 

Geologist 3 
HI + H2 + H3 FI 
HIj + H5 F2 

3. BPlOT In Its second application merges formation 
data Into an estimate for the entire basin, and also 
averages the formation and basin estimates across 
all geologists. 

(a) GI {FI + F2 = Uranium endowment, 
entire San Juan Basin 

G2 {FI + F2 = Ur-anlum endowment, 
.ent I re San Juan Bas i n 

G3 {FI + F2 = Uranium endowment, 
entire San Juan Basin 

(b) F1 + FI + FI = Average distribution across 
~ all geologists for formation 

F2 + F2 + F2 = Average dlstrl but Ion across 
~ all geologists for formation 2 

F1+F2 + FI+F2 + FI+F2 = Average dlstrl butlon 
-.,-' '--.".-.' '--.".-.' ac ros s a II geo I og 1st s 

GI G2 G3 for ent ire San Juan bas I n 

Figure 59-3. Flow of Data from AFILE through BFILE. -- AFILE creates data that are used by program 
BFILE to simulate endowment from partitions and then combines them into horizons. 
BFILE is processed as many times as there are horizons; in this example, BFILE is 
run 16 times. After BFILE is fully used for one geologist, progr'am BPLOT may be run, 
through ENDOW. FlO, to merge 'horizons into formations. The preceding operation must 
be done for all geologists before the formations are merged to simulate endowment 
for the entire basin and before the formations are averaged across geologists. In 
this particular example, program BPLOT is run three times in its first application 
and just once in its last application. 

....... 
l.n 
o 



(c) PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION 
... First execution of BPLOT Second execution of BPLOT .. 
i NILE + BFILE (option I tn EHDIIII.FlO) (option 2 tl DlDOII.FlO) 

j 
IQUZOllI 

"1 
1Dl1Z0II 2 ~ -.. Foraatlon I FI 1-1Dl1Z0II 3 Total Ufal end_to 

GI 1Dl1Z0II 4 P H4 entire an Juan Bastn. 
IDlIZOII 5 H5 for Geologist I 
IDlIZOII 6 P P3 P P 116 -.. Foraatlon 2 F2 
IOIIZOII 7 I!I H7 

/Dl1Z0II I PI P2 P3 rJ f - Forution I F1 1- Total U~~t. Averlgl un ~t IIlRIZOil 2 62 HIIRIZOII 3 P P2 P P P ::: _ Fora.tlon 2 
enUr. • Jul. Bast •• - IcrOSS II I10IDlltill 

HllRIZOII 4 F2 for GlOlog'U 2 for tile lilt r. SI. Jual 
Bast. 

/Dl1Z0II I 

* 
HI, 

1-
IQUZ0ll2 H2 - FonIltion I F1 Total U]Oa I114baent. 

63 IDlIZOII 3 H3 IIIUr. Sli JUlI Bast •• 
IQUZ0ll4 :~) _ Foraitlon 2 F2 for 61OIoght 3 
/Dl1Z0II 5 -------l ..!,!.. + ..f.l..+..fJ- .. Averlge un dlstrtbuttlll 

GI 62 63 Icrosl.1 glOlogtsts .. for FOI'IIItto. I 

F2 + F2 + F2 .. Averagl un dhtrtbutlOI ---- IcrOIl II geologists 61 G2 G3 for Fllf'lllttDi Z 

Figure 59-7--Continued 
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The ranges of values are estimated and divided into classes. The proba

bilities associated with each class are specified, making certain that 

the sum of all probabilities is exactly 1.0. In this case the Monte 

Carlo method uses the histogram function in its cumulative form. That 

is, the probability associated with a given class is determined by sum

ming its probabilities and the probabilities associated with all classes 

to its left. 

(2) Three-Parameter Log Normal Function. This function is spec

ified by its mean, standard deviation, and displacement. The function 

is used within the system to describe an implicit estimate of the min

eral endowment. This estimate is made outside the system. The system 

does not modify the function, but only displays it in graphical form. 

Graphical Display Method. Program BPLOT plots the histogram 

function as well as the three-p~rameter implicit log normal function as 

two-dimensional graphs and produces a table of tabulated values. 

Input 

The histogram data required to execute BPLOT must be read from 

either disk file (DOW.DAT) or a tape (TAPE2). Operational commands 

(since BPLOT is not interactive) as well as the log normal parameters 

for the implicit (intuitive) estimates are entered by executing 

ENDOW.F10. 

There are two input data formats, both derived from ENDOW.F10. 

The first (Table 59-24; same as Table 59-20) is used for Option 1. The 

second (Table 59-25; same as Table 59-23) is used for Option 2. 
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Table 59-24. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Input. -- Data are for geologist Curly. This is output 
from ENDOW.FlO, Option 1 (see ENDOW.FlO Table 59-20). 
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Table 59-24. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Input--Continued 

...1.!I1Il!.!,+OO .8UU,,,oa.. .8532!171+00 .19'M'I+OO .'169"1+00 
;"'4~ .00 .Q'Z04oe+00 .962062 .00 .Q6'~Z' .00 .96'936 .80 
.97 99 .00 .'1749"& .00 .976 711. .97'1 4 + .98 319 + 
.98£189#+00 .9813"'.88 .9.2"OE.88 .98,~,A .88 .981968E+08 

00~lJ9Qr: .916399E.00 .98711' .00 09199791.00 
.99069" .00 .991410 .00 .99z.4'1.00 .'19'70' +00 .9978" +00 
.9978" +00 .997. , +88 .9971" .00 .9918" +00 .9971'3 +00 
.99"68 .00 .991' I + .99I!168.oo .998'68E.00 .991'.1 .00 
~ + • 6".t,.07 • 301112E.07 .'4816Zh07 .400,12E+07 
:='~:l :8J : 52 I ,:81 :t!itlll:~ :t~31~:1:8l :1:11871:81 

. ~oa .• 2"mr.a1 ~8l."8E.OI Ol215241·01 
.'71890 .01 .'J "6e.01l ."., 94 .08 • 1""'61!+Oll .~"9:lI00 +08 .74636" +01.11 "8E+OI .91 08 +01. "t"E+09. 3031' .09 
.1".7fl3E+O. :mil Z 87 +09 .19 9'9.09. 7' 81.09 • 61'31 +09 

U L...a97U .411. o4S66.1Q .09 ..sZ4I1' .09 
• , I +0 •• 6. '0. 9 .797'33 .09 .916"17 +04 .IO"'Z +10 :111 Ji':18 .I'919,i!l0 .1600021.10 .II"21e+10 .'11417 .10 

~ II' "1110. 1"'OItTlIICE 
~uifLAIIII 

.•••• 0°000°001.00 
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Table 59-24. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Input--Continued 
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Table 59-24. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Input--Continued 

.311119'1-01 • 6ZGAJn-OI

.611~78 -01 •••• 911 -11 

.3IlQ" +00 .40J413 + 0 

.6~ ~'6e+on .72 041E+ 0 

.90ZZ50EtOO .92 403E+00 

.9144141+80 •• 171171+80 .9.'34' + 0 .996 11 + 0 

.9' 44R +00 .9.1 411 +00 
:·sdUt :88 :·3UUU:S8 

.121947F+07 .134666E+07 .148711E+07 .1642211+07 
:iII19ZI:g~ :ilii'21:8~ :1~t~~i":8~ :ft~3:tl:8~ 

.;;.g@.!~~~.q! • "00llOl'+07 • '964091+07 ."'"~ll'1+07 • 727303!+07 ~ .1.6925E+07 .979429 +07 .10!1~~ +08 .t194311 +01 
.14'6'2f+08 .1601143 +08 .177~1~ .011 • 96143 .08 
.139191£+01 .26413IE.0II .2916116 .08 • 22 01lE+08 .3'Ug'i!811 .4337701+011 .479011F.+08 ."89701.01 
.• u & 4712342 .01 .716t3bE.OI .f6'6'0 +01 
.10' 33 +09 ~l "1' +09 .129 IIle+09 • 42656 +09 
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Table 59-24. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Input--Continued 

I' 
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Table 59-24. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Input--Continued 



Table 59-25. 
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BPLOT, Second Execution: Input. -- Same as output from 
ENDOW. FlO, Option 2 (see ENDOW.FIO Table 59-23). 



Table 59-25. BPLOT, Second Execution: Input--Continued 

.100000F.-02 

.zooooo£-o;: 

.'OOOOOF-O" 

.13'000£-01 

.100000E-02 

.300000F-1I1 

.1I00'l:lOF-0? 

.11000I)F-01 

.3115000F-Ol 

.12"0I30F +01) 

.49400gE+00 

."118'0 1'+0,", 

.9'1500hOO 

.9911000F+00 

.4113100,1'+01 

.<UZOOZf"01 
.l31113ge+01l .1'1'01E+gII .11o,'111F.~+0~ 
• 661114e+nll .303410e+ ~ .341100' +O~ 
• 12S40e+01l .'1I4120e+01l .11111111111 +011 

~~H!i-!'t""~~!'!I!l~!!-~U05.oa .• UZMU.oo .1.216'4&.00 
.190191E+09 .lI1011F+09 .241'031'+09 
.311684ZE+09 •• 82110£+09 •• 16~84e+09 
.701182'£+Oq .80'89'E+OQ .Ql'8:~':Oo, 

~~~~~""~Wi~~"&~U"'~9IGQIio, ... t&l4-Q -'JW.JU.~ ril 14 
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Table 59-25. BPLOT, Second Execution: Input--Continued 



Table 59-25. BPLOT, Second Execution: Input--Continued 

.19900"F-Ol 

.9010'1011-01 

.156.IoO£tOI) 

.171)]1 !IF .00 

.'22910111·00 

."171)1f1F."" 
• 91&1a6ZlE *411 
.99Z!Il E.OO 
• 99f1fa1 E .00 
.9991010, ... 00 
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Table 59-25. BPLOT, Second Execution: Input--Continued 
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Table 59-25. BPLOT, Second Execution: Input--Continued 
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Output 

Three forms of output are produced by the first execution of 

BPLOT (Option 1): 

(1) Line printer output (Table 59-26). 

(2) Plot and tabulated data (Tables 59-27 and 59-28). 

(3) Data file DOW.DAT (or TAPE2) , an endowment distribution for 

each formation in histogram form; this is not the same data file as was 

used for input to ENDOW.F10, but rather a new file that uses the same 

name (the previous file has been erased). This data file, which becomes 

input for Option 2, can be printed out on request (Table 59-29). 

Two forms of output are produced by the second execution of 

BPLOT; (Option 2): 

(1) Line printer output. See Table 59-30 for results of merging 

an individual geologist's formations into a distribution for the entire 

basin, and Table 59-31 for results of averaging the distributions over 

all geologists and the basin. 

(2) Plots of tabulated data. See Tables 59-32 through 59-35, 

corresponding to the data of Tables 59-30 and 59-31. 
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Table 59-26. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Line Printer Output. -- Data are for geologist Curly, 
Morrison Formation. 

IL'2t1g: ~:r.n!lllt 
HOIII~ln\ I aCIC'IU IU 
HORtZOM N~~"I 1 
NU~'IR 011 HORIZOW! TO I. CORant!DI • 

TM'-IR'Ucrt !laTA -IIASR~tWJ"- as. !llftA DI!PtACIR!MT 

;1~1~~!trftAI;~.· :~~I311:g1 :llt~g;;:g8 ~61ib;Jt!f 
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Table 59-26. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Line Printer Output--Continued 

CutllY -,,"',saw 
V.'T"nO .. -'.\tmlltIlJtmtf JUIII. 

No-fZaw ~_f'l ! 
N~el' C' MO'IZOWS fa II COft.INIO' • 

TM' r~'trcrT DATA VASN31¥IN ASI SIIN. DIS,tAClN,", 

n~~'D f! iH~Aln, :iiUUI:81-·: UtUre:gg .. ·: ~Zn=*Aa 
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Table 59-26. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Line Printer Output--Continued 

Mn' Utili NUllS"" , 
HU~". a. ~n"ZDNS TO ~f COft'~~t • 
TM. ,ft'LICIT nlTI VI!R3'Y'" lSI SIC.' 

TMI ~'O'I.rLrTY ~aw ZE'Qt 
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Table 59-.26. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Line Printer Output--Continued 

If!lJti'l!l: .. «fiiza I 

.. anini ..... ". • 0 

N"""I!_ a, .. 1J_UItM'S' TO ~'C""IDIID' • 
"'" r"'UCIT !)AU lIas-erY. -ASI 

o ,,\ Slo". aIS.~ACI"'NT 

;~~a~o "U;':AIllt : UUUI:8I· ':In~g~:sa :48IUmH 

TM! CU~U~'fIVf orS~IIU'IDM. VALues V!~, 
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Table 59-26. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Line Printer Output--Continued 

I) • 

• 31'111,£,",,,0 
)I 

.l!7662I1.o., 
•• 0'''QO!.oI!'° 

° •• ~06n£+01I 
.'!Z7!ze.o.o 

)I 
.''I321'1!.o.,0 
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Table 59-26. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Line Printer Output--Continued 

.61110""'(1 

.76 ..... ~. 
. • .. .;/J/JJI~. 0 

.9I191Z'~'O 

.11:16, .. .-0. lI. 

.U6715'~9 If 

.1'.oiiiOe It 

.161l.r'~ x 

.1I519.,,:.o.Q 

.Z101691~O 

.~I.S6""'-.cs •. 1-

.Z70""~'O 

.30.,t6'P1~' : 

• 3"15'6'~' X 
.3"590'~' I 

• .".9!1''''' If 

.'~"6"''''' X 
• ",1116"'.0 • 
• 6561251+00 :: 

.1"""11'+0' 

.a"'OOIE+OO ::X • 
• "' .... 2E~. lfIlX 
.1.01112"+10 .nn 
.UI ... hlO lfI 

.140152'+1" ~1I:1I 

.1590'0.+10 III1XIIIII 
-;IIfO.·"I!+IO IYlYlIlIlI 

• 20."'!1l!+t 0 1IXIIlI1IlIlIU 
.2!24,.'+10 '1I111111lfllllll 
.2.3800'+10 .1I.lfll.lIl1lfX 
.2""72e+l" XXXXXIllll.U' 
.3"11.e+l0 ••••••• ,.",. 
• ~1I!",,,e+10 

11 •• 1 ••••••• """ 

.~3"""+\0 X'I"." •• lf"'~' • 
• 4'~""F.+10 X.III1I'II,rlll.1 
.'.3 •• ,e+10 XXxXlf.XXIIX •• lf 
.63'.1.'+\0 ••••••• 'IIXI •• 
• 12,.,OU +\0 xlI •• nu,.x 
.a2"'61+\0 rx •• IlfX.XXII 
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Table 59-26. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Line Printer Output--Continued 

.914 ... '.U 
XlUXXXI 

.10606'I.tt IIIIX 

.110'651·11 

.U65'!lI!Hl xu 

.U'OUI.U III 

.• "" 16 I.U··
lt 

eO"81"ID DlS~18UTrO" """ITI!RS'E1!!CT!ft tlLUl! 

ST'NO'to ~IITIOMa 
.t67.t "Z2ptlQ 

.1911"1 ... 10 
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Table 59':"27. BPLOT, 'First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Plot. -- Data are for geologist Curly, Morrison Formation. 

::) 

~ --0:= 

~ 
X 

, u.I 

~ 
:>0-
I-.-
...I -.:1 ..... 
t;! 
~ 
0-

TOTRL ENDOWMENT 
GEOLOG[ST :CURL Y 
STRATrCRAPHIC HOR[ZON: MORRISON 
SYSTEM GENERATED: 

/£AN IF CEHSIJRID rRIA. 1 TIIIli 
PRIBIIIIUTY FlIt ZDQ 
r£AIIlF IlCENBIIIID ElATA. I'I'IIB i 

IMPLIC[T eSTIMATE: 
~ lDI.lnJISi 

-
i = 
~ 
.:i 

S .. 
.:i 

a 
N 

Q 

~ 
CjtO.l58 10.182 21.1&1 rG.1'71l ."I.l'7& SIl.1'71 &0.182 

U - TONS (XIOS ) USOS 

CUTOFF GRRDE = 0.0110 
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Table 59-28. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 

I 

Tabulated Data. -- Data are for geologist Curly, Morrison 
Formation. 

TOTRL ENDOWMENT 
TRBULRTED OATR 

CEOLOG1ST: CURLY 
STRATICRAPHIC HBRIZON: HORR I SON 
SYSTErt GENERATED. 

C!N8IlIIID DATAl 
.... I~I 2."""" 

i 
_.I~' 2.1171mte 
WIIUIG. In. • ,.~ 

... PIIIDJIrtLI. I"" 5.~ 
!I1It PIIIDJIrtLI. I,... '.121m1t5 

~rLlTY I"OIt Zl!llJI a.1IIIIID 

LNCNOII!D CRTAI 
.... I~. 2.3I7!'7Itt 
.... In.. 2.lI71mH1 
.... 1AIICI.1n.1 ,.~ 

... 1'IIIIIIrD.J. I"" S.2W3ItC 
!I1It PIIIDJIrtLI. I ..... '.I21m1t5 

FIRST II'IPLICIT ESTII1ATE: 
.... I~I 2.~ 
_.I~I 1 ....... 

.... IAIICI. ''IIIe' 11.'1.,71.1' 

... PIIIDJIrtLI. I,... 3.1i121118t1 
!I1It fIIIIDmI. ',..1 I.~ 

SECOND 1I1PI..ICIT ESTII1ATE: 
_.' .. 1 2.UilltEti _., .. , 2.1SGmt1 
_IAIeI. ITIIIIII I.~. 
SlIm! 1'IIUIIfD.i. 11l1li1 2 .1l3Ii2"1Et& 
!I1It 1'IIIIIIrD.J. , ..... I.~ 
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Table 59-29. BPLOT, First Execution (Merging Horizons into Formations): 
Output Data File DOW.DAT (or TAPE2). -- Data are for 
geologist Curly. 

621~1 m. MIMO. IM~o.rAM'1 
a. a. .100QOOt-OZ 'iOOOOOE-OZ .100000E-OZ .'00000E-02 

.~l'OQ~&-QL • 350001-01 .170000E-81 .610088;-01 

.~o~oo~+oo • 23000E+00 .318'001+ 0 .'3" .00 

.b1.088;.00 .7Q,0001.00 .j73'00 +00 .921000 .00 

.9605 .00 .9&9008 .88 .~7,080 +00 .978000 .00 

.ila,08 .88 .9.,00 + .~160 0 +00 .917'00 +00 
·9!";SOg-+ '~!'Oi8°8°1+008° .~~!lOgoOool·oooo .!!1°000001·000 ..... U+08..... + ... 7 + ..... 7 ~ ° 
.~7 +0 .9Q .0. 97 00 .00 .947500 +QD 
.ii? 0 +00 .i9' 001+00 .~"'OOi+OO .9 •• 0001+00 

. '.21 .01 .~!"rJ +01 •••• 'Z. +01 .l,i.lt +01 :jO,ltl:S: :!!tS'I:81 :1131111:81 :1.II'i' :SI· 
• lbll .0 •• 11.'1 +01 .af6"0 +01 .to'3. +0 • 
• 11613 +0' .IH06 .09.1 63,7.0 • 006i +0' 
.2 "12 .o,.z 'b +0 •• 3'7 11+0 •• 118 .04 
•• 199 •• O~ .56 873 +09 .6'0 +0'. Z61 +0' 
."Ol~U+O' 'jI6i' ·to •1ZU' .10 .11136 

+'8 :J'ilj,iI:II .17'00 +18· 3 f' • 8 .23 .+10. 631401.1 ;J1 .1t07. • • 7.1. ••• L .10. 01 101.10 



Table 59-29--Continued 

:tRn :flIHu:n :fJu:II:n· :llItlll:18 :11::911:18 

iKJ~· 
o. • :UI;;:iI· :181181:81 : :iHillg':iJ 

=,UI-iSoWo,lo,sSI :31 0 :1:111 :11 A - ADD -0 01070°0.04 o 'D. o. 000.0 0 0j'2800 .00 
oJ "00 .00 ol90010.0 0 0 17 00 .00 
o 0000 .00 07'70 .00. 0 66'00 .00 .iI"APe·pp iZ70 a .00 • .~,.,o .00 

::11 i :°1 :)21'::1:81 ::i93!il::: :311:11:0
: :tn .!J"!i~ ::UI:S: :~,JI.' :3: :1: l. :!: :i::'JI .09 0 I".Z .09 .~ • .' +09 °1'IIZ' .09 0".'01 .• 09 0 "', .09 0 ~o. 25 018 0 Z '" 010 

:tI3t :t8:1 !~'J9 :11 :la3'~B :10 : I ~i' :11 
::JI:'Hll:H :tat. :u :tJo~.a :U :IUII. :U :!1I11 :U 
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Table 59-30. BPLOT, Second Execution, Merging Formations for Each 
Geologist into Overall Estimate for Basin: Line Printer 
Output. -- Data are for geologist Curly. 

GIOLOCIST. CUlLY 
FO'~A' GR' THI SUR 0' ALL ua'NIU~ BellINi UNITS 

'" ~HG* IfU'tHlt+ ~ Units of Minor Importance 
NU-gel a' HO'IZONS TO 81 CORBINID. ~ 

THE I"'LICIT DATA WAS GIVEN ASI 
Ittt tftttt 

FIRST ESTt"ATEI .212~"E+02 .~&4004I+00 .3014011+10 
seCONa ESTt~ATEI .2218161+02 .1lS"~-'+OO .1~qI11E.0~ 
THE -.aBABILITY Fa. ZE.OI o. 

*Pt'intout fonnat of this line is confusing to the reader. Read 
"fonnation nwnber" for "horizon number." 



Table 59- 30. 
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BPLOT, Second Execution, Merging Formations for Each 
Geologist into Overall Estimate for Basin: Line Printer 
Output--Continued 

=d~~~'I~: T~~"~ 0' ALL UIAMIUW If,I,", UMITS 
~f'eGIt" Ntofta!1tf ,.. Dakota Sandstone 
NUNeER OF HORIZONS a eE CONlrNEO' 4 

THE l~'LICIT DnA "AS~IV&N UI """'" HSI'UC211!'" 

FIRST ESTtN'T!1 .2124'1&+02 .664004&+00 .301.01&+\0 
s~caNO ESTr"'T&' .221116E+OZ .131',6&+00 .IZq'71&+~q 
THE PROIIAIIIL ITY FOR ZEIIOI • u,q'.~<n ,.4 Z!+OO 



Table 59-30. 
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BPLOT, Second Execution, Merging Formations for Each 
Geologist into Overall Estimate for Basin: Line Printer 
Output--Continued 

~&iki'l&l: T~'~~" a. ALL u.a"IU~ I~"I~ UNITS 
H~rz~,"","",1' ~Burro canyon Fonnat1on 
NUM8'. 0' NO.tZOMS fa II COMltNEOI • 
THE 1~'LICIT DATA was GIVEN as. 

wa ~ ~"t'C!"!N' 

~~~~~oEfsJqAIH, :UUUI:3i' :n=~~u:gg :U==UI:A3 
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Table 59-30. BPLOT, Second Execution, Merging Formations for Each 
Geologist into Overall Estimate for Basin: Line Printer 
Output--Continued 

=Alk:'I~: T~I~3" a, ALL UIAMIUR IIA'I~ UNITS 
IIlIn .. 'MIllie.. t"- Morrison Fonnation 
MUKIII GP MUlrzaMS Ta II CO .. IIMIDI , 

THI 1,,'Llcn DATA II.s"gnEN asl 'I!! Us !II!'.A.! .. !I.' 

'liST ISTI .. ATrl .212"'1+02 .66400'.+00 .301401.+tO 
SleaNO iSTIN.TlI .UUlbI+02 .UII136e.+oo .129.711+0. 
THI 'IOI.lrLITT '01 z.lal O. 

,Me caMat"IWI DI,t.IIOIION 'iLOIl '.1'1 

:nnt :Sl 

.1 99'6 +1 .IGUUGd .0 i 
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Table 59-30. BPLOT, Second Execution, Merging Formations for Each 
Geologist into Overall Estimate for Basin: Line Printer 
Output--Continued 

• J • 

• 1121061+0.° 
r 

.123'1l1li1.0'1 

... tnUOI!+f;"O 
~ 

.U16,UE.oq 

.t8~~O 
o 

• 18'''UI!+O" 
r 

1 DUERvuloNS. 
o (laSERVAT ONS. 

VA N • 



Table 59-30. 
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BPLOT, Second Execution, Merging Formations for Each 
Geologist into Overall Estimate for Basin: Line Printer 
Output--Continued 

.226168"0 • 

• '50404'40' • 
.Z114,,,+O.Q 

'; sad •• 61904
0 

.31.4001.0. 

I 

I 
."'l'n'n~

lC 
.unZ1I+O • 
• 45.'041+04 x 

I 
.,011nl+O. 

I Oft'tn...,.. 
.6210401.0. III 

••••• S.I+6. II 
.15.6011.0. 

.8"01'1190' 
U 

XlIlil 
-.. 1:02'"31.tO nrl 
• 113639t!+10 

n.!!. 
• r2!ta"htO nil 
.138 .... '.10 nr 
;-U3?UI!·tO 

XlII 
.17000".10 nln 
.U80 "htO 

nlll 
.207.1.'+10 

.. UIlI!! 
·.229"01.lO 

XlIr xx XI 
.Z'41UE+l0 nrlnllU 
.21112111t!+10 nunn 
.3110ue+lo 

JlUUXXU 
-.l'1t~040e.la 

unullIu 
.3804QU+l0 

nuunJIXuxlX 
.4l080n.-ro - -

UlIX 111 111 XlI X .. XlI 
."6'3116E+11) 

urxJlXXlIxuJI 
·.nt;6~nr 

xunxxx:n 
.'692z~e.10 uxx .. xxr 
; I\?'n~ XlIX XUXXJIX X 
.69622.'.10 XXIXXXXXXX 
.T59.9Tf.l~ Jlxxxxrxxxx 
.1I'UTlt!+10 
~ '"1 n'" +[0 UXX~.X1llX 
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Table 59-30. BPLOT, Second Execution, Merging Formations for Each 
Geologist into Overall Estimate for Basin: Line Printer 
Output--Continued 

caNSINED DISlWlSUTtON ' •• A"ETE.S. 
eX'ECTeO 'I,,,"E- .4""0201+10 
STINOI.' DEVTa'tDM- .!OOS60'11+10 

\ 
IIIIUCIT DATA IIWWEll'lllm.Y (lfrmD FIIIII PIIIIITOUf SHEETS 
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Table 59-31. BPLOT, Second Execution, Averaging Distributions across 
All Geologists: Line Printer Output. -- Data are for 
Morrison Formation. 

~EOLOGISTI eu'LY 
,,{FOII"U .... T ... SUit O •• LL uu'uu" !lut ... \lleITS 

"!M tZOlt-IItYItHtH • .--. Mol"T'i son Fonnati on 
~U"8ER 0' HOlltlDNS Tn at CO"8t"E~1 \ 
THE ["'LICTT D.T. WAS GI~E" ASI -.--------Ittl- !III" 'H't'CE"!'" 

~~~~~De~I~~~I'~, :~If:lz~:gf :t~~~g~~:gg :l~':¥l~:~g 
TI4' ftllOIAPtLITY 1t01l ZE'CI o. 

THe CtmtlUTUe IHs,ahuuali ucue, we e, 

.Il 112000 e+o 0 

.8bb,00e+oo 

.'I17000e+oo 

.c;'!I!luoe+f)O 
• 'I77COOE+OO 
.qqUooe~oo 
.qqs,ooe+oo 
.1cuaaue.u 1 

*Printout format of these two lines is confusing to the reader. 
Ignore "fonnation" line. In next line, read "fonnation nwnber" for 
"horizon nwnber" (that is, fonnation No.4 is Horrison formation). 



Table 59-31. BPLOT, Second Execution, Averaging Distributions across 
All Geologists: Line Printer Output--Continued 

~s&~~n~: T~L~~It OF ~L UUN1Ult elfUI_ UNITS 

!fftIt It!llt 'ItI'''' flit r'-_ 'IUII'!U OF HalllZDNS TO !f CU"UItEDI ~ 

~~E.t~~!SIT .~rA WAS"ZIVEN ASI '15k& 

FIRST ESTtM'TEI .232110e+02 .444161E~1-.10611~f+ll 
SECa~D __ ~S!~~~T!1 .232110e+02 .444]61~t-.l06t7~E+ll 
TriE PROeAIJIL ITY FOR ZEROI O. 
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Table 59-31. BPLOT, Second Execution, Averaging Distributions across 
All Geologists: Line Printer Output--Continued 

GllILa,ISTI HIDIUM 
_OI .. A 10111 THI SUft a, ALL U.ANIUft 11'11110 UNITS 
H~rl!ll NtIfI8!,1I .----
~U"IER ap HotrzaMS TO 81 COftlSNlnl , 
TME r"'LICIT DATA WAS GIVEN ASI 

- - "b llIM' 
Fl'ST ESTIMATlr .221&101+02 .1128871-01-.2&10"1.10 
~E.eO.N.~. ~~_T!! .22U2ae+OZ .a2U4U..,1-.2&80&7l!l.10 

THE .'OSASILST' FOI ZEPOI O. 

~·euwar.rrwr-OISi'lIUIIGN "'U!! '~'~i 

:eI!7000e+oo 
.933000E+00 

:~~U88~:g8 
.91120001.00 
.c;c;t,IJoOE+oo 
• C;O;1"g8~+g¥ .luau • 
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Table 59-31. BPLOT, Second Execution, Averaging Distributions across 
All Geologists: Line Printer Output--Continued 

~IOlOGISTI SHIVA 
~aINATIDMI TH! SUN O' ALL UIA"IU~ a~"f", UNITS 

HOII"!~8+ '" 
~uNeE' O' NOIIZONS TO 81 CONIIM!OI , 

TNF._ r~~I!!~AS,.g.IVEN &SI !fltM 

FEPST eSTtMATEI .230631E+02 .20e7'2E.~o-.'.~660E.10 
SECONO eSTU .. T!1 .2306311:+02 oZOln7E+Oo-.'.7'.6E+U 
Tl4e PIOIA81llTY FOI ZEPel O. 
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Table 59-31. BPLOT, Second Execution, Averaging Distributions across 
All Geologists: Line Printer Output--Continued 

l • 

• 1J"tlr!! _tOO 
lC 

.U11ue+l0 

.t91*~ • • Z0884ze+lO 
l( 

.220281£.18 
lC 

.Z323461+1O 

ZElOS. 

is 4 O!!S!,QVAT OMS. 
1 'las ERVAT OtiS. 
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Table 59-31. BPLOT, Second Execution, Averaging Distributions across 
All Geologists: Line Printer Output--Continued 

~~I 
."U961+l0 

ne,,-.,e-.t:. I 

::;:::::::: I 
I 

r~~1 
.3199"'.10 

• '3"J1"J 8U E +1 0 
.3"96,..10 

.3rl4SZI*:G 

1111 

III 

.39602111 •. 10 
xxx 
IIUX' 

.41HUlotO 
I XlI IX 

."~'''I.l0 

•••• "11110 
XlUIIX 

."901II7E+1O 
I XlI II XlI 

.U'O!Il!IIlltO 
IIlnnl 

.,.n".·lo UIXII'" 

I "UI!fII! til 
IIUUnlll1 

.6067331.10 
... 1I11lI1IX 

iotr~htO 
..... UIU .. 

UXlIIIIIUIIIII 
.6"0111.10 

-ott!, ItI! uta 
nIX U IIIlI I III 

• "09881.10 
"UIIIIIIXX .. 

--.·nU!ZhtO 
UUIIIXXXI 

UUIUII 
.43"091·10 

-rane "I! 1 to 
UUUIIIU 

.929'''''.10 
n •• ulI 

.9aO'U6e.l0 
11111111 

.103"16f·U 
UIUI 

• rcJ'9O"S"G!'. t 1 
nlll 

.11'O!l'f.U 
IIIXI 
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Table 59-31. BPLOT, Second Execution, Averaging Distributions across 
All Geologists: Line Printer Output--Continued 

II 
.196101.+11 

"". ZU'llr"!"+n 
If 

If 
.ZlIl7.hll 

If 
. • 2.,0124'.Ll 

II 
.Z'Zn'l!+l1 
;naoZge'.n 

CO~el"'O OISTItBUTtON ".'"ET'.$' ex,ecno VAlue-
STANDAlD OIVIATIOM-

THI t~'LICIT DATA WAS GIVIN AS. mr ---,r;n diSPLACe""" 

.7"719Zze+l0 
.316512711+10 
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Table 59-32. BPLOT, Second Execution, Merging Formations for Each 
Geologist into Overall Estimate for Basin: Plot. -
Data are for geologist Curly. 

~ 
:>0-
t-.... 
-J 

= 
~ 
Q., 

TOTRL ENDOWMENT 
GEOLOGI ST :CURL Y 
STRATIGRRPHIC HORIZON: THE SUM OF RLL URANIUM UNITS 
SYSTEM GENERRTED: 

I£AH OF CENSCRED 1JnA. ITIINSI 
PR(8181 LITY Fill ZER1 
/lEAN OF IKENIIDRED CAlA. ItlllSl 

IMPLICIT ESTIMATE: 
~ 101. (TONSI 

-

S ... 
cl. 

8 
'" Q 

~ 
90.&61 lD.067 

• • 

11l.573 211.Q?8 38 .SB& AS.IIIIII 57 .sgs 

U - TONS (X10S ) U308 
CUTOFF GRRDE = 0.01i. 
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Table 59-33. BPLOT, Second Execution, Merging Formations for Each 
Geologist into Overall Estimate for Basin: Tabulated Data. 
Data are for geologist Curly. 

TOTRL ENDOWMENT 
TABULATED DATA 

GEOLOQ.I ST : CURLY 
STRATIGRAPHIC HORIZON: THE SUM OF ALL.URRNIUM UNtTS 

SYSTEM GENERATED. 
CENSORED DATR. 

P£fIN. (llJCS I 2.37'!11Et6 
I'IXIE. I r(llS I :: • Q23SSE106 

VARIKE. (rONSI '.SI6&tIS 
\15TH PERCENTILE. I 'TIlNS) S • 3QII23Eot6 

5TH PERCENTILE. I 'TIlNS I ,.~ 

PROBAB[LITY FOR ZERO. O.IJQOCQQ 

ltlCENSORED CATR I 
/£RH. (r(llS) 2.374!11Et6 
I'IXIE • (llJCS) 2,023SIEt6 
VARIKE. (TONS) , .SIS83EfoIS 
fI6TH PERCENTILE. ('TIlNS) S.3O!I23:~ 

5TH PERCENTILE. ('TIlNS) .. ~ 
FIRST IMPLICIT ESTIMATE: 

/£RH. (llJCS I 2. SlI3I1Ei6 
I'IXIE. (ral 2 .1lIUSlEt6 
VARIIN:E. (TONSI I. 22l37EtIS 
fI6TH PERCENTILE. ('TIlNS I '.0SS8SE16 

5TH PERCENTILE. ('TIlNS I I • t12l8C1E1ii 

SECOND IMPLICIT ESTIMATE: 
/£RH. (r(llS) 2 • 23!iIX'IEf1i 
I'IXIE. (ral 2.1~ 
·t'ARIIN:E. (rONS) 1.SI~1' 
fI6TH PERCENTILE. I 'TIlNS) 2.763S6Ei6 

5TH PERCENTILE. ('TIlNS) 1.776B2Et6 
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Table 59-34. BPLOT, Second Execution, Averaging Distributions across 
All Geologists: Plot. -- Data are for the Morrison 
Formation. 
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Table 59-35. BPLOT, Second Execution, Averaging Distributions across 
All Geologists: Tabulated Data. -- Data are for the 
Morrison Formation. 

TOTRL ENDOWMENT 
TRBULRTEO DRTR 

GEOi.OGI:; T : TI£ FtVG. DISTRIBUTION ACROSS AU. ClEOL.OGISTS 

ST~~TIGRAPHIC HORIZON: MORRISON 
S\'STEM GENERATED. 

CEHSCft!D DATAl 
ICIII. If'llllll 3.~ 
.... /TONII a.~ 
't'AIIIAICE. I TIINII &.~5 
rIIrnf PDaNTtL£. I 'l'DlG1 II .8741111Ett 
IiIII PERaJrnL£. I 'l'DlG1 1.S34&ti 

PftOBRBIL.ITY FOft ~. Q.1lIIIml 

' .... CENSORED CArAI 
ICIII. 1I"11III1 3.723&t6 
.... In»IIl 3.~ 
't'AII11*CE. I TONS I S.~I& 
rIIrnf POaIITtL£. I 'I'DIG 1 1I.8741111Ett 
IiIII 1'OCENfI1.i. 11l1li1 I.~ 

FIRST IMPLICIT ESTIMATE: 
ICIII. 1I'11III1 1.IiU3IEte 
.... 1I"11III1 1.12I3&itC 
WIIIAIa. lTO .. 1 1.~& 
11m! Pl!RCElll'tL£. l'1DNII 3.14~ 
IiIII POaiIfftL£. l'1DNII ,.~ 

SECOND IMPLICIT ESTIMATE: 
/£AI. II'IIHIII I.~ 
lID. lTONII 1.17!i04Et6 
't'AII11*CE. ITOIISI 1.1S074&IS 
~ PERCElfTIL£. ('l'DlG1 z.~ 

5TH PERCEIf1'tL£. I'1!lNI1 , .1l82DSIit5 



APPENDIX 60 

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND FOR THE ENDOWMENT 

SIMULATION MODEL (PROGRAM MASTER) 

The more complex mathematical relationships of the Endowment 

Simulation Model (program MASTER), which are presented in this appendix, 

were developed by Prof. D. E. Myers and first appeared in Appendix II of 

the final project report (Harris and Carrigan, 1980). The last section 

of this appendix, "Aggregation of Units and Averaging Across Geologists," 

is taken from the main body of the same report. 

Fitting a Log Normal Distribution 

A random variable U is said to have a three-parameter log normal 

distribution if 1n(U - a) is normally distributed with a mean il and a 

variance 0 2 • The density function for U is given by 

feu) 

1 1 1 
~ I21T 0 ~ exp {- 202 [In(u -a) - jl]2}, 

= l 0, u ~ a 

u > a 

(1) 

where a is called the shift or displacement parameter. In the special 

case where a = 0, U is said to have a two-parameter log normal distribu-

tion (Rohatgi, 1976). 

In both the system and the implicit models, a log normal distri-

but ion is used to represent one of the quantities of interest--for exam-

p1e, number of deposits, amount of U308 per deposit, amount of U308 in a 
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cell, in a partition, etc. To fit a log normal distribution means to 

determine the values of ~, ~, cr (respectively ~,cr) such that a log nor-

mal random variable .with those parameters has prescribed characteris-

tics. We should note that this is not the same as utilizing a "goodness 

of fit" test or estimating the values of the parameters by sampling 

(Cohen and Whitten, 1980; Yuan, 1933). That is, an assumption is made 

that the distribution is log normal and that the specified characteris-

tics are population characteristics, not sample characteristics. 

We shall consider two methods of specifying characteristics that 

are sufficient to allow computation of the parameters. 

Moments 

By direct integration, 

E(U) • El • f_-:u feu) du • a + exp(p + a2/2) (2) 

(3) 

E(U-El)3 '" Ea .. f"" (u-E1)3 feu) du 
-DO 

(4) 

If we let 

(5) 

and 

(6) 

then these moments may be written in the form 



Combining Eqs. (8) and (9), we have 
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(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

By Descartes' rule of signs we see that Eq. (10) has only one real root. 

Using this root, we obtain 

o • [In(nz + I)JI12 

~ • ~ 1n(E2/n2) - 0 2/2 

). • IEiII'l 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Newton-Raphson iteration can be used to solve for n. We see then that 

~,~,cr deterJlJine E1 ,E2,E3, and conversely. To fit a three-parameter log 

nOrJlJa1, it is sufficient to know E1 , E2 , and E3 and use Eqs. (10) through 

(14). This is incorporated in subroutine LN3MOM (Ford, 1979). 

'£he problem is somewhat simpler if ~ = o. 

El • exp(~ + oZ/2) • exp(~) (1'12 + 1) liz 

E2 .. exp(2~ + 02 ) I'IZ .. exp(2~) 1'12(1'12 + 1) 

where again 

In that case, we have 

(15) 

(16) 



From Eqs. (15) and (16) we obtain 

11 > 0 

and from Eq. (17) 

a • [1n(1"I2 + 1)Jl/2 
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(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

For fitting a two-parameter log normal it is sufficient to know El ,E2 

and use Eqs. (18) through (20). 

Quartiles 

Let U. 05 ' U. 50 , U. 95 be the 5%, 50%, 95% quartiles for U; that 

is: 

P(U ~ U. 05) = 0.05 

P(U ~ U. 50) = 0.50 

P(U ~ U. 95) = 0.95 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

If we wish to fit a three-parameter log normal (that is, determine a, 

~, a) with U.05,U.50,U.95 known, we can transform Eqs. (21) through (23) 

in terms of the quartiles of the standard normal and obtain 

U.os • a + exp(~ - 1.64485a) 

U.so • a + exp(~) 

U.9S ~ a + exp{~ + 1.64485a) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 
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The solution of this system as given by Aitchison and Brown (1957) is 

as follows: 

o :0 l.~48S" [In(U.9s - u.so) - In(U.so - u.os)J (27) 

II .. In(U. 50 - u. 05) - InCl - exp(-l.644850)J (28) 

Q • U.so - exp(lI) (29) 

To fit a two-parameter log normal it is sufficient to know two 

of these quartiles; that is, if U. 05 ,U. 95 are known, 

II • ~(InU.9S + lnU.os) 

o • 
I 

3.28970 (InU.9S - InU.os) 

Distributions for Aggregates 
of Partitions or Units 

(30) 

(31) 

In the implicit model, the geologist obtains the total endowment 

by adding the endowments for the respective partitions. The endowment 

for a partition may be represented as the sum of endowments for square-

mile cells. The total endowment is thus represented as a sum of random 

variables. Similar representations are used in the system model. The 

general problem then is as follows: Xl,···,Xn are random variables, and 

we wish to characterize the sum by knowing appropriate characteristics 

of the respective Xi's. To do this in analytic form it is necessary to 

know the joint density function for Xl,···,Xn • It is not sufficient to 

know the separate marginal densities. There are two instances in which 

we can obtain a partial or a complete solution to our problem. 
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Independence 

If Xl ,X2,···,Xn are independent, then the joint density is sim-

ply the product of the marginal densities. In a number of well known 

cases the sum is easily characterized. For example, if Xl'···'~ are 

all normal, then the sum is normal; if the X ••• X are all Poisson, l' , n 

then the sum is Poisson; if the Xl,···,Ku are the squares of standard 

normal random variables, then the sum is X2 distributed (Parzen, 1960). 

Unfortunately, the sum of independent log normal random variables is 

known to be non-log normal and the density function for the sum has not 

been found to be amenable to simple analytic representation. Barouch 

and Kaufman (1976) have obtained approximations to the density function 

of the sum of independent, identically distributed log normal random 

variables. Since a direct solution is not viable, we consider an alter-

native. We have already seen that it is possible to fit a log normal 

distribution (two- or three-parameter) if appropriate moments are known. 

An important consequence of independence is that the respective moments 

add; in particular, 

n n 
Var( r Xi) ~ r VarX. 

i .. 1 i-1 1. 

n r E[Xi - E(Xi )]3 
i-1 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

Although Barouch and Kaufman showed that the density of the sum 

is asymptotically like a log normal except near the mean, the decision 

to fit a log normal to the sum of independent random variables by using 
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moments is a heuristic one. If the Xi's are separately fitted log nor-

mals, it is more appropriate to use the original moments to add than to 

combine the derived ~,~,cr's. 

Dependence 

The mathematical property of independence is related to the par-

titioning determined by the geologist. Likewise, within a partition, 

because of homogeneity the cell endowments are assumed dependent. For 

two random variables Xl ,X2 with finite variance, the correlation coef

ficient is defined by 

p • 
E(X1Xg) - E(X)E(Xg) 

alag 

If Xl ,X2 are independent, then p = O. The converse is true if Xl ,X2 

are jointly normal. If p2 = 1, then there exist constants a,b such 

that 

(35) 

(36) 

We shall see that whenXl ,X2 are log normal and p2 = 1, then Xl + X2 is 

log normal. Consider first the case of two-parameter log normal random 

variables. We may represent Xl ,X2 as 

where Z is a standard normal random variable. Since P(XI ~ 0) 

P(X2 ~ 0) = 0, a,b must be positive. From Eq. (36) we obtain 
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P(X1 ~ d) m P(aX2 + b ~ d). for all values of d. (39) 

From Eq. (37) we obtain 

•. P(Z ~ if d > 0 
(40) 

and from Eq. (38) we obtain 

[ 

lned ; b) - \12 ] 
P(aX2 + b ~ d) • P Z ~ • if d > b. 

a2 (41) 

If b # 0, then let d = b/2. From Eq. (40), P(X12 d/2) > 0, but since 

b/2 < b, P(aX2 + b < biZ) = 0, which is a contradiction, and hence b = 0. 

Now, combining Eqs. (39) through (41) we see that 

In d - \11 
a1 

II In d - In a - \12 

In particular, if d = exp(~l)' we obtain 

Combining Eqs. (4Z) and (43), we have 

• for all d > O. 

for all d > O. 

which implies 01 = oZ. Utilizing Eqs. (36) through (38) and b = 0, 

~l = In a + ~Z' 01 = 0z' we obtain 

(4Z) 

(43) 

(44) 



exp(1l2 + 1n a +Z02) + exp(1l2 + Z02) 

exp[1l2 + 1n(a + 1) + Za2J 

That is, Xl + X2 is log normal with parameters ~2 + 1n(a + 1), 02' 
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(45) 

(46) 

The case of two three-parameter log normal random variables with 

p2 = 1 can be resolved similarly. If Xl' X2 are of the form 

(47) 

and 

(48) 

then 

P(Xl ~ d) • P(Z ~ 
1n(d - CSl) - III ), 

°1 
for d > csl (49) 

and 
d-b 

1n(--a - CS2) - 112 
P(ax2 +b ~ d) • P(Z ~ ) . 

°2' (50) 
d-b 

for "il- CS2 > O. 

By the same logic as for the two-parameter case, we obtain a1 = aa2 + b, 

that is, choose d such that d > a1 , (d-b)/a - a2 < 0 (or conversely for 

both inequalities). Also in an analogous fashion we obtain ~1 = 

1n a + ~2' 01 = 02' Hence we have 

or 

Xl + X2 • ac&2 + b + exp(1l2 + 1n a + Z02) 

+ CS2 + exp(1l2 + Z02) 
(51) 

(52) 



That is, Xl + X2 is log normal with parameters (a + 1)~2 + b, ~2 + 

1n(a + 1), 02. If ~1 = ~2' then (a + 1)02 + b = 202· 

Censored Data 
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In the Arizona Appraisal System, a distribution is constructed 

to represent endowment for each stratigraphic unit. Because of the way 

this distribution is obtained, the probability of zero endowment is a 

nontrivial piece of information and does not conform to either a two-

or three-parameter log normal distribution. The fitting proceeds by 

"censoring" the data. (This "censoring" is not the same as when esti-

mating parameters of a population by censoring the sample.) 

Let U be a random variable representing the endowment in a 

stratigraphic unit. We fit a distribution to U as follows: 

(i) Assume P(U < 0) • 0 

(ii) Assume P(U = 0) > 0 

I U, if U > 0 
(iii) V .. 

0, if U ~ 0 

(iv) V has a two-parameter log normal distribution 

F"rom (iii) we have 

P(V ~ v) • P(U ~ vlu > 0) 

1 

P(O < U s v) 
P(O < uj , 

0, 

v > 0 

v ~ 0 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 
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We can now compute the mean and variance of V. Let E1 ,E2 denote the 

" " mean and variance of U, and E1 ,E2 the mean and variance of V: 

El • o.P(u. 0) + EIP(U> 0) 

or 

and 

or 

E2 • 

(56) 

(57) 

(59) 

The distribution for U is fitted by using E
1

,E
2 

and p(U = 0). First, 

compute E1,E2 and fit a two-parameter log normal, as described previ

ously. Rather than "censoring," it would be more appropriate to say 

that we are fitting a two-parameter log normal to the conditional dis-

tribution of U (given V > 0). 

This reference to censoring has another interpretation, however, 

that is relevant. We actually view U as a sum, 

(60) 

where ~ is the amount of U308 in the ith deposit. The only way U will 

equal 0 is if Xi equals 0 for all i; that is, 

n 
P (U - 0) • IT P (Xi .. 0) , 

i-I (61) 
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assuming that the Xi's are independent. The Monte Carlo simulation pro-

vides the values of P(Xi = 0), and hence the value of P(U = 0). Computa

tion of El ,E2 directly from the moments of the Xi's would require delet

ing or censoring those Xi's that are zero. It is much simpler to compute 

El ,E2 using all data in the Monte Carlo simulation and then find El ,E2 

by using Eqs. (57) and (59). The representation for U corresponds to 

using conditional distributions for the Xi's but not necessarily log 

normal. 

If it is desired to use a three-parameter log normal, then the 

third moment would also be necessary. The third (central) moment of the 

"censored" data is 

A E3 JEl E1P (X. 0) (El) 31' (X • 0)[1 + peX • 0)) 
E3 • pCX> oj - [PCb oj ]2 + [pCX> 0)]9 (62) 

Area Adjustment 

One of the inputs to the synthesis program is the area adjust-

ment function or multiplier. The geologist, through the geologic infer-

ence net, has produced a distribution for the number of deposits in the 

reference area. The area adjustment is intended to scale the number of 

deposits to the evaluation region. 

Let NO be a random variable representing the number of deposits 

in the reference area. Let ul,···,U
N 

be identically distributed inde

pendent random variables representing the amount of U308 in each of the 

deposits in the reference area. The total endowment in the reference 

area can be represented by 
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(63) 

It follows that 

E(UR) = E(NO)E(U) (64) 

2 Var(UR) = Var(U) E(NO) + Var(NO) [E(U)] , (65) 

where E(U), Var(U) are the common mean and variance of the Ui's. The 

geologist has separately provided information to model U by a three-

parameter log normal. The area adjustment is a multiplier we shall call 

m, determined by the ratio A/AO from the area adjustment.function sup

plied by the geologist. Aa is the reference area and A the area of the 

evaluation region. The multiplier replaces NO by mNO; this has the ef

fect of replacing E(NO) by mE(NO) and Var(NO) by m2Var(NO). Hence 

(66) 

(67) 

In the synthesis program, both E(UR) and Var(UR) are obtained by 

Monte Carlo simulation. The area adjustment can be incorporated into 

the simulation by replacing NO by mNa during the simulation. The mean 

and variance and histogram will then reflect the area adjustment. This 

procedure is followed if the reference area is larger than the evalua-

tion region. 

When A/AO is large, the value of m is in general large and mNa 

may be quite large, which would require large amounts of computer time. 
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The area adjustment is then applied in a different way. First, consider 

the mean of the adjusted distribution, 

E(mNO)E(U) • mCE(No)E(U)J. (68) 

We see that if E(UR) is obtained by simulation without the area adjust

ment, it is sufficient to then apply the multiplier. The variance of 

the adjusted distribution is not linear in m or m2, and hence we cannot 

simply multiply the variance for the reference area by either m or m2 

It is possible to make the adjustment on the variance of the distribu-

tion of the reference area. Recall what is known: 

E(U), Var(U) 

and what is obtained by simulation: 

We may then find E(N
O

) by 

(69) 

and Var(NO) by 

v. (N) • V.r(UB) - Var(U)E(No) 
ar 0 [E(U)]2 (70) 

The variance of the adjusted distribution is given by 

mVar(U)E(No) + m2Var(No)[E(U)]2. (71) 
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After applying the thickness adjustment, which is discussed 

next, the moments and the probability of zero endowment are used to fit 

a two-parameter log normal distribution, as described under "Censored 

Data." 

It is necessary to compute E(NO) , Var(NO) from the simulation in 

general because the distribution for NO as given by the geologist is not 

in analytic form. For consistency this method is used even if NO is 

Poisson or some other standard distribution that would allow direct 

computation. In such cases, by comparing E(N
O

) and Var(NO) obtained by 

simulation and by computation from the known distribution, a measure of 

the adequacy of the simulation would be obtained. 

The third moment of the adjusted distribution can be obtained 

in a similar manner. Let E3 denote the central third moment. The~ 

(72) 

E(NO) is given by Eq. (69); E3(UR) is obtained from the simulation; and 

E(U) and E3 (U) are computed from the parameters of the three-parameter 

log normal distribution for U. If Eq. (72) is solved for E3(NO) , we 

obtain 

ES(UR) - E(NR)Ea(U) 
[2(U)] , (73) 

The third moment of the area adjusted distribution is given by 

(74) 
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Thickness Adjustment 

The reference area has not only a standard area but also a stan-

dard thickness. Unlike the area adjustment, which relates to the number 

of deposits, the thickness adjustment relates to and represents the ratio 

of endowment for a specified thickness to endowment for the standard 

thickness. This multiplier function is provided by the geologist. Sup-

pose Uo = Ul + ... + U
mNo 

is the endowment for the reference area with 

the area adjustment incorporated. For thickness T, the multiplier is of 

the form U/Uo = k; that is, 

U = k(Ul + ... + UmN ) = kUO· 
o 

We note three consequences of applying the adjustment in this way: 

P(U = 0) = P(UO = 0) 

E(U) = kE(UO) 

Var(U) = k2Var(UO) • 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

(78) 

And finally, if we have a histogram representing the density for UO' we 

can obtain a histogram for the distribution of U by rescaling the hori-

zontal axis, that is, multiplying by k. This will not change the 

"spike" at zero. In conclusion, it is sufficient to apply the multi-

plier to the parameters of the distribution for the reference area after 

applying the area adjustment. 



Aggregation of Units and 
Averaging Across Geologists 

System estimates were made for each partition. Estimates for 

the aggregate of partitions, such as for the entire Westwater Canyon, 
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were produced by computing the probabilities for the sum of U308 endow

ment across all partitions of the Westwater Canyon. The endowment dis-

tribution is described by a histogram. 

Because of the absence of a distribution function, the distribu-

tion for the aggregate of regions was obtained using the files of simu-

lated data for the partitions. The following sum was computed from 

these files: 

where U. = the 
J 

sum of U308 across all partitions for the jth iteration 

Uij = the quantity of U308 for the ith partition on the jth itera-
tion of the previous Monte Carlo analysis 

p = number of partitions 

j = 1, 2, ... N , 

N = number of iterations. 

Once a file of sums, Uj' j = 1,···,N, was determined, it was classified 

to create a histogram of U308 for the aggregate of the p partitions. A 

similar procedure was used for the aggregate across stratigraphic units. 

The average histogram for a merged unit over a set of geologists 

was determined by Monte Carlo analysis. Suppose that hj represents the 

histogram for the jth geologist. Then, using functional notation, we 

can define the quantity Uij in terms of hj : 
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where Pi = a probability drawn in the ith iteration from a rectangular 
distribution 

= the quantity of U308 in the region as described by the jth 
geologist and created in the ith iteration. 

Given Uij' .j=1,2,···,NG, where NG is the number of geologists, the aver

age, ui ' for the ith iteration can be computed: 

1 NG 
u i - - L uij NG j-l 

Suppose this sampling and computation are repeated N times, creating ui' 

i=1,2,··~,N. Then, classification of these N averages into a histogram 

yields an approximation of the average probability distribution for U308 

endowment. Means, modes, and percentiles for the average of all geolo-

gists were computed from these simulated data and this histogram. 

A disadvantage to using Monte Carlo techniques for describing 

the average distribution for the NG geologists is that the sum of the 

means of the average histograms for all "merged units" may not be iden-

tical to the mean of the average histogram for the aggregate of units. 

This does not indicate an error in analysis; it simply reflects the in-

fluence of random sampling. In most cases, these discrepancies are 

very small. 
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A MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

IMPLICIT AND SYSTEM-ASSISTED SUBJECTIVE MODELING APPROACHES 

There are two approaches to subjective modeling: implicit and 

system-assisted. These two approaches differ in the way the estimations 

are made, not in the factors considered nor in the format of the results. 

The two approaches are described by considering the following simplified 

situation: 

The geologist evaluating a certain region has available geologic, 

geochemical, and geophysical observations of the region. He 

is to estimate the number of deposits present. (Number of depos

its is one component of an endowment description.) However, he 

is uncertain about the number of deposits present because he had 

incomplete knowledge of the duration and intensity of ore genesis, 

the nature of the ore deposit, and the geologic history of the 

region. We represent his imperfect knowledge about the geoscience 

of mineral endowment by a conditional probability for number of 

deposits, P(N=nIX=x). That is, given that the state of the earth 

process, X, within the region is x, the number of deposits present 

is a random variable, denoted by N. We represent the geologist's 

uncertainty about the geology of the region by a conditional 

probability for X: P(X=Xlg1,"',gm)' That is, the state of the 

earth process, X, is a random variable, given the gm observed 
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geologic features and geoscience measurements. Suppose the earth 

process can take just two states, Xl and x2' Then the proba

bility for number of deposits, given the m geologic observations, 

is defined as: 

P(N=nlgl""'~) = P(N=nlx=xl)'P(X=xllgl""'~) 

+ P(N=nlx=x2)'P(X=x2Igl""'~)' 

814 

(1) 

This equation is an extremely simple probabilistic geologic model. 

For this example, our goal consists only of obtaining a proba

bilistic description of the nu~er of deposits, N, present within 

the region. We can obtain this description in two different ways. 

Implicit Approach 

One way is simply to ask the geologist, after he has considered 

the available evidence, to estimate probabilities for 0,1,2,···,k depos

its. These k+l probabilities describe P(N=nlgl ,'" ,~), n = 0,1,'" ,k, 

directly. The m geologic variables (gl"" ,~) represent the geologic 

data he considers in providing the probabilistic descriptions. Estima

tion of p(N=nlgl ,'" ,~) in this way is the "implicit approach," meaning 

that the influence of geology on these probabilities is not explicitly 

stated. Rather, the geologic evidence, probability, and number of depos

its are integrated by the geologist's intuitive processes to produce an 

estimate. 

System-Assisted Approach 

The other way to obtain the description of P(N=nlgl"",gm) is 

to construct a geologic decision model, which in this example consists 
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of Eq. (1), and to use this model for estimation. Here, the geologist 

not only would provide Eq. (1) as the appropriate conceptual model, but 

also would quantify the conditional probability distributions represented 

by P(N=n!X=xl ) and P(N=n!X=x2)' that is, one distribution for each of the 

two states of process X. Suppose a computer program were designed that 

performed the calculation indicated by Eq. (1) and that also contained 

these conditional probability distributions. The geologist could use 

this program to estimate P(N=n!gl'··· ,gm) simply by feeding the program 

P(X=xl!gl'··· 'Sm) and P(X=x2!gl'··· ,Sm). In other words, after consid

ering all relevant information, he would estimate the conditional proba-

bilities for the two states (xl and x2) of process X. By inputting 

these probabilities into the computer program and activating the program, 

he would initiate the evaluation of Eq. (1), which would produce the de

sired probabilities, those represented by P(N=n!gl'··· 'Sm)' n = 0,1, 

2,·· ,k. 

For example, suppose the region being evaluated is so small that 

it could contain at most one deposit (that is, N = 0 or 1). Suppose 

there is only one earth process, X, and that it can take only two states, 

xl and xZ• Suppose also that, for each of the two states of X, the ge

ologist defines the following probabilities, conditional upon X: 

P(N=O!X=Xl ) = 0.7 

P(N=l!X=xl ) = 0.3 

P(N=O!X=XZ) = 0.4 

P(N=l!X=xZ) = 0.6 

Finally, suppose a computer program (appraisal system) has been designed 

that contains Eq. (1) and these four conditional probabilities. This 

program, with the two conditional probability distributions (the four 
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conditional probabilities), constitutes the appraisal system of this 

example. To use this system to estimate number of deposits, N, the ge

ologist would consider all the available geologic evidence and estimate 

the probabilities that process X has states Xl and x2 " Let's say he 

estimates a probability of 0.8 that X has state Xl and a probability of 

0.2 that X has state x2: 

p(x=x1Ig1, .,",~) = 0.8 

p(x=X2Ig1 , ""~,~) = 0.2 

The probability for N having values of 0 and 1 would then be computed by 

the system according to Eq. (1): 

p(N=olgl' " •• ,~) = (0.7)(0.8) + (0.4)(0.2) = 0.64 

P(N=1Ig1""'~) = (0.3)(0.8) + (0.6)(0.2) = 0.36 

Recall that, in the implicit approach, the geologist estimated these two 

probabilities, p(N=olgl""'~) and P(N=1Ig1"oo,~), directly instead 

of constructing the model and using it to estimate them by estimating 

probabilities for states of the processes • 

. Comparison of Aperoaches 

An interesting question now arises: If a geologist were to esti

mate these probabilities both ways (implicitly and by the system-assisted 

approach), would he obtain the same probabilities? With the simple model 

just used, this question seems trivial; on average, the probabilities 

would be the same because the same concepts are involved in both methods. 

Of course, our example was a gross simplification, using only one 
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process. In an actual application, the geoscience would be complex, 

requiring a statement of the interrelationships of many geologic condi

tions and earth processes. Geologic evidence would consist of many 

different kinds of observations and measurements. Even so, as with the 

simple model, the same concepts would be involved. Where the system

assisted and implicit methodologies differ is in how geoscience

endowment concepts are used to estimate mineral endowment when there is 

no direct evidence of this endowment. When this situation exists, the 

methodology by which concepts and data are integrated is an important 

factor in the selection of an appraisal method. 



APPENDIX 62 

ENDOWMENT SUMMARY 

The PLATO displays of the nEndowment Summary'" were written to 

permit review of the participants t final U30S endowment estimates. 

Note that the same function is fulfilled by the enduwment distribution 

plots and tabulated data produced by the Endowment Simulation Model 

(program MASTER), as illustrated within Appendix 59. For this reason, 

although the "Endow"lllent Summary" routine is operational, no data were 

ever entered into it. The concept is a go~d one, however, and for this 

reason this operation is included here, 
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E:J\{)()\&JMENT SUMMARY 

The ~ndowment Summary is a display designed for 
an analyst who wi~hes to review, in as concise a man
ner as possible, the U30a estimates of a specific 
eroup of individuals. 

The summary allows the user to study these data 
at three levels of aggregation: 

1) Overall Basin Summary 

2) Summary by Horizon (Across Participants) 

3) Summary by Participant (Across Horizons) 

For each level of aggregation, where appropri
ate, the summar~ presents the system-generated re
sults, the fitted intuitive estimations, and the cur
rent DO~ estimate. ~ach display shows the mode, 9~%, 

5~%, and 18% endowment levels. The partition data 
page also shows the median and mean for both the sys
tem-generated and fitted intuitive data. 

Press -NEXT- for example 
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TOTAL ESTIMATE OF" ENDOWMENT 
CLB U30S) 

SAN JUAN BASIN, NEW MEXICO 

DOE ESTIMATE: MODAL LEVEL .. 

PARTICIPANT 

beta 

carrigan 

curly 

ENDOWMIi:NT 
LEVEL 

MODAL LEVEL 
9.0'% LEVEL 
SB% LEVEL 
IB% LEVEL 

MODE 

MODAL LEVEL 
9B% LEVEL 
5.0'~~ LEVEL 
IB~~ LEVEL 

MODE 

MODAL LEVEL 
9B% LEVEL 
SB% LEVEL 
IB% LEVEL 

MODE 

9.0'% LEVEL ,. 
5.0'% LEVEL III 

1.0'% LEVEL .. 
MODE = 

SYSTEM-
GENERATED 

Press -NEXT- to contlnue 

820 

F'ITTED 
INTUITIVE 
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HORIZON SUMMARY PAGE 

GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- DATE: .lJ4/15/8..IJ 

HORIZON *6 XYZ FORMATION 

ESTIMATES, LB U30a 
ENDOWMENT 

LEVEL SYSTEM- FInED DOE 
GENERATED INTUITIVE ESTIMATE 

MODAL LEVEL 

9.IJ~~ LEVEL 

5.IJ% LEVEL 

l1J% LEVEL 

MODE 



TI ON SUMMARY AGE 

GEOLOGIST: -EXAMPLE- DATE: 

HORIZON 

NO. OF PARTITIONS • 

PARTITION 
SOURCE TYpE = 
AREA = 

SYSTEM-GENERATED DATA: 

EXPECTED VALUE OF URANIUM PRESENT = 

ENDOWMENT DISTRIBUTION: MODAL LEVEL ,. 
9.0'% LEVEL = 

MEAN = 5.0'% LEVEL = 
MEDIAN = 1.0'% LEVEL = 

MODE 

INTUITIVE ESTIMATION: METHOD USED: 

ESTIMATED DATA FITTED INTUITIVE DATA, LB U30a 
MEAN = ~ = 
MEDIAN = ~ = 

MODAL LEVEL = 
9.0'% LEVEL = 
5.0'% LEVEL = 
1.0'% LEVEL = 

MODE = 

Press -NEXT- for Flow Chart 

DISPL. = 
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ENDOWMENT SUMMARY DATA 
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ENOWMENT SUMMARY 

Choo~e an Option: 

a) Overall Basin Summary 
b) Summary by Horizon (Acroe~ Participant~) 

c) Summary by Participant (Acroe~ Horizons) 



TOTAL ESTIMATE OF' ENDOWMENT 
(LB U30a) 

SAN JUAN BASIN, NEW MEXICO 

DOE ESTIMATE: MODAL LEVEL • 
9.0'~~ LEVEL • 
5m~ LEVEL • 
1.0'% LEVEL • 

MODE • 

PARTICIPANT ENDOWMENT SYSTEM-
LEVELS GENERATED 

MODAL LEVEL 
9.0':~ LEVEL 

Beta 5.0'% LEVEL 
1.0'% LEVEL 

MODE 

MODAL LEVEL 
9.0'~~ LEVEL 

Carrigan 5.0'S~ LEVEL 
1.0'~~ LEVEL 

MODE 

MODAL LEVEL 
9.0'~~ LEVEL 

Curly 5.0'~~ LEVEL 
1.0'?-~ LEVEL 

MODE 

F'ITTED 
INTUITIVE 

Press -NE><T - to cont 1 nue, -EDIT-to ed 1 t va 1 ues 
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TOTAL ESTIMATE OF ENDOWMENT 
(LB U30a) 

SAN JUAN BASIN, NEW MEXICO 

DOE ESTIMATE: MODAL LEVEL .. 
9.0'% LEVEL • 
5.0'% LEVEL • 
1.0'% LEVEL • 

MODE • 

PARTICIPANT ENDOWMENT SYSTEM-
LEVELS GENERATED 

MODAL LEVEL 
9.0'% LEVEL 

Hadrian 5.0'~-'; LEVEL 
1.0'% LEVEL 

MODE 

MODAL LEVEL 
9.0'~' LEVEL 

Sheridan 5.0'% LEVEL 
1.0'% LEVEL 

MODE 

MODAL LEVEL 
9.0'% LEVEL 

Shiva 5.0'% LEVEL 
l£i% LEVEL 

MODE 

FITTED 
INTUITIVE 

.. Press -I\!E;<T - to cont! nue, -EDIT-to e'::n t values 
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TOTAL ESTIMATE OF' ENDOWMENT 
(LB U30 S) 

SAN JUAN BASIN, NEW ME><ICO 

DOE ESTIMATE: MODAL LEVEL • 

PARTICIPANT ENDOWMENT 
LEVELS 

MODAL LEVEL 
9S!{ LEVEL 

Velma 50!{ LEVEL 
1 fiJ~~ LEVEL 

MODE 

9.0'% LEVEL • 
5.0'% LEVEL • 
1.0'% LEVEL • 

MODE • 

SYSTEM-
GENERATED 

F'ITTED 
INTUITIVE 

Pr-::ss -NE.<T- to contlnue, -EDIT- to ~dlt values 
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MODE 1: Index of Geologic Horizon~ page 1 

TERTIARY 

1) San Jo~e rormation 
2) Nacimiento rormation 
3) Anima~ rormation 

CRETACEOUS 

4) Nacimiento / Anima~ 

5) Ojo Alamo Sand~tone 
6) Ojo Alamo / Anima~ 

7) Ojo Alamo / McDermott 
8) rruitland rormation 
9) Menefee rormation 
lZ) Dakota Sandstone 
11) Burro Canyon rormation 

JURASSIC 

12) Morrison rormation 
13) Brushy Basin Member of 

the Morri~on rormation 
14) Jackpile Sandstone 
15) Brushy Ba~ i n /1,I)estwater 

Canyon Members 

16) We~twater Canyon Member 
of the Morrison rormation 

17) Recapture Member of 
Morrison rormation 

18) Recapture / Salt Wash 
Members 

19) Salt Wash Member of the 
Morri~on rormation 

2Z) San Rafael Group 
21) Summerville rormation 
22) Todilto Limestone 
23) Entrada Sandstone 
24) Entrada / Todilto / Sum

mervi lIe 
25) Todilto / Entrada rms. 

TRIASSIC 

26) Triassic 
27) Chinle rormation 
28) Petrified rorest Member 

of the Chinle rormation 

Type a number to select that horizon, then press -"JE><T -. 
Or press -NEXT- only for the next page 

-BACK- to exit 
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MODE 1: Index of Geologic Horizons page 1 

TERTIARY ~ 16 

1) San Jo~e Formation 
2) Nacimiento Formation 
3) Anima~ Formation 

CRETACEOUS 

4) Nacimiento / Animes 
5) Ojo Alamo Sand~tone 
6) Ojo Alamo / Anima~ 

7) Ojo Alamo / McDermott 
8) Fruitland Formation 
9) Menefee Formation 
19) Dakota Sandstone 
11) Burro Canyon Formation 

JURASSIC 

12) Morrison Formation 
13) Brushy Basin Member of 

the Morrison Formation 
14) Jackpi Ie Sandstone 
15) Brushy Ba~in /Westwater 

Canyon Members 

16) Westwater Canyon Member 
of the Morrison Formation 

17) Recapture Member of 
Morrison Formation 

18) Recapture / Salt Wash 
Members 

19) Salt Wa~h Member of the 
Morri~ol'l Formation 

2m) San Rafael Group 
21) Summerville Formation 
22) Todilto Limestone 
23) Entrada Sand~tone 
24) Entrada / Todilto / Sum

mervi lIe 
25) Todiito / Entrada Fms. 

TRIASSIC 

26) Triassic 
27) Chinle Formation 
28) Petrified Forest Member 

of the Chinle Formation 

T~.Jpe a number to select that horizon, then press -NE><T-. 
Or press -NEXT- only for the next page 

-BACK- to exit 
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MODE 1: Index of Geologic Horizon~ page 2 

TRIASSIC 

29) Poleo Sand~tone Member 
of the Chinle rormation 

3D) Shinarump Member of the 
Chinle rormation 

31) A~a Zarca Sand~tone 
Member of the Chinle rm. 

PERMIAN 

32) Permian 
33) Cutler rormation 
34) San Andre~Lime~tone 
35) Abo rormation 
36) Cutler / Abo rormatio~ 
37) Abo / Ye~o / Glorieta / 

San Andre~ rormation~ 
38) Permian / Pennsylvanian 

PENNSYLVANIAN 

39) Penn~ylvanian 

43) Cutler / Abo / Madera 
rormation~ 

41) Madera Lime~tone 
42) Hermosa / Madera 

Type a number to select that horizon, then pres!!> -NEXT-. 
Or press -ND<T- only for the previous page 

-BACK- to exit 
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HORIZON SUMMARY PAGE 

GEOLOGIST: curly DATE: .0'9/13/81 

HORIZON *9 We~twater Canyon/Bru~hy Ba 

ESTIMATES, L6 U308 
ENDOWMENT 

LEVEL SYSTEM F"ITTEO DOE 
GENERATED INTUITIVE ESTIMATE 

MODAL LEVEL 

9.0'~' LEVEL 

5.0'% LEVEL 

1.0'% LEVEL 

MODE 

Pre~s -NEXT- to continue ~earchin~. or 
-DATA- to ~ee this horizon'~ partition data 
-BACK- to exit 
-EDIT- to edit thi~ data 



HORIZON SUMMARY PAGE 

GEOLOGIST: hadrian DATE: Z9/13/81 

HORIZON *lZ Westwater Canyon Member 

ENDOWMENT 
LEVEL 

MODAL LEVEL 

9.0'% LEVEL 

SZ% LEVEL 

lZ% LEVEL 

MODE 

ESTIMATES, LB U308 

SYSTEM F"ITTED DOE 
GENERATED INTUITIVE ESTIMATE 

This information is not yet available. 
Press -NEXT- to continue 

-BACK- for list of horizons 
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HORIZON SUMMARY PAGE 

GEOLOGIST: ~hiva DATE: .0'9/13/81 

HORIZON *1.0' We~twater Canyon 

ENDOWMENT 
LEVEL 

MODAL LEVEL 

9.0'~~ LEVEL 

5.0'% LEVEL 

lZ~~ LEVEL 

MODE 

ESTIMATES, La U308 

SYSTEM F"ITTEO DOE 
GENERATED INTUITIVE ESTIMATE 

This information i~ not yet available. 
Pre~s -NEXT- to continue 

-BACK- for li~t of horizons 
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HORIZON SJMMARY PAGE 

GEOLOGIST: velma DATE: .0'9/13/81 

HORIZON +9 Brushy B/Westwater/Recaptu 

ESTIMATES, La U30a 
ENDOWMENT 

LEVEL SYSTEM FITTED DOE 
GENERATED INTUITIVE ESTIMRTE 

MODAL LEVEL 

9.0'% LEVEL 

5.0'% LEVEL 

1.0'% LEVEL 
~ 

MODE 

Press -NEXT- for the next horizon, or 
-DATA- to see this horizon's partition data 
-BACK- to exit 
-EDIT- to edit this data 



Thi~ i~ a li~t of the code-named participant~. 
Select a number to ~ee a participant·~ ~tratigraphic 
horizon ~ummary page~. 

1) Beta 
2) Carrigan 
3) Curly 
4) Hadrian 
5) Sheridan 
6) Shiva 
7) Velma 

'> 7 
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GEOLOGIST: velma DATE: .0'9/13/81 
HORIZONS .. PARTITIONS 

San Joee F'ormation 
2 Nacimiento/Animae F'm 
3 Mesa Verde Group .. Ojo Alamo 
5 F'ruitland F'mn 
6 Menefee F'm 
7 Dakota Sandstone 1 
8 Burro Canyon F'mation 2 
9 Brushy B/Weetwater/Recaptu 2 
·1.0' Recapture/Salt Waeh Member 
11 Entrada/Todilto/Summerville 1 
12 Chinle Fm 2 
13 Abo/Yeso/Glorieta/San And 2 
14 Hermosa/Madera Limestone 

Select a horizon's number. or prees -NEXT- to 
start at beginning of liet. ) 9 
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HORIZON SUMMARY PAGE 

GEOLOGIST: velma DATE:: .0'9/13/81 

HORIZON.9 Brushy B/Westwater/Reeaptu 

ESTIMATES. L6 U30a 
ENDOWMENT 

LEVEL SYSTEM F"ITTED DOE 
GENERATED INTUITIVE ESTIMATE 

MODAL LEVEL 

9.!r4 LEVEL 

5.1r4 LEVEL 

1.0'~~ ~VEl. 

MODE 

Press -NEXT- for the next horizon. or 
-OATA- to see this horizon's partition data 
-BACK- to exit 
-EOIT- to edit this data 



GEOLOGIST: velma DATE: 169/13/81 

HORIZON -9 6rush~ 6/Westwater/Recaptu PARTITION .1 
SOURCE TYPE .. LEACH 

NO. OF PARTITIONS • Z AREA • 4243 M2 

SYSTEM-GENERATED DATA: 

EXPECTED VALUE OF URANIUM PRESENT • 

ENDOWMENT DISTRI~UTION: 

MEAN • 
MEDIAN .. 

MODAL LEVEL • 
916" LEVEL • 
516" LEVEL • 
116" LEVEL • 

MODE • 

INTUITIVE ESTIMATION: METHOD USED: DENSITY FUNCTION 

ESTIMATED DATA FITTED INTUITIVE DATA, L6 U30a 
p • MEAN· 
~ • MEDIAN .. 
DISPL. .. 
MODAL LEVEL • 

916% LEVEL • 
516% LEVEL • 
1£1" LEVEL .. 

MODE • 
Press -NE><T- for ne~<t partition, -SHIFT NE><T- for next horizon, 
-EDIT- to edit this data. or -BACK- for this horizon 
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GEOLOGIST: velma DATE: .0'9/13/81 

HORIZON .... 9 Brushy B/Westwater./Recaptu PARTITION .... 2 
SOURCE TYPE • LEACH 

NO. Or PARTITIONS • 2 AREA • 6364 M2 

SYSTEM-GENERATED DATA: 

EXPECTED VALUE: OF URANIUM PRESENT • 

ENDOWMENT DISTRIBUTION: 

MEAN .., 
MEDIAN = 

MODAL LEVEL • 
9.0'Y. LEVEL • 
5,r/o LEVEL • 
1.0'Y. LEVEl.. • 

MODE • 

INTUITIVE ESTIMATION: . METHOD USED: 

ESTIMATED DATA rITTED INTUITIVE DATA, LB U30S 
~ • MEAN. 
~ • MEDIAN • 
DISPL. • 
MODAL LEVEL • 

9.0'% LEVEL .. 
5.0'% LEVEL • 
1.0'% LEVEL • 

MODE .. 
Press -NEXT- for T\e-:<t partition, -SHIrT NEXT- for next horizon, 
-EDIT- to ~dit thie data. or -BACK- for this horizon 
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GEOLOGIST: ~hiva DATE: .0'9/13/81 
HORIZONS "" PARTITIONS 

1 San Jo~e F"ormation 
2 Nacimiento 
3 Anima~ F"ormation 
4 Ojo Alamo 1 
5 F"ruitland F"ormation 1 
6 Menefee F"ormation 2 
7 Dakota Sand~tone 2 
8 Burro Canyon F"ormation 
9 Bru~hy Ba~in Member 3 
1.0' Westwater Canyon 2 
11 Recapture Member 2 
12 Salt Wash Member 1 
13 Todilto/Entrada Sandstone 1 
14 Chinle F"ormation 1 
15 Abo/Y~o/Glorieta/San And 2 
16 Madera Lime~tone 2 

Select a horizon'5 number, or pr~5 -NE~<T- to 
start at beginnin~ of list. ) 
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GE:OLOGIST: hadrian DATE: .IlJ9/13/BI 
HORIZONS .. PARTITIONS 

1 San :Joee F"ormation 2 
2 Nacimiento F"ormation 2 
3 Ojo Alamo/Animae F"ormation 2 
4 F"ruitiand F"ormation 2 
5 Menefee F"ormation 2 
6 Dakota Sandetone 2 
7 Burro Canyon 2 
B :Jackpi Ie Bed 2 
9 Bruehy Baein 4 
1.I1J Westwater Canyon Member 5 
11 Recapture Member 3 
12 Salt Waeh Member 4 
13 Todi lto/Summervi lIe/Entrada .. 
14 Poleo Sandetone Member 1 
15 Agua Zarca Member 
16 Shinarump Member 
17 Cutler/Abo/Madera 3 

Select a horizon's number, or preee -NEXT- to 
start at beginning of list. ~ 



GEOLOGIST: curl~ DATE: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1.0' 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

HORIZONS .... PARTITIONS 
San Joee Formation 3 
Nacimiento/Animae Formation 2 
Ojo Alamo Formation 2 
Fruitland Formation 2 
Menefee Formation 2 
Dakota Sandstone 6 
Burro Canyon Formation 3 
Jackpi Ie Bed 3 
Weetwater Canyon/Brushy Ba 8 
Recapture Member 4 
Salt Waeh Member 3 
Todilto Limeetone 5 
Chinle Formation 2 
Cutler/Abo Formation 3 
Madera Limeetone 2 

Select a horizon'e number, or preee -NEXT- to 
5tart at beginnin~ of list.) 
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APPENDIX 64 

SOFTWARE SUMMARY 

This appendix gives a general overview of the computer documen

tation for this study. The programs fall into two broad groups: the 

PLATO programs, which are intended chiefly for use by the geologist par

ticipant, and the off-PLATO programs (on the DEC 10 or. CDC Cyber 175), 

which perform the mathematical processing that is not practicable on 

the PLATO system and which are run by the analyst. 

PLATO Programs 

The PLATO programs are interactive with the participating geolo

gists. These programs provide instructions for the participants, elicit 

and collect data from them, and allow them to view the work of others 

in the study. In addition, a portion of the required data processing is 

performed in the PLATO system. (The rest .of ,the data processing is done 

in the off-PLATO programs.) 

Availability and Access 

The PLATO computer programs (files) developed during this study 

have been archived at the Computer-Based Education Research Laboratory 

(CERL) of the University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801. The orig

inal programs will remain permanently archived, but the code is public 

information, and anyone may obtain a copy of it by submitting a request 

through: PLATO Lab Director, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 
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85721. The PLATO Lab Director, in turn, will request CERL to make a 

copy of the files and store them at the facility of the user's choice. 

The files must be requested by name and number of parts; the informa-

tion necessary to obtain a copy of the program is listed in Table 64-1. 

There is a charge to .remove the records from the archives and a 

charge to place them in storage at the user's facility. The charges in 

spring 1981 for the total of 113 parts were as follows: 
, , 

To remove from archives: 

To place in storage: 

$2.00 x 113 = $226.00 

$7.50 x 113 = $847.50 

Equipment 

The equipment that the user needs to operate the PLATO system 

is as follows: 

(1) PLATO terminal, touch panel, Carrol Mfg. Co., Model PLATO V, 

SN-C1020 

(2) Desktop modems (2), Universal Data Systems, UDG-12-12 

(3) Printer interface, constructed by University of Arizor.a 

Department of Electrical Engineering 

(4) Printer, Versatec, Model 200, SN-8-1347 

(5) Random access projector, Zonar Corp., Model 137-S4; the pro-

jector is used to rear-project slides of paleogeologic maps 

onto the terminal's plasma panel 

(6) Converter, Zonar Corp., Model 140-6L1 
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Table 64-1- List of PLATO Files as of June 3 2 1980. 

Name Description No. of Date Author parts 

ERDA NA~1ESET Nameset for mines 61 11/29/77 Jay Sheridan 
project 

ERDA1 TUTOR Workspace for 2 10/20/78 Jay Sheridan 
splitting lesson 

ERDA10 TUTOR 1 5/15/80 Jay Sheridan 

ERDA2 TUTOR Workspace for 2 10/20/78 Jay Sheridan 
splitting lesson 

ERDA3 TUTOR Workspace 2 1/29/79 Jay Sheridan 

ERDA4 TUTOR Workspace 5 3/6/79 Jay Sheridan 
ERDA5 TUTOR Instructions 2 4/26/79 Jay Sheridan 

ERDA6 TUTOR Instructions 3 4/26/79 Jay Sheridan 

ERDA7 TUTOR Shortened version 2 10/8/79 Jay Sheridan 
of ERDA lesson 

ERDA8 TUTOR Shorter version 2 10/8/79 Jay Sheridan 
of ERDA lesson 

ERDA9 TUTOR Shorter version 3 10/8/79 Jay Sheridan 
of ERDA lesson 

FLASHl TUTOR Workspace 7 3/10/78 Jay Sheridan 

FLASH2 TUTOR Workspace 6 7/10/78 Jay Sheridan 

JAYMO TUTOR Workspace 3 1/1/78 Jay Sheridan 

PLAT04 TUTOR General overview 7 6/11/79 Bruce Stewart 
of PLATO 

STRAT TUTOR Stratigraphic 2 10/23/78 Bruce Stewart--
horizons lesson 

VOCQUIZ TUTOR Vocabulary quiz 3 6/11/79 Bruce Stewart 
for adjusting sub-
ject probabilities 

113 total 
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Use of PLATO Programs 

The Computer-Assisted Decision Aid for the Assessment of Uranium 

Endowment was designed to allow a geologist with little or no computer 

experience to use the system with a minimum of analyst intervention. 

Displays on the computer terminal screen provide the geologist with in-

structions, examples, and an indication of the possible paths he may 

take at any givell point in the system. The participant may access any 

section of the system through the General Index or through the System 

Flow Chart that is provided as part of the system instructions. By 

touching the appropriate box on the Flow Chart, he can call into view 

the instructions and examples for performing any part of the overall 

system or the descriptions of the off-PLATO operations. As a result, 

with several exceptions, all file creation and data storage are under 

system control and are transparent to the geologist. 

In practice, the participant's main use of the terminal is for 

viewing instructions and reviewing the work of others. When data must 

be entered into the system, this is done by the system operator from 

data sheets that have been filled in by the participants. The data 

sheets are either specially prepared by the analyst or are prints of the 

PLATO screen displays. 

All data are stored in a grouping of files known as a nameset, 

and each participantls data are associated with his own code name there. 
< 

When a new record is required, one is taken from the group of free rec-

ords and added to the end of those associated with the particular code 

name. The data are accessed from the nameset through the code names and 

a series of record directories. The lessons communicate with each other 



through the nameset by checking that the required data exist before 

allowing the geologist to proceed with a section or option within a 

section. 

Description of Programs 
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The individual PLATO programs (called "lessons" in PLATO termi

nology) are interconnected through the driving lesson, JAYMO. These 

individual programs are described briefly below. The PLATO screen 

displays of the System Flow Chart and of the General Index, which are 

mentioned in these descriptions, are reproduced in Figure 64-1 for 

reference. Flow charts and annotated source code listings of the indi

vidual lessons are presented in the relevant bound volumes (parts C 

through I of Appendix III) of the project final report (Harris and Car

rigan, 1980). 

Lesson JAYMO (Main Driving Lesson and Inference Net Section). 

Lesson JAYMO is the main driving lesson for the entire set of PLATO 

programs entitled "A Computer Assisted Decision Aid for the Assessment 

of Uranium Endowment." It displays the General Index, by means of 

which the user can route himself to the various options available. In 

addition, JAYMO contains the driving unit for the inference net section 

(section a of the General Index). 

Lesson FLASH1 (System Overview). Lesson FLASH1 provides an 

overview of the set of PLATO programs entitled "A Computer Assisted 

Decision Aid for the Assessment of Uranium Endowment." Called by means 

of a DATA keypress from lesson JAYMO, it contains text about the sys

tem, diagrams of the various stages of the system, and the System Flow 



6 ChooHE~ 
Scheme and Estimate 

Probab i li ties 

Type the letter to KO to the section: 

a) Inference Net 
b) EndocAment Scheme 
c) Strativaphic Horizons 
d) PaleotleolQKic Maps 
e) Geo 1 QKic Ranki"K Scheme 
C) GeolQKic Probabi I itie!l 
&p Collapse GeoIQKic Probabi I itie!l 
h) Horizon Summary 
i) EndocAment Summary 
j) Thickne!ls Adjustment 
k) Probability Calibration Exercise 
I) Choose Records 

Prees -DATA- for a system overview 

-SHIrT-NEXT- for credits 

-SHIrT-STOP- to exit 

Fig. 64-1. PLATO Screen Displays of System Flow Chart 
and General Index. 
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Chart, whereby the user may be routed to various other sections of the 

program. 

Lesso~ FLASH2 (Paleogeologic Maps). Lesson FLASH2, which is 

accessed from section £ of the General Index, provides the participant 

with a method for reviewing how the other participants have aggregated 

and partitioned their chosen stratigraphic units (horizons). 

The partitioning was done, originally, on large (36 by 26 inch) 

transparent sheets that were placed over the paleogeologic maps. Assum

ing each participant selected 10 or 15 horizons for evaluation and used 

20 to 25 maps to draw his partitions, the total volume of paperwork 

makes it cumbersome even to examine his own work, much less to compare 

his partitioning with that of the other participants. The paleogeologic 

map review process was developed to place as much of this information 

as possible in semiperm~nent form that would be readily accessible to 

all participants. 

For the review process, the maps themselves are stored on 35-mm 

slides in a Kodak Carousel slide tray. Through options and instructions 

provided by the PLATO program, the user calls up an individual slide; 

the slide is then projected, onto the rear of the PLATO screen and is 

visible from the front. For each projected slide, the program displays 

on the front of the screen the basin outline and the appropriate parti

tioning and supporting information. The program also computes and 

displays the area of each partition (this information is necessary for 

computing the total U308 endowment). 
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In the actual use of the lesson by the participant, it is sug

gested that he first review the various ways the other participants have 

grouped the stratigraphic units into horizons (option 3 in the Paleogeo

logic Map Review Index). He may then choose to see the various ways a 

single horizon was partitioned by all of the geologists (Mode 1, option 

1), or he may choose to see how an individual geologist has partitioned 

all of his horizons (Mode 2, option 2). If he then wishes to revise his 

own partitioning, he may do so on his own overlays for later transfer to 

the system. 

Included in this lesson is the partitioning routine, whereby the 

system operator transfers the outline of the participant's original or 

revised partitions from the map overlays to the program records. 

The lesson also includes an adjustment capability to adjust the 

size and orientation of the basin and partition outlines to the size and 

orientation of the map projected onto the screen. 

Lesson ERDA! (Endowment Summary Section). This section 

provides a display of the U30a estimates of individual participants. It 

is accessed from the General Index, section i. 

Lesson ERDA2 (Stratigraphic Horizons Section; Geologic Ranking 

Section; Collapse Geologic Probabilities Section). In the first part of 

lesson ERDA2 (unit horizons), the geologist inputs his own selections of 

aggregated or disaggregated stratigraphic units, henceforth called "hori

zons." (The original list of stratigraphic units was presented in a sep

arate lesson, STRAT.) The stratigraphic horizons section is accessed 

from the General Index, section c. 
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In the second part of this lesson (unit rank), the program pre

sents all possible combinations of geologic modifiers chosen by the par

ticipant, and the participant then ranks the combinations (on a scale of 

100 to 0) in order of importance for the formation of uranium endowmento 

The participant then divides the ranking scale into three parts to indi

cate whether the ranked combinations are Excellent, Intermediate, or 

Poor with regard to the formation of uranium endowment. This geologic 

ranking scheme section is accessed from the General Index, section e. 

In the third part of this lesson (unit collapse), the geologic 

probabilities are "collapsed" into a single probability for each of the 

27 ranked combinations of favorability designation from the three major 

geologic processes of the inference net. This section is accessed from 

the General Index, section~. 

Lesson ERDA3 (Adjustment Endowment Probabilities (Text)). Lesson 

ERDA3, which is called from box 7 of the Flow Chart and also from the 

endowment adjustment section, provides the text that explains the endow

ment adjustment routine. 

Lesson ERDA4 (Endowment Section). Lesson ERDA4, accessed 

from section l of the General Index, constitutes the endowment 

section. After the user has selected an endowment method and, depending 

on which method is selected, an index is presented that allows the user 

to choose and route himself to anyone of several options: to edit 

values, adjust the data distributions, calculate endowment marginals, 

display endowment marginals, standardize endowment numbers, provide 
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on-line cumulative distribution function calculator, or display the re

sults of calculating joint geologic probabilities. 

Lesson ERDAS (Codes for JAYMO, FLASH1? and ERDA1-ERDA10). Lesson 

ERDAS contains all define statements, error routines, and data in and 

data out routines for lessons JAYMO, FLASH1, and ERDA1 through ERDA10. 

Lesson ERDA6 (Horizon Summary Section and Thickness Adjust-

ment Section). The endowment scheme, which was defined and adjusted 

in a previous lesson, is based on an assumed thickness. Since most of 

the horizons under consideration are more than 100 ft thick, their endow

ment estimations must be adjusted to the actual thickness. This lesson, 

which is accessed through section j of the General Index, performs this 

adjustment. The lesson can also be accessed from lesson ERDA4, in which 

case only the thickness adjustment classification is performed. 

A subset of this lesson, accessed through section h of the Gen

eral Index, allows the user to view other participants' horizon lists, 

number of horizons, source types of horizons, methods of classification 

for thickness adjustment, and the result of area calculations from the 

paleogeologic maps section. 

Lesson ERDA7 (Geologic Probabilities Section): Lesson ERDA7 is 

accessed directly through section ~ of the General Index and also from 

unit horizon2 of the horizon selection section (section c of the General 

Index). In this lesson, the geologist assigns geologic probability in

dexes to each end-of-branch element modifier he has selected. 
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Lesson ERDA8 (Intuitive Endowment Estimation (Text». Lesson 

ERDA8, which is called from box 10 of the Flow Chart, provides the text 

that explains the intuitive endowment estimation. 

Lesson ERDA9 (Choose Endowment Scheme and Estimate Probabilities 

(Text». Lesson ERDA9, which is called from box 6 of the Flow Chart, 

provides the text that explains the choice of endowment scheme and the 

estimation of probabilities. 

Lesson ERDAlO (Credits for System). ERDAlO provides screen dis

plays of text for system credits. This lesson is accessed by a SHIFT

NEXT keypress from the General Index. 

Lesson PLAT04 (A Short Introduction to the PLATO System). 

This lesson is a short introduction to the PLATO IV computerized 

education system. It acquaints the user with how PLATO functions and 

describes briefly the history and development of PLATO, the terminal, 

the TUTOR language, how the system operates, and applications of PLATO 

in society. 

Lesson STRAT (Selection of Lithologic Groupings). Lesson 

STRAT presents the participants with a list of all lithologic units 

in the area of interest that have been assigned a uranium-bearing poten

tial of "poor" or better. Using his knowledge of the processes that 

formed. these units, the participant then combines related units or di

vides individual units to obtain lithologic groupings (called "horizons" 

in this study), upon which r3.'~parate estimations of uranium endowment will 
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ultimately be obtained. STRAT stores the lithologic groupings of each 

participant and, on command, presents them to the individual participant 

for review; the lesson then permits the user to revise his own groupings 

if he so desires. 

Lesson VOCQUIZ (Probability Calibration Vocabulary Quiz). The 

purpose of VOCQUIZ is to improve the participant's ability to estimate 

probabilities by indicating to him whether he has a tendency to overesti

mate or underestimate probability values. To this end, the participant 

makes a number of assertiolls (in this case, chooses definitions for each 

of 240 vocabulary words and for each word estimates the probability that 

the chosen definition is correct). VOCQUIZ then provides "probability 

calibration curves," comparing the participant's estimates with the ac

tual probabilities (actual percentage of correct responses). One curve 

is for "easy words," to represent probability estimates made when the 

participant is fairly certain about geologic conditions, and another 

curve is for "difficult words," to represent probability estimates made 

when the participant is uncertain about geologic conditions. 

Off-PLATO Programs 

The off-PLATO programs consist of the series of calculation 

programs that were written to be run on the DEC 10 and CDC Gyber 175 

computers as an adjunct to the PLATO system. Inputs to these programs 

are data that have been generated by the geologist and then processed to 

an intermediate stage by the PLATO system. Output from the off-PLATO 

programs is then re-entered into PLATO for further processing or display. 

In general, the information processing performed by these off-PLATO 
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programs is more complicated, mathematically, than can be done practica-

bly on PLATO. 

Availability and Access 

These programs, along with data sets to be used with the endow

ment simulation programs, have been placed on tkpe, and copies are avail-

able at the following locations: 

The Library 
Grand Junction Field Office 
u.s. Department of Energy 
Grand Junction, CO 81501 

Department 
University 
Tucson, AZ 
Attn: Dr. 

of Mining and Geological Engineering 
of Arizona 

85721 
D. P. Harris 

The characteristics of the tape and the information on it are listed in 

Table 64-2. All the programs were compiled and tested before being 

placed on the tape. 

Equipment 

Some of the programs use the DEC 10 and others the CDC Cyber 175 

computer. 

Description of Programs and Stored Data 

The programs are described briefly below. More detailed descrip-

tions, with flow charts and source code listings, are presented in the 

relevant bound volumes (parts Land M of Appendix III) of the project 

final report (Harris and Carrigan, 1980). 
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Table 64-2. Characteristics and Storage Information, Off-PLATO Tapes. 

Characteristics: 

9-track 
1600 BPI 
Unlabeled 
Character set is EBCDIC 
Blocked 1 record/PRU 
There are two record lengths: 

Print file 136 characters/record 
Card image or program file will be 80 columns/record 
A few files (data) are longer than card images so are written on 

the tape as 136 characters long 

Position on tape: 
(1) AFILE 
(2) BFILE 
(3) STANDR 
(4) ·SEEn~O 
(5) BPLOT 
(6) ENDOW. FlO 
(7) r·1N 
(8) IMPMN 
(9) MRGMN 

(10) MAI.N 
(11) CALC 
(12) r~INSER 
(13) NBIP.MIC 
(14) CALC.MIC 
(15) SUr4D 
(16) SUMC 
(17) PFILE 
(18) RFILE 
(19) DMMM 
(20) DMTPMD 
(21) DMTSRT 
(22) GRID. CAN 
(23) D~1TPAR 
(24) DMAVG 
(25) DEPEND 
(26) DEPEND. OAT 
(27) HADGP.DAT 
(28) BETAGP.DAT 
(29) SHVAGP.DAT 
(30) VELMGP.DAT 
(31) CURLGP.DAT 

(32) CURLD 
(33) HAD 
(34) SHIVD 
(35) BETAD 
(36) VELMAZ 
(37) CUR. OAT 
(38) HAD. OAT 
(39) SHI.DAT 
(40) BET.DAT 
(41) VEL.DAT 
( 42) NOBE1'A 
(43) MATRIX 
(44) CURL7. OAT 
(45) HADNEW.DAT 
(46) VELMA1.DAT 
(47) SHIVA3.DAT 
(48) SETAl. OAT 
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Simulation Programs. The endowment simulation programs as a 

group are designated program MASTER. The data sets to be used with the 

simulation programs are listed in Table 64-3. The programs are described 

below. 

Program STANDR (Standardize Endowment Scheme)~ Program STANDR 

takes the endowment scheme generated by a geologist, defines a set of 

estimation intervals, and recalculates the associated cumulative proba

bilities based upon these intervals. A histogram distribution is assumed 

in calculating the new probabilities. STANDR then computes the joint 

probabilities (of endowment, geology) and sums them to produce the mar

ginal probabilities, which are used as a data source for AFILE/BFILE. 

Program SEETWO (Print Routine for STANDR). SEETWO reformats the 

joint geologic probabilities output data from.STANDR into a user-readable 

form. This permits the user to determine readily whether the joint prob

abilities sum to 1.0, as a check that the input data were correct. 

Prog:I:'am AFILE/BFILE (Endowment Simulation Routine). AFILE/BFILE 

simulates the distribution of uranium endowment for each partition and 

each stratigraphic horizon. AFILE, executed on the DEC 10, is the major 

interactive portion of program MASTER. The responses to the questions 

posed by AFILE are sent to BFILE for computation. The only external in

put into AFILE is the marginal probabilities calculated in program STANDR. 

BFILE, executed on the CDC Cyber 175, is the computational segment of 

program MASTER. Its input is provided by AFILE. BFILE produces the 

following outputs: (1) line printer output, (2) horizon plots with tab

ulated data page, and (3) file DOW.DAT oc TAPE2 (used in conjunction 

with ENDOW.F10 and BPLOT to merge and average across lithologic units). 



Table 64-3. Data Sets to be Used with Endowment Simulation Program 
MASTER. 

Unstandardized 
CURL7.DAT 
HADNEW.DAT 
VELMA1.DAT 
SHIVA3.DAT 
BETAl-DAT 

Endowment Schemes 
Geologist Curly 
Geologist Hadrian 
Geologist Velma 
Geologist Shiva 
Geologist Beta 

Geologic Probabilities 
CURLGP.DAT Geologist Curly 
HADGP.DAT Geologist Hadrian 
VELMGP.DAT Geo.logist Velma 
SHVAGP.DAT Geologist Shiva 
BETAGP.DAT Geologist Beta 

Data for Merging Horiz~ns into Formations 
CUR. OAT Geologist Curly 
HAD. OAT Geologist Hadrian 
VEL. OAT Geologist Velma 
SHI.DAT Geologist Shiva 
BET. OAT Geologist Beta 

Data fOt" Averaging Fonnations 
NOBETA Geologists Curly, Hadrian, Velma, Shiva 
MATRIX Geologists Curly, Hadrian, Velma, Shiva, Beta 

AFILE Data Sets 
CURLD 
HAD 
VELMAZ 
SHIVD 
BETAD 

Geologist Curly 
Geologist Hadrian 
Geologist Velma 
Geologist Shiva 
Geologist Beta 
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Program ENDOW.FIO (Execution Routine for BPLOT). ENDOW.FIO is 

the execution program for BPLOT. Program BPLOT, a merging and averaging 

routine with graphic output, cannot be operated independently. In addi

tion to providing command and control functions for BPLOT, ENDOW.FIO 

allows for the input of merged and averaged log normal parameters that 

describe the implicit (intuitive) endowment estimates. The reason for 

merging and averaging the horizon estimates produced by BFILE is to get 

them to coincide as much as possible with the form and format of the De

partment'of Energy National Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE) program. 

Program BPLOT (Graphical Display of Endowment Simulation Results). 

Using the output derived from BFILE through ENDOW.FIO (and designated 

DOW.DAT or TAPE2), program BPLOT first merges the system-generated hori

zon data into "formations" and produces the following outputs: (1) line 

printer output, (2) a series of plots identical in form to those gener

ated in BFILE, and (3) tabulated data. BPLOT then merges the formations 

across the basin and averages them across geologists, and for each of 

these operations produces the same types of output as for the first exe

cution. Along with all of the above outputs, BPLOT also plots and tabu

lates the corresponding implicit (intuitive) log normal parameters. 

This program is executed through program ENDOW.FIO. 

Other Programs 

(1) Minimization Programs: 

Program IMPMN (Implicit Minimization). Program IMPMN reads a 

number of U30a endowment values for a geologic horizon and an equal 

number of cumulative probabilities for a partition of the horizon and 



does a search to best fit them with a three-parameter log normal 

distribution. 
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Program MN (Minimization). Program MN reads four U30S endowment 

values for a geologic horizon and an equal number of density probabili

ties for a partition of the horizon and does a search to best fit them 

with a three-parameter log normal distribution. 

Program MRGMN (,Marginal Probabilities Minimization) •. Program 

MRGMN performs a minimization on a set of five geologic endowments and 

their associated probabilities to produce the best-fit mean, variance, 

and displacement of the log normal distribution. 

Program NBIP (Comparison of Negative Binomial and Poisson Distri

butions). NBIP estimates the two parameters of the negative binomial 

distribution and Poisson distribution, given the four probabilities and 

the associated values of the random variables. 

Subroutine MINSER. MINSER is a subroutine called by programs 

IMPMN (subroutine MINS) , MN (subroutine MINS) , MRGN (subroutine MINS) , 

and NBIP. It is used for finding the minimum of a function of several 

variables. 

(2) Intuitive (Implicit) Estimation Programs: 

Program SUMD/SUMC (Sum of Log Normal Distributions, Dependent 

and Independent Cases). The purpose of SUMD/SUMC is to provide an en

dowment estimate expressive of the participantts intuitive (implicit) 

feelings. The geologist estimates the quantity of U30S present in a 

mile-square cell of a partition. This thickness of the cell is equal to 

the average thickness of the partition. The quantity estimate, for each 

cell, is given in the following format: 



q, lb U30S/mi2 

~ 10,000 
~ 20,000 
;:: 50,000 

~ 100,000 
~ 200,000 

P (Q ;:: q) 

.9 

.7 

.5 

.3 

.05 

Data in this form are entered into IMPMN, which generates three log 
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normal parameters (mu, sigma, and alpha, the displacement) for the mile-

square cell. These parameters are entered into the program and con-

volved a number of times equal to the area of the partition. The parti-

tion parameters are then combined into horizon parameters and a cumula-

tive distribution table. The final output provides the following data: 

(a) Parameters of the log normal distribution of U30S endowment for 

each partition under the assumption of perfect correlation 

(p = 1) among all square-mile cells within the partition. 

(b) Parameters of the log normal distribution of U30S endowment for 

the entire area under the assumption of independence (p = 0) 

among partitions making up the area. 

(c) Table corresponding to the cumulative distribution function of 

U30S endowment in the entire area. 

Program PFILE/RFILE (Implicit Endowment Estimation by Partition). 

PFILE/RFILE performs the following functions: 

(a) Computes the three moments from the input log normal parameters 

for each partition of the horizon. 

(b) Computes a cumulative distribution table of probabilities rang-

ing from 95% to 5% for each partition and prints out the input 

log normal parameters and cumulative distribution table for each 

partition. 



(c) Sums the moments of each partition to represent the entire 

horizon. 
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(d) Computes a new set of log normal parameters representing the 

entire horizon, as well as a new cumulative distribution table; 

prints out the entire output set of values for visual inspection. 

(3) Averaging Program: 

Program DMMM (Average Log Normal Parameters). DMMM averages a 

specified set of log normal parameters over a definite set of geologic 

boundaries to produce a three-log normal parameter result. The input 

variables are the log normal parameters for each geologic boundary to be 

averaged •. 

(4) Digitizing Programs: The series of programs DMTPMD, DMTSRT, 

GRID, DMTPAR, and DMAVG yields an average thickness of a particular 

horizon over a specified area (th~ partition). 

Program DMTPMD (Reformat Digitized Map File). DMTPMD reformats 

the file of digitized isopach contours from the paleogeologic map, as 

produced by the Numonics Model 1224 electronic digitizer. 

Program DMTSRT (Sort Reformatted Digitized Map File). DMTSRT 

sorts the reformatted file of isopach contours produced by program 

DMTPMD according to increasing y values and writes the sorted records to 

an output disk file. 

Program GRID (Produce Grid File from Contour Maps). GRID super

imposes a grid on the x-y (horizontal) plane and computes the thickness 

values (z values) at each grid point using the three-dimensional (x,y,z) 

data produced by program DMTSRT. 
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Program DMTPAR (Reformat Digitized Partition File). DMTPAR re

formats the digitized partition outline file, as produced by the Numon

ics Model 1224 electronic digitizer. 

Program DMAVG (Calculate Average Thickness). DMAVG combines 

the isopach data (from programs DMTPMD, DMTSRT, and GRID) and the parti

tion outline data (from program DMTPAR) , and computes the average thick

ness of the stratigraphic horizon within. that particular partit~on. 

(5) Miscellaneous Program: 

Program DEPEND (Dependencies Among Geologic Variables in the In

ference Net). In many of the inference nets, the process nodes are not 

truly independent. Program DEPEND was designed to correct this short

coming by providing an alternative for the collapsed geologic probabili

ties. It uses DEPEND.DAT as a test data set. 



APPENDIX 65 

DEPENDENCIES AMONG GEOLOGIC VARIABLES 

IN THE INFERENCE NET 

In many of the inference nets, the process nodes are not truly 

independent. Program DEPEND was designed by Salvador Ortiz to correct 

this shortcoming by providing an alternative for the collapsed geologic 

probabilities. Program DEPEND, as it now exists, functions for only a , ~ 

small net (such as that shown in Figure 65-1). In addition, the routine 

is only partially tested and is very inefficient. Now that the basic 

dependency concepts have been developed, it would not be difficult to 

get a program functioning for a more complex case. However, the flaw in 

the dependency concept lies not in the magnitude of the programming task 

but rather in the geologist's inability to give conditional probabili-

ties. The participants in this study had difficulty estimating the geo-

logic probabilities when the variables were considered independent. It 

is doubtful that they could have meaningfully estimated conditional prob-

abilities as defined through dependency relationships; this just is be-

yond our present scope of knowledge. 

This documentation has been assembled principally to demonstrate 

an awareness of the dependency problem and to preserve the concepts that 

were developed to deal with them. Looking at the resource appraisal sys-

tern as a whole, the issue of independent versus dependent elements is, in 

the writer's judgment, a minor issue. There are many other areas of the 
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study where the appraisal system efficiency could be more effectively 

increased. 

Program Description 

Consider the tree in Figure 65-1, which represents one of the 

levels in the inference net. The geologist has defined the tree, the 

dependency structure, and the modifiers of the lower nodes (circular 

nodes), which we shall call geologic variables. 

Suppose the geologist defines only two modifiers for each geo-

logic variable. That is, we have D1 and D2 for the geologic variable D; 

( ) 

0 
, 

-~ '~~-

~--~ 

A 

, ---

Major Geologic Process 

Minor Geologic Process 

Geologic Variable 

c 

} Favorability Nodes 

Dependency Structure (in this example. F is dependent 
upon D. and G is dependent upon the jOint occurrence 
of E and F) 

Fig. 65-1. A Hypothetical Level of an Inference Net. 
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El and E2 for E; and so on. For each favorability node, we have defined 

three favorability levels: excellent (E), intermediate (I), and poor (P). 

The probabilities given by the geologist are shown in Figure 65-2. 

The geologist also provides a r.anking scheme for each favorab;i.l-

ity node, along with ranges for the ranks to assign a particular combi-

nation to any of the three favorability levels. This is sho~~ in Figure 

65-3. The objective of the procedure is to determine the probability of 

each favorability level of the major favorability node (A)--that is, 

Method of Solution 

To account for dependency, we have to be able to express every 

favorability node in terms of the geologic variable modifiers. For the 

favorability nodes immediately before the geologic variables (B and C), 

this expression already exists in the ranking scheme in Figure 65-3. 

° 
E 

F 

G 

H 

P(01) 
P(02) 

P(E1) 
P(E2) 

.. 0.2 
• O.S 

.. 0.4 

.. 0.6 

P(F1101) .. 0.3 
P(F2101) .. 0.7 

p(G1IF1fiE1) .. 0.2 
P(G2IFlfiE1) .. O.S 

P(H1) .. 0.3 
P(H2) .. 0.7 

P(F1102) .. 0.1 
P(F2102) .. 0.9 

p(G1IF2fiE1) .. 0.7 
P(G2IF2fiE1) .. 0.3 

Subscripts refer to modifiers of the geologic variables. 
E.I.P refer to favorability levels for each favorability node. 

Fig. 65-2. Probabilities Assigned by the Geologist to Each 
Geologic Variable. 



B FAVORABILITY 

° E F Rank 

°1 E1 Fl 97 

°1 E1 F2 65 Excellent (100-80) 
°1 E2 F1 20 Intermediate (79-50) 

°1 E2 F2 95 
Poor (49-0) 

°2 E1 F1 98 

°2 E1 F2 60 

°2 E2 F1 27 

°2 E2 F2 63 

C FAVORABILITY 

G H Rank 

G1 HI 20 
(100-70) Excellent 

G1 H2 90 Intermediate (69-30) 
G2 HI 85 Poor (29-0) 

G2 H2 60 

A FAVORABILITY 

.!. C Rank 
BE CE 100 

BE CI 98 Excellent (100-80) 
BE Cp 61 Intermediate (79-31~ 

BI CE 59 
Poor (30-0 

Br CI 63 
Bl Cp 20 
Bp CE 55 
Bp CI 15 
Bp Cp 5 

Fig. 65-3. Ranking Scheme Assigned by the Geologist 
for Each Favorability Level. 
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For any other favorabi1ity node, like A in this illustration, this ex-

pression will have to be in terms of other favorability nodes affecting 

them. Thus A is expressed in terms of Band C, which in turn are ex-

pressed in terms of geologic variables. Figure 65-4 shows a first decom-

position of favorability nodes. This figure is basically the same as 

Figure 65-2, but it has been rearranged. Figure 65-5 shows the further 

decomposition of node A into its geologic favorability components. 

From the decomposition of A in Figure 65-5, we can now compute 

the probability for each favorabi1ity level of A, that is, P(AE), PeAr)' 

peA]?). Note that favorabi1ity levels for A can be defined, with the 

help of the arrangement in Figure 65-5, as a union of intersections of 

geologic variable modifiers, as follows: 

AE = (GlrlH2rlElrlFlrl0l) u (GlrlH2rlE2rlF2rl0l) 

u ... u (G2nH2rlElrl Fl (102) 

AI = (GIrl HlrlElrlFlrl0l) u (GlrlHlrlE2rlF2rl0l) 
u .•. u (G2nH1rl E2rl F1rl02) 

Ap = (GlrlHlrlElrlF2rl0l) u (GlrlHlrlElrlF2rl02) 
u ... u (GlnHl(1E2rlFlrl02) 

Thus the probability of each favorabi1ity level of A can be computed as 

follows: 

P(Ap) 

= P(GlrlH2rlElrlFlrl0l) + P(GlrlH2rlE2rlF2rl°l) 

+ ••• + P(G2rlH2rlElrlFlrl°2) 

= P(GlrlHl(1ElrlFlrl0l) + P(GlrlHlrlE2rlF2rl°l) 

+ ... + P(G2rlHl(1E2nFln02) 

= P(GlrlHl(1ElrlF2rl0l) + P(GlrlHlrlEl("',F2rlD2) 

+ ••• + P(Gl(1HlnE2rlFlrl°2) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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NODE B 

{ (Ej" Fj'"' OJ) } { (Ej ("" F2f"1 OJ) } 
B {(E2 f"1 Fj'-' OJ) I BE (E2(\ F2 r 01) BI (El n F2r: 02) 

P (E2 n F 1 f"', 02 ) 
(El(" Fl n 02) (E2r: F2 n 02) 

NODE C 

{ (GIn H2) } 
CE (G2 nHl) CI {(~n ~) } Cp {( G1 n HI) } 

NODE A 

{ (BE("',Cp) } { (Brf"1Cp) } 
AE { (BEn CE) AI (BInCE) Ap (Bp('.CI) 

(BEn cI ) (BInCI) (Bpn Cp) 
(Bpn CE) 

Fig. 65-4. Decomposition of Favorability Nodes. 
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A 

C B 
Favorability Nodes 

G H E F ° - Geologic Variables 

Gl !l H2 !l El !l Fl !l 01 .00336 
G1 !l H2 !l E2!l F2!l 01 .02352 
Gl!l H2 !l El !l F 1 !l O2 .00448 

G2 !l HI !l El!l Fl !l 01 .00576 { BEnCE} 
G2!l HI !l E2 II F2 II 01 • 01512 AE = 
G2!l HI II Ell1 G1 II 02 .00768 BEll Cr 

G2 II H2 II El II FIll 01 .01344 
G2 !l H2 !l E2 II F2 II 01 .03528 
G2!l H2 II E1 !l FIll 02 .01792 

Gl II HI II E1!l FIll 01 .00144 
Gl !l HI II E2 II F2 II 01 .01008 
GIll HI II EllI FIll 02 .00192 

GIll H2 II E111 F2 II 01 .02744 
GIll H2 II E111 F2 II 02 .14112 
G1 !l H2 II E2 II F2 II 02 .12096 BEll Cp 

G2 II HI II E111 F2 II 01 .00504 BI II CE 
G2 II HI II E111 F2 (", 02 .02592 

AI = G2 II HI II E2 II F2 II 02 .07776 BI II CI 
G2 II H2 II E111 ~ II 01 .01176 
G2!l H2 II Ell1 2 II 02 .06048 Bp liCE 
G2!l H2 II E2 II F2 II 02 .18144 

GIll H2 II E2 II FllI 01 .00252 
Gl!l H2 II E2 II FIll 02 .00336 

G2 II HI II E2 II F1 II 01 .00972 
G2 II HI II E2 II F1 II 02 • 01296 

G1 !l HI II EIII F2 II 01 • 01176 
G1 !l HI II Ell1 F2 II 02 .06048 rncP

} 

G1 !l HI II E2!l F2 II 02 • 05184 

G2 II H2 II E2 II FIll 01 .02268 Ap = Bpll CI 
G2!l H2 II E2 !l FIll 02 .03024 

G1 !l HI II E2 !l FIll 01 .00103 Bpll Cp 

Gl !l HI II E2 II Fl (j 02 .00144 

? rl L L [P{G;II Hj II Ekll Fll1 Om)] 1.00000 
1J k 1 m 

Fig. 65-5. Decomposition of A, the Top Favorability Node, into Its 
Geologic Variable Modifier Components. 



Note that the intersection of any two joint events in parentheses in 

the above expressions is the empty set: 

(GirlHjrlEkrlFlrlDm) rl (GhrlHgrlEfrlFerlDd) = 0 

if i "f h or j "f 9 or k"f f or 1 "f e or m"f d. 

This fact is important because we then can use the expression for the 
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(3) 

probability of mutually exclusive events as written in (1), (2), and (3) 

above. 

The problem now is confined to the calculation of each individual 

term p(G.nH.nEknFlnD ), i,j,k,l,m = 1,2. By the multiplication theorem 
1. J m 

of probability we can write the expression 

P{G.rlH.rlEkrlFlrlD) - P{D rlF1rlEkrlG.rlH.) , J m m , J 

P{DmrlFlrlEkrlGirlHj) = P{Dm)· P{F1IDm)· P{EkIDmrlFl) 

• P{GiIDmrlFlrlEk)· P{Hj I Dmrl Fl rlEkrlGi) 

(4) 

(5) 

By looking at the dependency structure, we can simplify the expression 

above. Since only (FID) and (GIFnE) exist, 

P{DmrlFlrlEfrlGirlHj) = P{Dm)· P{F,IDm)· P{Ek) 
(6) 

• P{GiIFlrlEk)· P{Hj} 

Expression (6) can be used in our particular example. Each term in the 

right-hand side has been given to us by the geologist. An example of the 

actual computations is as follows: 
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p(DlnFlnElnGlnH2) = P(Dl)·P(FIIDl)·P(El) 
. P(Gll FIn EJ). P(H2) 

= (0.2) (0.3) (0.4) (0.2) (0.7) 
= 0.00336 

p(DlnF2nE2nGlnH2) = (0.2) (0.7) (0.6) (0.4) (0.7) 
= 0.02352 

P (D2nFlnElnGlnH2) = (0.8) (0.1) (0.4) (0.2) (0.7) 
= 0.00448 

etc. 

The results of the computations for each term p(DnFnEnQr.H) is 

shown in the sixth column of- Figure 65-5. To make the computation work 

more transparent, we may construct a tree containing the 32 combinations 

of Figure 65-5. This tree is shown in Figure 65-6. The probability 

for each geologic modifier is shown on top of the symbol. By multiplying 

across each branch, we obtain the probabilities for the terms (DnFnEnGnH) 

which are shown in the last column of this figure. 

It is important to recall that, although the tree form is a con-

venient representation of conditional probabilities, it can also be used 

to represent independent events. Independent events are easily identi-

fied. Take for example H, which is independent; note that the probabi1i-

ties of Hl and H2 remain constant throughout the tree. On the other hand, 

G1 and G2 vary according to what other events are preceding them. 

Once we have computed every p(DnFnEnHnG) term, we substitute 

each of these terms into the appropriate expression (1), (2), or (3) and 

we will obtain P(AE) , P(AI ), and P(Ap) , which is the objective of this 

procedure. With the aid of Figure 65-5 we can write 
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Probabilities Given by the Geologist 

P(F!O) 

P (Dm('\ Fl ('\ Ek ('\ Gi ('\ H j ) 

~ A Favorability I 

--HI 
.4 - Gl .2 ___ 

H 
E -- 2 

./ 1_____ a--Hl 
P(F1ID2)··1 ~ • ---. H2 

"E - H2 

/ 

F
l
'.6 _ G

l 
.1::::::Hl 

2 ------G 9---H1 
P(D2) • .a 2 • --- H2 

°2 

~ 
--HI 

.4 - Gl .7 ____ 
E - . ~ 

/ 1 ______ G 3--- HI 
P(F2I02)·.9 2 • --H2 

F2 
, G 4--Hl 
. ".6 ______ l' ---H

2 E2 _____ 

G .6--Hl 
2 ---H2 

.3 

.7 

.3 

.7 

.3 

.7 

.3 

.7 

.3 

.7 

.3 

.7 

.3 

.7 

.3 

.7 

• ...... ~---- B -----e· ... lf-oI .. ~-- c ----• 
~.~------------------ A------------------~ • 

E 

E 
E 

P 

I 

P 

P 

I 

E 

E 
E 

E 

E 
E 

P 

I 

P 

P 

I 

P 

I 

.00144 

.00336 

.00576 

.01344 

.00108 

.00252 

.00972 

.02268 

.01176 

.02744 

.00504 

.01176 

.0100a 

.02352 

.01512 

.03528 

.00192 

.00448 

.00768 

.01792 

.00144 

.00336 

.01296 

.03024 

.06048 

.14112 

.02592 

.06048 

.05184 

.12096 

.07776 

.18144 

1.00000 

Fig. 65-6. Tree Diagram Illustrating the Joint Probability Computation. 
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P(AE) = .00336 + .02352 + .00448 + .00576 + .01512 + .00768 

+ .01344 + .03528 + .01792 = 0.12656 

P(AI ) = .00144' + .01008 + = 0.75152 

P(Ap) = .01176 + .00864 + = 0.12192 

Sum = 1.00000 

Program Capabilities 

In this relatively primitive form, the program can handle only 

simple cases, similar to that of Figure 65-1. A maximum of 30 variables 

and four dependencies may be input at pre~ent. 

Data Inputs 

For the program to be executed, the elements of the net must be 

numbered. Figure 65-7 labels the elements used in this example; note 

that this figure is merely Figure 65-1 numerically coded. Table 65-1 is 

a sample input data set (DEP.DAT), based on Figure 65-7, with a full ex-

planation of ita components. 

10300 

(A) 

Fig. 65-7. A Hypothetical Level of an Inference Net 
with Numeric Coding. 



Table 65-1. Sample Data Input. 

0.7 2402.Q 0.0 0.0 
0.3 2401.0 0.0 0.0 
O.Z 23Q1.0 2201.0 %101.0 
8:: fj8i:8 i~8i:8 j!gl~o 
0.1 2201.0 2002.0 0.0 
8:~ ~jg~:g 1~81:8 ~~R2.0 

0.,6 2302.0: 220.2.0. ,2102.0 
~.Z 20.01. 0.0 0 ~ 
02001 2002 

8i!8f f!8i 
02201 2202 
8fa2!02,s2~,3 zoao Z 2100 2 ZZQO Z 
097 ~5 20 95 98 60 %7 &3' 
0.10200 69, 29 2, 230'0 ~ 2~OO 2 
020 90 85 60.' 
010300 ~Q 30 Z 10100 3 10200 3 
0100 98 61 59 63 20 55 l' 5 

NOTES 
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DEPEND. OAT: Name of the data file; any name could be uSed. DEPEND reads the data in as 
GEOVRS. See Table 2 to see how the new file specifications are entered. 

LINE 1: 18 4 5 

18 • NROW. the number of probabilities read into the GEOVRS array 
4 • NeOl. the maximum number of dependencies in the entire scheme (in this 

case, 2. i.e., G11Flf"lEl)+2 -two dependencies 
5 • NGEO, the number of geologic variables, that is, the number of end-of-tree 

nodes--1n this case D, E, F. G, and H 

LINE 2: 2 2 2 2 2 -- the number of modifiers, NMOD, for each geologic variable 

LINES 3-20: The individual NROW (1n this case, 18) probabilities; note that the data are 
listed below in a different order than shown above (here the variables have 
been grouped to provide a clearer understanding of the concepti for the com
puter process, the order does not matter). 

.2 2001 

.8 2002 

.4 2101 

.6 2102 

.3 2401 

.7 2402 

l Independent geologic probabilities 



Table 65-1--Continued 

.3 2201 2001 

.7 2202 2001 

.1 2201 2002 

.9 2202 2002 

.2 2301 2201 2101 

.8 2302 2201 2101 

.7 2301 2202 2101 

.3 2302 2202 2101 

.1 23012201 2102 

.9 2302 2201 2102 

.4 2301 2202 2102 

.6 2302 2202 2102 

Dependent geologic probab'ilities 
(note that the maximum number of 
dependencies is 2) 

LINES 21-25: NGRUP -- designates the modifiers for each geologic variable 
2001 2002 
2101 2102 
2401 2402 
2201 2202 
2301 2302 

LINES 26-27: Node 8 (10100) favorab1lity: 
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10100 (the minor geologic process) 79 49 (break points in ranking scheme; see 
Fig. 3) 3 (number of nodes pointing into process 10100) 2000 2 2100 2 2200 2 
(numbers designating nodes feeding into the minor geologic process 10100. each 
number followed by a 2 indicating number of modifiers for the feeding node) 

97 65 20 95 98 60 27 63 (ranking scheme in order; see Fig. 3) 
LINES 28-29: Node C (10200) favorability: 

10200 69 29 2 2300 2 2400 2 
20 90 85 60 

LINES 30-31: Node A (10300) favorability: 
10300 19 30 2 10100 3 10200 3 
100 98 61 59 63 20 55 15 5 
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Printed Output 

The output is the probability for a major process node, expressed 

in terms of Excellent, Intermediate, and Poor conditions. The output is 

produced at the terminal. 

Sample Run 

A sample run, based on the input data of Table 65-1, is pre-

sented in Table 65-2. 

Table 65-2. Program DEPEND Sample Run. 

EX DEPEND 
FIJRTRAl'f: DEPEND 
I'!RIN. 
PJNT 
SETFAV 
FAVIJR 
L.INKl L.cADINe 
[L.NK~CT DEPEND EXECUTICNl 

~;FR~IJPN F iLl! WAS NOT ,rat,.IND 
IJNIT-2U DOSIe: I;EIJVPS. DAT /FtCCESS:'SEc!lN/I'!IJDE.~SCll 

EN TEll! NEW PILE S~trCS. END WITH AN ~(RL.T) 
·DEPEND.DAT!I 

NPIJW. 18 NelJL.. 4 NGEIJ • 5 
NMIJU(I)· a a a a 2 

STOP 

SUI'! OF PRIJB. S. 1. WO'':''':t)))) 

E:..;CEL.L.ENT 0.1263;;'0 
I "tTEPMEDIFtTE '0. ;;9'392"0 
I~IJIJP "0. 179'32'0 

END OF EXECUTION 
CPIJ TlMEl "0.23 EL.APSED rnlE': 21'. '09 
E~<lT 
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